TITLE 6 ANIMAL CONTROL
CHAPTER 6.02 GENERAL PROVISIONS

6.02.010 Purpose.
The California Food and Agriculture Code authorizes a city or county to adopt its own
comprehensive regulations to control animals within its jurisdiction. Accordingly, this chapter
establishes animal control regulations in the city of Santee related to dog licensing, rabies
vaccinations, treatment and isolation of diseased animals, impoundment of strays, guard dogs,
potentially dangerous dogs, cats and other animals. The purpose of this chapter is to supplement
state law to protect the health and safety of the public and animals. Nothing in this code
authorizes the keeping or maintaining of any animal that is otherwise prohibited or restricted by
any law, regulation or permit requirement. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.02.020 Definitions.
The following definitions apply to Chapter 6.02, Animal Control:
“Abate” means to take action to remove a nuisance and may include confining, isolating or
destroying an animal.
“Altered” means an animal that has been spayed or neutered.
“Animal shelter” means a facility that temporarily houses animals relinquished by their owners,
found at large, impounded or otherwise come into custody of the authorized agency.
“At large” means: (1) being on private property without the permission of the owner or person
who has the right to possess or use the property; (2) being unrestrained by a leash on private
property open to the public or on public property, unless a law or regulation expressly allows an
animal to be unrestrained on the property. If a leash is not being held in the hand of a person
capable of controlling the animal or a person is not actually controlling an animal attached to the
leash, the animal is “at large”; or (3) being in a place or manner which presents a substantial risk
of imminent interference with animal or public health, safety or welfare.
“Attack” means an action by an animal which places a person in reasonable apprehension that
the animal will cause the person immediate bodily harm.
“Attack dog,” as defined in Health and Safety Code Section 121881, means any dog trained to
guard, protect, patrol or defend any premises, area or yard, or any dog trained as a sentry to
protect, defend or guard any person or property.
“Authorized agency” means the animal control agency contractually authorized to perform
animal control services, and authorized to administer or enforce this chapter on behalf of the city
of Santee.
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“Bite” means an action by an animal with its teeth or mouth that breaks the skin of a human or
animal and does not require the presence of teeth marks.
“Cat” means an animal of the genus and species Felis domesticus.
“City” means the city of Santee.
“Curb” means to restrain or control an animal so that it urinates or defecates only in the street
gutters.
“Custodian” means a person, not the owner of an animal, who has been entrusted by the owner
or the owner’s agent to care for and maintain an animal until it is returned to the owner.
“Dangerous dog” means a dog that has attacked, bitten or in some other manner injured a person
engaged in lawful activity: (1) two or more times in a 48-month period; or (2) one or more times
resulting in death or substantial injury.
“Declared dangerous dog” means a dog that: (1) the authorized agency has declared a dangerous
dog after affording the dog’s owner or custodian the right to a hearing; (2) a dog’s owner has
stipulated is a dangerous dog; or (3) another jurisdiction has declared to be a dangerous or
vicious dog.
“Dispose of” means to make arrangements for an animal and includes euthanasia.
“Dog” means an animal of the genus and species Canis familiaris or any other member of the
Canis genus if a person owns, keeps or harbors the animal.
“Dog license” means a certificate the authorized agency issues indicating that a dog has been
registered with animal control authorities.
“Guard dog,” as defined in Health and Safety Code Section 121881, means any dog trained to
guard, protect, patrol or defend any premises, area or yard, or any dog trained as a sentry to
protect, defend or guard any person or property.
“Guard dog operator” means the owner of an attack, guard or sentry dog, or other person, that
operates or maintains a business to sell, rent, or train an attack, guard or sentry dog.
“Health officer” means the representative of the authorized agency or other person recognized or
appointed by the authorized agency to implement or enforce all or any portion of the duties of
this chapter.
“Impound” or “impoundment” means an action by the authorized agency to take possession of an
animal.
“Kennel” means a facility, whether or not operated for profit, that keeps or maintains 7 or more
dogs at least 4 months old. It includes a facility owned or operated by an animal welfare agency,
but does not include an animal shelter operated or established by the authorized agency or a
veterinary hospital operated by a veterinarian licensed by the state. A kennel also includes a
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facility with the requisite 7 dogs that also keeps or maintains other animals. As used in this
definition a “facility” means any combination of adjacent buildings, structures, enclosures or lots
under common ownership or operated as one unit, to keep or maintain dogs.
“Kennel house” means a protected space or enclosure in a kennel in which an animal is assigned
to sleep, rest or be segregated from other animals.
“Kennel license” means a regulatory permit issued pursuant to this chapter to a kennel operating
within the city.
“Kennel operator” means a person who owns, controls or operates a kennel or who participates
in the control or operation of a kennel.
“Leash” means any rope, leather strap, chain or other material 6 feet or less in length, intended to
be held in the hand of a person for the purpose of controlling an animal to which it is attached.
“License tag” means the official tag the authorized agency issues to a dog owner or custodian
signifying the dog has been registered with that agency.
“Neutered” means a male animal whose testicles have been surgically removed.
“Owner” means a person, other than a custodian, who owns, keeps or harbors an animal or a
person who takes possession of an animal after claiming to be the owner.
“Potentially dangerous animal” means any of the following: (1) an animal of a species or type
likely to cause injury to a person; or (2) an animal, other than a declared dangerous dog, which
has within the prior 48-month period attacked, bitten or otherwise caused injury to a person
engaged in lawful activity.
“Primary enclosure” means a structure in a kennel, other than a kennel house, used to restrict an
animal to a limited amount of space, such as a room, pen, run, fenced area, cage or compartment.
“Rabies certificate” means the certificate a licensed veterinarian or authorized agency issues
verifying that an animal has been vaccinated against rabies.
“Sentry dog,” as defined in Health and Safety Code Section 121880, means a dog trained to work
without supervision in a fenced facility and to deter or detain unauthorized persons found within
the facility.
“Stray” means an animal which is “at large.”
“Spayed” means a female animal whose ovaries and uterus have been surgically removed.
“Substantial injury” means a substantial impairment of a person’s physical condition which
requires professional medical treatment including, loss of consciousness, concussion, bone
fracture, protracted loss or impairment of function of a bodily member or organ, a muscle tear, a
disfiguring laceration, a wound requiring multiple sutures or an injury that requires surgery to
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restore the person to the condition the person was in before the incident that resulted in the
injury.
“Veterinarian” means a person currently licensed to practice veterinary medicine in the United
States.
“Vicious dog,” as defined in Food and Agriculture Code Section 31603, means any of the
following: (1) any dog seized under Section 599aa of the Penal Code and upon the sustaining of
a conviction of the owner or keeper under subdivision (a) of Section 597.5 of the Penal Code; (2)
any dog which, when unprovoked, in an aggressive manner, inflicts severe injury on or kills a
human being; or (3) any dog previously determined to be and currently listed as a potentially
dangerous dog which, after its owner or keeper has been notified of this determination, continues
the behavior described in Food and Agriculture Code Section 31602 or is maintained in violation
of Food and Agriculture Code Section 31641, 31642 or 31643.
“Wild animal” means any animal of the classes of animals listed in Fish and Wildlife Code
Section 2116 et seq., and supplemented by California Code of Regulations, Title 14 Section 671
et seq., which are not normally domesticated or not allowed in the state of California. (Ord. 499
§ 1, 2010)
6.02.030 Fees.
A.
The authorized agency is authorized to charge and collect fees for animal control
services, licensing, and enforcement in accordance with the procedures approved by the city
B.
The owner of any animal which is lawfully impounded must pay all fees and
expenses related to such impoundment in amounts approved by the city council, including, but
not limited to, impound, board, vaccination, examination and any medical treatment fees for the
animal, whether or not the animal is claimed.
C.
Fees must be paid when due unless the authorized agency, in accordance with city
policy, authorizes a payment arrangement or waives such fees in full or in part. (Ord. 499 § 1,
2010)
6.02.040 Enforcement.
The city of Santee enforces this chapter directly or through a contract with an authorized agency
to implement and enforce this chapter. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
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CHAPTER 6.04 RABIES PROVISIONS
6.04.010 Vaccination required.
A.
The owner or custodian of a dog must have the dog vaccinated against rabies by a
licensed veterinarian, with a rabies vaccine approved by the California Department of Health
Services for use in dogs, within 30 days after the dog becomes 3 months of age or within 30 days
after obtaining or bringing a dog 3 months of age or older into the city of Santee. A dog owner or
custodian must also have the dog receive subsequent vaccinations at the intervals required by the
California Department of Health Services.
B.
The owner or custodian of a dog must retain the rabies certificate for inspection
and produce the certificate when requested by: (1) any person who enforces this code; (2) any
person bitten by the dog; or (3) any law enforcement officer. No person who possesses a rabies
certificate may refuse to produce the certificate when it is requested pursuant to this section.
(Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.04.020 Certification of vaccination.
A.
A veterinarian who vaccinates a dog for rabies must certify the vaccination by
properly completing the “license application-rabies certificate form” the authorized agency
issues or another rabies vaccination form approved by the authorized agency. In order to be
complete, the vaccination certificate must contain all the following: (1) the dog owner’s first and
last name, street address and mailing address, if different, and telephone number; (2) the dog’s
name and description, including breed, color, sex and if known, day, month and year of birth; (3)
the type, lot number, and manufacturer of the rabies vaccine; (4) the date of vaccination; and (5)
the signature, or an authorized signature, of the veterinarian administering the vaccine.
B.
A veterinarian who vaccinates a dog for rabies must forward to the authorized
agency a copy of each completed form at least once a month. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.04.030 Exemption from rabies vaccination during illness.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this code, the owner or custodian of a dog is not required
to have the dog vaccinated for rabies during an illness if a licensed veterinarian has examined the
dog and certifies in writing that vaccination should be postponed because of a specified illness. A
dog’s old age, weakness or pregnancy is not considered a valid reason to excuse a dog from
receiving a rabies vaccination. An exemption certificate is subject to the authorized agency’s
approval and is only valid for the duration of a dog’s illness. An exemption from vaccination
does not exempt a dog owner or custodian from the requirement to obtain a license for a dog.
(Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.04.040 Reporting suspected case of rabies.
An animal owner or custodian whose animal exhibits rabies symptoms or acts in a manner which
would lead a reasonable person to suspect that the animal may have rabies, must notify the
authorized agency or the health officer and comply with all applicable laws and regulations
regarding suspected cases of rabies. An animal owner or custodian of an animal that is suspected
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of having rabies must also comply with all instructions and orders from the authorized agency
and the health officer. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.04.050 Reporting of bites.
A.
A person bitten and the parents or guardians of a minor child bitten by a dog, cat,
skunk, fox, bat, coyote, bobcat or other animal of a species subject to rabies must notify the
authorized agency or the health officer as soon as practicable after the bite.
B.
A physician treating a bite and any other person that knows of a bite by an animal
of a species subject to rabies must notify the authorized agency or the health officer as soon as
practicable after becoming aware of the bite.
C.
An animal owner or custodian of an animal of a species subject to rabies which
bites a person must notify the authorized agency or the health officer as soon as practicable after
the person knows of the bite.
D.
A person having knowledge of a bite by an animal subject to rabies, who fails to
report the bite within 24-hours of the bite, must be deemed to have violated this section unless
the person establishes that it was impossible for that person to report the bite earlier. (Ord. 499 §
1, 2010)
6.04.060 Confinement and isolation of suspected rabid animals.
A.
The authorized agency, a licensed veterinarian or the health officer may order the
owner or custodian of a suspected rabid animal to deliver the animal to be confined and isolated
under the care and observation of a licensed veterinarian at an animal shelter, veterinary hospital
or other facility as approved by the authorized agency or the health officer. The order may also
include a prohibition against destroying the animal.
B.
It is unlawful for a person to fail to comply with an order which the authorized
agency or the health officer issues under this section. The authorized agency or the health officer,
however, may grant permission to destroy the animal for the purpose of laboratory examination.
(Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.04.070 Isolation of biting animals.
A.
The authorized agency or the health officer may order any dog, cat, skunk, fox,
bat, coyote, bobcat or other animal of a species subject to rabies which has bitten or exposed a
person to rabies to be impounded and isolated in strict confinement as approved by the
authorized agency or the health officer and observed for at least 14 days after the bite or other
exposure, except that a dog or cat need only be observed for at least 10 days. No person is
permitted to release an animal impounded or confined under this section until the authorized
agency or the health officer examines the animal and approves its release.
B.
As an alternative to the 10-day isolation of dogs and cats referred to in subsection
A, dogs and cats which have been isolated in strict confinement under proper care and
observation as approved by the authorized agency or the health officer may be released from
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isolation by the authorized agency or the health officer after 5 days of veterinary observation if
upon conducting a thorough physical examination on the fifth day or more after infliction of the
bite, the observing veterinarian certifies that there are no clinical signs or symptoms of any
disease.
C.
Notwithstanding the requirements in subsection A, the authorized agency or the
health officer city may authorize, with the consent of the owner, if known, that the impounded
animal be euthanized for the purpose of laboratory examination. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.04.080 Animals possibly exposed to rabies.
A.
An animal of a species subject to rabies, which has been bitten by or had intimate
contact with an animal known to be rabid or suspected of being rabid, must be confined and
isolated as approved by the authorized agency or the health officer and observed for a period of 6
months or destroyed.
B.
Notwithstanding the requirements of subsection A, if a dog or cat has been
vaccinated against rabies at least 30 days prior to possible rabies exposure with a type of vaccine
and within the time period approved by the California Department of Health Services: (1) the
dog or cat may be revaccinated within 48 hours as prescribed by the authorized agency or the
health officer; (2) confined and isolated as approved by the authorized agency or the health
officer; and (3) observed for a period of 30 days following revaccination. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.04.090 Fees and expenses for confinement and impoundment.
The owner of an animal which is confined pursuant to this code must pay all fees and expenses
related to the cost of impounding, boarding and examining the animal and the altering deposit,
when required by this code. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
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CHAPTER 6.06 DOG LICENSES
6.06.010 Dog license required.
A.
A dog owner or custodian, except a tourist or visitor who stays fewer than 30 days
in the city of Santee, must apply for and obtain from the authorized agency a dog license for the
dog after the dog is 4 months old. The owner or custodian must have a license for a dog by the
time the dog is 5 months old or within 30 days after obtaining a dog 4 months or older or
bringing a dog over 4 months old into the city of Santee. An attack dog, guard dog or sentry dog,
however, must not work in the city of Santee unless the dog has a current dog license.
B.
A dog which the authorized agency impounds pursuant to this code, or other
applicable law, that does not have a valid dog license at the time scheduled for release, is
presumed to be a dog which, prior to impounding, required an authorized agency issued dog
license, regardless of the dog’s age or the owner or custodian’s place of residence.
C.
If a dog owner or custodian presents a properly completed dog license application
form to the authorized agency, including proof that a rabies vaccination will be valid throughout
the license period, and pays the proper license fee and if applicable, a late fee, the authorized
agency will issue a dog license and with the initial license, a license tag. The dog owner or
custodian must retain the dog license for inspection by any person authorized to enforce this
code.
D.
A license is valid for a term not to exceed the maximum immunity duration period
specified for the canine rabies vaccine approved by the California Department of Public Health
and must be renewed prior to the expiration of the term by paying the current renewal fee.
E.
A dog owner or custodian must securely affix the license tag to the collar or
harness of the dog for which the license tag was issued and ensure that the dog wears the license
tag at all times, except when the dog is being exhibited at a dog show.
F.
not issued.

No person may transfer or attach a license tag to a dog for which the license was

G.
No person other than the dog owner, custodian, licensed veterinarian or person
authorized by the authorized agency may remove a license tag from a collar or harness or remove
the collar or harness bearing the tag from a dog.
H.
Whenever a license tag is lost or damaged, the dog owner or custodian must
immediately apply for and obtain a replacement license tag from the authorized agency and pay
the prescribed fee for the replacement tag.
I.
A person subject to subsection A must renew a dog license before it expires for as
long as the person is the owner or custodian of the dog. If renewal is not required, the owner or
custodian must notify the authorized agency within 30 days after the license expiration date of
the reason why the license does not need to be renewed. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.06.020 Transfer license.
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The owner of a dog having a current license issued in the owner’s name by another dog licensing
agency may obtain a city dog license by paying the applicable transfer fee. The dog owner
possessing a license from another licensing agency must obtain a dog license from the authorized
agency within 30 days after bringing the dog into the city of Santee. The transferred license will
only be valid for the period of time that the rabies vaccination for the dog is valid or the duration
of the other jurisdiction’s license, whichever is shorter. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.06.030 Change of address.
An owner of a dog required to be licensed under this code must notify the authorized agency
within 30 days of any change of address. The authorized agency may presume an owner’s last
known address is valid and the authorized agency may serve any notice required by this code at
the owner’s last known address. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.06.040 Change of ownership.
A.
A person who acquires a dog licensed by the authorized agency must, within 30
days of acquiring the dog, apply for and obtain a change of ownership from the authorized
agency and pay the applicable fee.
B.
A dog’s owner or custodian or the parent or guardian of a minor who sells or
transfers ownership or custody of a dog must inform the authorized agency of the name, address
and telephone number of the new owner or custodian and the name and description of the dog
within 30 days of sale or transfer. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
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CHAPTER 6.08 SHELTERS AND KENNELS
6.08.010 Euthanasia at animal shelters.
A.
The authorized agency may accept animals to be euthanized at an approved
animal shelter. A person requesting an animal be euthanized must provide proof of ownership or
demonstrate that the person has the right to request an animal be euthanized. The person must
agree in writing to hold the city and its agents and employees harmless from any liability for
accepting and euthanizing the animal. The person requesting euthanasia of an animal must
certify in writing under penalty of perjury, to the best of the person’s knowledge: (1) whether or
not the animal has bitten a human being within the period established by this code for isolating
an animal that has bitten a human; and (2) whether the person has reason to believe the animal is
rabid. The authorized agency or the health officer, however, may authorize with the owner’s
consent, that an animal that has bitten a human or is suspected of being rabid, be euthanized
during the isolation period, for the purpose of laboratory examination.
B.
When an animal’s owner or custodian releases an animal to the authorized agency
for euthanasia, the authorized agency may place the animal for adoption. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.08.020 Kennel licensing requirements and terms.
A.
It is unlawful for a person to operate or maintain a kennel in the city of Santee
without a kennel license from the authorized agency and a business license from the city. The
procedures for kennel license applications, renewals, denials, suspensions, revocations, hearings
and appeals, except as provided in this code, are the same as those set forth in title 4.
B.
A kennel license expires one year after the date it is issued unless the authorized
agency selects a different expiration date. Fees for kennel licenses for less than one year will not
be prorated.
C.
The authorized agency may issue a kennel license subject to any condition or
restriction necessary to protect the health and safety of animals or humans.
D.
1, 2010)

The authorized agency may inspect a kennel at any reasonable time. (Ord. 499 §

6.08.030 Grounds to deny a kennel license.
In addition to the reasons stated in sections 4.02.020 and 4.03.050, the issuing officer may deny a
kennel license on any of the following grounds:
A.

The operation of the kennel is not allowed at the location proposed.

B.
The applicant has a suspended kennel license for the period the applicant is
seeking a license.
C.
The applicant was or is an officer, agent or employee of a kennel licensee whose
kennel license was suspended or revoked and the applicant was responsible for or participated in
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the violation on which the suspension or revocation order was based. In that case, the applicant
will be ineligible: (1) for the period during which the suspension order is in effect; (2) in the case
of revocation, for a period of one year after the revocation effective date; and (3) if a revocation
order has been stayed, during the revocation period and one year after the stay’s expiration.
D.
The applicant, within one year from the application date: (1) had a kennel license
revoked; (2) was a partner or principal in a firm, corporation or other legal entity that had its
kennel license revoked; or (3) if a revocation has been stayed, the application is within one year
from the stay’s expiration date.
E.
The facility in which the applicant proposes to locate the kennel, or proposes to
construct a kennel, does not meet the requirements for a kennel provided by this code. (Ord. 499
§ 1, 2010)
6.08.040 Kennel operating requirements.
A kennel operator must comply with the following requirements:
A.
Each kennel building, fence and other structure must be structurally sound and
maintained in good repair to protect the animals from injury, contain the animals, and prevent
other animals from entering the kennel.
B.

The kennel must have reliable and adequate electric power and potable water.

C.
The kennel must have adequate quantities of food and supplies, adequate
refrigeration to protect perishable food, and adequate storage facilities to keep food and supplies
dry, clean and uncontaminated.
D.
The operator must maintain the entire kennel facility in a clean and sanitary
condition at all times. The operator must prepare a maintenance schedule for the entire facility
that describes how often the operator will clean each part of the facility and have the
maintenance schedule available for inspection when the authorized agency inspects the facility.
The maintenance schedule must provide a program to control insects, ectoparasites and avian and
mammalian pests. The kennel operator must clean and sanitize the facility in accordance with the
maintenance schedule and at a minimum, remove excrement daily, or more often if necessary, to
keep the animals and staff safe from contamination, disease and odors, and keep the entire
facility free of accumulations of trash and debris.
E.
The kennel must have and maintain adequately supplied toilet rooms, washrooms
and sinks that allow animal caretakers to practice good hygiene.
F.
The operator must provide each animal housed in the kennel with food that is
uncontaminated, wholesome and of sufficient quantity and nutritional value to meet the normal
daily requirements for the condition and size of the animal. The food must be provided in clean
and sanitary receptacles accessible to each animal and located to minimize contamination by
excreta.
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G.
The operator must provide each animal with potable water in clean and sanitary
receptacles available to the animal at all times, unless a licensed veterinarian has restricted an
animal’s water intake. The water receptacle must be secured to prevent the receptacle from being
tipped over.
H.
The kennel must protect each animal housed in the facility from the elements,
including sun, heat, cold, wind, dampness, rain and snow and must maintain environmental
conditions for each animal that are appropriate for that animal.
I.
The kennel must provide adequate fresh air ventilation for the health and comfort
of each animal in a manner that minimizes drafts, odors and moisture condensation.
J.
The kennel must provide ample light that is uniformly distributed throughout the
facility to allow kennel staff to inspect and clean the kennel during the hours of 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
and protect the animals from harmful or annoying illumination.
K.
The kennel’s interior walls and floors must be constructed of material impervious
to moisture and maintained in that condition. The material must have a surface that may be
readily sanitized.
L.
The kennel must have a drainage system to rapidly drain animal excreta from the
facility. The drainage must be constructed and maintained to prevent unpleasant odors and to
prevent any drainage backup into the facility. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.08.050 General requirements for primary enclosures.
A kennel operator must provide a primary enclosure for each animal housed at the kennel. Each
primary enclosure must be:
A.
Constructed and maintained in good repair to protect the animal housed in the
enclosure from injury, be able to keep the animal from getting out of the enclosure and keep
other animals out.
B.
Constructed and maintained to enable each animal housed in the enclosure to
remain dry and clean.
C.
Constructed and maintained to enable the animal housed in the enclosure to have
convenient access to clean food and water.
D.
Large enough to allow each animal housed in the enclosure to obtain adequate
exercise. A separate kennel house that an animal uses as sleeping quarters must provide
sufficient space to allow each animal in the house to turn about freely, stand easily and sit or lie
in a comfortable position. It is unlawful to keep an animal in a primary enclosure or kennel house
that does not provide adequate space. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.08.060 Additional general requirements for primary enclosures housing cats.
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A.
A kennel operator who maintains a primary enclosure that houses one or more
cats must: (1) provide a receptacle containing sufficient clean litter in an enclosure to contain
excreta based upon the number of cats in the enclosure; and (2) provide adequate solid resting
surfaces to comfortably hold all cats occupying the enclosure at the same time. In a primary
enclosure housing 2 or more cats, each solid resting surface must be elevated.
B.
No kennel operator may house more than 12 adult cats in the same primary
enclosure. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.08.070 Additional space requirements for dogs.
A kennel operator must comply with the following additional space requirements for dogs:
A.

An unattended primary enclosure must not house more than 12 dogs of any size.

B.
The number of dogs in an attended primary enclosure must not exceed that
number that may be safely supervised by the number of attendants on duty and must not exceed
12 dogs per attendant within the enclosure.
C.
A passageway into a kennel house must be large enough to allow easy access for
each dog in the house.
D.
A kennel that confines a dog in a kennel house which does not meet the space
requirements in this code for a primary enclosure must not house the dog in a kennel house for
more than 12 hours in any 24-hour period.
E.
A primary enclosure or kennel house of a kennel which was not licensed on
September 11, 1986 or a primary enclosure or kennel house erected or installed in a kennel after
September 11, 1986, must meet the following minimum space requirements:
MINIMUM SPACE REQUIREMENTS
Primary Enclosure

Kennel House

Weight of Dog
in Pounds
Up to 15
Over 15 to 35
Over 35 to 65

Width

Square Footage

Width

Square Footage

2.0′
2.5′
3.0′

6.0
10.0
15.0

1.5′
2.0′
2.5′

3.0
5.0
7.5

Over 65 to 95
Over 95 to 130
Over 130

3.0′
3.5′
4.0′

18.0
24.0
32.0

2.5′
3.0′
3.5′

9.0
12.0
14.0
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F.
If a primary enclosure or kennel house contains more than one dog, the minimum
square feet required is the sum of the square feet requirements for each individual dog kept in the
primary enclosure or kennel house. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.08.080 Employees.
A kennel operator must employ a sufficient number of caretakers to maintain the standards set
forth in this code. It is not a defense to an action to suspend or revoke a kennel license or a civil
or criminal action to enforce a violation of this code that the licensee was unable to comply due
to an insufficient number of employees. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.08.090 Classification and separation.
Animals housed in the same primary enclosure must be maintained in compatible groups, with
the following additional restrictions:
A.
A female in estrus must not be housed in the same primary enclosure as a male,
except for breeding purposes.
B.

Any animal exhibiting a vicious disposition must be housed by itself.

C.
A puppy must not be housed in the same primary enclosure with an adult other
than its dam, and a kitten must not be housed with an adult cat other than its dam, except when
an animal owner specifically requests they be housed together.
D.
No dog may be housed in the same primary enclosure with a cat and no dog or cat
may be housed in the same primary enclosure with any other species of animal, unless an animal
owner requests the kennel operator house specific animals together.
E.
An animal under quarantine or treatment for a communicable disease or an animal
with a serious injury or disability must be kept separate from any other animal. (Ord. 499 § 1,
2010)
6.08.100 Records.
A.
A kennel operator must maintain a register for each dog housed at the kennel that
includes: (1) the dog owner’s name, address and telephone number; (2) the dog’s name and
description, including breed, color, sex, month and year of birth; (3) the date of its most recent
rabies vaccination; and (4) a copy of the current vaccination certificate, the name and telephone
number of the veterinarian who vaccinated the dog, or the telephone number of the licensing
agency verifying the vaccination.
B.
For all animals other than dogs, the kennel operator must maintain a register with
the name, current address and telephone number of the owner of each animal kept at the kennel,
the description of the animal, including its age, if known, or approximate age, breed, sex and
color.
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C.
The kennel operator must have someone in attendance at the kennel who can
identify each animal in the kennel when the facility is housing one or more animals, except that
animals under 4 months of age may be identified as to litter. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.08.110 Vaccination required for individual dogs.
A kennel operator is not required to obtain the dog license required under this code for each dog
housed in the kennel, but must not house a dog in the kennel that has not been vaccinated as
required by this code. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.08.120 Kennels operated contrary to this chapter.
A kennel which the authorized agency determines is unsanitary or a threat to animal or public
health, safety or welfare, or being operated contrary to this code is declared to be a public
nuisance. The city may take action against the kennel operator as authorized by state law or this
code to abate the nuisance. If the city or authorized agency determines immediate action is
necessary to preserve or protect an animal or public health, safety or welfare, the authorized
agency may summarily abate a nuisance pursuant to Chapter 1.10, by any reasonable means
including impoundment of any animal and immediate closure of a kennel until the nuisance is
abated. The authorized agency may recover its abatement costs from the kennel operator
pursuant to Chapter 1.10. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
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CHAPTER 6.10 CONTROL PROVISIONS
6.10.010 Presumption of responsibility for violation.
A.
In any prosecution under this code where the section violated does not require
proof that the violator failed to exercise ordinary care, proof that: (1) an animal described in the
complaint was found in violation of the section charged; and (2) the defendant named in the
complaint was the owner or custodian of the animal at the time of the alleged violation,
constitutes prima facie evidence that the owner or custodian of the animal was the person
responsible for the violation.
B.
The presumption in subsection A does not apply if, prior to the date of the alleged
violation, the person charged made a bona fide sale or transfer of the animal found in violation
and complied with the applicable requirements of: (1) Section 6.06.040 for change of ownership;
(2) Section 6.10.140 for a dangerous dog; or (3) Section 6.10.220 for a public nuisance animal.
(Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.020 Enforcement provisions.
Any employee of the authorized agency, an agent, deputy or peace officer who is assigned to
enforce state law and this chapter, and who has completed the training required by Penal Code
Section 832, may arrest any person for violating this chapter, any other state law or Penal Code
Section 148, when the violation occurs in connection with enforcement of this chapter in the city
of Santee. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.030 Arrest and citation.
Any properly trained employee of the authorized agency, an agent, deputy or peace officer, who
is assigned to enforce state law and this chapter, as provided in Section 6.10.020, is authorized to
make an arrest under Section 6.10.020 without a warrant as provided in Penal Code Section
836.5. A person arrested under this section who does not demand to be taken before a magistrate
may instead be cited in the manner prescribed in Part 2, Title 3, Chapter 5C of the Penal Code
(commencing with Section 853.5 et seq.). (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.040 Dog license violations.
A.
Whenever a person is arrested for violating Section 6.06.010 and the officer issues
a notice to appear, the officer may note on the notice that the charge may be dismissed on proof
that the person has corrected the violation, unless the arresting officer determines the person is
disqualified as provided in subdivision B. If the arrested person presents proof of correction by
mail or in person to the court, on or before the date on which the person promised to appear, the
person is entitled to have the court dismiss the violation. Proof of correction means that the
person arrested provides a certificate of correction from the authorized agency verifying that the
person has corrected the alleged violation.
B.
When an officer issues a notice to appear, the notice will provide the person who
is issued the notice the opportunity to correct the violation before trial unless the officer finds
any of the following disqualifying conditions:
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1.

Evidence of fraud;

2.

The person has been charged within the past one-year period with violating
Section 6.06.010;

3.

The violation involves a dog that has attacked, bitten or otherwise caused injury to
a person or that otherwise presents an immediate safety hazard to the community;

4.

The person refuses to agree to correct the violation or is unable to promptly
correct the violation.

C.
It is unlawful for a person to provide false or fictitious information to the
authorized agency to obtain a certificate of correction or to provide a certificate of correction to
any person that contains false or fictitious information. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.050 Entry on private property.
The authorized agency, the city, the health officer or any peace officer may enter private
property when the person entering has reasonable grounds to believe that there is a dangerous
dog, a rabid animal, animal suffering from some other contagious animal disease or there has
been a violation of this chapter, or of the licensing requirements of title 4, or of Section 148 of
the California Penal Code or any other state or city law relating to or affecting an animal. (Ord.
499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.060 Animals exposed to dangerous diseases or toxic substances.
It is unlawful for a person to fail to comply with an order issued by the authorized agency, public
health officer or the city ordering the quarantine, vaccination or destruction of a diseased animal
or animal exposed to a dangerous disease or toxic substance. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.070 Conditions of animal ownership.
An animal owner or custodian must treat all animals humanely at all times, maintain the area
where an animal is kept in a sanitary condition and not allow the area to become a breeding area
for flies, a source of offensive odors or of human or animal disease, or an area that violates any
noise regulations, or creates any other public nuisance or condition hazardous to humans or
animals. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.080 Restraint of dogs required.
A.
A dog owner or custodian or a person who has control of a dog must prevent the
dog from being at large, except as provided in subsections B and D.
B.
A dog owner or custodian who has direct and effective voice control over a dog to
ensure that it does not violate any law, may allow a dog to be unrestrained by a leash while a dog
is assisting an owner or custodian who is: (1) legally hunting; (2) legally herding livestock; or (3)
on public property with the written permission of and for the purposes authorized by the agency
responsible for regulating the use of the property.
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C.
A dog owner or custodian or a person having control of a dog that is lawfully on
private property must keep the dog: (1) leashed or tethered as allowed under Health and Safety
Code Section 122335; (2) under direct and effective control by voice or electronic pet
containment system; or (3) in a building or enclosure that is adequate to ensure the physical
confinement of the dog and that also meets standards in this title or otherwise required by law.
An animal is not considered leashed if the leash is not in the hand of a person capable of
controlling the animal or if the person is not actually controlling the animal attached to the leash.
D.
This section does not apply to a dog assisting or training to assist a law
enforcement officer in the course and scope of the officer’s duties. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.090 Public protection from dogs.
A.
A dog owner or custodian or other person having control of a dog must exercise
ordinary care to prevent the dog, while the dog is under the owner, custodian or other person’s
care, custody or control from:
1.

Attacking, biting or otherwise causing injury to any person engaged in a lawful
act;

2.

Interfering with a person or animal legally using public or private property;

3.

Damaging personal property that is lawfully on public property or that is on
private property with the permission of the property owner or other person who
has the right to possess or use the private property.

B.
The owner of any unaltered dog that bites a person engaged in a lawful act must
pay the authorized agency an altering deposit in addition to any other applicable fees the city
council or authorized agency establishes. The altering deposit will be refunded or forfeited as
provided in Section 6.10.190(C).
C.
This section does not apply to a dog assisting or training to assist a law
enforcement officer while that officer is executing law enforcement duties or responsibilities.
(Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.100 Guard dogs, dangerous dogs or potentially dangerous animals.
A.
It is unlawful for the owner, custodian or person having control of a guard dog,
dangerous dog or potentially dangerous animal to fail to exercise ordinary care over the animal
that results in the animal causing injury to a person engaged in lawful activity, if the owner,
custodian or person having control of the animal knew or should have known the animal had
vicious or dangerous propensities or that the animal was a guard dog, dangerous dog or
potentially dangerous animal as defined in Section 6.02.020.
B.
This section does not apply to an animal that is being used by the military or law
enforcement while the animal is performing in that capacity. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.110 Curbing a dog.
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No person having control of a dog may allow a dog to defecate or to urinate on private property
other than property belonging to the dog owner, custodian or person having control of the dog. A
person having control of a dog must curb the dog and immediately remove any feces to a proper
receptacle. This section does not apply to a blind or visually impaired person who is relying on a
seeing-eye dog. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.120 Female dogs in estrus.
The owner or custodian of a female dog in estrus must securely confine the dog within an
enclosure in a manner that will prevent the attraction of male dogs to the location where the
female dog is located. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.130 Inhumane treatment and abandonment of animals.
Pursuant to Penal Code Section 597 et seq., no person may treat an animal in a cruel or inhumane
manner or willingly or negligently cause or permit any animal to suffer unnecessary torture or
pain. No person may abandon an animal without care on any public or private property. (Ord.
499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.140 Proceedings to declare a dog a dangerous dog.
A.
Whenever the authorized agency has reasonable cause to believe that a dog is
dangerous, it may commence proceedings to declare the dog a dangerous dog as follows:
1.

The authorized agency will serve on the owner or custodian a notice of intent to
declare the dog a dangerous dog.

2.

The notice will inform the dog owner or custodian of all the following:
(a)

The authorized agency’s authority to declare a dog a dangerous dog;

(b)

Each incident that forms the basis for the authorized agency’s proposed
action;

(c)

The owner or custodian’s right to request a hearing to contest whether
grounds exist for the authorized agency’s proposed declaration;

(d)

The potential consequences if the authorized agency issues a declaration
declaring the dog a dangerous dog;

(e)

That a request for a hearing must be in writing and must be received by
the authorized agency within 10 days from the date of notice;

(f)

Failure to request a hearing or failure to attend or be represented at a
scheduled hearing satisfies the authorized agency’s obligation to provide a
hearing and will result in the authorized agency issuing a declaration that
the dog is a declared dangerous dog;
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(g)

A finding at the hearing that the dog meets the definition of a dangerous
dog as prescribed by Section 6.02.020 will result in the authorized agency
declaring the dog a dangerous dog. A declared dangerous dog designation
will remain in effect for the dog’s lifetime.

B.
When the authorized agency determines it is necessary to immediately impound a
dog to preserve the public health and safety or the safety of an animal, before the authorized
agency follows the procedures in subsection A, the authorized agency may impound a dog before
issuing the declaration declaring the dog a dangerous dog. In that case, with the notice required
by subsection A, the authorized agency must include the reasons why immediate impoundment
was necessary. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.150 Impoundment, abatement and restrictions on dangerous dogs.
A.
The authorized agency may impound or abate any declared dangerous dog
whenever the authorized agency determines that impoundment or abatement is necessary to
protect the public health and safety or the safety of an animal. When the authorized agency
determines abatement is necessary, the authorized agency may destroy the dog or impose
conditions enumerated in subsection B of this section on the dog owner or custodian, as a
prerequisite for the dog owner or custodian continuing to keep the dog. The authorized agency
may modify the conditions depending on a change in circumstances. It is unlawful for a person
to fail to comply with a condition the authorized agency imposes under this section.
B.
The authorized agency may impose one or more of the following conditions on a
dog owner or custodian for a declared dangerous dog:
1.

A requirement that the owner or custodian obtain and maintain liability insurance
from an insurer licensed to transact insurance business in the state of California
with coverage amounts that comply with the requirements of this subsection. The
insurance must provide liability insurance to the owner or custodian for any loss
or injury that may result to any person or property caused by the dog. The
insurance must provide coverage for the owner or custodian in an amount of not
less than one hundred thousand dollars per occurrence, combined single limit for
bodily injury and property damage. The owner or custodian must furnish a
certificate of insurance to the authorized agency and notify the authorized agency
by registered mail within 10 days of receiving notice from the insurance company
that the policy has been cancelled or will not be renewed. The insurance
certificate must provide the following information:
(a)

The full name and address of the insurer,

(b)

The name and address of the insured,

(c)

The insurance policy number,

(d)

The type and limits of coverage,

(e)

The effective dates of the coverage,
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(f)

The certificate issue date;

2.

Requirements as to the design, specifications, materials and other components of
the dog’s enclosure;

3.

Requirements as to the type of residence where the dog must be maintained;

4.

Requirements as to the type and method of restraint or muzzling the owner or
custodian must employ when the dog is not within its approved enclosure;

5.

Requirements for photo identification, microchip implantation or permanent
marking of the dog for purposes of identification;

6.

A requirement that the owner or custodian obtain and maintain a dangerous dog
registration in addition to a license required under Section 6.06.010;

7.

A requirement to alter the dog;

8.

A requirement that the dog owner or custodian allow the authorized agency or any
other law enforcement agency to inspect the dog and its enclosure;

9.

A requirement that the dog owner or custodian agree to surrender the dog to the
authorized agency on demand;

10.

A requirement that the dog not be allowed to work as guard dog, attack dog or
sentry dog;

11.

Any other requirement the authorized agency determines is necessary to protect
the public health and safety or the safety of an animal from the actions of a
declared dangerous dog;

12.

A requirement that the dog owner or custodian provide the authorized agency
with proof satisfactory to the authorized agency that the owner or custodian is
complying with all the requirements of this section;

13.

A requirement that the owner or custodian pay the authorized agency fees to
recover the authorized agency’s costs to enforce and to verify compliance with
this section.

C.
The authorized agency will provide a dog owner or custodian with written notice
at least 10 days before impounding or abating a declared dangerous dog. The notice will inform
the owner or custodian of the right to a hearing to contest whether grounds exist to impound or
abate the dog. If the owner or custodian requests a hearing under this section the hearing may be
held in conjunction with the hearing pursuant to Section 6.10.140. If the dog owner or custodian
requests a hearing before the dog is impounded or abated, the authorized agency will not
impound or abate the dog until the hearing is concluded unless there is a need for immediate
action as provided in subsection E.
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D.
A dog owner or custodian who receives a notice under subsection C may request a
hearing to contest the authorized agency’s determination to impound or abate a dangerous dog.
The owner or custodian’s request must be in writing and be received by the authorized agency
within 10 days of the date of the notice.
E.
When the authorized agency determines it is necessary to immediately impound a
dog to preserve the public health and safety or the safety of an animal, or if a dog has already
been impounded under another provision of law, no pre-impoundment hearing will be held. In
that case, the authorized agency will provide the dog owner or custodian with written notice
allowing 10 days from the date of the notice to request a hearing to contest the abatement of the
dog. The hearing request must be in writing and be received by the authorized agency within the
specified time period. If the owner or custodian requests a hearing, the dog will not be disposed
of until the hearing requirements are satisfied. Once the hearing procedures enumerated in
Section 6.10.240 have been completed and there is a final decision that grounds exist to impound
or abate a dog or the owner or custodian fails to request a hearing or attend or be represented at a
scheduled hearing, the authorized agency may impound or abate the dog.
F.
The owner or custodian of a declared dangerous dog, who intends to change the
ownership, custody or residence of the dog, must provide at least 15 days advance written notice
to the authorized agency of the proposed change. The notice must identify the dog and provide
the name, address and telephone number of the proposed new owner or custodian or the
proposed new residence. The authorized agency may prohibit the proposed change when the
authorized agency has reasonable grounds to believe that the change would be harmful to the
public health and safety or the safety of an animal, by issuing a written order to the owner or
custodian. No person may fail to comply with an order the authorized agency issues under this
subsection.
G.
An owner or custodian who transfers ownership or custody must provide written
notice to a new owner or custodian that the dog is a declared dangerous dog and the conditions
the authorized agency imposed pursuant to subsection B. The owner or custodian must obtain a
written acknowledgment signed and dated by the new owner or custodian, acknowledging
receipt of the notice and acceptance of the conditions the authorized agency imposed. The owner
or custodian must provide the authorized agency with a copy of the notice and the signed
acknowledgment from the new owner or custodian.
H.
If a declared dangerous dog dies, the owner or custodian must notify the
authorized agency no later than 24-hours after the dog’s death. The owner or custodian must
produce the dog’s remains when requested by the authorized agency.
I.
If a declared dangerous dog escapes, the owner or custodian must immediately
notify the authorized agency of the escape and make every reasonable effort to recapture it. The
owner must also notify the authorized agency within 24-hours after the dog’s recapture.
J.
The owner, custodian or person in possession of a dog declared a dangerous dog
must keep the dog restrained, confined or muzzled as appropriate for the circumstances to
prevent the dog from biting, attacking or otherwise causing injury to another.
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K.
The authorized agency’s authority to act under this section is independent of any
pending or resolved criminal prosecution, no matter what stage in the proceeding or the result in
that case. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.160 Capture of dogs at large.
A.
An employee of the authorized agency, a peace officer or a person in an area
where the authorized agency provides animal services who is employed for animal control
purposes may capture or attempt to capture any dog found at large in violation of law and may
destroy the dog if, in the person’s judgment, destroying the dog is required for public health and
safety.
B.
The authorized agency may not seize or impound any dog for being at large that
has strayed from but then returned to the private property of its owner or custodian, provided the
owner or custodian is at home when the dog returns. In that case, the authorized agency may
issue the owner or custodian a citation. If the owner or custodian is not home, the authorized
agency may impound the dog and post a notice that the dog was impounded on the front door of
the owner or custodian’s dwelling unit. The notice must provide the following information: the
dog has been impounded, where the dog is being held, the name, address, and telephone number
of the agency or person to be contacted regarding release of the dog and an indication of the
ultimate disposition of the dog if the owner or custodian does not take action to regain the dog
within a specified time period.
C.
A person who finds a dog at large may take the dog into the person’s possession
and must, as soon as possible, but no later than 24 hours, notify the authorized agency. The
authorized agency may accept the animal for impoundment and the person who finds the animal
must surrender the animal to the authorized agency upon demand. No person is entitled to any
compensation from the city or authorized agency for keeping the dog. A person who takes
possession of the dog must use reasonable care to preserve it from injury but will not be held
liable if the dog dies, escapes or injures itself while under the person’s care. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.170 Relinquishing an animal.
A person who relinquishes an animal to the authorized agency must provide the person’s name,
address and if the person is not the owner, the person must also provide the circumstances under
which the person came into possession of the animal. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.180 Notification of owner—Right to hearing.
A.
Upon impoundment of an animal wearing a license tag or identification listing the
owner’s name and address, the authorized agency will as soon as practicable attempt to notify the
owner at the owner’s address of record, by mail, personal delivery to the owner or posting a
notice on the owner’s property advising that the animal is in the authorized agency’s custody.
B.
The notice will include a statement that the owner may make a written request for
a hearing within 10 days of the notice, contesting the legality of the impoundment.
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C.
Requesting a hearing under this section extends the holding period during which
the authorized agency will not dispose of an impounded animal other than by return to the
owner, until the conclusion of the hearing. If at the conclusion of the hearing the impoundment is
found to be unwarranted, the authorized agency will return the animal to the owner or custodian
without charge for the impoundment. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.190 Return of animals to their owners, microchip fee required.
A.
The owner of an impounded animal that the authorized agency is not seeking to
abate may claim the animal prior to other legal disposition by providing proper identification,
meeting all requirements and paying the authorized agency the applicable redemption fees.
B.
If an animal owner redeems an unaltered dog or cat found at large that the
authorized agency justifiably impounded pursuant to this code, the owner must pay the fines set
forth in Division 14, Chapter 3 (for dogs) or Division 14.5, Chapter 1 (for cats) of Food and
Agricultural Code, as applicable.
C.
When a person redeems a justifiably impounded dog or cat found at large and
without identification, the authorized agency may require the owner to pay the cost to implant a
microchip identification device, in addition to other redemption fees established by the city or
authorized agency. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.200 Holding periods and availability for redemption, adoption, or release of
impounded stray or relinquished animals.
A.
The holding period and availability for redemption, adoption or release of an
impounded stray or relinquished animal will conform to applicable provisions of this chapter, as
well as Sections 17006, 31108, 31752, 31752.5, 31753, and 31754 of the California Food and
Agricultural Code and Section 597.1 of the California Penal Code.
B.
The authorized agency may determine the animal holding period and disposition
not specified in subsection A or other provisions of law.
C.
Any person who adopts or accepts the transfer of an impounded dog or cat must
have the animal altered within 30 days after the adoption or transfer unless a California licensed
veterinarian authorizes a 30-day extension in writing. It is unlawful to fail to provide the
authorized agency with proof the animal was altered or that an extension was granted when
demanded by the authorized agency.
D.
The authorized agency may create by policy, a Senior Citizen/Disabled Persons
Pet Adoption Program for city residents who are 60 years or older or recipients of either
Supplemental Security Income or Social Security Disability payments, and who are qualified to
adopt a dog or cat. The authorized agency may also develop policies for the administration of
other special redemption, adoption, or release programs. The authorized agency may waive or
adjust applicable fees established by the city or authorized agency in conjunction with this
program, provided that the animals involved must be vaccinated for rabies and be altered as
required by law. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
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6.10.210 Wild animals.
A.
Except as provided in subsection D, it is unlawful for any person to own, possess
or maintain any venomous reptile.
B.

The owner or custodian of any wild animal must at all times:

1.

Keep the animal in a cage, enclosure or other confinement that is designed,
constructed and maintained to preclude the animal’s escape. The cage, enclosure
or confinement must be of sufficient size to allow the animal reasonable freedom
of movement;

2.

Keep the cage, enclosure or other area of confinement in a clean and sanitary
condition at all times;

3.

Provide the animal with adequate food, water, shelter and veterinary care and take
all necessary steps to preserve the animal’s health, safety and welfare;

4.

Keep the animal in a manner that will not threaten or annoy any person of normal
sensitivity;

5.

Reimburse the authorized agency for any costs the authorized agency incurs to
enforce this section;

6.

Reimburse the city for any damage the city incurs as a result of any action or
behavior of an animal regulated by this section.

C.
Additional requirements apply to the owner or custodian of a wild animal that
may create a greater risk to the public. The following animals do not create a greater risk to the
public: a fish, an invertebrate, an amphibian, a bird that attains a maximum adult weight less than
15 pounds or a rodent that attains an adult weight fewer than 10 pounds. A reptile does not create
a greater risk to the public unless it is one of the following: a crocodilian (order Crocodilia), a
boa or python (family Boidae) that attains an adult weight over 15 pounds or an adult length over
3.5 feet, or a Monitor Lizard (family Varanidae) that attains an adult weight over 10 pounds or
an adult overall length over 3 feet. The owner or custodian of a wild animal, other than a wild
animal recognized in this subsection as not creating a greater risk to the public must, in addition
to the requirements in subsection B, comply with all of the following:
1.

Employ adequate safeguards to prevent unauthorized access to the animal;

2.

Keep the animal in an escape proof enclosure at all times, including when the
owner or custodian is transporting the animal to property that the owner or
custodian owns, leases or has the right to use;

3.

Obtain written permission from the authorized agency whenever the owner or
custodian, or any person on the owner or custodian’s behalf, is transporting that
animal to a property that the owner or custodian does not own, lease or have the
right to use;
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4.

Immediately notify the authorized agency if the animal escapes and make every
reasonable effort to recapture an animal that escapes;

5.

Allow the authorized agency to inspect the animal and the property to determine
whether the owner or custodian is complying with this section;

6.

Allow the authorized agency to inspect any permit an agency of the federal or
state government has issued to the owner or custodian that regulates the animal.

D.
Subsections A and C do not apply to a legally operated zoo, circus, educational
institution or scientific research facility, unless the operator is not taking adequate steps to
confine an animal, fails to adequately protect the public from an animal under its control, fails to
employ adequate sanitation measures, or due to a particular hazard connected with an animal,
endangers the health and safety of the public or an animal.
E.
The authorized agency may impound or abate an animal that a person is keeping
in violation of this section and relocate or dispose of the animal in a humane manner or impose
conditions on the animal owner or custodian as a prerequisite for the owner or custodian to keep
the animal. The authorized agency will provide the owner or custodian with at least 10 days’
written notice before impounding or abating an animal under this section. The notice will inform
the owner or custodian of the right to a hearing to contest whether grounds exist for the
authorized agency to impound or abate the animal under this section. If the owner or custodian
requests a hearing before the animal is impounded or abated, the authorized agency will not
impound or abate the animal until the hearing is concluded, unless there is a need to take
immediate action as provided in subsection G.
F.
The owner or custodian of a wild animal who receives a notice under subsection E
may request a hearing to contest the authorized agency’s determination to impound or abate a
wild animal. The owner or custodian’s request must be in writing and be received by the
authorized agency within 10 days after the date of the notice.
G.
When the authorized agency determines it is necessary to immediately impound a
wild animal to preserve the public health and safety or the health or safety of an animal, or if the
animal has already been impounded under another provision of law, no pre-impoundment
hearing is required. In such case, the authorized agency will provide the owner or custodian with
at least 10 days’ notice to request a hearing to contest the impoundment or proposed abatement
of the animal. The request for a hearing must be in writing and received by the authorized agency
within 10 days from the date of the notice.
H.
If the owner or custodian timely requests a hearing under this section the
authorized agency will not dispose of the animal until the hearing requirements are satisfied. If
the hearing officer finds that the authorized agency has grounds to impound or abate an animal or
the owner or custodian either fails to request a hearing or fails to attend or be represented at a
scheduled hearing, the hearing requirements are satisfied and the authorized agency may
impound or abate the animal. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.220 Public nuisance.
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A.
In addition to exercising abatement powers under the public nuisance abatement
procedure contained in title 1 of this code, the authorized agency, the health officer, the city or a
peace officer, may abate a public nuisance involving an animal by impounding or abating the
animal pursuant to this section. If the authorized agency determines that there is an immediate
threat to the health and safety of the public or an animal, the city or authorized agency may
summarily abate a public nuisance involving an animal or the premises where an animal lives or
is maintained, including destroying the animal involved.
B.
When the authorized agency determines that an animal’s behavior or the failure of
an animal owner or custodian to control an animal results in a public nuisance, the authorized
agency may require the owner or custodian of the animal to obtain a public nuisance registration
from the authorized agency, in addition to the license required under Section 6.06.010. The
authorized agency may impose the same conditions on the owner or custodian of the animal
deemed a public nuisance as it may impose on the owner or custodian of dog declared a
dangerous dog, enumerated in Section 6.10.140(B). It is unlawful for a person to violate any
condition the authorized agency imposes pursuant to this subsection.
C.
When the authorized agency determines that a public nuisance exists due to an
animal owner or custodian’s failure to properly control or care for one or more animals, the
authorized agency, in addition to using its abatement powers under subsection A to abate any
nuisance involving an animal, may require the owner or custodian to register with the authorized
agency. This registration need not name a specific animal if the authorized agency is unable to
determine which animal or animals were involved. The authorized agency may impose any
condition on the owner or custodian enumerated in Section 6.10.140(B) relative to any or all
animals the person owns or is the custodian of. The authorized agency may also limit the number
of animals or type of animals the owner or custodian may own or have custody of. It is unlawful
for a person to violate any condition the authorized agency imposes pursuant to this subsection.
D.
If a person fails to properly control or care for one or more animals or the
premises where one or more animals are maintained, and the authorized agency determines that
person, based on the person’s conduct, poses a risk to the health or safety of the public or an
animal if that person were to own or have custody of any animal or a specific type or breed of
animal, the authorized agency may enter a declaration against the person prohibiting that person
from having ownership or custody of any animal or a specific type or breed of animal, for up to 5
years. It is unlawful for a person to violate the terms of the declaration entered pursuant to this
subsection. If the authorized agency determines a person violated this section, the authorized
agency may, in addition to taking any legal action authorized by this code, enter a new
declaration against that person prohibiting that person from having ownership or custody of any
animal or a specific type or breed of animal, for up to 5 years after the date of violation.
E.
Except as provided in subsection G, the authorized agency will provide an owner
or custodian with at least 10 days’ notice before impounding or abating an animal of the right to
a hearing to contest whether grounds exist for an impoundment or abatement. If the owner or
custodian requests a hearing before the authorized agency impounds or abates the animal, the
department will not impound or abate the animal until the conclusion of the hearing except as
provided in subsection G. The authorized agency will also provide notice to an animal owner or
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custodian of its intent to proceed under subsection C or D and advise the owner of the right to
request a hearing to contest the authorized agency’s determination.
F.
The owner or custodian of an animal who receives a notice under subsection E
may request a hearing to contest the authorized agency’s determination to impound or abate an
animal under this section or the authorized agency’s determination to proceed under subsection
C or D. The owner or custodian’s request must be in writing and be received by the authorized
agency within 10 days. All hearings will be conducted pursuant to Section 6.10.240.
G.
When the authorized agency determines it is necessary to immediately impound
an animal under this section to preserve the public health and safety or the safety of an animal, or
if the animal has already been impounded under another provision of law, no pre-impoundment
hearing is required. The authorized agency will provide the owner or custodian with written
notice allowing 10 days from the date of the notice to request a hearing to contest abatement of
the animal. The hearing request must be in writing and be received by the authorized agency
within the specified time period. If the owner or custodian requests a hearing, the animal will not
be disposed of until the hearing requirements are satisfied.
Once the hearing procedures enumerated in Section 6.10.240 have been completed and
there is a decision that grounds exist to impound or abate an animal under this section or the
animal owner or custodian fails to request a hearing, or attend or be represented at a scheduled
hearing, the authorized agency may impound or abate an animal deemed a public nuisance under
this section.
H.
The owner or custodian of an animal required to obtain a public nuisance
registration for an animal must provide at least 15 days’ advance written notice to the authorized
agency of a proposed change in the animal’s ownership, custody or residence. The notice must
identify the animal and provide the name, address and telephone number of the proposed new
owner or custodian or the proposed new residence. The authorized agency may prohibit the
proposed change when the authorized agency has reasonable grounds to believe that the change
would be harmful to the public health and safety or the safety of an animal by issuing a written
order to the owner or custodian. No person may fail to comply with an order the authorized
agency issues under this subsection.
I.
The owner or custodian who transfers ownership or custody of an animal subject
to this section must provide written notice to the new owner or custodian that the animal requires
a public nuisance registration and the terms of any conditions the authorized agency has imposed
pursuant to this section. The owner or custodian must obtain a written acknowledgment signed
and dated by the new owner or custodian acknowledging receipt of the notice and acceptance of
the conditions the authorized agency imposed. The owner or custodian must provide the
authorized agency with a copy of the notice and the signed acknowledgement from the new
owner or custodian.
J.
If an animal that requires a public nuisance registration dies, the owner or
custodian must notify the authorized agency no later than 24 hours after the animal’s death. The
owner or custodian must produce the animal’s remains when requested by the authorized agency.
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K.
If an animal that requires a public nuisance registration escapes, the owner or
custodian must immediately notify the authorized agency of the escape and make every
reasonable effort to recapture it. The owner or custodian must also notify the authorized agency
within 24 hours of the animal’s recapture.
L.
The owner, custodian or person in possession of an animal that requires a public
nuisance registration must use all reasonable efforts to restrain or confine the animal to prevent it
from being at large or from causing damage to any property or injury to any person.
M.
The authorized agency’s authority to act under this section is independent of any
pending or resolved criminal prosecution, no matter what stage in the proceeding or the result in
that case. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.230 Injuries and communicable diseases.
No person may knowingly keep an animal that suffers from a serious injury or is afflicted with
mange, ringworm, distemper or any contagious disease without providing or obtaining adequate
treatment for the animal. The authorized agency may take immediate possession of an animal if
it determines that the owner or custodian is not providing or obtaining adequate treatment and
may dispose of the animal unless the owner or custodian places the animal with a licensed
veterinarian for treatment. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.240 Hearings.
A.
Whenever a person (the “respondent”) requests a hearing under this code, the
authorized agency will appoint an employee or representative who has not been directly involved
in the case to serve as the hearing officer. The hearing officer will hold the hearing within 30
days from the date the authorized agency receives the request for the hearing. The hearing officer
may continue a hearing at the request of either party for good cause. The hearing officer will
issue a written decision that contains findings and the factual bases for the findings. The hearing
officer’s decision will be final except as provided below. The fact that no hearing has been
conducted will have no bearing on any criminal prosecution alleging a violation of this code.
B.
The authorized agency will present its evidence first and have the burden of
producing evidence at the hearing. The respondent will have the right to present evidence
contesting the authorized agency’s case and the authorized agency will have a right to present a
rebuttal case. The standard of proof on the issues before the hearing officer will be the
preponderance of the evidence.
C.
Each party will have the right at the hearing to call and examine witnesses,
introduce evidence, cross-examine an opposing witness on any matter relevant to the issues in
the case even though that matter was not covered during direct examination, and impeach any
witness regardless of which party first called the witness to testify. The authorized agency may
call the animal’s owner or custodian as a witness during its case in chief or during its rebuttal
case and examine the person as if the person was under cross-examination.
D.
Strict rules of evidence do not apply. Evidence that might otherwise be excluded
under the Evidence Code may be admissible if the hearing officer determines it is relevant and of
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the kind that reasonably prudent persons rely on in making decisions. All rules of privilege
recognized by the evidence code, however, apply to the hearing. The hearing officer may also
exclude irrelevant and cumulative evidence.
E.
The authorized agency will serve the hearing officer’s decision on the respondent.
If the hearing officer determines that sufficient grounds exist for the authorized agency to declare
a dog to be a dangerous dog or a public nuisance animal, or that the authorized agency will abate
a dog, the hearing officer’s decision will include a notice that the respondent may apply for an
administrative review of the record. The notice will advise the respondent that the request for
review will be in writing and served on the authorized agency within 10 days. The request for
review must provide the reasons why the respondent contends that the hearing officer’s decision
is erroneous.
F.
The administrative review will be conducted by an employee or representative of
the authorized agency who has not been directly involved in the case and who will be of the
same rank or higher than the hearing officer.
G.
If a respondent timely requests an administrative review, a hearing officer’s
decision approving the authorized agency’s determination to destroy an animal is stayed until the
authorized agency completes its review. A request for administrative review will not stay the
hearing officer’s decision approving the authorized agency’s determination to declare a dog a
dangerous dog or a public nuisance animal, or any condition the authorized agency imposes to
allow a person to continue owning or have custody of an animal.
H.
As part of the administrative review process, the employee conducting the review
of the record will consider: (1) the issues the respondent raised in the request for review; (2)
whether the authorized agency’s determination is supported by substantial evidence; and (3)
whether the authorized agency acted in compliance with this code.
I.
At the conclusion of the administrative review, the employee reviewing the record
may uphold, modify or overrule the hearing officer’s decision or may order the authorized
agency to reconsider the case. The reviewer’s decision will be in writing and will contain the
reasons for the decision. If the reviewer upholds the hearing officer’s decision to abate an animal
by destruction, the authorized agency will serve the respondent with a written notice of the right
to apply for a writ of mandate or other order from Superior Court within 10 days from the date of
the notice. The authorized agency will stay disposition of the animal while the Superior Court
action is pending or until the time for filing an action contesting the decision to abate has
expired. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.250 Attack, guard or sentry dog operators.
A.
Any person or owner of an attack, guard or sentry dog (collectively “guard dog”)
that operates or maintains a business to sell, rent or train a guard dog in the city of Santee, who is
required to obtain an operator’s permit pursuant to Health and Safety Code Section 121916 (the
permittee), must pay the annual permit fee approved by the city or authorized agency for this
type of permit. The person or owner must also obtain and pay the fee for a guard dog operator
premises permit for each location where the person or owner houses a guard dog.
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B.
The authorized agency may suspend an animal from use as a guard dog if the
authorized agency determines the animal is not healthy enough to work or if the authorized
agency has advised the operator that it intends to declare the dog a dangerous dog. The
authorized agency may also permanently bar an animal from working as guard dog if the
authorized agency declares the dog a dangerous dog as provided in this code.
C.

A permittee under this section must comply with all the following requirements:

1.

Supply each animal with sufficient, good and wholesome food and water as often
as the animal’s feeding habits require;

2.

Keep each animal and each animal’s quarters in a clean and sanitary condition;

3.

Provide each animal with proper shelter and protection from the weather at all
times. An animal must not be overcrowded or exposed to temperatures
detrimental to the welfare of the animal;

4.

Do not allow any animal to be without care or control in excess of 12 consecutive
hours;

5.

Take every reasonable precaution to ensure that no animal is teased, abused,
mistreated, annoyed, tormented or in any manner made to suffer by any person or
by any means;

6.

Do not maintain or allow any animal to exist in any manner that is, or could be,
injurious to that animal;

7.

Do not give an animal any alcoholic beverage, unless prescribed by a
veterinarian;

8.

Do not allow animals that are natural enemies, temperamentally unsuited or
otherwise incompatible to be quartered together or so near each other as to cause
injury, fear or torment;

9.

Do not allow any tack equipment, device, substance or material that is, or could
be, injurious or cause unnecessary cruelty to any animal to be used on or with an
animal;

10.

Keep or maintain animals confined at all times on the premises for which the
permit has been issued unless the authorized agency grants the permittee special
permission to remove an animal from the premises. If a guard dog escapes, the
owner or custodian must immediately notify the authorized agency of the escape
and make every reasonable effort to recapture it. The owner or custodian must
also notify the authorized agency within 24 hours of the animal’s recapture;

11.

Give proper rest periods to any working animal. Any confined or restrained
animal must be given exercise proper for the individual animal under the
particular conditions;
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12.

Do not work, use or rent any animal that is overheated, weakened, exhausted,
sick, injured, diseased, lame or otherwise unfit;

13.

Do not use or work any animal the authorized agency has suspended from use
until the authorized agency releases the animal from suspension;

14.

Do not display any animal bearing evidence of malnutrition, ill health, unhealed
injury or having been kept in an unsanitary condition;

15.

Keep or maintain each animal in a manner as may be prescribed to protect the
public from the animal and the animal from the public;

16.

Provide conspicuously posted, durable signs of sufficient size containing both a
clear pictorial depiction of a guard dog and a legible written warning of the
presence of a guard dog for every location that houses a guard dog or where a
guard dog is working. These signs must be maintained at every entrance and at
not more than 50-foot intervals so as to be clearly visible on the fence or other
enclosure where the dog is to be housed or working. Each sign required by this
subsection must measure a minimum of 11- by 8.5-inches and use lettering of a
minimum of one and one-quarter by one-half inch (91 point) and of contrasting
color with the background. The signs must also include the name and telephone
number of the guard dog owner or operator housing or providing the dog;

17.

Take any animal to a veterinarian for examination or treatment when ordered by
the authorized agency;

18.

Display no animal whose appearance is, or may be, offensive or contrary to public
decency;

19.

Do not allow any animal to constitute or cause a hazard, or be a menace to the
health, peace or safety of the community;

20.

Obtain and maintain liability insurance from an insurance company authorized to
transact insurance business in the state of California, with coverage amounts that
comply with this subsection. The insurance must provide liability insurance
coverage for the permittee for any loss due to bodily injury or death with not less
than five hundred thousand dollars per occurrence and for any loss due to
property damage with not less than five hundred thousand dollars per occurrence.
The permittee must furnish a certificate of insurance to the authorized agency and
must notify the authorized agency in writing at least 30 days prior to policy
cancellation or non-renewal. The certificate must also provide all the following
information:
(a)

The full name and address of the insurer,

(b)

The name and address of the insured,

(c)

The insurance policy number,
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21.

(d)

The type and limits of coverage,

(e)

The effective dates of the certificate,

(f)

The certificate issue date;

Obtain a signed and dated acknowledgment from each person who hires a guard
dog from the permittee before the guard dog is sent on assignment. The
acknowledgment must contain the name, address and telephone number of the
permittee, the name, address and telephone number of the person who hired the
guard dog and the location where the guard dog will be working while on
assignment. The acknowledgement must also contain the following language:
“In addition to other provisions of law, any person or business entity who hires or
has custody of a guard dog is responsible for preventing the dog from being at
large, as defined in the Santee Municipal Code and from preventing the dog from
attacking or injuring a person engaged in a lawful act. A person who hires a guard
dog must immediately notify the guard dog operator in the event a guard dog
escapes from its enclosure and notify the San Diego Humane Society at (619)
299-7012 in the event an escaped dog is not immediately recaptured.”
“The Santee Municipal Code also provides that a person who has custody or
control of a dog which bites a person must notify the San Diego Humane Society
as soon as practicable after the incident and not more than 24 hours after the
incident.”

22.

Provide the authorized agency with a copy of the signed acknowledgment
required by subsection 21;

23.

Isolate and segregate at all times any sick or diseased animal from any healthy
animal so that the illness or disease will not be transmitted from one animal to
another. Any sick or injured animal must be isolated and given proper medical
treatment;

24.

Immediately notify the owner of any animal held on consignment or boarded if
the animal refuses to eat or drink beyond a reasonable period, is injured, becomes
sick or dies. In case of death, the body of the dog must be retained for 12 hours
after notification has been sent to the owner.

D.
Reimburse the authorized agency for all costs incurred in enforcing the provisions
of this section. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.260 Animals in vehicles.
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Pursuant to California Penal Code Section 597.7, no person may leave or confine an animal in
any unattended motor vehicle under conditions that endanger the health or well-being of an
animal due to heat, cold, lack of adequate ventilation, or lack of food or water, or other
circumstances that could reasonably be expected to cause suffering, disability or death to the
animal. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.270 Barking dogs.
It is unlawful for the owner or custodian of any dog to allow the dog to bark in violation of
Chapter 5.04. Any person who violations this provision is guilty of an infraction.
6.10.280 Dog parks and off-leash regulations
It is unlawful for any person to cause, facilitate, or allow a dog to be or remain off-lease or
unconfined except in compliance with the provisions of this Title or any other applicable
provision of this Code, including but not limited to Sections 8.08.170, 8.08.180, and 8.08.190.
6.10.290 Criminal violations.
A.
Any person who violates any provision or fails to comply with any mandatory
requirement of this code is guilty of a misdemeanor, except where the code or state law
specifically provides the offense is an infraction.
B.
When a person is convicted of a violation of this code that is classified as a
misdemeanor, the sentencing court may order, in addition to any other sentencing provision, that
the convicted person be prohibited from owning, possessing, caring for or having any contact
with animals for a period of up to 3 years if the court deems the action is necessary to ensure the
animal or public safety or welfare. The court may also require the convicted person to
immediately deliver all animals in the person’s possession, custody or control to the authorized
agency for adoption or other lawful disposition and for the convicted person to provide proof to
the court that the person no longer has possession, custody or control of any animal. (Ord. 499 §
1, 2010)
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TITLE 11 BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTION
CHAPTER 11.02 CALIFORNIA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
11.02.010 Adoption.
The California Administrative Code Chapter, 2016 Edition, Chapter 11.02 is adopted by
reference without change to the Buildings and Construction Code. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
CHAPTER 11.04 CALIFORNIA BUILDING CODE
11.04.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Building Code, Part 2, Title 24 of the California
Code of Regulations.
The city adopts and incorporates by reference, as the city’s building code, the 2016 California
Building Code, Part 2, Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations, a portion of the California
Building Standards Code, Health and Safety Code section 18901 et seq., and Appendix Chapters
specified in as adopted by this chapter, and any rules and regulations promulgated pursuant
thereto, together with all amendments set forth in this chapter.
Except as otherwise provided in this chapter and chapter 11.02, the erection, construction,
enlargement, alteration, repair, moving, removal, conversion, demolition, occupancy, equipment,
use, height, area, and maintenance of buildings and structures must conform to the building code.
(Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
11.04.020 Findings.
The City of Santee has many large brush-covered hillsides. The City is subject to frequent Santa
Ana conditions consisting of dry gusting winds, which create extreme fire dangers. The City
Council specifically finds that these geographic and topographic conditions necessitate greater
fire protection than that provided by the 2016 California Building Code. Therefore, this chapter
alters the 2016 California Building Code, to require more fire retardant roof coverings. (Ord. 545
§ 4, 2016)
11.04.030 Deletions, revisions and additions to the 2016 California Building Code.
Deletions, revisions and additions to the 2016 California Building Code are set forth as follows:
A.

Section 104.7.1 of the California Building Code is added to read as follows:

Section 104.7.1 Permit History Survey. Upon receipt of a written request from the owner of a
parcel of property for a Permit History Survey, and the payment of the fee specified in a
resolution adopted by the City Council, the building official may review city records and provide
a report listing those building, plumbing, electrical and mechanical permits that have been issued
for a specific parcel of property.
B.
Section 105.2 of the California Building Code is amended by adding the
following subsections 14 through 18:
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14.

Satellite dish antenna.

15.

Attached or detached open residential patio covers, detached pergola and
detached gazebo structures or similar detached structures up to 120 square feet in
projected roof area, associated with a single family (R-3 occupancy) residence,
subject to the following conditions:
(a)

The property is not located in a Very-High Fire Hazard Severity Zone
(VHFHSZ);

(b)

The structure is located in the side or rear yard of a property;

(c)

If attached to the principal residence, the setbacks for the main building
apply;

(d)

If detached from the principle residence, the supporting posts must be
located a minimum of five (5) feet from the property line;

(e)

The structure does not contain electrical circuit(s) or gas lines;

(f)

The structure is not to be used as a carport.

16.

Decks and platforms associated with single family (R-3 occupancy) structures,
not exceeding 200 square feet in area; not exceeding 30 inches above grade at any
point, not serving as required exiting, and not located in the VHFHSZ.

17.

Trellis or arbors when used for decoration, entrance ways, or gardening when not
taller than eight feet and when not used as a fence.

18.

Fences not over 8 feet high, where permitted to be installed by City Zoning Code
in commercial and industrial zones.

C.

Section 105.3.1.1 of the California Building Code is added to read as follows:

Section 105.3.1.1 Permits will not be issued for construction on a site where the City
engineer determines that a grading permit or public improvements are required until the City
engineer or his/her representative notifies the building official in writing that grading or public
improvements have been satisfactorily completed.
Permits will not be issued if the City engineer determines that flooding or geologic
conditions at the site may endanger the public safety or welfare.
D.
following:

Section 109 of the California Building Code is deleted and replaced with the

Section 109.1 FEES
Section 109.2 GENERAL. Fees will be assessed as set forth in a resolution adopted by
the City Council.
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Section 109.3 PERMIT FEES. The fee for each permit is set forth in a resolution
adopted by the City Council.
The building official will determine the value or valuation under any of the provisions of
these codes. The value to be used in computing building permit and building plan review fees is
the total value of all construction work for which the permit is issued as well as all finish work,
painting, roofing, electrical, plumbing, heating, air conditioning, elevators, fire-extinguishing
systems, and any other permanent equipment. The permit fees for those projects subject to State
energy code compliance and /or State disabled access regulation compliance are set forth in a
resolution adopted by the City Council.
Section 109.4 PLAN REVIEW FEES. When submittal documents are required by
section 107, a plan review fee must be paid at the time of submitting the submittal documents for
plan review. The plan review fee is set forth in a resolution adopted by the City Council. The
plan review fees specified in this section are separate fees from the permit fees specified in
Section 109.3 and are in addition to the permit fees.
When submittal documents are incomplete or changed so as to require additional plan
review or when the project involves deferred submittal items as defined in Section 107.3.4.1, an
additional plan review fee will be charged at the rate set forth in a resolution adopted by City
Council.
Section 109.5 EXPIRATION OF PLAN REVIEW. An application expires 180 days
after it is submitted unless a permit is issued. The building official may extend an applicant’s
time for acting for a period not to exceed 180 days on written request by the applicant showing
that circumstances beyond the control of the applicant have prevented the applicant from taking
appropriate action. The building official may not extend an applicant’s time for acting more than
once. An applicant’s time for acting may not be extended if any relevant portion of this code, or
other pertinent law or ordinance has been amended subsequent to the date of application. In order
to renew action on an application after expiration, the applicant must resubmit plans and pay a
new plan check fee. The building official may return or destroy plans and other data submitted
for review with an application after the application expires.
Section 109.6 INVESTIGATION FEES: WORK WITHOUT A PERMIT.
Section 109.6.1 INVESTIGATION. Whenever any work has been done without a
required permit, the building official may undertake a special investigation before a permit may
be issued for such work and may require payment of the fee set forth in section 109.6.2..
Section 109.6.2 FEE. An applicant for a permit for work that has been done without a
required permit must pay an investigation fee in addition to the permit fee. The investigation fee
is equal to the amount of the permit fee required by this code. Payment of the investigation fee
does not exempt an applicant from compliance with all applicable provisions of this code and the
technical codes or from any penalty prescribed by law.
Section 109.7 FEE REFUNDS. The building official may refund 100% of any fee
erroneously paid or collected.
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The building official may refund no more than 80 percent of a permit fee when no work
has been done under a permit issued in accordance with this code.
The building official may refund no more than 80 percent of the plan review fee when the
application for a permit is withdrawn or cancelled before the city undertakes any work.
The building official may not refund any fee unless the original permittee submits a
written refund application within 180 days after paying the fee.
Section 109.8 PERMIT HISTORY SURVEY FEE. The fee for conducting a permit
history survey for an existing structure or facility is set forth in a resolution adopted by City
Council.
Section 109.9 DEMOLITION PERMIT FEE. The fee for a permit to demolish a
building is set forth in a resolution adopted by the City Council.
Section 109.10 FEE EXCEPTIONS: The government of the United States of America,
the State of California, local school districts proposing work exempt from building permits, the
County of San Diego, and the City are not required to pay for filing an application for a building
permit pursuant to this code unless City plan review and inspection services are requested. If so
requested, the fee schedules adopted in a resolution by City Council apply.
E.

Section 111 of the California Building Code is amended to read as follows:

Section 111.1 CERTIFICATE ISSUED. The building official is authorized to inspect
buildings and structures for compliance with this code and issue a certificate of occupancy.
When the building official inspects a building or structure and finds no violations of this code or
other applicable laws enforced by the building division, the building official will indicate
compliance on an Inspection Report Card. The completed and signed Inspection Report Card
serves as the Certificate of Occupancy.
F.

Section 113.1 of the California Building Code is amended to read as follows:

Section 113.1 General. The city council serves as the appeal board for determinations,
decisions, and orders of the building official regarding interpretation of technical codes. An
applicant may appeal the order, decision, or determination of the building official by filing a
written appeal with the city clerk within ten days after the date of the written decision in
accordance with chapter 1.14.
G.
following:

Section 114.4 of the California Building Code is deleted and replaced with the

Section 114.4 Violations. Any person who violates any provision of this code or the
technical codes is guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof, will be fined an amount
not to exceed five hundred dollars, or imprisoned for a period of not more than six months in the
county jail, or both fine and imprisonment.
H.

Section 114.5 of the California Building Code is added as follows to read:
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Section 114.5 Public Nuisance. Any building or structure erected, constructed,
enlarged, altered, repaired, moved, improved, removed, converted, or demolished, equipped,
used, occupied, or maintained contrary to the provisions of this code is declared to be unlawful
and a public nuisance. The enforcement official and city attorney are authorized to undertake any
enforcement action authorized in Title 1 to abate, remove, enjoin, or remedy such public
nuisance in the manner provided by law. Any failure, refusal of neglect to obtain a permit as
required by this chapter is prima facie evidence of the fact that the public nuisance has been
committed.
I.

Add the following to the end of the first paragraph of Section 1505.1 General:

Section 1505.1 Any reroofing or roof repair using wood single or shake material in an
area that exceeds 25 percent of the projected roof area in any 12 month period must comply with
the requirements for new roof installations or a minimum of Class B Rating
(Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
11.04.040 Table 1505.1 amended.
Table 1505.1 of the 2016 California Building Code and the International Building Code, 2015
Edition, is amended to read as follows:
TABLE 1505.1
MINIMUM ROOF COVERING CLASSIFICATION FOR TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION
IA

IB

IIA

IIB

IIIA

IIIB

IV

VA

VB

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

(Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
11.04.050 Appendices C, H and I adopted.
Appendix C, H and I are adopted. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 11.06 CALIFORNIA RESIDENTIAL CODE
11.06.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Residential Code, Part 2.5, Title 24 of the
California Code of Regulations.
The city adopts and incorporates by reference, as the city’s residential code, the 2016 California
Residential Code, published by the California Building Standards Commission, and any rules
and regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, together with all amendments set forth in this
chapter.
Except as otherwise provided in this chapter and chapter 11.02, the construction, alteration,
movement, enlargement, replacement, repair, equipment, use and occupancy, location, removal
and demolition of detached one- and two-family dwellings and townhouses not more than three
stories above grade within the City of Santee must comply with the city’s residential code.
A.

Section R104.7.1 of the California Residential Code is added to read as follows:

Section R104.7.1 Permit History Survey. Upon receipt of a written request from the
owner of a parcel of property for a Permit History Survey, and the payment of the fee specified
in a resolution duly adopted by the City Council, the building official may review City records
and provide a report listing those building, plumbing, electrical and mechanical permits that have
been issued for a specific parcel of property.
B.
Section R105.2 of the California Residential Code is amended by modifying
subsection 10 and adding the following subsections 11 through 16:
1.

through 9. remains unchanged.

10.

Decks on properties not located in a Very-High-Fire Hazard Severity Zone
(VHFHSV).

11.

Satellite dish antenna.

12.

Attached or detached open residential patio covers, detached pergola and
detached gazebo structures or similar detached structures up to 120 square feet in
projected roof area, associated with a single family (R-3 occupancy) residence,
subject to the following conditions:
(a)

The property is not located in a Very-High Fire Hazard Severity Zone
(VHFHSZ);

(b)

The structure is located in the side or rear yard of a property;

(c)

If attached to the principal residence, the setbacks for the main building
apply;

(d)

If detached from the principle residence, the supporting posts must be
located a minimum of five (5) feet from the property line;
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C.

(e)

The structure does not contain electrical circuit(s) or gas lines;

(f)

The structure is not to be used as a carport.

Section R105.3.1.2 of the California Residential Code is added to read as follows:

Section R105.3.1.1 Permits will not be issued for construction on a site where the City
engineer determines that a grading permit or public improvements are required until the City
engineer or his/her representative notifies the building official in writing that grading or public
improvements have been satisfactorily completed.
Permits will not be issued if the City engineer determines that flooding or geologic
conditions at the site may endanger the public safety or welfare.
D.
following:

Section R108 of the California Building Code is deleted and replaced with the

Section R108.1 FEES
Section R108.2 GENERAL. Fees are set forth in a resolution adopted by the City
Council.
Section R108.3 PERMIT FEES. The fee for each permit is set forth in a resolution
adopted by the City Council.
The building official will determine the value or valuation under any of the provisions of
these codes. The value to be used in computing building permit and building plan review fees is
the total value of all construction work for which the permit is issued as well as all finish work,
painting, roofing, electrical, plumbing, heating, air conditioning, elevators, fire-extinguishing
systems, and any other permanent equipment. The permit fees for those projects subject to State
energy code compliance and /or State disabled access regulation compliance are set forth in a
resolution adopted by the City Council.
Section R108.4 PLAN REVIEW FEES.
When submittal documents are required by section R106, a plan review fee must be paid
at the time of submitting the submittal documents for plan review. The plan review fee is set
forth in a resolution adopted by the City Council. The plan review fees specified in this section
are separate fees from the permit fees specified in Section R108.3 and are in addition to the
permit fees.
When submittal documents are incomplete or changed so as to require additional plan
review or when the project involves deferred submittal items as defined in Section 107.3.4.1, an
additional plan review fee will be charged at the rate set forth in a resolution adopted by City
Council.
Section R108.5 EXPIRATION OF PLAN REVIEW. An application expires 180 days
after it is submitted unless a permit is issued. The building official may extend an applicant’s
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time for acting for a period not to exceed 180 days on written request by the applicant showing
that circumstances beyond the control of the applicant have prevented the applicant from taking
appropriate action. The building official may not extend an applicant’s time for acting more than
once. An applicant’s time for acting may not be extended if any relevant portion of this code, or
other pertinent law or ordinance has been amended subsequent to the date of application. In order
to renew action on an application after expiration, the applicant must resubmit plans and pay a
new plan check fee. The building official may return or destroy plans and other data submitted
for review with an application after the application expires.
Section R108.6 INVESTIGATION FEES: WORK WITHOUT A PERMIT.
Section R108.6.1 INVESTIGATION. Whenever any work has been done without a
required permit, the building official may undertake a special investigation before a permit may
be issued for such work and may require payment of the fee set forth in section R108.6.2.
Section R108.6.2 FEE. An applicant for a permit for work that has been done without a
required permit must pay an investigation fee in addition to the permit fee. The investigation fee
is equal to the amount of the permit fee required by this code. Payment of the investigation fee
does not exempt an applicant from compliance with all applicable provisions of this code and the
technical codes or from any penalty prescribed by law.
Section R108.7 FEE REFUNDS.
The building official may refund 100% of any fee erroneously paid or collected.
The building official may refund no more than 80 percent of a permit fee when no work
has been done under a permit issued in accordance with this code.
The building official may refund no more than 80 percent of the plan review fee when the
application for a permit is withdrawn or cancelled before the city undertakes any work.
The building official may not refund any fee unless the original permittee submits a
written refund application within 180 days after paying the fee.
Section R108.8 PERMIT HISTORY SURVEY FEE. The fee for conducting a permit
history survey for an existing structure or facility is set forth in a resolution adopted by City
Council.
Section R108.9 DEMOLITION PERMIT FEE. The fee for a permit to demolish a
building is set forth in a resolution adopted by the City Council.
Section R108.10 FEE EXCEPTIONS: The government of the United States of
America, the State of California, local school districts proposing work exempt from building
permits, the County of San Diego, and the City are not required to pay for filing an application
for a building permit pursuant to this code unless City plan review and inspection services are
requested. If so requested, the fee schedules adopted in a resolution by City Council apply.
E.

Section R110 of the California Building Code is amended to read as follows:
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Section R110.1 CERTIFICATE ISSUED. The building official is authorized to inspect
buildings and structures for compliance with this code and issue a certificate of occupancy.
When the building official inspects a building or structure and finds no violations of this code or
other applicable laws enforced by the building division, the building official will indicate
compliance on an Inspection Report Card. The completed and signed Inspection Report Card
serves as the Certificate of Occupancy.
F.

Section R112.1 of the California Residential Code is added to read as follows:

Section R112.1 General. The city council serves as the appeal board for determinations,
decisions, and orders of the building official regarding interpretation of technical codes. An
applicant may appeal the order, decision, or determination of the building official by filing a
written appeal with the city clerk within ten days after the date of the written decision in
accordance with chapter 1.14.
G.

Section R113.4 of the California Residential Code is replaced as follows to read:

Section R113.4 Violations. Any person who violates any provision of this code or the
technical codes is guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof, will be fined an amount
not to exceed five hundred dollars, or imprisoned for a period of not more than six months in the
county jail, or both fine and imprisonment.
H.

Section R113.5 of the California Residential Code is added as follows to read:

Section R113.5 Public Nuisance. Any building or structure erected, constructed,
enlarged, altered, repaired, moved, improved, removed, converted, or demolished, equipped,
used, occupied, or maintained contrary to the provisions of this code is declared to be unlawful
and a public nuisance. The enforcement official and city attorney are authorized to undertake any
enforcement action authorized in Title 1 to abate, remove, enjoin, or remedy such public
nuisance in the manner provided by law. Any failure, refusal of neglect to obtain a permit as
required by this chapter is prima facie evidence of the fact that the public nuisance has been
committed.
I.

Section R902.1.3 of the California Residential Code is altered to read as follows:

Section R902.1.3 Roof Coverings in all other areas. Alter the class of roof coverings in
R902.1.3 at the end of the paragraph from “Class C” to “Class B.”
(Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 11.08 CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL CODE
11.08.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Electrical Code, Part 3, Title 24 of the California
Code of Regulations.
The city adopts and incorporates by reference, as the city’s electrical code, the 2016 California
Electrical Code, Part 3, Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations, a portion of the California
Building Standards Code based on the National Electrical Code, 2014, and any rules and
regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, together with all amendments set forth in this chapter.
Except as otherwise provided in this chapter and chapter 11.02, the installation, alteration and
repair of electrical systems within the city must conform to the city’s electrical code. (Ord. 545 §
4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 11.10 CALIFORNIA MECHANICAL CODE
11.10.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Mechanical Code, Part 4, Title 24 of the
California Code of Regulations.
The city adopts and incorporates by reference, as the city’s mechanical code, the 2016 California
Mechanical Code, Part 4, Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations, a portion of the
California Building Standards Code, as defined in the California Health and Safety Code,
Section 18901 et seq. based on the Uniform Mechanical Code, 2015 Edition, and any rules and
regulations promulgated pursuant thereto.
Except as otherwise provided by this chapter and chapter 11.02, the erection, installation,
alteration, repair, relocation, replacement, addition to, use or maintenance of any heating,
ventilating, cooling, refrigeration systems, incinerators or other miscellaneous heat-producing
appliances must conform to the city’s mechanical code and any rules and regulations published
by the California Building Standards Commission. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 11.12 CALIFORNIA PLUMBING CODE
11.12.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Plumbing Code, Part 5, Title 24 of the California
Code of Regulations.
The city adopts and incorporates by reference, as the city’s plumbing code, the 2016 California
Plumbing Code, Part 5, Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations, a portion of the
California Building Standards Code, as defined in the California Health and Safety Code,
Section 18901 et seq. based on the Uniform Plumbing Code 2015 Edition, and any rules and
regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, together with all amendments set forth in this chapter
Except as otherwise provided by this chapter or chapter 11.02, all construction, alteration,
moving, demolition, repair and use of all plumbing, gas or drainage piping and systems or water
heating or treating equipment within the city must comply with the city’s plumbing code. (Ord.
545 § 4, 2016)
11.12.020 Deletions and Additions to the 2016 California Plumbing Code and the Uniform
Plumbing Code, 2015 Edition.
Deletions and additions to the 2016 California Plumbing Code are set forth in sections 11.12.020
and 11.12.030.
A.

Section 104.1.1 of the California Plumbing Code is added as follows to read,

Section 104.1.1 SOLAR WATER HEATERS PRE-PLUMBING AND STORAGE
TANK SPACE REQUIREMENT.
1.

2.

Notwithstanding any provisions in this chapter to the contrary, no permit for a
new residential building may be issued on an application submitted after the
effective date of the ordinance adding this section 104.1.1 unless all of the
following occur:
(a)

the building includes plumbing and adequate space for installation of a
solar storage tank specifically designed to allow the later installation of a
system which utilizes solar energy as the primary means of heating
domestic potable water;

(b)

the plumbing required pursuant to this section is indicated in the building
plans;

(c)

pre-plumbing and storage tank configuration are designed to the
satisfaction of the administrative authority.

The administrative authority is authorized to exempt those applications from the
provisions of this section which the administrative authority determines do not
have feasible solar access due to shading, building orientation, construction
constraints, or configuration of the subdivision parcel.
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B.

Section 104.1.2 of the California Plumbing Code is added as follows to read,

Section 104.1.2 SWIMMING POOL HEATERS.
1.

Notwithstanding any provisions of this chapter to the contrary, no permit may be
issued for a new or replacement fossil fuel swimming pool heater unless a solar
system with a collector area a minimum of fifty percent of the surface area of the
swimming pool being heated is also installed as the primary heat source for the
swimming pool.

2.

A fossil fuel swimming pool heater is defined as one which uses nonrenewable
fuel, including but not limited to natural gas, propane, diesel and electricity.

3.

As used in this section a swimming pool means any confined body of water
exceeding two feet in depth, greater than one hundred fifty square feet in surface
area, and located either above or below the existing finished grade of the site,
designed, used or intended to be used for swimming, bathing or therapeutic
purposes.

EXCEPTION: A separate spa and a spa built in conjunction with a swimming pool may
be heated by fossil fuels, provided the heating source cannot be used to heat the swimming pool.
4.

Notwithstanding other provisions of this section, the owner of a swimming pool
may request a waiver of all, or a portion, of the requirements contained in this
section when topographic conditions, development, or existing trees on or
surrounding the swimming pool or probable location of the solar collection
system preclude effective use of the solar energy system due to shading; or the
swimming pool is located in a permanent, enclosed structure.

5.

An applicant dissatisfied with a decision of the administrative authority relating to
modification or waiver under this section may appeal the decision to the city
council by filing a written appeal with the City Clerk within ten days of the
issuance of the written decision in accordance with chapter 1.14. The decision of
the City Council in the case of any such appeal is final.

(Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
11.12.030 Appendices A, B, D, G and I adopted.
Appendix Chapters A, B, D, G and I of the 2016 California Plumbing Code, are adopted. (Ord.
545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 11.14 CALIFORNIA ENERGY CODE
11.14.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Energy Code, Part 6, Title 24 of the California
Code of Regulations.
The city adopts and incorporates by reference, as the city’s energy code, the 2016 California
Energy Code, Part 6, Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations, a portion of the California
Building Standards Code, as defined in the California Health and Safety Code, Section 18901 et
seq. and the California Energy Code, 2016 Edition, and any rules and regulations promulgated
pursuant thereto.
Except as otherwise provided by chapter 11.02, all construction of buildings where energy will
be used must conform to the city’s energy code. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 11.16 HISTORICAL BUILDING CODE
11.16.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Historical Building Code, Part 8, Title 24 of the
California Code of Regulations.
The city adopts and incorporates by reference the California Historic Building Code, 2016
edition without change. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 11.18 CALIFORNIA FIRE CODE
11.18.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Fire Code, Part 9, Title 24 of the California Code
of Regulations, which incorporates and amends the International Fire Code 2015 Edition
with certain local amendments.
The city adopts and incorporates by reference, as the city’s fire code, the 2016 California Fire
Code, Part 9, Title 24 California Code of Regulations, a portion of the California Building
Standards Code and any rules and regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, and the
International Fire Code, including Appendix Chapters 4, B, BB, C, CC, E, F, G, H, I and J,
published by the International Code Council, 2015 Edition thereof, and the California
Amendments thereto, as incorporated into California law under Title 24 of the California Code
of Regulations, together with all amendments set forth in this chapter.
Except as otherwise provided by this chapter and chapter 11.02, the planning, design, operation,
construction, use and occupancy of every newly constructed building or structure must conform
with the city’s fire code.
No fewer than three copies of these codes and standards have been, and are now filed in the
office of the City Fire Department with one copy on file in the office of the City Clerk per
Government Code section 50022.6. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
11.18.020 Amendments made to the California Fire Code.
The California Fire Code, 2016 Edition, is amended and changed in the following respects:
A.

CHAPTER 3 AMENDED - GENERAL PRECAUTIONS AGAINST FIRE

1.

Section 307.4.3 is hereby amended to read as follows:

307.4.3 Portable outdoor fireplaces. Portable outdoor fireplaces must comply with all the
following restrictions:
307.4.3.1 Portable outdoor fireplaces must be used in accordance with the manufacturer’s
instructions. The use of washing machine tub fireplaces and other similar devices as outdoor
fireplaces is prohibited within Santee City limits.
307.4.3.2 Portable outdoor fireplaces must be constructed of steel or other approved noncombustible materials.
307.4.3.3 During operation, a portable outdoor fireplace must be covered with a metal
screen or welded or woven wire mesh spark arrestor with openings no larger than 1/4″ to reduce
airborne embers.
307.4.3.4 Portable outdoor fireplaces must be used only on a non-combustible surface or
bare ground, void of all vegetation.
307.4.3.5 Portable outdoor fireplaces must be operated at least 15 feet away from all
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combustible materials or structures and must not be used under eaves, patio covers or other shade
structures.
307.4.3.6 Portable outdoor fireplaces must be supervised at all times when in use and
extinguished when no longer being used.
307.4.3.7 A garden hose or 4A fire extinguisher must be readily available at all times
when the outdoor portable fireplace is in operation.
307.4.3.8 The burning of trash, rubbish or paper products is strictly prohibited.
307.4.3.9 The Fire Code Official or other Fire Department representative is authorized to
order extinguishment at any time because of misuse, objectionable situation, hazardous weather,
or any other safety concern.
B.

CHAPTER 5 AMENDED - FIRE SERVICE FEATURES

1.

Section 503.2.1 is hereby amended by replacing language to read as follows:

503.2.1 Dimensions (Fire Apparatus Access Roads). Fire apparatus access roads must
have an unobstructed width of not less than 26 feet and an unobstructed vertical clearance of not
less than 13 feet 6 inches.
EXCEPTION: A fire apparatus access road may be reduced to an unobstructed width of
not less than 16 feet (or other approved width) when in the opinion of the Fire Chief the number
of vehicles using the roadway will not limit or impair adequate emergency fire department
access.
2.

Section 503.2.3 is hereby amended to read as follows:

503.2.3 Surface. Fire apparatus access roads must be designed and maintained to support
the imposed loads of fire apparatus and must be provided with an approved paved surface. In
new development, all underground utilities, hydrants, water mains, curbs, gutters and sidewalks
must be installed and the drive surface must be approved prior to combustibles being brought on
site.
3.

Section 503 is hereby amended by adding subsections 503.7 and 503.8 to read as
follows:

503.7 Gates across fire apparatus access roads. All gates and other structures or
devices which could obstruct fire access roadways or otherwise hinder emergency operations are
prohibited unless they meet standards approved by the Fire Chief/Fire Code Official, and receive
specific plan approval. Written plans must be submitted for approval and approved prior to the
installation of any gate or other similar obstruction. Gates must be equipped with approved
emergency locks or locking devices.
503.8 Automatic gates. All automatic gates across fire apparatus access roads must be
equipped with approved emergency key switches. Gates serving more than four residential
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dwellings or gates serving projects that, in the opinion of the Fire Chief/Fire Code Official,
require a more rapid emergency response, must be equipped with an approved strobe activating
sensor(s) to open the gate upon approach of emergency apparatus. All gates must have a manual
release device to open the gate upon power failure.
4.

Section 505 is hereby amended by adding subsection 505.3 to read as follows:

505.3 Map/Directory. A lighted directory map meeting current Santee Fire Department
standards must be installed at each driveway entrance or other approved location(s) to multiple
unit residential projects 15 units or more and other occupancies when in the opinion of the Fire
Chief the directory will enhance emergency response to the project.
C.

CHAPTER 9 AMENDED – FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

1.

Section 903.2 is hereby amended adding subsections 903.2(a) and 903.2(b) to
read as follows:

903.2(a) Automatic fire sprinkler system required. The installation of an approved
automatic fire sprinkler system is required in all buildings, regardless of size, occupancy, or area
separation. Sprinklers are required in all additions made to existing buildings equipped with
automatic fire sprinkler system. “Fire walls” and “Area or Occupancy Separation Walls”
regardless of construction rating do not constitute separate buildings for purposes of determining
fire sprinkler requirements. An approved fire sprinkler system is required in an existing nonsprinklered building when a change of occupancy classification occurs.
EXCEPTION: Kiosks, sheds, out-buildings, small temporary buildings and other small
buildings may not need an automatic fire sprinkler system if in the opinion of the Fire Chief, the
site, and the use, does not pose a significant hazard.
903.2(b) Automatic fire sprinkler system required additions. An approved automatic
fire sprinkler system must be installed in any existing non-sprinklered buildings where structural
additions are made greater than 5,000 square feet or resulting in a 50% increase in the size of the
building. In this situation the entire building is required to be equipped with an approved
automatic fire sprinkler system.
EXCEPTION: Group R, Division 3 occupancies.
2.

Section 903.4.2 is hereby amended by replacing language to read as follows:

903.4.2 Alarms. One or more exterior approved audio/visual device(s) must be
connected to every automatic sprinkler system in an approved location. Such sprinkler waterflow alarm devices must be activated by water flow equivalent to the flow of a single sprinkler of
the smallest orifice size installed in the system. Where a building fire alarm system is installed,
actuation of the automatic sprinkler system must actuate the building fire alarm system.
3.

Section 905 is hereby amended by adding Subsection 905.3(a) to read as follows:

905.3(a) Required installations. A wet standpipe system must be installed in all levels
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of any parking structures below or above grade.
D.
CHAPTER 23 AMENDED - MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL-DISPENSING
FACILITIES AND REPAIR GARAGES
1.

Section 2306.2.3 is hereby amended by replacing language for exception 3 to read
as follows:

2306.2.3 Above-ground tanks located outside, above grade, exception 3.
3.

Tanks containing fuels must not exceed 1,500 gallons of Class I liquids,
12,000 gallons of Class II liquids in individual capacity and 26,000
gallons in aggregate capacity. Installations with the maximum allowable
capacity must be separated from other installations by not less than 100
feet.

E.
CHAPTER 49 AMENDED – REQUIREMENTS FOR WILDLAND-URBAN
INTERFACE (WUI) AREAS
1.

Section 4903 is hereby amended to read as follows:

4903 Fire Protection Plan. A Fire Protection Plan (FPP), approved by the Fire Chief, is
required for all new development within declared Fire Hazard Severity Zones and/or WildlandUrban Interface (WUI) areas.
The FPP must include mitigation measures consistent with the unique problems resulting
from the location, topography, geology, flammable vegetation, and climate of the proposed site.
The FPP must address access, water supply, building ignition fire resistance, fire
protection systems and equipment, defensible space and vegetation management.
2.

Section 4905.2 is hereby amended to read as follows:

4905.2 Construction methods and requirements within established limits. Within the
limits established by law, construction methods intended to mitigate wildfire exposure must
comply with the wildfire protection building construction requirements contained in the
California Building Standards Code including the following:

3.

(a)

California Building Code Chapter 7A,

(b)

California Residential Code Section R327,

(c)

California Reference Standards Code Chapter 12-7A

(d)

Santee Local Amendments and applicable amendments

Section 4905.2 is hereby amended adding subsections 4905.2.1 through 4905.2.3.

4905.2.1 Construction materials within Fire Hazard Severity Zones and/or Wildland
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Urban Interface areas. Prior to combustible materials being brought on site, utilities must be in
place, fire hydrants operational, an approved all-weather roadway must be in place, and the fuel
modified defensible space must be established and approved by the fire code official.
4.

Section 4907 is hereby amended by adding subsections 4907.2, 4907.2.1,
4907.2.2 and 4907.2.3.

4907.2 Fuel Modified Defensible Space. All new developments, subdivisions and tracts
that are planned in Fire Hazard Severity Zones and/or Wildland Urban Interface Areas must have
a minimum of 100 horizontal feet of “fuel modified” defensible space between structures and
wildland areas. Depending on the percentage of slope and other wildland area characteristics, the
Fuel Modified Defensible Space may be increased beyond 100 feet. Fuel Modified Defensible
Space must be comprised of two distinct brush management areas referred to as, “Zone One” and
“Zone Two.”
4907.2.1 Fuel Modified Defensible Space, Zone One. “Zone One” is the first 50 feet
measured from the structure toward the wildland. This area is the least flammable, and consists
of pavement, walkways, turf and permanently landscaped, irrigated and maintained ornamental
planting. This vegetation should be kept in a well-irrigated condition and cleared of dead
material. This area requires year-round maintenance. Fire resistive trees are allowed if placed or
trimmed so that crowns are maintained more than 10 feet from the structure. Highly flammable
trees such as, but not limited to conifers, eucalyptus, cypress, junipers and pepper trees are not
allowed in WUI areas. This area must be maintained by the property owner or applicable
homeowners association(s).
4907.2.2 Fuel Modified Defensible Space, Zone Two. “Zone Two” is the second 50 feet
of the 100 total feet of defensible space and is measured 50 feet from the structure to a total of
100 feet toward the wildland. Zone Two consists of low-growing, fire-resistant shrubs and
ground covers. Average height of new plants for re-vegetation should be less than 24 inches. In
this Zone, no more than 30% of the native, non-irrigated vegetation may be retained. This area
requires inspection and periodic maintenance. This area must be maintained by the property
owner or applicable homeowners association(s).
4907.2.3 Defensible space adjacent to roadways. An area of 50 feet from each side of
fire apparatus access roads and driveways must be improved to “Zone One” standards and
maintained clear of all but fire-resistive vegetation. This area must be maintained by the property
owner or homeowners associations as with other defensible space areas. Defensible space
adjacent to roadways may be increased to more than 50 feet on each side of a fire apparatus
access road. This distance is to be determined by the approved Fire Protection Plan.
5.

Chapter 49 is hereby amended by adding section 4908 to read as follows:

4908 Special Fire Protection Requirements.
4908.1 Combustible fencing. Fencing within Fire Hazard Severity Zones and/or
Wildland Urban Interface Areas must consist of noncombustible or approved materials. The
closest five (5) feet of fencing to any structure must be approved noncombustible.
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4908.2 Outdoor fireplaces, barbecues and grills. Outdoor fireplaces, barbecues and
grills must not be built, or installed in Fire Hazard Severity Zones and/or Wildland Urban
Interface Areas without plan approval by the Fire Code Official. Portable outdoor fireplaces and
other wood burning appliances are strictly prohibited within Fire Hazard Severity Zones and
Wildland Urban Interface Areas.
4908.3 Spark arresters. Chimneys serving fireplaces, barbecues, incinerators or
decorative heating appliances in which solid or liquid fuel are used, must be provided with a
spark arrester of woven or welded wire screening of 12-gauge standard wire having openings not
exceeding 1/4 inch.
4908.4 Storage of firewood and combustible materials. Firewood and combustible
materials must not be stored in unenclosed spaces beneath buildings or structures, or on decks,
under eaves, canopies or other projections or overhangs and must be stored at least 20 feet from
structures and separated from the crown of trees by a minimum horizontal distance of 15 feet.
4908.5 Water supply. All water systems, specifically fire hydrants and storage tanks,
must be approved by the Fire Department. Fire hydrants within Fire Hazard Severity Zones or
Wildland Urban Interface Areas must be spaced every 300 feet and must have a fire flow of 2500
gallons per minute or a fire flow approved by the Fire Chief. Developments that require new or
“stand alone” water storage facilities may also be required to provide secondary or back-up
systems, such as independently powered pumps that will ensure adequate water supply for
firefighting emergencies.
4908.6 Wildland access. To adequately deploy resources to protect structures threatened
by wildfires, emergency access to wildland areas may be required. Access may include but is not
limited to, gated vehicle access points and/or personnel corridors between homes or structures.
The need, number, and location of wildland access points will be determined by the Fire Code
Official.
F.

CHAPTER 56 AMENDED - EXPLOSIVES AND FIREWORKS

Chapter 56 is hereby amended by adding section 5607 to read as follows:
5607 Blasting
5607.1 Scope. Section 5609 regulates blasting operations within the City of Santee.
5607.2 Grading permit required. Section 5609 applies to any project or construction
operation where a grading permit is required. A grading permit must be approved and issued by
the Engineering Department of the City of Santee prior to the issuance of a blasting permit issued
by the Fire Department for blasting at construction sites.
5607.3 Definitions. For the purpose of this Division the following definitions apply:
Approved Blaster is a blaster who has been approved by the Fire Chief to conduct
blasting operations in the City of Santee and who has been placed on the list of approved
blasters.
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Blaster is any person, corporation, contractor or other entity who uses, ignites, or sets off
an explosive device or material.
Inspector is any person who has been approved by the Fire Chief to conduct pre and post
blast inspections in the City of Santee.
Blasting Operations means the use of an explosive device or explosive materials to
destroy, modify, obliterate, or remove any obstruction of any kind from a piece of property.
Minor Blasting is any blasting operation associated with trenching operations, digging
holes for utility poles, and other single shot operations.
Major Blasting is any other type of blasting operation.
Permit for Blasting is a written document issued by the Santee Fire Department wherein
the blaster is given permission to blast within the City of Santee under specific terms and
conditions for the operation.
Certificate of Insurance is a written document issued by an insurance company authorized
to do business in the State of California stating that the insurance company has issued a policy of
liability insurance covering property damage and bodily injuries resulting from blasting
operations occurring in the City of Santee.
Explosive Permit is a written document issued by the San Diego County Sheriff’s
Department pursuant to Section 12000, et seq. of the California Health and Safety Code wherein
the Sheriff’s Department allows blasting with explosives to be done by the permittee under the
conditions specified therein.
5607.4 Permit to Blast: All blasting operations within the City of Santee are prohibited
unless permitted by the Santee Fire Department.
5607.4.1 Prerequisites. No Permit to Blast will be granted or obtained unless the
prerequisite conditions listed below are complied with and proof provided to the satisfaction of
the Fire Department.
5607.4.2 Explosives permit. The blaster must obtain an explosives permit from the San
Diego County Sheriff’s Department and a copy thereof must be placed on file with the Santee
Fire Department.
5607.4.3 Santee business license. The blaster must obtain a business license from and
issued by the Finance Department of the City of Santee and place a copy thereof on file with the
Santee Fire Department.
5607.4.4 Liability insurance. The property owner/developer or general contractor must
obtain liability insurance covering the blaster’s activities with the coverages acceptable to the
city, but in no case in an amount less than $4,000,000 for property damage and bodily injury
aggregate and $2,000,000 per occurrence. The property owner/developer or general contractor
must file a copy of the Certificate of Insurance with the Santee Fire Department. The blaster
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must have liability insurance, property insurance, and bodily injury insurance with the coverages
acceptable to the city, but in no case in an amount less of $4,000,000 aggregate and $2,000,000
per occurrence. A copy of the Certificate of Insurance of the blaster must be filed with the Santee
Fire Department by the property owner/developer or general contractor. The City of Santee must
be endorsed as an Additional Insured on the blaster’s liability insurance.
5607.4.5 Blaster’s qualifications. The blaster’s qualifications will be reviewed by the
Fire Chief. Approval and placement on the list of approved blasters will be based upon a review
of the blaster’s qualifications, past safety record, and history of complaints of job performance.
Failure on the part of the blaster to comply with the terms and conditions under which approval
is granted may result in suspension from the list of approved blasters for a period not exceeding
one year.
5607.5 Permit to Blast - repository and renewal.
5607.5.1 Permit to Blast filing. A copy of the Permit to Blast must be kept on file with
the Santee Fire Department at 10601 Magnolia Ave., Santee, California 92071. A copy of the
Permit to Blast must be retained by the general contractor or property owner/developer and by
the blaster and must be available at the job site for public or official inspection at all times during
blasting operations.
5607.5.2 Permit to Blast cancellation. A Permit to Blast is required to be cancelled with
the Fire Department when a blaster completes or discontinues, for thirty (30) days, blasting
operations at a construction site.
5607.5.3 Permit to Blast - renewal. A Permit to Blast must be renewed with the Fire
Department before any blasting operations are continued or resumed.
5607.6 Blasting operation procedures. After the Permit to Blast has been issued, the
blaster must comply with the following procedures.
5607.6.1 Notification of blasting operation. The contractor or property owner/developer
must give reasonable notice in writing at the time of issuance of building permit, grading permit
or encroachment license to all residences or businesses within 600 feet of any potential blast
location. The notice must be in a form approved by the Fire Chief.
Any resident or business receiving such notice may request of the Fire Department that
the blaster give a 12 hours advance notice of impending blast. The general contractor or property
owner/developer must obtain the advanced notification list of residents and businesses from the
Fire Department, and must make every reasonable effort to contact any and all parties requesting
the second advanced notice.
5607.6.2 Inspections. Inspections of all structures within 300 feet of the blast site must
be made before blasting operations. The person(s) inspecting must obtain the permission of the
building owner prior to conducting the inspection. The inspections must be performed by a
qualified person(s) approved by the Fire Chief, and employed by the blaster or project contractor.
The inspection may be only for the purpose of determining the existence of any visible or
reasonably recognizable pre-existing defects or damages in any structure. Waiver of such
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inspection must be in writing by owner(s), and persons who have vested interest, control,
custody, lease or rental responsibility of said property or their legally recognized agent. Post
blast inspections are required upon receipt of a complaint of property damage by the person in
charge of the property. Damage must be reported to the Fire Department within one year of the
completion of blasting operations.
5607.6.3 Inspection report. Complete inspection reports identifying all findings or
inspection waivers must be signed by the inspector and property owners or owner’s agent. Such
inspection reports must be retained by the inspecting agency, but must be immediately available
to the Fire Department and individuals directly involved in alleged damage complaints.
5607.6.4 Inspection waiver report. The inspector must file with the Fire Department a
summary report identifying the address, occupant/owner’s name, time and date of inspections,
and any inspection waiver signed by property owner or owner’s agent, with an explanation as to
why an inspection of a specific structure was not made. This summary and waiver report must be
signed by the inspector.
5607.6.5 Blasting hours. Blasting is only permitted between the hours of 9:00 am and
4:00 pm during any weekday, Monday through Friday, unless special circumstances warrant
another time of day and special approval is granted by the Fire Chief.
5607.6.6 Fire Department inspections. The blaster must permit Fire Department
personnel to inspect the blast site and blast materials or explosives at any reasonable time.
5607.6.7 Fire Department witness of blasting. If a Fire Department witness is desired
by the general contractor, and or blaster, arrangements must be made at least 12 hours prior to
the blast. Confirmation must be made to the Fire Department no less than one hour prior to the
blast. The Fire Department may assign a Department member to be present and observe the blast
at their discretion.
5607.6.8 Blast notification to Fire Department. The blasting companies are required to
notify the Fire Department on the day of a tentative blasting operation, between the hours of 8:00
am and 8:30 am.
5607.6.9 Seismograph monitoring. All blasting operations must be monitored by an
approved seismograph located at the nearest constructed structure. All daily seismograph reports
must be forwarded to the Fire Department by the end of the blast week.
EXCEPTION: Public Utility Companies are not required to seismographically monitor
minor blasting operations.
5607.6.10 Confiscation. Any explosives which are illegally manufactured, sold, given
away, delivered, stored, used, possessed, or transported are subject to immediate seizure by the
Fire Chief, issuing authority, or peace officer. When a permit has been revoked or has expired
and is not immediately renewed, any explosive is subject to immediate seizure.
5607.7 Complaints regarding blasting operations. Post-blast inspections are required
on all structures for which complaints, alleging blast damage, have been received. Such
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inspections must be written within thirty (30) days after receipt of complaint.
5607.8 Fee for Permit to Blast. The blaster must pay a fee for the Permit to Blast
designated within the Fire Department Schedule of Fees. Unless otherwise designated within the
approved Schedule of Fees, a Permit to Blast is site specific and a separate fee must be paid for
each Blast operation or for each Permit to Blast issued.
5607.9 Fire Department conditions. The Santee Fire Department may impose such
additional conditions and procedures as it deems are reasonably necessary to protect the public
health and safety based upon the peculiar and individual facts and circumstances of a particular
blasting operation. The Fire Department will provide the blaster with the additional conditions or
procedures in writing and the blaster must comply with those requirements until such time as the
Fire Department is satisfied they are no longer required and cancels the additional requirements.
(Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
11.18.030 Special regulations.
A.
Establishment of geographic limits in which the storage of Class I and Class
II liquids in above-ground tanks outside of buildings is prohibited. The limits referred to in
Section 5704.2.9.6.1 of the International Fire Code in which the storage of flammable or
combustible liquids in above-ground tanks outside of buildings is prohibited are hereby
established as the jurisdictional limits of the City.
The storage of Class I and Class II liquids in above ground tanks outside of buildings is
prohibited in all residential zones within the City of Santee. The storage of Class I and Class II
liquids in above ground tanks for motor vehicle fuel-dispensing may be allowed in commercial
or industrial zones within the City, provided that applicable provisions of Chapters 23 and 57 are
met, and if in the opinion of the Fire Chief, the site, and the use, does not pose a significant
hazard.
B.
Establishment of geographic limits in which the storage of Class I and Class
II liquids in above-ground tanks is prohibited. The limits referred to in Section 5706.2.4.4 of
the International Fire Code in which the storage of flammable or combustible liquids in aboveground tanks is prohibited are hereby established as the jurisdictional limits of the City.
The storage of Class I and Class II liquids in above ground tanks is prohibited in all
residential zones within the City of Santee. The storage of Class I and Class II liquids in above
ground tanks for motor vehicle fuel-dispensing may be allowed in commercial or industrial
zones within the City, provided that applicable provisions of Chapters 23 and 57 are met, and if
in the opinion of the Fire Chief, the site, and the use, does not pose a significant hazard.
C.
Establishment of geographic limits in which the storage of liquefied
petroleum gases is restricted for the protection of heavily populated or congested areas. The
limits referred to in Section 6104.2 of the International Fire Code, in which the storage of
liquefied petroleum gas is restricted, are hereby established as the jurisdictional limits of the
City.
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The storage of liquefied petroleum gases are prohibited within residential zones within
the City of Santee. The storage of liquefied petroleum gases are allowed within commercial or
industrial zones within the City of Santee to a maximum quantity of 2,000-gallon water capacity,
provided all applicable provisions of Chapter 61 are met, and in the opinion of the Fire Chief, the
site, and the use, does not pose a significant hazard.
EXCEPTION: Liquefied Petroleum Gas may be allowed for residential use where no
other gas service is provided and the quantity, location and use do not pose a significant problem.
D.
Establishment of limits of districts in which storage of explosives and blasting
agents is prohibited. Limits in which storage of explosives and blasting agents is prohibited, are
hereby established as the jurisdictional limits of the City.
Permanent storage of explosives and/or blasting agents is strictly prohibited within the
City of Santee. Temporary storage may be allowed during set-up for excavation, demonstration,
or other use, when proper permits have been obtained, all applicable provisions of Chapter 56
have been met, and when in the opinion of the Fire Chief, there are no significant hazards.
EXCEPTION: Small quantities of black powder and explosive materials may be stored
and used when they are permitted by the applicable law enforcement agency and permitted by
the Fire Department.
E.
Establishment of geographic limits in which the storage of flammable
cryogenic fluids in stationary containers is prohibited. The limits referred to in Section
3506.2 of the International Fire Code, in which the storage of flammable cryogenic fluids in
stationary containers is prohibited are hereby established as follows:
The storage of flammable cryogenic fluids is prohibited within the City of Santee. (Ord.
545 § 4, 2016)
11.18.040 Appeals.
Whenever the Chief disapproves an application or refuses to grant a permit applied for, or when
it is claimed that the provisions of the code do not apply, or that the true intent and meaning of
the code have been misconstrued or wrongly interpreted, the applicant may appeal the decision
of the Fire Chief to the City Council but submitting a letter of appeal to the City Clerk within 30
days from the date of the decision in accordance with chapter 1.14. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
11.18.050 New materials, processes or permits.
The City Manager, the Fire Chief and the Fire Marshal act as a committee to determine and
specify, after giving affected person an opportunity to be heard, any new materials, processes or
occupancies for which permits are required in addition to those now enumerated in the California
Fire Code and International Fire Code. The Fire Marshal will post such list in a conspicuous
place in the office of the City Clerk, at the bureau of fire prevention and distribute copies thereof
to interested persons. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 11.20 CALIFORNIA EXISTING BUILDING CODE
11.20.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Existing Building Code, Part 10, Title 24 of the
California Code of Regulations.
The California Existing Building Code, 2016 Edition is adopted by reference without change.
(Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 11.22 CALIFORNIA GREEN BUILDING STANDARDS CODE
11.22.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Green Building Code, Part 11, Title 24 of the
California Code of Regulations.
The city adopts and incorporates by reference, as the city’s green building code the 2016
California Green Building Code, Part 11, Title 24 California Code of Regulations, a portion of
the California Building Standards Code.
Except as otherwise provided by this chapter and chapter 11.02, planning, design, operation,
construction, use and occupancy of every newly constructed building or structure must conform
with the city’s green building code. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 11.24 CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT STANDARDS
11.24.010 Intent.
It is the intent of this chapter that, before a building permit is issued for the construction or
enlargement of buildings or a change in the footprint of a building on parcels of land in the city
for which no zoning permit or other approval is required, the person applying for such permit
must assure that the standard of adequacy for the easements and dedications for streets or
highways abutting the parcels, or drainage, or utilities, or other public needs, has been complied
with. (Ord. 309 § 2, 1993; Ord. 251 § 1, 1991: prior code § 51.501)
11.24.020 Definitions.
As used in this chapter:
“Centerline of street” means the centerline of a street as shown on final maps, final parcel
maps, official route surveys, record of surveys, or other bases as determined by the city engineer.
“General plan highway” means any street identified as a collector, parkway, major, or
prime arterial highway on the circulation element of the city general plan as amended or
hereafter amended.
“Street” means a city road, state highway, public road, street, or alley, or a private
thoroughfare not less than ten feet in width connecting with a city road, state highway, public
road, street or alley which affords primary access to an abutting lot. (Ord. 309 § 2, 1993; Ord.
251, 1991: amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 51.502)
11.24.030 Public right-of-way—Dedication required.
A.
Except for the exemptions in section 11.24.060, no building or structure may be
erected or enlarged and no building permit may be issued, unless one half of the street, which is
located on the same side of the centerline of the street of the subject lot, has dedicated right-ofway for the full length of the lot along all street frontages so as to meet the street designation as
indicated in the general plan of the city or in any adopted specific plan. If right-of-way
dedication is required, the applicant must furnish to the city a current preliminary title report and
copy of the deed or other documents acceptable to the city engineer for use in preparing
necessary right-of-way documents.
B.
In addition to required dedication for street purposes, dedication for storm drain,
sewer, water, or other utility purposes may also be required in connection with building permits
where such dedication is necessary to prevent the flooding of adjacent or nearby properties or to
permit connection to required utilities.
C.
In the event construction of full frontage improvements is not immediately
planned by the city, the applicant must make an irrevocable offer to dedicate property, executed
by all parties having an interest in the property, including beneficiaries and trustees of deeds of
trust, as shown by a current preliminary title report prepared by a title company approved by the
city engineer. The city engineer may at his/her discretion, waive the requirements of signatures
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for beneficiaries and trustees of deeds of trust, as well as the requirement for a current
preliminary title report, provided sufficient information is presented to indicate all current
interests in the property to the city engineers’ satisfaction. The offer of dedication must be
prepared by the city and continue in effect in perpetuity, regardless of whether the city council
accepts or rejects such offer.
D.
No fee is required for the processing of the dedication documents. (Ord. 309 § 2,
1993; Ord. 251, 1991: prior code § 51.503)
11.24.040 Construction of public improvements.
A.
Except for sections 11.24.050 and 11.24.060 of this chapter, a person, owner,
lessee, or agent constructing or causing to be constructed any building, or building addition, on
any legal parcel within the city must provide for the construction or installation, to city
standards, as shown on the circulation element of the general plan, public works standards, or an
adopted specific plan, of street improvements, including, but not limited to, sidewalks, curbs,
gutters, landscaping, street lights, paving, and drainage facilities, unless adequate improvements
already exist to serve the lot on which the building is to be constructed or enlarged.
B.
Upon receipt of notification by the city engineer, the building official must deny
issuance of a building permit, or deny approval of occupancy, or deny final approval and
acceptance for public utility connections to any such building until satisfactory provisions have
been made to ensure that the required full frontage improvements are constructed to the
satisfaction of the city engineer. The improvements must be constructed as soon as practical
unless deferral of their construction, pursuant to section 11.24.110, is approved by the city
engineer. (Ord. 251, 1991: amended during 1989 supplement; prior code §§ 51.504, 51.505)
11.24.050 Limitations.
The approval authority may limit the cost of required public improvements for small projects for
enlargement of a building, or addition of a new building on a lot having existing development.
A.

Single-Family Residences or Duplex.

1.

In situations where the value of the proposed expansion work, as determined by
the director of planning and community development, does not exceed one-half of
the current market value of an existing single-family residence or duplex, the cost
of public improvements may be limited by the approval authority to twenty-five
percent of the estimated cost of the proposed work, or ten thousand dollars,
whichever is lesser.

2.

The provisions of this section do not apply where public improvements are
needed which in the opinion of the city engineer are necessary for safe and
orderly development of the area, except as indicated in section 11.24.060 of this
chapter.

B.

Existing Commercial or Industrial Buildings.
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1.

In situations where the value of the proposed expansion work, as determined by
the director of planning and community development, does not exceed twentyfive percent of the current market value of any existing commercial or industrial
buildings, the cost of public improvements may be limited by the approval
authority to twenty-five percent of the estimated cost of the proposed work, or
twenty-five thousand dollars, whichever is lesser.

2.

The provisions of this section do not apply where public improvements are
needed which in the opinion of the city engineer are necessary for safe and
orderly development of the area. (Ord. 251, 1991: prior code 51.509)

11.24.060 Exemptions.
The right-of-way standards of this chapter do not apply to the following:
A.
The use, alteration or enlargement of an existing building or structure or the
erection of one or more buildings or structures accessory thereto, or both, on the same lot or
parcel of land zoned for single-family use.
B.
The construction of auxiliary structures, private garages, carports, children’s
playhouses, patio covers or covers constructed to protect materials stored outside the principal
use.
C.
Agricultural buildings. (Ord. 309 § 2, 1993; Ord. 251, 1991; Ord. 99, 1983: prior
code § 51.507)
TABLE 11.24.060
Zone

Local or Cul-de-Sac Street

Industrial Street

Collector Street Major Road

Prime Arterial

All zones except
commercial and
manufacturing

50

56

62

71

83

Commercial

35

41

47

56

68

Manufacturing

35

41

47

56

68

11.24.070 Street lights—Required.
A.
The applicant must install a street lighting system that provides the level of
illumination recommended in the then current American National Standard Practice for Roadway
Lighting published by the American National Standards Institute. Installation must be in
accordance with plans and specifications approved by the city engineer.
B.
The owner of any property subject to an application for development that is
subject to the requirements of this chapter must agree to annexation of that property into a
lighting district or lighting maintenance district. The applicant must pay all costs of annexation
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and energizing as outlined in the city public works standards. (Ord. 251, 1991: prior code §
51.508)
11.24.080 Improvements—Connection required.
The right-of-way and improvement of any street or general plan highway required by this chapter
will not be considered adequate unless the right-of-way and improvement connect to an
improved publicly maintained road system. The road system must have dedicated right-of-way
and street improvements in accordance with city public works standards. Where an off-site
connection is necessary to provide access to a publicly maintained street, the applicant must
acquire the right-of-way and construct the required improvements. (Ord. 224 § 1, 1989)
11.24.090 Condemnation proceedings—Off-site acquisition.
If an applicant is unable to obtain off-site right-of-way or easement(s) required by conditions of
approval, the applicant must notify the city prior to the approval of any improvement plans. After
notification, the applicant must:
A.
Enter into an agreement to complete off-site improvements and pay the full cost
of acquiring off-site right-of-way or easements required. The applicant must agree to secure and
complete the off-site improvements at such time as the city acquires an interest in land which
will permit the improvements to be made. The surety must be in accordance with city
requirements;
B.
Deposit with the city the estimated costs of acquiring the off-site right-of-way or
easements. The city engineer will approve the estimated cost;
C.
Have all right-of-way and/or easements documents and plats prepared and
appraisals complete which are necessary to commence condemnation proceedings.
The requirements of subsections A, B and C of this section must be accomplished prior to
issuance of a building permit. (Ord. 224 § 1, 1989)
11.24.100 Undergrounding of utilities—Required.
All new and all existing overhead utilities within the boundaries of the project and within the half
street abutting the project must be placed underground except as indicated below.
Undergrounding of electrical lines of sixty-nine kv or greater will not be required.
A.
Limitations. At the discretion of the approval authority, undergrounding
requirements may be limited to placement of conduit for future undergrounding of utilities in the
following situations:
1.

Where the value of the building improvement is less than twenty-five percent of
the current market value of all buildings on the lot in consideration; and

2.

Where the length of frontage to be under-grounded is less than two hundred feet
but more than fifty feet.
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B.
Exemptions. The following are exempt from undergrounding utilities in the
adjacent right-of-way:
1.

Single-family dwellings in an area where most utilities have been undergrounded,
but the value of the building improvement is less than fifty percent of the current
market value of all buildings on the lot;

2.

Single-family dwellings in a built-out area where overhead utilities have not been
undergrounded in the neighborhood, and there are no plans for undergrounding
these utilities;

3.

Any unit or development which has fifty feet or less frontage that includes
overhead utilities;

4.

Single-family dwelling replacements when the existing residential unit has been
completely removed from the lot in a built-out neighborhood, and there are no
plans for overhead facilities to be undergrounded in the foreseeable future.

C.
Exemption. Utilities which serve properties outside the project boundaries and
which are not adjacent to the street frontage.
D.
In-Lieu Cash Deposits. Where the city engineer determines that undergrounding
the utilities is impractical, the undergrounding improvements may be deferred and an in-lieu cash
deposit collected by the city in the amount equal to the estimated cost of undergrounding of such
utilities.
E.
Deferment/Waivers. In exceptional circumstances the property owner may request
that the city defer/waive the requirement to underground utilities. The city council will conduct a
public hearing and allow the applicant to present evidence supporting deferment/waiver. The
owner/applicant must provide the following with the application for a public hearing:
1.

A fee in the amount established by resolution of the city council to cover the cost
of the public hearing;

2.

A letter detailing the extenuating circumstances supporting a deferment/waiver;

3.

Written, itemized cost estimates for undergrounding from the appropriate utility
companies or an undergrounding consultant;

4.

A plat map, prepared on eleven inch by seventeen inch paper, showing size and
location of all utility lines and facilities on-site and adjacent to the site;

5.

Electronic images of all utility lines involved in the request for deferment/waiver.

If the council elects to defer the undergrounding requirement, the applicant must enter
into an agreement with the city to accept the establishment of an undergrounding district at a
future date and waiving the right to protest against such a district. The agreement must be
binding on the heirs, successors, and assigns of the property owner, and must be recorded against
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the property. (Ord. 251, 1991: amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 51.511.7)
11.24.110 Improvements—Secured agreement.
A.
If the city engineer determines that construction of the public improvements prior
to the issuance of a building permit would cause undue hardship on the applicant, the applicant
must enter into a secured agreement to construct the road improvements prior to occupancy of
any building or within twenty-four months, whichever is earlier. Security must be in a form
acceptable to the city attorney, and may include cash, bond, or instrument of credit.
B.
The secured agreement must be executed and become effective on the date of the
deposit of security and must expire upon the date of completion of the public improvements to
the satisfaction of the city engineer. The city is authorized in the event of any default, to use any
or all of the deposit money to cause and pay for all of the required work to be completed. Any
money remaining will be refunded to the owner of record of the property.
C.
The amount of the security deposit must be in the amount of not less than one
hundred percent of the approved cost estimate for faithful performance and, in addition, for
payment of furnishing materials, labor or equipment in an amount of not less than fifty percent of
the approved cost estimate.
D.
Upon completion of the improvements and their acceptance by the city, the owner
must provide a warranty bond or other security satisfactory to the city for a period of one year.
The bond or other security must be in an amount not less than ten percent of the approved cost
estimate. After acceptance of the warranty security, any deposit of security for faithful
performance and materials, labor, or equipment will be released to the owner. (Ord. 251, 1991:
prior code § 51.511.4)
11.24.120 Requirement for construction permit.
If public improvements are required in existing public rights-of-way, the applicant must obtain a
construction permit from the city engineer to construct the necessary improvements. The
applicant must furnish the following to the city engineer prior to applying for a construction
permit:
A.

Requirements (Major Improvements).

1.

A street improvement plan prepared in ink on mylar base, standard size city
improvement plan sheet by a civil engineer registered in the state of California;

2.

Fees required by the fee schedule adopted by the city council;

3.

Security in a form acceptable to the city attorney in an amount equal to one
hundred percent of the construction cost estimate for faithful performance and
fifty percent of the construction cost estimate for material and labor;

4.

Liability insurance for contractor working in public right-of-way;
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B.

Requirements (Minor Improvements).

Where the required work constitutes minor revision or repair to existing improvements as
determined by the city engineer the applicant must do the following:
1.

Revise existing plans to indicate improvements constructed. Include on the plans
the name of the firm, person and registration number associated with the revision
if revisions are not by the original engineer of work;

2.

Payment of plan check and inspection fees equal to the amount outlined in the
current fee schedule adopted by city council;

3.

Place a cash security deposit adequate to cover clean up or damage to existing
public streets as determined by the city engineer. (Ord. 251, 1991: prior code §
51.511.5)

11.24.130 Appeal.
Any person who has been affected by any decision of the city engineer pursuant to any
provisions of this chapter may appeal the decision in accordance with the appeal provisions in
chapter 1.14. (Ord. 309 § 2, 1993; Ord. 251, 1991: amended during 1989 supplement; prior code
§ 51.511.6)
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CHAPTER 11.26 REFERENCED STANDARDS CODE
11.26.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Referenced Standards Code, Part 11, Title 24 of
the California Code of Regulations.
The city adopts and incorporates by reference, the California Referenced Standards Code, 2016
Edition, without change. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 11.28 HOUSING REGULATIONS
11.28.010 Authority.
The department of development services has and is authorized to exercise the power and
authority granted the building department by Section 17951 of the Health and Safety Code.
(Prior code § 57.103)
11.28.020 Adoption of state regulations.
Any rules and regulations adopted by the department of housing and community development
pursuant to the State Housing Law that impose restrictions greater than those imposed by this
code are adopted and are applicable and enforceable within the city in the same manner as city
ordinances regulating the erection, construction, alteration, maintenance, sanitation, occupancy
or ventilation of buildings; provided, however, no fees prescribed by such rules or regulations are
applicable unless they are greater than the fees prescribed by this title. (Prior code § 57.104)
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CHAPTER 11.30 ABANDONED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY REGISTRATION
11.30.010 Purpose—Scope.
It is the purpose and intent of the Santee city council, through the adoption of the ordinance
codified in this chapter, to establish an abandoned residential property registration program as a
mechanism to protect residential neighborhoods from becoming blighted through the lack of
adequate maintenance and security of abandoned residential properties. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
11.30.020 Definitions.
For the purposes of this chapter, certain words and phrases are defined as follows:
“Abandoned” means any residential property in the city that is vacant or shows evidence
of vacancy and: (1) is under a current notice of default and/or notice of trustee’s sale, pending tax
assessor’s lien sale; and/ or (2) was the subject of a foreclosure sale where the title was retained
by the beneficiary or trustee of a deed of trust involved in the foreclosure who is the current
owner of the property; and/or (3) was transferred to the current owner under a deed in lieu of
foreclosure/sale.
“Assignment of rents” means an instrument that transfers the beneficial interest under a
deed of trust from one lender/entity to another.
“Beneficiary” means a lender under a note secured by a deed of trust.
“Dangerous building” means any building structure that is in violation of any condition
referenced in Santee Municipal Code chapter 11.04.
“Days” means consecutive calendar days.
“Deed of trust” means an instrument by which title to real estate is transferred to a third
party trustee as security for a real estate loan, used in California instead of a mortgage. This
definition applies to any and all subsequent deeds of trust (i.e., second trust deed, third trust
deed, etc.).
“Deed in lieu of foreclosure/sale” means a recorded document that transfers ownership of
a property from the trustor to the holder of a deed of trust upon consent of the beneficiary of the
deed of trust.
“Default” means the failure to fulfill a contractual obligation, monetary or conditional.
“Evidence of vacancy” means any condition that on its own or combined with other
conditions present leads any person authorized to enforce this code, in his or her reasonable
discretion, or would lead any other reasonable person to believe that the property is vacant. Such
conditions include but are not limited to: overgrown and/or dead vegetation, accumulation of
newspapers, circulars, flyers, and/or mail, past due utility notices and/or disconnected utilities,
accumulation of trash, junk and/or debris, the absence of window coverings such as curtains,
blinds and/or shutters, the absence of furnishings and/or personal items consistent with
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residential habitation, statements by neighbors, passersby, delivery agents or government
employees that the property is vacant.
“Foreclosure” means the process by which a property, placed as security for a real estate
loan, is sold at auction to satisfy the debt if the trustor (borrower) defaults.
“Local” means within forty road/driving miles distance of the subject property.
“Notice of default” means a recorded notice that a default has occurred under a deed of
trust and that the beneficiary intends to proceed with a trustee’s sale.
“Notice of trustee’s sale” means a document prepared and recorded by the trustee that
sets forth the day, date and time of the trustee’s sale, describes the property to be sold, and gives
an estimate of the unpaid debt on the deed of trust secured by the property.
“Out of area” means in excess of forty road/driving miles distance of the subject
property.
“Owner” means any person, co-partnership, association, corporation, or fiduciary having
legal or equitable title or any interest in any real property subject to this chapter.
“Owner of record” means the person having recorded title to a parcel of property at the
time the record is provided by the San Diego County recorder’s office.
“Residential property” means any improved real property, or portion thereof, situated in
the city, designed or permitted to be used for dwelling purposes, and includes the buildings and
structures located on such improved real property. This includes any real property being offered
for sale, trade, transfer, or exchange as “residential” whether or not it is legally permitted and/or
zoned for such use.
“Tax assessor’s lien sale” means the sale, conducted by the assessor of the county in
which real property is located, of tax liens for delinquent taxes on the property.
“Trustee” means the person, firm, or corporation holding a deed of trust on a property.
“Trustor” means a borrower under a deed of trust, who deeds property to a trustee as
security for the payment of a debt.
“Vacant” means a building/structure that is not legally occupied. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
11.30.030 Recordation of transfer of loan or deed of trust—Assignment of rents.
Within ten days after the purchase and/or transfer of a loan or deed of trust secured by
residential property in the city, the new beneficiary or trustee must record, with the office of the
recorder of San Diego County, an assignment of rents, or similar document that lists the name
(whether a corporation, individual, or other entity), the mailing address, and the contact phone
number of the new beneficiary or trustee responsible for receiving payments associated with the
loan or deed of trust. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
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11.30.040 Registration.
A.
If a property that is the security for a deed of trust in default is not abandoned, but
the deed of trust remains in default, the beneficiary or trustee must inspect the property monthly
until: (1) the trustor or other party remedies the default; or (2) the property is found to be
abandoned, at which time the beneficiary or trustee must, within ten days of that inspection,
register the property with the director of development services or his or her designee on forms
provided by the city.
B.
The registration form must contain the name of the owner, beneficiary or trustee
(whether a corporation, individual, or other entity), the direct street/office mailing address of the
owner, beneficiary, or trustee (no P.O. boxes), and a direct contact name and phone number for
the owner, beneficiary, or trustee or its designee. If the owner, beneficiary or trustee is a
corporation or is located out of area, the registration must also identify the local property
management company responsible for the security, maintenance and/or marketing of the
property.
C.
The registration fee must accompany the registration form. The fee and
registration will be valid for the calendar year, or remaining portion of the calendar year, in
which the registration was initially required. Registration fees will not be prorated. The
beneficiary or trustee must register an abandoned residential property annually for so long as the
property continues to be abandoned and the registered owner, beneficiary or trustee either: (1)
continues to hold a deed of trust which is secured by the property and remains in default; or (2) is
the owner of record of such property. Subsequent registrations and fees are due January 1st of
each year and must be received no later than January 31st of the year due.
D.
Any corporation, individual, or other entity that has registered a property under
this chapter must report any change of information contained in the registration within ten days
of the change. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
11.30.050 Maintenance requirements.
The beneficiary or trustee of a registered abandoned residential property must maintain the
property as follows:
A.
Any condition causing the property to constitute a dangerous building must be
immediately remedied.
B.
Excessive trash accumulation and/or accumulation of materials constituting a fire
hazard must be cleared from the property.
C.
The property must be maintained free of graffiti, tagging or similar markings by
removal or painting over with an exterior grade paint that matches the color of the exterior of the
structure.
D.
Visible front and side yards must be mowed or otherwise maintained to the
satisfaction of the director of development services or his or her designee(s).
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E.
Pools and spas must be kept in working order so the water remains clear and free
of pollutants and debris, or must be drained and kept dry. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
11.30.060 Security requirements.
The beneficiary or trustee of a registered abandoned residential property must secure the
property as follows:
A.
All windows, doors (walk-through, sliding and garage) gates and any other
opening of such size that it may allow a child to access the interior of the property and or
structure(s) must be secured so as to prevent access by any unauthorized person. In the case of
broken windows, securing means the re-glazing or boarding of the window.
B.
Pools and spas must be fenced or otherwise secured to prevent access or use by
any unauthorized person.
C.
The property must be posted with name and twenty-four-hour contact phone
number of the local property management company. The posting must be visible from the
centerline of the street on which the property is located, or a distance of forty-five feet,
whichever is less, and must contain the words “THIS PROPERTY MANAGED BY” and “TO
REPORT PROBLEMS OR CONCERNS CALL.” (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
11.30.070 Inspection.
The owner, trustee, beneficiary or local property management company must inspect the
property on a monthly basis, or more frequently if required by the director of development
services or his or her designee, to ensure that the property is in compliance with the requirements
of this chapter. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
11.30.080 Additional authority.
The director of development services or his or her designee(s) is authorized but not required to
require the beneficiary/trustee/owner and/or owner of record of any registered abandoned
residential property to implement additional maintenance and/or security measures including but
not limited to: securing any/all door, window or other openings, installing additional security
lighting, increasing on-site inspection frequency, employment of an on-site security guard or
other measures as may be reasonably required to arrest the decline of the property and prevent
the maintenance of an attractive nuisance. In addition, nothing in this chapter prevents the
application of provisions of the Santee Municipal Code, including but not limited to chapter
providing for the abatement of nuisances by the city at the expense of the owner, trustee, or
beneficiary. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
11.30.090 Fees.
The annual fee for registering an abandoned residential property is the amount established by
resolution of the city council. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
11.30.100 Enforcement.
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Violations of this chapter may be enforced in any means provided in title 1. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
11.30.110 Appeals.
Any person aggrieved by any of the requirements of this chapter may file a written appeal with
the city manager pursuant to chapter 1.14. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
11.30.120 Violation—Strict liability.
Violations of this chapter are strict liability offenses regardless of intent. Any person, firm, or
corporation that violates any portion of this section may be subject to prosecution or
administrative enforcement. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
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CHAPTER 11.32 SWIMMING POOLS
11.32.010 Definitions.
In this chapter:
“Above-ground/on-ground pool” means the same as “swimming pool” defined in this
section.
“Barrier” means a fence, wall, building wall or a combination thereof, which completely
surrounds the swimming pool and obstructs access to the swimming pool.
“Director” means director of development services.
“Grade” means the underlying surface such as earth or a walking surface.
“Hot tub” means the same as ‘swimming pool’ defined in this section.
“Health officer” means the designated representative of the San Diego County
department of environmental health.
“Public swimming pool” public has the same meaning as that term is defined in Article 5,
Chapter 5, Part 10, Division 104 of the Health and Safety Code.
“Spa” means the same as “swimming pool” defined in this section.
“Swimming pool” means any structure intended for swimming or recreational bathing
that contains water over 24 inches deep. This includes in-ground, above-ground and on-ground
swimming pools, hot tubs and spas.
“Swimming pool, indoor” means a swimming pool which is totally contained within a
residential structure and surrounded on all four sides by walls of said structure.
“Swimming pool, outdoor” means any swimming pool which is not an indoor pool. (Ord.
349, 1996)
11.32.020 Review of plans for public swimming pools.
Any person wanting the review and approval of plans and specifications for a public swimming
pool must submit plans to the director, accompanied by a fee set forth in a resolution adopted by
city council to cover the cost of the review for compliance with the requirements for public
swimming pools in Article 5, Chapter 5, Part 10, Division 104 of the Health and Safety Code and
with the applicable provisions of Chapter 20, Division 4, Title 22 of the California Code of
Regulations. In the event that the plans and specifications do not comply with these
requirements, amended plans and specifications may be submitted to the director together with
the fee for each such re-review set forth in the fee schedule adopted by resolution of the city
council. (Ord. 349, 1996)
11.32.030 Permit—Required.
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No person may maintain or operate any pool, except a private pool, unless an annual operating
permit is issued by the health officer. A pool is considered a private pool if it is maintained by an
individual for the use of family and friends and for swimming instruction programs of short
duration which are conducted by or sponsored by the American Red Cross. An annual operating
permit issued by the health officer is required for operation of any public pool including, but not
limited to, all commercial pools, real estate and community pools, pools at hotels, motels,
resorts, auto and trailer parks, auto courts, apartment houses, clubs, public or private schools and
gymnasia, and health establishments. Every person applying for a permit required by this section
must, at the time of applying for such permit, pay an annual inspection fee for the first pool
under one ownership and on the same property and a fee for each additional pool on the same
property and under the same ownership in the amount set forth in the fee schedule adopted by the
city council. The annual operating permit is effective for a twelve-month period from the date of
issuance. The required permit must be applied for and issued as prescribed in title 4. (Ord. 349,
1996)
11.32.040 Permit—Nontransferable.
A permit is not transferable from one person or one place to another, and is deemed voided if
removed from the place or location specified in the written application and in the permit. (Ord.
349, 1996)
11.32.050 Adoption of swimming pool, spa and hot tub fencing regulations.
The city adopts the following as the city swimming pool, spa and hot tub fencing regulations for
the purpose of regulating the construction, alteration, moving, demolition, repair and use of all
swimming pool, spa and hot tub fencing: (Ord. 349, 1996)
A.
Outdoor Swimming Pool. An outdoor swimming pool, including an in-ground,
above-ground or on-ground pool, hot tub or spa must be provided with a barrier complying with
the following:
1.

The top of the barrier must be at least 60 inches above grade measured on the side
of the barrier which faces away from the swimming pool and must be constructed
to withstand the forces outlined in the Uniform Building Code. The maximum
vertical clearance between grade and the bottom of the barrier must be 4 inches
measured to a hard surface, such as concrete, or 2 inches to earth. This
measurement must be taken on the side of the barrier which faces away from the
swimming pool. Where the top of the pool structure is above grade, such as an
above-ground pool, the barrier may be at ground level, such as the pool structure,
or mounted on top of the pool structure. Where the barrier is mounted on top of
the pool structure, the maximum vertical clearance between the top of the pool
structure and bottom of the barrier must be 4 inches.

2.

Openings in the barrier must not allow passage of a 4-inch diameter sphere.

3.

Solid barriers that do not have openings, such as masonry or stone walls, must not
contain indentations or protrusions, except for tooled masonry joints.
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4.

Where the barrier is composed of horizontal and vertical members and the
distance between the tops of the horizontal members is less than 45 inches, the
horizontal members must be located on the swimming pool side of the barrier.
Spacing between vertical members must not exceed 2 inches in width. Where
there are decorative cutouts within vertical members, spacing within the cutouts
must not exceed 2 inches in width.

5.

Where the barrier is composed of horizontal and vertical members and the
distance between the tops of the horizontal members is 45 inches or more, spacing
between vertical members must not exceed 4 inches. Where there are decorative
cutouts within vertical members, spacing within the cutouts must not exceed 2
inches in width.

6.

Maximum mesh size for chain link fences is a 2 inch square. The wire must not be
less than 11 1/2 gauge.

7.

Where the barrier is composed of diagonal members, such as a lattice fence, the
maximum opening formed by the diagonal members must be no more than 2
inches square.

8.

Access gates must comply with the requirements of items 1 through 7 and must be
equipped to accommodate a locking device no less than 54 inches above grade.
Pedestrian-access gates must open outward away from the pool, be self-closing,
and have a self-latching device. Gates other than pedestrian-access gates must
comply with the requirements of items 1 through 7 and must be equipped with a
locking device.

9.

Where an above-ground pool structure is used as a barrier or where the barrier is
mounted on top of the pool structure, and the means of access is a ladder or steps,
then (1) the ladder or steps must be capable of being secured, locked or removed
to prevent access or (2) the ladder or steps must be surrounded with a barrier
which meets the requirements of items 1 through 8. When the ladder or steps are
secured, locked or removed, any opening created must not allow the passage of a
4-inch diameter sphere.

10.

Hot tubs and spas located outdoors and not exceeding 64 square feet may have
rigid pool covers equipped with a permanent locking and latching device in lieu
of the barrier required by this section.

11.

Where unusual circumstances exist that make strict enforcement of this section
impractical, the director may grant modifications for individual cases as allowed
for in chapter 11.02. (Ord. 349, 1996)
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CHAPTER 11.34 MOVING AND TEMPORARY STORAGE OF BUILDINGS AND
STRUCTURES
ARTICLE 1 GENERAL
11.34.010 Scope.
This chapter applies to the moving and temporary storage of buildings and structures. (Prior code
§ 71.201)
11.34.020 Definitions.
In this chapter:
“Director” means the director of development services.
ARTICLE 2 MOVING
11.34.100 Permits required.
No person may move any building or structure which is to be placed, stored or temporarily
located on any property within the city until that person has obtained a permit issued pursuant to
chapter 11.04 or a permit issued pursuant to this chapter. (Prior code § 54.101)
11.34.110 Permit—Application.
A.

An application for a permit required by this chapter must specify the following:

1.

the kind of building or structure to be moved,

2.

the approximate weight of the building, as nearly as may be ascertained,

3.

the location of the building or structure,

4.

the location to which and the route over or along which the building or structure is
to be moved,

5.

the number of sections in which the building or structure will be moved,

6.

the type and number of conveyances upon which the building or structure is to be
moved,

7.

the total number of tire inches for each separate section to be moved, and

8.

the time when such building, structure, or portion thereof, is proposed to be
moved and within which such removal will be completed.

B.
The applicant must attach to the application a copy of a valid building permit for
the building or structure at its destination point, or in the case of intended storage, a copy of an
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appropriate conditional use permit or other evidence that storage at the destination point
compliance with the zoning ordinance. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 71.203)
11.34.120 Permit—Application—Changes by director of public works.
The director may include any conditions in a permit issued pursuant to this chapter as the
director considers necessary for the protection of the highways proposed to be used to move the
building or structure or to prevent undue interference with traffic or to avoid jeopardizing the
safety of any persons using such highways. (Amended during 1992 supplement; amended during
1989 supplement; prior code § 71.204)
11.34.130 Permit—Fee.
Any person applying for a permit required by this chapter must, at the time of making
application for this permit, pay an issuance fee in an amount established by resolution of the city
council. (Ord. 245 § 1, 1990: prior code § 71.204.1)
11.34.140 Permit—Posting on structure.
The moving contractor must affix and maintain the permit in a conspicuous place on the building
or structure to be moved at all times while the building or structure is on the highway. (Prior
code § 71.205)
11.34.150 Permit—Need for copies.
If a building or structure is moved in more than one section, and more than one of section is
moved at the same time, the moving contractor must affix and maintain a permit or a true copy
of the permit in a conspicuous place on each section at all times while on the highway. True
copies of a permit must be issued by the director on payment by the applicant of a fee in an
amount established by resolution of the city council. (Amended during 1992 supplement;
amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 71.206)
11.34.160 Permit—Extension.
Each permit issued becomes null and void on expiration of the permit unless the director extends
the permit term. The director may extend the validity of any permit if the director determines that
moving the building or structure, or any portion thereof, is impracticable because of inclement
weather, act of God, strikes, or other causes not within the control of the permittee. (Amended
during 1992 supplement; amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 71.207)
11.34.170 Classification of buildings.
All buildings and structures are classified as follows:
A.
Class A is any building or structure or any portion thereof, which is moved on a
motor truck or other vehicle propelled by its own power;
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B.
Class B is any building or structure or any portion thereof, not of Class A which is
not more than sixteen feet wide;
C.
Class C is any building or structure or any portion thereof, not of Class A which is
more than sixteen feet and not more than twenty-two feet wide.
D.
Class D is any building or structure or any portion thereof, not of Class A which
is more than twenty-two feet and not more than twenty-eight feet wide;
E.
Class E is any building or structure or any portion thereof, not of Class A which is
more than twenty-two feet and not more than twenty-eight feet in width;
F.
Class F is any building or structure or any portion thereof, not of Class A which is
more than forty feet in width. (Prior code § 71.208)
11.34.180 Deposits according to classification.
Every applicant for a permit must pay a fee or deposit in an amount established by resolution of
the city council.
11.34.190 General deposit in lieu of special deposits.
Instead of making the special deposits required by sections 11.34.180 and 11.34.235.A, the
moving contractor may make and maintain a general deposit in the amount equal to the amount
of the special deposit for the highest class of building or structure proposed to be moved. The
general deposit will be used for the same purpose as special deposits. A moving contractor who
maintains a general deposit sufficient to cover the amount of a deposit required for the removal
of any building or structure sought to be moved, the moving contractor is not required to make a
special deposit. (Amended during 1992 supplement; amended during 1989 supplement; prior
code § 71.212)
11.34.200 Additional deposit.
If the director determines any special or general deposit is not sufficient to protect the rights of
way, including any trees thereon, where a building or structure will be moved, the director may
require an additional deposit in the amount sufficient to protect such public interest. (Amended
during 1992 supplement; amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 71.213)
11.34.205 Increase in deposit for higher classification.
Before any permittee moves any building, structure, or portion thereof, which is in a class higher
than the class for which the moving contract made any general or special deposit, the moving
contractor must increase the deposit in an amount sufficient to cover the class sought to be
moved. (Amended during 1992 supplement; prior code § 71.214)
11.34.210 Deductions from deposit.
The city will deduct the following from the deposit made or maintained by each permittee:
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A.

The permit issuance fee if that has not otherwise been paid;

B.
The cost of the services and transportation of any inspector appointed pursuant to
section 11.34.265;
C.

The cost of any repairs required by moving the building or structure;

D.
The cost of all tree trimming done or caused to be done by the director which is
made necessary to move the building or structure specified in the permit, including all trimming
after moving the building or structure to correct trimming done when the structure was moved.
(Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 71.215)
11.34.215 Refund or deficiency deposit.
A.
The remainder of any deposit, if any, will be refunded to the person making the
deposit, or to that person’s assigns.
B.
If the deposit is not sufficient to pay all fees and deductions provided for in this
chapter, the permittee must, upon demand, pay an amount sufficient to fully cover the deficiency.
If the permittee fails to pay any amount required by this chapter, the city refuse to issue any
further permits under this chapter and may recover all amounts due by any means legally
available. (Amended during 1992 supplement; amended during 1989 supplement; prior code §
71.216)
11.34.220 Billing in lieu of deductions.
If a moving contractor makes and maintains a general deposit pursuant to this chapter, the
deductions provided for in section 11.34.210 need not be made. Instead, the director may bill the
moving contractor for the amount due city under the provisions of this chapter. If, fifteen days
after any bill has been sent, the moving contractor does not pay the same in full, then the director
may deduct the amount due from the contractor’s general deposit and sections 11.34.210 and
11.34.215 apply. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 71.217)
11.34.225 Permit limitations.
A permit granted under this chapter does not authorize, license, or allow any person, except the
surveyor, to trim, prune, cut or deface in any manner any tree upon any grounds or property
belonging to the city or upon any road, street or highway. (Prior code § 71.222)
11.34.230 Required equipment.
When required by the director, a moving contractor must place boards or planks, of adequate
width and strength to carry the load without being broken, under each dolly or wheel used to
move the building or structure. The boards or planks must serve as a runway for the dolly or
wheel while moving a building or structure along any portion of a highway which has a surface
other than natural soil. The moving contractor must prevent the dolly or wheel from revolving on
or resting on such surface, except on such board, plank, or runway. (Amended during 1989
supplement; prior code § 71.219)
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11.34.235 Tree trimming requirements.
A.
Before any permit is issued, in addition to any deposit required by section
11.34.180, the moving contractor must deposit with the director an amount that covers the cost of
necessary tree trimming, pursuant to subsection B of this section.
B.
If examination of the application or route to be traversed discloses that the
moving will require the trimming of trees on city property or right of way, the city will estimate
the cost of such trimming, as follows:
1.

At the time the structure is moved to facilitate the moving thereof;

2.

Subsequent to the moving of the structure to correct previous trimming done
when the structure was moved.

C.
At the request of a moving contractor who has an unrevoked permit pursuant to
this chapter, the director will trim such trees as it is necessary to trim, and where it will not harm
the trees, to the extent required to move the structure to the location specified in the permit.
(Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code §§ 71.210, 71.211, 71.223)
11.34.240 Warning lights.
A.
The moving contractor must display red warning lights at all times between sunset
and sunrise on any building or structure located on a highway pursuant to the chapter. The
warning lights must be displayed as follows:
1.

Not more than six feet (6’) above the road at each corner of the building or
structure; and

2.

On all sides and projections of the building or structure at intervals not exceeding
five feet (5’).

(Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code 71.221)
11.34.245 Permit for structures exceeding permissible weights.
A.
Except as otherwise provided in this section, no permit may be issued to move
any building or structure if the weight of such building or structure, plus the weight of the
vehicle or other equipment, exceeds the weight permitted by the Vehicle Code.
B.
Notwithstanding subsection A, if the director determines that it is impossible or
impracticable to keep within such weight limits due to the size, shape or physical characteristics
of the building or structure or portion thereof to be moved, or of the highway over which such
building or structure is to be moved, the director may issue a permit as follows:
1.

To move a building or structure on a vehicle where every wheel is equipped with
rubber tires and the total weight of the building or structure and vehicle does not
exceed sixty thousand pounds;
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2.

To move a building or structure on a vehicle where every wheel is equipped with
pneumatic tires. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 71.224)

11.34.250 Permit for specific equipment.
A.
The director may issue a permit authorizing an applicant to operate or move
specific pieces of mobile mechanical equipment, vehicles, or emergency public utility equipment
for good cause. Any such permit must be include the following conditions:
1.

Be limited to specified highways or a specified area of the city that the directors
determines will protect the highways and the traveling public;;

2.

Specifically describe the highways or the area of the city to which it is limited.

3.

Not release the permittee from liability for damage to the highways or to person
or property;

4.

Be issued for a specific period of time designated, not exceeding one year;

5.

Be subject to such other conditions as the director deems necessary to protect the
highways and the traveling public.

B.
The application for a permit pursuant to this section must be made on a form
provided by the director. The application must be accompanied by a payment of a fee established
by resolution of the city council. (Ord. 245 § 2, 1990; amended during 1989 supplement; prior
code § 71.225)
11.34.255 Insurance in lieu of bond.
In lieu of the surety bond specified in section 11.34.250, the director may accept a certificate of
insurance certifying that the applicant for the permit has an insurance policy satisfactory to the
director, which includes a signed endorsement for oversize-overweight vehicle satisfactory to the
director. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 71.226)
11.34.260 Charge for damage to highway.
The director may restore, or cause to be restored, every highway damaged by the moving of any
building or structure. The moving contractor who caused such damage must pay the costs of the
repair or restoration. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 71.220)
11.34.265 Supervision by inspector.
The director may supervise or cause or require supervision of the moving of any building or
structure. The permittee must pay the city all costs the city incurs to supervise or provide
supervision pursuant to this section. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 71.218)
ARTICLE 3 STORAGE
11.34.300 Storage—Site approval.
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It is unlawful for any person to permanently or temporarily store any building or structure on any
property in the city unless the property has been approved by the city council as a site for such
storage pursuant to the zoning code or this chapter. (Prior code § 54.201)
11.34.310 Storage—Site approval requirements.
A.
A person seeking to permanently or temporarily store a building or structure on
property not zoned for such storage must submit an application to the city council. Before
approving a site for use as a storage yard for any building or structure, the city council must
determine:
1.

That the storage of unused and unoccupied structures on such site will not create a
fire hazard;

2.

That the character of the area or neighborhood within the site is such that the
storage of unused and unoccupied structures on the site will not constitute an
attractive nuisance to children in the area;

3.

That the storage of unused and unoccupied structures on the site will not create a
breeding space for vermin that would be injurious to the public health;

4.

That the storage of unused and unoccupied structures on the site will create a
shelter for criminal or immoral acts.

B.
In approving a site for use as a temporary or permanent storage yard, the city
council may impose such reasonable conditions as may be necessary to insure that the use of the
property will not create any of the hazards to public health, safety or welfare. (Prior code §
54.202)
11.34.320 Storage—Permit issuance—Bond required.
A.
After a property is approved by the city council or in the zoning code for
permanent or temporary storage of a structure or building, the director may issue a permit
authorizing a building or structure to be moved to such property; but only after the person
applying for the permit provides the city with a bond in the amount established by resolution of
the city council, and in no case less than five thousand dollars, for each such storage yard or
temporary location.
B.
The bond required by this section must be executed by the person applying for the
permit pursuant to this section and by a surety company authorized to do business in the state of
California. The bond must be joint and several as to liability, inure to the benefit of the city, and
be conditioned upon the removal of all such buildings and structures from the storage yard or
temporary location within a period of one year after the date of issuance of the permit. The bond
must be filed with the director before the permit is issued. No building or structure moved onto a
storage yard or temporary location may be used or occupied at such storage yard or temporary
location. (Prior code § 54.203)
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CHAPTER 11.36 FLOOD DAMAGE PREVENTION
11.36.010 Statutory authorization.
The legislature of the state of California has in California Government Code sections 65302,
65560, 65800 delegated the responsibility to local governmental units to adopt regulations
designed to promote the public health, safety, and general welfare of its citizenry. (Ord. 307 § 2,
1993)
11.36.020 Findings of fact.
A.
The flood areas of the city are subject to periodic inundation which results in loss
of life and property, health and safety hazards, disruption of commerce and governmental
services, extraordinary public expenditures for flood protection and relief, and impairment of the
tax base, all of which adversely affect the public health, safety and general welfare.
B.
These flood losses are caused by the cumulative effect of obstructions in areas of
special flood hazards which increase flood heights and velocities, and when inadequately
anchored, damage uses in other areas. Uses that are inadequately floodproofed, elevated or
otherwise protected from flood damage also contribute to the flood loss.
C.
The base flood discharge used for the San Diego River should be at least fortyfive thousand cubic feet per second because of the following:
1.

Two peak discharges have already occurred which are substantially in excess of
thirty-three thousand cubic feet per second, which is the base flood discharge for
the most recently published flood insurance rate map;

2.

The county recognizes the one-hundred-year discharge should currently be in the
order of at least forty thousand cubic feet per second;

3.

The California Department of Transportation (CALTRANS) has for several years
used the maximum discharge of record as the basis for the hydraulic design of its
bridges;

4.

The Corps of Engineers has estimated that the base flood discharge would be
approximately forty-five thousand cubic feet per second under so called ultimate
conditions of development. (Ord. 411, 2000; Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)

11.36.030 Statement of purpose.
It is the purpose of this chapter to promote the public health, safety, and general welfare, and to
minimize the public and private losses due to flood conditions in specific areas by provisions
designed:
A.

To protect human life and health;

B.

To minimize expenditure of public money for costly flood control projects;
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C.
To minimize the need for rescue and relief efforts associated with flooding and
generally undertaken at the expense of the general public;
D.

To minimize prolonged business interruptions;

E.
To minimize damage to public facilities and utilities such as water and gas mains,
electric, telephone and sewer lines, streets and bridges located in areas of special flood hazard;
F.
To help maintain a stable tax base by providing for the second use and
development of areas of special flood hazard so as to minimize future blight areas;
G.
To ensure that potential buyers are notified that property is an area of special
flood hazard; and
H.
To ensure that those who occupy the areas of special flood hazard assume
responsibility for their actions. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.040 Methods of reducing flood losses.
In order to accomplish its purposes, this chapter includes methods and provisions for:
A.
Restricting or prohibiting uses which are dangerous to health, safety, and property
due to water or erosion hazards, or which result in damaging increases in erosion or in flood
heights or velocities;
B.
Requiring that uses vulnerable to floods, including facilities which serve such
uses, be protected against flood damage at the time of initial construction;
C.
Controlling the alteration of natural floodplains, stream channels, and natural
protective barriers, which help accommodate or channel flood waters;
D.
Controlling, filling, grading, dredging, and other development which may
increase flood damage; and
E.
Preventing or regulating the construction of flood barriers which will unnaturally
divert flood waters or which may increase flood hazards in other areas. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.050 Definitions.
Unless specifically defined in this section, words or phrases used in this chapter will be
interpreted so as to give them the meaning they have in common usage and to give this chapter
its most reasonable application.
“Appeal” means a request for a review of the floodplain administrator’s interpretation of
any provision of this chapter or a request for a variance.
“Area of Special Flood Hazard.” See “special flood hazard area.”
“Base flood” means the flood having a one percent chance of being equaled or exceed
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any given year. Also called the “one-hundred-year flood.”
“Basement” means any area of the building having its floor subgrade (below ground
level) on all sides.
“County” means the county of San Diego.
“Development” means any constructed change to improved or unimproved real estate,
including but not limited to mining, dredging, filling, grading, paving, excavation or drilling
operations located within the area of special flood hazard.
“Flood” or “flooding” means a general temporary condition of partial or complete
inundation of normally dry land areas from:

and/or

A.

The overflow of floodwaters;

B.

The unusual and rapid accumulation of runoff of surface waters from any source;

C.
The collapse or subsidence of land along the shore of a lake or other body of
water as a result of erosion or undermining caused by waves or currents of water exceeding
anticipated cyclical levels or suddenly caused by an unusually high water level in a natural body
of water, accompanied by a severe storm, or by an unanticipated force of nature, such as flash
flood or an abnormal tidal surge, or by some similarly unusual and unforeseeable event which
results in flooding as defined in this definition.
“Flood boundary and floodway map (FHFM)” means the official map on which the
Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administration has delineated both the areas of flood hazard
and the floodway.
“Flood insurance rate map (FIRM)” means the official map on which the Federal
Emergency Management Agency or Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administration has
delineated both the areas of special flood hazards and the risk premium zones applicable to the
community.
“Flood insurance study” means the official report provided by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency that includes flood profiles, the flood insurance rate map (FIRM), the flood
boundary floodway map and the water surface elevation of the base flood.
“Floodplain” or “flood-prone area” means any land area susceptible to being inundated
by water from any source. (See definition of “flooding.”)
“Floodplain management” means the operation of an overall program of corrective and
preventive measures for reducing flood damage, including, but not limited to, emergency
preparedness plans, flood control works and floodplain management regulations.
“Floodplain management regulations” means zoning ordinances, subdivision regulations,
building codes, health regulations, special purpose ordinances (such as floodplain ordinances,
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grading ordinances and erosion control ordinances) and other applications of police power. The
term describes such state or local regulations in any combination thereof, which provide
standards for the purpose of flood damage prevention and reduction.
“Floodproofing” means any combination of structural and nonstructural additions,
changes, or adjustments to structures which reduce and eliminate flood damage to real estate or
improved real estate, water and sanitary facilities, structures and their contents.
“Floodway” means the channel of a river or other watercourse and the adjacent land area
that must be reserved in order to discharge the base flood without cumulatively increasing the
water surface elevation more than one foot. The floodway is delineated on the flood boundary
floodway map.
“Hazard mitigation plan” means a plan that incorporates a process, whereby the potential
of future loss due to flooding can be minimized by planning and implementing alternatives to
floodplain management community-wide.
“Highest adjacent grade” means the highest natural elevation of the ground surface prior
to construction next to the proposed walls of a structure.
“Lowest floor” means the lowest floor of the lowest enclosed area (including basement).
An unfinished or flood resistant enclosure, usable solely for parking of vehicles, building access
or storage, in an area other than a basement area, is not considered a building’s lowest floor,
provided that such enclosure is not built so as to render the structure in violation of the
applicable non-elevation design requirements of this chapter.
“Manufactured home” means a structure, transportable in one or more sections, which is
built on a permanent chassis and is designed for use with or without a permanent foundation
when connected to the required utilities. For floodplain management purposes, the term
“manufactured home” also includes park trailers, travel trailers, and other similar vehicles placed
on a site for greater than one hundred eighty consecutive days. For insurance purposes, the term
‘manufactured home’ does not include park trailers, travel trailers, and other similar vehicles.
“Manufactured home park or subdivision” means a parcel or contiguous parcels of land
divided into two or more manufactured home lots for rent or for sale.
“Mean sea level” means for purposes of the National Flood Insurance Program, the
National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) of 1929 or other datum, to which base flood
elevations shown on a community’s flood insurance rate map are referenced.
“New construction” means structures for which the start of construction commenced on
or after the effective date of the ordinance codified in this chapter.
“One hundred-year flood” or “100-year flood” means a flood which has a one percent
annual probability of being equaled or exceeded. It is identical to the ‘base flood,’ which will be
the term used throughout this chapter.
“Remedy a violation” means to bring the structure or other development into compliance
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with state or local floodplain management regulations, or, if this is not possible, to reduce the
impacts of its noncompliance. Ways that impacts may be reduced include protecting the structure
or other affected development from flood damages, implementing the enforcement provisions of
this chapter, or otherwise deterring future similar violations, or reducing federal financial
exposure with regard to the structure or other development.
“Special flood hazard area (SFHA)” means an area having special flood or flood-related
erosion hazards, and shown on an FHBM or FIRM as ZONE A, A0 Al-30, AE, A99, YE, V or
AH.
“Start of construction” includes substantial improvement, and means the date the building
permit was issued, provided the actual start of construction, repair, reconstruction, placement, or
other improvement was within one hundred eighty days of the permit date. The actual start
means either the first placement of permanent construction of a structure on a site, such as the
pouring of slab or footings, the installation of piles, the construction of columns, or any work
beyond the stage of excavation; or the placement of a manufactured home on a foundation.
Permanent construction does not include land preparation, such as clearing, grading and filling;
nor does it include the installation of streets and/or walkways; nor does it include excavation for
a basement, footings, piers, or foundations or the erection of temporary forms; nor does it include
the installation on the property of accessory buildings, such as garages or sheds not occupied as
dwellings or not part of the main structure.
“State” means the state of California.
“Structure” means a walled and roofed building or manufactured home that is principally
above-ground.
“Substantial improvement” means any repair, reconstruction, or improvement to a
structure, the cost of which equals or exceeds fifty percent of the market value of the structure
either:
A.
B.
occurred.

Before the improvement or repair is started; or
If the structure has been damaged and is being restored, before the damage

For the purposes of this definition, ‘substantial improvement’ is considered to occur
when the first alteration of any walls, ceiling, floor, or other structural part of the building
commences, whether or not that alteration affects the external dimensions of the structure.
This term does not, however, include either:
A.
Any project for improvement of a structure to comply with existing state or local
health, sanitary, or safety code specifications which are solely necessary to assure safe living
conditions; or
B.
Any alteration of a structure listed on the National Register of Historic Places or a
state inventory of historic places.
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“Variance” means a grant of relief from the requirements of this chapter which permits
construction in a manner that would otherwise be prohibited by this chapter.
“Violation” means the failure of a structure or other development to be fully compliant
with the community’s floodplain management regulations. A structure or other development
without the elevation certificate, other certifications, or other evidence of compliance required in
this chapter is presumed to be in violation until such time as that documentation is provided.
(Ord. 411, 2000; Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.060 Lands to which this chapter applies.
This chapter applies to all areas of special flood hazards within the jurisdiction of the city. (Ord.
307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.070 Basis for establishing areas of special flood hazard.
The engineering analysis entitled ‘San Diego River Flood Study,’ dated July 8, 1992, by BSI
Consultants, Inc., based on Table 11.36.070A, is adopted by reference and declared to be a part
of this chapter. The flood study is on file at the city engineer’s office. This flood study is the
minimum area of applicability of this chapter and may be supplemented by studies for other
areas which allow implementation of this chapter and which are recommended to the city council
by the floodplain administrator.
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TABLE 11.36.070(A)
City of Santee
Flood Insurance Study
Amended 100-Year Peak Discharge
TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF DISCHARGES
Flooding Source and
Location

Drainage Area
(Square Miles)

Peak Discharges
(Cubic Feet per
Second): 10-Year*

San Diego River Mission Dam

1

5,500

19,000

50,000

112,000

0.7 Mile Downstream from
Sycamore Creek

1

5,000

17,000

49,000

112,000

At Confluence with Forester
Creek

369.0

4,500

16,000

48,000

112,000

0.2 Mile Upstream of
Cuyamaca Street

1

3,800

15,000

46,000

108,000

At Cottonwood Avenue
Forester Creek—Carlton Hills

1

3,500

14,000

45,000

105,000

N/A

N/A

2,400

3,900**

10,000

Boulevard Overflow At
Mission Gorge Road
¹
*
**

Peak Discharges
(Cubic Feet per
Second): 50-Year*

Data Not Available
Revisions under study for 10, 50 and 500-year peak discharges
Revisions under study for 100-year peak discharge

(Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
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Peak Discharges
(Cubic Feet per
Second): 100-Year

Peak Discharges
(Cubic Feet per
Second): 500-Year*

11.36.080 Compliance.
No structure or land may hereafter be constructed, located, extended, converted, or altered
without full compliance with the terms of this chapter and other applicable regulations.
Violations of the provisions of this chapter by failure to comply with any of its requirements
including violations of conditions and safeguards established in connection with conditions,
constitutes a misdemeanor. Nothing in this chapter prevents the city council from taking such
lawful action as necessary to prevent or remedy any violation. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.090 Abrogation and greater restrictions.
This chapter is not intended to repeal, abrogate, or impair any existing easements, covenants, or
deed restrictions. However, where this chapter and any other ordinance, easement, covenant, or
deed restriction conflict or overlap, whichever imposes the more stringent restrictions prevails.
(Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.100 Interpretation.
In the interpretation and application of this chapter, all provisions are:
A.

Considered as minimum requirements;

B.

Liberally construed in favor of the governing body; and

C.
Deemed neither to limit or repeal any other powers granted under state statutes.
(Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.110 Warning and disclaimer of liability.
The degree of flood protection required by this chapter is considered reasonable for regulatory
purposes and is based on scientific and engineering considerations. Larger floods can and will
occur on rare occasions. Flood heights may be increased by constructed or natural causes. This
chapter does not imply that land outside the areas of special flood hazards or uses permitted
within such areas will be free from flooding or flood damages. This chapter does not create
liability on the part of the city, any officer or employee thereof, or the Federal Insurance and
Mitigation Administration, for any flood damages that result reliant on this chapter or any
administrative decision lawfully made thereunder. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.120 Establishment of development permit.
A development permit must be obtained before construction or development begins within any
area of special flood hazard established in section 11.36.070. Application for a development
permit must be made on forms furnished by the floodplain administrator and may include, but
not be limited to: plans in duplicate scale showing the nature, location, dimensions, and elevation
of the area in question; existing or proposed structures, fill, storage of materials drainage
facilities; and the location of the foregoing. Specifically, the following information is required:
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A.
Proposed elevation in relation to mean sea level, of the lowest habitable floor
(including basement) of all structures;
B.
Proposed elevation in relation to mean sea level to which any structure will be
floodproofed;
C.

All appropriate certifications listed in section 11.36.140(C);

D.
Developer must file statement with the county recorder’s office that the
development which has occurred within existing areas of special flood hazard, as identified in
section 11.36.070, will have significantly higher rates for flood insurance, for future property
owners within the development, than the rates for developments outside the special flood hazard
zone;
E.
Description of the extent to which any watercourse will be altered or relocated as
a result of proposed development. (Ord. 411, 2000; Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.130 Designation of floodplain administrator.
The director of development services is appointed to administer and implement this chapter by
granting or denying development permit applications in accordance with its provisions. (Ord.
411, 2000; Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.140 Duties and responsibilities of the administrator.
The duties and responsibilities of the administrator include, but are not limited to:
A.

Permit Review.

1.

Review of all development permits to determine that the permit requirements of
this chapter have been satisfied;

2.

Review of all permits to determine that the site is reasonably safe from flooding;

3.

All other required state and federal permits have been obtained;

4.

The proposed development does not adversely affect the carrying capacity of
areas where base flood elevations have been determined but a floodway has not
been designated. This means that the cumulative effect of the proposed
development when combined with all other existing and anticipated development
will not increase the water surface elevation of the base flood more than 1 foot at
any point within the city; and

5.

All Letters of Map Revision (LOMR’s) for flood control projects are approved
prior to the issuance of building permits. Building Permits must not be issued
based on Conditional Letters of Map Revision (CLOMR’s). Approved CLOMR’s
allow construction of the proposed flood control project and land preparation as
specified in the “start of construction” definition.
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B.
Use of Other Base Flood Data. When base flood elevation data has not been
provided in accordance with section 11.36.070, the director is authorized to obtain, review, and
reasonably utilize the best base flood data available from any legally authorized source: federal,
state, or other; such as high water mark(s), floods of record, or private engineering reports, in
order to administer section 11.36.150 and provide the developer with an estimated base flood
elevation. Any such information must be submitted to the city for adoption.
1.

Single parcels will be required to elevate the lowest floor of any residential
structure to no less than two feet above natural grade when base flood data does
not exist. Nonresidential structures may elevate or floodproof to meet this
standard.

2.

Multiple parcels (five or more) will be required to have all proposals establish the
one-hundred-year base flood elevation before consideration of the preliminary
plan for development. The director of public works may, at his/her discretion,
require standards exceeding those identified in section 11.36.180.

C.
Information to be Obtained and Maintained. The administrator is directed to
obtain and maintain for public inspection and make available as needed for flood insurance
policies:

to:

1.

The certification required in sections 11.36.150(C)(1), (2) and (3), 11.36.180(B),
11.36.180(E) and 11.36.190(A); and

2.

Certification of the elevation of the lowest floor, floodproofed elevation, or the
elevation of the structure’s lowest horizontal member is required at the point
where the footings are set and slab poured. Failure to submit elevation
certification constitutes cause to issue a stop-work order for the project. As-built
plans certifying the elevation of the lowest adjacent grade area also required.

3.

If fill is used to elevate a structure above the base flood elevation, the permit
holder may wish to apply for a letter of map amendment (LOMA), as set forth in
section 11.36.230.

D.

Alteration of Watercourses. It is the responsibility of the floodplain administrator

1.

Notify adjacent communities and the State Department of Water Resources prior
to any alteration or relocation of a watercourse, and submit evidence of such
notification to the Federal Emergency Management Agency;

2.

It is required that the flood-carrying capacity of the altered or relocated portion of
such watercourse be maintained by the community.

E.
Determinations. The administrator will provide interpretations, where needed, as
to the exact location of the boundaries of the areas of special flood hazards (for example, where
there appears to be a conflict between a mapped boundary and actual field conditions). The
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person contesting the location of the boundary must be given a reasonable opportunity to appeal
the interpretation as provided in sections 11.36.210 and 11.36.220.
F.
Maintenance of Flood Protection Measures. The maintenance of any and all flood
protection measures (levees, dikes, dams or reservoirs) will be required of the jurisdiction where
such measures provide protection. If these measures are privately owned, an operation or
maintenance plan will be required of the owner to be on file with the director of public works.
The community is required to acknowledge all maintenance plans by the adoption of such plans
by ordinance.
G.
Hazard Mitigation Plan. The local agency or board responsible for reviewing all
proposals for new development must weigh all requests for future floodplain development
against the community’s general plan. Consideration of the following elements is required before
approval:
1.

Determination of whether or not a proposed development is in or affects a known
floodplain;

2.

Inform the public of the proposed activity;

3.

Determine if there is a practicable alternative or site for the proposed activity;

4.

Identify impact of the activity of the floodplain;

5.

Provide a plan to mitigate the impact of the activity with provisions in subsection
(A)(4) of this section.

H.
Violation. Take action to remedy violations of this chapter as specified in section
11.36.080. (Ord. 411, 2001; Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.150 Standards of construction.
In all areas of special flood hazard, the following standards are required:
A.

Anchoring.

1.

All new construction and substantial improvements must be anchored to prevent
flotation, collapse or lateral movement of the structure;

2.

All manufactured homes must meet the anchoring standards of section
11.36.190(A).

B.

Construction Materials and Methods.

1.

All new construction and substantial improvements must be constructed with
materials and utility equipment resistant to flood damage;

2.

All new construction and substantial improvements must use methods and
practices that minimize flood damage;
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3.

All elements that function as a part of the structure, such as furnace, hot water
heater, air conditioner, etc., must be elevated to or above the base flood elevation;

4.

All new construction and substantial improvements must be constructed with
electrical, heating, ventilation, plumbing and air conditioning equipment and other
service facilities that are designed and/or located so as to prevent water from
entering or accumulating within the components during conditions of flooding.

5.

Within Zones AH or AO there must be adequate drainage paths around structures
on slopes to guide flood waters around and away from proposed structures.

C.

Elevation and Floodproofing.

1.

New construction and substantial improvement of any structure must have the
lowest floor, including basement floor elevated as follows:

2.

(a)

In AE, AH, A1-30 Zones, to or above the base flood elevation;

(b)

In an AO Zone, above the highest adjacent grade to a height equal to or
exceeding the depth number specified in feet on the FIRM, or elevated at
least 2 feet above the highest adjacent grade if no depth number is
specified;

(c)

In an A Zone, without BFE’s specified on the FIRM, to or above the base
flood elevation as determined by the floodplain administrator.

(d)

Notification of compliance must be recorded as set forth in section
11.36.140(C).

Nonresidential construction must either be elevated in conformance with
subdivision 1 or 2 of this subsection or:
(a)

Together with attendant utility and sanitary facilities, be floodproofed to
the base flood elevation so that the structure is watertight with walls
substantially impermeable to the passage of water; and

(b)

Have structural components capable of resisting hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic loads and effects of buoyancy; and

(c)

Be certified by a registered professional engineer or architect that the
standards of this subsection are satisfied. Such certification must be
provided to the official set forth in section 11.36.140(C)(1).

Examples of floodproofing include, but are not limited to:
(a)

Installation of watertight doors, bulkheads, and shutters;

(b)

Reinforcement of walls to resist water pressure;
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(c)

Use of paints, membranes, or mortars to reduce seepage through walls;

(d)

Addition of mass or weight to structure to resist flotation;

(e)

Armour protection of all fill materials from scour and/or erosion;

3.

Manufactured homes must meet the above standards and also the standards in
section 11.36.190.

4.

Require, for all new construction and substantial improvements, that fully
enclosed areas below the lowest floor that are subject to flooding must be
designed to automatically equalize hydrostatic flood forces on exterior walls by
allowing for the entry and exit of floodwaters. Designs for meeting this
requirement must either be certified by a registered professional engineer or
architect or exceed the following minimum criteria:
(a)

Either a minimum of two openings having a total net area of not less than
one square inch for every square foot of enclosed area subject to flooding
must be provided. The bottom of all openings must be not higher than one
foot above grade. Openings may be equipped with screens, louvers, valves
or other coverings or devices provided that they permit the automatic entry
and exit of floodwaters; or

(b)

Be certified to comply with a local floodproofing standard approved by
the Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administration. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)

11.36.160 Standards for storage of materials and equipment.
A.
The storage or processing of materials that are, in time of flooding, buoyant,
flammable, explosive, or could be injurious to human, animal, or plant life is prohibited.
B.
Storage of other material or equipment may be allowed if not subject to major
damage by floods and firmly anchored to prevent flotation or if readily removable from the area
within the time available after flood warning. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.170 Standards for utilities.
A.
All new and replacement water supply and sanitary sewage systems must be
designed to minimize or eliminate infiltration of flood waters into the system and discharge from
systems into floodwaters.
B.
On-site waste disposal systems must be located to avoid impairment to them or
contamination from them during flooding. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.180 Standards for subdivisions.
A.
All preliminary subdivision proposals must identify the flood hazard area and the
elevation of the base flood.
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B.
All final subdivision plans will provide the elevation of proposed structure(s),
pads, and adjacent grade. if the site is filled above the base flood, the final pad and first floor
elevation must be certified by a registered professional engineer or surveyor and provided to the
official as set forth in section 11.36.l40(C)(l).
C.
damage.

All subdivision proposals must be consistent with the need to minimize flood

D.
All subdivision proposals must have public utilities and facilities such as sewer,
gas, electrical, and water systems located and constructed to minimize flood damage.
E.
All subdivision proposals must have adequate drainage provided to reduce
exposure to flood damage as set forth in section 11.36.l40(A)(l). The developer must provide a
certification of compliance. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.190 Standards for mobile manufactured homes and manufactured home parks and
subdivisions.
A.
All new manufactured homes, additions to manufactured homes, and
manufactured homes that are substantially improved must be set on permanent foundation so that
the lowest floor is elevated to or above the base flood elevation and securely anchored to a
permanent foundation to resist flotation collapse, or lateral movement by one of the following
methods:
1.

By providing an anchoring system designed to withstand horizontal forces of
fifteen pounds per square foot and uplift forces of nine pounds per square foot; or

2.

By the anchoring of the unit’s system, designed to be in compliance with the
Department of Housing and Urban Development Mobile Home Construction and
Safety Standards; or

3.

By bolting the frame or undercarriage to a reinforced, permanent foundation such
as a retaining wall or storm wall.

As set forth in section l5.52.140(C)(l), certification meeting the standards above is required of
the installer or state agency responsible for regulating the placement, installation, and anchoring
of individual manufactured home units.
B.

The following standards are required for:

1.

Manufactured homes not placed in manufactured home parks or subdivisions;

2.

New manufactured home parks or subdivisions;

3.

Expansions to existing manufactured home parks or subdivisions; and,
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4.

Repair, reconstruction, or improvements to existing manufactured home parks or
subdivisions that equals or exceeds fifty percent of the value of the streets,
utilities, and pads before the repair, reconstruction or improvement commenced.
(a)

Adequate surface drainage and access for a hauler must be provided.

(b)

All manufactured homes must be placed on pads or lots elevated on
compacted fill or on pilings so that the lowest floor of the manufactured
home is at least one foot above the base flood level. If elevated on pilings:
(i)

The lots must be large enough to permit; and

(ii)

The pilings must be placed in stable soil no more than ten feet
apart; and

(iii)

Reinforcement must be provided for pilings more than six feet
above ground level.

C.
No manufactured home may be placed in a floodway, except in an existing
manufactured home park or existing manufactured home subdivision.
D.
No manufactured home may be placed in a coastal high hazard area, except in an
existing manufactured home park or an existing manufactured home subdivision.
E.
Certification of compliance is required of the developer responsible for the plan or
state agency responsible for regulating manufactured home placement. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.195 Recreational vehicles.
A.
Any recreational vehicle placed on sites within Zones A1–30, AH, and AE on the
city’s FIRM must either:
1.

Be on the site for fewer than 180 consecutive days,

2.

Be fully licensed and ready for highway use, or

3.

Meet the permit requirements of section 11.36.120 and the elevation and
anchoring requirements for “manufactured homes” in section 11.36.190.

11.36.200 Floodways.
Located within areas of special flood hazard established in section 11.36.070, are areas
designated as floodways. Since the floodway is an extremely hazardous area due to the velocity
of flood waters which carry debris, potential projectiles, and erosion potential, the following
provisions apply:
A.
Prohibit encroachments, including fill, new construction, substantial
improvements, and other development unless certification by a registered professional engineer
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is provided which demonstrates that encroachments must not result in any increase in flood
elevation during the occurrence of the base flood discharge;
B.
If no floodway is identified, the permit holder must provide an engineering study
for the project area that establishes a setback where no encroachment of any new development
will be allowed that would increase the water surface elevation of the base flood plus one foot or
establish a setback from the stream bank equal to five times the width of the stream at the top of
the bank, whichever is greater. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.210 Variance procedures—Appeal board.
A.
The city council, acting as the appeal board hears and decides appeals and
requests for variances from the requirements of this chapter.
B.
The city council hears and decides appeals when it is alleged there is an error in
any requirement, decision or determination made by the floodplain administrator regarding this
chapter.
C.
Those aggrieved by the decision of the city council, or any taxpayer, may appeal
such decision to the appropriate judiciary body.
D.
In passing upon such applications, the city council considers all technical
evaluations, all relevant factors, standards, etc., specified in other sections of this chapter, and:
1.

The danger that materials may be swept onto other lands to the injury of others;

2.

The danger to life and property due to flooding or erosion damage;

3.

The susceptibility of the proposed facility and its contents to flood damage and
the effect of such damage on the individual owner;

4.

The importance of the services provided by the proposed uses that are not subject
to flooding or erosion damage;

5.

The necessity to the facility of a waterfront location, where applicable;

6.

The availability of alternative locations, for the proposed uses that are not subject
to flooding or erosion damage;

7.

The compatibility of the proposed use with existing and anticipated development;

8.

The relationship of the proposed use to the comprehensive plan and floodplain
management program for that area;

9.

The safety of access to the property in times of flood for ordinary and emergency
vehicles;

10.

The expected heights, velocity, duration, rate of rise, and sediment transport of the
flood waters and the effects of wave action, if applicable, expected at the site;
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11.

The costs of providing governmental services during and after flood conditions,
including maintenance and repair of public utilities and facilities such as sewer,
gas, electrical, and water system, and streets and bridges.

E.
Generally, variances may be issued for new construction and substantial
improvements to be erected on a lot of one-half acre or less in size contiguous to and surrounded
by lots with existing structures constructed below the base flood level, providing subdivisions 1
through 11 of subsection D of this section have been fully considered. As the lot size increases
beyond the one-half acre, the technical justification required for issuing the variance increases.
F.
Upon consideration of the factors of subsection D of this section and the purpose
of this chapter, the city council may attach such conditions to the granting of variances as it
deems necessary to further the purpose of this chapter.
G.
The floodplain administrator will maintain a record of all variance actions,
including justification for their issuance, and report such variances issued in its biennial report
submitted to the Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administration, Federal Emergency
Management Agency. (Ord. 411, 2000; Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.220 Conditions for variances.
A.
Variances may be issued for the reconstruction, rehabilitation or restoration of
structures listed on the National Register of Historic Places or the State Inventory of Historic
Places, without regard to the procedures set forth in the remainder of this section.
B.
Variances may not be issued within any designated floodway if any increase in
flood levels during the base flood discharge would result.
C.
Variances may only be issued upon a determination that the variance is the
minimum necessary, considering the flood hazard, to afford relief.
D.

Variances may only be issued upon:

1.

A showing of good and sufficient cause such as renovation, rehabilitation, or
reconstruction. Variances requested for economic considerations, aesthetics, or
because variances have been used in the past, are not good and sufficient cause;

2.

A determination that failure to grant the variance would result in exceptional
hardship to the applicant;

3.

A determination that the granting of a variance will not result in increased flood
heights, additional threats to public safety, extraordinary public expense, create
nuisances, cause fraud on or victimization to the public, or conflict with existing
local laws or ordinances.

E.
Any applicant to whom a variance is granted must be given written notice over
the signature of a community official that the issuance of a variance to construct a structure
below the base flood level will result in increased premium rates for flood insurance up to
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amounts as high as twenty-five dollars for one hundred dollars of insurance coverage, and such
construction below the base flood level increases risks to life and property. A copy of the notice
must be recorded by the floodplain administrator in the office of the San Diego county recorder
and must be recorded in a manner so that it appears in the chain of title of the affected parcel of
land. (Ord. 411, 2000; Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.230 Letter of map amendment.
There are two methods of appeal that exempt a structure from the purchase of flood insurance;
both must be supported by the items listed in this action:
A.

Appeal to Elevation Requirements.

1.

An actual stamped copy of the recorded plat map of the property showing official
recordation and proper citation, or a photocopy of property’s legal description
(e.g., lot, block and plot number, etc.);

2.

A copy of the flood hazard boundary map (FHBM) and/or flood insurance rate
map (FIRM). Both must identify the location of the property;

3.

A certification by a registered professional engineer or land surveyor or
verification by the community building official stating:
(a)

The type of structure,

(b)

The elevation of the lowest finished grade adjacent to the structure,

(c)

The elevation of the bottom of the lowest floor beam.

B.

Appeal of Location.

1.

An actual stamped copy of the recorded plat map of the property showing official
recordation and proper citation, or a photocopy of property’s legal description
(e.g., lot, block, and plot number, etc.);

2.

A copy of the flood hazard boundary map (FHBM) and/or flood insurance rate
map (FIRM). Both must identify the location of the property as not within Zone A
or V;

3.

Verification by local building official as to the property’s location. (Ord. 307 § 2,
1993)
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CHAPTER 11.38 DRAINAGE AND WATERCOURSES
11.38.010 Purpose of provisions.
The purpose of this chapter is to protect persons and property against flood hazards by
augmenting the regulations imposed by Chapter 11.36 of this code. In case of conflict between
the regulations imposed by this chapter and any other provision of law or of this code, the more
stringent regulation applies. (Prior code § 88.100)
11.38.020 Definitions.
In this chapter:
“Board” means the board of supervisors of the county.
“Council” means the city council of the city of Santee.
“Director” means the director of development services of the city of Santee.
“Emergency” means a sudden, unexpected occurrence, involving a clear and imminent
danger, demanding immediate action to prevent or mitigate loss of or damage to life, health,
property or essential public services. “Emergency” includes such occurrences as fire, flood,
earthquake or other soil or geologic movements, as well as such occurrences as riot, accident or
sabotage, or projects undertaken, carried out or approved by a public agency to maintain, repair,
restore, demolish or replace property or facilities damaged or destroyed as a result of a disaster in
a disaster-stricken area in which a state of emergency has been proclaimed pursuant to Chapter 7
of Division 1, Title 2 of the Government Code.
A.
“Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administrator” means that administrator
designated by the Secretary of the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development.
B.
“Floodplain” means a land area in and adjoining a river, stream, watercourse,
ocean, bay or lake, which is likely to be flooded.
C.
“Floodplain fringe” means all that land lying within the one-hundred-year
floodplain that is not within a floodway, where a floodway has been defined.
D.
“Floodway” means the channel of a river or other watercourse and the adjacent
land areas required to carry and discharge a flood. The selection of the floodway must be based
on the principle that the area chosen for the floodway must be designed to carry the waters of the
one-hundred-year flood, without increasing the water surface elevation of that flood more than
one foot at any one point.
E.
“Maintenance” means cleaning, removing obstructions, and repair of existing
facilities. Obstructions include vegetation, shrubs, trees, tree stumps, limbs and foliage, debris,
trash, rubbish, waste matter, deposits of dirt, silt, sand or rock, walls, structures, building
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materials, or any other material which may impede, impair, restrict or divert the flow of water
from its natural course.
F.
“One-hundred-year flood” means a flood estimated to occur on an average of
once in one hundred years (one percent probability of occurrence each year) which is determined
from an analysis of historical flood and rainfall records.
G.
“Stream improvements” means a complete system of approved drainage or flood
control facilities constructed in accordance with the San Diego County Flood Control District
Design Procedure Manual approved by the county board of supervisors on May 19, 1970, and
filed with the clerk of the board of supervisors as Document Number 427201 and as amended by
the board of supervisors on July 8, 1975 and filed with the clerk of the board of supervisors as
Document Number 506917, and constructed in accordance with San Diego County Standards
adopted by the board of supervisors April 1, 1960, and filed with the clerk of the board of
supervisors as Document Number 357917, and any update or revision to these standards.
H.
“Substantial improvement” means any repair, reconstruction or improvement of a
structure, the cost of which equals or exceeds fifty percent of the market value of the structure,
either (1) before the improvement is started, or (2) if the structure has been damaged, and is
being restored, before the damage occurred. For the purposes of this definition, “substantial
improvement” is considered to occur when the first alteration of any wall, ceiling, floor or other
structural part of the building commences, whether or not that alteration affects the external
dimensions of the structure. The term does not, however, include either (1) any alteration to
comply with existing state or local health, sanitary, building or safety codes or regulations, or (2)
any alteration of a structure listed on the National Register of Historic Places or a State Inventory
of Historic Places.
I.
“Watercourse” means any watercourse, stream, river, creek, ditch, channel, canal,
conduit, culvert, drain, waterway, gully, ravine, arroyo or wash in which waters flow in a definite
direction or course, either continuously or intermittently, and any area adjacent thereto subject to
inundation from a one-hundred-year flood. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code §
88.101)
11.38.030 Unlawful activities designated.
It is unlawful for any person do or commit or cause to be done or committed, any of the
following acts:
A.
Deposit any material of any kind in a watercourse which may impair or impede
the flow of water therein, so as to adversely affect adjoining property;
B.
Plant any vegetation (other than grasses or annual crops) within a watercourse
which may impair, impede or divert the flow of water in such watercourse;
C.
Commit any act or in any easement dedicated, granted or reserved for flood
control or drainage purposes which will impair the use of such easement for such purposes;
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D.
Within a floodplain where a floodplain designator or a flood channel designator
has, under the zoning ordinance, been applied by the board, or within a floodplain as delineated
on approved maps issued by the Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administrator:
1.

Construct new or substantial improvements of residential structures unless the
lowest floor (including basement) is elevated to or above the level of the onehundred-year flood;

2.

Construct new or substantial improvements of nonresidential structures, unless the
lowest floor (including basement) is elevated to or above the level of the onehundred-year flood, or the structure including attendant utility and sanitary
facilities, is floodproofed up to the level of the one-hundred-year flood. (Prior
code § 88.102)

11.38.040 Permit—Required for certain activities.
No person may do or commit, or cause to be done or committed, any of the following described
acts without first obtaining a written permit from the director:
A.

Impair, impede or accelerate the flow of water in a watercourse;

B.
Alter the surface of the land, by construction, excavation, embankment or
otherwise, so as to reduce the capacity of a watercourse;
C.
Construct, alter or remove any flood control or stormwater drainage structure,
facility or channel of or in a watercourse;
D.

Construct or place any structure in, upon or across a watercourse; or

E.
Within a floodway, as shown on San Diego County Flood Plain Maps, place fill
or encroachments that would increase the flood level or impair its ability to carry and discharge
the waters resulting from the one-hundred-year flood. Permits may be issued where the effect of
the fill or encroachment on flood heights is fully offset by stream improvements. (Prior code §
88.103)
11.38.050 Acts not regulated.
Sections 11.38.030 and 11.38.040 do not prohibit any act lawfully done pursuant to Chapter
12.12, Excavations, Fills and Obstructions, or Chapter 12.20 of this code on Protection of
Highways;
A.
Sections 11.38.030 and 11.38.040 do not prohibit any act lawfully done pursuant
to Division 7 of Title 8, Excavation and Grading, of the county code. Compliance with Division
7 constitutes compliance with chapter 11.38 of the city code, and permits, fees or inspections are
required by this chapter only to the extent that the particular activity is not fully regulated by said
Division 7.
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B.
Sections 11.38.030 and 11.38.040 do not apply where the drainage area above the
point of act is less than one square mile, unless one of the following conditions exists:
1.

The watercourse within such drainage area has been improved and is operated and
maintained by a public agency; or

2.

Development in the area upstream has concentrated or channeled the flow so as to
create flood hazard to downstream property.

C.
Sections 11.38.030 and 11.38.040 do not apply to work performed by
organization components of the federal government, the state of California, or their contractors.
Sections 11.38.030 and 11.38.040 do apply to the county of San Diego.
D.
Sections 11.38.030 and 11.38.040 do not apply to acts of the owner or the
watercourse in the routine maintenance thereof, provided such acts do not impair, impede or
divert the flow of water in such watercourse.
E.
Sections 11.38.030 and 11.38.040 do not apply to acts of persons engaged in
farming, ranching or other agricultural pursuits, or natural resource extraction operations
performed pursuant to a special use permit, provided such acts are normally and routinely
associated with such pursuits, and provided, further, that such acts do not substantially impair,
impede or divert the flow of water in the watercourse.
F.
Section 11.38.030 does not prohibit repair, reconstruction or improvement to
existing residential and nonresidential structures within the floodplain, provided such repair,
reconstruction or improvement:
1.

Is not a substantial improvement;

2.

Is designed (modified) and anchored to prevent flotation, collapse or lateral
movement of the structure;

3.

Uses construction materials and utility equipment that are resistant to flood
damage; and

4.

Uses construction methods and practices that will minimize flood damage.

G.
Sections 11.38.030 and 11.38.040 do not prohibit the construction of parking
facilities within the floodplain fringe area below the one-hundred-year flood level, provided:
1.

The parking facility will service a nonresidential building;

2.

The structure is open and will not impede the flow of floodwaters. (Prior code §
88.104)

11.38.060 Permit—Application—Information required.
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When an application for a watercourse permit is referred to the city council pursuant to Sections
11.38.130 or 11.38.180 of this chapter, the city clerk must not place the matter on the council
agenda for consideration until the applicant has furnished to the clerk a written statement
disclosing the following information:
A.
The names of all persons having an interest in the application, as well as the
names of all persons having any ownership interest in the property involved;
B.
If any person identified pursuant to subsection A of this section is a corporation or
partnership, the names of all persons owning more than ten percent of the shares in the
corporation, or owning any partnership interest in the partnership;
C.
If any person identified pursuant to subsection A of this section is a nonprofit
organization or a trust, the names of any person serving as director of the nonprofit organization,
or a trustee or beneficiary or trustor of the trust. (Prior code § 88.112)
11.38.070 Permit—Application—Separate required when—Plans and data.
A.
A separate application for a permit must be made for each act listed in section
11.38.030, except that only one application need be made for two or more such acts which are
done on the same or contiguous parcels or lots and which are part of a unified plan of
development or improvement.
B.
Plans and specifications and estimated value of work must be submitted with each
such application, unless waived by the director for small work. Such plans and specifications
must be prepared or approved, and signed, by a civil engineer, unless (1) waived by the director;
or (2) the plans are prepared and/or approved by an agency of the federal or state government.
The plans must show all information or data required by the director, including but not limited to
a soil investigation report. (Prior code § 88.202)
11.38.080 Permit—Filing fee and deposit.
Before a permit is issued, an applicant must pay the director the fee and deposit established by
this section unless the plans have been prepared and/or approved by an agency of the federal or
state or city government, in which case the fee and deposit are waived if installation is
supervised by an agency of the federal or state or city government.
A.
Filing Fee. A filing fee in the amount established by resolution of the city council
must be paid at the time application is made for a permit.
B.
Deposit. A deposit must be made in addition to the filing fee, to cover plan
checking, environmental review, processing of easement documents, administration, and
inspection of the work. This deposit is to cover the actual cost incurred by the city, as estimated
by the director. If the actual cost of checking, review, processing, administration and inspection
is less than the deposit, the unused balance of the deposit must be refunded in the same manner
as provided by law for the repayment of trust moneys. If any deposit is insufficient to pay all the
actual costs of checking, review, processing, administration and inspection, the permittee, upon
demand of the director, must pay to such director an amount deemed sufficient by the director to
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complete the work in process. If the permittee fails or refuses to pay such amount upon demand,
the director may refuse issuance of a watercourse permit until the amount is paid in full, or, if a
permit is already issued, the work will be considered incomplete and the permit revoked in
accordance with the procedures set forth in section 11.38.210. (Amended during 1989
supplement; prior code § 88.203)
11.38.090 Permit—Bond requirements.
A.
A permit must not be issued where the value of the work is estimated to be three
thousand dollars or more, unless the permittee first posts with the director a bond executed by the
permittee and a corporate surety authorized to do business in this state as a surety. The bond
must be in a form approved by the city attorney and in an amount of thirty percent of the
estimated value of the work authorized by the permit, except that the director may waive all or
part of the amount to the extent that he determines that the hazard or danger created by the work
does not justify the full amount. The bond must include penalty provisions for failure to
complete the work on schedule.
B.
In lieu of a surety bond, the applicant may file with the city a cash bond or an
instrument of credit approved by the city attorney in an amount equal to that which would be
required for the surety bond. Every bond and instrument of credit must include, and every cash
deposit must be made on, the conditions that the permittee must:
1.

Comply with all applicable laws, ordinances and provisions of this code;

2.

Comply with all terms and conditions of the permit, to the satisfaction of the
director; and

3.

Complete all work contemplated under the permit within the time limit therein
specified or, if no time limit is therein specified, then within the time limit
specified in this chapter.

C.
Each bond, instrument of credit and cash deposit must be made on and subject to
the condition that no change, extension of time, alteration or addition to the terms of the permit
or to the work contemplated thereunder, or the plans and specifications submitted in connection
with the same, may in any way affect the obligation of the surety on the bond, instrument of
credit or cash deposit and, further, that the surety waives notice on any such change, extension of
time, alteration or addition.
D.
Each bond and instrument of credit must remain in effect until the completion of
the work to the satisfaction of the director.
E.
In the event of failure to complete the work or failure to comply with all terms
and conditions of the permit, the director may order such work as in his or her opinion is
necessary to eliminate any dangerous condition, and to leave the site in a safe condition, or may
order that the work authorized by the permit be completed to a safe condition, to the director’s
satisfaction. The permittee, and the surety on the bond or the person issuing the instrument of
credit or making the cash deposit, must continue to be firmly bound under a continuing
obligation for the payment of all necessary costs and expenses that may be incurred or expended
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by the city in causing any and all such work to be done. In case of a cash deposit, any unused
portion thereof must be refunded to the person posting the same following completion of the
work.
F.
If the permit so provides, there may be a partial acceptance of the work by the
director from time to time, and a concomitant partial release of the surety. (Amended during
1989 supplement; prior code § 88.306)
11.38.100 Permit—Application—Referral for review.
Prior to the issuance of any watercourse permit for construction of any drainage or flood control
structure, the director must cause the application to be reviewed for consistency with the city’s
general plan; provided, however, such application need not be reviewed if any of the following
conditions are met:
A.
A city board, commission or officer having final authority for project approval
has determined that the project, which included the proposed work, is consistent with the general
plan; or
B.
The proposed work is pursuant to a tentative map of subdivision which has been
approved or conditionally approved. (Prior code § 88.109)
11.38.110 Permit—Application—Environmental review.
Prior to the issuance of any watercourse permit, the director must ensure the application is
reviewed for its effect upon the environment; provided, however, such application need not be
reviewed if the proposed work is pursuant to a tentative map of subdivision which has been
approved or conditionally approved on or before April 4, 1973. (Amended during 1989
supplement; prior code § 88.106)
11.38.120 Permit issuance—Projects determined to have no significant effect.
If the director determines that the proposed work will not have a significant effect upon the
environment, the director will inform the applicant and may issue the watercourse permit without
requiring an environmental impact report pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act
or the National Environmental Policy Act. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code §
88.107)
11.38.130 Permit issuance—Projects determined to have significant effect.
If the director determines that the proposed work could have a significant effect upon the
environment, the watercourse permit must not be issued unless and until the city council
authorizes such issuance following the adoption of an environmental impact report prepared
pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act and city rules and procedures adopted
pursuant thereto. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 88.108)
11.38.140 Permit issuance—Work consistent with general plan.
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If the director determines that the proposed work is consistent with the city’s general plan, the
director will inform the applicant and may issue the watercourse permit. (Amended during 1989
supplement; prior code § 88.110)
11.38.150 Permit—Issuance conditions and liability limitations.
The director is authorized to include any conditions on a permits issued pursuant to this chapter
in order to ensure compliance with this chapter and any other law. In case of conflict between the
regulations imposed by this chapter and any other provision of law or of this code, the more
stringent regulation will govern. Neither the issuance of a permit nor compliance with the
conditions in the permit or this chapter relieve any person from any responsibility otherwise
imposed by law for damage to person or property. (Prior code § 88.201)
11.38.160 Permit—Issuance—Additional conditions.
After the applicant has paid the required fees and complied with all conditions precedent, the
director must issue the permit unless the work proposed would significantly restrict the carrying
capacity of a watercourse or would create an unreasonable hazard of flood or inundation to
persons or property; provided, however, that the director must issue the permit, subject to
conditions specifically set forth in the permit, if the director determines that by doing so no such
restriction of carrying capacity or unreasonable hazard will be created. (Prior code § 88.300)
11.38.170 Other permits may be required.
A permit issued pursuant to this chapter does not relieve the permittee of the responsibility for
securing the required permits for work to be done which is regulated by any other provision of
this code, any city ordinance, or federal or state law. (Prior code § 88.204)
11.38.180 Permit—Denial conditions.
If the director determines that the proposed work is not consistent with the general plan, the
director must inform the applicant and the city council. The watercourse permit must not be
issued unless and until the council authorizes such issuance following a review of the permit
application and making a finding that the proposed drainage or flood control structure is
consistent with the general plan. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 88.111)
11.38.190 Permit—Period of validity—Extensions—Completion of work.
A.
The permittee must complete the work authorized by the permit within the time
specified in the permit or make written request to the director for an extension of time. The
director must grant an extension of time to complete the work if, in the director’s opinion, such
extension is warranted and would not create an unreasonable hazard of flood or inundation to
persons or property.
B.
The permittee must notify the director in writing of completion of the work
authorized, and no work will be considered completed until approved in writing by the director
following such written notification. The director may cause inspections of the work to be made
periodically during the course thereof, and may make a final inspection following the completion
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of the work; the permittee must cooperate with the director in making such inspections. (Prior
code § 88.303)
11.38.200 Permit—Not transferable.
A permit issued pursuant to this chapter is not transferable from property to property for any
reason or in any manner whatsoever. (Prior code § 88.305)
11.38.210 Permit—Revocation authority and procedure.
A.
The city council may revoke any permit granted under the provisions of this
chapter if any of the following conditions exist:
1.

the permit was obtained by fraud, or that one or more of the conditions upon
which the permit was granted have been violated;

2.

the permittee fails or refuses to correct a deficiency or a hazard upon the receipt
of written notice and within the time specified in such notices;

3.

the permittee fails or refuses to perform any of the work required or fails or
refuses to conform with any of the standards established by a special use permit.

A request that the council revoke such watercourse permit may be made by any city
officer; the request for revocation must be in writing, and must set forth the grounds upon
which revocation is sought.
B.
If a permit is revoked, no further work may be done upon that site except the
correction of hazards, and the completion of any work required by the permittee’s agreement.
Every agreement and every security required by this chapter must remain in full force and effect
notwithstanding any such revocation.
C.
Any hearing held pursuant to this chapter must be a public hearing. A request for
revocation must be directed to the city clerk, who will fix a time and place for the hearing to be
published once in a newspaper of general circulation published in the city. The city clerk must
also notify the permittee of the time and place set for the hearing. Any interested person may
appear at the hearing and present evidence. At the conclusion of a hearing on a request for
revocation, the city council may deny the request for revocation, grant the request for revocation,
or modify existing conditions of or add new conditions to such permit. The decision of the city
council is final. (Prior code § 88.205)
11.38.220 Permit—Modifications by city council.
A.
The city council may modify any permit granted under the provisions of this
chapter if the council determines that the modification is in the interest of public health, safety or
welfare. A request that the city council modify a watercourse permit may be made by any city
officer; the request for modification must be in writing, and must set forth the grounds upon
which modification is sought.
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B.
If the permit is modified by the city council, all further work done upon that site
must be consistent with the modified permit. Every agreement remains in full force and effect,
notwithstanding any such modification.
C.
Any hearing held pursuant to this chapter must be a public hearing. A request for
modification must be directed to the city clerk, who must fix a time and place for the hearing, to
be published once in a newspaper of general circulation published in the city of Santee. The city
clerk must also notify the permittee of the time and place set for the hearing. Any interested
person may appear at the hearing and present evidence. At the conclusion of a hearing on a
request for modification, the council may deny the request for modification or grant the request
for modification by modifying existing conditions or adding new conditions to the permit. The
decision of the city council is final. (Prior code § 88.206)
11.38.230 Emergency permit—Grant by director.
Notwithstanding any provision of any city ordinance, the director may grant an emergency
watercourse permit for the removal of up to two thousand cubic yards of silt, sand and debris. A
permit may be granted for such periods of time as the director deems to be reasonable and
necessary or advisable under the circumstances. Such permit for emergency work, as defined in
section 11.38.020, may be granted to the owner of private property or the authorized agent of the
owner. (Prior code § 88.105)
11.38.240 Emergency permit—Grant by city council.
Notwithstanding any provision of any city ordinance, the city council, after first finding that an
emergency exists on public or private property, may grant an emergency watercourse permit for
the removal of silt, sand and debris in excess of two thousand cubic yards when the applicant has
fulfilled all the conditions which, in the opinion of the director, are required to insure the health,
safety and welfare of the affected persons or the protection of the affected properties, and the
work shown is in accordance with the city plans and specifications. (Prior code § 88.105.1)
11.38.250 Commencement of work—Extensions of time.
The permittee must begin the work authorized by the permit within sixty days after the date of
issuance, unless a different date for commencement of work is set forth in the permit. The
permittee must notify the director at least twenty-four hours prior to the commencement of work.
If the work is not commenced as required, then the permit becomes void; provided, however, that
if prior to or within thirty days after the date established for commencement of work the
permittee makes written request to the director for an extension of time, setting forth the reasons
for the required extension, the director may grant additional time if, in the director’s opinion,
such an extension is warranted. (Prior code § 88.301)
11.38.260 Supervision of work.
All work authorized pursuant to this chapter must be performed under the supervision and
coordination of a civil engineer, unless waived by the director for small projects (or minor work),
or the work is supervised by an agency of the federal or state government. (Prior code § 88.302)
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11.38.270 Changes to work—Restrictions.
No changes may be made in the location, dimensions, materials or character of the work
authorized in a permit, except upon written authorization of the director, unless such change
relates to work being performed pursuant to plans prepared or approved by an agency of the
federal or state government, and such change has been approved by such agency. (Prior code §
88.304)
11.38.280 Watercourse maintenance duties—Work performed by city when.
The property owner is responsible for the timely maintenance of any watercourse on the owner’s
property. Failure to maintain a watercourse in a safe and unobstructed condition is hereby
declared to be a violation of this section and a public nuisance. The director may abate such
nuisance in accordance with the nuisance abatement procedures in Title 1; provided, however,
that the director may require the property owner to abate the nuisance in any timeframe the
director requires. (Prior code § 88.113)
11.38.290 Appeals—From permit denial or conditions.
Any person aggrieved by the denial of a permit pursuant to this chapter, or by the imposition of a
condition on such permit, may appeal to the city council. (Prior code § 88.400)
11.38.300 Appeal—Conditions for approval.
A.
The city council will not grant a permit or modify or delete a permit condition, as
sought for by the appeal, unless the appellant demonstrates all of the following to be true:
1.

That the applicant would suffer substantial injury or detriment by the refusal to
grant the permit or modify or delete the conditions;

2.

That no other method of obtaining the desired results is more reasonable or less
likely to be dangerous than that proposed by the applicant; and

3.

That the granting of the permit or the modifying or deleting of conditions would
not be materially detrimental to the public interest, safety, health and welfare,
would not significantly restrict the carrying capacity of a watercourse, and would
not create an unreasonable hazard of flood or inundation to persons or property.

B.
The permit may be granted, or the condition complained of deleted or modified, if
the requirements of subsections (A)(1), (A)(2) and (A)(3) of this section can be satisfied by the
imposition of reasonable conditions. (Prior code § 88.401)
11.38.310 Public nuisance—Activities designated.
A violation of section 11.38.030 or 11.38.040 is hereby declared to be a public nuisance subject
to the nuisance abatement procedures in title 1. (Prior code § 88.500)
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CHAPTER 11.40 EXCAVATION AND GRADING
ARTICLE 1 GENERAL PROVISIONS
11.40.010 Title.
This chapter is known as the city’s grading ordinance. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.020 Purpose.
This chapter:
A.

establishes minimum requirements for grading, excavating and filling of land;

B.

provides for the issuance of permits for grading, excavating and filling of land;

C.

provides for the enforcement of its provisions;

D.

supplements the subdivision and zoning code of the city; and

E.
must be read and construed as an integral part of the subdivision and zoning codes
regulations and the land development patterns and controls established thereby. (Ord. 234 § 1,
1989)
11.40.030 Intent.
A.
The intent of the city council in adopting the grading code is to protect life and
property, promote the general welfare, enhance and improve the physical environment of the
community, and preserve and protect the natural scenic character of the city. In administering
these provisions, the following goals are established:
1.

Ensure that future development of land occurs in the manner most compatible
with surrounding natural areas to have the least adverse effect upon other persons,
land, or the general public;

2.

Ensure that soil will not be stripped and removed from lands leaving barren,
unsightly, unproductive land subject to erosion, subsidence and faulty drainage;

3.

Encourage design and development of building sites to provide the maximum in
safety and human enjoyment, while adapting development to and taking
advantage of the natural terrain; and minimizing adverse visual impacts caused by
major land form modifications;

4.

Encourage and direct special attention toward retaining natural plantings and
maximum number of existing trees;

5.

Ensure that the objectives and policies of the adopted general plan for the city are
met and that the grading guidelines expressed therein are maintained. (Ord. 234 §
1, 1989)
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11.40.040 Provisions separate from other requirements.
A.
Nothing in this chapter precludes the inclusion of any condition, provision or
requirement concerning the grading of land in any zoning permit, subdivision approval, waiver,
review or other approval issued or approved pursuant to city ordinances.
B.
Nothing in this chapter precludes the requirement for the owner or applicant to
obtain any other permit or approval required by the city engineer or by law from any public or
private party or agency.
C.
Nothing in this chapter changes the requirements of any other provision of this
code requiring permits, fees or other charges, or any provisions concerning the granting of
franchises by any other person, body or agency. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.050 Definitions.
A.

In this chapter:

1.

“Approval” means a written professional opinion by the responsible principal of
record concerning the satisfactory progress and completion of the work under his
or her purview unless it specifically refers to the city engineer.

2.

“Approved plans” means the most current grading plans which bear the signature
or stamp of approval of the city engineer.

3.

“Archaeologist” means a person who does scientific study of material remains of
past human life and activity.

4.

“As-graded” means the surface and subsurface conditions and configuration upon
completion of grading.

5.

“Bedrock” means in-place solid rock.

6.

“Bench” means a relatively level step excavated into earth material on which fill
is to be placed.

7.

“Borrow” means earth material acquired from an off-site location for use in
grading on a site.

8.

“Borrow pit” means premises from which soil, sand, gravel, decomposed granite
or rock are removed for any purpose.

9.

“Borrow pitting” means excavation created by the surface mining of rock,
unconsolidated geological deposits, or soil to provide material (borrow) for fill
elsewhere.
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10.

“Building pad” means that portion of an embankment and/or excavation contained
within an area bounded by a line five feet outside the foundation footing for a
building.

11.

“Building site” means that portion of an embankment and/or excavation
containing the building pad(s) and lying within an area bounded by the top of
slopes and/or toe of slopes within the lot or parcel.

12.

“Certify” or “certification” means a signed written statement that the specific
inspections and tests required have been performed and that the works comply
with the applicable requirements of this chapter, the plans and the permit.

13.

“City engineer” means the city engineer or the director of development services
for the city or his or her duly authorized representatives.

14.

“Civil engineer” means a professional engineer registered in the state to practice
in the field of civil engineering.

15.

“Civil engineering” means the application of the knowledge of the forces of
nature, principles of mechanics, and the properties of materials for evaluation,
design and construction of civil works for the beneficial uses of the population.

16.

“Clearing” and “brushing” means the removal of vegetation (grass, brush, trees
and similar plant types) above the natural surface of the ground.

17.

“Compaction” means densification of a soil or rock fill by mechanical or other
acceptable procedures.

18.

“Contour grading” means grading which creates, or results in, land surfaces which
reflect the pre-graded natural terrain or that simulates natural terrain, i.e., rounded
non-planar surfaces and rounded, non-angular intersections between surfaces.

19.

“Contractor” means a contractor licensed by the state to do work under this
chapter. A contractor may be authorized to act for a property owner in doing such
work.

20.

“Design and development standards” means the standards published by the city
for land development activities, which standards may be published in a single
document, or a combination of documents, and may be updated as needed to
comply with industry practice or changes in the law.

21.

“Director” means the director of development services.

22.

“Earth material” means any rock, natural soil, or fill and/or any combination
thereof.
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23.

“Embankment” or “fill” is any act by which earth, land, gravel, rock, or any other
material is deposited, placed, pushed, dumped, pulled, transported or moved to a
new location and the condition resulting therefrom.

24.

Engineer, Private. “Private engineer” means a civil engineer registered by the
state. A private engineer may be authorized to act for a property owner in doing
work covered by this chapter.

25.

“Engineering geologic report” means a report prepared under the supervision of
an engineering geologist providing a geological map of a site, information on
geologic measurements and exploration performed on the site and surrounding
area and, providing recommendations for remedial measures necessary to provide
a geologically stable site for its intended use.

26.

“Engineering geologist” means a certified engineering geologist, registered by the
state to practice engineering geology.

27.

“Engineering geology” means the application of geologic knowledge and
principles in the investigation and evaluation of naturally occurring rock and soil
for use in the design of civil work.

28.

“Erosion” means the process by which the ground surface is worn away by the
action of water or wind.

29.

“Erosion control system” means any combination of desilting facilities, retarding
basins, and erosion protection, including effective planting and the maintenance
thereof, to protect adjacent private property, watercourses, public facilities and
receiving waters from the deposition of sediment or dust.

30.

“Expansive soil” means any soil with an expansion index greater than twenty, as
determined by the Expansive Soil Index Tests (UBC Std. 29-32).

31.

“Exploration” or “prospecting” means the search for minerals by geological,
geophysical, geochemical or other techniques, including, but not limited to,
sampling, assaying, drilling, or any surface or underground works needed to
determine the type, extent or quantity of minerals present.

32.

“Excavation” or “cut” means any earth, sand, gravel, rock or other similar
material which is cut into, dug, quarried, uncovered, removed, displaced,
relocated, or bulldozed by people and the conditions resulting therefrom.

33.

“Fault” means a fracture in the earth’s crust along which movement has occurred.
An active fault is one that exhibits separation in historic time or along which
separation of Holocene deposits can be demonstrated. If Holocene deposits are
not offset, but numerous epicenters have been recorded on or in close proximity to
the fault, a classification of active may be used.
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34.

Fill, Nonstructural. “Nonstructural fill” means any embankment on which no soil
testing was performed or no compaction reports or other soil reports were
prepared or submitted.

35.

“Geologic hazard” means any geologic feature capable of producing structural
damage or physical injury. Geologic hazards include:
(a)

Landslides and potential slope instabilities resulting from bedding faults,
weak claystone beds, and oversteepened slopes;

(b)

Deposits potentially subject to liquefaction, seismically-induced
settlement, severe ground shaking, surface rupture, debris flows, or rock
falls resulting from fault activity;

(c)

Deposits subject to seepage conditions or high groundwater table.

36.

“Geotechnical report” means a report which contains all appropriate soil
engineering, geologic, geohydrologic, and seismic information, evaluation,
recommendations and findings. This type of report combines both engineering
geology and soil engineering reports.

37.

“Grade” means the elevation and cross-sections established for the finished
surface. All grades must be based upon the official datum of the city.

38.

“Grading” means any excavating or filling or combination thereof.

39.

“Grading permit” means a permit issued pursuant to this chapter.

40.

“Grubbing” means the removal of roots and stumps.

41.

“Key” means a designed compacted fill placed in a trench excavated in earth
material beneath the toe of a proposed fill slope.

42.

“Land development” means making excavations and embankments on private
property and the construction of slopes, drainage structures, fences and other
facilities incidental thereto.

43.

“Landscape architect” means a landscape architect, registered by the state, who
performs professional work in physical land planning and integrated land
development, including the design of landscape planting programs.

44.

“Landslide” means the downward and outward movement of soil, sand, gravel,
rock or fill or a combination thereof.

45.

“Mined lands” includes the surface, subsurface and groundwater of an area in
which surface mining operations will be, are being or have been conducted,
including private ways and roads appurtenant to any such area, land excavations,
workings, mining waste, and areas in which structures, facilities, equipment,
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machines, tools, or other materials or property which result from, or are used in,
surface mining operations are located.
46.

“Minerals” are any naturally occurring chemical element or compound, or groups
of elements and compounds, formed from inorganic processes and organic
substances, including, but not limited to aggregate, coal, peat, and bituminous
rock, but excluding geothermal resources, natural gas and petroleum.

47.

“Mining waste” includes the residuals of soil, rock, mineral, liquid, vegetation,
equipment, machines, tools or other material or property directly resulting from or
displaced by, surface mining operations.

48.

“Natural terrain” means the lay of the land prior to any grading.

49.

“On-site construction” means those earth material moving activities (such as
excavation, grading, compaction, and the creation of fills and embankments)
which are required to prepare a site for construction of structures, landscaping, or
other land improvements if resultant excavations, fills, grades, or embankments
are beneficially modified by such construction of structures, landscaping or other
land improvements. Excavations, fills, grades or embankments that of themselves
constitute engineered works such as dams, road cuts, fills, catchment basins, or
levees are not considered to be surface mining operations. Earth material moving
activities in areas either on or off-site where the results are modified by
construction of structures, landscaping or other land improvements, and that do
not of themselves consist of land improvements, and that do not of themselves
consist of engineered works are deemed to be surface mining operations unless
exempted under the Surface Mining and Reclamation Act.

50.

“Operator” means any person who is engaged in grading operations him or
herself, or who contracts with others to conduct operations on his or her behalf.

51.

“Overburden” means soil, rock or other materials that lie above a natural deposit
or in between deposits, before or after their removal.

52.

“Owner” means any person, agency, firm or corporation having a legal,
possessory or equitable interest in a given piece of real property.

53.

“Paleontologist” means a person who holds an advanced degree, who is affiliated
with a recognized institution such as a museum or university and who is actively
engaged in the research of prehistoric life through the study of plant and animal
fossils.

54.

“Permittee” means any person to whom a permit is issued pursuant to this chapter.

55.

“Planning director” means the director of development services or a duly
authorized representative.
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56.

“Preliminary soil engineering report,” also referred to as “preliminary
geotechnical investigation report” means a report prepared under the responsible
supervision of a soil engineer which includes preliminary information concerning
engineering properties of soil and rock on a site prior to grading, describing
locations of these materials and providing recommendations for preparation of the
site for its intended use.

57.

“Premises” means contiguous property in the same ownership.

58.

“Property owner” means the owner, subdivider or developer of real property
which will be benefited by the proposed land development work.

59.

Property, Public. “Public property” means property owned in fee by the city, or
dedicated for public use.

60.

“Public interest slope” means any manufactured slope which meets any one of the
following criteria:
(a)

A vertical height in excess of fifteen feet;

(b)

A vertical height in excess of five feet located on the exterior of a
subdivision and exposed to view from any point outside the subdivision;

(c)

A vertical height in excess of five feet which will be visible after
completion of the buildings to be placed on the subject graded area from
any circulation element road, from any existing or proposed public
buildings, public facility, or publicly used property, from any private
property two streets or more away from the slope in question or from any
private homes existing at the time of creation of the slope;

(d)

Any slope in the hillside overlay zone.

61.

“Public rights-of-way” means public easements or dedications for streets, alleys,
drainageways and/or other uses.

62.

“Publicly used property” means property that is used frequently by persons other
than the residents and/or owners.

63.

“Reclamation” means the process of land treatment that minimizes water
degradation, air pollution, damage to aquatic or wildlife habitat, flooding, erosion
and other adverse effects from surface mining operations, including adverse
surface effects incidental to underground mines, so that mined lands are reclaimed
to a usable condition which is readily adaptable for alternate land uses and create
no danger to public health and safety, and is consistent with the general plan,
zoning ordinance and applicable specific plans. The process may extend to
affected land and surrounding mined lands, and may require backfilling, grading,
resoiling, revegetation, soil compaction, stabilization or other measures.
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64.

“Relative compaction” means the in-place dry density (determined by ASTM
D1556, or other city engineer approved equal) expressed as a percentage of the
maximum dry density (determined by ASTM D1557, or other city engineer
approved equal).

65.

“Retaining wall” means a wall designed to resist the lateral displacement of soil
or other materials.

66.

“Rough grading” means the condition where ground surface approximately
conforms to the design grade, generally within 0.1 feet, and all compaction of fills
and embankments have been performed to the specifications required by the soil
engineer.

67.

“Slope” means the inclined exposed surface of a fill, excavation of natural terrain.

68.

“Soil” means earth material of whatever origin, overlying bedrock and may
include the decomposed zone of bedrock which can be readily excavated by
mechanical equipment.

69.

“Soil engineer” means a registered civil engineer who holds a valid authorization
to use the title “soil engineer” as provided in Section 6736.1 of the California
Business and Professions Code. The terms “geotechnical engineer,” “soils
engineer” and “soil and foundation engineer” are deemed to be synonymous with
the term “soil engineer.”

70.

“Soil engineering” means the application of the principles of soil mechanics in the
investigation, evaluation and design of civil works involving the use of earth
materials and the inspection and testing of the construction thereof.

71.

“Soil engineering report” means a report prepared under the responsible
supervision of a soil engineer which includes information on site preparation,
slope heights and gradients, compaction of fills placed, placement of rock,
treatment of expansive soils, providing recommendations for structural design and
approving the site for its intended use.

72.

“Stockpile” means a temporary, uncompacted fill or embankment placed by
artificial means, which is designated or intended to be moved, or relocated at a
later date.

73.

“Subdivider” means a person, firm, corporation, partnership or association who
causes land to be divided into one or more lots or parcels for him or herself or
others as defined by those sections of the Government Code known as the
Subdivision Map Act.

74.

“Substantial conformance” means grading that conforms to section 11.40.390 of
this chapter.
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75.

“Suitable material” means any soil or earth material which, under the criteria of
this chapter or under the criteria of an approved geotechnical report, is suitable for
use as fill or for other intended purposes.

76.

“Surface mining operations” means all or any part of the process involved in the
mining of minerals on mined lands by removing overburden and mining directly
from the mineral deposits, open-pit mining of minerals naturally exposed, mining
by the auger method, dredging and quarrying, or surface work incident to an
underground mine. Surface mining operations include, but are not limited to:
(a)

Borrow pitting, streambed skimming, segregation, and stockpiling of
mined materials;

(b)

In-place distillation, retorting or leaching;

(c)

The production and disposal of mining wastes;

(d)

Prospecting and exploratory activities.

77.

“Terrace” means a relatively level step constructed in the face of a graded slope
surface for drainage and maintenance purposes.

78.

“Unsuitable materials” means any soil or earth material having properties or
characteristics which, under the criteria of this chapter or under the criteria
contained in any approved geotechnical report, make it unsuitable for use as fill or
for any other intended use. These properties or characteristics include, but are not
limited to, organic content of the material exceeding three percent, rock diameters
exceeding eight inches, the presence of concrete or asphalt, or the presence of
expansive soils within three feet of finish grade of any area intended or designed
as a location for a building. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
ARTICLE 2. PERMITS AND FEES

11.40.100 Land development work—Permit required.
A.
Except as exempted in section 11.40.105, it is unlawful for any person to do any
grading or allow any grading on their property unless the person or owner has a valid grading
permit issued by the city engineer authorizing such grading.
B.
An owner is presumed to have allowed grading which has been done on property
occupied by him/her or is under his or her dominion and control. This presumption is a
presumption affecting the burden of producing evidence.
C.
A separate grading permit is required for each legal parcel, non-contiguous site,
development, or each separate subdivision final map for which grading is to be performed.
D.
A grading permit is required for all grading done for the growing of agricultural
plants or raising agricultural animals. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
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11.40.105 Designated exceptions.
The following grading activities are exempt from the requirement to obtain a grading permit
under the provisions of this chapter:
A.
the county.

Depositing materials in any disposal area operated by or licensed by the city or

B.

Grading which meets all of the following limitations:

1.

Is on a single legal lot or contiguous ownership,

2.

Involves the movement of not more than two hundred cubic yards of earth,

3.

The cut in the cut area and/or the fill in the fill area, at their deepest points, do not
exceed a depth of five feet in vertical depth measured from the original ground,

4.

The fill is not intended to support structures,

5.

The finished cut and/or fill slopes are not steeper than two horizontal to one
vertical (2:1),

6.

The finished grading does not alter the drainage patterns either upstream or
downstream from the grading,

7.

None of the fill is placed on existing ground having a slope steeper than five
horizontal to one vertical (5:1), which is a twenty percent slope,

8.

None of the grading is closer than five feet to adjacent parcel, and

9.

The finished slopes are protected from erosion and the downstream properties are
protected from siltation resulting from the grading.

C.
Any of the following, if authorized by a valid building permit approved and
issued by the planning director and provided that any embankment constructed with the excess
material from the excavation is disposed of under an approved grading permit or on-site without
creating embankments more than five feet in unsupported height:
1.

Excavation below finish grade for basements;

2.

Footings or foundations for buildings, manufactured homes, retaining walls or
other structures;

3.

Swimming pools, septic tanks, leach lines, or other subsurface structures or
facilities.

D.
Exploratory excavations under the direction of a soil engineer, archaeologist,
paleontologist or engineering geologist. Such excavations must be properly backfilled and
compacted or otherwise restored.
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E.
When approved by the city engineer, excavation for the sole purpose of
recompaction as specified or recommended by an approved soils report.
F.
Grading for which inspection is provided by the city and which is done by a
developer or contractor pursuant to city-approved improvement plans within public rights-ofway and adjacent slope rights areas independent of adjacent land development work, or grading
done pursuant to a permit for excavation in public streets.
G.
Except as provided in the following subsections, clearing and brushing when
directed by the fire chief to mitigate a fire hazard, with the concurrence of the planning director
that such clearing and brushing will not cause significant damage to any rare, endangered or
protected species of plant or wildlife or cause any significant damage to any habitat of any rare,
endangered or protected species of wildlife. The exemptions in this section do not apply to
clearing, grubbing, brushing or grading when:
1.

Grading will occur in or physically impact designated or dedicated open space or
environmentally sensitive areas designated in the general plan or shown on any
approved specific plan;

2.

Grading will occur in any waterway or wetland, stream, river, channel, pond, lake,
marsh, bog, lagoon, vernal pool or riparian habitat;

3.

Grading will occur in any floodway or floodplain as shown on the San Diego
County flood plain maps or on city revised maps;

4.

Grading will occur in any officially mapped area in high geologic risk zone (Zone
“C” and “D”) as defined by the geotechnical/seismic study for the general plan;

5.

Grading will occur in the hillside overlay district; or

6.

Grading will occur in any other sensitive areas such as archaeological sites,
historical sites or burial grounds. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

11.40.110 Permit applications.
A.
The owner, or owner’s authorized agent, of any property that requires a grading
permit under this chapter must sign and submit a grading permit application on a form approved
by the city engineer.
B.

A separate grading permit application is required for each grading permit.

C.
A complete grading permit must include following items, unless otherwise
waived or specified by the city engineer, or this chapter:
1.

Grading plan pursuant to section 11.40.120;

2.

Separate plot plan pursuant to section 11.40.125;
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3.

Preliminary soil engineering report pursuant to section 11.40.130;

4.

Landscape and irrigation plans (may be submitted with the second plan check
submittal) pursuant to section 11.40.135;

5.

Erosion control plans, if required by section 11.40.140;

6.

Drainage study;

7.

Haul route, including source of borrow or disposal;

8.

Grading plan check fee pursuant to sections 11.40.215 and 11.40.220;

9.

Soil engineering report review fee pursuant to section 11.40.225;

10.

Deposit for independent third party review of soil report, if required, pursuant to
section 11.40.225;

11.

Inspection fees (may be paid at any time prior to issuance of permit) pursuant to
section 11.40.230;

12.

Proof of legal lot (may be waived by city engineer if grading is pursuant to an
approved tentative map or zoning permit);

13.

Computer graphics of existing and graded conditions, and/or other displays;

14.

Plans, specifications and other supplemental data, as specified in this chapter, the
design and development manual and the subdivision ordinance.

D.
The city engineer may require additional data or information, eliminate, or modify
any of the above requirements, including those items in section 11.40.115.
E.
Any change in application requirements or applicable fees that is effective before
a grading permit is issued applies to any pending application for a grading permit under the
following conditions:
1.

A change of policy or direction by the city council;

2.

A change in the applicable laws, including the grading ordinance or fee schedule
approved by the city council;

3.

Discovery that the plans, application, or fees violate or do not meet existing laws,
ordinances, or policies or conform to the requirements of other permits or
approvals, such as zoning permits or subdivision maps;

4.

Discovery of any design defect, soil or geologic hazard, or any other fact or item
which, if left unchanged, could cause damage, harm or hazard to public or private
properties, or to life, limb or the general public’s safety or welfare.
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If, as a result of discoveries described in subdivisions 3 and 4 of this subsection, changes are
directed, the application expiration date will be extended for thirty days, or for such other time as
the city engineer grants to accomplish all required changes.
F.
The time limits set out in this section apply to all grading plans and applications.
(Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.115 Additional information.
In addition to the application requirements of section 11.40.110, the city engineer may require
submission of any or all of the following items as part of a grading permit application:
A.
Special erosion control plans, including landscape and irrigation plans, erosion
and sediment control plans, and stormwater pollution prevention plans;
B.

Hydrology and hydraulic reports;

C.

Application for environmental initial study (AEIS);

D.

Geotechnical reports on seismicity and geology;

E.
Letters of permission from adjacent owners or easement holders to grade off-site
or on easements;
F.
G.
property;
H.

Right of entry;
Waiver and release to divert or concentrate drainage affecting downstream off-site
Easement and flowage rights documents.

Recommendations included in such reports and plans accepted by the city engineer become part
of and are incorporated into the grading plan, landscape and irrigation plan and the land
development specifications. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.120 Grading plan requirements.
A.
Grading plans required by this chapter must be prepared and submitted with the
grading permit application in accordance with the design and development standards approved
by the city engineer and available from the department of development services.
B.
All grading plans must be signed by a registered civil engineer and by the soil
engineer. The city engineer may waive this requirement when the proposed grading is on a single
lot or parcel not proposed for further subdivision and, in the opinion of the city engineer, the
proposed grading entails no hazard to any adjacent property, does not necessitate construction of
extensive drainage structures or erosion control facilities, and does not interfere in any way with
existing natural or improved drainage courses or channels.
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C.
In addition to any other grounds for stopping work provided by law or set forth in
this code, the city engineer may stop work and require amendment or change of approved
grading, erosion control or landscape and irrigation plans for any of the following reasons:
1.

Extension or renewal of the grading permits;

2.

Changes have been made in the actual work which are not reflected on the
approved plans;

3.

The scope or quantity of grading has been changed;

4.

Construction, traffic, drainage, soil, geologic, public safety or environmental
problems not considered, known, or evident at the time of permit issuance or plan
approval become evident. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

11.40.125 Plot plans.
Each separate plot plan required by this chapter must show the location of the land development
boundaries, lot lines, public and private rights-of-way lines, and precise grading information
required by the city’s design and development standards. A print of the approved tentative map
or tentative parcel map showing the required information may be submitted in lieu of a plot plan.
(Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.130 Preliminary soil engineering and geology reports.
A.
Three copies of a preliminary soils engineering report required by this chapter
must be submitted with the application for a grading permit. Each soil engineering report must be
prepared by a soil engineer and contain all information applicable to the project in accordance
with generally accepted geotechnical engineering practice. The preliminary soil engineering
report must include the following, at a minimum:
1.

Information and data regarding the nature, distribution, and the physical and
chemical properties of existing soils;

2.

Location of faults as defined by a registered geologist or certified engineering
geologist;

3.

Conclusions as to the adequacy of the site for the proposed grading;

4.

Recommendations for general and corrective grading procedures;

5.

Foundation design criteria;

6.

Slope gradient, height and benching, or terracing recommendations;

7.

The potential for groundwater and seepage conditions and procedures for
mitigation of the groundwater-related problems;
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8.

For all slopes in the Friars Formation, regardless of the slope ratio, a slope
stability analyses and a written statement indicating acceptable slope stability;

9.

Other recommendations, as necessary, commensurate with the project grading and
development.

B.
The soil engineer and engineering geologist should refer to Safety Element of the
Santee General Plan and any modification, amendment, or reissuance in preparing the reports
required by this section.
C.
Recommendations contained in the approved reports become part of and are
incorporated into the grading plans and specifications and become conditions of the grading
permit.
D.
Preliminary geological investigations and reports are required for all land
development projects designated as Group I or Group II, except those Group II projects located
in Zone “A” as shown on Figure 8-3, Seismic Hazards and Study Areas Map, (for which a
geological reconnaissance will be required), as outlined in Table 8.1 of the city general plan.
This requirement may be extended to adjacent properties where known or reasonably inferred
instability may adversely affect the property. The preliminary geological investigation report
must include the following at a minimum:
1.

A comprehensive description of the site topography and geology including, where
necessary, a geology map;

2.

A statement as to the adequacy of the proposed development from an engineering
geologic standpoint;

3.

A statement as to the extent that known or reasonably inferred stability on
adjacent properties may adversely affect the project;

4.

A description of the field investigation and findings;

5.

Conclusions regarding the effects geologic conditions will have on the proposed
development;

6.

Specific recommendations for plan modification, corrective grading and/or
special techniques and systems to facilitate a safe and stable development;

7.

Provide other recommendations, as necessary, commensurate with the project
grading and development.

E.
The preliminary geological investigation report may be combined with the
preliminary soils engineering report.
F.
A seismicity study and report is required for all land development projects
designated as Group I and for those designated as Group II and located in Zone “C” shown on
Figure 8-3, Seismic Hazards and Study Areas Map, of the city general plan. The report must be
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prepared by an engineering geologist or a soil engineer with expertise in earthquake technology
and its application to buildings and other civil engineering works. The seismic report may be
combined with the soil and geologic investigation reports. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.135 Landscape and irrigation plans.
A.
Landscaping and irrigation facilities are required for all public interest slopes, all
graded slopes higher than three feet, and all graded areas determined by the city engineer to be
susceptible to erosion within all residential, commercial and industrial development,
subdivisions, borrow areas, disposal areas, and other graded areas. The city engineer may waive
or amend this requirement, if such waiver or amendment does not conflict with a subdivision or
zoning permit. Landscape and irrigation plans and specifications must maximize the use of
drought resistant plants and provide for water conservation measures throughout the planting,
irrigation and maintenance plans and specifications.
B.
The landscape and irrigation plan required by this chapter must be prepared and
signed by a landscape architect, unless this requirement is waived by the city engineer, if such
waiver or amendment would not be in conflict with a subdivision or zoning permit. The required
landscape and irrigation plan must be submitted with the second check of the grading plans and
is subject to the review and approval of the city engineer.
C.
The landscape and irrigation plan must conform to the city’s design and
development standards and be presented on a duplicate mylar of the grading plans and include
specifications for preparing existing soils or applying topsoil amendments to the slopes to
encourage vigorous growth.
D.
Landscape and irrigation plans must comply with chapter 17.36 of the Santee
Municipal Code. (Ord. 491 § 5, 2009; Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.140 Erosion control plans.
When required by chapter 9.06 or when the city engineer determines that an erosion control
system is required on a site, an applicant for a grading permit must submit plans for an erosion
control system in accordance with the city’s design and development standards and submitted for
the review and approval of the city engineer. The approved erosion control plans become part of
the grading plans and a condition of issuance of the grading permit. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.145 Application coordination—Multi-departmental cooperation.
When the nature of work proposed in a grading permit application falls within the requirements
of, or affects the operation of, any other department of the city, the city engineer must obtain and
consider the recommendations of applicable city departments in determining the disposition of
the application. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.150 Grading for building construction.
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A.
Before a building permit can be issued for land development work incidental to or
in connection with the construction of a building or structure, the property owner must complete
the following:
1.

apply for and obtain a grading permit;

2.

complete the grading phase of the land development work;

3.

submit a soils report, including, relative compaction of the pads and verification
of pad elevations;

4.

request, two working days prior to the inspection, and pass inspection of the
grading work, if required pursuant to subdivision B.

B.
The city engineer may require a field inspection of the completed grade with
representatives of appropriate city departments, the permittee, civil engineer, and soil engineer
before the issuance of a building permit.
C.
The planning director will not certify the completion of the building where land
development work has been done until a grading permit is obtained and certified as complete.
(Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.155 Early subdivision grading.
Grading of a subdivision is not permitted prior to approval of the final map unless specifically
approved as a condition of the tentative map. If early subdivision grading is approved as a
condition of the tentative map, the subdivider must obtain a grading permit pursuant to the
requirements of this chapter; provided that the application for a grading permit must be
accompanied by detailed plans and specifications based upon the approved tentative map in
conformity with the provisions of sections 11.40.110 through 11.40.140 of this chapter, and by a
schedule and estimate based upon the plans and specifications. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.160 Environmental review.
A.
Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, every application for a grading
permit is subject to environmental review by the planning director to determine whether the
grading, if carried out as proposed, could have a significant impact on the environment. If the
director determines that the grading may have a significant impact on the environment, the
director may require the applicant to prepare environmental studies or an initial study.
B.
The environmental review required by subdivision A is not required if any of the
following conditions are met:
1.

The city council, planning commission, or city officer having final authority for
project approval, has approved a negative declaration or certified an
environmental impact report which considered the proposed grading or has
determined that the project which included the proposed grading, would not have
a significant effect upon the environment; or
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2.

The proposed grading is on land which at no point has a slope steeper than ten
percent, and the average cut in the cut area does not exceed five feet, and there is
no cut in excess of ten feet (for purposes of the ten foot requirement, the cut or fill
measurement must be taken vertically at the deepest point of the cut or fill to the
natural ground surface), unless the conditions identified in subsection B of this
section apply.

C.
Subdivisions 1 and 2 of subsection B notwithstanding, if, in the opinion of the city
engineer or the planning director, there are unusual conditions with respect to the property for
which an application is filed which renders an environmental review desirable or necessary, the
city engineer will refer the application to the planning director for the determination. Such
unusual conditions include, but are not limited to, grading activity on land included in:
1.

Watercourses;

2.

Wetlands;

3.

Scenic corridor zones or other areas officially designated by the federal
government, state governments, or the city general plan as scenic areas;

4.

Areas of severe geologic hazard as identified in the general plan;

5.

Riparian habitats;

6.

Hillside areas as defined in the hillside overlay district shown on the city zoning
map;

7.

Areas with significant cultural resources as identified in the general plan;

8.

Areas containing significant biological resources as identified in the general plan.
(Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

11.40.165 Right of entry—Indemnification of city.
Prior to receiving a grading permit, the owner of the site to be graded and the contractor, if any,
must grant the city a right of entry into the site to inspect and to correct grading not performed in
compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit. The owner and the contractor must also
agree to indemnify the city for any claims or damages which may result from the city’s entry
onto the property including from any corrective action taken pursuant to such right of entry. The
right of entry and indemnification required by this section must be in a form approved by the city
attorney. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.170 Restriction on permit issuance—Excessive grades.
A.
Except as provided in subdivision B, it is unlawful, and no grading permit may be
issued, for any person to grade on natural grades or slopes that exceed twenty-five percent
gradient through a vertical rise of more than twenty-five feet, unless specifically approved by the
city council.
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B.

The following are exempt from the prohibition in subdivision A of this section:

1.

the movement of earth for small projects such as custom lots, individual building
foundations, and driveways approved by the planning director,

2.

the movement of earth for local roads or trenches to mitigate a geologic hazard to
adjacent property, and

3.

the movement of earth necessary for the construction of access or fire roads, as
approved by the city engineer. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

11.40.175 Nonstructural fills.
A.
Except for temporary stockpiles, nonstructural (uncompacted) fills are prohibited
unless specifically authorized by the city engineer and planning director.
B.
Applications for grading permits involving nonstructural fills must be
accompanied by an agreement for development of nonstructural fills signed by the property
owner and containing the following provisions:
1.

The development work must be designated as nonstructural fill and must be
constructed in accordance with grading plans approved by the city engineer;

2.

The owner acknowledges that as a nonstructural fill, the site is not eligible for a
building permit until, subject to the review and approval of the city engineer, a
soils investigation report, additional geotechnical reports in accordance with
section 11.40.130, and any other pertinent information as deemed necessary by
the city engineer, have been submitted and approved by the city;

3.

The land development work must be done and maintained in a safe, sanitary and
non-nuisance condition at the sole cost, risk and responsibility of the owner and
the owner’s successors in interest, who must hold the city harmless with respect
thereto;

4.

Other provisions that, in the opinion of the city attorney and the city engineer,
afford protection to the property owner and the city

C.
The agreement for nonstructural fills must be presented to the city council for
approval, and if approved, the agreement or notice of the agreement must be recorded in the
office of the county recorder. The notice must remain in effect until release of the agreement is
filed by the city engineer. If the county recorder refuses to record notice of the agreement against
the property, such agreement becomes void. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.180 Borrow pits—Zoning permit required—Exceptions.
A.
When borrow or waste material is to be removed from or deposited on a land
development site, no grading permit for the land development site will be issued unless a zoning
permit has been issued for the operation of a borrow pit on the borrow pit site, a legally
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nonconforming borrow pit is being operated on the borrow site, or the removal comes within one
or more of the following exceptions:
1.

Where such removal is to complete, within one year after beginning such
removal, the grading of land in accordance with a grading plan for any of the
following, provided that the grading plan has been approved by the city engineer
as being reasonably necessary and incidental to the development and
improvement of the premises, building or structure:
(a)

for a subdivision of such land established by the filing of a final
subdivision map;

(b)

for the division of such land created pursuant to a parcel map filed in
accordance with Title 12 of this code;

(c)

for the preparation of a site for a building or structure;

(d)

a grading plan approved by the planning director and city engineer as
being reasonably necessary and incidental to the use of the premises in
accordance with a zoning permit issued pursuant to Title 17 of this code;

2.

Where such removal is incidental to the operation of a mine authorized pursuant
to Article VI of this chapter; or

3.

Where such removal does not exceed five hundred cubic yards;

4.

Where the city engineer and planning director concur that the proposed grading is
reasonably necessary to provide material exclusively for a specific city project
authorized by the city council; or

5.

Where such removal is necessary to repair flood damage in accordance with an
emergency watercourse permit issued by the director. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

11.40.185 Drainage easements required.
A.
Prior to issuance of a grading permit for land development activities that involve
installation of improvements to public or private watercourses or otherwise impact such
watercourses, the applicant must satisfy the following:
1.

For all public watercourses, the applicant must grant or cause to be granted to the
city a drainage easement in accordance with the design and development
standards;

2.

For all private watercourses where the continuous functioning of the drainageway
is essential to the protection and use of multiple properties, the applicant must:
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(a)

record or cause to be recorded a covenant, maintenance agreement, and/or
deed restriction which establishes the owner of each lot as responsible for
maintenance of the drainageway(s);

(b)

acquire and record permanent off-site drainage easements, to the
satisfaction of the city engineer.

B.
Prior to issuance of a grading permit for land development activities that do not
involve installation of improvements to public or private watercourses, but which, in the opinion of
the city engineer, must be kept open and clear for natural storm water runoff, the applicant must
grant a flowage easement to the city on a form approved by the city attorney. (Ord. 234 § 1,
1989)
11.40.190 Permit applications—Expiration and extension.
Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, any grading permit application for which a valid
grading permit has not been issued expires one hundred eighty days after the city receives the
application, at which time the application and plans, whether or not the grading plans have been
approved and signed by the city engineer, are invalid. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.195 Issuance of permits.
The city engineer is authorized to issue grading permits for land development work that complies
with the requirements of this chapter. A grading permit includes the conditions, plans and
specifications set forth in any plans or other documents required by this chapter. (Ord. 234 § 1,
1989)
11.40.200 Denial of permits.
The city engineer is not authorized to issue a grading permit in the following cases:
A.
Hazardous Grading. The city engineer is not authorized to issue a grading permit
in any case where the city engineer finds or infers that the work proposed by the applicant will:
1.

Damage any private or public property; or

2.

Expose any property to landslide or geologic hazard; or

3.

Adversely interfere with existing drainage courses or patterns; or

4.

Cause erosion which could result in the depositing of mud, silt or debris on any
public or private street or way; or

5.

Create any hazard to person or property.

B.
Geological Hazard. The city engineer is not authorized to issue a grading permit
if, in the opinion of the city engineer, the land area for which grading is proposed is subject to
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geological hazard and no reasonable amount of corrective work can eliminate or sufficiently
reduce the hazard to person or property.
C.
Flood Hazard. The city engineer is not authorized to issue a grading permit if, in
the opinion of the city engineer, the proposed grading would adversely affect the flow of runoff
or would alter runoff to the detriment of upstream, downstream or adjacent properties.
D.
Subdivision or Zoning Permits. The city engineer is not authorized to issue a
grading permit if the purpose of the proposed grading, as stated in the application or as
determined by the city engineer and planning director, is to prepare the land for subdivision or
for some use for which a zoning permit is required, unless and until a subdivision map or a
zoning permit has been approved or conditionally approved, and the subdivision map or zoning
permit is not threatened with expiration:
E.
Other Reasons. The city engineer is not authorized to issue a grading permit in the
following cases:
1.

if the city council prohibits issuance of a grading permit;

2.

if prohibited a duly enacted moratorium, court order, injunction, or other legal
order;

3.

if the applicant or owner has failed to comply with the provisions of this code;

4.

if the work proposed is not consistent with any element of the city general plan,
any specific plan, land use ordinance or regulation, zoning ordinance regulation or
permit, or subdivision map;

5.

if the application proposes land development which is not in the interest of the
public health, safety, or general welfare, or

6.

if the application proposes land development which does not constitute a
reasonable use of land as indicated by the existing zoning or an approved land use
plan. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

11.40.205 Appeals.
An applicant may appeal the city engineer’s denial of, or the conditions of approval of, an
application for a grading permit to the city council in accordance with chapter 1.14. In addition,
the planning director must notify the owners of record, interested persons signing the appeal, and
owners of adjacent land identified by the city engineer as being affected by the proposed grading.
(Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.210 Permit expiration, extension and cancellation.
A.
Validity. Unless a grading permit is canceled or expires by limitations as set forth
in this section, a grading permit expires on the date specified on the permit, which date may be a
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maximum of one year after the date of issuance. All work authorized in a grading permit must be
completed before the grading permit expires.
B.
Expiration by limitation. Grading permits expire by limitation and become null
and void if the work authorized by the permit is not commenced and diligently pursued within
one hundred eighty (180) days after the date of permit issuance, or if work authorized by the
permit is stopped, suspended or abandoned for a period of one hundred eighty (180) days. For
purposes of this section, work authorized by a grading permit is “diligently pursued” when it is
of a magnitude, frequency, or complexity as to require the regular services of the permittee’s soil
engineer and/or civil engineer or other professionals, and is inspected at regular intervals by the
city.
C.
Extensions. A permittee may submit a written request, prior to expiration of a
grading permit, for an extension of the expiration date of a grading permit. On receipt of a timely
request, the city engineer is authorized to extend the expiration date of a grading permit, as
follows:
1.

the city engineer may extend the period in which the permittee must complete the
work authorized by the grading permit for up to one (1) year if the authorized
work is timely commenced and diligently pursued but is not completed within the
permit period;

2.

the city engineer may extend the period in which the permittee must commence
and diligently pursue work, for one hundred eighty (180) days, provided the
permittee demonstrates that circumstances beyond the permittee’s control prevent
commencement of the approved work.

If work is not commenced, diligently pursued, or completed, within the extension period
specified in this section, then the permit expires and is null and void.
D.
Cancellation. The city engineer may cancel a permit or may require the plans to
be amended in the interest of public health, safety and welfare or under any of the following
conditions:
1.

Upon the request of the permittee;

2.

When the facts are not as presented by the permittee in the application;

3.

When work, as constructed or as proposed to be constructed, creates a hazard to
public health, safety and welfare;

4.

When facts are revealed during grading requiring modifications to achieve desired
results. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

11.40.215 Fee schedule—Generally.
A.
An applicant for a grading permit must pay all fees required by this chapter and
established by resolution of the city council to the director of finance. The city engineer is not
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authorized to issue any permit authorizing land development until the director of finance receives
the fees required by this chapter.
B.
The city engineer may require the payment of additional fees for any of the
following reasons:
1.

Extension or renewal of the grading permit;

2.

Enlargement of the scope or quantity of grading or any change which increases
the need for inspection or administration of the project;

3.

Additional soil or geotechnical review by a third party of any modified
grading.(Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

11.40.220 Plan check and permit fees.
A.
Before the city engineer is authorized to accept an application and grading and/or
landscape and irrigation plans and specifications for checking, the applicant must pay a plan
check fee in the amount established by resolution of the city council.
B.
Unless otherwise specified by resolution of the city council, the plan check fee for
a grading permit authorizing additional work under a valid permit is the difference between the
plan check fee paid for the original permit and the fee required for the entire project. (Ord. 234 §
1, 1989)
11.40.225 Preliminary soils engineering report review fee.
Before the city engineer is authorized to accept a preliminary soils engineering report for review,
the applicant must pay a report review fee for each individual report submitted for review in an
amount established by resolution of the city council. Additional deposits may be required for
independent review of the soil engineering report. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.230 Inspection fees.
Before the city engineer is authorized to issue a grading permit, the applicant must pay in
inspection fee in an amount established by resolution of the city council to cover the city’s
expenses, costs, and overhead for field inspection, office engineering, and administration of the
work performed, including landscape and irrigation work. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.235 Work commenced before permit issuance—Fee.
A.
In addition to any penalty for violation of this code and in addition to the fees
required in this chapter, a separate fee, in an amount established by resolution of the city council,
but in no case less than $500, is required for any work commenced prior to obtaining a permit
required by this chapter.
B.
Payment of such fee does not relieve any person from any liability for failing to
comply with this chapter. The fee prescribed in this section is not a penalty but defrays the
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expense of enforcement of the provisions of this chapter and may be assessed for each violation
cited. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.240 Fee exemptions.
The city engineer is authorized to issue grading permits without collecting all or part of the fees
required by this chapter when the work is approved and inspected by a county, state or federal
agency. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.245 Refunds.
A.
The director of finance is not authorized to refund fees collected pursuant to this
chapter, in whole or in part, except as provided in this section.
1.

Plan check fees. Plan check fees may be refunded, less any city expenses,
including overhead incurred, upon the applicant’s request, provided no plan
checking has commenced. No refund of plan check fees is authorized after
issuance of a permit.

2.

Report review fees. Prior to review of a report, any fees paid for report review are
refundable, less a handling charge, upon the applicant’s request, provided the
permit has expired, or is withdrawn, or if the project does not warrant preparation
of a soil engineering report.

3.

Inspection fees. Grading inspection fees may be refunded, less a handling charge
and city expenses, at any time prior to the start of the work authorized by the
permit, upon the applicant’s request, provided the grading permit has expired or
has been withdrawn.

B.

Notwithstanding subdivision A, no refund is authorized

1.

if the applicant or permittee has any outstanding debts owed to the city, or if
corrective work remains to be done on the grading work itself.

2.

if a request for refund is submitted to the city more than one year after the date of
payment of the fee sought to be refunded;

3.

if the total refundable amount, after deduction of city costs as provided in this
section, is less than twenty-five dollars. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
ARTICLE 3 DESIGN STANDARDS

11.40.300 Design responsibilities.
The applicant for a grading permit required by this chapter must comply with or cause the
following requirements to be met:
A.

Civil Engineer. The civil engineer who prepared the grading plans must:
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1.

incorporate the applicable recommendations from the soil engineering and
geology reports and any city engineer approved alternative concept grading plan
into the grading plan;

B.

Establish line and grade for the grading and drainage improvements;

C.
act as the coordinating agent in the event the need arises for liaison between the
other professionals, the contractor and the city engineer;
D.
prepare plan revisions, and, when work is complete, submit as-graded drawings
incorporating all changes and/or additions made during construction.
E.
prior to the release of building permits for any given lot or lots, submit a written
statement as evidence that rough grading for land development has been completed within
standard tolerances in accordance with the approved plans and that all embankments and cut
slopes and pad sizes are as shown on the approved plans.
F.
Landscape Architect. The landscape architect who designed the landscape and
irrigation plans must:
1.

incorporate applicable recommendations from the soils engineering reports along
with appropriate measures related to soil engineering into the landscape and
irrigation plans;

2.

prepare plan revisions, including securing approval from the city engineer prior to
installation, and

3.

submit as-graded drawings incorporating all changes and/or additions made
during construction;

4.

if requested by the city engineer, prepare alternative concept contour grading
plans for review and approval by the city engineer.

5.

Design all ground cover to provide one hundred percent coverage within nine
months after planting, or provide additional landscaping to meet this standard.

G.
Soil Engineer. The soil engineer who prepares the soil engineering report(s)
required by this chapter must
1.

perform the preliminary soils engineering investigation;

2.

prepare the preliminary soils engineering report;

3.

determine the suitability of soils during grading;

4.

provide compaction inspection and testing;

5.

prepare the final soils engineering report;
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6.

sign the grading plan to certify that the grading plan complies with the soils and
geotechnical recommendations of the preliminary soils engineering report. (Ord.
234 § 1, 1989)

11.40.310 Setbacks.
A.
Setbacks and other restrictions specified by this section are minimums. The city
engineer may increase the minimums. The city engineer may consider any recommendations
regarding these minimums from the civil engineer, soil engineer or engineering geologist, and
may consider whether modifications are necessary for safety and stability, to prevent damage to
adjacent properties from deposition or erosion, or to provide access for slope maintenance and
drainage. Where a requirement elsewhere in this code conflicts with the minimums in this
section, the more restrictive requirement governs.
B.

Minimum setback requirements:

1.

Retaining walls may be used to reduce the required setbacks when approved by
the city engineer.

2.

The tops and toes of slopes must be set back from the outer boundaries of the
permit area, including from slope rights areas and easements, in accordance with
the appropriate setback diagram shown in the city’s design and development
standards.

3.

Setbacks between graded slopes (cut or fill) and structures must be provided in
accordance with the appropriate setback diagram shown in the city’s design and
development standards.

4.

Lot lines between private lots must be placed at the tops of slopes along the line
of vertical curvature between the building site and the slope rounding whenever
practicable. Lot lines between private lots and school sites, park sites and other
similar public facilities must be placed so that the slopes remain in private
ownership, wherever possible and practicable.

5.

A usable side yard of at least five feet from any building wall must be provided to
the toe and top of a slope, unless waived by the city engineer.

C.
No provision in this section may be construed to allow less than the required
setback for berms and drainage, unless an approved drainage device is used to reduce these
requirements. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.320 Cuts.
A.
Cut slopes must be no steeper than two horizontal to one vertical (2:1), unless the
applicant demonstrates to the satisfaction of the city engineer and planning director that the
project would be substantially improved with steeper cut slopes, but in no case will cut slopes be
steeper than 1.5:1.
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B.
Requests for approval of cut slopes steeper than 2:1 must be accompanied by a
geotechnical report that establishes such slopes will be stable and by a landscape architect report
that establishes such slopes can be adequately landscaped.
C.
The city engineer may require slopes flatter than 2:1 in order to achieve the stated
design and landscaping purposes of the city.
D.
Unless specifically approved by the city council or planning commission, a cut
must not exceed a vertical height of forty feet. In approving cut slopes higher than forty feet, the
city council considers the following:
1.

The lack of feasible alternative grading designs which result in slopes of forty feet
or less and the furtherance of general plan goals and objectives by the proposed
development; or

2.

Overriding benefits to the city from the development proposal.

E.
1, 1989)

Slopes in the Friars Formation are governed by section 11.40.130(A). (Ord. 234 §

11.40.330 Fills.
A.
Fill slopes must be no steeper than two horizontal to one vertical (2:1), exclusive
of benches and terraces. The city engineer may require slopes flatter than 2:1 in order to achieve
the stated design and landscaping purposes of the city.
B.
Unless specifically approved by the city council or planning commission, fill must
not exceed a vertical height of forty feet. In approving fill slopes higher than forty feet, the city
council considers the following:
1.

The lack of feasible alternative grading designs which result in slopes of forty feet
or less and the furtherance of general plan goals and objectives by the proposed
development; or

2.

Overriding benefits to the city from the development proposal.

C.
The soils engineer must provide a slope stability analyses with the soil
engineering reports for all fill slopes exceeding forty feet in height, where authorized by the city
council or planning commission, regardless of the slope ratio. The soil engineer must provide a
written statement approving the slope stability. In addition, the soil engineer must recommend
alternative methods of construction or compaction requirements necessary for stability.
D.
1, 1989)

Slopes in the Friars Formation are governed by section 11.40.130(A). (Ord. 234 §

11.40.340 Terraces.
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All slopes exceeding forty feet in vertical height must establish drainage terraces at least six feet
wide at not more than thirty foot vertical intervals on all cut or fill slopes to control surface
drainage and debris. Where only one terrace is required, it must be at mid-height. Access must be
provided to permit proper cleaning and maintenance. Drainage terraces must be improved with a
paved swale or ditch at least one foot deep, with a minimum grade of two percent and wide
enough to carry the one-hundred-year storm runoff arriving at the terrace. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.350 Berms.
Unless waived by the city engineer, a compacted earthen berm must be constructed at the top, or
along the line of vertical curvature, of all slopes steeper than 5:1. The berm must conform to the
slope and be a minimum of one-half foot high and two feet wide. The city engineer may require
larger berms if necessary to achieve the stated design purposes of the city. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.360 Stormwater runoff.
Stormwater runoff from lots or adjacent properties must not be carried over cut or fill slopes
steeper than 5:1. Such runoff must be addressed as required by the city’s design and development
standards. Surface runoff must not be permitted to flow from one residential lot to another
without approval from the director. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.370 Subsurface drainage.
A.
Cut and fill slopes must have subsurface drainage as necessary for stability and as
recommended by the soil engineer and/or the engineering geologist.
B.
All canyon fills and buttress fills must have subdrains, unless waived by the city
engineer, based upon the information provided by the engineering geologist and/or the soil
engineer indicating that they are not necessary and recommending against them. (Ord. 234 § 1,
1989)
11.40.380 Contour grading—Public interest slopes.
A.
All public interest slopes must be rounded into existing terrain to produce a
contoured and smooth transition from cut or fill faces to natural ground and abutting cut or fill
surfaces. All public interest slopes must be contour graded and landscaped pursuant to a
landscape plan prepared by a landscape architect and approved by the city engineer. The
contours of the finished slope must either approximate the natural contours to the satisfaction of
the city engineer or the slope gradient must vary from 2:1 to 2.5:1, moving through one complete
cycle (i.e. from 2:1 to 2.5:1 and back to 2:1) adjacent to each lot line, or every one hundred feet
of slope, whichever is greater. The brows or tops of slopes may be straight to match the lot lines
and facilitate placement of lot fences.
B.
Criteria for Slope Rounding. Slope tops (brows) must be rounded between the
building site and the slope surface to form a vertical parabolic curve with a length of vertical
curve.
C.

The following table must be used as a guideline for slope rounding.
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Vertical Height of Slope

Length of Vertical Curve

5′ to 10′

10′

10′ to 15′

14′

More than 15′

18′

D.
Slope rounding is not required along property lines where fences, walls or other
separations are placed.
E.
Intersections of graded surfaces must be rounded in the horizontal plane with a
circular or elliptical curve using the following table for guidelines.
Deflection Angle Between Intersecting
Surfaces or Between Tangents of
Intersection Surfaces

Tangent Distance

External Distance

Less than 30°

14′

2′

30o to 60°

21′

5′

More than 60º

29′

8′

F.
The landscape architect may propose and the city engineer may approve
alternative concept contour grading schemes which are, in the opinion of the city engineer, equal
to or better than the above criteria. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.390 Grading—Standards for substantial conformance.
A.
Grading will be considered in substantial conformance if the pad elevations and
slope heights shown on the approved grading plan are within plus or minus one foot of the
elevations shown on the tentative map or approved conceptual grading plans.
B.
The city engineer and the planning director have discretion to permit up to a four
foot variation if they determine that the change will not adversely affect views, drainage and
usable yard areas, and the change is needed to create a better design. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
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ARTICLE 4 PERFORMANCE SECURITY
11.40.400 Required security.
A.
The city engineer is not authorized to issue a grading permit unless the applicant
for the grading permit posts security with the city comprised of a cash deposit, surety bond, or a
combination of cash deposit and corporate surety bond. An instrument of credit or other security
satisfactory to the city attorney, which pledges the performance of the work, may be submitted in
lieu of the surety bond. Surety bonds and other instruments of credit must be issued by an entity
authorized to do business in the state of California. An irrevocable standby letter of credit issued
by a financial institution subject to regulation by the state or federal government may be posted
in lieu of the surety bond, instrument of credit or other security.
B.
The security required by this section must insure installation of required
structures, drains, landscaping, irrigation and other improvements shown on the grading plans.
Such funds are trust funds for the purposes of satisfying the cost of correcting any deficiency,
hazard or injury created by the work or lack of maintenance thereof.
C.
The security required by this section must be in the form approved by the city
attorney. The total amount of the security must be equal to thirty percent of the estimated cost of
the grading work authorized by the permit plus an additional sum equal to one hundred percent
of the estimated cost for the construction of drainage structures or facilities, including standard
terrace drains, slope planting, irrigation system, erosion control devices, retaining walls and
similar facilities authorized by the grading permit.
D.
The city engineer will estimate the cost of the work after reviewing the civil
engineer’s estimates. If the city engineer determines that the size, complexity and scope of the
work does not justify the full amount of the security, the city engineer may waive all or part of
the amount to the extent that there is no hazard or danger. If the scope of work increases, or new
conditions are discovered after grading commences, the city engineer may increase the amount
of security required. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.410 Cash deposit requirements.
A cash deposit provided as security required by this chapter must meet the following
requirements:
A.
be equal to twenty percent of the calculated security, as approved by the city
engineer. Interest will not be paid on cash deposits;
B.
not be less than one thousand dollars or more than twenty thousand dollars. In
instances where twenty percent of the appraised calculated security exceeds twenty thousand
dollars, that remaining portion of the security in excess of twenty thousand dollars must be
combined with the remaining eighty percent of the approved security in the form of a corporate
surety bond, or other security authorized by section 11.40.400;
C.

be used to satisfy all of the following:
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1.

the cost of correcting any deficiency, hazard or injury created by the work in
violation of the terms and conditions of the grading permit and in violation of the
provisions of this chapter or any other applicable law or ordinance;

2.

for maintenance, cleanup or repair of any public or private street or easement, or
for the maintenance, upkeep or installation of debris basins, erosion control
devices, etc.

3.

use of the cash deposit or a portion thereof does not limit or release the obligation
of the permittee or surety to satisfy the cost of correcting any deficiency, hazard
or injury created by the work or to maintain the same in safe condition. If the
amount of the cash deposit is insufficient to satisfy the cost in full, the surety is
liable to satisfy the remainder of the cost in excess of the cash deposit to the
extent that the remainder does not exceed the full penalty amount of the bond. In
addition, if suit is brought upon the surety by the city and judgment is recovered,
the surety must pay all costs incurred by the city in such suit, including a
reasonable attorney’s fee to be fixed by the court. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

11.40.420 Erosion control security requirements.
When plans for an erosion control system are required as part of the grading permit pursuant to
section 11.40.140, the applicant must furnish security in connection with an agreement to
perform erosion control work.
The amount of security must be one hundred percent of the cost estimate for the work shown on
the erosion control plan, subject to the approval of the city engineer. Section 11.40.400 governs
the types of securities acceptable by the city.
In addition to the required security for erosion control work, the applicant must provide a cash
deposit for emergency erosion control work and emergency cleanup in the amount established by
resolution of city council, but in no case less than five thousand dollars. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.430 Required terms and conditions of securities.
A.
Every surety bond and instrument of credit must include and every cash deposit
and letter of credit must be made on the conditions that the permittee:
1.

Complies with all provisions of this chapter, applicable laws and other
ordinances;

2.

Complies with all the terms and conditions of the grading permit to the
satisfaction of the city engineer;

3.

Completes all of the work contemplated under the grading permit within the time
limit specified in the grading permit, or if no time limit is so specified, the time
limit specified in this chapter, or by any extension of time authorized by the city
engineer. Any extension authorized by the city engineer must not release the
owner or the surety on the bond or person issuing the instrument of credit;
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4.

Each security must remain in effect until the completion of the work to the
satisfaction of the city engineer. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

11.40.440 Use of securities for work done by city.
A.
If a permittee fails to complete the work authorized in a grading permit or fails to
comply with all conditions and terms of the grading permit, the city engineer may complete or
cause the completion of any work necessary to correct deficiencies or eliminate dangerous
conditions and leave the site in safe, stable and nuisance-free condition or may order the work
authorized by the permit to be completed to a safe, stable and nuisance-free condition. In such
cases, the permittee, the surety executing a bond, and the person issuing the instrument of credit,
letter of credit or making a cash deposit required by this chapter continue to be firmly bound
under a continuing obligation to pay all necessary costs and expenses that may be incurred or
expended by the city in causing any and all such work to be done. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.450 Release of securities.
A.
Cash deposits, bonds, or other security will be released on request in writing by
the permittee when work is complete and approved by the city engineer.
B.
No security otherwise required by this chapter is required from the state, or any of
its political subdivisions or any governmental agency. However, a contractor working for the
state or any of its political subdivisions or any governmental agency must present a security for
performance unless proof is submitted, satisfactory to the city attorney, that the work is covered
by a separate and similar security inuring to the benefit of the state or agency. (Ord. 234 § 1,
1989)
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ARTICLE 5 GRADING OPERATIONS
11.40.500 Work authorized by permit.
A grading permit authorizes only the work described or illustrated on the application for the
permit, or in the plans and specifications approved by the city engineer. The authorized work
must be done in accordance with all conditions imposed by the city engineer and with the
requirements of this chapter. Conditions imposed by the city engineer must be shown on the
grading plans under the heading “General Notes.” (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.505 Responsibility of permittee.
A.

The permittee must:

1.

know the conditions and restrictions placed on the grading permit, the
requirements of this chapter, and the requirements in any approved report(s);

2.

insure that all contractors, subcontractors, employees, agents and consultants are
knowledgeable of the same, and insure that they carry out the authorized work in
accordance with the approved plans and specifications and with the requirements
of the permit and this chapter;

3.

maintain in an obvious and accessible location on the site, a copy of the permit
and grading plans bearing the approval of the city engineer. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

11.40.510 Contractor qualifications.
Every person doing land development must meet such qualifications the city engineer determines
are necessary to protect the public interest. The city engineer may require an application for
qualification which must contain all information necessary to determine the person’s
qualifications to do the land development. At a minimum, all land development work must be
performed by a contractor licensed by the state to perform the types of work required by the
permit. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.515 Time of grading operations.
A.
The permittee must comply with the city’s design and development standard
regarding the conduct of grading operations. At a minimum, these standards include, but are not
limited to the following:
1.

All grading operations, including the warming up, repair, arrival, departure or
running of trucks, earthmoving equipment, construction equipment and any other
associated grading equipment must occur only between seven a.m. and six p.m.
Monday through Friday. Earthmoving or grading operations must not be
conducted on Saturdays, Sundays or holidays recognized by the city without the
written permission of the city engineer.
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2.

Grading is not permitted between October 1st and the following April 1st on any
site when the city engineer determines that erosion, mudflow or sediment
discharge from grading may adversely affect downstream properties, drainage
courses, storm drains, streets, easements, or public or private facilities or
improvements unless an erosion control system approved by the city engineer has
been implemented on the site to the satisfaction of the city engineer. (Ord. 234 §
1, 1989)

11.40.520 Transfer of responsibilities.
A.
If the civil engineer, soil engineer, engineering geologist, landscape architect,
testing agency, or grading contractor of record change during the course of work authorized by a
grading permit, the work must stop until:
1.

The owner submits a letter of notification verifying the change of the responsible
professional; and

2.

The new responsible professional certifies in writing that the professional has
reviewed all prior reports and/or plans (specified by date and title) and work
performed by the prior responsible professional, and that the new responsible
professional concurs with the findings, conclusions and recommendations and is
satisfied with the work performed. The responsible professional’s certification
include a statement assuming all responsibility for work in that professional’s
purview as of a specified date.

B.
Except for subdivision C, any exceptions to subdivisions 1 and 2 of subsection A
of this section must be approved by the city engineer.
C.
Where clearly indicated that the firm, not the individual professional, is the
contracting party, the designated engineer, architect or geologist may be reassigned and another
individual of comparable professional accreditation within the firm may assume responsibility,
without complying with the requirements of subdivisions 1 and 2 of subsection A of this section.
(Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.525 Construction of fills.
A.
Preparation of Ground. The ground surface of an area to be filled must be
prepared to receive fill in accordance with the following:
1.

Removing vegetation, noncomplying fill, topsoil and other unsuitable materials;

2.

Scarifying to a depth of one foot to provide a bond with the new fill;

3.

Where existing slopes exceed five feet in height and/or are steeper than 5:1,
benching into sound bedrock or other competent material as determined by the
soil engineer and approved by the city engineer. The lowermost bench beneath the
toe of a fill slope on natural ground must be a minimum ten feet wide and at least
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three feet into dense formational materials. The ground surface below the toe of
the fill must be prepared for sheet flow runoff, or a paved drain must be provided.
4.

Where fill is to be placed over an existing cut slope, the bench under the toe of the
new fill must be at least fifteen feet wide and must be approved by the soil
engineer and/or engineering geologist as a suitable foundation for fill.

B.
Expansive Soils. Whenever expansive soils are encountered within three feet of
the finish grade of any area intended or designed as a location for a building, the permittee must
ensure compliance with the following:
1.

Remove expansive soil to a minimum depth of three feet below finish grade and
replace the expansive soil with properly compacted, non-expansive soil;

2.

If sufficient non-expansive material to replace expansive soil is not readily
available on-site, the city engineer may waive or reduce the requirement for
removal and replacement of the expansive soils reported on the project, subject to
the written recommendation from the soil engineer for the design of footings,
foundations, slabs, and other load bearing features, or for other special procedures
which will alleviate any problem created by the remaining expansive soils.

C.

Fill Material. Fill material must comply with the following:

1.

Organic material must not be included in fills;

2.

Except as outlined in this subsection, rock and similar irreducible materials with a
maximum dimension greater than eight inches must not be buried or placed in
fills.

3.

The city engineer may permit placement of rock with a dimension greater than
eight inches when the soil engineer properly devises a method of placement,
continuously inspects placement, and approves the soil stability and competency,
and the following conditions are also met:
(a)

Prior to issuance of the grading permit, potential rock disposal area(s) are
delineated on the grading plan;

(b)

Rock sizes greater than eight inches in maximum dimension are at least
six feet or more below grade, measured vertically, and ten feet measured
horizontally from slope faces, and must be two feet or more below the
bottom of any utility pipeline.
(i)
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(c)
4.

Rocks greater than eight inches must be completely surrounded by soils.
Nesting of rocks is prohibited.

All fill slopes must be overfilled to a distance from finished slope face that will
allow compaction equipment to operate freely within the zone of the finished
slope, and then cut back to the finish grade to expose the compacted core.
Alternate methods may be recommended by the soil engineer and approved by the
city engineer. In such instances, the grading contractor must provide detailed
specifications for the method of placement and compaction of the soil within a
distance of an equipment width from the slope face.

D.
Buttress/Stabilization Fills. The must set forth any recommendations for buttress
fills or stabilization fills in a report by the soils engineer or certified engineering geologist. The
report must set forth the soil or geologic factors necessitating the buttress/stabilization fill,
stability calculations based on both static and pseudostatic conditions (pseudostatic loads need
not normally be analyzed when bedding planes are flatter than twelve degrees from the
horizontal), laboratory test data on which the calculations are based, the buttress/stabilization fill,
a scaled section of the buttress/stabilization fill, and recommendations with details of subdrain
requirements.
E.
Utility Line Backfill. Backfills for on-site utility line trenches, such as water,
sewer, gas, and electrical services must be compacted and tested in accordance with section
11.40.725. Alternate materials and methods may be used for utility line backfills if the material
specification and method of placement are recommended by the soil engineer and approved by
the city engineer prior to backfilling. The final utility line backfill report must include a
statement of compliance by the soil engineer that the tested backfill is suitable for the intended
use. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.530 Safety precautions.
A.
If, at any stage of work, the city engineer determines that authorized grading is
likely to endanger any public or private property, result in the deposition of debris on any public
way, or interfere with any existing drainage course, the city engineer may specify and require
reasonable safety precautions to avoid the danger. Failure to comply with the city engineer’s
direction is a violation of this section.
B.
When directed by the city engineer pursuant to this section, the permittee must
remove any soil and debris deposited on adjacent and downstream public or private property,
repair any damage resulting from that permittee’s grading operations, and control erosion and
siltation through the use of temporary or permanent siltation basins, energy dissipators, or other
measures as field conditions warrant, whether or not such measures are a part of approved plans.
Costs associated with any work outlined in this section are the permittee’s responsibility. (Ord.
234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.535 Public protection from hazards.
During grading operations, the permittee, contractor, and owner must take all necessary
measures to eliminate any hazard resulting from the work to the public in its normal use of
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public property or right-of-way. Any fences or barricades installed must separate the public from
the hazard as long as the hazard exists, must be approved by the city engineer, and must be
properly constructed and maintained. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.540 Public facilities within public rights-of-way.
A.
Except as otherwise provided in a secured agreement for land development
pursuant to section 16.28.030, the following provisions apply when a city facility within a public
right of way has been damaged or has failed as a result of the construction or existence of the
owner’s land development work during the progress of such work:
1.

The owner of property subject to this chapter must pay the city for all costs of
placing, repairing, replacing or maintaining the city-owned facility;

2.

The costs of placing, replacing or maintaining the city-owned facility includes the
cost of obtaining an alternate easement if necessary;

3.

The city engineer must notify the property owner of such damage or failure in
accordance with section 1.08.030, after which, the city may withhold certification
of the completion of a building or other permitted work until the damaged or
failed facility is restored. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

11.40.545 Protection of adjacent property.
A.
Each property owner is entitled to the lateral and adjacent support of that property
from the adjoining land.
B.
It is unlawful to excavate on land so close to the property line as to endanger any
adjoining public street, sidewalk, alley or other public or private property without supporting and
protecting such property from settling, cracking and other damage which might result.
C.
Notwithstanding the minimum standards set forth in this chapter, each property
owner must prevent damage to adjacent property when making excavations by undertaking the
following:
1.

Before making an excavation greater than ten feet wide within ten feet of a
property line, the property owner or lessee must give reasonable notice to the
owner or owners of land abutting the property lines affected by the excavation.
The notice must state the depth of the proposed excavation and when the
excavation will begin;

2.

In making any excavation, use reasonable care, skill and precautions to ensure
that the soil of adjoining property will not cave in or settle to the detriment of any
building or other structure which may be thereon;

3.

Ensure that land development work does not physically prevent the use of existing
legal or physical and usable access to any parcel (in the opinion of the city
engineer). (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
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11.40.550 Maintenance of protective devices.
The owner of any property on which a fill or excavation has been made pursuant to a grading
permit granted under the provisions of this chapter, or any other person or agent in control of
such property must maintain the following in good condition and repair: all retaining walls,
cribbing, drainage structures, protective devices, and plantings shown in the approved plans and
specifications or in the as-graded drawings or as required by the grading permit. Facilities
dedicated for use by the public and accepted for such use by a public agency are excepted from
this requirement. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.555 Protection of utilities.
A.
During grading operations the permittee must prevent damage to any public
utilities or services within the limits of grading and along any routes of travel of equipment.
B.
Before starting any excavation work, the permittee must contact Underground
Service Alert, Incorporated and coordinate the proposed excavation with all interested utility
companies, districts and agencies. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.560 Debris on public streets.
The permittee must ensure that all grading operations comply with the Vehicle Code and that no
soil or debris is deposited on the public streets by any means, including but not limited to, spills
from truck beds or tracking by haul vehicles. The permittee must remove any materials spilled,
dumped, or deposited on a public street as a result of permittee’s grading operations.
In addition to any other remedies available for noncompliance with this requirement, the city
engineer may require a cash deposit or security to insure the cleanup of public streets.
11.40.565 Dust control.
The permittee must control dust created by grading operations or activities at all times. (Ord. 234
§ 1, 1989)
11.40.570 Preservation of existing monuments.
The permittee must show all existing survey monuments on the grading plan and submit
evidence indicating that arrangements have been made to preserve or relocate existing
monuments to the city engineer prior to issuance of a grading permit. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.575 Archaeological or paleontological resources.
If any archaeological or paleontological resources are discovered during grading operations, the
permittee must immediately cease all grading operations and notify the city engineer of the
discovery. Grading operations must not recommence until the permittee has received written
authority from the city engineer to do so. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
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ARTICLE 6 SURFACE MINING AND RECLAMATION
11.40.600 Purpose and intent.
A.
This article is adopted pursuant to the California Surface Mining and Reclamation
Act of 1975, Chapter 9, of the Public Resources Code and amendments thereto.
B.
The City recognizes that the extraction of minerals is essential to the continued
economic well-being of the City and to the needs of society and that the reclamation of mined
lands is necessary to prevent or minimize adverse effects on the environment and to protect the
public health and safety.
C.
The City also recognizes that surface mining takes place in diverse areas where
the geologic, topographic, biological, and social conditions are significantly different and that
reclamation operations and the specifications therefore may vary accordingly.
D.
The purpose and intent of this article is to ensure the continued availability of
important mineral resources, while regulating surface mining operations as required by
California’s Surface Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975 (Public Resources Code sections 2710
et seq.), as amended, hereinafter referred to as “SMARA,” Public Resources Code (PRC) section
2207 (relating to annual reporting requirements), and State Mining and Geology Board
regulations (hereinafter referred to as “state regulations”) for surface mining and reclamation
practice (California Code of Regulations [CCR], Title 14, Division 2, Chapter 8, Subchapter 1,
Sections 3500 et seq.), to ensure that:
1.

Adverse environmental effects are prevented or minimized and that mined lands
are reclaimed to a usable condition which is readily adaptable for alternative land
uses;

2.

The production and conservation of minerals are encouraged, while giving
consideration to values relating to recreation, watershed, wildlife, range and
forage, and aesthetic enjoyment;

3.

Residual hazards to the public health and safety are eliminated. (Ord. 390, 1999)

11.40.605 Incorporation by reference.
The provisions of SMARA (PRC Section 2710 et seq.), PRC Section 2207, and state regulations
CCR Section 3500 et seq., as those provisions and regulations may be amended from time to
time, are made a part of this article by reference with the same force and effect as if the
provisions therein were specifically and fully set out herein, excepting that when the provisions
of this article are more restrictive than correlative state provisions, this article prevails. (Ord.
390, 1999)
11.40.610 Scope.
A.
Except as otherwise provided, the provisions of this article apply to all lands
within the City, public and private.
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B.
Except as provided in this article, no person is authorized to conduct surface
mining operations unless the city approves a zoning permit, reclamation plan, and financial
assurances for reclamation.
C.
This article does not apply to the following activities, subject to the abovereferenced exceptions:
1.

Minor excavations or grading conducted for farming or on-site construction or for
the purpose of restoring land following a flood or natural disaster;

2.

On-site excavation and on-site earthmoving activities which are an integral and
necessary part of a construction project that are undertaken to prepare a site for
construction of structures, landscaping, or other land improvements, including the
related excavation, grading, compaction, or the creation of fills, road cuts, and
embankments, whether or not surplus materials are exported from the site, subject
to all of the following conditions:

3.

(a)

All required permits for the construction, landscaping, or related land
improvements have been approved by the City in accordance with
applicable provisions of state law and locally adopted plans and
ordinances, including, but not limited to, the California Environmental
Quality Act (“CEQA,” Public Resources Code, Division 13, Section
21000 et seq.);

(b)

The City’s approval of the construction project included consideration of
the on-site excavation and on-site earthmoving activities pursuant to
CEQA;

(c)

The approved construction project is consistent with the general plan,
applicable specific plan or zoning of the site;

(d)

Surplus materials must not be exported from the site unless and until
actual construction work has commenced and must cease if it is
determined that construction activities have terminated, have been
indefinitely suspended, or are no longer being actively pursued.

Operation of a plant site used for mineral processing, including associated on-site
structures, equipment, machines, tools, or other materials, including the on-site
stockpiling and on-site recovery of mined materials, subject to all of the following
conditions:
(a)

The plant site is located on lands within a zoning category intended for the
specific use and all other required City permits and approvals have been
obtained;

(b)

None of the minerals being processed are being extracted on-site;
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(c)

All reclamation work has been completed pursuant to the approved
reclamation plan for any mineral extraction activities that occurred on-site
after January 1, 1976.

4.

Prospecting for, or the extraction of, minerals for commercial purposes and the
removal of overburden in total amounts of less than one thousand cubic yards in
any one location and the total surface area disturbed is less than one acre.

5.

Surface mining operations that are required by federal law in order to protect a
mining claim, if those operations are conducted solely for that purpose.

6.

Emergency excavations or grading conducted by the Department of Water
Resources or the Reclamation Board for the purpose of averting, alleviating,
repairing, or restoring damage to property due to imminent or recent floods,
disasters, or other emergencies.

7.

The immediate excavation or grading of lands affected by a natural disaster for
the purpose of restoring those lands to their prior condition.

8.

The immediate removal of material deposited by a flood onto lands being farmed
for the purpose of restoring those lands to their prior condition.

D.
Any applicable exemption from this requirement does not automatically exempt a
project or activity from the application of other regulations, ordinances or policies of the City,
including but not limited to, the application of CEQA, the requirement of zoning permit
approvals or other permits, the payment of development impact fees, or the imposition of other
dedications and exactions as may be permitted under the law. (Ord. 390, 1999)
11.40.615 Vested rights.
No person or corporation who obtained a vested right to conduct surface mining operations prior
to January 1, 1976, is required to secure a zoning permit so long as the vested right continues in
accordance with section 17.04.110 and as long as no substantial changes have been made in the
operation except in accordance with SMARA, state regulations, and this Article. However,
where a person or corporation with vested rights has continued surface mining in the same area
subsequent to January 1, 1976, they must obtain City approval of a reclamation plan covering the
mined lands disturbed by such subsequent surface mining. In those cases where an overlap exists
(in the horizontal and/or vertical sense) between pre-and post-Act mining, the reclamation plan
must include reclamation proportional to that disturbance caused by the mining after the
effective date of the Act (January 1, 1976). (Ord. 390, 1999)
11.40.620 Applications and reviews.
A.
Any person, except as provided in Section 2776 of the California Surface Mining
and Reclamation Act of 1975, who proposes to engage in surface mining operations as defined in
this chapter must, prior to the commencement of such operations, obtain:
1.

A zoning permit;
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2.

A permit to mine; and

3.

Approval of a reclamation plan, in accordance with the provisions set forth in this
article and as further provided in the California Surface Mining and Reclamation
Act of 1975. A fee, as established for the permitted uses in the consolidated fee
schedule, must be paid to the City at the time of filing.

B.
Applications for a zoning permit or reclamation plan for surface mining or land
reclamation projects must be made on forms provided by the department of development
services. Said application must be filed in accordance with this article and procedures as
established by the director of development services. The reclamation plan applications require, at
a minimum, each of the elements required by SMARA (Sections 2772-2773) and state
regulations, and any other requirements deemed necessary to facilitate an expeditious and fair
evaluation of the proposed reclamation plan, as established at the discretion of the director of
development services. All applications for a zoning permit for surface mining must be made,
considered and granted or denied pursuant to section 17.06.030. Such applications must be
accompanied by data or information required by the director of development services. All plans
and specifications for the grading of the property must be prepared by a registered civil engineer,
sealed and signed in accordance with the Business and Professions Code.
C.
Applications must include all required environmental review forms and
information prescribed by the director of development services.
D.
Within thirty days after acceptance of an application for a zoning permit for
surface mining operations and/or a reclamation plan as complete, the department of development
services must notify the State Department of Conservation of the filing of the application.
Whenever mining operations are proposed in the one-hundred-year flood plain of any stream, as
shown in Zone A of the Flood Insurance Rate Maps issued by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency, and within one mile, upstream or downstream, of any state highway
bridge, the department of development services must also notify the State Department of
Transportation that the application has been received.
E.
The department of development services will process the application(s) through
environmental review pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (Public Resources
Code Sections 21000 et seq.) and the City’s environmental review guidelines.
F.
Upon completion of the environmental review procedure and filing of all
documents required by the director of development services, consideration of the zoning permit
approval and reclamation plan for the proposed surface mine will be scheduled for public hearing
before the city council, and pursuant to the requirements of SMARA.
G.
Prior to final approval of a reclamation plan, financial assurances (as provided in
this article), or any amendments to the reclamation plan or existing financial assurances, the
department of development services must submit the plan, financial assurance, or amendments to
the State Department of Conservation for review. City council may conceptually approve the
reclamation plan and financial assurance before submittal to the State Department of
Conservation. If a zoning permit is being processed concurrently with the reclamation plan, city
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council may also conceptually approve the zoning permit. However, city council may defer
action on the zoning permit until taking final action on the reclamation plan and financial
assurances. If necessary to comply with permit processing deadlines, the city council may
conditionally approve the zoning permit with the condition that the city council will not issue the
zoning permit for the mining operations until cost estimates for financial assurances have been
reviewed by the State Department of Conservation and final action has been taken on the
reclamation plan and financial assurances. The State Department of Conservation has thirty days
to review and comment on the reclamation plan and forty-five days to review and comment on
the financial assurance. The department of development services must prepare a written response
to the state’s comments containing the following, and submit a proposed response to the State
Department of Conservation at least 30 days before approval of the reclamation plan, plan
amendment, or financial assurance:
1.

describing the disposition of the major issues raised by the state’s comments;

2.

describing whether the city proposes to adopt the state’s comments to the
reclamation plan, plan amendment, or financial assurance,

3.

specifying, in detail, why the city proposes not to adopt the comments, if the city
proposes not to adopt the state’s comments;

4.

proving notice of the time, place, and date of the hearing or meeting at which the
reclamation plan, plan amendment, or financial assurance is scheduled to be
approved by the city.

The director of development services must send copies of any comments received and
response prepared to the applicant.
H.
The city council will then take action to approve, conditionally approve, or deny
the zoning permit and/or reclamation plan, and to approve the financial assurances pursuant to
PRC Section 2770(d). The director of development services must send the State Department of
Conservation the final response to the state’s comments within 30 days after approval of the
reclamation plan, plan amendment, or financial assurance.
I.
By July 1st of each year, the department of development services must submit to
the State Department of Conservation for each active or idle surface mining operation:
1.

A copy of any permit or reclamation plan amendments, as applicable;

2.

A statement that there have been no changes during the previous year, as
applicable;

3.

The date of each surface mining operation’s last inspection;

4.

The date of each surface mining operation’s last financial assurance review
pursuant to PRC 2773.1 for each operation.
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J.
Where any requirement of the reclamation plan conflicts with any requirement of
the approved zoning permit, the director of development services and the city engineer will
determine which requirement applies. (Ord. 390, 1999)
11.40.625 Standards for reclamation.
A.
All reclamation plans must comply with the provisions of SMARA (Section 2772
and Section 2773) and state regulations (CCR Section 3500-3505). Reclamation plans approved
after January 15, 1993, reclamation plans for proposed new mining operations, and any
substantial amendments to previously approved reclamation plans, must also comply with the
requirements for reclamation performance standards (CCR Section 3700-3713).
B.
The City may impose additional performance standards as developed either in
review of individual projects, as warranted, or through the formulation and adoption of City
performance standards.
C.
Reclamation activities must be initiated at the earliest possible time on those
portions of the mined lands that will not be subject to further disturbance. Interim reclamation
may also be required for mined lands that have been disturbed and that may be disturbed again in
future operations. Reclamation may be done on an annual basis, in stages compatible with
continuing operations, or on completion of all excavation, removal, or fill, as approved by the
City. Each phase of reclamation must be specifically described in the reclamation plan and
include:
1.

The beginning and expected ending dates for each phase;

2.

All reclamation activities required;

3.

Criteria for measuring completion of specific reclamation activities; and

4.

Estimated costs for completion of each phase of reclamation. (Ord. 390, 1999)

11.40.630 Financial assurances.
A.
To ensure reclamation will proceed in accordance with the approved reclamation
plan, the City requires as a condition of approval security for the faithful performance of the
reclamation. The applicant may pose security in the form of a surety bond, cash deposit,
irrevocable letter of credit from an accredited financial institution, or other method acceptable to
the city attorney and the State Mining and Geology Board as specified in state regulations, and
which the City reasonably determines is adequate to perform reclamation in accordance with the
surface mining operation’s approved reclamation plan. Financial assurances must be made
payable to the City of Santee, the State Department of Conservation, and such other regulatory
agencies the City deems necessary.
B.
Financial assurances are required to ensure compliance with the reclamation plan,
including but not limited to, revegetation and landscaping requirements, restoration of aquatic or
wildlife habitat, restoration of water bodies and water quality, slope stability, erosion and
drainage control, disposal of hazardous materials, and other measures, if necessary.
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C.
Cost estimates for the financial assurance must be submitted to the department of
development services for review and approval prior to the operator securing financial assurances.
The department of development services will forward a copy of the cost estimates, together with
any documentation received supporting the amount of the cost estimates, to the State Department
of Conservation for review. If the State Department of Conservation does not comment within
forty-five days of receipt of these estimates, it will be assumed that the cost estimates are
adequate. The City has the discretion to approve the financial assurance if it meets the
requirements of this article, SMARA, and state regulations.
D.
The amount of the financial assurance must be based upon one hundred percent of
the estimated cost of reclamation plus a ten percent contingency for the actual amount required
to reclaim lands disturbed by surface mining activities since January 1, 1976, all new lands to be
disturbed by surface mining activities in the upcoming year and areas not successfully reclaimed
pursuant to the approved reclamation plan. The estimate must also include any maintenance of
reclaimed areas as may be required. Cost estimates must be prepared by a California registered
Professional Engineer and/or other similarly licensed and qualified professionals retained by the
operator and approved by the director of development services. The estimated amount of the
financial assurance must be based on an analysis of physical activities necessary to implement
the approved reclamation plan, the unit costs for each of these activities, the number of units of
each of these activities, and the actual administrative costs. Financial assurances to ensure
compliance with establishing revegetation, restoration of water bodies, restoration of aquatic or
wildlife habitat, and any other applicable element of the approved reclamation plan must be
based upon cost estimates that include but may not be limited to labor, equipment, materials,
mobilization of equipment, administration, and reasonable profit by a commercial operator other
than the permittee.
E.
In addition to the amount specified in subsection D of this section, the security
instrument must provide that in the event suit is brought by the City and judgment recovered, the
surety or financial institution must pay, in addition to the sum specified, all costs incurred by the
City in such suit including a reasonable attorney’s fee to be fixed by the court.
F.
In projecting the costs of financial assurances, it must be assumed without
prejudice or insinuation that the surface mining operation could be abandoned by the operator
and, consequently, the City or State Department of Conservation may need to contract with a
third party commercial company for reclamation of the site.
G.
The financial assurances must remain in effect for the duration of the surface
mining operation and any additional period until reclamation is completed, including any
required maintenance and establishment period. Upon completion of the surface mining and
reclamation of mined lands in accordance with the approved reclamation plan, including
maintenance and establishment periods, all financial assurances will be released, otherwise they
must remain in full force and effect.
H.
The city will annually review amount of financial assurances required of a surface
mining operation for any one year to account for new lands disturbed by surface mining
operations, inflation, and reclamation of lands accomplished in accordance with the approved
reclamation plan. The financial assurances must include estimates to cover reclamation for
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existing conditions and anticipated activities during the upcoming year, excepting that the
permittee may not claim credit for reclamation scheduled for completion during the coming year.
I.
When requested, revised estimates for the financial assurances must be submitted
to the director of development services at the time of filing of the mine operator’ s annual mining
operation report. The estimate must cover the cost of existing disturbance and anticipated
activities for the next calendar year, including any required interim reclamation. (Ord. 390, 1999)
11.40.635 Findings for approval.
A.
Zoning Permit Approvals. In addition to any other findings required by the city
code, zoning permit approvals for surface mining operations must include a finding that the
project complies with the provisions of SMARA and state regulations.
B.

Reclamation Plans. For reclamation plans, the following findings are required:

1.

That the reclamation plan complies with SMARA Sections 2772 and 2773, and
any other applicable provisions;

2.

That the reclamation plan complies with applicable requirements of State
regulations (CCR Sections 3500-3505, and Sections 3700-3713).

3.

That the reclamation plan and potential use of reclaimed land pursuant to the plan
are consistent with the City’s general plan and any applicable specific plans,
resource plan or element.

4.

That the reclamation plan has been reviewed pursuant to CEQA and the City’s
environmental review guidelines, and all significant adverse impacts from
reclamation of the surface mining operations are mitigated to the maximum extent
feasible.

5.

That the reclamation plan will restore the mined lands to a usable condition which
is readily adaptable for alternative land uses consistent with the general plan and
applicable specific plan or resource plan. (Ord. 390, 1999)

11.40.640 Modifications.
A.
An approved reclamation plan or any conditions thereof may be revised or
modified in the same manner provided for a new zoning permit including the requirement for
environmental impact review. All proposed modifications of an approved reclamation plan must
be consistent with section 17.06.030.
B.
Minor amendments to the reclamation plan may be approved by the director of
development services pursuant to section 17.04.060 where the director determines that such
approval will not result in a substantial change in the finished appearance of the mining site land
form, will not increase the impacts on adjacent property, and is otherwise consistent with the
intent of this chapter and the State Surface Mining and Reclamation Act.
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C.
Notwithstanding the provisions of section 17.06.030 relative to any modification
or revocation of a zoning permit, the city engineer may modify or add conditions relative to the
conduct of grading for the same reasons as specified for grading permits in Article V of this
chapter. (Ord. 390, 1999)
11.40.645 Agreements with city required—Borrow pits and quarries.
A.
No surface mining may be conducted pursuant to a zoning permit or pursuant to
vested nonconforming rights unless, before beginning grading, an agreement has been entered
into allowing city employees to enter the property to correct any landscaping or irrigation system
deficiencies, any unsafe conditions, or breach of provisions of the zoning permit and/or
reclamation plan. The agreement must specifically authorize the city employees or any person
authorized by the agreement to enter the property at any reasonable times for inspection or for
the purpose of correcting any unsafe conditions resulting from the breach of any provision of the
zoning permit or reclamation plan. The agreement must be executed by the permittee, the owner
of the property and by holders, except government entities, of any lien upon the property which
could ripen into a fee. The permittee must provide acceptable evidence of title showing all
existing legal and equitable interests in the property. The city engineer is authorized to execute
and accept the agreement on behalf of the city. The agreement must be recorded before grading
begins pursuant to a zoning permit or reclamation plan.
B.
The agreement required by this section must be secured pursuant to section
11.40.630 to assure compliance with the agreement. (Ord. 390, 1999)
11.40.650 Public records.
To the fullest extent authorized by law, reclamation plans, reports, applications and other
documents submitted pursuant to this article are public records. An applicant for a permit
required by this article may identify information it considers proprietary information. The city
will notify the applicant of a request for any information which the applicant marks as
proprietary and provide the applicant an opportunity to agree to defend and indemnify the city
against any liability or claims, to the satisfaction of the city attorney, that may arise as a result of
withholding such information. The release of public records will be governed by the Public
Records Act. Proprietary information will be made available to persons when authorized by the
mine operator and by the mine owner in accordance with Section 2778 of the California Surface
Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975. (Ord. 390, 1999)
11.40.655 Interim management plans.
A.
Within ninety days after a surface mining operation becomes idle, the operator
must submit to the department of development services a proposed interim management plan
(IMP). The proposed IMP must fully comply with the requirements of SMARA, including but
not limited to all zoning permit conditions, and must provide measures the operator will
implement to maintain the site in a stable condition, taking into consideration public health and
safety. The proposed IMP must be submitted on forms prescribed by the department of
development services, and will be processed as an amendment to the reclamation plan. IMPs are
not considered a project for the purposes of environmental review.
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B.
Financial assurances for idle operations must be maintained as though the
operation were active, or as otherwise approved through the idle mine’s IMP. All financial
assurances must conform to section 11.40.630.
C.
Upon receipt of a complete proposed IMP, the City will forward the IMP to the
State Department of Conservation for review at least thirty days prior to approval by the City.
D.
Within sixty days after receipt of the proposed IMP, or a longer period mutually
agreed upon by the director of development services and the operator, the City will review and
approve or deny the IMP in accordance with this chapter. The operator has thirty days, or a
longer period mutually agreed upon by the operator and the director of development services, to
submit a revised IMP. The City will approve or deny the revised IMP within sixty days of
receipt.
E.
The IMP may remain in effect for a period not to exceed five years, at which time
the City may renew the IMP for another period not to exceed five years and for another five-year
period at the expiration of the first 5-year renewal period if the city finds that the surface mining
operation has complied fully with the IMP, or require the surface mining operator to commence
reclamation in accordance with its approved reclamation plan. (Ord. 390, 1999)
11.40.660 Inspections.
A.
As a condition of each zoning permit or reclamation plan, the departments of
development services will conduct an inspection of the surface mining operation and reclamation
activities within six months after receipt of the mine operator’s annual report. Inspection will be
made by a state-registered geologist, state-registered civil engineer, state-licensed landscape
architect, or state-registered forester, who is experienced in land reclamation and who has not
been employed by the mining operation in any capacity during the previous twelve months, or
other qualified specialists, as may be determined by the director of development services. All
inspections must be conducted using a form approved and provided by the State Mining and
Geology Board. The department of development services will notify the State Department of
Conservation within thirty days of completion of the inspection that said inspection has been
conducted, and forward a copy of said inspection notice and any supporting documentation to the
mining operator. The operator is solely responsible for the reasonable cost of such inspection.
11.40.665 Successors in interest.
A.
The applicant submitting the reclamation plan and financial assurances must
execute an agreement in a form acceptable to the city attorney accepting responsibility for
reclaiming the mined lands in accordance with the reclamation plan and conditions of their
zoning permit. The applicant must cause the agreement or a notice or memorandum of the
agreement to be recorded in the office of the county recorder and submit a copy of the recorded
document to the office of the city clerk.
B.
Whenever any surface mining operation or portion of an operation subject to this
chapter is sold, assigned, conveyed, exchanged or otherwise transferred, the applicant will not be
relieved of their obligations under the agreement until such time as their successor in interest
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executes a replacement agreement and posts substitute securities agreeing to be bound by the
provisions of the reclamation plan and conditions of their zoning permit. (Ord. 390, 1999)
11.40.670 Liability and responsibilities of permittee.
Neither the issuance of a zoning permit or reclamation plan under the provisions of this article,
nor the compliance with any provisions or conditions thereof, relieve any person from any
liability or responsibility resulting from grading operations as specified elsewhere in this chapter.
(Ord. 390, 1999)
11.40.675 Enforcement of provisions.
The director of the department of development services is authorized to enforce this article. (Ord.
390, 1999)
11.40.680 Violations.
If the director of development services determines that an operator is not complying the terms
and conditions of this chapter, the zoning permit or reclamation plan, the director is authorized to
initiate administrative remedies authorized by this code, and by SMARA, including but not
limited to PRC 2774.1. The director may notify the operator of any deficiency. The operator
must remedy all deficiencies in the notice within a reasonable time, not to exceed 30 days. If
more than 30 days is needed to remedy the noticed violation, the operator may enter into a
stipulated order to comply, pursuant to PRC 2774.1, with notice sent to the State Department of
Conservation. If, at the end of this period of time the zoning permit or reclamation plan is still
not being followed and completed as approved, the director of development services may pursue
any enforcement actions available, including but not limited to those actions specified in PRC
2774.1 and in this code. Failure to comply with the terms or conditions of a reclamation plan is a
violation of the zoning permit and a public nuisance. (Ord. 390, 1999)
11.40.685 Appeals.
Any person aggrieved by an act or determination of the city administrators in the exercise of the
authority granted in this article has the right to appeal that decision pursuant to chapter 1.14.
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ARTICLE 7 SUPERVISION, TESTING, INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
11.40.700 City engineer—Authority.
A.

The city engineer is authorized to this article, except as otherwise provided.

B.
The city engineer may establish and implement special inspection requirements
and augment resources or expertise as necessary to properly inspect a particular grading project.
The permittee who benefits from these special requirements or augmentations must pay the cost
of those requirements or augmentations.
C.
Before approving any land development work requiring grading plans and
specifications, the city engineer may inspect the site to determine that the plans and
specifications are current and reflect existing conditions.
D.
After receiving a grading permit, but before any land development work involving
grading, brushing or clearing, the permittee must attend a pregrading meeting. Prior to pouring
curbs and gutters or placement of base materials, a permittee must attend a prepaving meeting
held on the site. The permittee must notify the city engineer at least two working days prior to
the meetings and must notify all principals responsible for grading and paving related operations.
E.
The city engineer is authorized to inspect land development projects at intervals
necessary to determine that adequate inspection and testing is being exercised.
F.
The city engineer is authorized to inspect all work done in connection with land
development to insure compliance with the provisions of this chapter.
G.
The city engineer is authorized to stop land development being done without a
permit until a permit has been obtained, to impose conditions on a permit issued for such work,
to require the correction or removal of such work, and to take any other enforcement action
authorized by this code or law.
11.40.705 Liability of city.
Neither the issuance of a permit pursuant to this chapter nor the compliance with this chapter or
any conditions imposed pursuant to this chapter relieve any person from any responsibility for
damage to persons or property otherwise imposed by law, nor impose any liability on the city for
damage to persons or property.
11.40.710 Supervised or regular grading—Observation required.
A.
All grading, except grading for a borrow pit, in excess of five thousand cubic
yards must be performed under the general observation of and coordination of the civil engineer
who prepared or signed the grading plans and is designated “supervised grading.”
B.
grading.”

Grading not supervised in accordance with this section is designated “regular
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C.
For grading of five thousand cubic yards or less, the permittee may elect to have
the grading performed as either supervised grading or regular grading. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.715 Regular grading requirements.
A.
The city engineer is authorized to cause or require regular grading work to be
inspected to the extent deemed necessary and is authorized to require inspection of excavations,
fills, and compaction control by a soil engineer.
B.
The city engineer is authorized to require inspections by the soil engineer to
sufficient to assure the city engineer that the soil engineer has adequately considered all geologic
conditions.
C.
The soil engineer must file a report with the city engineer assuring the compaction
and acceptability of all fills. Where potentially expansive soils are present at either cut or fill
grade, the soil engineer must provide written recommendations regarding treatment given or to
be given to such soils. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.720 Supervised grading requirements.
A.
For supervised grading, the permittee must ensure that the civil engineer
supervising the grading also supervises and coordinates all field surveys, setting of grade stakes
in conformance with the plans, and site inspection during grading operations to assure that the
site is graded in accordance with the permit.
B.
The city engineer is authorized to require a permittee to provide soils reports and
geology reports as part of an application for or conditions of a grading permit. In addition to the
copies filed with the city engineer, the permittee must send copies of such reports to the civil
engineer supervising the grading.
C.
The permittee must ensure that the soil engineer conducts tests and inspections
necessary to assure that the recommendations in the preliminary soils engineering report and
incorporated in the grading plan, specifications, or the permit are followed and complies with the
requirements of section 11.40.725. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.725 Soil engineer—Observation and testing responsibilities.
A.

General. The soil engineer must ensure the following:

1.

the ground is properly prepared to receive fills,

2.

proper compaction,

3.

finish slopes are properly stabilized,

4.

buttress fills, where required, are properly designed,

5.

data supplied by the engineering geologist is incorporated into the soils reports;
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6.

during grading, submit to the permittee and city engineer copies of all analyses,
compaction data, soil engineering and engineering geology recommendations and
reports;

7.

the standards established in this section are met.

B.
When preliminary soils engineering reports are not required, the city engineer
may require inspection and approval by the soil engineer. The soil engineer’s responsibility in
these cases includes, but is not limited to, approval of cleared areas and benches to receive fill,
the compaction and testing of fills and their inspection and approval. The soil engineer must
submit a statement that all embankments have been compacted to a minimum of ninety percent
relative compaction or an alternative compaction percentage approved by the city engineer. Prior
to the release of building permits for any given lot or lots, the soil engineer must submit a
compaction report to the satisfaction of the city engineer as evidence that rough grading has been
compacted in accordance with the approved preliminary soils engineering report.
C.
Density Testing. The soils engineer must ensure field density testing is completed
in accordance with the following:
1.

All fills must be compacted to a minimum of ninety percent relative compaction
unless the city engineer approved a lesser density.

2.

Field density tests must be performed in accordance with ASTM D1556, or as
revised (sand cone test), or equivalent, approved by the city engineer.

3.

Notwithstanding any alternative field density test approved by the city engineer,
at least twenty-five percent of the total tests must be by ASTM D1556 to verify
the accuracy of the equivalent method.

4.

The location of field density tests must comply with the following:
(a)

Field density tests must be distributed within the fill or fill slope surface so
that representative results are obtained;

(b)

At least twenty percent of the required field density tests must be located
within three feet of the final slope location and at least one density test
must be taken within the outer twelve inches of finished slope face for
every five thousand square feet of slope area;

5.

Field density tests must be performed on the basis of at least one test for one
thousand cubic yards of compacted fill and at least one test for each two feet of
fill thickness.

6.

Additional field density testing must occur in areas of critical nature or special
emphasis. Where lower density and very high potential expansion characteristics
exist, as determined by the soil engineer, lesser compaction may be granted by the
city engineer upon justification and recommendation by the soil engineer.
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D.
The soil engineer must test for expansive soils for each building pad within three
feet of the finish grade of any land development intended or designed as a location for a building.
(Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.730 Engineering geologist—Responsibilities.
The engineering geologist is responsible for professional inspection and approval of the stability
of cut slopes with respect to geological matters and the need for subdrains or other groundwater
drainage devices. The engineering geologist must report all findings to the soil engineer for
engineering analysis. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.735 Required inspections.
The permittee must request an inspection by the city engineer for each item of work listed in this
section at the time or stage indicated below. The permittee must request the inspection at least
one day before the desired inspection is to occur.
A.

Excavation and Fill.

1.

Canyon cleanout: after all brush and unsuitable material have been removed and
an acceptable base has been exposed, but before any fill is placed;

2.

Toe bench and key: after the natural ground or bedrock is exposed and prepared to
receive fill, but before fill is placed;

3.

Over-excavation: after the area has been excavated but before fill is placed;

4.

Excavation: after the excavation is started, but before the vertical depth of the
excavation exceeds ten feet, and every ten foot interval thereafter;

5.

Fill: after the fill has started, but before the vertical height of the fill exceeds ten
feet and every ten foot interval thereafter.

B.

Concrete or Gunite Drainage Devices.

1.

Cross gutter:

2.

(a)

Subgrade: after the subgrade is prepared and required reinforcement
placed,

(b)

Concrete: during concrete placement;

Curb and gutter (private property):
(a)

Subgrade: after subgrade is made, forms in place, with required
reinforcement,

(b)

Concrete: during concrete placement;
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3.

Terrace drains, down drains, brow ditches and all over-paved drainage devices:
(a)

Subgrade: after grade is made but prior to placement of welded wire mesh
or reinforcing steel,

(b)

Reinforcement: after thickness control wire and reinforcing steel or
welded wire are in place,

(c)

Concrete: during concrete or gunite placement.

C.

Drainage Devices other than Concrete or Gunite.

1.

Subdrains:

2.

3.

(a)

After excavation but prior to placement of filter material and pipe. The
subdrain pipe and filter material must be on-site for inspection,

(b)

After filter material and subdrain have been placed but prior to covering
with backfill;

Storm Drains and Inlets:
(a)

After placement of storm drains, but prior to covering with backfill,

(b)

After placement of inlet forms but prior to pouring concrete;

Earth swales: prior to rough grading approval.

D.
Rough Grading. An inspection must be made when all rough grading is complete
and after the city engineer has reviewed and approved the required reports and the civil engineer
has submitted the written report required by section 11.40.740 indicating substantial
conformance to line and grade.
A building permit will not be issued until rough grading has been approved and receipt of the
reports required by section 11.40.740.
E.

Irrigation.

1.

Pipe Lines and Control Valves. During installation of main and lateral lines,
inspections must be made to assure continuous support of all pipe, properly
assembled fittings and valve installation, as well as proper backfill procedures.

2.

Coverage Test. When the irrigation system is completed, a coverage test must be
performed in the presence of the city engineer or appointed inspector.

F.

Planting.

1.

General Soil Preparation. After the finish grade has been established and
appropriate drainage is accomplished, incorporation of amendments must be
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inspected. Amendment material must be approved prior to import. Material
invoices and/or licensed weighmaster’s certificates may be required.
2.

Plant Pit Preparation. During the preparation of all plant pits, inspections must
confirm standard procedures are followed to maximize the promotion of healthy
root development. Material invoices may be required.

3.

Staking and/or Guying Procedures. After completion of planting, removal of all
nursery stakes, and proper staking and/or guying practices. Inspection of
procedures will confirm compliance.

G.

Erosion Control Facilities (Rainy season: October 1st through April 1st).

1.

After excavation of desilting basins but prior to fill placement, prefabricated
devices are to be available on-site for inspection;

2.

After fill placement for desilting basins but prior to placement of concrete or other
non-erosive materials;

3.

After completion of an erosion control system in accordance with an approved
erosion control plan and the requirements of the city engineer.

H.
Final Inspection. The permittee must request a final inspection by the city when
all work, including installation of all drainage structures, irrigation, slope planting and other
protective devices, has been completed and all written professional approvals, certifications and
the required reports and as-graded drawings have been submitted. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.740 Completion of work.
A.
Final Reports. After completion of the rough grading work or when land
development work under the grading permit is completed, but before to approval of the grading
or land development work and before release of grading securities or issuance of a notice of
completion or certificate of use and occupancy:
1.

The permittee must cause the responsible civil engineer to submit to the city
engineer:
(a)
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An as-graded version of the grading plan (as-graded drawings) prepared,
signed and dated by the responsible civil engineer. The as-graded
drawings must include the following:
(i)

original and “as-graded” ground surface elevations, pad elevations,
slope ratios and elevations;

(ii)

locations of all surface and subsurface drainage facilities;

(iii)

location and scaled sections of all buttress/stabilization fills,
subdrains; and
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(b)

2.

(iv)

general location and depth of all areas of removal of unsuitable
soil;

(v)

landscape and irrigation sheets of the grading plan showing the asbuilt landscape and irrigation works. The civil engineer must work
directly with the landscape architect to complete these as-built
drawing sheets.

Prior to issuance of a building permit, a written statement (rough grading
report) signed by the civil engineer reporting that the site is rough graded
in conformance with the approved grading plan, as modified or amended
by any construction changes approved by the city engineer, and which
specifically states the following items were performed under the civil
engineer’s supervision, and are shown correctly on the as-graded
drawings:
(i)

Staking of line and grade for all engineered drainage devices and
retaining walls (rough and final grading),

(ii)

Staking of property corners for proper building and slope location
(rough grading),

(iii)

Location of permanent walls or structures on property corners or
property lines,

(iv)

Location and slope ratio of all manufactured slopes,

(v)

Construction of earthen berms and positive building pad drainage.

The permittee must cause the soil engineer to submit to the city engineer:
(a)
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A final soils engineering report prepared by the soil engineer. The final
soils engineering report must include the following:
(i)

type of field testing performed,

(ii)

compaction reports,

(iii)

suitability of utility trench and retaining wall backfill,

(iv)

summaries of field and laboratory tests and other substantiating
data,

(v)

comments on any changes made during grading and their effect on
the recommendations made in the preliminary soils engineering
report,
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(vi)

identification of each field density test, located on a plan or map,
the elevation of the test, and the test method of obtaining the inplace density described (either ASTM D1556-78 or the approved
equal must be noted);

(b)

Written approval of the adequacy of the site for the intended use as
affected by geologic factors, a statement of compliance to finish slope
heights and gradients, and when required by the city engineer, an asgraded geologic map;

(c)

The utility line backfill report required by section 11.40.525;

(d)

A final geological report or certification by a certified engineering
geologist indicating that all geologic problems identified in the
engineering geological report have been addressed.

B.
Notification of Completion. The permittee must notify the city engineer when the
grading operation is ready for final inspection. The city engineer is not authorized to provide
final approval until all work is completed, including but limited to the following:
1.

all drainage facilities and their protective devices are installed;

2.

irrigation systems are installed and required plantings are established,

3.

all erosion control measures are installed in accordance with the final approved
grading plan and the as-graded drawings,

4.

required reports and statements of compliance are submitted. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

11.40.745 Notification of noncompliance.
If, in the course of fulfilling responsibility under this chapter, the city engineer, the soil engineer,
the engineering geologist, or the testing agency finds that the land development work is not being
performed in accordance with approved plans, specifications or this chapter, the discrepancies
must be reported immediately in writing to the grading contractor, the owner, the permittee, and
the city engineer recommendations for corrective measures must be submitted for approval by
the city engineer. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.750 Stopping and correction of work.
A.
The city engineer is authorized to temporarily suspend all land development or
grading work and to suspend a grading permit by issuing a written stop work order in accordance
with this chapter, which will remain in effect until the hazard or condition is corrected to the
satisfaction of the city engineer, whenever:
1.

field conditions present an immediate hazard or danger to life or property;

2.

work is being done in a hazardous manner;
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3.

land development or grading work does not comply with the terms of a grading
permit, the approved plans or conditions, or this code;

4.

the soil or other conditions are not as stated on the grading permit;

5.

the work being done under a grading permit issued for a subdivision or zoning
permit is contrary or conflicting with any approved changes and/or modifications
made to the originally approved or conditionally approved tentative map or
zoning permit subsequent to the issuance of the grading permit;

6.

there is lack of supervision of the grading operation, lack of engineering control,
lack of soil engineering control or lack of dust or air pollution control;

7.

archaeological or paleontological artifacts or resources are discovered; or

8.

violations of the Storm Water Management Ordinance;

9.

for any other reason which in the city engineer’s opinion, presents a threat to the
public safety or welfare immediately, or in the future, or which may cause
unstable earth conditions.

B.
The owner must furnish any additional information, investigations and reports
necessary to resolve the stop work order conditions. The owner must pay for all work associated
with furnishing these items, as well as any additional staff time in resolving the stop work order
conditions. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
C.
The city engineer may authorize work subject to a stop work order to resume
when the city engineer determines that conditions which required the stop order are remedied or
alleviated. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.755 Revocation of permits.
A.
In addition to any other grounds for revocation of a permit provided in this code,
the city engineer may revoke any permit granted under the provisions of this chapter pursuant to
the procedures set forth in chapters 1.08 and 1.14 if the city engineer determines any of the
following:
1.

that the permit was obtained by fraud,

2.

that one or more of the conditions upon which the permit was granted have been
violated,

3.

that the permittee failed or refused to correct a deficiency or hazard upon the
receipt of written notice and within the time specified in such notice, or

4.

that the permittee fails or refuses to perform any of the work required, or fails or
refuses to conform with any of the conditions or standards established for any
subdivision, zoning permit or other approval granted by the city, or
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5.

that the permittee fails to correct any hazard or condition identified by the notice
of revocation.

B.
If a permit is revoked, no further work subject to the revoked permit may be done
except to correct hazards and to complete any work authorized by the city engineer or city
council. Every agreement and every security required by this chapter must remain in full force
and effect notwithstanding any revocation. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
11.40.760 Denial of further permits.
In addition to any other remedy available for noncompliance with the requirements of this
chapter, the city engineer is authorized to deny issuance of any further permits involving
development and use of the property where the violation occurred for up to three years.
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CHAPTER 11.42 IMPROVEMENTS REIMBURSEMENT
11.42.010 Purpose.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a procedure for reimbursing a developer for public and
private off-site improvements to streets which are not on the circulation element of the general
plan and to drainage facilities which are not on the city master drainage facilities fee map, when
such improvements are made as a condition of development. (Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)
11.42.020 Definitions.
In this chapter:
A.
“Administrative cost” means expenses and services provided by the city in the
management of the reimbursement agreement.
B.
“Agreement” means an agreement to reimburse a developer for construction or
extension of improvements that benefit another’s property.
C.
“Benefit area” means the area of benefit approved by the city council that would
be assessed for the cost of the public and private improvement.
D.
“Developer” means an individual, a firm or any legal entity altering land,
constructing buildings, or both.
E.
“Engineering report” means the reimbursement report prepared by a state licensed
civil engineer selected by the city, outlining the benefited area and proposed reimbursement
payments.
F.
“Estimated construction cost” means the estimated cost of construction as
outlined in the engineering report and approved by the city engineer.
G.
“Improvements” means drainage systems and public and private streets and
related appurtenances constructed to city standards.
H.
“Property owner” means an individual, firm or any legal entity shown on the
assessor’s records as having control of the real property.
I.
“Reimbursement payment” means the payment to the developer who paid for the
initial construction of the improvement.
J.
“Trust fund” means an account established for the deposit of the reimbursement
funds during the life of the reimbursement agreement. (Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)
11.42.030 Pre-construction requirements.
A developer required to construct improvements must provide the city with a completed and
signed reimbursement agreement to the satisfaction of the city attorney. The signed agreement
must be submitted at the same time as the standard agreement and bonding for the construction
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of the improvements, along with a deposit to cover the city’s costs to review, process and
approve the agreement. (Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)
11.42.040 Form and content of agreement.
The reimbursement agreement must satisfy the following
A.
B.
following:

Be prepared to the satisfaction of the city attorney;
Be prepared with the assistance of a state licensed civil engineer and contain the

1.

a legal description of all benefiting properties. The area of benefit must include all
parcels of land, or parts thereof, within the city which may be served by the
improvements;

2.

a detailed plat drawn at an engineering scale on legal-size paper showing the
precise locations of all improvements and complete dimensions (including
frontage) of all benefiting property;

3.

a reimbursement schedule that includes a list of all benefiting properties with
current tax assessor’s parcel number, owner’s name, property’s street address,
acreage of benefiting parcels and a benefit charge. The amount of the benefit
charge assigned to each benefiting parcel is subject to the approval of the city
council. The benefit charge assigned to each parcel must bear a reasonable
relationship to the benefit conferred upon that parcel by the improvements and
must bear simple interest at the rate of five percent per annum on the unpaid
balance;

4.

a detailed estimated cost of the design and construction of the improvements;

5.

the terms, conditions, and covenants of reimbursement and a trust agreement
consistent with the requirements of this chapter. (Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)

C.

Be consistent with the requirements of this chapter;

11.42.050 Notice and hearing.
After a reimbursement agreement is approved by the city attorney, it must be approved by city
council at a public hearing. At least ten days before the hearing, the city clerk must notify the
owner, or owners, of the land within the benefited area of the public hearing. The developer must
provide address labels for all benefitting properties and pay all fees necessary for notice of the
public hearing. (Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)
11.42.060 Decision of city council.
A.
After the hearing provided for in section 11.42.050, the city council will consider
and determine the following:
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1.

the feasibility and necessity of the improvements;

2.

whether the improvements will be in the best interest of the city;

3.

whether to approve, conditionally approve, or deny the reimbursement agreement;

4.

the amount to be reimbursed through the reimbursement agreement and

5.

the allocation of reimbursement payments among the benefiting parcels. (Ord.
214 § 3, 1988)

11.42.070 Payment for reimbursement.
The reimbursement agreement must provide for reimbursement to applicant as follows:
A.

The benefit charge as follows:

1.

The amount received by the city as a benefit charge, if any, collected by the city
from the owners of benefiting parcels for the privilege of using the improvements,
less the administrative costs set forth in section 11.42.080. The benefit charge for
a parcel will be collected by the city as a condition of approval of any
development of the benefited parcel, provided the imposition of such condition is
reasonably related to such development.

2.

The benefit charge for each parcel of land within the benefited area will be
determined upon the director of development services’ report using standard
assessment district formulas, as that report may be approved by the city council.

3.

The city council retains the right to determine, in its sole discretion, both the total
cost of the improvements and the benefit charge for each parcel.

B.
The developer is entitled to receive the reimbursement provided in this section
until all payments as specified in the reimbursement agreement are repaid. When the applicant
has received full reimbursement, the applicant will be entitled to no further reimbursements
arising out of benefit charges which might be paid to the city. All payments thereafter accruing
become the property of the city.
C.
All reimbursement funds will be deposited to a trust fund. The right of the
developer to payments from the trust fund is personal and do not run with and may not be
assigned with, the lands owned by the developer.
D.
Payments will be made at such times as are convenient to the city, but in no event,
less often than annually if the city has received any benefit charges.
E.
Payment to the developer will include the interest collected from a benefited
owner assessed against the benefit charge at a rate of five percent per year in simple interest.
(Ord. 270 § 2, 1991; Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)
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11.42.080 Administrative costs—Assessment.
An administrative charge of five percent will be assessed on all reimbursement payments to
cover administrative costs incurred by the city. (Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)
11.42.090 Responsibility for required information.
The developer applying for reimbursement is solely responsible for all information needed to
process the reimbursement agreement. Any errors or inaccuracies may constitute grounds for the
denial of the developer’s application. (Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)
11.42.100 Recordation of agreements.
The developer must file the agreement, or a notice or memorandum of agreement, with the
county recorder following full execution of the agreement by all parties. (Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)
CHAPTER 11.44 HISTORICAL LANDMARKS
11.44.010 Purpose.
It is declared as a matter of public policy that the recognition, preservation,
enhancement, perpetuation and use of structures, natural features, sites and areas within the
city having historic, architectural, archaeological, cultural or aesthetic significance is required
in the interest of the health, economic prosperity, cultural enrichment and general welfare of
the people. The purpose of this chapter is to:
A.

Safeguard the heritage of the city by providing for the protection of
landmarks representing significant elements of its history;

B.

Enhance the visual character of the city by encouraging and regulating the
compatibility of architectural styles within landmark districts reflecting unique
and established architectural traditions;

C.

Foster public appreciation of and civic pride in the beauty of the city and
the accomplishments of its past;

D.

Strengthen the economy of the city by protecting and enhancing the city’s
attractions to residents, tourists and visitors;

E.

Promote the private and public use of landmarks and landmark districts for
the education, prosperity and general welfare of the people;

F.

Stabilize and improve property values within the city. (Ord. 135, §
22.22.010, 1984)

11.44.020 Definitions.
Unless the context requires a different meaning, words and phrases used in this
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chapter are defined as follows:
A.

“Adobe” means unburnt, sun-dried, clay brick; or a building made of adobe
bricks.

B.

“Alteration” means any exterior change or modification. For the purposes of this
chapter, alteration of any landmark or of any property located within a landmark
district shall include, but not be limited to, exterior changes to or modification of
structure, architectural details or visual characteristics such as paint color and
surface texture, grading, surface paving, new structures, cutting or removal of
trees and other natural features, disturbance of archaeological sites or areas, and
the placement or removal of any exterior objects such as signs, plaques, light
fixtures, street furniture, walls, fences, steps, plantings and landscape accessories
affecting the exterior visual qualities of the property.

C.

“Archaeological” means anything pertaining to the scientific study of the life and
culture of earlier peoples by excavation of sites and relics.

D.

“Architectural” means anything pertaining to the science, art or profession of
designing and constructing buildings.

E.

“City” means the city of S ant ee .

F.

“Committee” means the Santee Historical Society.

G.

“County assessor” means the tax assessor of the county of San Diego.

H.

“Cultural” means anything pertaining to the concepts, habits, skills, arts,
instruments, institutions, etc. of a given people in a given period.

I.

“Elevations” means the flat scale orthographic projected drawings of all exterior
vertical surfaces of a building.

J.

“Facade” means the front of a building or the part of a building facing a street,
courtyard, etc.

K.

“Landmark” means any structures, natural feature, site or area having historic,
architectural, archaeological, cultural or aesthetic significance and designated as a
landmark under the provisions of this chapter.

L.

“Landmark district” means any area of the city containing a number of structures,
natural features or sites having historic, architectural, archaeological, cultural or
aesthetic significance and designated as a landmark district under the provisions of
this chapter.

M.

“Natural feature” means any tree, plant life or geological element.

N.

“Owner” means any person, association, partnership, firm, corporation or public
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entity appearing as the holder of title to any property on the last assessment roll of
the county assessor.
O.

“Preservation easement” means any interest held by the public in any structures,
natural feature, site or area not owned by the public and restricting its use,
alteration, relocation or demolition for the purpose of preservation.

P.

“Site plan” means any flat scale drawing of the place where something is, is to be,
or was located.

Q.

“Structure” means any building or any other manmade object affixed on or under
the ground.

R.

“Structure of merit” means any structure not designated as a landmark but
deserving official recognition as having historic, architectural, archaeological,
cultural or aesthetic significance and designated as a structure of merit under the
provisions of this chapter.

11.44.030 Criteria for designation of landmarks.
In considering a proposal to recommend to the city council any structure, natural
feature, site or area for designation as a landmark, the committee shall apply any or all of
the following criteria:
A.

Its character, interest or value as a significant part of the heritage of the city,
the state or the nation;

B.

Its location as a site of a significant historic event;

C.

Its identification with a person or persons who significantly contributed to
the culture and development of the city, the state or the nation;

D.

Its exemplification of a particular architectural style or way of life important to
the city, the state or the nation;

E.

Its exemplification of the best remaining architectural type in a neighborhood;

F.

Its identification as the creation, design or work of a person or persons whose
effort has significantly influenced the heritage of the city, the state or the nation;

G.

Its embodiment of elements demonstrating outstanding attention to
architectural design, detail, materials or craftsmanship;

H.

Its relationship to any other landmark if its preservation is essential to the
integrity of that landmark;

I.

Its unique location or singular physical characteristic representing an established
and familiar visual feature of a neighborhood;
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J.

Its potential of yielding significant information of archaeological interest;

K.

Its integrity as a natural environment that strongly contributes to the well-being
of the people of the city, the state or the nation.

11.44.040 Procedure for designation of landmark.
Upon its own initiative or upon the application of any person or entity the committee
may recommend to the city council the designation as a landmark of any structure, natural
feature, site or area having historic, architectural, archaeological, cultural or aesthetic
significance. The procedure for designation of any landmark is as follows:
A.

The city council may adopt a resolution of intention to consider
recommendation of the property for designation as a landmark.

B.

Thereafter, environmental assessment shall be completed as required by
any applicable federal, state or local laws or regulations.

C.

No later than thirty-five days from the date of such resolution or completion of
environmental assessment, whichever is later, the city council shall conduct a
public hearing on the proposal, at which shall be provided a reasonable
opportunity for any interested party to be heard.

D.

The city council shall adopt a resolution to recommend designation of the
property as a landmark, or to deny such recommendation, no later than the next
regularly scheduled meeting following the public hearing. The resolution shall
be reduced to writing and shall contain specific findings by the city c o u n c i l .

E.

Upon designation of a landmark, the city clerk shall cause such designation
to be recorded in the office of the recorder of the county.

11.44.050 Existing landmarks.
Those parcels of the city hereinafter described by county assessor’s parcel number
and by common name have previously been designated by the city council as of special
interest as historic landmarks and shall not be demolished or relocated, except as provided
for landmarks under Section 15.60.070. Upon designation as landmarks under Section
15.60.040, said properties shall then become subject to all of the provisions of this chapter
pertaining to landmarks. (Ord. 135, § 22.22.060, 1984)
11.44.060 Repair and maintenance of landmarks and structures of merit.
Every landmark shall be maintained in good repair by the owner thereof, or such
other person or persons who may have the legal custody and control thereof, in order to
preserve it against decay and deterioration. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed so as
to prohibit ordinary and necessary maintenance and repair of a landmark.
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11.44.70 Demolition, relocation or alteration of landmark.
A.

Prohibition - Exceptions. No landmark shall be altered on the exterior,
relocated or demolished except under the following conditions:
i.

Exterior alterations to a landmark for the purpose of restoration to its
original appearance, or to substantially aid its preservation or enhancement,
shall not be made without the prior written approval of the city council.

ii.

If the relocation of a landmark will substantially aid its preservation or
enhancement, such a landmark may be relocated with the prior written
approval of the city council.

iii.

In the event that a landmark is damaged by earthquake, fire or act of God to
such an extent that it cannot with reasonable cost and with reasonable
diligence be repaired and restored, such a landmark may be demolished with
the prior written approval of the city council.

A.

Proposed Landmarks. No structure, natural feature, site or area proposed
for designation as a landmark shall be altered on the exterior, relocated or
demolished after adoption by the city council of a resolution of intention, as
provided in Section 15.60.040, unless and until such proposal is denied
recommendation by the committee, or is denied designation as a landmark
by the city council.

B.

Issuance of Permits. Any application to the city for a permit to alter on the
exterior, relocate or demolish any landmark, together with plans, elevations and
site plans therefor, shall be referred to the city council for consideration. No
permit for the exterior alteration, relocation or demolition of any such
landmark shall be issued without the prior written approval of the city council.

11.44.080 Publicly owned property
Any structure, natural feature, site or area owned or leased by any public entity and
designated as a landmark or structure of merit, located within any landmark district, shall not
be subject to the provisions of Sections 15.60.060, 15.60.070 and this section. However,
alteration construction or relocation of any structure, natural feature, site or area owned or
leased by the city and designated as a landmark or structure of merit or located within any
landmark district, shall be reviewed by the committee unless the city council deems that said
review would be unnecessary.
11.44.090 Preservation easements.
Easements restricting the use, alteration, relocation or demolition for the purpose of
preservation of the facades or any other portions of designated landmarks or structures of
merit may be acquired by city through gift, devise or purchase.
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11.44.110 Enforcement—Penalties.
The department of planning and community development, or such other agency of
the city as may later be designated by the city council, shall make all inspections of any
property which are reasonable and necessary for the enforcement of this chapter. Any
person violating or failing to comply with the provisions of this chapter shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punishable by a fine of not more than
five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment for a period of not more than six months, or by
both such fine and imprisonment. Each and every day such violation continues shall
constitute a separate offense. The city attorney is empowered to enforce this chapter by
prosecuting violations thereof, by seeking injunctive relief, or by taking any other action
deemed appropriate and necessary.

CHAPTER 11.46 UNIFORM CODE FOR THE ABATEMENT OF DANGEROUS
BUILDINGS
11.46.010 Uniform Code for the Abatement of Dangerous Buildings adoption by reference.
The city adopts as its dangerous building code the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Code for the
Abatement of Dangerous Buildings as published by the International Conference of Building
Officials.
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TITLE 12 SUBDIVISION OF LAND, DEVELOPMENT FEES, AND DEDICATIONS
DIVISION 1. SUBDIVISION OF LAND
CHAPTER 12.02 GENERAL PROVISIONS
12.02.010 Citation and authority.
This division is adopted to supplement the Subdivision Map Act (Title 7; Division 2,
California Government Code) and may be cited as the subdivision ordinance. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.02.020 Purpose.
A.

The purposes of this division are:

1.

to regulate and control the division of land in the city and to supplement the
provisions of the Subdivision Map Act and survey data of subdivisions;

2.

to regulate and control the form and content of subdivision maps and parcel maps,
and the procedures to be followed in securing the approval of the city regarding
such maps.

B.
To accomplish this purpose, the regulations outlined in this division are
determined to be necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, and general welfare.
C.
Any reference herein to the Subdivision Map Act, or a specific section thereof,
refers to the Subdivision Map Act, as most currently amended. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.02.030 Conformance with general plans, specific plans and other regulations.
No land may be divided or developed for any purpose except in conformity with this
division and with the general plan, any specific plan, and regulatory ordinance of the city. (Ord.
91, 1983)

CHAPTER 12.04 DEFINITIONS
12.04.010 Generally.
Words used in this division that are defined in the Subdivision Map Act and Civil Code
but not specifically defined in this chapter have the same meaning as is given to them in the
Subdivision Map Act and Civil Code. Whenever the following words are used in this division,
they will have the meaning ascribed to them in this chapter. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.04.020 Definitions.
A.
“Bicycle path” means any right-of-way designed with a hard surface, usually of
asphalt concrete or similar materials, and being of sufficient width to allow for safe bicycle
travel.
B.
“Certificate of compliance” means a document describing a unit of real property
and stating that the division thereof complies with applicable provisions of the Subdivision Map
Act and this division.
C.
“City engineer” means the person holding the title of City Engineer or the senior
registered civil engineer in the department of development services, or any subsequent title for
the department that reviews subdivision maps.
D.
“Common interest development” means any of the following: (a) a community
apartment project; (b) a condominium project; (c) a planned development; or (d) a stock
cooperative per Section 4100 of the California Civil Code.
E.
“Condominium project” means a means a real property development consisting of
condominiums as defined in Section 4125 of the California Civil Code.
F.

“Director” means the director of development services.

G.
“Division of land” means any parcel or contiguous parcels of land, improved or
unimproved, which are divided for the purpose of transfer of title, sale, lease, or financing,
whether immediate or future, into two or more parcels. Division of land includes a common
interest development.
H.
“Filing” means the submittal of all such documents, statements, maps, plans, or
other data deemed necessary by the city for the application for the tentative map, review of the
final maps or plans, or the appeal process. Acceptance of a tentative map is not complete until all
required documents deemed necessary have been received by the city.
I.
“Improvement” means such street work and utilities to be installed, or agreed to
be installed, by the subdivider on the land to be used for public or private streets, highways,
ways, and easements, as are necessary for the general use of the lot owners in the subdivision
and local neighborhood traffic and drainage needs as a condition precedent to the approval and
acceptance of the final map thereof. “Improvement” also refers to such other specific
improvements or types of improvements, the installation of which either by the subdivider, by
2

public agencies, by private utilities, by any other entity approved by the local agency or by a
combination thereof, is necessary or convenient to insure conformity to or implementation of the
general plan required by the city code or any specific plan adopted pursuant to the city code.
J.
“Merger” means the joining of two or more contiguous parcels of land under one
ownership into one parcel.
K.
“Owner” means the individual, firm, partnership, or corporation having
controlling interest in land sought to be divided, or an agent thereof, duly authorized to
commence proceedings.
L.
“Planned development” means a real property development other than a
community apartment project, a condominium project, or a stock cooperative, as defined by
Section 4175 of the California Civil Code.
M.
“Stock cooperative” means a real property development as defined in Section
4190 of California Civil Code.
N.
“Subdivider” means an individual, firm, association, syndicate, copartnership,
corporation, trust, or any other legal entity commencing proceedings under this division to effect
a division of land hereunder for such subdivider or for another, except that employees and
consultants of such individuals or legal entities, acting in such capacity, are not “subdividers.”
O.
section).

“Subdivision” means the same as “division of land” (see subsection D of this

P.
“Subdivision committee” means the same as “subdivision review committee” and
consists of at least the following officers or their duly authorized representatives: director, city
engineer or senior civil engineer, and fire marshal.
Q.
“Tentative map” means a map made for the purpose of showing the design and
improvement of a proposed subdivision and the existing conditions in and around it, and need
not be based upon an accurate or detailed final survey of the property.
R.
“Vesting tentative map” means a map for a subdivision that has printed
conspicuously on its face the words “Vesting Tentative Map” at the time it is filed in accordance
with the proceedings established in Chapter 16.22. “Vesting tentative parcel map” means a
vesting tentative map prepared in conjunction with a parcel map. This definition includes
nonresidential subdivisions. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003; amended during 1989 supplement; Ord. 168 §
3, 1986; Ord. 91, 1983)
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CHAPTER 12.06 REQUIRED MAPS
12.06.010 Generally.
This chapter governs when a tentative map and final map and a tentative parcel map and
parcel map are necessary. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003)
12.06.020 Final maps.
A.
A tentative and final map are required for all divisions of land when the director
determines that such land may be developed into five or more parcels, five or more
condominiums, a community apartment project containing five or more parcels, a stock
cooperative containing five or more dwelling units, or a planned development consisting of five
or more dwelling units or parcels, except where:
1.

The land before division contains fewer than five acres, each parcel created by the
division abuts upon a maintained public street or highway, and no dedications or
improvements are required;

2.

Each parcel created by the division has a gross area of twenty acres or more and
has an approved access to a maintained public street or highway;

3.

The land consists of a parcel or parcels of land having approved access to a public
street or highway which comprises part of a tract of land zoned for industrial or
commercial development and which has approval as to street alignments and
widths; or

4.

Each parcel created by the division has a gross area of not less than forty acres or
is not less than a quarter of a quarter section.

B.
If any of the above conditions are met, a parcel map is required as described in
Section 16.16.030. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003; Ord. 91, 1983)
12.06.030 Parcel maps.
A.
A tentative parcel map and a parcel map are required for all divisions of land as
described in subsections A(1) through (4) of Section 16.16.020 and for all divisions which create
four or fewer parcels and for which a final map is not required by the Subdivision Map Act,
except where:
1.

The Subdivision Map Act does not require a parcel map;

2.

The parcel map is waived by the director pursuant to this division; or

3.

An adjustment plat between two or more adjacent parcels is proposed pursuant to
Chapter 16.44.
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B.
Nothing precludes the director from requiring a final map where a parcel map is
required by this division or by the Subdivision Map Act. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003; Ord. 91, 1983)
12.06.040 Waiver of parcel map procedure.
A.
A subdivider may request waiver of the requirement that a parcel map be
prepared, by submitting to the director a written request for the waiver which complies with
following:
1.

Includes a tentative parcel map;

2.

Includes sufficient information to enable the director or on appeal by city council
to make required findings consistent with this title;

3.

Demonstrates that the proposed division of land complies with the requirements
of this title and the Subdivision Map Act as to area, improvement and design,
flood water drainage and stormwater control, sanitary disposal facilities, water
supply availability, appropriate improved public roads and environmental
protection.

B.
The requirement that a parcel map be prepared and recorded may be waived by
the director, or on appeal by the city council, if any of the following findings are made:
1.

The property to be divided consists of a division wherein each resulting parcel
contains a gross area of forty acres or more, or each of which is a quarter-quarter
section or larger; provided, however, that the requirement that each resulting
parcel contain a gross area of forty acres or more or be a quarter-quarter section or
larger may be modified to the extent that no such parcel is smaller than twenty
acres in gross area and the average gross area of all resulting parcels equals forty
acres or more; or

2.

The property is a division of real property or interests therein created by probate,
eminent domain procedures, partition, or other civil judgments or decrees; or

3.

The property to be divided as a result of conveyance of land, or interest therein, to
a public agency for a public purpose, such as school sites, public building sites, or
rights-of-way for streets, sewers, utilities, drainage, etc.

C.
In any case where waiver of a parcel map is granted, the subdivider must file a
certificate of compliance with the county recorder’s office. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003; Ord. 186 § 3,
1987)
Section 12.06.050 Finding.
A.
A map required by this Division may only be approved if the city council makes
the following findings:
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1.

That the map is consistent with the City’s General Plan and any relevant specific
plan(s);

2.

Whether the site is identified as a Residential Inventory site in the current
Housing Element of the City’s General Plan and whether the density of the
proposed development is consistent with the projections of the Residential
Inventory;

3.

That the design or improvement of the proposed subdivision is consistent with the
City’s General Plan;

4.

That the site is physically suitable for the proposed type of development;

5.

That the site is physically suitable for the proposed density of development;

6.

That the design of the subdivision or the proposed improvements are not likely to
cause substantial environmental damage, or substantially and avoidably injure fish
or wildlife or their habitat;

7.

That the design of the subdivision or type of improvements are not likely to cause
serious public health problems;

8.

That the design of the subdivision or the type of improvements will not conflict
with easements, acquired by the public at large, for access through or use of,
property within the proposed subdivision or that alternate easements for access or
for use will be provided, and that these will be substantially equivalent to ones
previously acquired by the public;

9.

That the design of a subdivision provides, to the extent feasible, for future passive
or natural heating or cooling opportunities in the subdivision.
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CHAPTER 12.08 TENTATIVE MAPS—PROCEDURES
12.08.010 Form, content, and accompanying material.
A.

Each tentative map must show and contain the following information:

1.

Name, address, telephone number and signature of subdivider, owner or owners,
and registered civil engineer or licensed surveyor;

2.

Sufficient legal description of the land as to define the boundaries of the proposed
subdivision and assessor’s book, page and parcel number;

3.

North point, scale and a small scale location and vicinity map;

4.

Space for the tentative map number and name (to be assigned by the director);

5.

Name and number of any adjacent subdivisions and parcel maps must be
identified. When possible, the lot pattern of the adjacent subdivisions must be
shown where it is contiguous to the tentative map;

6.

The locations, names and existing widths of all highways, streets, or ways within
one hundred feet of the exterior boundary of the proposed subdivision;

7.

The widths, approximate grades and curve radii of all new highways, streets or
ways within the proposed subdivision with street names designated by letter (A,
B, C, etc.);

8.

The widths and approximate locations of all existing or proposed easements,
including rights-of-way, whether public or private, recorded or unrecorded;

9.

All buildings and traveled ways within the proposed subdivision or within one
hundred feet of the exterior boundaries thereof. Buildings and trees must be
identified and located approximately on the map and indicated whether to be
removed or remain;

10.

The proposed lot layout, approximate dimensions of each lot, minimum area of
each lot in square footage, area of each lot over one acre in size and the
approximate finish grade of the building site pads;

11.

All lots must be numbered in consecutive order. Each separate tentative map
should start with Lot No. 1;

12.

Statements of the total gross and net acreage as defined in the zoning ordinance,
minimum lot sizes, and the total number of lots proposed;

13.

Lines of inundation of all one-hundred-year floodplains. Locations of all areas
subject to storm water overflow and the locations, widths and directions of flow
of all watercourses;
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14.

Adequate topography with contour intervals of not more than two feet if the
general slope of the land is less than ten percent and five feet for all other areas
within the proposed subdivision and one hundred feet beyond the subdivision
boundaries, with the tentative map design superimposed, together with a note
indicating the source of the data used. If deemed appropriate, the director may
require different contour intervals;

15.

The improvements the subdivider proposes to construct and install, including
typical cross sections of street and drainage improvements;

16.

Existing and proposed zoning for the subject property and existing zoning on the
adjacent properties;

17.

Land use designation of the subject and adjacent property as shown on the city’s
general plan or applicable specific plan;

18.

The location of existing wells, cesspools, sewers, culverts, drain pipes,
underground structures, or sand, gravel, or other excavations within two hundred
feet of any portion of the subdivision noting thereon whether or not they are to be
abandoned, removed, or remain in operation;

19.

The location of all streets, existing or contained on adjacent approved tentative
maps, where such streets intersect the boundary of the subdivision or where such
streets intersect another street that forms a boundary or subdivision;

20.

A layout of adjoining unsubdivided property in sufficient detail to show the effect
of proposed streets that may intersect such property;

21.

The location of any previously filled areas within the subdivision;

22.

Proposed direction of flow and rate of grade of street drainage;

23.

Statement of the present use and the proposed use or uses of the property;

24.

The tentative map must clearly indicate the proposal for handling of stormwaters.
In the event that such information cannot satisfactorily be shown on the tentative
map, the map must be accompanied by whatever supplemental maps or written
reports are necessary to show the proposal;

25.

Grading must be shown on the tentative map for construction or installation of all
improvements to serve the subdivision and feasible grading for the creation of
building sites on each lot together with driveway access thereto. Both the
proposed grades and the existing topographic contours must be shown on the
map. If the subdivider does not intend to grade the building sites, a statement to
that effect must be placed on the tentative map. However, feasible grading for
building sites must be shown on the tentative map unless the director determines
this to be unnecessary;
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26.

If the tentative map is for a common interest development, one of the following
statements must be added to the first page of the map:
(a)

This is a map of a residential/ commercial/industrial condominium project
as defined in Section 4125 of the State of California Civil Code;

(b)

This is a map of a residential/commercial/industrial planned project as
defined in Section 4175 of the State of California Civil Code.

(c)

This is a map of a residential/commercial/industrial stock cooperative
project as defined in Section 4190 of the State of California Civil Code.

27.

The director may waive any of the foregoing tentative map requirements
whenever the division of land does not necessitate compliance with these
requirements or when other circumstances justify such waiver;

28.

The tentative map must clearly show the method of sewage disposal. In the event
this information cannot satisfactorily be shown on the tentative map, the map
must be accompanied by whatever supplemental maps or written reports are
necessary to show the proposal. Any existing subsurface septic systems must be
shown on the map with a note whether such septic system will remain.

B.
The following supplemental drawings, statements, and data must accompany the
tentative map:
1.

If the subdivider plans to develop the site in phases, then the proposed sequence
of construction must be provided;

2.

A statement consenting to the submission of the tentative map by the party
holding a proprietary interest in the parcel or parcels comprising the division of
land;

3.

A preliminary title report;

4.

A geologic and/or soils report, unless waived in writing by the city engineer.
Geologic and soils reports must be in accordance with data found in the
geotechnical/seismic study prepared for the city general plan update by Geocon,
Inc., dated October 31, 2002. Copies of this report are on file with the city
department of development services for review;

5.

A flood hazard report, prepared by a California registered civil engineer, if
required by the city engineer;

6.

A statement as to the availability of water and sewer service. In specific areas
where sewer mains are not readily available, the city council may approve the use
of septic tanks that comply with San Diego County, Department of Environmental
Health’s Local Agency Management Plan for Onsite Wastewater Treatment
Systems. The use of septic tanks may only be approved following receipt of a
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soils report stating that the specific soils are acceptable for such and approval by
the county health officer;
7.

An application for Environmental Initial Study (AEIS) must be submitted along
with the initial submittal of each tentative map unless one of the following
conditions applies:
(a)

The subdivision is part of an ongoing project for which an Environmental
Impact Report has already been approved and the director determines the
previous EIR adequately covers the tentative map, or

(b)

The subdivision is categorically exempt from the environmental review
procedures pursuant to Section 15101 Class I(k) of the State Guidelines
for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act because it
is a division of existing multiple-family units into condominiums;

8.

If the subdivision is located within a zone allowing residential development, the
subdivider must provide letters from both the elementary and high school districts
indicating the availability of schools for the future residents of the subdivision;

9.

Any other data or reports as deemed necessary by the director or the city engineer;

10.

The director may waive any of the foregoing when such is not necessitated by the
nature of the division of land.

C.
All tentative maps must further conform to any rules and regulations for submittal
of tentative maps as specified by the director. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003; Ord. 186 § 3, 1987; Ord. 98 §
1, 1983; Ord. 91, 1983)
12.08.020 Residential condominium conversion.
If the map is for conversion of existing residential development into condominiums,
community apartments, or a stock cooperative, the following apply:
A.
Application. The conversion of an existing residential development to a
condominium, community apartment, or stock cooperative, requires a tentative map for five or
more units or a tentative parcel map for four or fewer units. An existing residential development
is defined as a residential development that has received a certificate of final occupancy. The
tentative map or tentative parcel map must indicate all sublots including commonly held sublots.
The requirement for a tentative parcel map and a parcel map or a tentative and final map must
apply to the conversion of a mobilehome park to a tenant owned condominium ownership
interest unless specifically waived pursuant to Section 16.20.025 of this chapter. In addition, if a
tentative and final map are not required for a mobilehome park conversion to tenant owned
condominium ownership pursuant to Section 66428.1 of the state Government Code
(Subdivision Map Act), or amendments thereto, the applicant may at the applicant’s option file a
tentative parcel map and parcel map or a tentative map and a final map.
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B.
Submittals. All tentative maps and tentative parcel maps involving conversion to
condominiums, community apartments, or a stock cooperative, including mobile home parks
unless specifically waived pursuant to the provisions of this chapter, must be accompanied by the
following:
1.

An application for a tentative map or tentative parcel map, along with the
information required for processing and application fees, must be filed with the
development services department;

2.

Evidence, satisfactory to the director, including a statement by the subdivider and
copies of letters, that each tenant or prospective tenant has been given notice of
the proposed conversion pursuant to Sections 66452.17 through 66452.19 of the
state Government Code (Subdivision Map Act) or amendments thereto;

3.

Name and address of each tenant or prospective tenant of each dwelling unit
within the project on mailing labels (two sets) and envelopes with postage
adequate to mail the staff report on the conversion to the tenants as required
pursuant to Section 66452.3 of the state Government Code (Subdivision Map Act)
or amendments thereto;

4.

A report prepared to the satisfaction of the director that indicates the effect the
conversion would have on the availability of existing multi-family rental housing
for lower income residents in the city;

5.

A physical inventory report prepared by a licensed mechanical or structural
engineer, a licensed architect, or a licensed general building contractor that
includes the estimated remaining useful life and replacement costs of roofs,
driveways, foundation, plumbing, electrical, heating, air conditioning, and other
mechanical and structural systems, and any current building code deficiencies;

6.

A copy of all CC&R’s on the project; and

7.

An application for a development review permit, along with the information
required for processing pursuant to Chapter 17.08 or revisions thereto, must be
filed with the development services department.

C.
Standards for Conversion. All tentative maps and tentative parcel maps involving
conversion to condominiums of an existing residential development must be conditioned to:
1.

Meet current zoning requirements contained in Title 17 of this code unless the
requirements are waived or modified pursuant to subsection F of this section. In
addition, the conversion of existing legal nonconforming multi-family residential
development to a condominium, community apartment, or stock cooperative is
exempt from compliance with setbacks, density, height, coverage, area of
landscaping, and building separation standards, provided no increase in density is
proposed and the underlying zone is residential. Improvements required as
conditions of approval for the conversion of such legal nonconforming structures
are not limited by the provisions of Section 17.04.110; and
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2.

Provide at a minimum, the following with regard to building and fire codes unless
these standards are waived or modified pursuant to subsection F of this section:
(a)

Any polybutylene plumbing piping must be replaced with copper piping
complying with the current edition of the California Plumbing Code or
equivalent model code as mandated by the state of California;

(b)

Guardrails must be added and/or modified to comply with the current
edition of the California Building Code as mandated by the state of
California. Both guardrail height and intermediate rails or ornamental
pattern of guardrails must be made to comply;

(c)

Stairway handrails must be added and/or modified to comply with the
current edition of the California Building Code as mandated by the state of
California; Exception: Handrails located between thirty inches and thirtyfour inches above the nosing of treads and landings installed in accordance
with the code in effect at the time of construction may be allowed to
remain.

(d)

Any dilapidated or unsafe stairways must be rebuilt to current California
Building Code requirements. Stairways that are in good condition may
remain provided they comply with the code in effect at the time of their
construction and they have a minimum run of nine inches and a maximum
rise of eight inches and a minimum width of thirty inches;

(e)

All separation walls and floor ceiling assemblies between units must
provide an airborne sound insulation equal to that required to meet a sound
transmission class (STC) of 50 (45 if field tested). All separation floorceiling assemblies between separate units must provide impact sound
insulation equal to that required to meet an impact insulation class (IIC) of
50 (45 if field tested). Buildings that have plans and permits on file with
the city showing compliance with the above requirements will not require
field testing. All others will require field testing in accordance with Title
24, California Building Code, Appendix Chapter 35 as mandated by the
state of California;

(f)

All electrical wiring serving 15 ampere and 20 ampere circuits with No.
14 AWG or No. 12 AWG size wire must be of copper. Any existing
aluminum wiring in these sizes must be replaced with copper;

(g)

All 125-volt, single phase, 15- and 20-ampere receptacles installed in
bathrooms, within six feet of a kitchen sink or outdoors where there is
direct grade level access to a dwelling unit and to the receptacles must
have ground-fault circuit-interrupter protection;

(h)

Draftstops complying with the Uniform Building Code as mandated by the
state of California must be installed above and in line with the walls
separating individual dwelling units from each other and from other uses;
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(i)

Any alterations or repairs (i.e., installation of sound attenuation materials)
to the walls separating individual units from each other and from other
uses that involve the replacement of wall surfacing materials (drywall,
plaster or wood paneling) must be made using only materials approved for
one-hour fire resistive construction;

(j)

Ultra low flow toilets and shower heads must be provided;

(k)

Smoke detectors and carbon monoxide detectors must be installed in
accordance with the California Building Code. Smoke detectors within
bedrooms must include a visual notification device to notify hearing
impaired occupants;

(l)

Each unit in the building or complex must be retrofitted for fire sprinklers,
unless the applicant for conversion demonstrates to the satisfaction of the
city council that the costs of retrofitting a specific building or complex
would be significantly higher than average costs of retrofitting or would
cause unusual structural defects or similar problems;

(m)

Basements and every bedroom must have at least one operable window or
door approved for emergency escape or rescue. Windows provided for
emergency escape or rescue must comply with minimum sill height and
opening size requirements in the prevailing building code.

(n)

Individual electric and/or gas meters must be provided for each unit; and

(o)

Additional health and safety upgrades determined necessary by the city.

3.

The project must include interior and exterior improvements as may be required
by the city council for approval of the conversion. Required interior and exterior
improvements may include, but are not limited to: new paint, new roofs, new
window treatments, added wainscot materials, trellises, added wall or window
articulation, and other similar improvements. The following building components
or systems must be replaced if they have been identified as having five years or
less of remaining life in the physical inventory report: roof coverings, exterior
wall and floor coverings and finishes, water systems, water heating systems, metal
drain piping systems, and cooling and heating mechanical systems.

4.

The project must provide adequate public and/or private facilities to serve the
development with respect to streets, lighting, fire protection, water, sewer,
drainage and flood protection unless waived or modified pursuant to subsection F
of this section;

5.

All tenant notification and information must be provided, as required by the
Subdivision Map Act;

6.

Each tenant of an apartment which the owner intends to convert to a
condominium who receives a notice of intent to convert pursuant to Section
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66452.18 of the Subdivision Map Act, and who is still a tenant in the apartment
building at the time the city approves the conversion pursuant to this chapter must
be entitled to receive a sum equal to three months’ rent, based on the current area
“fair market rent” for apartment size based on the number of bedrooms, as
established by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development. The
appropriate sum under this subsection must be paid by the subdivider as defined
by the apartment lease agreement no later than the date on which the thirty- or
sixty-day notice to vacate, as applicable under the Subdivision Map Act, is served
to the tenant. The subdivider must provide notice to the tenant of his/ her right to
receive assistance under this subsection pursuant to the tenant notice requirements
of this chapter and of the Subdivision Map Act.
7.

The physical inventory report must reasonably ensure the city of the project’s
long term financial viability;

8.

The project must comply with current disability requirements to the satisfaction of
the director;

9.

A notice of conditions must be recorded which discloses the conditions of the
project and applicable zoning regulations. All waivers or modifications of
standards pursuant to subsection F of this section must be disclosed in the notice
of conditions. The form and the content of the notice must be to the satisfaction of
the director; and

10.

CC&R’s must be submitted to the director of the development services
department for approval by the city attorney and the director of the development
services department, and recorded prior to final map or parcel map. A recorded
copy must be provided to the development services department. The provisions of
the CC&R’s must include the following:
(a)

The statement that the city has the right, but not the obligation, to provide
for the maintenance of all open space, recreational facilities and
improvements if the homeowners’ association fails to perform its
maintenance obligations. In such cases where maintenance is provided by
the city, cost for such services must be assessed to the homeowners’
association and will become a lien upon the property and/or each lot, as
appropriate;

(b)

Disclosure of assessment districts;

(c)

Disclosure of soil conditions as deemed appropriate by the director and the
city attorney;

(d)

Disclosure of waiver or modification of standards made pursuant to
subsection F of this section.
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D.
Conditions of Approval. The city may, in the resolution granting approval, impose
such conditions as deemed necessary to make the findings contained in subsections E and/or F of
this section.
E.
Findings. In addition to the findings required pursuant to Section 66427.1 of the
State Government Code (Subdivision Map Act), or amendments thereto, the following findings
must be made in the approval of a conversion of an existing residential development to
condominiums, community apartments, planned developments, or a stock cooperative:
1.

That the conversion of the residential project is desirable and consistent with the
goals and objectives of the housing element of the general plan, in that approval
of the conversion will not result in the loss of lower income multifamily housing
stock in the city, and that it would not result in exceeding a limit on conversion of
existing apartment units to condominiums, where such limit is the number equal
to fifty percent of the yearly average of apartment units constructed in the city in
the previous two fiscal years;

2.

That the conversion is consistent with the goals and objectives of the general plan;

3.

That the site and project are physically suitable for conversion and that the project
incorporates desirable features which create a pleasant, attractive environment for
ownership living;

4.

That the proposed development meets the intent and specific standards and
criteria prescribed in all applicable sections of the municipal code, the land
development manual, and the public works standards of the city unless the
requirements are waived or modified pursuant to subsection F of this section;

5.

That the proposed development meets the intent and specific standards and
criteria of the Uniform Fire Code unless the requirements are waived or modified
pursuant to subsection F of this section.

F.
Waiver or Modification of Standards. Due to the nature of retrofitting existing
buildings to conform to all current zoning requirements and all current state and city laws and
regulations for new building construction, it may be impractical or undesirable to require
complete conformance to all of the conversion requirements contained in subsection C of this
section. A waiver or modification of the standards required for a conversion may be granted if all
of the following findings are made:
1.

That the waiver or modification does not compromise the health, safety or welfare
of the buyers of the project or the general public;

2.

That the waiver or modification is necessary because of special and unusual
circumstances applicable to the building(s) or property; and

3.

That the waiver or modification does not compromise the quality of the project
under consideration for home ownership. (Ord. 464 §§ 1—5, 2007; Ord. 438 § 2,
2003; Ord. 332 § 2, 1995; Ord 91, 1983)
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12.08.030 Waiver of tentative and final map for mobilehome park conversions.
A.
Other provisions of this chapter notwithstanding, the city council may, by
resolution, waive the requirement for a tentative and final map for a single parcel subdivision for
the conversion of an existing mobilehome park to condominiums. Prior to granting such a
waiver, the city council must make the following findings:
1.

The proposed subdivision will not result in the displacement from the subject
mobilehome park of tenants and/or owners of mobilehomes then located within
the subject mobilehome park who do not purchase the condominium unit where
the mobilehome which they own or within which they reside is located;

2.

The subdivision complies with such requirements at the time of construction of
the mobilehome park in effect as may have been established by the Subdivision
Map Act or this chapter pertaining to area, improvement and design, flood water
drainage and storm water control, appropriate improved public roads, sanitary
disposal facilities, water supply availability, environmental protection and other
requirements of the Subdivision Map Act or this chapter.

B.
The city council, may in the resolution granting waiver hereunder, impose such
conditions as the city council deems necessary to enable the city council to make the
aforementioned findings. The subdivider requesting a waiver as provided for herein must make
application therefor (accompanied by all material the subdivider deems relevant to the findings
required under subsections (A)(1) and (2) of this section), to the director who will then schedule
the request for hearing on the appropriate agenda for the next available city council meeting.
C.
Upon the grant of a waiver as provided for under this section, the city engineer
must prepare a certificate of compliance or conditional certificate of compliance, as appropriate,
for recordation in the office of the county recorder for the purpose of documenting the approval
of the subdivision. The city engineer must not record or release for recordation a conditional
certificate of compliance prepared pursuant to this section unless and until the owner or owners
of the property to be subdivided have entered into an agreement with the city to provide for the
satisfactory completion of all conditions of the certificate of compliance. (Ord. 290 § 1, 1992)
12.08.040 Submittal fees.
The tentative map and fee, along with the information required for processing, must be
filed with the department of development services. Filing fees are prescribed by resolution of the
city council. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003; Ord. 91, 1983)
12.08.050 Reports and recommendations.
The department of development services is authorized and directed to distribute copies of
the tentative map and where appropriate, required written statements to each department and
affected agency and to request a report regarding same. The director is directed to assemble the
comments from the various officials and agencies into the staff report for the project. (Ord. 438 §
2, 2003; Ord. 91, 1983)
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12.08.060 Tentative parcel map waiver.
The director may waive the requirement for a tentative parcel map for non-residential
subdivisions. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003)
12.08.070 Tentative map and tentative parcel map review and approval.
A.
The processing of a tentative map or a tentative parcel map is subject to all the
provisions of this chapter, except those specifically waived by the director. Tentative maps and
tentative parcel maps for all residential subdivisions and for all nonresidential subdivisions
which do not have prior discretionary approval must be scheduled for a public hearing before
city council within the time limits provided by law, unless an extension of time is mutually
agreed upon by the subdivider and the director. Notice of the hearing must be given pursuant to
Section 66451.3 of the Subdivision Map Act, and ten days’ mailed notice of the hearing must be
given to the subdivider and to all property owners within three hundred feet of said subdivision.
City council will approve, conditionally approve or disapprove the map. The decision of the city
council is final.
B.
The processing of a tentative map or a tentative parcel map for an existing
nonresidential development which has prior discretionary approval of a development review
permit or a conditional use permit may be administratively approved by the director. The
tentative map and tentative parcel map approval must be scheduled for an administrative public
hearing within the time limits provided by law, unless an extension of time is mutually agreed
upon by the subdivider and the director. Notice of the hearing must be given pursuant to Section
66451.3 of the Subdivision Map Act, and ten days’ mailed notice of the hearing must be given to
the subdivider and to all property owners within three hundred feet of said subdivision. The
director may approve, conditionally approve, or disapprove a tentative map or tentative parcel
map and state the same in a written report provided to the subdivider following the
administrative public hearing.
C.
The processing of a tentative parcel map that does not create additional lots may
be administratively approved by the director. The tentative parcel map approval must be
scheduled for an administrative public hearing within the time limits provided by law, unless an
extension of time is mutually agreed upon by the subdivider and the director. Notice of the
hearing must be given pursuant to Section 66451.3 of the Subdivision Map Act, and ten days’
mailed notice of the hearing must be given to the subdivider and to all property owners within
three hundred feet of said subdivision. The director may approve, conditionally approve, or
disapprove the tentative parcel map and state the same in a written report provided to the
subdivider following the public hearing.
D.
The decision of the director with regard to subsections B and C of this section is
final unless appealed to the city council within ten days after the director’s decision. Nothing in
this section precludes the director from referring a tentative map or tentative parcel map directly
to city council for approval when in the opinion of the director such action is warranted.
E.
Upon the filing of an appeal of the director’s decision and processing fee, as
prescribed by resolution of the city council, unless such fee is waived by the director, the director
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will schedule a hearing on the matter at the next regular meeting of the city council, except that
such a hearing need not be scheduled sooner than fifteen days following the filing of the appeal.
(Ord. 438 § 2, 2003)
12.08.080 Time limits.
The time limits for acting and reporting on tentative maps may be extended by mutual
consent of the subdivider and the director. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003; Ord. 91, 1983)
12.08.090 Expirations.
A.
Approved or conditionally approved tentative maps and tentative parcel maps
expire thirty-six months after the date of approval or conditional approval unless a time
extension is granted by the director.
B.
A subdivider may request a time extension by application to the department of
development services. Such application must be filed within ninety days prior to the expiration
date of the tentative map or tentative parcel map. All requests for a time extension must be
accompanied by a processing fee as prescribed by resolution by the city council. (Ord. 438 § 2,
2003)
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CHAPTER 12.10 VESTING TENTATIVE MAPS
12.10.010 Citation and authority.
This chapter is enacted pursuant to the authority granted by Chapter 4.5 (commencing
with Section 66498.1) of Division 2 of Title 7 of the Government Code of the state of California
(hereinafter referred to as the “Vesting Tentative Map Statute”), and may be cited as the
“Vesting Tentative Map Ordinance.” (Ord. 168 § 2, 1986)
12.10.020 Purpose and intent.
It is the purpose of this chapter to establish procedures necessary for the implementation
of the Vesting Tentative Map Statute, and to supplement the provisions of the Subdivision
Ordinance. Except as otherwise set forth in the provisions of this chapter, the provisions of the
Subdivision Ordinance apply to the Vesting Tentative Map Ordinance. (Ord. 168 § 2, 1986)
12.10.030 Consistency with general plan required.
No land may be subdivided pursuant to a vesting tentative map for any purpose which is
inconsistent with the general plan or any applicable specific plan, or not permitted by the Zoning
Ordinance or other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code. (Ord. 168 § 2, 1986)
12.10.040 Applicability.
A.
Whenever a provision of the Subdivision Map Act, as implemented and
supplemented by the Subdivision Ordinance, requires the filing of a tentative map or tentative
parcel map, a vesting tentative map or vesting tentative parcel map may instead be filed, in
accordance with the provisions of this chapter.
B.
If a subdivider does not seek the rights conferred by the Vesting Tentative Map
Statute, the filing of a vesting tentative map or vesting tentative parcel map will not be
prerequisite to any approval for any proposed subdivision, permit for construction, or work
preparatory to construction. (Ord. 168 § 2, 1986)
12.10.050 Filing and processing.
A.
Except as provided in subsection B of this section, a vesting tentative map or
vesting tentative parcel map must be filed in the same form and have the same contents,
accompanying data and reports, and must be processed in the same manner as set forth in
Chapter 16.20 for a tentative map or Chapter 16.16 for a tentative parcel map except, at the time
a vesting tentative map or vesting tentative parcel map is filed, it must have printed
conspicuously on its face the words “Vesting Tentative Map” or “Vesting Tentative Parcel
Map.”
B.
In addition to the other information required by this chapter to be shown on or
provided with a tentative map or tentative parcel map, a vesting tentative map or vesting
tentative parcel map must show or be accompanied by the following information in a form
satisfactory to the director:
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1.

The height, bulk, location, occupancy, class and construction type of proposed
building;

2.

The design and specifications for all public facilities including, but not limited to,
on-site and off-site sewer, water, drainage, roads, and other improvements. The
subdivider must submit detailed geological, drainage, flood control, storm water
management, soils, traffic, or other reports deemed necessary by the director of
public works or director to permit a complete review of the design and
improvements for the subdivision;

3.

Grading plans as required by the director;

4.

Information on the uses to which the buildings will be put and architectural
renderings of the buildings;

5.

Detailed landscape plans;

6.

Environmental assessment or environmental impact report;

7.

All local, state and federal permits or approvals required for development of the
proposed project, except those requiring a final map as a prerequisite;

8.

A plan showing proposed phasing of final maps, and phasing for construction.
(Amended during 1989 supplement; Ord. 168 § 2, 1986)

12.10.060 Fees.
Upon filing a vesting tentative map or vesting tentative parcel map, an additional fee as
established by city council resolution must be paid for processing a vesting tentative map or
vesting tentative parcel map. (Ord. 168 § 2, 1986)
12.10.070 Expiration.
The approval or conditional approval of a vesting tentative map or vesting tentative
parcel map expires at the end of the same time period, and is subject to the same extensions,
established by the Subdivision Ordinance for the expiration of the approval or conditional
approval of a tentative parcel map or tentative map. (Ord. 168 § 2, 1986)
12.10.080 Vesting on approval of vesting tentative map.
A.
The approval or conditional approval of a vesting tentative map or vesting
tentative parcel map confers a right to proceed with development in substantial compliance with
the ordinances, policies and standards in effect at the date the city has determined that the
application is complete as described in Section 66474.2 of the Government Code. However, if
Section 66474.2 of the Government Code is repealed, the approval or conditional approval of a
vesting tentative map or vesting tentative parcel map confers a vested right to proceed with
development in substantial compliance with the ordinances, policies and standards in effect at the
time the application for the vesting tentative map or vesting tentative parcel map was deemed
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complete. The city council resolves any disputes regarding whether a development substantially
complies with the approved or conditionally approved map, or with the ordinances, policies or
standards described in this subsection.
B.
Notwithstanding subsection A of this section, a permit, approval, extension, or
entitlement may be made conditional or denied if any of the following are determined:
1.

A failure to do so would place the residents of the subdivision or the immediate
community, or both, in a condition dangerous to their health or safety, or both;

2.

The condition or denial is required, in order to comply with state or federal law.

C.
The rights conferred by a vesting tentative map or vesting tentative parcel map
expire if a final map or parcel map is not approved and recorded prior to the expiration of the
vesting tentative map or the vesting tentative parcel map, as provided in Section 16.22.070.
D.
Upon the filing of a final map or parcel map for a vesting tentative map or vesting
tentative parcel map, the rights conferred by subsection A of this section continue for one year.
Where several final maps or parcel maps are recorded on various phases of a project covered by
a single vesting tentative map or vesting tentative parcel map, this period begins for each phase
when the final map or parcel map for that phase is recorded.
E.
The time period set forth in subsection D of this section may be automatically
extended by any time used for processing a complete application for a grading permit or
development review permit if such processing exceeds thirty days from the date a complete
application is accepted.
F.
A subdivider may apply to the city council for a one-year extension of the rights
conferred by subsection D at any time before the time period set forth in subsection D expires.
An extension may be granted only if the council finds that the map still complies with the
requirements of this chapter. The city council may approve, conditionally approve, or deny an
extension in its sole discretion.
G.
If the subdivider submits a complete application for a building permit during the
periods of time set forth in subsections D through F, the rights referred to therein continue until
the expiration of that building permit or any extension of that permit.
H.
Upon the expiration of the time limits specified in subsections A, D, E, F or G, all
rights conferred by this section cease and the project will be considered as the same as any
subdivision which was not processed pursuant to this chapter.
I.
Notwithstanding subsection A of this section, the amount of any fees which are
required to be paid either as a condition of the map approval or by operation of any law will be
determined by the application of the law or policy in effect at the time the fee is paid. The
amounts of the fees are not vested upon approval of the vesting tentative map or vesting tentative
parcel map. (Ord. 168 § 2, 1986)
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CHAPTER 12.12 FINAL MAPS—PROCEDURES
12.12.010 Generally.
After a tentative map or tentative parcel map is approved as provided for within the
subdivision ordinance, the subdivider may cause a final map or parcel map to be prepared by a
registered California civil engineer or a licensed California land surveyor in accordance with a
completed survey of the subdivision and in full compliance with the Subdivision Map Act and all
ordinances of the city. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003; Ord. 186 § 3, 1987)
12.12.020 Form, content, and accompanying material.
A.

Each final map or parcel map must be prepared in accordance with the following:

1.

It must be legibly drawn, printed, or reproduced by a process guaranteeing a
permanent record in black on polyester base film or in a format acceptable to the
director. Certificates, affidavits, and acknowledgements may be legibly stamped
or printed upon the map with opaque ink. The ink surface must be coated with a
suitable substance to assure permanent legibility;

2.

The size of each sheet must be eighteen inches by twenty-six inches;

3.

A marginal line must be drawn completely around each sheet, leaving an entirely
blank margin of one inch;

4.

The scale of the map must be large enough to show all details clearly and not less
than one hundred feet to the inch;

5.

Each sheet must be numbered, the relation of one sheet to another clearly shown,
and the number of sheets used must be set forth on each sheet;

6.

The final map or parcel map number and name, scale, north point, and sheet
number must be shown on each sheet of the map;

7.

The exterior boundary line of the land included within the subdivision must be
indicated by a distinctive symbol;

8.

The title sheet of each final map or parcel map must contain a title satisfactory to
the city engineer consisting of the number, name or other designation of the
subdivision together with the words: “In the City of Santee” or “Partly within the
City of Santee and partly in another City or the County.” Below the title must be a
subtitle consisting of a general description of all property being subdivided, by
reference to subdivisions or to section surveys. Referenced subdivision must be
spelled out and worded identically with original records, with complete references
to proper recording information or map numbers. The title sheet must show, in
addition, the basis of bearings, the number of lots, and the acreage of the
subdivision, a soils report note, and monument notes or alternately this
information may be shown on the Procedure of Survey at the discretion of the city
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engineer. Maps filed for the purpose of reverting subdivided land to acreage must
be conspicuously marked “The Purpose of this Map is Reversion to Acreage.”
Maps filed for the purpose of a condominium must be conspicuously marked “For
Condominium Purposes.”
9.

Each parcel must be numbered in consecutive order;

10.

Sufficient linear, angular and radial data must be shown to determine the bearings
and lengths of monument lines, street centerlines, and boundary lines of the
subdivision and of the boundary lines of every lot and parcel which is a part
thereof. Length, radius, and total central angle or radial bearings on all curves
must be shown;

11.

The location and description of all existing and proposed monuments must be
shown;

12.

Whenever the city engineer has established the centerline of a street or alley, such
data must be considered in making the surveys and in preparing the final
subdivision or parcel map, and all monuments found must be indicated and proper
references made to field books or maps of public record relating to the
monuments. If the points were reset by ties, that fact must be stated;

13.

The final map or parcel map must show city boundaries crossing or adjoining the
subdivision. The boundaries must be clearly designated and tied in to the
subdivision boundary;

14.

The final map or parcel map must show the centerline data, width and side lines
of all easements to which the lots are subject. Easements must be clearly labeled
and identified with respect to the use for which intended and if already of record,
proper reference to the records must be shown. Public easements must be
dedicated and so indicated in the certificate of dedication. When the subdivider
presents the map to the city, the subdivider must also present certificates executed
by public utility companies authorized to serve in the area of the subdivision,
certifying that satisfactory provisions have been executed and delivered to the
certifying companies for recording. Easements for public utility companies must
be designated on the final map or parcel map as “Easements for Public Utilities”
or other language satisfactory to the director and city attorney and must be
reserved for the use and benefit of, and the conveyance to the several public
utility companies which are authorized to serve in the subdivision;

15.

The following certificates and acknowledgements must appear on the title sheet of
the final map or parcel map:
(a)

Owner’s certificate signed and acknowledged by all parties having record
title interest thereof in the completed subdivision exceptions as provided
by the Subdivision Map Act, including dedications and offers of
dedication, if any, which must by their terms, not be revocable without
city consent in the event the final map or parcel map is approved;
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16.

(b)

Engineer’s or surveyor’s certificate;

(c)

City engineer’s certificate of approval;

(d)

City clerk’s certificate of approval by city council and acceptance of offer
of dedication;

(e)

Such other affidavits, certificates, acknowledgements, endorsements, and
notary seals as required;

The following statement, documents, and other data must be filed with the final
map or parcel map:
(a)

A guarantee of title certifying that the signature of all persons whose
consent is necessary to pass a clear title to the land being subdivided and
all acknowledgements thereto, appear and are correctly shown on the
proper certificates, and are properly shown on the map; both as to consents
for the making thereof and the affidavit of dedication,

(b)

The plans, profiles, cross-sections, specifications, and applicable permits
to the satisfaction of the city engineer for the construction and installation
of all required improvements,

(c)

All protective covenants, conditions, restrictions, or affirmative
obligations in the form in which the same are to be recorded, as approved
by the city attorney and in the case of private maintenance agreements this
must allow the city the authority but not the obligation to assume
maintenance of the property and assess the full cost including overhead
costs, therefor as a lien against the property, if the property is not
adequately maintained per the agreement,

(d)

A nonrefundable filing fee as prescribed by resolution of the city council,

(e)

Deeds for easements of rights-of-way or other dedications that have not
been dedicated on the final map or parcel map. Written evidence
acceptable to the city attorney in the form of rights-of-entry or permanent
easements across private property outside the subdivision, permitting or
granting access to perform necessary construction work and permitting
maintenance of the facility,

(f)

If the map is for the creation of a subdivision by conversion of residential
real property into condominiums, community apartments, or a stock
cooperative, including mobile home parks, the subdivider must file such
documents with the department of development services that assure
compliance with conversion of residential property requirements of the
Subdivision Map Act and all applicable city codes and ordinances,
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(g)

17.

All other data required by law or by the conditions of approval of the
tentative subdivision or parcel map, including plans, reports, agreements,
permits, fees, securities, or other requirements;

If as a condition of approval of the tentative parcel map, the subdivider has been
required to construct or install certain improvements, which have not been
completed at the time of approval of the final parcel map, a certificate indicating
the improvement requirements must be affixed to the map. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003;
Ord. 98 §§ 2, 3, 4, 1983; Ord. 91, 1983)

12.12.030 Review submittal.
For purposes of filing a final map or parcel map, the subdivider must submit three, or
more if required by the city engineer, prints of the map to the city engineer for reviewing. The
city engineer will review the map and one print will be returned to the subdivider or his or her
engineer showing modifications thereon, if any. The remaining prints will be retained for
departmental purposes. The city engineer will request additional prints for each review submittal.
When the map is found to be complete, an original with copies will be requested by the city
engineer. The final map or parcel map will be certified by the city engineer. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003;
Ord. 91, 1983)
12.12.040 Filing of maps.
Pursuant to Section 66457 of the Subdivision Map Act the effective date for filing a final
map or parcel map conforming to the approved or conditionally approved tentative map, if any,
is the date the map has been found to be technically correct, in compliance with the Subdivision
Map Act and local ordinances and all required certificates or statements on the map have been
signed and where necessary, acknowledged. All maps must be filed with the director for
processing for approval. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003)
12.12.050 Approval.
After receipt of the final map or parcel map, the city council, or city engineer for parcel
maps, must act upon the map within the time and in the manner prescribed by Sections 66457,
66458 and 66463 of the Subdivision Map Act, as it currently exists or may be amended. The city
council, or city engineer for parcel maps, may accept, conditionally accept subject to
improvement, or reject any dedications or offers of dedication that are made by certificate on the
map. (Ord. 186 § 3, 1987)
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CHAPTER 12.14 ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
12.14.010 Soils report.
A.
Every subdivision for which a final subdivision or parcel map is required must
submit to the city engineer a soils report, prepared by a California registered civil engineer,
based on adequate test borings. The city engineer may waive the soils report requirement if the
city engineer finds that sufficient knowledge exists as to the soils qualities of the subdivision.
B.
If the soils report indicates the presence of expansive soils or other soils problems
which, if not corrected would lead to structural defects, the city engineer may require a soils
investigation of each lot or parcel in the subdivision to be performed by a civil engineer,
registered in the state of California. The soils investigation report must recommend the corrective
action which is likely to prevent structural damage to each structure proposed to be constructed
in the area where such soils problem exists.
C.
The subdivision or any portion thereof where such problems exist may be
approved if the city engineer determines that the recommended corrective action is likely to
prevent structural damage to each structure to be constructed and that the issuance of any
building permit will be conditioned to include this recommended corrective action prior to the
construction of each structure involved. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.14.020 Monuments.
At the time of making the survey for all final subdivision or parcel maps, a registered
civil engineer or licensed surveyor must set sufficient durable monuments to conform with the
standards of the Subdivision Map Act and requirements established by the city engineer, as
follows:
A.
Boundary Monuments. The exterior boundary of the subdivision must be
monumented with permanent monuments not smaller than two inch iron pipes at least twentyfour inches long set at each corner, at intermediate points along the boundary not more than one
thousand feet apart, and at the beginning and end points of all curves; provided, if any existing
record and identified monument meeting the foregoing requirements is found at any such corner
or point, such monument may be used in lieu of a new monument.
B.
Lot Corner Monuments. All lot corners, except when coincident with exterior
boundary corner, must be monumented with permanent monuments of one of the following
types: (i) Three-fourth inch diameter iron pipe at least eighteen inches long, (ii) One-half inch
diameter steel rod at least eighteen inches long, (iii) Lead plug and copper identification disks set
in concrete sidewalk or curbs.
C.
Such additional monuments to mark the limiting lines of streets as the city
engineer may require.
map.

D.

All other monuments set or proposed to be set must be as indicated on the final
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E.

All monuments and their installation must conform to the city standards.

F.
Where monument setting is deferred after a final subdivision or parcel map is
filed, such monuments must be set within thirty days after the completion of the required
improvements. The engineer must notify the city engineer that all monuments have been exposed
and are available for inspection. The monuments must be inspected and found to be satisfactory
by the city engineer before the improvements are accepted. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.14.030 Energy conservation.
The design of a subdivision must provide, to the extent feasible, for future passive or
natural heating or cooling opportunities in the subdivision as required by Section 66473.1 of the
Subdivision Map Act. In the design of a subdivision, consideration must be given to climate,
contour, and configuration of the parcel to be divided. Examples of passive or natural heating
opportunities in subdivision design, include design of lot size and configuration to permit
orientation of a structure in an east-west alignment for southern exposure or orientation to take
advantage of shade or prevailing breezes. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.14.040 Standards of design.
The city engineer is authorized and directed to prepare a manual setting forth the
standards of design for public improvements within the city. This manual must set forth the
detail of design and design criteria such that engineers providing services for subdividers may
readily incorporate such standards by reference to the standards or the standards of other
agencies; however, where such references are used, the city engineer must maintain in his or her
office at least three copies of the reference for the inspection by the subdivider’s engineer. These
standards must be reviewed by the city council. (Ord. 91, 1983)
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CHAPTER 12.16 BONDING AND IMPROVEMENT SECURITY
12.16.010 Improvement agreement.
Before the city council approves a final subdivision or parcel map, the subdivider must
enter into an agreement with the city to complete all improvement work to the satisfaction of the
city engineer within a specified time and that if the subdivider fails to complete such work, the
city may complete the same and recover the full cost and expense for the work from the
subdivider. The agreement must also allow the city to inspect all improvements. The subdivider
must pay a fee set by resolution of the city council the cost of such inspection. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.16.020 Subdivision improvement security.
To guarantee the performance of any action or agreement with regard to the proposed
subdivision, the subdivider must provide security as follows:
A.
A faithful performance security for the purpose of subdivision improvement set at
an amount determined by the city engineer equal to one hundred percent of the total estimated
cost of the improvement or of the act to be performed, conditioned upon the faithful performance
of the act or agreement.
B.
A labor and materials security furnished as an additional amount determined by
the city engineer equal to fifty percent of the total estimated cost of the improvement, or the
performance of the required act, securing payment to the contractor, such contractor’s
subcontractors, and to persons furnishing labor, materials, or equipment to them for the
improvement or the performance of the required act;
C.
The monumentation agreements must be accomplished by a faithful performance
security in a sum equal to the cost of setting such monuments, guaranteeing the faithful
performance of all such work of setting monuments and furnishing notes. (Amended during 1989
supplement; Ord. 91, 1983)
12.16.030 Improvement security release.
A.
The city engineer is authorized and directed to release ninety percent (90%) of the
faithful performance subdivision improvement security after the subdivider completes and the
city accepts the work required under the agreement. The remaining ten percent of the faithful
performance subdivision improvement security must continue in effect for a period of one year
after completion and acceptance of said work, at which time, the city engineer will release the
remaining security.
B.
Before releasing the faithful performance subdivision improvement security, the
city engineer must ensure that all actions or improvements affecting other departments or
agencies have been properly completed to the satisfactions of such departments or agencies,
including, but not limited to the director of planning and community development, and agencies
handling water, sewer, electricity, gas, and street lighting. The city engineer must then
recommend release of the security to the city clerk. The city clerk then provides a written
communication to the subdivider and the maker of the bond or holder of the surety.
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12.16.040 Forms of security.
A.
Every bond required by this chapter must be furnished by a surety company
authorized to conduct business in the state of California and must be in a form acceptable to the
city attorney, and for bonds larger than $100,000, reviewed and accepted by the city council.
B.
In lieu of any faithful performance bond required by this division, the subdivider
may deposit with the city cash or acceptable equivalent equal to the required amount of such
bond or security for the faithful performance. No separate labor and material bond is required
when cash surety is used; however, an amount equal to the required labor and material bond will
not be released until six months after completion and acceptance of the improvements and then
such release will be less any unsettled claims.
C.
Other forms of security will be permitted when approved by the city attorney.
These may include letters of credit, assignment bank or savings and loan pass book accounts, and
completion of proceedings under one of the state assessment district acts. (Ord. 91, 1983)
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CHAPTER 12.18 MERGER OF PARCELS
12.18.010 Merger of contiguous parcels.
Whenever two or more contiguous parcels or units of land which have been legally
created under the provisions of this division or code are held by the same owner, such parcels, or
units must be merged where any of the following conditions exist:
A.
One of the parcels or units of land does not conform to the current standards for
minimum parcel size to permit development under the city zoning ordinance and at least one of
the parcels is not occupied by a building; provided, however, that merger must occur only to the
extent necessary to establish lots conforming to the current standards for minimum parcel area
and dimensions and after a public hearing has been held pursuant to Section 16.40.040; or
B.
The owner constructs structures or buildings on, over, or across existing parcel
lines between contiguous parcels or units of land and develops such parcels or units as a single
unit; provided, however, that merger must occur only to those parcels, or units which are
developed as a single unit. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.18.020 Treatment of lots after merger.
After merger has occurred with respect to any contiguous parcels or units of land under
this chapter, such parcels, or units of land will be treated as a single parcel under the provisions
of this code. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.18.030 Contiguity.
Property is considered as contiguous parcels or units of land only if such parcels or units
of land are adjoining, even if such parcels, or units of land are separated by roads, streets, alleys,
railroad rights-of-way, or other features deemed to be similar by the director. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.18.040 Opportunity for hearing.
A.
Whenever the director believes that real property should be merged pursuant to
this division, or that real property has merged pursuant to the Subdivision Map Act, the director
must prepare a notice of merger for recordation subject to the following conditions:
1.

At least thirty days before recording the notice of merger, the director must
provide the owner of the parcels to be affected by the merger with written notice
of the intention to record the notice of merger;

2.

The notification of the intention to record the notice of merger must specify a
time, date, and place at which the owner may present evidence to the director of
why such notice should not be recorded;

3.

The director must also provide the owner with a copy of the notice of merger;
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4.

The notice of merger must describe the real property, specify the names of the
record owners, certify that the property has merged pursuant to the Subdivision
Map Act, and specify the reasons for merger.

B.
This section is not applicable to lots for which a certificate of compliance has
been issued or which were created by a recorded map or a map filed with the county according to
procedures in effect at the time the lots were created. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.18.050 Notice to the county recorder.
Whenever the director determines that real property has merged pursuant to this chapter,
the director is authorized and directed to cause a notice of merger, specifying the name(s) of the
record owner(s) and particularly describing the real property affected by the merger, to be filed
with the county recorder. (Ord. 91, 1983)
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CHAPTER 12.20 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENT
12.20.010 Submittal.
A.
Any person(s) desiring to adjust the boundaries between two or more existing
parcels by taking land from one parcel and adding it to an adjacent parcel without creating any
new parcel must submit an application for a boundary adjustment with the department of
development services. The application must include information required by the director and a
fee established by resolution of the city council.
B.

The application must be accompanied by the following:

1.

a reproducible adjustment plat on polyester base film, eight and one-half inches
by eleven inches or eleven inches by seventeen inches in size, and in a form
prescribed by the director,

2.

the signature of the owner(s) of the property involved, and

3.

a title report.

C.
The director must refer a copy of the proposed adjustment plat to the city engineer
and may refer copies of such plat to the other departments and public agencies for review and
comment thereon. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.20.020 Approval.
A.
Within thirty days after the director accepts an application for a boundary
adjustment plat as complete, the director is authorized and directed to approve or conditionally
approve such plat if the boundary adjustment plat does not result in any of the following:
1.

Create any new parcels;

2.

Include any parcels created illegally;

3.

Impair any existing access or create a need for new access to any adjacent parcels;

4.

Impair any existing easements or create a need for any new easements serving
adjacent parcels;

5.

Require substantial alteration of any existing improvements or create a need for
any new improvements;

6.

Adjust the boundary between lots or parcels for which a covenant of improvement
requirements has been recorded and all required improvements stated therein have
not been completed unless the director determines the proposed boundary
adjustment will not significantly affect said covenant of improvement
requirements;
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7.

Cause the revised parcels to violate provisions of the general plan, zoning
ordinance or building code;

8.

Impair the ability of each revised parcel to be served by a sewer or septic system
as determined by the city engineer.

B.
The director may impose such conditions of approval to be satisfied prior to
recording the adjustment plat as the director finds necessary to insure that the boundary
adjustments involved are in full compliance with this code.
C.
In any case, where an adjustment plat is approved, the director must file a
certificate of compliance with the county recorder’s office. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.20.030 Appeal.
If the applicant is dissatisfied with any action taken by the director, the decision may be
appealed to the city council by filing such an appeal and fee as established by resolution of the
city council within fifteen days after the date of mailing the notice of the action taken by the
director. (Ord. 91, 1983)
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CHAPTER 12.22 ENFORCEMENT
12.22.010 Generally.
It is unlawful for any person, principal, agent or otherwise to sell, lease, finance, or
transfer title to any portion of any subdivision or parcel of land in the city, for which a final
parcel map, a final subdivision map or a certificate of compliance is required pursuant to the
Subdivision Map Act or this division, unless a final parcel map, final subdivision map or
certificate of compliance in full compliance with the Subdivision Map Act and this division has
been filed with the county recorder’s office. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.22.020 Notice of violations.
A.
Notice of intention to record notice of violation. Whenever the director has
knowledge that real property has been divided, or has resulted from a division, in violation of the
provisions of the Subdivision Map Act or this division, as they existed at the time of the division,
the director must send, by certified mail, a notice of intention to record a notice of violation to
the then current owner of record of the property. The notice of intentional must describe the real
property in detail, name the owners of the real property, and state that the owner will be given an
opportunity to present evidence to the director regarding why the notice should not be recorded.
The notice must specify a time, date, and place for the meeting. The notice must also contain a
description of the violations and an explanation as to why the subject parcel is not lawful under
subdivision (a) or (b) of Section 66412.6 of the Subdivision Map Act.
B.
Hearing on notice of intention. The hearing on the notice of intention to record a
notice of violation must take place no sooner than 30 days and no later than 60 days from date of
mailing. If, within 15 days after receipt of the notice, the owner of the real property fails to
inform the local agency of his or her objection to recording the notice of violation, the director
may record the notice of violation with the county recorder.
1.

If, after the owner has presented evidence, the director determines that there has
been no violation, the director must mail a clearance letter to the then current
owner of record.

2.

If, after the owner has presented evidence, the director determines that the
property has been illegally divided, the director must record the notice of
violation with the county recorder. The notice of violation, when recorded, is
deemed to be constructive notice of the violation to all successors in interest in
such property. (Ord. 91, 1983)

12.22.030 Development approvals.
No agency or city department may issue any permit or grant any approval necessary to
develop any real property if that property has been divided or has resulted from a division in
violation of the Subdivision Map Act or this division as they existed at the time of the division,
unless the director finds that the development of the property is not contrary to the public health
or safety and a certificate of compliance is issued pursuant to the provisions of Section
16.48.040. The authority to deny such a permit or such approval applies whether the applicant
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was the owner of record of the property at the time of the violation, or whether the applicant is
either the current owner of record or a vendee of the current owner of record pursuant to a
contract of sale of the property with or without actual or constructive knowledge of the violation
at the time of acquisition of interest in the property. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.22.040 Certificate of compliance.
A.
Any person owning real property may request the issuance of a certificate of
compliance stating that such real property (or any division thereof) complies with the provisions
of the Subdivision Map Act and this division. Such request must be filed with the director and be
accompanied by a fee, as adopted by resolution of the city council, and such information as may
be prescribed by the director.
B.
The director must, within fifty days after receipt of a complete, written request,
make a determination that such real property complies with the applicable provisions of the
Subdivision Map Act and this division or that such real property does not comply with such
provisions, and must so notify the owner thereof setting forth the particulars of such compliance
or noncompliance.
C.
If the subject real property is found to be in compliance with the Subdivision Map
Act and this division enacted pursuant thereto, the director must cause a certificate of compliance
relative to such real property to be filed for record with the county recorder. If, however, the
subject real property is found not to be in compliance with the provisions, the director may
impose such conditions as would have been applicable to the division of the property at the time
the applicant acquired the interest in the property as a condition to granting a certificate of
compliance. Upon satisfaction of the conditions necessary to fulfill compliance, the director must
then cause a certificate of compliance relative to such real property to be filed for record with the
county recorder. (Amended during 1989 supplement; Ord. 91, 1983)
12.22.050 Appeals.
Any person dissatisfied with any action of the director pursuant to this division may
appeal to the city council by filing such an appeal and fee, as established by resolution of the city
council, within fifteen days after the mailing of the notice of action. (Ord. 91, 1983)
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DIVISION 2. DEVELOPMENT FEES AND DEDICATIONS
CHAPTER 12.30 DEVELOPMENT IMPACT FEES
12.30.010 Title.
This chapter is known as the “Development Impact Fees and Dedication Ordinance” and
may be cited as such. (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.020 Purpose and findings.
The city council finds that:
A.
The purpose of this chapter is to establish provisions for assessing and collecting
fees as a condition of approval of a final map or as a condition of issuing a building permit.
B.
The purpose of the fees established by this chapter is to impose upon new
development the costs of constructing public facilities which are reasonably related to the
impacts of the new development. New development in Santee will require the construction of
new public facilities, including, without limitation, drainage improvements, traffic
improvements, traffic signals, public park facilities, community facilities and other public
improvements, public services and community amenities. The city council finds that it is in the
interest of the public’s health, safety and welfare for new development to pay the costs of
constructing the public facilities reasonably related to the impacts of the new development.
C.
The fees established by this chapter must be used for those purposes identified in
Section 16.26.040 of this chapter.
D.
The city council finds that there is a reasonable relationship between the use of
the fees established by this chapter and the types of development on which the fees are imposed.
The public facilities, drainage improvements, traffic improvements, and traffic signals for which
the fees are collected are reasonably related to the types of development to which they apply.
E.
The city council finds that there is a reasonable relationship between the need for
the public facilities and the type of development projects to which the fees apply. The public
facilities, drainage improvements, traffic improvements and traffic signals that the fees are to be
used for, are needed because of the impacts caused by the type of development projects to which
they apply.
F.
The city council finds that there is a reasonable relationship between the amount
of the fees and the costs of the public facility or portions of the public facility attributable to the
development on which the fees are imposed. (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.030 Definitions.
For the purpose of this chapter, the following words have the following meaning:
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“Area of benefit” means, for each individual fee, all land lying within the boundaries of
the city. A metes and bounds description of the Santee special drainage area is contained in the
description of the Santee Incorporation boundaries as described in Document Nos. 81-052979
and 1991-0133708, Official Records of the San Diego County Recorder, and incorporated by
reference. Any area annexed to the city after the effective date of the ordinance codified in this
chapter will automatically become a part of the area of benefit for development impact fees.
“Building permit” means a permit required by and issued pursuant to the Uniform
Building Code as adopted by the city.
“Developer” means a person, agency or entity that constructs or is required to construct
all or any part of a public facility as part of the approval of a development permit or building
permit.
“Development permit” means a tentative map, tentative parcel map, development review
permit or conditional use permit.
“Dwelling unit” means a single unit providing complete, independent living facilities for
one or more persons.
“Installation” means design, administration of construction contracts and actual
construction.
“Multifamily residential property” means property which, under the current city land use
plan or any specific plan, is designated as R-7, R-14, R-22 or R-30 or equivalent.
“Off-site facility” means a public facility improvement located outside the property limits
of any parcel which is being considered for development.
“On-site facility” means a public facility improvement located inside the property limits
of any parcel which is being considered for development.
“Property limits” means the parcel or parcels that are being considered for development,
including the centerline of any adjacent public right-of-way.
“Public facility” means drainage, traffic signal, circulation element street, or building
public improvements constructed by the city with city funds.
“RTCIP” means the Regional Transportation Congestion Improvement Program as
established by the San Diego Association of Governments.
“Regional Arterial System” (RAS) means the network of arterials that provide critical
links for the region as defined in San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) latest
adopted Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).
“Residential property” means property which, under the current city land use plan or any
specific plan, is designated as residential use.
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“Single-family residential property” means property which, under the current city land
use plan or any specific plan, is designated as HL, R-1, R-1A or R-2 or equivalent.
“Underdeveloped property” means property within the Santee special drainage area that
will experience significant increases in impermeable surface when developed to the full potential
allowed by the zoning ordinance.
“Undeveloped property” means property within the Santee special drainage area with no
appreciable existing constructed impermeable surface. (Ord. 495 § 6, 2010; Ord. 479 § 2, 2008;
Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.040 Development impact fees.
A.
“Public facilities benefit fee” is for installation of passive and active park facilities
and sixty-five thousand square feet of community buildings.
B.
“Drainage fee” is for the installation of needed drainage improvements identified
from the city’s latest master drainage facility study.
C.
“Traffic signal fee” is for the installation of needed traffic signals identified from
the city’s traffic signal needs list.
D.
“Traffic mitigation fee” is for the installation of needed improvements identified
from the city’s general plan circulation element.
E.
“RTCIP mitigation fee” is for improvements to the Regional Arterial System.
(Ord. 479 § 2, 2008; Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.050 Fee rates.
A.
The city council, by resolution, establishes each development impact fee rate,
based upon the estimated or actual cost at the time of the adoption of the resolution, for public
facilities.
B.
Pursuant to city council resolution establishing each development impact fee rate,
the director of development services must calculate the total fees to be paid by any applicant or
developer. The director’s decision is subject to the appeal process set forth in Section 16.26.090
of this chapter.
C.
The development impact fees, exclusive of the RTCIP mitigation fee, are
automatically adjusted for inflation on July 1 of each year. The inflation adjustment is two
percent or based on the previous calendar years increase in the San Diego Consumer Price Index
(CPI-U: All Items) as published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, whichever is higher.
D.
Pursuant to the TransNet Extension Ordinance, RTCIP mitigation fees are
automatically adjusted for inflation on July 1 of each year. The inflation adjustment will be two
percent or based on the Caltrans highway construction cost index, whichever is higher. (Ord. 479
§ 2, 2008; Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
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12.30.060 Payment of fees.
A.
All developers must pay the applicable development impact fees to the city prior
to issuance of the building permit for the purpose of defraying the actual or estimated cost of the
installation of any public facilities.
B.
The applicable development impact fees may be reduced by an amount equal to
the outstanding balance of any reimbursement agreement entered into prior to the time that the
fees become due and payable pursuant to Sections 16.26.100 and 16.26.110 of this chapter. If the
outstanding balance of the reimbursement agreement exceeds the applicable fees, the agreement
is automatically reduced by the amount of the fees and the fees will be waived. If the fees exceed
the outstanding balance of the agreement, the reduced fees must be paid prior to the issuance of a
permit.
C.
A credit may be given to all developers who have, as a condition of project
approval, constructed public facilities in lieu of the payment of development impact fees. The
credit will be the cost of the facilities constructed. For purposes of this chapter, the installation
cost is the actual cost of constructing the improvements as determined from certified invoices
from the contractor except that this cost must not exceed the estimated price as established by the
director. No facility construction for which a reimbursement agreement has been issued is
eligible for credit. (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.070 Use of fees.
A.
All public facility benefit fees, drainage fees, RTCIP mitigation fees, traffic signal
fees and traffic mitigation fees collected pursuant to this chapter must be placed into separate
accounts for each fee type. All such revenue must be expended solely for land acquisition,
construction or engineering necessary for the installation of the public facility, or reimbursement
for land acquisition, construction or engineering of the public facility.
B.
For each fee account, a special revolving fund must be established for the purpose
of making reimbursements (see Section 16.26.110 of this chapter) for improvements to off-site
facilities. Each revolving fund must be established by depositing twenty-five percent of the total
fees collected each year with a maximum accumulation of one hundred thousand dollars.
C.
The city council may from time to time change by resolution the percentage of the
development impact fees collected that is to be deposited in each public facilities revolving fund.
D.
All revenue for the RTCIP mitigation fees must be expended solely on
improvements to the Regional Arterial System. (Ord. 479 § 2, 2008; Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.080 Exceptions.
Notwithstanding the provisions of this chapter, payment of development impact fees are
not required for:
A.
The use, alteration or enlargement of an existing nonresidential building or
structure on the same lot or parcel of land, provided the total useable building floor area, as
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determined by the director, of all such alteration, enlargement or construction completed within
any consecutive three-year period does not exceed one thousand square feet;
B.
The use, alteration or enlargement of the building is not such as to change its
classification of occupancy as defined by the Uniform Building Code;
C.
The following accessory buildings and structures: private garages, children’s
playhouses, radio and television receiving antennas, shops and other buildings which are
accessory to one-family or two-family dwellings;
D.
The alteration or enlargement on an existing multifamily structure or the erection
of one or more buildings or structures accessory thereto, or both, on the same lot or parcel of
land, provided the additional number of dwelling units, as determined by the director, is not
increased;
E.
The amount of development which has occurred on a site if it has been previously
developed. (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.090 Appeal.
A.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, any person responsible for
payment of development impact fees or dedications has the right, upon payment of an
appropriate fee established by resolution of the city council, to appeal to the city council the
director’s determination of the amount of development impact fees to be paid or the type of
facility to be constructed.
B.
An appeal may only be heard if filed with the city within ninety days after
imposition of the development impact fees.
C.

The city council has the authority to:

1.

Change the amount of development impact fees when it finds that the amount so
established is incorrect or inequitable in the specific case; and/or

2.

Change the size and/or location of a facility or portion thereof.

D.
Any such changes must be in conformity with the spirit and intent of the
development impact fee and dedication ordinance adopted by council.
E.
The appellant has the burden of establishing the basis for the appeal and facts to
support the appellant’s appeal. The director makes a recommendation to the city council. Any
decision by the city council is final. (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.100 Construction credits.
Where, as a requirement of the project, the developer constructs all or a portion of an offsite public facility, the construction cost for that portion beyond local benefit will be credited
against the development impact fee to be paid for that type of facility. For purposes of this
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chapter, the construction cost is the actual cost of constructing the improvements as determined
from certified invoices from the contractor, except that this cost must not exceed the estimated
price as established by the city engineer. (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.110 Reimbursement.
A.
If a developer constructs an off-site public facility or a portion thereof, the
developer may be eligible for reimbursement from the revolving fund of that type of facility.
Reimbursement for construction of all off-site public facilities is the full amount allowed by
Section 16.26.120 of this chapter.
B.
If a public facility is improved off-site on undeveloped or underdeveloped
property, the developer may pursue private reimbursement in accordance with Chapter 15.59
Improvements Reimbursement.
C.
Off-site facilities that are not part of the respective development impact fee
programs are not eligible for reimbursement by those respective fees.
D.
No reimbursement is allowed for the construction of any on-site facilities, with
the exception of public park facilities and community buildings.
E.
If the amount in a specific public facility’s revolving fund is insufficient to fully
reimburse eligible developers, the city will enter into a reimbursement agreement with the
developer. The reimbursement agreement will be entered into when the city has determined that
the developer has made a complete submittal of all invoices necessary to substantiate costs to be
reimbursed. Reimbursement will be made only as fees are collected with the development of
property within the city. Although the revolving fund of each facility type will have a limit of
one hundred thousand dollars, up to twenty-five percent of any fees collected following the
operative date of the reimbursement agreement will be available for reimbursement. No
developer may receive reimbursement until all developers who have previously executed
reimbursement agreements are fully reimbursed (except for credit against fees as allowed in
Section 16.26.060(C) of this chapter). (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.120 Cost allowance for reimbursement agreements.
For the purpose of reimbursement pursuant to Section 16.26.110 of this chapter, the cost
of construction for public facilities or any portion of these facilities is the actual cost as certified
by the developer and verified by the city, or the estimated cost computed in accordance with the
schedule of construction allowances as approved by the city, whichever is less. The estimated
cost will be based upon the length, size and type of facility actually constructed. (Ord. 449 § 1,
2005)
12.30.130 Scheduling installation.
This chapter must not be construed to mean that public facilities, for which a fee(s) has
been paid, will be installed immediately. Installation will be programmed when conditions
warrant and balance of funding is available. (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
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12.30.140 Compliance with state law.
In carrying out the provisions of this chapter, the city complies with the terms and
requirements of California Government Code Sections 66000 through 66022. (Ord. 449 § 1,
2005)
12.30.150 Determination of fees—Public facilities.
A.
The public facilities benefit fee for single-family residential property is the
product of the actual number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the
respective land uses of HL, R-1, R-1A and R-2.
B.
The public facilities benefit fee for multifamily residential property is the product
of the actual number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the
respective land uses of R-7, R-14, R-22 and R-30. (Ord. 495 § 6, 2010; Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.160 Determination of fees—Drainage.
A.
The drainage fee for single-family residential property is the product of the actual
number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the respective land uses
of HL, R-1, R-1A and R-2 in the Santee area of benefit.
B.
The drainage fee for multifamily residential property is the product of the actual
number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the respective land uses
of R-7, R-14, R-22 and R-30 in the Santee area of benefit.
C.
The drainage fee for property with land uses other than single-family or
multifamily residential property in the Santee area of benefit is the product of the total square
footage, divided by one thousand, of impermeable surface to be constructed, including, but not
limited to, roof area of structures, parking lots, driveways, patios, streets, and sidewalks, and the
fee rate (dollars per one thousand square foot unit) for the respective land uses.
D.
In the case of modification, expansion, or reconstruction of an existing structure,
except for single-family residential property, the number of acres of impermeable surface is
equal to the acreage of new impermeable surface to be constructed. If the total aggregate amount
of new impermeable surface during any three-year period is less than one thousand square feet,
then the fee is zero. No fee will be charged for modifications to single-family residential
properties. (Ord. 495 § 6, 2010; Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.170 Land use changes.
Differences in drainage facility requirements that are a result of a change in the city
general plan are reviewed by the city council. If determined by the city council that the total
facilities cost and the basis of cost allocation have been significantly altered, the city council may
make revisions in accordance with the changes in the general plan. (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.180 Determination of fees—Traffic signal.
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A.
The traffic signal fee for single-family residential property is the product of the
actual number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the respective land
uses of HL, R-1, R-1A and R-2 in the Santee area of benefit.
B.
The traffic signal fee for multifamily residential property is the product of the
actual number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the respective land
uses of R-7, R-14, R-22 and R-30 in the Santee area of benefit.
C.
The traffic signal fee for property with land uses other than single-family of
multifamily residential property in the Santee area of benefit is the product of the total square
footage of structures, divided by one thousand, and the fee rate (dollars per one thousand square
foot unit) for the respective land uses. (Ord. 495 § 6, 2010; Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.190 Determination of fees—Traffic mitigation.
A.
The traffic mitigation fee for single-family residential property is the product of
the actual number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the respective
land uses of HL, R-1, R-1A and R-2 in the Santee area of benefit.
B.
The traffic mitigation fee for multifamily residential property is the product of the
actual number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the respective land
uses of R-7, R-14, R-22 and R-30 in the Santee area of benefit.
C.
The traffic mitigation fee for property with land uses other than single-family or
multifamily residential property in the Santee area of benefit is the product of the total square
footage of structures, divided by one thousand, and the fee rate (dollars per one thousand square
foot unit) for the respective land uses. (Ord. 495 § 6, 2010; Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.200 Determination of fees.
A.
The RTCIP mitigation fee for single-family residential property the product of the
actual number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the respective land
uses of HL, R-1, R-1-A and R-2 in the Santee area of benefit.
B.
The RTCIP mitigation fee for multifamily residential property is the product of
the actual number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the respective
land uses of R-7, R-14, R-22, and R-30 zones in the Santee area of benefit. (Ord. 479 § 2, 2008)
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CHAPTER 12.32 DEDICATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
12.32.010 General requirements.
The standards and requirements in this division and as adopted by resolution of the city
council, apply to all final, subdivision and parcel maps unless otherwise indicated by this
division, or unless expressly waived by the city council. Additional requirements may be
recommended to the city council by the director or the city engineer as prescribed in Chapter
16.32. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.32.020 Dedications.
The subdivider must make an irrevocable offer of dedication for public use:
A.
All streets, highways, alleys, ways, easements, rights-of-way, and parcels of land
shown on the final subdivision or parcel map and intended for public use by appropriate
certificate on the title page. All irrevocable offers of dedication must also be shown by
appropriate certificate on the title page.
B.
Vehicular access rights from any parcel to any highway or street when required
by the conditions of approval of the tentative subdivision or parcel map. Such rights must be
offered for dedication by appropriate certificate on the title sheet, and a note stating: “Vehicular
Access Rights Dedicated to the City of Santee” or other language acceptable to the director and
city attorney must be lettered along the highway or street adjacent to the parcels affected on the
final map.
C.
All streets, highways, alleys, ways, easements, rights-of-way, and other public
improvements offered for dedication must be designed, developed, and improved according to
the standards of the city and to the satisfaction of the city engineer.
D.
Any public and private utility easements required by the various utilities or the
city must be shown on the final subdivision or parcel map and dedicated to the appropriate
agency by separate document.
E.

All drainage easements when:

1.

Storm drains are necessary for the general use of lot or parcel owners in the
subdivision and such storm drains are not to be installed in the streets, alleys, or
ways of such subdivision. In such cases, the subdivider must offer to dedicate
upon the final subdivision or parcel map the necessary rights-of-way for such
facility plus access thereto;

2.

Property being subdivided, or any portion thereof, is situated in the path of the
natural drainage from adjoining property and no street, alley, or way within the
subdivision is planned to provide for the drainage of such adjoining property. In
such cases, the subdivider must offer to dedicate drainage and access easements
adequate to provide for the ultimate future drainage of the adjoining property.
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F.
Land for local transit facilities such as bus turnouts, benches, shelters, loading
pads which benefit the residents of the subdivision if the subdivision will contain a minimum of
two hundred dwelling units or will be at least one hundred acres in size. This requirement does
not apply to condominium projects, community apartment projects, or stock cooperatives which
are conversions of an existing apartment building.
G.
Land for bicycle / pedestrian paths for the use and safety of residents of the
subdivision, if the subdivision will contain a minimum of fifty (50) dwelling units.
H.
Land for the construction of schools necessary to assure residents of the
subdivision have adequate public school service, pursuant to Section 66478 of the Subdivision
Map Act and Division 1 of this Title. Such dedication must be to the applicable school district.
I.
Reservation of land for parks, recreational facilities, fire stations, libraries, or
other public uses subject to the provisions of Section 66479 through Section 66482 of the
Subdivision Map Act. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.32.030 Improvements.
A.
The city may require the construction of reasonable on and off-site improvements
for the parcels being created pursuant to the provisions of Section 66411.1 of the Subdivision
Map Act.
B.
The subdivider, prior to approval of the final subdivision or parcel map by the city
council, must make or enter into an agreement with the city to make all improvements prescribed
on the approved tentative subdivision or parcel map and as a condition of approval of the
tentative subdivision or parcel map. The agreement to make the subdivision improvements must
be guaranteed by the posting of appropriate security. Plans, profiles and specifications of
proposed improvements must be submitted to the city engineer for review, accompanied by a
checking fee as set by resolution of the city council. The improvement plans must be approved
by the city engineer prior to the approval of the final subdivision or parcel map by the city
council.
C.
The minimum improvements required of the subdivider for final subdivision and
parcel maps are as follows:
1.

Grading and improvement of public and private streets and alleys including
surfacing, curbs, gutters, cross gutters, sidewalks, ornamental street lighting,
street name signs and necessary barricades and safety devices;

2.

Storm drainage and flood control facilities within and outside of the subdivision
sufficient to carry storm runoff both tributary to and originating within the
subdivision;

3.

A public sewage system serving each lot of the subdivision, except a private
sewer system may be designed and constructed to public sewer system standards
for planned residential developments and condominiums subject to approval of
the city engineer, unless this requirement is waived by the director or city council;
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4.

A water supply system providing an adequate supply of potable water to each lot
and fire hydrant within the subdivision. The water supply system must be of the
size and design prescribed by the water district subject to the approval of the city
engineer;

5.

Fire hydrants and connections must be of the type and at locations specified by
the fire chief;

6.

Survey monuments;

7.

Public utility distribution facilities including gas, electric, telephone and cable
television necessary to serve each lot in the subdivision. All new and existing
utility distribution facilities within the boundaries of the subdivision and within
the half street abutting any new subdivision must be placed underground. Where
the city council, by resolution in the case of final subdivision maps or the city
engineer in the case of final parcel maps, determines this requirement to be
impractical, the undergrounding improvement may be deferred and an in-lieu cash
deposit collected by the city in an amount equal to the estimated cost of
undergrounding of such utilities;

8.

The subdivider may designate a portion of any unit or units of improved or
unimproved land which is not divided for the purpose of sale, lease, or financing
as a remainder parcel. The fulfillment of construction requirements or
improvements for a designated remainder parcel may not be required immediately
as provided in a written agreement between the subdivider and the city. Such
agreement must specify the timing and extent of improvements through the
remainder parcel.

9.

The city may require that improvements installed by the subdivider for the benefit
of the subdivision must contain supplemental size, capacity, or number for the
benefit of property not within the subdivision, and that such improvements be
dedicated to the public pursuant to Sections 66485 and 66486 of the Subdivision
Map Act. (Ord. 186 § 3, 1987; Ord. 91, 1983)

12.32.040 Improvement standards and plans.
A.
The design and improvements of subdivisions must be in accordance with the
applicable sections of the zoning ordinance, the general plan, any specific plans adopted by the
city and the requirements established by the city engineer.
B.
Improvement plans must be prepared by a California registered civil engineer and
must be completed to the satisfaction of the city engineer prior to acceptance of the final
subdivision or parcel map. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.32.050 Parks and recreation facilities.
Requirements. Pursuant to Division 2 of this Title and as a condition of approval of a
final subdivision or a final parcel map for a residential subdivision, a subdivider must dedicate
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land for parks and recreation purposes, pay a fee in lieu thereof, or a combination of both, at the
option of the city, as determined at the time of approval of the tentative map. The land
dedication, or fee in lieu thereof, must be used for developing new or rehabilitating existing park
and recreational purposes.
12.32.060 Private streets, alleys or ways.
A.
Private streets, alleys, or ways will be permitted only when the welfare of the
occupants of the subdivision will be better served and the public’s welfare will not be impaired
through such use or the improvements thereon. Such private street, alley, or way must not be
offered for dedication and must be shown on the final subdivision or parcel map as parcels
lettered alphabetically. All private streets, alleys, or ways must be designed, developed, and
improved to the standards of the city and to the satisfaction of the city engineer.
B.
All such access ways must be governed by maintenance agreements or similar
mechanism guaranteeing proper maintenance in perpetuity and must be approved by the city and
be made a part of the property deed or other recorded document. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.32.070 Exceptions.
A.
The city council may grant exceptions to the requirements or standards imposed
by these regulations where consistent with, or not specifically prohibited by, the provisions of the
Subdivision Map Act. In granting such exceptions or modifications, the city council must make
all of the following findings:
1.

The property to be divided is of such size, shape, or is affected by such
topographic conditions that it is impossible or impracticable in the particular case
to conform fully to the subdivision requirements; and

2.

The exception will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, or welfare, or be
detrimental to the use of other properties in the vicinity; and

3.

Granting of the exception is in accordance with the intent and purposes of this
title, and is consistent with the general plan and with all applicable specific plans
or other plans of the city.

B.
The city council must not base any of its decision on the basis of cost to the
subdivider of strict or literal compliance with the regulations as a reason for granting an
exception.
C.
In granting any exceptions, the city council must impose such conditions as are
necessary to protect the public health, safety, or welfare and assure compliance with the general
plan, all applicable specific plans, and with the intent and purpose of this title. (Ord. 186 § 3,
1987)
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DIVISION 3 PARK LANDS AND SPORTS FIELDS
Chapter 12.40 PARK LANDS DEDICATION
12.40.010 Title.
This chapter is known as the park lands dedication ordinance and may be cited as such.
(Ord. 26 § 1, 1981)
12.40.020 Definitions.
In this chapter:
A.
“Development” means a subdivision, mobile home park or construction or
installation of a dwelling. Development does not include:
1.

Subdivisions created for industrial or commercial purposes;

2.

Resort and recreational facilities for which occupancy is limited to ninety days for
any person in any twelve-month period, or cabin or motel units which are not to
be used as primary residences and which are to be constructed within and
primarily to serve federal, state or county parks or forests;

3.

Recreational trailer parks, temporary trailer parks, or travel trailer parks as those
terms are defined in the Mobilehome Parks Act.

B.

“Director” means the director of development services for the city of Santee.

C.
“Dwelling” means a building or portion thereof used exclusively for residential
purposes, including one-family, two-family, and multiple dwellings, and also means mobile
home, and mobile home sites or spaces in mobile home parks.
D.
“Dwelling unit” means a single unit providing complete, independent living
facilities for one or more persons, and includes an accessory dwelling as defined in Title 17.
E.

“Family” has the same meaning set forth in the zoning code.

12.40.030 Applicability.
A.
Except as otherwise provided, this chapter applies to all tentative maps of
subdivision, all applications for special use permits filed with the director, and all building
permits or other permits for development filed with the director. For major subdivisions to which
this chapter applies, the required amount of land, or fees in lieu of land, is the amount prescribed
by this chapter on the date on which the environmental impact initial study or draft
environmental impact report was filed, together with required maps and fees for the subdivision;
provided, that the tentative subdivision map is approved within two years after the date.
B.

This chapter does not apply to the following:
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1.

any subdivisions containing fewer than five parcels; provided, however, that a
condition may be placed on the approval of such a parcel map, that if a building
permit is requested for construction of a residential structure or structures on one
or more of the parcels within four years, the fee may be required to be paid by the
owner of each parcel as a condition of the issuance of the permit;

2.

commercial, industrial, or other nonresidential subdivision;

3.

condominium stock cooperative projects consisting of the subdivision of airspace
in an existing apartment building which is more than five years old and when no
new dwelling units are added;

4.

the replacement on the same parcel by the owner of a dwelling or dwelling
destroyed by fire or other calamity, provided that the application for a building
permit to replace such dwelling is filed with the director within six months after
destruction of the dwelling.

(Ord. 73 § 1, 1983; Ord. 26 § 12, 1981)
12.40.040 Dedication or payment of fee required.
A.
Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, the applicant for any development
must, as a condition of approval of the development, dedicate land, pay fees in lieu of land, or a
combination of both, pursuant to this chapter for the purpose of providing park or recreation
facilities to serve future residents of such development:
B.
Before receiving any building permit or other permit for development under the
jurisdiction of the director, the applicant must pay fees prescribed in Section 16.04.070 or
present a written statement from the director certifying that the requirements of this chapter have
otherwise been satisfied with respect to the development for which permits are sought
C.
In the event that subsequent development occurs with respect to property for
which fees have been paid or land dedicated, additional fees or dedication are required only for
additional lots or dwelling units which were not included in computing the prior fee or
dedication requirements.
(Ord. 181 § 1, 1987; Ord. 26 § 3, 1981)
12.40.050 Filing procedures.
A.
An applicant for a tentative subdivision map or other application for development
approval, must, as a part of such filing, indicate a preference to either dedicate land for park or
recreation purposes, pay a fee in lieu of land, or both. If the applicant prefers to dedicate land, the
applicant must specify the land proposed to be dedicated.
B.
To facilitate decisions regarding dedication of land, the developer must furnish a
tabulation showing the number of dwelling units proposed to be constructed in each portion of
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the development. The director may waive the tabulation requirement at the director’s sole
discretion. (Ord. 26 § 4, 1981)
12.40.060 Dedication or payment—Criteria for determination.
A.

Developments containing fifty or fewer parcels.

1.

Except as otherwise provided in this section, only the payment of fees is required
for developments containing fifty or fewer parcels, except that when a
condominium project, stock cooperative, or community apartment project, as
those terms are defined in Sections 4105, 4125, and 4190 of the Civil Code,
exceed 50 dwelling units, dedication of land may be required, even though the
number of parcels may be less than 50.

2.

An applicant for a development containing fifty or fewer parcels may offer to
dedicate land in lieu of paying fees, in which event the city council may elect to
accept the land or require the payment of fees, or a combination of both, and in
making such election will consider the factors set forth in this section.

B.
Developments containing more than fifty parcels. The city council determines
whether to require dedication of land, payment of a fee in lieu of land, or a combination of both,
for developments containing more than fifty parcels. In making this determination, the city
council considers the following factors:
1.

Conformity of lands offered for dedication with the recreation element of the
general plan;

2.

The topography, soils, soil stability, drainage, access, location and general utility
of land in the development available for dedication;

3.

The size and shape of the development and land available for dedication;

4.

The amount, usability, and location of publicly owned property available for
combination with dedicated lands in the formation of local park and recreation
facilities;

5.

The recreation facilities to be privately owned and maintained by future residents
of the development. (Ord. 109, 1983; Ord. 26 § 5, 1981)

12.40.070 Dedication or payment—Amount.
A.
The amount of land to be dedicated pursuant to this chapter must be based on the
average occupancy rate per dwelling type and the ratio of dedication equivalent to five acres per
one thousand population according to the following table:
Dwelling Type

Square Feet to be Dedicated
Per Unit
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Single-family

740.5

Multi-family

675.2

Mobilehome

370.3

B.
The amount of a fee in lieu of land to be paid pursuant to this chapter is set by
resolution of the city council and is based on the city wide average of land available for park
purposes within the urbanized area of the city, plus the estimated cost for developing said land
into usable parks. The fee is automatically adjusted for inflation on July 1 of each year. The
inflation adjustment is two percent or based on the previous calendar years increase in the San
Diego Consumer Price Index (CPI-U: All Items) as published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
whichever is higher. The fees received under this chapter are deposited in the park in lieu fund
and must be used for the purchase, development and/or rehabilitation of park and recreational
facilities. (Ord. 222, 1989; Ord. 109, 1983; Ord. 26 § 6, 1981)
12.40.080 Dedication or payment—Time.
A.
If the development in question is a subdivision and land is to be dedicated,
approval of the tentative map will be conditioned on offering the land for dedication prior to
approval of the final map.
B.
If the development in question is a subdivision and fees alone are to be paid or
fees are to be paid in combination with the dedication of land, approval of the tentative map will
be conditioned on a requirement that the subdivider must deposit the fees with the city before
receiving any building permits.
C.
If the development in question is other than a subdivision, the land must be
offered for dedication or the fee in lieu of land must be deposited with the director before
issuance of a building permit, permit to construct a mobile home park, or if neither permit is
required, prior to the issuance of any other permit that may be required to authorize the
replacement, construction, or installation of a dwelling.
12.40.090 Refunds.
Any fee paid pursuant to the provisions of this chapter will not be refunded except under
either of the following circumstances:
A.
Timely withdrawal of application. On written application for a refund, after the
application for approval of the development is timely withdrawn as follows:
1.

for a subdivision, the withdrawal must occur prior to recording the final map,
except as otherwise provided in subdivision B of this section;

2.

for all other developments, the withdrawal must occur prior to the commencement
of actual construction.
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B.
Credit or land dedication. An applicant for a building permit to construct a
dwelling within a planned residential development or other subdivision for which a tentative
map has been filed, and for which fees required by this chapter have been paid, may submit a
written request for a refund of the amount deposited and the director is authorized to issue
refund, in the following circumstances:
1.

If the director determines to allow a credit to the applicant for private parks
pursuant to section 16.04.100, the director is authorized to refund the amount set
forth in a verified copy of the action taken by the director authorizing such credit;

2.

If the city council elects to accept land in lieu of fees pursuant to section
16.04.060, the director is authorized to refund the amount set forth in a verified
copy of the action taken by the city council accepting such land.

(Ord. 26 § 7.1, 1981)
12.40.100 Credit for private parks.
Where a development provides a private area for park and recreational purposes and such
area is to be privately owned and maintained by the future owner(s) of the development, such
area may be credited against up to fifty percent of the requirement of land dedication or fees
payment, if the director determines that it is in the public interest to do so, and that all of the
following standards either have been or will be met prior to approval of the final subdivision
map:
A.
That yards, court areas, setbacks, and other open areas, required to be maintained
by the zoning and building ordinances and other regulations, will not be included in the
computation of such private areas;
B.
That the private ownership and maintenance of the area will be adequately
provided for by recorded written agreement, covenants or restrictions;
C.
That the use of the private area is restricted for park and recreational purposes by
an open space easement or other instrument approved by the city attorney;
D.
That the proposed private area is reasonably adaptable for use for park or
recreational purposes, taking into consideration such factors as size, shape, topography, geology,
access, and location;
E.

That the facilities proposed:

1.

Are in substantial accordance with the provisions of the recreation element of the
general plan, or adopted community or specific plans,

2.

Are appropriate to the recreation needs of the future residents of the development,
and
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3.

Will substitute for the park lands otherwise required to be dedicated in meeting
the recreation needs of the residents. (Ord. 109, 1983; Ord. 26 § 8, 1981)

12.40.110 Credit for public parks.
A.
When an applicant has dedicated a park to the public to serve a subdivision for
which a tentative map was filed, the city council may, pursuant to Sections 16.04.060 and
16.04.070, allow the following credits for such park:
1.

A credit against up to one hundred percent of the requirement for land dedication;

2.

A credit against up to one hundred percent of fee payment required by this chapter
for building permits to construct dwellings on the subdivision lots served by the
dedicated public park; or

3.

A credit against fees required for such building permits for the value of
improvements to such park installed or constructed by the applicant; provided that
such credit must not exceed the value of improvements normally authorized by
the city for similar parks. (Ord. 26 § 8.1, 1981)

12.40.120 Limitations on use.
The land and fees required pursuant to this chapter must be used only for the purpose of
providing park or recreation facilities which are in accordance with the principles and standards
contained in the recreation element of the general plan, and which will serve residents of a local
park planning area as delineated in the recreation element which includes the development from
which the fees were derived. (Ord. 26 § 9, 1981)
12.40.130 Commencement of park development.
Development of park or recreational facilities for which land has been dedicated or for
which fees have been paid in lieu thereof will begin when the city council determines that
sufficient residential development has occurred so as to render the park or recreational facilities
reasonably necessary. (Ord. 26 § 10, 1981)
12.40.140 Regulations.
The city council may from time to time approve such regulations as it deems necessary to
implement the provisions of this chapter. (Ord. 26 § 11, 1981)
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CHAPTER 12.42 DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS—DISPLACEMENT OF SPORTS
FIELDS
12.42.010 Sports fields defined.
“Sports fields,” as used in this chapter, means and includes any and all property used, as
of the date of the ordinance codified in this chapter, for baseball, softball, or soccer by one or
more identifiable groups. “Sports fields” also includes those structures or improvements
constructed or installed to facilitate use of the property for sports activities, such as lights,
buildings or bleachers. (Ord. 175 § 1, 1986)
12.42.020 Public hearing required.
A.
An applicant for a development project that displaces a sports field must, if
feasible, provide for the relocation of the displaced sports field.
B.
Prior to approving a development project that displaces a sports field, the city
council of the city must conduct a public hearing to determine arrangements for relocation of
those facilities. (Ord. 175 § 2, 1986)
12.42.030 Notice of hearing.
A.
The director must provide notice of the hearing by mail to the property owner, the
proponent of the development project, and all organizations known to the city that have, within
the twelve months prior to the hearing, used the sports facilities. Notice must also be posted at
the site of the sports facilities.
B.
Notice of the hearing must be mailed, posted and published in a newspaper of
general circulation no less than ten days prior to the hearing. (Ord. 175 § 3, 1986)
12.42.040 Findings required.
At the close of the hearing and before approving a development project that displaces a
sports field, the council must either:
A.
Find that relocation of the sports fields is feasible and direct the appropriate
actions be taken to accomplish such relocation; or
B.

Find that relocation of the sports facilities is not feasible. (Ord. 175 § 4, 1986)

12.42.050 Criteria to determine feasibility.
In making its finding that relocation is feasible or infeasible, the council considers the
following:
A.
charters;

The geographical requirements placed on past users by their respective athletic
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B.
The cost to relocate facilities should be borne by the developer, the property
owner, and then, if necessary, by the city;
C.
Improvements at relocated facilities should be equal to or better than facilities
displaced. (Ord. 175 § 5, 1986)
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DIVISION 4 SCHOOLS
CHAPTER 12.50 DEDICATIONS OF LAND AND FEES FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS
ARTICLE 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
12.50.100 Citation.
This chapter is known as the “school facilities dedication and fee ordinance.” (Prior code §
82.101)
12.50.110 Authority.
This chapter is adopted pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 4.7, commencing with § 65970, of
Division 1 of Title 7 of the Government Code. (Prior code § 82.102)
12.50.120 Purpose and intent.
This chapter is intended to implement the school facilities dedication and fees legislation in the
city of Santee and to provide authority whereby the city, affected school districts and applicants
for land development approvals may undertake such reasonable steps as are necessary to
alleviate the overcrowding of school facilities. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code §
82.104)
12.50.130 Regulations.
The city council may from time to time, by resolution, issue regulations to provide for the
administration of this chapter. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 82.105)
12.50.140 Findings.
The city council finds and declares as follows:
A.
Adequate school facilities should be available for children residing in new
residential developments.
B.
Public and private residential developments may require the expansion of existing
public schools or the construction of new school facilities.
C.
In many areas of the city, the funds for the construction of new classroom
facilities are not available when new development occurs, resulting in the overcrowding of
existing schools.
D.
New housing developments frequently cause conditions of overcrowding in
existing school facilities which cannot be alleviated in a reasonable period of time without city
involvement as provided for under existing state law.
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E.
That, for the above reasons, new and improved methods of financing for interim
school facilities necessitated by new development are needed in the city of Santee. (Amended
during 1989 supplement; prior code § 82.106)
12.50.150 City of Santee general plan.
The city of Santee general plan provides for the location of public schools. Interim school
facilities, whether temporary or permanent, to be constructed from fees paid or land dedicated, or
both, must be consistent with the city general plan. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior
code § 82.107)
12.50.160 Prior agreements.
Each decision-making body of the city will recognize any agreement existing prior to the
operative date of this chapter between an applicant for a residential development and a school
district and pertaining to the dedication of land and/or payment of fees for school facilities to
serve the property which is the subject of the application, or any portion thereof, and consider
that agreement as satisfying the requirements of this chapter. (Prior code § 82.108)
12.50.170 Definitions
In this chapter:
“Conditions of overcrowding” means that the total enrollment of a school, including enrollment
from proposed development, exceeds the capacity of such school as determined by the governing
body of the school district. (Prior code § 82.201)
“Decision-making body” means the city council or the director. (Amended during 1989
supplement; prior code § 82.202)
“Director” means the director of development services of the city. (Amended during 1989
supplement; prior code § 82.202.5)
“Dwelling unit” means a single unit providing complete, independent living facilities for one or
more persons.
“Interim facilities” means:
A.
Temporary classrooms not constructed with permanent foundation and defined as
a structure containing one or more rooms, each of which is designed, intended and equipped for
use as a place for formal instruction of pupils by a teacher in a school.
B.
C.
§ 82.203.5)

Temporary classroom toilet facilities not constructed with permanent foundations.
Reasonable site preparation and installation of temporary classrooms. (Prior code
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“Reasonable methods for mitigating conditions of overcrowding” include, but are not limited to,
agreements between a subdivider or builder and the affected school district whereby temporary
use buildings will be leased to or for the benefit of the school district or temporary use buildings
owned by the school district will be used and agreements between the affected school district and
other school districts whereby the affected school district agrees to lease or purchase surplus or
underutilized school facilities from other school districts. (Prior code § 82.204)
“Residential development” means
A.
A project containing residential dwellings, including mobilehomes, of one or
more units or a subdivision of land for the purpose of constructing one or more residential
dwelling units. Residential development includes, but is not limited to:
1.

A privately proposed amendment to the city of Santee general plan which would
allow an increase in authorized residential density and where no further
discretionary action for residential development need be taken by a decisionmaking body prior to application for a building permit;

2.

A privately proposed specific plan or amendment to a specific plan which would
allow an increase in authorized residential density;

3.

A tentative or final subdivision map or parcel map or a time extension on such a
tentative map;

4.

A conditional use permit;

5.

An ordinance rezoning property to a residential use or to a more intense
residential use;

6.

A building permit;

7.

Any other discretionary permit for residential use.

B.
Exemptions. A residential development is exempt from the requirements of this
chapter when it consists only of any of the following:
1.

Any modification or remodel of an existing legally-established dwelling unit
where no additional dwelling units are created;

2.

A condominium project converting an existing apartment building into a
condominium where no new dwelling units are created;

3.

Any rebuilding of a legally-established dwelling unit destroyed or damaged by
fire, flood, explosion, act of God or other accident or catastrophe;

4.

Any rebuilding of an historical building recognized, acknowledged and
designated as such by the city;
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5.

The installation, siting or relocation of mobilehomes in then existing mobilehome
parks;

6.

Any dwelling constructed to replace a dwelling taken in an eminent domain
proceeding, if both dwelling sites lie within the same school district. (Amended
during 1989 supplement; prior code §§ 82.205, 82.206)

ARTICLE 2. FINDINGS OF OVERCROWDED ATTENDANCE AREAS
12.50.200 School district findings.
The provisions of Section 3.36.190 are applicable to official actions taken on residential
development applications by a decision-making body, if the governing body of a school district
which has jurisdiction within the city of Santee makes a finding supported by clear and
convincing evidence, and the city council concurs in such finding, that:
A.
Conditions of overcrowding exist in one or more attendance areas within the
district which will impair the normal functioning of educational programs, including the reasons
for the existence of such conditions; and
B.
All reasonable methods, within established school district policies, of mitigating
conditions of overcrowding have been evaluated and no feasible method, as determined by the
school district, for reducing such conditions exist, the governing body of the school district must
notify the city council. The notice of findings sent to the city must specify the mitigation
measures considered by the school district. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code §
82.301)
12.50.210 Notice of findings requirements.
Any notice of findings sent by a school district to the city council must specify:
A.

The findings listed in Section 3.36.170;

B.
The mitigation measures and methods, including those listed in Section 3.36.150,
considered by the school district and any determination made concerning them by the district.
Other mitigation measures may include, but are not limited to:
1.

Any other agreements entered into by the affected school district which would
alleviate conditions of overcrowding caused by new residential development,

2.

The use of relocatable structures, student transportation and/or school boundary
realignments,

3.

The use of available bond or state loan revenues, to the extent authorized by law,

4.

The use of funds which could be available from the sale of surplus school district
real property and funds available from other appropriate sources, as determined
by the respective governing bodies of affected school districts;
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C.

The precise geographic boundaries of the overcrowded attendance area or areas;

D.
Such other information as may be required by city council regulation. (Amended
during 1989 supplement; prior code § 82.302)
12.50.220 Restriction on approval of residential development city council findings.
Within any attendance area of a school district where it has been determined pursuant to Section
3.36.170 that conditions of overcrowding exist, no decision-making body may approve an
application for a residential development within such area, unless such decision-making body
makes one of the following findings:
A.
That action will be taken pursuant to this chapter to provide dedications of land
and/or fees to mitigate the conditions of overcrowding within that attendance area; or
B.
That there are specific overriding fiscal, economic, social or environmental
factors which in the judgment of the decision-making body would benefit the city, thereby
justifying the approval of a residential development otherwise subject to the provision of this
chapter. An agreement between the applicant for a residential development and the school
district to mitigate conditions of overcrowding within that attendance area may be considered by
a decision-making body as such an overriding factor. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior
code § 82.303)
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ARTICLE 3. REQUIREMENTS, STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES
12.50.300 Requirement of fees and/or dedications.
For the purpose of establishing an interim method of providing classroom facilities where
overcrowding conditions exist as determined pursuant to Section 3.36.170, the city may require,
as a condition to the approval of a residential development, the dedication of land, the payment
of fees in lieu thereof, or a combination of both, as determined by a decision-making body during
the hearings and other proceedings on specific residential development applications falling
within its jurisdiction. Prior to imposing fees or dedications of land, the decision-making body
acting on the application must make the following findings:
A.

The city of Santee general plan provides for the location of public schools;

B.
The land or fees, or both, transferred to a school district may be used only for the
purpose of providing interim elementary, junior high, or high school classroom and related
facilities as defined by the governing body of the district;
C.
The location and amount of land to be dedicated or the amount of fees to be paid,
or both, must bear a reasonable relationship and be limited to the needs of the community for
interim elementary, junior high, or high school facilities and be reasonably related and limited to
the need for schools caused by the development.
D.
The facilities to be constructed, purchased, leased, or rented from such fees or the
land to be dedicated or both are consistent with the city of Santee general plan. (Amended during
1989 supplement; prior code § 82.401)
12.50.305 Necessity for establishment of fee standard.
Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 3.36.200, the issuance of a building permit may not be
conditioned upon the payment of a fee pursuant to this division until a fee standard for the school
district within which the property for the proposed building lies has been established and
concurred in pursuant to Section 3.36.230. (Prior code § 82.401.5)
12.50.310 Payment of fees in smaller subdivisions.
Only the payment of fees is required in subdivisions containing fifty parcels or fewer. (Prior code
§ 82.402)
12.50.315 Standards for land dedication and fees.
Where a determination has been made pursuant to Section 3.36.170 that conditions of
overcrowding exist, the governing board of each school district establishes the standards for the
amount of dedicated land or fees to be required and provides the relevant standards and facts
supporting them to the city council. If the city council concurs in such standards, each decisionmaking body must use those standards, until revised, in situations where dedications of land
and/or fees are required as a condition to the approval of a residential development. Nothing in
this chapter prevents the city council from establishing and using standards other than those
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established by the school district in the event the city council is unable to concur in those
transmitted by the district. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 82.403)
12.50.320 Fees and land for interim facilities.
The fees for interim facilities and value of land to be dedicated must not exceed the amount
necessary to pay five annual lease payments for the interim facilities. (Prior code § 82.403.5)
12.50.325 Filing application for residential development.
When an applicant submits an application for a residential development located within an
attendance area where the findings required by Section 3.36.170 have been made, the applicant
must, as part of such filing, indicate whether it prefers to dedicate land for school facilities, to
pay a fee in lieu thereof, or do a combination of these. If the applicant prefers to dedicate land, it
must suggest the specific land. (Prior code § 82.404)
12.50.330 Notification of school districts.
A.
The director is authorized and directed to notify the affected school districts
whenever the city receives an application for a residential development within an attendance area
where the findings required by Section 3.36.170. With the exception of applications for building
permits, such notification must be made no later than thirty days prior to consideration of the
application by a decision-making body.
B.
For the purpose of advising school districts within the city of Santee of proposed
residential development which may affect them, the director is authorized and directed to notify
a school district of any application not governed by subsection A of this section submitted to the
city for approval of any residential development within the jurisdiction of that district. (Amended
during 1989 supplement; prior code § 82.405)
12.50.335 Decision factors.
A.
Upon receipt of the notification required by Section 3.36.260(A), the governing
board of the affected school district must determine whether to require a dedication of land
within the development, payment of a fee in lieu thereof, or a combination of both. The school
district must then transmit the determination to the director for submission to the appropriate
decision-making body for concurrence. If the decision-making body concurs in such
determination it may at the time of its consideration of a residential development application
impose such requirements. In their respective actions regarding this determination, the school
district and the decision-making body must consider the following factors:
1.

Whether lands offered for dedication will be consistent with the city of Santee
general plan;

2.

Whether the lands offered for dedication meet the criteria established at Education
Code Section 39000, et seq.;
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3.

The topography, soils, soil stability, drainage, access, location and general utility
of land in the development available for dedication;

4.

Whether the location and amount of lands proposed to be dedicated or the amount
of fees to be paid, or both, will bear a reasonable relationship and will be limited
to the needs of the community for interim elementary or high school facilities and
will be reasonably related and limited to the need for schools caused by the
development;

5.

If only a subdivision is proposed, whether it will contain fifty parcels or less.

B.
Nothing in this chapter prevents a decision-making body from imposing
requirements other than those transmitted by the school district in the event that a decisionmaking body is unable to concur in the district’s determination hereunder. (Amended during
1989 supplement; prior code § 82.406 (a))
12.50.340 Mitigation agreement.
When the governing board of a school district receives a notification required by subsection A of
Section 3.36.260, the governing board must notify the director, and provide a copy, of any
agreement with the applicant to mitigate conditions of overcrowding within the attendance area
covered by the application. (Prior code § 82.406 (b))
12.50.345 Use of land or fees—School district schedule required.
After a decision-making body requires the dedication of land or the payment of fees, or both, the
director must notify each school district affected thereby. The governing body of the school
district must then submit a schedule specifying how it will use the land or fees, or both, to solve
the conditions of overcrowding. The schedule must include the school sites to be used, the
classroom facilities to be made available, and the times when such facilities will be available. In
the event the governing body of the school district cannot meet the schedule, it must submit
modifications to the city council, and the reasons for the modifications. (Prior code § 82.407)
12.50.350 Land dedication procedures.
When land is to be dedicated, it must be offered for dedication to the affected school district in
substantially the same manner as prescribed in the subdivision code in Title 16 for streets and
public easements. Dedicated land which subsequently is determined by the school district to be
unsuitable for school purposes may be sold at the option of the school district. The funds derived
therefrom must be used in accordance with this chapter. (Prior code § 82.408)
12.50.355 Fee payment procedures.
A.
If the payment of a fee is required, such payment or the pro rata amount thereof
must be made to the director at the time a building permit within the residential development is
approved and issued.
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B.
The amount of such fee will be determined by the fee standard in effect on the
date of the payment of fees for an unexpired plan check or review.
C.
When application is made for a new building permit following expiration of a
previously issued building permit, the fee payment will not be required. (Prior code § 82.409)
12.50.360 Fees held in trust.
Fees paid under this chapter will be held in trust by the city. Such fees plus accrued interest less a
reasonable service and handling charge of no more than the accrued interest must be transferred
within thirty days of payment to the school districts operating schools within the attendance area
from which the fees were collected. (Prior code § 82.410)
12.50.365 Refund of paid fees.
If a residential development approval is vacated or voided, and if the city or the affected school
district still retains the land and/or fees, and if the applicant so requests, the city council or the
governing board of the school district must order the land and/or fees returned to the applicant.
(Prior code § 82.411)
12.50.370 Interim facilities in lieu of fees—Conditions.
In lieu of the payment of fees for interim facilities, the builder of a residential development may,
at his or her option and at his or her expense, provide interim facilities, owned or controlled by
such builder, at the place designated by the school district, and at the conclusion of the fifth
school year the builder must, at the builder’s expense, remove the interim facilities from such
place. (Prior code § 82.412)
12.50.375 Exceptions to fee payment or land dedication.
One year after receipt of an apportionment pursuant to the Leroy F. Greene State School
Building Lease-Purchase Law of 1976 (commencing with Section 17000 of the Education Code),
for the construction of a school, the city will not, pursuant to this chapter or pursuant to any other
school facilities financing arrangement such district may have with builders of residential
development, levy any fee or require the dedication of any land within the attendance area of the
district. However, any time after receipt of the apportionment there may be a determination of
overcrowding, if there is the further finding that:
A.
During the period of construction additional overcrowding would occur from
continued residential development; and
B.
That any fee levied and any required dedication of land levied after the receipt of
the construction apportionment can be used to avoid the additional overcrowding prior to the
school being available for use by the school district. (Prior code § 82.413 (part))
12.50.380 Return of unused fees or land.
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Any amounts of fees collected or land dedicated after the receipt of the construction
apportionment and not used to avoid overcrowding will be returned to the person who paid the
fee or made the land dedication. Any school district receiving fees or dedications of land must
advise the city immediately upon receipt of such apportionment. (Prior code § 82.413 (part))
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ARTICLE 4. USES AND LIMITATIONS OF USES OF LAND AND FEES
12.50.400 Use of land and fees.
All land or fees, or both, collected pursuant to this chapter and transferred to a school district
may be used only by the district for the purpose of providing interim elementary, junior high or
high school classroom and related facilities, whether temporary or permanent. (Prior code §
82.501)
12.50.410 Agreement for fee distribution.
If two separate school districts operate schools in an attendance area which includes the city of
Santee where the city council has concurred that overcrowding conditions exist for both school
districts, the city council will enter into an agreement with the governing body of each school
district for the purpose of determining the distribution of revenues from the fees levied pursuant
to this chapter. Such agreements must be based upon the standards established pursuant to
Section 3.36.230. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 82.502)
12.50.420 Fee fund records and reports.
Any school district receiving funds pursuant to this chapter must maintain a separate account for
any fees paid and file a report with the city council on the balance in the account at the end of the
previous fiscal year and the facilities leased, purchased, or constructed during the previous fiscal
year. In addition, the report must specify which attendance areas, which include the city of
Santee, will continue to be overcrowded when the fall term begins and where conditions of
overcrowding will no longer exist. Such report must be filed by August 1st of each year and be
filed more frequently at the request of the city council. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior
code § 82.503)
12.50.430 Termination of dedication and fee requirements.
When the city council determines that conditions of overcrowding no longer exist in an
attendance area which includes the city of Santee, decision-making bodies must cease levying
any fee or requiring the dedication of any land for that area pursuant to this chapter. Action under
this section does not affect the validity of conditions already imposed for levy of fees and
dedications of land and such conditions remain binding. (Amended during 1989 supplement;
prior code § 82.504)
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TITLE 6 ANIMAL CONTROL
CHAPTER 6.046.02 GENERAL PROVISIONS
6.04.010 Purpose.
6.02.010 Purpose.
The California Food and Agriculture Code establishes some animal control regulations that
apply statewide and authorizes a city or county to adopt its own comprehensive regulations to
control animals within its jurisdiction. Accordingly, Title 6 (herein referred to as “code”)this
chapter establishes animal control regulations in the city of Santee related to dog licensing,
rabies vaccinations, treatment and isolation of diseased animals, impoundment of strays, guard
dogs, potentially dangerous dogs, cats and other animals. The purpose of this codechapter is to
supplement state law to protect the health and safety of the public and animals. Nothing in this
code shall be construed as authorizingauthorizes the keeping or maintaining of any animal that
is otherwise prohibited or restricted by any law, regulation or permit requirement. (Ord. 499 §
1, 2010)
6.02.020 Definitions.
6.04.020 Definitions.
The following definitions shall apply to Title 6Chapter 6.02, Animal Control:
“Abate” means to take action to remove a nuisance and may include confining, isolating or
destroying an animal.
“Altered” means an animal that has been spayed or neutered.
“Animal shelter” means a facility that temporarily houses animals relinquished by their owners,
found at large, impounded or otherwise come into custody of the authorized agency.
“At large” means: (1) being on private property without the permission of the owner or person
who has the right to possess or use the property; (2) being unrestrained by a leash on private
property open to the public or on public property, unless a law or regulation expressly allows
an animal to be unrestrained on the property. If a leash is not being held in the hand of a
person capable of controlling the animal or a person is not actually controlling an animal
attached to the leash, the animal is “at large”; or (3) being in a place or manner which presents
a substantial risk of imminent interference with animal or public health, safety or welfare.
“Attack” means an action by an animal which places a person in reasonable apprehension that
the animal will cause the person immediate bodily harm.
“Attack dog,” as defined in Health and Safety Code Section 121881, means any dog trained to
guard, protect, patrol or defend any premises, area or yard, or any dog trained as a sentry to
protect, defend or guard any person or property.
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“Authorized agency” means the animal control agency contractually authorized to perform
animal control services, and authorized to administer or enforce this chapter on behalf of the
city of Santee.
“Bite” means an action by an animal with its teeth or mouth that breaks the skin of a human or
animal and does not require the presence of teeth marks.
“Board” means the San Diego County board of supervisors.
“Business day” means any day that county animal shelter facilities are open to the
public.
“Cat” means an animal of the genus and species Felis domesticus.
“City” means the city of Santee.
“County” means the county of San Diego.
“County animal shelter” means a facility the county operates to temporarily house
animals that are relinquished by their owners, found at large, impounded or otherwise come
into county custody.
“Curb” means to restrain or control an animal so that it urinates or defecates only in the street
gutters.
“Custodian” means a person, not the owner of an animal, who has been entrusted by the owner
or the owner’s agent to care for and maintain an animal until it is returned to the owner.
“Dangerous dog” means a dog that has attacked, bitten or in some other manner injured a
person engaged in lawful activity: (1) two or more times in a forty-eight48-month period; or
(2) one or more times resulting in death or substantial injury.
“Declared dangerous dog” means a dog that: (1) the departmentauthorized agency has declared
a dangerous dog after
affording the dog’s owner or custodian the right to a hearing; (2) a dog’s owner has stipulated
is a dangerous dog; or (3) another jurisdiction has declared to be a dangerous or vicious dog.
“Department” means the county of San Diego department of animal services, its agents
or deputies.
“Director” means the director of the county of San Diego department of animal services
and anyone the director hires or appoints to administer or enforce this code.
“Dispose of” means to make arrangements for an animal and includes euthanasia.
“Dog” means an animal of the genus and species Canis familiaris or any other member of the
Canis genus if a person owns, keeps or harbors the animal.
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“Dog license” means a certificate the county or other authorized agency issues indicating that a
dog has been registered with animal control authorities.
“Guard dog,” as defined in Health and Safety Code Section 121881, means any dog trained to
guard, protect, patrol or defend any premises, area or yard, or any dog trained as a sentry to
protect, defend or guard any person or property.
“Guard dog operator” means the owner of an attack, guard or sentry dog, or other person,
that operates or maintains a business to sell, rent, or train an attack, guard or sentry dog.
“Guard dog premises” means a place where a guard dog operator keeps or maintains an
attack, guard or sentry dog.
“Health officer” means the county public health officer and anyrepresentative of the authorized
agency or other person hiredrecognized or appointed by the public health officerauthorized
agency to implement or enforce all or any portion of the duties of the public health officerthis
chapter.
“Impound” or “impoundment” means an action by the departmentauthorized agency to take
possession of an animal.
“Kennel” means a facility, whether or not operated for profit, that keeps or maintains seven7 or
more dogs at least four4 months old. It includes a facility owned or operated by an animal
welfare agency, but does not include an animal shelter operated or established by the
departmentauthorized agency or a veterinary hospital operated by a veterinarian licensed by the
state. A kennel also includes a facility with the requisite seven7 dogs that also keeps or
maintains other animals. As used in this definition a “facility” means any combination of
adjacent buildings, structures, enclosures or lots under common ownership or operated as one
unit, to keep or maintain dogs.
“Kennel house” means a protected space or enclosure in a kennel in which an animal is
assigned to sleep, rest or be segregated from other animals.
“Kennel license” means a regulatory permit issued pursuant to this chapter to a kennel
operating within the city.
“Kennel operator” means a person who owns, controls or operates a kennel or who
participates in the control or operation of a kennel.
“Leash” means any rope, leather strap, chain or other material six6 feet or less in length,
intended to be held in the hand of a person for the purpose of controlling an animal to which it
is attached.
“License tag” means the official tag the county or other authorized agency issues to a dog
owner or custodian signifying the dog has been registered with that agency.
“Neutered” means a male animal whose testicles have been surgically removed.
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“Owner” means a person, other than a custodian, who owns, keeps or harbors an animal or a
person who takes possession of an animal after claiming to be the owner.
“Potentially dangerous animal” means any of the following: (1) an animal of a species or type
likely to cause injury to a person; or (2) an animal, other than a declared dangerous dog, which
has within the prior forty-eight48-month period attacked, bitten or otherwise caused injury to a
person engaged in lawful activity.
“Primary enclosure” means a structure in a kennel, other than a kennel house, used to restrict
an animal to a limited amount of space, such as a room, pen, run, fenced area, cage or
compartment.
“Rabies certificate” means the certificate a licensed veterinarian, the county or other or
authorized agency issues verifying that an animal has been vaccinated against rabies.
“Sentry dog,” as defined in Health and Safety Code Section 121880, means a dog trained to
work without supervision in a fenced facility and to deter
or detain unauthorized persons found within the facility.
“Stray” means an animal which is “at large.”
“Spayed” means a female animal whose ovaries and uterus have been surgically removed.
“Substantial injury” means a substantial impairment of a person’s physical condition which
requires professional medical treatment including, loss of consciousness, concussion, bone
fracture, protracted loss or impairment of function of a bodily member or organ, a muscle tear,
a disfiguring laceration, a wound requiring multiple sutures or an injury that requires surgery to
restore the person to the condition the person was in before the incident that resulted in the
injury.
“Veterinarian” means a person currently licensed to practice veterinary medicine in the United
States.
“Vicious dog,” as defined in Food and Agriculture Code Section 31603, means any of the
following: (1) any dog seized under Section 599aa of the Penal Code and upon the sustaining
of a conviction of the owner or keeper under subdivision (a) of Section 597.5 of the Penal
Code; (2) any dog which, when unprovoked, in an aggressive manner, inflicts severe injury on
or kills a human being; or (3) any dog previously determined to be and currently listed as a
potentially dangerous dog which, after its owner or keeper has been notified of this
determination, continues the behavior described in Food and Agriculture Code Section 31602
or is maintained in violation of Food and Agriculture Code Section 31641, 31642 or 31643.
“Wild animal” means any animal of the classes of animals listed in Fish and GameWildlife Code
Section 2116 et seq., and supplemented by California Code of Regulations, Title 14 Section
671 et seq., which are not normally domesticated or not allowed in the state of California.
(Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
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6.02.030 Fees.
A.
The authorized agency is authorized to charge and collect fees for animal
control services, licensing, and enforcement in accordance with the procedures approved by the
city
6.04.030 Fees.
A.
Fees for animal control services and enforcement shall be established by the
county board of supervisors and a list of the currently approved fees shall be filed with the
clerk of the board of supervisors.
B.
Fees shall be charged and collected by the department for dog licensing and
other animal control services and enforcement. Such fees shall be collected by county personnel
or deputized personnel and deposited in the county treasury.
B.
C.
The owner of any animal which is lawfully impounded shallmust
pay all fees and expenses related to such impoundment in amounts approved by the city
council, including, but not limited to, impound, board, vaccination, examination and any
medical treatment fees for the animal, whether or not the animal is claimed.
D.
C.
Fees shallmust be paid when due unless the directorauthorized
agency, in accordance with departmentcity policy, authorizes a payment arrangement or waives
such fees in full or in part. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.02.040 Enforcement.
6.04.040 Enforcement.
The city of Santee contracts with the county of San Diego department of animal
servicesenforces this chapter directly or through a contract with an authorized agency to
implement and enforce this codechapter. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)

6.04.050 Severability.
If any provision or clause of this code or application thereof is held invalid, such finding
shall not offset other provisions or applications of this code which can be given effect without
the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this code are declared to
be severable. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
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CHAPTER 6.086.04 RABIES PROVISIONS
6.08.010 Vaccination required.
6.04.010 Vaccination required.
A.
A.
The owner or custodian of a dog shallmust have the dog
vaccinated against rabies by a licensed veterinarian, with a rabies vaccine approved by the
California Department of Health Services for use in dogs, within thirty30 days after the dog
becomes four3 months of age or within thirty30 days after obtaining or bringing a dog four 3
months of age or older into the city of Santee. A dog owner or custodian shallmust also have
the dog receive subsequent vaccinations at the intervals required by the California Department
of Health Services.
B.
B.
The owner or custodian of a dog shallmust retain the rabies
certificate for inspection and produce the certificate when requested by: (1) any person who
enforces this code; (2) any person bitten by the dog; or (3) any law enforcement officer. No
person who possesses a rabies certificate shallmay refuse to produce the certificate when it is
requested pursuant to this section. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.04.020 Certification of vaccination.
6.08.020 Certification of vaccination.
A.
A.
A veterinarian who vaccinates a dog for rabies shallmust certify
the vaccination by properly completing the “license application—rabiesapplication-rabies
certificate form” the county authorized agency issues or another rabies vaccination form
approved by the county approvesauthorized agency. In order to be complete, the vaccination
certificate shallmust contain all the following: (1) the dog owner’s first and last name, street
address and mailing address, if different, and telephone number; (2) the dog’s name and
description, including breed, color, sex and if known, day, month and year of birth; (3) the
type, lot number, and manufacturer of the rabies vaccine; (4) the date of vaccination; and (5)
the signature, or an authorized signature, of the veterinarian administering the vaccine.
B.
B.
A veterinarian who vaccinates a dog for rabies shallmust forward
to the department of animal servicesauthorized agency a copy of each completed form at least
once a month. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.04.030 Exemption from rabies vaccination during illness.
6.08.030 Exemption from rabies vaccination during illness.
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Notwithstanding any other provision of this code, the owner or custodian of a dog shallis not
be required to have the dog vaccinated for rabies during an illness if a licensed veterinarian has
examined the dog and certifies in writing that vaccination should be postponed because of a
specified illness. A dog’s old age, weakness or pregnancy is not considered a valid reason to
excuse a dog from receiving a rabies vaccination. An exemption certificate is subject to the
department’sauthorized agency’s approval and shallis only be valid for the duration of a dog’s
illness. An exemption from vaccination does not exempt a dog owner or custodian from the
requirement to obtain a license for a dog. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.04.040 Reporting suspected case of rabies.
6.08.040 Reporting suspected case of rabies.
An animal owner or custodian whose animal exhibits rabies symptoms or acts in a manner
which would lead a reasonable person to suspect that the animal may have rabies, shallmust
notify the department, the county veterinarianauthorized agency or the health officer and
comply with all applicable laws and regulations regarding suspected cases of rabies. An animal
owner or custodian of an animal that is suspected of having rabies shallmust also comply with
all instructions and orders from the department, the county veterinarianauthorized agency and
the health officer. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.04.050 Reporting of bites.
6.08.050 Reporting of bites.
A.
A.
A person bitten and the parents or guardians of a minor child
bitten by a dog, cat, skunk, fox, bat, coyote, bobcat or other animal of a species subject to
rabies shallmust notify the departmentauthorized agency or the health officer as soon as
practicable after the bite.
B.
B.
A physician treating a bite and any other person that knows of a
bite by an animal of a species subject to rabies shallmust notify the departmentauthorized
agency or the health officer as soon as practicable after becoming aware of the bite.
C.
C.
An animal owner or custodian of an animal of a species subject to
rabies which bites a person shallmust notify the departmentauthorized agency or the health
officer as soon as practicable after the person knows of the bite.
D.
D.
A person having knowledge of a bite by an animal subject to
rabies, who fails to report the bite within twenty-four24-hours of the bite, shallmust be deemed
to have violated this section unless the person establishes that it was impossible for that person
to report the bite earlier. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.04.060 Confinement and isolation of suspected rabid animals.
6.08.060 Confinement and isolation of suspected rabid animals.
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A.
A.
The department, the countyThe authorized agency, a licensed
veterinarian or the health officer may order the owner or custodian of a suspected rabid animal
to deliver the animal to be confined and isolated under the care and observation of a licensed
veterinarian at an animal shelter, veterinary hospital or other facility as approved by the
department, the county veterinarianauthorized agency or the health officer. The order may also
include a prohibition against destroying the animal.
B.
It is unlawful for a person to fail to comply with an order the
B.
department, the county veterinarianwhich the authorized agency or the health officer issues
under this section. The department,authorized agency or the health officer or the county
veterinarian, however, may grant permission to destroy the animal for the purpose of laboratory
examination. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.04.070 Isolation of biting animals.
6.08.070 Isolation of biting animals.
A.
A.
The department, the county veterinarianauthorized agency or the
health officer may order any dog, cat, skunk, fox, bat, coyote, bobcat or other animal of a
species subject to rabies which has bitten or exposed a person to rabies to be impounded and
isolated in strict confinement as approved by the department, the county veterinarianauthorized
agency or the health officer and observed for at least fourteen14 days after the bite or other
exposure, except that a dog or cat need only be observed for at least ten10 days. No person
shallis permitted to release an animal impounded or confined under this section until the
department, the county veterinarianauthorized agency or the health officer examines the animal
and approves its release.
B.
B.
As an alternative to the ten-day10-day isolation of dogs and cats
referred to in subsection A, dogs and cats which have been isolated in strict confinement under
proper care and observation as approved by the department, the county veterinarianauthorized
agency or the health officer may be released from isolation by the department,authorized
agency or the health officer or county veterinarian after five5 days of veterinary observation if
upon conducting a thorough physical examination on the fifth day or more after infliction of
the bite, the observing veterinarian certifies that there are no clinical signs or symptoms of any
disease.
C.
C.
Notwithstanding the requirements in subsection A, the
department,authorized agency or the health officer or the county veterinariancity may authorize,
with the consent of the owner, if known, that the impounded animal be euthanized for the
purpose of laboratory examination. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.04.080 Animals possibly exposed to rabies.
6.08.080 Animals possibly exposed to rabies.
A.
A.
An animal of a species subject to rabies, which has been bitten by
or had intimate contact with an animal known to be rabid or suspected of being rabid,
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shallmust be confined and isolated as approved by the department, the county
veterinarianauthorized agency or the health officer and observed for a period of six6 months or
destroyed.
B.
Notwithstanding the requirements of subsection A, if a dog or cat has been
vaccinated against rabies at least thirty30 days prior to possible rabies exposure with a type of
vaccine and within the time period approved by the California Department of Health Services:
(1) the dog or cat may be revaccinated within forty-eight48 hours as prescribed by the
department, the county veterinarianauthorized agency or the health officer; (2) confined and
isolated as approved by the department, the county veterinarianauthorized agency or the health
officer; and (3) observed for a period of
B.

30 thirty days following revaccination. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)

6.04.090 Fees and expenses for confinement and impoundment.
6.08.090 Fees and expenses for confinement and impoundment.
The owner of an animal which is confined pursuant to this code shallmust pay all county fees
and expenses related to the cost of impounding, boarding and examining the animal and the
altering deposit, when required by this code. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
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CHAPTER 6.126.06 DOG LICENSES
6.12.010 Dog license required.
6.06.010 Dog license required.
A.
A.
A dog owner or custodian, except a tourist or visitor who stays
lessfewer than thirty30 days in the city of Santee, shallmust apply for and obtain from the
departmentauthorized agency a dog license for the dog after the dog is four4 months old. The
owner or custodian shallmust have a license for a dog by the time the dog is five5 months old
or within thirty30 days after obtaining a dog four4 months or older or bringing a dog over
four4 months old into the city of Santee. An attack dog, guard dog or sentry dog, however,
shallmust not work in the city of Santee unless the dog has a current dog license.
B.
B.
A dog which the departmentauthorized agency impounds pursuant
to this code, or other applicable law, that does not have a valid dog license at the time
scheduled for release, shall beis presumed to be a dog which, prior to impounding, required a
departmentan authorized agency issued dog license, regardless of the dog’s age or the owner
or custodian’s place of residence.
C.
C.
If a dog owner or custodian presents a properly completed dog
license application form to the departmentauthorized agency, including proof that a rabies
vaccination will be valid throughout the license period, and pays the proper license fee and if
applicable, a late fee, the department shallauthorized agency will issue a dog license and with
the initial license, a dog license tag. The dog owner or custodian shallmust retain the dog
license for inspection by any person authorized to enforce this code.
D.
D.
A license shall beis valid for a term not to exceed the maximum
immunity duration period specified for the canine rabies vaccine approved by the California
Department of Public Health Services and shallmust be renewed prior to the expiration of the
term by paying the current renewal fee.
E.
E.
A dog owner or custodian shallmust securely affix the license tag
to the collar or harness of the dog for which the license tag was issued and shall ensure that
the dog wears the license tag at all times, except when the dog is being exhibited at a dog
show.
F.
F.
No person shallmay transfer or attach a license tag to a dog for
which the license was not issued.
G.
G.
No person other than the dog owner, custodian, licensed
veterinarian or member of the department shallperson authorized by the authorized agency may
remove a license tag from a collar or harness or remove the collar or harness bearing the tag
from a dog.
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H.
H.
Whenever a license tag is lost or damaged, the dog owner or
custodian shallmust immediately apply for and obtain a replacement license tag from the
departmentauthorized agency and shall pay the prescribed fee for the replacement tag.
I.
I.
A person subject to subsection A shallmust renew a dog license
before it expires for as long as the person is the owner or custodian of the dog. If renewal is
not required, the owner or custodian shallmust notify the departmentauthorized agency within
thirty30 days after the license expiration date of the reason why the license does not need to be
renewed. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.06.020 Transfer license.
6.12.020 Transfer license.
The owner of a dog having a current license issued in the owner’s name by another dog
licensing agency may obtain a countycity dog license by paying
the applicable transfer fee. The dog owner possessing a license from another licensing agency
shallmust obtain a department issued dog license from the authorized agency within thirty30
days after bringing the dog into the city of Santee. The transferred license shallwill only be
valid for the period of time that the rabies vaccination for the dog is valid or the duration of
the other jurisdiction’s license, whichever is shorter. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.06.030 Change of address.
6.12.030 Change of address.
An owner of a dog required to be licensed under this code shallmust notify the
departmentauthorized agency within thirty30 days of any change of address. The
departmentauthorized agency may presume an owner’s last known address is valid and the
departmentauthorized agency may serve any notice required by this code at the owner’s last
known address. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.06.040 Change of ownership.
6.12.040 Change of ownership.
A.
A.
A person who acquires a dog licensed by the department
shallauthorized agency must, within thirty30 days of acquiring the dog, apply for and obtain a
change of ownership from the departmentauthorized agency and pay the applicable fee.
B.
B.
A dog’s owner or custodian or the parent or guardian of a minor
who sells or transfers ownership or custody of a dog shallmust inform the
departmentauthorized agency of the name, address and telephone number of the new owner or
custodian and the name and description of the dog within thirty30 days of sale or transfer.
(Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
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CHAPTER 6.166.08 SHELTERS AND KENNELS
6.16.010 Euthanasia at animal shelters.
6.08.010 Euthanasia at animal shelters.
A.
A.
The departmentauthorized agency may accept animals to be
euthanized at a countyan approved animal shelter. A person requesting an animal be euthanized
shallmust provide proof of ownership or demonstrate that the person has the right to request
an animal be euthanized. The person shallmust agree in writing to hold the countycity and its
agents and employees harmless from any liability for accepting and euthanizing the animal. The
person requesting euthanasia of an animal shallmust certify in writing under penalty of perjury,
to the best of the person’s knowledge: (1) whether or not the animal has bitten a human being
within the period established by this code for isolating an animal that has bitten a human; orand
(2) whether the person has reason to believe the animal is rabid. The department,authorized
agency or the health officer or the county veterinarian, however, may authorize with the
owner’s consent, that an animal that has bitten a human or is suspected of being rabid, be
euthanized during the isolation period, for the purpose of laboratory examination.
B.
B.
When an animal’s owner or custodian releases an animal to the
departmentauthorized agency for euthanasia, the departmentauthorized agency may place the
animal for adoption. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
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6.08.020 Kennel licensing requirements and terms.
Chapter 6.20 KENNELS
6.20.010 Kennel licensing requirements and terms.
A.
A.
It is unlawful for a person to operate or maintain a kennel in the
city of Santee without a kennel license from the departmentauthorized agency and a business
license from the city. The procedures for kennel license applications, renewals, denials,
suspensions, revocations, hearings and appeals, except as provided in this code, shall beare the
same as those set forth in the Uniform Licensing Procedure (Section 21.101 et seq.) of the
county of San Diego Code of Regulatory Ordinances.title 4.
B.
B.
A kennel license shall expireexpires one year fromafter the date it
is issued unless the departmentauthorized agency selects a different expiration date. Fees for
kennel licenses for less than one year shallwill not be prorated.
C.
C.
The departmentauthorized agency may issue a kennel license
subject to any condition or restriction necessary to protect the health and safety of animals or
humans.
D.
D.
The departmentauthorized agency may inspect a kennel at any
reasonable time. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.08.030 Grounds to deny a kennel license.
6.20.020 Grounds to deny a kennel license.
In addition to the reasons stated in sections 21.107 and 21.108 of the county of San Diego
Code of Regulatory Ordinances4.02.020 and 4.03.050, the issuing officer may deny a kennel
license on any of the following grounds:
A.
proposed.

A.

The operation of the kennel is not allowed at the location

B.
B.
The applicant has a suspended kennel license for the period the
applicant is seeking a license.
C.
C.
The applicant was or is an officer, agent or employee of a kennel
licensee whose kennel license was suspended or revoked and the applicant was responsible for
or participated in the violation on which the suspension or revocation order was based. In that
case, the applicant shallwill be ineligible: (1) for the period during which the suspension order
is in effect; (2) in the case of revocation, for a period of one year after the revocation effective
date; and (3) if a revocation order has been stayed, during the revocation period and one year
after the stay’s expiration.
D.
D.
The applicant, within one year from the application date: (1) had
a kennel license revoked; (2) was a partner or principal in a firm, corporation or other legal
60139.00122\31418384.131418384.3
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entity that had its kennel license revoked; or (3) if a revocation has been stayed, the application
is within one year from the stay’s expiration date.
E.
E.
The facility in which the applicant proposes to locate the kennel,
or proposes to construct a kennel, does not meet the requirements for a kennel provided by
this code. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.08.040 Kennel operating requirements.
6.20.030 Kennel operating requirements.
A kennel operator shallmust comply with the following requirements:
A.
A.
Each kennel building, fence and other structure shallmust be
structurally sound and maintained in good repair to protect the animals from injury, contain the
animals, and prevent other animals from entering the kennel.
B.
and potable water.

B.

The kennel shallmust have reliable and adequate electric power

C.
C.
The kennel shallmust have adequate quantities of food and
supplies, adequate refrigeration to protect perishable food, and adequate storage facilities to
keep food and supplies dry, clean and uncontaminated.
D.
The operator shallmust maintain the entire kennel facility in a clean and sanitary
condition at all times. The operator shallmust prepare a maintenance schedule for the entire
facility that describes how often the operator will clean each part of the facility and have the
maintenance schedule available for inspection when the departmentauthorized agency inspects
the facility. The maintenance schedule shallmust provide a program to control insects,
ectoparasites and avian and mammalian pests. The kennel operator shallmust clean and sanitize
the facility in accordance with the maintenance schedule and at a minimum, shall remove
excrement daily, or more often if necessary, to keep the animals and staff safe from contaminaD.
contaminationtion, disease and odors, and keep the entire facility free of
accumulations of trash and debris.
E.
E.
The kennel shallmust have and maintain adequately supplied toilet
rooms, washrooms and sinks that allow animal caretakers to practice good hygiene.
F.
F.
The operator shallmust provide each animal housed in the kennel
with food that is uncontaminated, wholesome and of sufficient quantity and nutritional value to
meet the normal daily requirements for the condition and size of the animal. The food shallmust
be provided in clean and sanitary receptacles accessible to each animal and located to minimize
contamination by excreta.
G.
G.
The operator shallmust provide each animal with potable water in
clean and sanitary receptacles available to the animal at all times, unless a licensed veterinarian
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has restricted an animal’s water intake. The water receptacle shallmust be secured to prevent
the receptacle from being tipped over.
H.
H.
The kennel shallmust protect each animal housed in the facility
from the elements, including sun, heat, cold, wind, dampness, rain and snow and shallmust
maintain environmental conditions for each animal that are appropriate for that animal.
I.
I.
The kennel shallmust provide adequate fresh air ventilation for the
health and comfort of each animal in a manner that minimizes drafts, odors and moisture
condensation.
J.
J.
The kennel shallmust provide ample light that is uniformly
distributed throughout the facility to allow kennel staff to inspect and clean the kennel during
the hours of seven7 a.m. to ten10 p.m. and shall protect the animals from harmful or annoying
illumination.
K.
K.
The kennel’s interior walls and floors shallmust be constructed of
material impervious to moisture and maintained in that condition. The material shallmust have a
surface that may be readily sanitized.
L.
L.
The kennel shallmust have a drainage system to rapidly drain
animal excreta from the facility. The drainage shallmust be constructed and maintained to
prevent unpleasant odors and to prevent any drainage backup into the facility. (Ord. 499 § 1,
2010)
6.08.050 General requirements for primary enclosures.
6.20.040 General requirements for primary enclosures.
A kennel operator shallmust provide a primary enclosure for each animal housed at the kennel.
Each primary enclosure shallmust be:
A.
Constructed and maintained in good repair to protect the animal
A.
housed in the enclosure from injury, be able to keep the animal from getting out of the
enclosure and keep other animals out.
B.
B.
Constructed and maintained to enable each animal housed in the
enclosure to remain dry and clean.
C.
C.
Constructed and maintained to enable the animal housed in the
enclosure to have convenient access to clean food and water.
D.
D.
Large enough to allow each animal housed in the enclosure to
obtain adequate exercise. A separate kennel house that an animal uses as sleeping quarters
shallmust provide sufficient space to allow each animal in the house to turn about freely, stand
easily and sit or lie in a comfortable position. It is unlawful to keep an animal in a primary
enclosure or kennel house that does not provide adequate space. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
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6.08.060 Additional general requirements for primary enclosures housing cats.
6.20.050 Additional general requirements for primary enclosures housing cats.
A.
A.
A kennel operator who maintains a primary enclosure that houses
one or more cats shallmust: (1) provide a receptacle containing sufficient clean litter in an
enclosure to contain excreta based upon the number of cats in the enclosure; and (2) provide
adequate solid resting surfaces to comfortably hold all cats occupying the enclosure at the same
time. In a primary enclosure housing two2 or more cats, each solid resting surface shallmust be
elevated.
B.
B.
No kennel operator shallmay house more than twelve12 adult cats
in the same primary enclosure. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.08.070 Additional space requirements for dogs.
6.20.060 Additional space requirements for dogs.
A kennel operator shallmust comply with the following additional space requirements for dogs:
A.
A.
twelve12 dogs of any size.

An unattended primary enclosure shallmust not house more than

B.
B.
The number of dogs in an attended primary enclosure shallmust
not exceed that number that may be safely supervised by the number of attendants on duty and
shallmust not exceed twelve12 dogs per attendant within the enclosure.
C.
A passageway into a kennel house shallmust be large enough to
C.
allow easy access for each dog in the house.
D.
D.
A kennel that confines a dog in a kennel house which does not
meet the space requirements in this code for a primary enclosure shallmust not house the dog
in a kennel house for more than twelve12 hours in any twenty-four24-hour period.
E.
A primary enclosure or kennel house of a kennel which was not
E.
licensed on September 11, 1986 or a primary enclosure or kennel house erected or installed in
a kennel after September 11, 1986, shallmust meet the following minimum space requirements:
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MINIMUM SPACE REQUIREMENTS
Primary Enclosure
Weight of Dog
in Pounds
Up to 15
Over 15 to 35
Over 35 to 65
Over 65 to 95
Over 95 to 130
Over 130

Kennel House

Width

Square Footage

Width

Square Footage

2.0′
2.5′
3.0′
3.0′
3.5′
4.0′

6.0
10.0
15.0
18.0
24.0
32.0

1.5′
2.0′
2.5′
2.5′
3.0′
3.5′

3.0
5.0
7.5
9.0
12.0
14.0

F.
F.
If a primary enclosure or kennel house contains more than one
dog, the minimum square feet required is the sum of the square feet requirements for each
individual dog kept in the primary enclosure or kennel house. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.08.080 Employees.
6.20.070 Employees.
A kennel operator shallmust employ a sufficient number of caretakers to maintain the standards
set forth in this code. It shallis not be a defense to an action to suspend or revoke a kennel
license or a civil or criminal action to enforce a violation of this code that the licensee was
unable to comply due to an insufficient number of employees. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.08.090 Classification and separation.
6.20.080 Classification and separation.
Animals housed in the same primary enclosure shallmust be maintained in compatible groups,
with the following additional restrictions:
A.
A.
A female in estrus shallmust not be housed in the same primary
enclosure as a male, except for breeding purposes.
B.
by itself.

B.

Any animal exhibiting a vicious disposition shallmust be housed

C.
C.
A puppy shallmust not be housed in the same primary enclosure
with an adult other than its dam, and a kitten shallmust not be housed with an adult cat other
than its dam, except when an animal owner specifically requests they be housed together.
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D.
D.
No dog shallmay be housed in the same primary enclosure with a
cat and no dog or cat shallmay be housed in the same primary enclosure with any other species
of animal, unless an animal owner requests the kennel operator house specific animals together.
E.
E.
An animal under quarantine or treatment for a communicable
disease or an animal with a serious injury or disability shallmust be kept separate from any
other animal. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.08.100 Records.
6.20.090 Records.
A.
A kennel operator shallmust maintain a register for each dog housed at the
kennel that includes: (1) the dog owner’s name, address and telephone number; (2) the dog’s
name and description, including breed, color, sex, month and year of birth; (3) the
A.
date of its most recent rabies vaccination; and (4) a copy of the current
vaccination certificate, the name and telephone number of the veterinarian who vaccinated the
dog, or the telephone number of the licensing agency verifying the vaccination.
B.
B.
For all animals other than dogs, the kennel operator shallmust
maintain a register with the name, current address and telephone number of the owner of each
animal kept at the kennel, the description of the animal, including its age, if known, or
approximate age, breed, sex and color.
C.
The kennel operator shallmust have someone in attendance at the
C.
kennel who can identify each animal in the kennel when the facility is housing one or more
animals, except that animals under four4 months of age may be identified as to litter. (Ord. 499
§ 1, 2010)
6.08.110 Vaccination required for individual dogs.
6.20.100 Vaccination required for individual dogs.
A kennel operator shallis not be required to obtain the dog license required under this code for
each dog housed in the kennel, but shallmust not house a dog in the kennel that has not been
vaccinated as required by this code. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.08.120 Kennels operated contrary to this chapter.
6.20.110 Kennels operated contrary to this chapter.
A kennel which the departmentauthorized agency determines is unsanitary or a threat to animal
or public health, safety or welfare, or being operated contrary to this code is declared to be a
public nuisance. The departmentcity may take action against the kennel operator as authorized
by state law or this code to abate the nuisance. If the departmentcity or authorized agency
determines immediate action is necessary to preserve or protect an animal or public health,
safety or welfare, the departmentauthorized agency may summarily abate a nuisance pursuant
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to Chapter 1.10, by any reasonable means including impoundment of any animal and immediate
closure of a kennel until the nuisance is abated. The departmentauthorized agency may recover
its abatement costs from the kennel operator pursuant to Chapter 1.10. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
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CHAPTER 6.246.10 CONTROL PROVISIONS
6.24.010 Presumption of responsibility for violation.
6.10.010 Presumption of responsibility for violation.
A.
A.
In any prosecution under this code where the section violated
does not require proof that the violator failed to exercise ordinary care, proof by the people of
the state of California that: (1) an animal described in the complaint was found in violation of
the section charged; and (2) the defendant named in the complaint was the owner or custodian
of the animal at the time of the alleged violation, shall constituteconstitutes prima facie
evidence that the owner or custodian of the animal was the person responsible for the
violation.
B.
B.
The presumption in subsection A shalldoes not apply if, prior to
the date of the alleged violation, the person charged has made a bona fide sale or transfer of
the animal found in violation and has complied with the applicable requirements of: (1) Section
6.12.0406.06.040 for change of ownership; (2) Section 6.24.1406.10.140 for a dangerous dog;
or (3) Section 6.24.2206.10.220 for a public nuisance animal. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.020 Enforcement provisions.
6.24.020 Enforcement provisions.
Any employee of the departmentauthorized agency, an agent, deputy or peace officer who is
assigned to enforce state law and this codechapter, and who has completed the training
required by Penal Code Section 832, may arrest any person for violating this codechapter, any
other state law or Penal Code Section 148, when the violation occurs in connection with
enforcement of this codechapter in the city of Santee. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.030 Arrest and citation.
6.24.030 Arrest and citation.
Any properly trained employee of the departmentauthorized agency, an agent, deputy or peace
officer, who is assigned to enforce state law and this codechapter, as provided in Section
6.24.0206.10.020, is authorized to make an arrest under Section 6.24.0206.10.020 without a
warrant as provided in Penal Code Section 836.5. A person arrested under this section who
does not demand to be taken before a magistrate may instead be cited in the manner prescribed
in Part 2, Title 3, Chapter 5C of the Penal Code (commencing with Section 853.5 et seq.).
(Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.040 Dog license violations.
6.24.040 Dog license violations.
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A.
A.
Whenever a person is arrested for violating Section
6.12.0106.06.010 and the officer issues a notice to appear, the officer may note on the notice
that the charge shallmay be dismissed on proof that the person has corrected the violation,
unless the arresting officer determines the person is disqualified as provided in subdivision B. If
the arrested person presents proof of correction by mail or in person to the court, on or before
the date on which the person promised to appear, the person shall beis entitled to have the
court dismiss the violation. Proof of correction means that the person arrested provides a
certificate of correction from the departmentauthorized agency verifying that the person has
corrected the alleged violation.
B.
B.
When an officer issues a notice to appear, the notice shallwill
provide the person who is issued the notice the opportunity to correct the violation before trial
unless the officer finds any of the following disqualifying conditions:
1.

1.

Evidence of fraud;

2.

2.
The person has been charged within the past one-year period with
violating Section 6.12.0106.06.010;

3.

3.
The violation involves a dog that has attacked, bitten or otherwise
caused injury to a person or that otherwise presents an immediate safety hazard
to the community;

4.

4.
The person refuses to agree to correct the violation or is unable to
promptly correct the violation.

C.
C.
It is unlawful for a person to provide false or fictitious
information to the departmentauthorized agency to obtain a certificate of correction or to
provide a certificate of correction to any person that contains false or fictitious information.
(Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.050 Entry on private property.
6.24.050 Entry on private property.
The departmentauthorized agency, the county veterinariancity, the health officer or any peace
officer may enter private property when the person entering has reasonable grounds to believe
that there is a dangerous dog, a rabid animal, animal suffering from some other contagious
animal disease or there has been a violation of this code, Section 21.103 of the county of San
Diego Code of Regulatory Ordinances,chapter, or of the licensing requirements of title 4, or of
Section 148 of the California Penal Code or any other state, county or city law relating to or
affecting an animal. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.060 Animals exposed to dangerous diseases or toxic substances.
6.24.060 Animals exposed to dangerous diseases or toxic substances.
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It is unlawful for a person to fail to comply with an order issued by the authorized agency,
public health officer or the county veterinariancity ordering the quarantine, vaccination or
destruction of a diseased animal or animal exposed to a dangerous disease or toxic substance.
(Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.070 Conditions of animal ownership.
6.24.070 Conditions of animal ownership.
An animal owner or custodian shallmust treat all animals humanely at all times, maintain the
area where an animal is kept in a sanitary condition and shall not allow the area to become a
breeding area for flies, a source of offensive odors or of human or animal disease, or an area
that violates any noise regulations, or creates any other public nuisance or condition hazardous
to humans or animals. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.080 Restraint of dogs required.
6.24.080 Restraint of dogs required.
A.
A.
A dog owner or custodian or a person who has control of a dog
shallmust prevent the dog from being at large, except as provided in subsections B and D.
B.
B.
A dog owner or custodian who has direct and effective voice
control over a dog to ensure that it does not violate any law, may allow a dog to be
unrestrained by a leash while a dog is assisting an owner or custodian who is: (1) legally
hunting; (2) legally herding livestock; or (3) on public property with the written permission of
and for the purposes authorized by the agency responsible for regulating the use of the
property.
C.
C.
A dog owner or custodian or a person having control of a dog
that is lawfully on private property shallmust keep the dog: (1) leashed or tethered as allowed
under Health and Safety Code Section 122335; (2) under direct and effective control by voice
or electronic pet containment system; or (3) in a building or enclosure that is adequate to
ensure the physical confinement of the dog and that also meets humane standards in this title or
otherwise required by law. An animal is not considered leashed if the leash is not in the hand
of a person capable of controlling the animal or if the person is not actually controlling the
animal attached to the leash.
D.
D.
This section shalldoes not apply to a dog assisting or training to
assist a law enforcement officer in the course and scope of the officer’s duties. (Ord. 499 § 1,
2010)
6.10.090 Public protection from dogs.
6.24.090 Public protection from dogs.
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A.
A.
A dog owner or custodian or other person having control of a
dog shallmust exercise ordinary care to prevent the dog, while the dog is under the owner,
custodian or other person’s care, custody or control from:
1.

1.
Attacking, biting or otherwise causing injury to any person engaged in a
lawful act;

2.

2.
Interfering with a person or animal legally using public or private
property;

3.

3.
Damaging personal property that is lawfully on public property or that is
on private property with the permission of the property owner or other person
who has the right to possess or use the private property.

B.
The owner of any unaltered dog that bites a person engaged in a
B.
lawful act shallmust pay the departmentauthorized agency an altering deposit in addition to any
other applicable fees the board of supervisors (board)city council or authorized agency
establishes. The altering deposit shallwill be refunded or forfeited as provided in Section
6.24.1906.10.190(C).
C.
C.
This section shalldoes not apply to a dog assisting or training to
assist a law enforcement officer while that officer is executing law enforcement duties or
responsibilities. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.100 Guard dogs, dangerous dogs or potentially dangerous animals.

6.24.100 Guard dogs, dangerous dogs or potentially dangerous animals.
A.
A.
It is unlawful for the owner, custodian or person having control
of a guard dog, dangerous dog or potentially dangerous animal to fail to exercise ordinary care
over the animal that results in the animal causing injury to a person engaged in lawful activity,
if the owner, custodian or person having control of the animal knew or should have known the
animal had vicious or dangerous propensities or that the animal was a guard dog, dangerous
dog or potentially dangerous animal as defined in Section 6.04.0206.02.020.
B.
B.
This section shalldoes not apply to an animal that is being used
by the military or law enforcement while the animal is performing in that capacity. (Ord. 499 §
1, 2010)
6.10.110 Curbing a dog.
6.24.110 Curbing a dog.
No person having control of a dog shallmay allow a dog to defecate or to urinate on private
property other than property belonging to the dog owner, custodian or person having control
of the dog. A person having control of a dog shallmust curb the dog and immediately remove
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any feces to a proper receptacle. This section shalldoes not apply to a blind or visually
impaired person who is relying on a seeing-eye dog. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.120 Female dogs in estrus.
6.24.120 Female dogs in estrus.
The owner or custodian of a female dog in estrus shallmust securely confine the dog within an
enclosure in a manner that will prevent the attraction of male dogs to the location where the
female dog is located. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.130 Inhumane treatment and abandonment of animals.
6.24.130 Inhumane treatment and abandonment of animals.
Pursuant to Penal Code Section 597 et seq., no person shallmay treat an animal in a cruel or
inhumane manner or willingly or negligently cause or permit any animal to suffer unnecessary
torture or pain. No person shallmay abandon an animal without care on any public or private
property. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.140 Proceedings to declare a dog a dangerous dog.
6.24.140 Proceedings to declare a dog a dangerous dog.
A.
A.
Whenever the departmentauthorized agency has reasonable cause
to believe that a dog is dangerous, it may commence proceedings to declare the dog a
dangerous dog as follows:
1.

1.
The department shallauthorized agency will serve on the owner or
custodian a notice of intent to declare the dog a dangerous dog.

2.

2.
The notice shallwill inform the dog owner or custodian of all the
following:
(a)

a.
The department’sauthorized agency’s authority to declare a dog a
dangerous dog;

(b)

b.
Each incident that forms the basis for the department’sauthorized
agency’s proposed action;

(c)

c.
The owner or custodian’s right to request a hearing to contest
whether grounds exist for the department’sauthorized agency’s proposed
declaration;

(d)

d.
The potential consequences if the departmentauthorized agency
issues a declaration declaring the dog a dangerous dog;
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(e)

e.
That a request for a hearing must be in writing and must be
received by the departmentauthorized agency within ten10 days from the
date of notice;

(f)

f.
Failure to request a hearing or failure to attend or be represented
at a scheduled hearing shall satisfy the department’ssatisfies the
authorized agency’s obligation to provide a hearing and shallwill result in
the departmentauthorized agency issuing a declaration that the dog is a
declared dangerous dog;

(g)

g.
A finding at the hearing that the dog meets the definition of a
dangerous dog as prescribed by Section 6.04.020, shall6.02.020 will
result in the departmentauthorized agency declaring the dog a dangerous
dog. A declared dangerous dog designation shallwill remain in effect for
the dog’s lifetime.

B.
B.
When the departmentauthorized agency determines it is necessary
to immediately impound a dog to preserve the public health and safety or the safety of an
animal, before the departmentauthorized agency follows the procedures in subsection A, the
departmentauthorized agency may impound a dog before issuing the declaration declaring the
dog a dangerous dog. In that case, with the notice required by subsection A, the department
shallauthorized agency must include the reasons why immediate impoundment was necessary.
(Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.150 Impoundment, abatement and restrictions on dangerous dogs.
6.24.150 Impoundment, abatement and restrictions on dangerous dogs.
A.
A.
The departmentauthorized agency may impound or abate any
declared dangerous dog whenever the departmentauthorized agency determines that
impoundment or abatement is necessary to protect the public health and safety or the safety of
an animal. When the departmentauthorized agency determines abatement is necessary, the
departmentauthorized agency may destroy the dog or impose conditions enumerated in
subsection B of this section on the dog owner or custodian, as a prerequisite for the dog
owner or custodian continuing to keep the dog. The departmentauthorized agency may modify
the conditions depending on a change in circumstances. It is unlawful for a person to fail to
comply with a condition the departmentauthorized agency imposes under this section.
B.
B.
The departmentauthorized agency may impose one or more of the
following conditions on a dog owner or custodian for a declared dangerous dog:
1.

1.
A requirement that the owner or custodian obtain and maintain liability
insurance from an insurer licensed to transact insurance business in the state of
California with coverage amounts that compliescomply with the requirements of
this subsection. The insurance shallmust provide liability insurance to the owner
or custodian for any loss or injury that may result to any person or property
caused by the dog. The insurance shallmust provide coverage for the owner or
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custodian in an amount of not less than one hundred thousand dollars per
occurrence, combined single limit for bodily injury and property damage. The
owner or custodian shallmust furnish a certificate of insurance to the
departmentauthorized agency and notify the departmentauthorized agency by
registered mail within ten10 days of receiving notice from the insurance
company that the policy has been cancelled or will not be renewed. The
insurance certificate shallmust provide the following information:
(a)

a.

The full name and address of the insurer,

(b)

b.

The name and address of the insured,

(c)

c.

The insurance policy number,

(d)

d.

The type and limits of coverage,

(e)

e.

The effective dates of the coverage,

(f)

f.

The certificate issue date;

2.

2.
Requirements as to the design, specifications, materials and other
components of the dog’s enclosure;

3.

3.
Requirements as to the type of residence where the dog shallmust be
maintained;

4.

4.
Requirements as to the type and method of restraint or muzzling the
owner or custodian shallmust employ when the dog is not within its approved
enclosure;

5.

5.
Requirements for photo identification, microchip implantation or
permanent marking of the dog for purposes of identification;

6.

6.
A requirement that the owner or custodian obtain and maintain a
dangerous dog registration in addition to a license required under Section
6.12.0106.06.010;

7.

7.

8.

8.
A requirement that the dog owner or custodian allow the
departmentauthorized agency or any other law enforcement agency to inspect
the dog and its enclosure;

9.

9.
A requirement that the dog owner or custodian agree to surrender the
dog to the departmentauthorized agency on demand;

A requirement to alter the dog;
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10.

10.
A requirement that the dog not be allowed to work as guard dog, attack
dog or sentry dog;

11.

11.
Any other requirement the departmentauthorized agency determines is
necessary to protect the public health and safety or the safety of an animal from
the actions of a declared dangerous dog;

12.

A requirement that the dog owner or custodian provide the
12.
departmentauthorized agency with proof satisfactory to the departmentauthorized
agency that the owner or custodian is complying with all the requirements of
this section;

13.

13.
A requirement that the owner or custodian pay the departmentauthorized
agency fees to recover the department’sauthorized agency’s costs to enforce and
to verify compliance with this section.

C.
C.
The department shallauthorized agency will provide a dog owner
or custodian with written notice at least ten10 days before impounding or abating a declared
dangerous dog. The notice shallwill inform the owner or custodian of the right to a hearing to
contest whether grounds exist to impound or abate the dog. If the owner or custodian requests
a hearing under this section the hearing may be held in conjunction with the hearing pursuant
to Section 6.24.1406.10.140. If the dog owner or custodian requests a hearing before the dog
is impounded or abated, the department shallauthorized agency will not impound or abate the
dog until the hearing is concluded unless there is a need for immediate action as provided in
subsection E.
D.
D.
A dog owner or custodian who receives a notice under subsection
C may request a hearing to contest the department’sauthorized agency’s determination to
impound or abate a dangerous dog. The owner or custodian’s request shallmust be in writing
and shall be received by the departmentauthorized agency within ten10 days of the date of the
notice.
E.
E.
When the departmentauthorized agency determines it is necessary
to immediately impound a dog to preserve the public health and safety or the safety of an
animal, or if a dog has already been impounded under another provision of law, no preimpoundment hearing shallwill be held. In that case, the department shallauthorized agency will
provide the dog owner or custodian with written notice allowing ten10 days from the date of
the notice to request a hearing to contest the abatement of the dog. The hearing request
shallmust be in writing and shall be received by the departmentauthorized agency within the
specified time period. If the owner or custodian requests a hearing, the dog shallwill not be
disposed of until the hearing requirements are satisfied. Once the hearing procedures
enumerated in Section 6.24.2406.10.240 have been completed and there is a final decision that
grounds exist to impound or abate a dog or the owner or custodian fails to request a hearing
or attend or be represented at a scheduled hearing, the departmentauthorized agency may
impound or abate the dog.
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F.
F.
The owner or custodian of a declared dangerous dog, who
intends to change the ownership, custody or residence of the dog, shallmust provide at least
fifteen15 days advance written notice to the departmentauthorized agency of the proposed
change. The notice shallmust identify the dog and provide the name, address and telephone
number of the proposed new owner or custodian or the proposed new residence. The
departmentauthorized agency may prohibit the proposed change when the departmentauthorized
agency has reasonable grounds to believe that the change would be harmful to the public health
and safety or the safety of an animal, by issuing a written order to the owner or custodian. No
person shallmay fail to comply with an order the departmentauthorized agency issues under this
subsection.
G.
G.
An owner or custodian who transfers ownership or custody
shallmust provide written notice to a new owner or custodian that the dog is a declared
dangerous dog and the conditions the departmentauthorized agency imposed pursuant to
subsection B. The owner or custodian shallmust obtain a written acknowledgment signed and
dated by the new owner or custodian, acknowledging receipt of the notice and acceptance of
the conditions the departmentauthorized agency imposed. The owner or custodian shallmust
provide the departmentauthorized agency with a copy of the notice and the signed
acknowledgment from the new owner or custodian.
H.
H.
If a declared dangerous dog dies, the owner or custodian
shallmust notify the departmentauthorized agency no later than twenty-four24-hours after the
dog’s death. The owner or custodian shallmust produce the dog’s remains when requested by
the departmentauthorized agency.
I.
I.
If a declared dangerous dog escapes, the owner or custodian
shallmust immediately notify the departmentauthorized agency of the escape and make every
reasonable effort to recapture it. The owner shallmust also notify the departmentauthorized
agency within twenty-four24-hours ofafter the dog’s recapture.
J.
J.
The owner, custodian or person in possession of a dog declared a
dangerous dog shallmust keep the dog restrained, confined or muzzled as appropriate for the
circumstances to prevent the dog from biting, attacking or otherwise causing injury to another.
K.
K.
The department’sauthorized agency’s authority to act under this
section is independent of any pending or resolved criminal prosecution, no matter what stage in
the proceeding or the result in that case. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.160 Capture of dogs at large.
6.24.160 Capture of dogs at large.
A.
An employee of the departmentauthorized agency, a peace officer or a person in
an area where the department
A.
authorized agency provides animal services who is employed for animal control
purposes may capture or attempt to capture any dog found at large in violation of law and may
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destroy the dog if, in the person’s judgment, destroying the dog is required for public health
and safety.
B.
B.
The department shallauthorized agency may not seize or impound
any dog for being at large that has strayed from but then returned to the private property of its
owner or custodian, provided the owner or custodian is at home when the dog returns. In that
case, the departmentauthorized agency may issue the owner or custodian a citation. If the
owner or custodian is not home, the departmentauthorized agency may impound the dog and
shall post a notice that the dog was impounded on the front door of the owner or custodian’s
dwelling unit. The notice shallmust provide the following information: the dog has been
impounded, where the dog is being held, the name, address, and telephone number of the
agency or person to be contacted regarding release of the dog and an indication of the ultimate
disposition of the dog if the owner or custodian does not take action to regain the dog within
a specified time period.
C.
C.
A person who finds a dog at large may take the dog into the
person’s possession and shallmust, as soon as possible, but no later than twenty-four24 hours,
notify the departmentauthorized agency. The departmentauthorized agency may accept the
animal for impoundment and the person who finds the animal shallmust surrender the animal to
the departmentauthorized agency upon demand. No person shall beis entitled to any
compensation from the countycity or authorized agency for keeping the dog. A person who
takes possession of the dog shallmust use reasonable care to preserve it from injury but
shallwill not be held liable if the dog dies, escapes or injures itself while under the person’s
care. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.170 Relinquishing an animal.
6.24.170 Relinquishing an animal.
A person who relinquishes an animal to the department shallauthorized agency must provide
the person’s name, address and if the person is not the owner, the person shallmust also
provide the circumstances under which the person came into possession of the animal. (Ord.
499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.180 Notification of owner—Right to hearing.
6.24.180 Notification of owner—Right to hearing.
A.
A.
Upon impoundment of an animal wearing a license tag or
identification listing the owner’s name and address, the department shallauthorized agency will
as soon as practicable attempt to notify the owner at the owner’s address of record, by mail,
personal delivery to the owner or posting a notice on the owner’s property advising that the
animal is in the department’sauthorized agency’s custody.
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B.
B.
The notice shallwill include a statement that the owner may make
a written request for a hearing within ten10 days of the notice, contesting the legality of the
impoundment.
C.
C.
Requesting a hearing under this section extends the holding
period during which the department shallauthorized agency will not dispose of an impounded
animal other than by return to the owner, until the conclusion of the hearing. If at the
conclusion of the hearing the impoundment is found to be unwarranted, the department
shallauthorized agency will return the animal to the owner or custodian without charge for the
impoundment. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.190 Return of animals to their owners, microchip fee required.
6.24.190 Return of animals to their owners, altering deposit, microchip fee required.
A.
A.
The owner of an impounded animal that the departmentauthorized
agency is not seeking to abate may claim the animal prior to other legal disposition by
providing proper identification, meeting all requirements and paying the departmentauthorized
agency the applicable redemption fees.
B.
B.
If an animal owner redeems an unaltered dog or cat found at
large that the departmentauthorized agency justifiably impounded pursuant to this code, the
owner shall must pay an altering deposit in addition to other redemption fees established by the
boardthe fines set forth in Division 14, Chapter 3 (for dogs) or Division 14.5, Chapter 1 (for
cats) of Food and Agricultural Code, as applicable.
C.
A person paying an altering deposit shall be entitled to a refund if the person
provides proof that the animal has been altered by a licensed veterinarian within thirty days of
paying the deposit, unless the animal is under four months old at the time of payment. In that
case, the person paying the deposit shall be entitled to a refund if the person provides proof
that the animal has been altered by a licensed veterinarian by the time the animal is five months
old. A person may also obtain a refund of the altering deposit if the owner submits, within the
time period that the animal was required to be altered, a written certification from a licensed
veterinarian stating that due to health considerations the animal should not be altered or that
the animal has previously been altered. If the person paying the altering deposit does not
provide the department with either proof the animal was altered or the written certification
from a licensed veterinarian that the animal should not be altered within the period the animal
was required to be altered, the person shall forfeit the deposit to the county. All forfeited
deposits shall be used to offset the costs of animal control services.
C.
D.
When a person redeems a justifiably impounded dog or cat found
at large and without identification, the departmentauthorized agency may require the owner to
pay the cost to implant a microchip identification device, in addition to other redemption fees
established by the boardcity or authorized agency. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
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6.10.200 Holding periods and availability for redemption, adoption, or release of
impounded stray or relinquished animals.
6.24.200 Holding periods and availability for redemption, adoption, or release of impounded
stray or relinquished animals.
A.
A.
The holding period and availability for redemption, adoption or
release of an impounded stray or relinquished animal shallwill conform to applicable provisions
of this codechapter, as well as Sections 17006, 31108, 31752, 31752.5, 31753, and 31754 of
the California Food and Agricultural Code and Section 597.1 of the California Penal Code.
B.
B.
The departmentauthorized agency may determine the animal
holding period and disposition not specified in subsection A or other provisions of law.
C.
C.
NoAny person who adopts or accepts the transfer of an
impounded dog or cat shall fail tomust have the animal altered within thirty30 days ofafter the
adoption or transfer unless a California licensed veterinarian authorizes a thirty-day30-day
extension in writing. It is unlawful to fail to provide the departmentauthorized agency with
proof the animal was altered or that an extension was granted when demanded by the
departmentauthorized agency.
D.
D.
The departmentauthorized agency may create by policy, a Senior
Citizen/Disabled Persons Pet Adoption Program for San Diego Countycity residents who are
sixty60 years or older or recipients of either Supplemental Security Income or Social Security
Disability payments, and who are qualified to adopt a dog or cat. The departmentauthorized
agency may also develop policies for the administration of other special redemption, adoption,
or release programs. The directorauthorized agency may waive or adjust applicable fees
established by the boardcity or authorized agency in conjunction with this program, provided
that the animals involved shallmust be vaccinated for rabies and shall be altered as required by
law. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.210 Wild animals.
6.24.210 Wild animals.
A.
A.
Except as provided in subsection D, it is unlawful for any person
to own, possess or maintain any venomous reptile.
B.

B.

The owner or custodian of any wild animal shallmust at all times:

1.

1.
Keep the animal in a cage, enclosure or other confinement that is
designed, constructed and maintained to preclude the animal’s escape. The cage,
enclosure or confinement shallmust be of sufficient size to allow the animal
reasonable freedom of movement;

2.

2.
Keep the cage, enclosure or other area of confinement in a clean and
sanitary condition at all times;
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3.

3.
Provide the animal with adequate food, water, shelter and veterinary care
and take all necessary steps to preserve the animal’s health, safety and welfare;

4.

4.
Keep the animal in a manner that will not threaten or annoy any person
of normal sensitivity;

5.

5.
Reimburse the department authorized agency for any costs the
departmentauthorized agency incurs to enforce this section;

6.

6.
Reimburse the city and county for any damage the city and county incurs
as a result of any action or behavior of an animal regulated by this section.

C.
C.
Additional requirements apply to the owner or custodian of a wild
animal that may create a greater risk to the public. The following animals do not create a
greater risk to the public: a fish, an invertebrate, an amphibian, a bird that attains a maximum
adult weight less than fifteen15 pounds or a rodent that attains an adult weight lessfewer than
ten10 pounds. A reptile does not create a greater risk to the public unless it is one of the
following: a crocodilian (order Crocodilia), a boa or python (family Boidae) that attains an
adult weight over fifteen15 pounds or an adult length over three and one-half3.5 feet, or a
Monitor Lizard (family Varanidae) that attains an adult weight over ten10 pounds or an adult
overall length over three3 feet. The owner or custodian of a wild animal, other than a wild
animal recognized in this subsection as not creating a greater risk to the public shallmust, in
addition to the requirements in subsection B, comply with all of the following:
1.

1.
Employ adequate safeguards to prevent unauthorized access to the
animal;

2.

2.
Keep the animal in anyan escape proof enclosure at all times, including
when the owner or custodian is transporting the animal to property that the
owner or custodian owns, leases or has the right to use;

3.

3.
Obtain written permission from the departmentauthorized agency
whenever the owner or custodian, or any person on the owner or custodian’s
behalf, is transporting that animal to a property that the owner or custodian does
not own, lease or have the right to use;

4.

4.
Immediately notify the departmentauthorized agency if the animal escapes
and make every reasonable effort to recapture an animal that escapes;

5.

5.
Allow the departmentauthorized agency to inspect the animal and the
property to determine whether the owner or custodian is complying with this
section;

6.

6.
Allow the departmentauthorized agency to inspect any permit an agency
of the federal or state government has issued to the owner or custodian that
regulates the animal.
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D.
D.
Subsections A and C shalldo not apply to a legally operated zoo,
circus, educational institution or scientific research facility, unless the operator is not taking
adequate steps to confine an animal, fails to adequately protect the public from an animal under
its control, fails to employ adequate sanitation measures, or due to a particular hazard
connected with an animal, endangers the health and safety of the public or an animal.
E.
E.
The departmentauthorized agency may impound or abate an
animal that a person is keeping in violation of this section and relocate or dispose of the animal
in a humane manner or impose conditions on the animal owner or custodian as a prerequisite
for the owner or custodian to keep the animal. The department shallauthorized agency will
provide the owner or custodian with at least ten10 days’ written notice before impounding or
abating an animal under this section. The notice shallwill inform the owner or custodian of the
right to a departmental hearing to contest whether grounds exist for the departmentauthorized
agency to impound or abate the animal under this section. If the owner or custodian requests a
hearing before the animal is impounded or abated, the department shallauthorized agency will
not impound or abate the animal until the hearing is concluded, unless there is a need to take
immediate action as provided in subsection G.
F.
F.
The owner or custodian of a wild animal who receives a notice
under subsection E may request a departmental hearing to contest the department’sauthorized
agency’s determination to impound or abate a wild animal. The owner or custodian’s request
shallmust be in writing and shall be received by the departmentauthorized agency within ten10
days ofafter the date of the notice.
G.
G.
When the departmentauthorized agency determines it is necessary
to immediately impound a wild animal to preserve the public health and safety or the health or
safety of an animal, or if the animal has already been impounded under another provision of
law, no pre-impoundment hearing shall be heldis required. In such case, the department
shallauthorized agency will provide the owner or custodian with at least ten10 days’ notice to
request a hearing to contest the impoundment or proposed abatement of the animal. The
request for a hearing shallmust be in writing and received by the departmentauthorized agency
within ten10 days from the date of the notice.
H.
If the owner or custodian timely requests a hearing under this
H.
section the department shallauthorized agency will not dispose of the animal until the hearing
requirements are satisfied. If the hearing officer finds that the departmentauthorized agency has
grounds to impound or abate an animal or the owner or custodian either fails to request a
hearing or fails to attend or be represented at a scheduled hearing, the hearing requirements are
satisfied and the departmentauthorized agency may impound or abate the animal. (Ord. 499 §
1, 2010)
6.10.220 Public nuisance.
6.24.220 Public nuisance.
A.
A.
In addition to exercising abatement powers under the public
nuisance abatement procedure contained in title 1, Division 6, Chapter 2 of the county of San
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Diego Code of Regulatory Ordinances, the department, the county of this code, the authorized
agency, the health officer, the county veterinariancity or a peace officer, may abate a public
nuisance involving an animal by impounding or abating the animal pursuant to this section. If
the departmentauthorized agency determines that there is an immediate threat to the health and
safety of the public or an animal, the departmentcity or authorized agency may summarily abate
a public nuisance involving an animal or the premises where an animal lives or is maintained,
including destroying the animal involved.
B.
When the departmentauthorized agency determines that an
B.
animal’s behavior or the failure of an animal owner or custodian to control an animal results in
a public nuisance, the departmentauthorized agency may require the owner or custodian of the
animal to obtain a public nuisance registration from the departmentauthorized agency, in
addition to the license required under Section 6.12.0106.06.010. The departmentauthorized
agency may impose the same conditions on the owner or custodian of the animal deemed a
public nuisance as it may impose on the owner or custodian of dog declared a dangerous dog,
enumerated in Section 6.24.1406.10.140(B). It is unlawful for a person to violate any condition
the departmentauthorized agency imposes pursuant to this subsection.
C.
When the departmentauthorized agency determines that a public
C.
nuisance exists due to an animal owner or custodian’s failure to properly control or care for
one or more animals, the departmentauthorized agency, in addition to using its abatement
powers under subsection A to abate any nuisance involving an animal, may require the owner
or custodian to register with the departmentauthorized agency. This registration need not name
a specific animal if the departmentauthorized agency is unable to determine which animal or
animals were involved. The departmentauthorized agency may impose any condition on the
owner or custodian enumerated in Section 6.24.1406.10.140(B) relative to any or all animals
the person owns or is the custodian of. The departmentauthorized agency may also limit the
number of animals or type of animals the owner or custodian may own or have custody of. It
shall beis unlawful for a person to violate any condition the departmentauthorized agency
imposes pursuant to this subsection.
D.
D.
If a person fails to properly control or care for one or more
animals or the premises where one or more animals are maintained, and the
departmentauthorized agency determines that person, based on the person’s conduct, poses a
risk to the health or safety of the public or an animal if that person were to own or have
custody of any animal or a specific type or breed of animal, the departmentauthorized agency
may enter a declaration against the person prohibiting that person from having ownership or
custody of any animal or a specific type or breed of animal, for up to five5 years. It shall beis
unlawful for a person to violate the terms of the declaration entered pursuant to this
subsection. If the departmentauthorized agency determines a person violated this section, the
departmentauthorized agency may, in addition to taking any legal action authorized by this
code, enter a new declaration against that person prohibiting that person from having
ownership or custody of any animal or a specific type or breed of animal, for up to five5 years
fromafter the date of violation.
E.
E.
Except as provided in subsection G, the department
shallauthorized agency will provide an owner or custodian with at least ten10 days’ notice
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before impounding or abating an animal of theirthe right to a hearing to contest whether
grounds exist for an impoundment or abatement. If the owner or custodian requests a hearing
before the departmentauthorized agency impounds or abates the animal, the county
shalldepartment will not impound or abate the animal until the conclusion of the hearing except
as provided in subsection G. The department shallauthorized agency will also provide notice to
an animal owner or custodian of its intent to proceed under subsection C or D and advise the
owner of the right to request a hearing to contest the department’sauthorized agency’s
determination.
F.
F.
The owner or custodian of an animal who receives a notice under
subsection E may request a hearing to contest the department’sauthorized agency’s
determination to impound or abate an animal under this section or the department’sauthorized
agency’s determination to proceed under subsection C or D. The owner or custodian’s request
shallmust be in writing and the request shall be received by the departmentauthorized agency
within ten10 days. All hearings shallwill be conducted pursuant to Section 6.24.2406.10.240.
G.
When the departmentauthorized agency determines it is necessary
G.
to immediately impound an animal under this section to preserve the public health and safety or
the safety of an animal, or if the animal has already been impounded under another provision of
law, no pre-impoundment hearing shall be held. The department shallis required. The
authorized agency will provide the owner or custodian with written notice allowing ten10 days
from the date of the notice to request a hearing to contest abatement of the animal. The
hearing request shallmust be in writing and shall be received by the departmentauthorized
agency within the specified time period. If the owner or custodian requests a hearing, the
animal shallwill not be disposed of until the hearing requirements are satisfied.
Once the hearing procedures enumerated in Section 6.24.2406.10.240 have been
completed and there is a decision that grounds exist to impound or abate an animal under this
section or the animal owner or custodian fails to request a hearing, or attend or be represented
at a scheduled hearing, the departmentauthorized agency may impound or abate an animal
deemed a public nuisance under this section.
H.
H.
The owner or custodian of an animal that is required to obtain a
public nuisance registration for an animal shallmust provide at least fifteen15 days’ advance
written notice to the departmentauthorized agency of a proposed change in the animal’s
ownership, custody or residence. The notice shallmust identify the animal and provide the
name, address and telephone number of the proposed new owner or custodian or the proposed
new residence. The departmentauthorized agency may prohibit the proposed change when the
departmentauthorized agency has reasonable grounds to believe that the change would be
harmful to the public health and safety or the safety of an animal by issuing a written order to
the owner or custodian. No person shallmay fail to comply with an order the
departmentauthorized agency issues under this subsection.
I.
I.
The owner or custodian who transfers ownership or custody of
an animal subject to this section shallmust provide written notice to the new owner or
custodian that the animal requires a public nuisance registration and the terms of any conditions
the departmentauthorized agency has imposed pursuant to this section. The owner or custodian
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shallmust obtain a written acknowledgment signed and dated by the new owner or custodian
acknowledging receipt of the notice and acceptance of the conditions the departmentauthorized
agency imposed. The owner or custodian shallmust provide the departmentauthorized agency
with a copy of the notice and the signed acknowledgement from the new owner or custodian.
J.
J.
If an animal that requires a public nuisance registration dies, the
owner or custodian shallmust notify the departmentauthorized agency no later than twentyfour24 hours after the animal’s death. The owner or custodian shallmust produce the animal’s
remains when requested by the departmentauthorized agency.
K.
K.
If an animal that requires a public nuisance registration escapes,
the owner or custodian shallmust immediately notify the departmentauthorized agency of the
escape and make every reasonable effort to recapture it. The owner or custodian shallmust also
notify the departmentauthorized agency within twenty-four24 hours of the animal’s recapture.
L.
L.
The owner, custodian or person in possession of an animal that
requires a public nuisance registration shallmust use all reasonable efforts to restrain or confine
the animal to prevent it from being at large or from causing damage to any property or injury
to any person.
M.
M.
The department’sauthorized agency’s authority to act under this
section is independent of any pending or resolved criminal prosecution, no matter what stage in
the proceeding or the result in that case. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.230 Injuries and communicable diseases.
6.24.230 Injuries and communicable diseases.
No person shallmay knowingly keep an animal that suffers from a serious injury or is afflicted
with mange, ringworm, distemper or otherany contagious disease without providing or
obtaining adequate treatment for the animal. The department or the county
veterinarianauthorized agency may take immediate possession of an animal if eitherit determines
that the owner or custodian is not providing or obtaining adequate treatment and may dispose
of the animal unless the owner or custodian places the animal with a licensed veterinarian for
treatment. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.240 Hearings.
6.24.240 Hearings.
A.
A.
Whenever a person (the “respondent”) requests a hearing under
this code, the director shallauthorized agency will appoint a departmentan employee or
representative who has not been directly involved in the case to serve as the hearing officer.
The hearing officer shallwill hold the hearing within thirty30 days from the date the
departmentauthorized agency receives the request for the hearing. The hearing officer may
continue a hearing at the request of either party for good cause. The hearing officer shallwill
issue a written decision that contains findings and the factual bases for the findings. The
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hearing officer’s decision shallwill be final except as provided below. The fact that no hearing
has been conducted shallwill have no bearing on any criminal prosecution alleging a violation of
this code.
B.
B.
The department shallauthorized agency will present its evidence
first and have the burden of producing evidence at the hearing. The respondent shallwill have
the right to present evidence contesting the department’sauthorized agency’s case and the
department shallauthorized agency will have a right to present a rebuttal case. The standard of
proof on the issues before the hearing officer shallwill be the preponderance of the evidence.
C.
C.
Each party shallwill have the right at the hearing to call and
examine witnesses, introduce evidence, cross-examine an opposing witness on any matter
relevant to the issues in the case even though that matter was not covered during direct
examination, and impeach any witness regardless of which party first called the witness to
testify. The departmentauthorized agency may call the animal’s owner or custodian as a witness
during its case in chief or during its rebuttal case and examine the person as if the person was
under cross-examination.
D.
D.
Strict rules of evidence shalldo not apply. Evidence that might
otherwise be excluded under the Evidence Code may be admissible if the hearing officer
determines it is relevant and of the kind that reasonably prudent persons rely on in making
decisions. All rules of privilege recognized by the evidence code, however, apply to the
hearing. The hearing officer shallmay also exclude irrelevant and cumulative evidence.
E.
E.
The department shallauthorized agency will serve the hearing
officer’s decision on the respondent. If the hearing officer determines that sufficient grounds
exist for the departmentauthorized agency to declare a dog to be a dangerous dog or a public
nuisance animal, or that the departmentauthorized agency will abate a dog, the hearing officer’s
decision shallwill include a notice that the respondent may apply for a departmentalan
administrative review of the record. The notice shallwill advise the respondent that the request
for review shallwill be in writing and served on the departmentauthorized agency within ten10
days. The request for review shallmust provide the reasons why the respondent contends that
the hearing officer’s decision is erroneous.
F.
F.
The administrative review shallwill be conducted by the director
or an employee the director designatesor representative of the authorized agency who has not
been directly involved in the case and who shallwill be of the same rank or higher than the
hearing officer.
G.
G.
If a respondent timely requests an administrative review, a hearing
officer’s decision approving the department’sauthorized agency’s determination to destroy an
animal is stayed until the departmentauthorized agency completes its review. A request for
administrative review shallwill not stay the hearing officer’s decision approving the
department’sauthorized agency’s determination to declare a dog a dangerous dog or a public
nuisance animal, or any condition the departmentauthorized agency imposes to allow a person
to continue owning or have custody of an animal.
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H.
H.
As part of the administrative review process, the employee
conducting the review of the record shallwill consider: (1) the issues the respondent raised in
the request for review; (2) whether the department’sauthorized agency’s determination is
supported by substantial evidence; and (3) whether the departmentauthorized agency acted in
compliance with this code.
I.
At the conclusion of the administrative review, the employee
I.
reviewing the record may uphold, modify or overrule the hearing officer’s decision or may
order the departmentauthorized agency to reconsider the case. The reviewer’s decision shallwill
be in writing and shallwill contain the reasons for the decision. If the reviewer upholds the
hearing officer’s decision to abate an animal by destruction, the department shallauthorized
agency will serve the respondent with a written notice of the right to apply for a writ of
mandate or other order from Superior Court within ten10 days from the date of the notice.
The department shallauthorized agency will stay disposition of the animal while the Superior
Court action is pending or until the time for filing an action contesting the decision to abate
has expired. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.250 Attack, guard or sentry dog operators.
6.24.250 Attack, guard or sentry dog operators.
A.
A.
Any person or owner of an attack, guard or sentry dog
(collectively “guard dog”) that operates or maintains a business to sell, rent or train a guard
dog in the city of Santee, who is required to obtain an operator’s permit from the county
pursuant to Health and Safety Code Section 121916 (the permittee), shallmust pay the annual
permit fee approved by the boardcity or authorized agency for this type of permit. The person
or owner shallmust also obtain and pay the fee for a guard dog operator premises permit for
each location where the person or owner houses a guard dog.
B.
The departmentauthorized agency may suspend an animal from
B.
use as a guard dog if the departmentauthorized agency determines the animal is not healthy
enough to work or if the departmentauthorized agency has advised the operator that it intends
to declare the dog a dangerous dog. The departmentauthorized agency may also permanently
bar an animal from working as guard dog if the departmentauthorized agency declares the dog
a dangerous dog as provided in this code.
C.
C.
following requirements:

A permittee under this section shallmust comply with all the

1.

1.
Supply each animal with sufficient, good and wholesome food and water
as often as the animal’s feeding habits require;

2.

2.
Keep each animal and each animal’s quarters in a clean and sanitary
condition;
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3.

3.
Provide each animal with proper shelter and protection from the weather
at all times. An animal shallmust not be overcrowded or exposed to
temperatures detrimental to the welfare of the animal;

4.

4.
Do not allow any animal to be without care or control in excess of
twelve12 consecutive hours;

5.

5.
Take every reasonable precaution to ensure that no animal is teased,
abused, mistreated, annoyed, tormented or in any manner made to suffer by any
person or by any means;

6.

6.
Do not maintain or allow any animal to exist in any manner that is, or
could be, injurious to that animal;

7.

7.
Do not give an animal any alcoholic beverage, unless prescribed by a
veterinarian;

8.

8.
Do not allow animals that are natural enemies, temperamentally unsuited
or otherwise incompatible to be quartered together or so near each other as to
cause injury, fear or torment;

9.

9.
Do not allow any tack equipment, device, substance or material that is,
or could be, injurious or cause unnecessary cruelty to any animal to be used on
or with an animal;

10.

10.
Keep or maintain animals confined at all times on the premises for which
the permit has been issued unless the departmentauthorized agency grants the
permittee special permission to remove an animal from the premises. If a guard
dog escapes, the owner or custodian shallmust immediately notify the
departmentauthorized agency of the escape and make every reasonable effort to
recapture it. The owner or custodian shallmust also notify the
departmentauthorized agency within twenty-four24 hours of the animal’s
recapture;

11.

11.
Give proper rest periods to any working animal. Any confined or
restrained animal shallmust be given exercise proper for the individual animal
under the particular conditions;

12.

12.
Do not work, use or rent any animal that is overheated, weakened,
exhausted, sick, injured, diseased, lame or otherwise unfit;

13.

13.
Do not use or work any animal the departmentauthorized agency has
suspended from use until the departmentauthorized agency releases the animal
from suspension;

14.

14.
Do not display any animal bearing evidence of malnutrition, ill health,
unhealed injury or having been kept in an unsanitary condition;
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15.

15.
Keep or maintain each animal in a manner as may be prescribed to
protect the public from the animal and the animal from the public;

16.

16.
Provide conspicuously posted, durable signs of sufficient size containing
both a clear pictorial depiction of a guard dog and a legible written warning of
the presence of a guard dog for every location that houses a guard dog or
where a guard dog is working. These signs shallmust be maintained at every
entrance and at not more than fifty-foot50-foot intervals so as to be clearly
visible on the fence or other enclosure where the dog is to be housed or
working. Each sign required by this subsection shallmust measure a minimum of
eleven by eight and one-half11- by 8.5-inches and use lettering of a minimum of
one and one-quarter by one-half inch (ninety-one91 point) and of contrasting
color with the background. The signs shallmust also include the name and
telephone number of the guard dog owner or operator housing or providing the
dog;

17.

17.
Take any animal to a veterinarian for examination or treatment when
ordered by the departmentauthorized agency;

18.

Display no animal whose appearance is, or may be, offensive or contrary
18.
to public decency;

19.

Do not allow any animal to constitute or cause a hazard, or be a menace
19.
to the health, peace or safety of the community;

20.

20.
Obtain and maintain liability insurance from an insurance company
authorized to transact insurance business in the state of California, with
coverage amounts that comply with this subsection. The insurance shallmust
provide liability insurance coverage for the permittee for any loss due to bodily
injury or death with not less than five hundred thousand dollars per occurrence
and for any loss due to property damage with not less than five hundred
thousand dollars per occurrence. The permittee shallmust furnish a certificate of
insurance to the department and shallauthorized agency and must notify the
departmentauthorized agency in writing at least thirty30 days prior to policy
cancellation or non-renewal. The certificate shallmust also provide all the
following information:
(a)

a.

The full name and address of the insurer,

(b)

b.

The name and address of the insured,

(c)

c.

The insurance policy number,

(d)

d.

The type and limits of coverage,

(e)

e.

The effective dates of the certificate,
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(f)
21.

f.

The certificate issue date;

21.
Obtain a signed and dated acknowledgment from each person who hires
a guard dog from the permittee before the guard dog is sent on assignment. The
acknowledgment shallmust contain the name, address and telephone number of
the permittee, the name, address and telephone number of the person who hired
the guard dog and the location where the guard dog will be working while on
assignment. The acknowledgement shallmust also contain the following
language:

“In addition to other provisions of law, any person or business entity who hires
or has custody of a guard dog is responsible for preventing the dog from being
at large, as defined in the County of San DiegoSantee Municipal Code and from
preventing the dog from attacking or injuring a person engaged in a lawful act.
A person who hires a guard dog shouldmust immediately notify the guard dog
operator in the event a guard dog escapes from its enclosure and notify the
department of Animal Control San Diego Humane Society at (619) 23629923417012 in the event an escaped dog is not immediately recaptured.”
“The CountySantee Municipal Code also provides that a person who has
custody or control of a dog which bites a person shallmust notify the department
of Animal Control San Diego Humane Society as soon as practicable after the
incident and not more than twenty-four (24) hours after the incident.”

22.

22.
Provide the departmentauthorized agency with a copy of the signed
acknowledgment required by subsection 21;

23.
Isolate and segregate at all times any sick or diseased animal from any healthy
animal so that
23.

the illness or disease will not be transmitted from one animal to another. Any
sick or injured animal shallmust be isolated and given proper medical treatment;

24.

24.
Immediately notify the owner of any animal held on consignment or
boarded if the animal refuses to eat or drink beyond a reasonable period, is
injured, becomes sick or dies. In case of death, the body of the dog shallmust be
retained for twelve12 hours after notification has been sent to the owner.

D.
D
Reimburse the departmentauthorized agency for all costs incurred
in enforcing the provisions of this section. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.260 Animals in vehicles.
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6.24.260 Animals in vehicles.
Pursuant to California Penal Code Section 597.7, no person shallmay leave or confine an
animal in any unattended motor vehicle under conditions that endanger the health or well-being
of an animal due to heat, cold, lack of adequate ventilation, or lack of food or water, or other
circumstances that could reasonably be expected to cause suffering, disability or death to the
animal. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
6.10.270 Barking dogs.
6.24.270 Violation and sentencing provisions.
It is unlawful for the owner or custodian of any dog to allow the dog to bark in violation of
Chapter 5.04. Any person who violations this provision is guilty of an infraction.
6.10.280 Dog parks and off-leash regulations
It is unlawful for any person to cause, facilitate, or allow a dog to be or remain off-lease or
unconfined except in compliance with the provisions of this Title or any other applicable
provision of this Code, including but not limited to Sections 8.08.170, 8.08.180, and 8.08.190.
6.10.290 Criminal violations.
A.
A.
Any person who violates any provision or fails to comply with
any mandatory requirement of this code shall beis guilty of a misdemeanor, except where the
code or state law specifically provides the offense is an infraction.
B.
B.
When a person is convicted of a violation of this code that is
classified as a misdemeanor, the sentencing court may order, in addition to any other
sentencing provision, that the convicted person be prohibited from owning, possessing, caring
for or having any contact with animals for a period of up to three3 years if the court deems
the action is necessary to ensure the animal or public safety or welfare. The court may also
require the convicted person to immediately deliver all animals in the person’s possession,
custody or control to the departmentauthorized agency for adoption or other lawful disposition
and for the convicted person to provide proof to the court that the person no longer has
possession, custody or control of any animal. (Ord. 499 § 1, 2010)
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TITLE 1511 BUILDINGS AND CONSTRUCTION
CHAPTER 15.0211.02 CALIFORNIA ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
15.02.01011.02.010 Adoption.
The California Administrative Code Chapter, 2016 Edition, Chapter 15.0211.02 is adopted by
reference without change to the Buildings and Construction Code. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
CHAPTER 15.0411.04 CALIFORNIA BUILDING CODE
15.04.01011.04.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Building Code, Part 2, Title 24 of the
California Code of Regulations.
There is adopted and incorporated by reference herein as the City building code for the
purpose of prescribing regulations in the City of Santee for the erection, construction,
enlargement, alteration, repair, moving, removal, conversion, demolition, occupancy, equipment,
use, height, area, and maintenance of buildings and structuresThe city adopts and incorporates
by reference, as the city’s building code, the 2016 California Building Code, Part 2, Title 24 of
the California Code of Regulations, a portion of the California Building Standards Code, as
defined in the California State Health and Safety Code, section 18901 et seq. which is based on
the International Building Code, 2015 Edition, including those, and Appendix Chapters
shownspecified in as adopted by this chapter., and any rules and regulations promulgated
pursuant thereto, together with all amendments set forth in this chapter.
Except as otherwise provided byin this chapter and chapter 15.02 of the City of Santee
Municipal Code, all11.02, the erection, construction, enlargement, alteration, repair, moving,
removal, conversion, demolition, occupancy, equipment, use, height, area, and maintenance of
buildings and structures within the City of Santee shall be in conformance with the 2016
Californiamust conform to the building code published by the California Building Standards
Commission. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
15.04.02011.04.020 Findings.
The City of Santee has many large brush-covered hillsides. The City is subject to frequent
Santa Ana conditions consisting of dry gusting winds, which create extreme fire dangers. The
City Council specifically finds that these geographic and topographic conditions necessitate
greater fire protection than that provided by the 2016 California Building Code. Therefore, this
chapter alters the 2016 California Building Code, to require more fire retardant roof coverings.
(Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
15.04.03011.04.030 Deletions, revisions and additions to the 2016 California Building
Code.
Deletions, revisions and additions to the 2016 California Building Code shall be asare set forth
in Sections 15.30.040 as follows:
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A.

Section 104.7.1 of the California Building Code is added to read as follows:

Section 104.7.1 Permit History Survey.
Upon receipt of a written request from the owner of a parcel of property for a Permit History
Survey, and the payment of the fee specified in a resolution duly adopted by the City Council,
the building official may review city records and provide a report listing those building,
plumbing, electrical and mechanical permits that have been issued for a specific parcel of
property.
Section 105.2 of the California Building Code is amended to read as follows:
B.
Section 105.2 Exempt from permit is amended by adding the following
subsections 14 through 1718:
1. through 13. remain unchanged.
14.

Satellite dish antenna, other than roof-mounted, in Office, Commercial, and
Industrial zoning districts.

15. Renewal of roof coverings on any buildings.
15.

16.

16. Attached or detached open residential patio covers, detached pergola and
detached gazebo structures or similar detached structures up to 120 square feet
in projected roof area. These structures must be attached to an, associated with
a single family (R-3 occupancy.) residence, subject to the following conditions:
(a)

The property is not located in a Very-High Fire Hazard Severity Zone
(VHFHSZ);

(b)

The structure is located in the side or rear yard of a property;

(c)

If attached to the principal residence, the setbacks for the main building
apply;

(d)

If detached from the principle residence, the supporting posts must be
located a minimum of five (5) feet from the property line;

(e)

The structure does not contain electrical circuit(s) or gas lines;

(f)

The structure is not to be used as a

carport.

Decks and platforms associated with single family (R-3 occupancy) structures,
not exceeding 200 square feet in area; not exceeding 30 inches above grade at
any point, not serving as required exiting, and not located in the VHFHSZ.
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17.

Trellis or arbors when used for decoration, entrance ways, or gardening when
not taller than eight feet and when not used as a fence.

18.

17. Fences not over 8 feet high, where permitted to be installed by City Zoning
Code in commercial and industrial zones.

18. Installation of metal storage containers for use as temporary storage structures. This
exception does not apply to any structure used as defined under ‘habitable
space’ in section 202 of the California Building Code. This exemption is
intended to be applied only to prefabricated shipping and cargo containers
commonly used in the shipping and trucking industries.
19. Repairs which involve only the replacement of component parts of existing work
with similar materials only for the purpose of maintenance and which do not
aggregate over $750.00 in valuation and do not affect any electrical or
mechanical installations. Repairs exempt from permit requirements shall not
include any addition, change or modification in construction, exit facilities or
permanent fixtures or equipment. Specifically exempt from permit requirements
without limit to valuation are:
(a) Painting
(b) Installation of floor covering
(c) Cabinet work
(d) Outside paving not involving restriping of disabled access parking stalls.
C.

Section 105.3.1.1 of the California Building Code is added to read as follows:

Section 105.3.1.1 Permits shallwill not be issued for construction on a site where the
City engineer determines that a grading permit or public improvements are required until the
City engineer or his/her representative notifies the building official in writing that grading or
public improvements hashave been satisfactorily completed to allow building permits to be
issued.
Permits shallwill not be issued if the City engineer determines that flooding or geologic
conditions at the site may endanger the public safety or welfare.
D.
Section 109 of the California Building Code shall beis deleted and replaced with
the following:
Section 109.1 FEES
Section 109.2 GENERAL. Fees shallwill be assessed as set forth in a resolution duly
adopted by the City Council.
Section 109.3 PERMIT FEES.
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resolution duly adopted by the City Council.
The determination ofbuilding official will determine the value or valuation under any of
the provisions of these codes shall be made by the building official. The value to be used in
computing building permit and building plan review fees shall beis the total value of all
construction work for which the permit is issued as well as all finish work, painting, roofing,
electrical, plumbing, heating, air conditioning, elevators, fire-extinguishing systems, and any
other permanent equipment. The permit fees for those projects subject to State energy code
compliance and /or State disabled access regulation compliance shall be asare set forth in a
resolution dully adopted by the City Council.
Section 109.4 PLAN REVIEW FEES. When submittal documents are required by
section 107, a plan review fee shallmust be paid at the time of submitting the submittal
documents for plan review. SaidThe plan review fee shall beis set forth in a resolution duly
adopted by the City Council. The plan review fee for electrical, mechanical, and plumbing work
shall be set forth in a resolution duly adopted by the City Council. The plan review fees for
State energy code compliance and/or State disabled access regulation compliance shall be as set
forth in a resolution duly adopted by the City Council. The plan review fees specified in this
section are separate fees from the permit fees specified in Section 109.3 and are in addition to
the permit fees.
When submittal documents are incomplete or changed so as to require additional plan
review or when the project involves deferred submittal items as defined in Section 107.3.4.1,
an additional plan review fee shallwill be charged at the rate set forth in a resolution duly
adopted by City Council.
Section 109.5 EXPIRATION OF PLAN REVIEW. An application for which no
permit is issued within 180 days following the date of application shall expire by limitation, and
plans and other data submitted for review may thereafter be returned to the applicant or
destroyed by the building officialexpires 180 days after it is submitted unless a permit is issued.
The building official may extend thean applicant’s time for action by the applicantacting for a
period not to exceed 180 days on written request by the applicant showing that circumstances
beyond the control of the applicant have prevented action from being taken. An application
shall not be extendedthe applicant from taking appropriate action. The building official may not
extend an applicant’s time for acting more than once. An application shallapplicant’s time for
acting may not be extended if any relevant portion of this code, or any other pertinent laws or
ordinances havelaw or ordinance has been amended subsequent to the date of application. In
order to renew action on an application after expiration, the applicant shallmust resubmit plans
and pay a new plan check fee. The building official may return or destroy plans and other data
submitted for review with an application after the application expires.
Section 109.6 INVESTIGATION FEES: WORK WITHOUT A PERMIT.
Section 109.6.1 INVESTIGATION. Whenever any work for which a permit is
required by this code has been commenceddone without first obtaining aa required permit, the
building official may undertake a special investigation shall be made before a permit may be
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issued for such work. and may require payment of the fee set forth in section 109.6.2..
Section 109.6.2 FEE. An applicant for a permit for work that has been done without a
required permit must pay an investigation fee, in addition to the permit fee, shall be. The
investigation fee is equal to the amount of the permit fee required by this code. The minimum
fee shall be the same as the minimum permit fee set forth in a resolution duly adopted by the
City Council. The payment of suchPayment of the investigation fee shalldoes not exempt an
applicant from compliance with all otherapplicable provisions of either this code orand the
technical codes notor from any penalty prescribed by law.
Section 109.7 FEE REFUNDS. The building official may authorize refunding of a fee
paid hereunder which wasrefund 100% of any fee erroneously paid or collected.
The building official may authorize refunding of notrefund no more than 80 percent of
thea permit fee paid when no work has been done under a permit issued in accordance with
this code.
The building official may authorize refunding of notrefund no more than 80 percent of
the plan review fee paid when anthe application for a permit for which a plan review fee has
been paid has beenis withdrawn or cancelled before any examination has been expendedthe city
undertakes any work.
The building official shall not authorize the refunding of any fee paid except upon
written application filed bymay not refund any fee unless the original permittee not later
thansubmits a written refund application within 180 days after paying the date of fee payment.
Section 109.8 PERMIT HISTORY SURVEY FEE. The fee for conducting a permit
history survey for an existing structure or facility shall be asis set forth in a resolution duly
adopted by City Council.
Section 109.9 DEMOLITION PERMIT FEE. The fee for a permit to demolish a
building shall be asis set forth in a resolution duly adopted by the City Council.
Section 109.10 FEE EXCEPTIONS: The government of the United States of
America, the State of California, local school districts proposing work exempt from building
permits, the County of San Diego, and the City shallare not be required to pay for filing an
application for a building permit pursuant to this code unless City plan review and inspection
services are requested. If so requested, the fee schedules adopted in a resolution by City
Council shall apply.
E.

Section 111 of the California Building Code is amended to read as follows:

Section 111.1 CERTIFICATE ISSUED. After final inspection where The building
official has inspected theis authorized to inspect buildings and structures for compliance with
this code and issue a certificate of occupancy. When the building official inspects a building or
structure and has foundfinds no violations of the provisions of this code or other applicable
laws which are enforced by the building division, the building official shallwill indicate approval
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on thecompliance on an Inspection RecordReport Card, and. The completed and signed
Inspection RecordReport Card shall serveserves as the Certificate of Occupancy.
F.

Section 113.1 of the California Building Code is amended to read as follows:

Section 113.1 General. In order to hear and decide appeals or ordersThe city council
serves as the appeal board for determinations, decisions, or determinations made byand orders
of the building official relative to the application andregarding interpretation of the technical
codes, the City Council shall serve as the appeals board. The. An applicant may appeal the
order, decision, or determination of the building official by filing a written appeal with the city
clerk a written appeal within ten days after the date of the written decision in accordance with
chapter 1.14.
G.
Section 114.4 of the California Building Code shall beis deleted and replaced as
follows to readwith the following:
Section 114.4 Violations. Any person, firm or corporation violating who violates any
provision of this code or the technical codes shall be deemedis guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof, shallwill be fined an amount not to exceed five hundred dollars, or
imprisoned for a period of not more than six months in the county jail, or both fine and
imprisonment.
H.

Section 114.5 of the California Building Code shall beis added as follows to

read:
Section 114.5 Public Nuisance. Any building or structure erected, constructed,
enlarged, altered, repaired, moved, improved, removed, converted, or demolished, equipped,
used, occupied, or maintained contrary to the provisions of this code shall be and the same is
herebyis declared to be unlawful and a public nuisance. The enforcement official and city
attorney shall, upon order of the City Council, commence necessary proceedings for the
abatement, removal and/or enjoinment of anyare authorized to undertake any enforcement
action authorized in Title 1 to abate, remove, enjoin, or remedy such public nuisance in the
manner provided by law. Any failure, refusal of neglect to obtain a permit as required by this
chapter one (1) of this code shall beis prima facie evidence of the fact that the public nuisance
has been committed in connection with the erection, construction, enlargement, alteration,
repair, movement, improvement, removal, conversion or demolition, equipment, use,
occupation, or maintenance of a building or structure erected, constructed, enlarged, altered,
repaired, moved, improved, removed, converted or demolished, used, occupied, or maintained
contrary to the provisions of this code or the technical codes..
I.

Add the following to the end of the first paragraph of Section 1505.1

General:

Section 1505.1 The installation of wood shingle or shake roofing material forAny
reroofing or roof repair whichusing wood single or shake material in an area that exceeds 25
percent of the projected roof area withinin any 12 month period shall be as requiredmust
comply with the requirements for new roof installations or a minimum of Class B Rating.
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(Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
15.04.04011.04.040 Table 1505.1 amended.
Table 1505.1 of the 2016 California Building Code and the International Building Code, 2015
Edition, is amended to read as follows:
TABLE 1505.1
MINIMUM ROOF COVERING CLASSIFICATION FOR TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION
IA

IB

IIA

IIB

IIIA

IIIB

IV

VA

VB

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

(Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
15.04.05011.04.050 Appendices C, H and I adopted.
Appendix C, H and I are adopted. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 15.0611.06 CALIFORNIA RESIDENTIAL CODE
15.06.01011.06.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Residential Code, Part 2.5, Title 24
of the California Code of Regulations.
The city adopts and incorporates by reference, as the city’s residential code, the 2016
California Residential Code, published by the California Building Standards Commission, and
any rules and regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, together with all amendments set forth
in this chapter.
There is adopted and incorporated by reference herein as the City residential code for the
purpose of establishing provisions forExcept as otherwise provided in this chapter and chapter
11.02, the construction, alteration, movement, enlargement, replacement, repair, equipment, use
and occupancy, location, removal and demolition of detached one- and two-family dwellings
and townhouses not more than three stories above grade the 2016 California Residential Code.
Except as otherwise provided by this Chapter and Chapter 15.02 of the City of Santee
Municipal Code, all construction, alteration, movement, enlargement, replacement, repair,
equipment, use and occupancy, location, removal or demolition of detached one- and twofamily dwellings and townhouses not more than three stories above grade within the City of
Santee, shall be in conformance must comply with the 2016 Californiacity’s residential code,
published by the California Building Standards Commission.
A.

Section R104.7.1 of the California Residential Code is added to read as follows:

Section R104.7.1 Permit History Survey. Upon receipt of a written request from the
owner of a parcel of property for a Permit History Survey, and the payment of the fee
specified in a resolution duly adopted by the City Council, the building official may review City
records and provide a report listing those building, plumbing, electrical and mechanical permits
that have been issued for a specific parcel of property.
Section R105.2 of the California Residential Code is amended to read as follows:
B.
Section R105.2 Exempt from permit is amended byby modifying
and adding the following subsections 11 through 16:

subsection 10

1.

through 109. remains unchanged.

10.

Decks on properties not located in a Very-High-Fire Hazard Severity Zone
(VHFHSV).

11.

Satellite dish antenna, other than roof-mounted, in Office, Commercial, and
Industrial zoning districts.

12. Renewal of roof coverings on any buildings.
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12.

13. Attached or detached open residential patio covers, detached pergola and
detached gazebo structures or similar detached structures up to 120 square feet
in projected roof area. These structures must be attached to an, associated with
a single family (R-3 occupancy.) residence, subject to the following conditions:
(a)

The property is not located in a Very-High Fire Hazard Severity Zone
(VHFHSZ);

14. Fences not over 8 feet high, where permitted to be installed by City Zoning Code in
commercial and industrial zones.
15. Installation of metal storage containers for use as temporary storage structures. This
exception does not apply to any structure used as defined under ‘habitable
space’ in section R202 of the California Residential Code. This exemption is
intended to be applied only to prefabricated shipping and cargo containers
commonly used in the shipping and trucking industries.
16. Repairs which involve only the replacement of component parts of existing work
with similar materials only for the purpose of maintenance and which do not
aggregate over $750.00 in valuation and do not affect any electrical or
mechanical installations. Repairs exempt form permits requirements shall not
include any addition, change or modification in construction, exit facilities or
permanent fixtures or equipment. Specifically exempt from permit requirements
without limit to valuation are:
(a) Painting
(b)

Installation of floor coveringThe structure is located in the side or rear
yard of a property;

(c) Cabinet work

C.
follows:

(c)

If attached to the principal residence, the setbacks for the main building
apply;

(d)

If detached from the principle residence, the supporting posts must be
located a minimum of five (5) feet from the property line;

(e)

The structure does not contain electrical circuit(s) or gas lines;

(f)

(d) Outside paving not involving restriping of disabled access parking
stallsThe structure is not to be used as a carport.

Section R105.3.1.2 of the California Residential Code is added to

read as

Section R105.3.1.1 Permits shallwill not be issued for construction on a site where the
City engineer determines that a grading permit or public improvements are required until the
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City engineer or his/her representative notifies the building official in writing that grading or
public improvements hashave been satisfactorily completed to allow building permits to be
issued.
Permits shallwill not be issued if the City engineer determines that flooding or geologic
conditions at the site may endanger the public safety or welfare.
D.
Section R108 of the California Building Code shall beis deleted and
with the following:

replaced

Section R108.1 FEES
Section R108.2 GENERAL. Fees shall be assessed asare set forth in a resolution duly
adopted by the City Council.
Section R108.3 PERMIT FEES. The fee for each permit shall be asis set forth in a
resolution duly adopted by the City Council.
The determination ofbuilding official will determine the value or valuation under any of
the provisions of these codes shall be made by the building official. The value to be used in
computing building permit and building plan review fees shall beis the total value of all
construction work for which the permit is issued as well as all finish work, painting, roofing,
electrical, plumbing, heating, air conditioning, elevators, fire-extinguishing systems, and any
other permanent equipment. The permit fees for those projects subject to State energy code
compliance and /or State disabled access regulation compliance shall be asare set forth in a
resolution duly adopted by the City Council.
Section R108.4 PLAN REVIEW FEES.
When submittal documents are required by section R106, a plan review fee shallmust be
paid at the time of submitting the submittal documents for plan review. SaidThe plan review
fee shall beis set forth in a resolution duly adopted by the City Council. The plan review fee
for electrical, mechanical, and plumbing work shall be set forth in a resolution duly adopted by
the City Council. The plan review fees for State energy code compliance and/or State disabled
access regulation compliance shall be as set forth in a resolution duly adopted by the City
Council. The plan review fees specified in this section are separate fees from the permit fees
specified in Section R108.3 and are in addition to the permit fees.
When submittal documents are incomplete or changed so as to require additional plan
review or when the project involves deferred submittal items as defined in California Building
Code Section 107.3.4.1, an additional plan review fee shallwill be charged at the rate set forth
in a resolution duly adopted by City Council.
Section R108.5 EXPIRATION OF PLAN REVIEW. An application for which no
permit is issued within 180 days following the date of application shall expire by limitation, and
plans and other data submitted for review may thereafter be returned to the applicant or
destroyed by the building officialexpires 180 days after it is submitted unless a permit is issued.
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The building official may extend thean applicant’s time for action by the applicantacting for a
period not to exceed 180 days on written request by the applicant showing that circumstances
beyond the control of the applicant have prevented action from being taken. An application
shall not be extendedthe applicant from taking appropriate action. The building official may not
extend an applicant’s time for acting more than once. An application shallapplicant’s time for
acting may not be extended if any relevant portion of this code, or any other pertinent laws or
ordinances havelaw or ordinance has been amended subsequent to the date of application. In
order to renew action on an application after expiration, the applicant shallmust resubmit plans
and pay a new plan check fee. The building official may return or destroy plans and other data
submitted for review with an application after the application expires.
Section R108.6 INVESTIGATION FEES: WORK WITHOUT A PERMIT.
Section R108.6.1 INVESTIGATION. Whenever any work for which a permit is
required by this code has been commenceddone without first obtaining aa required permit, the
building official may undertake a special investigation shall be made before a permit may be
issued for such work and may require payment of the fee set forth in section R108.6.2.
Section R108.6.2 FEE. An applicant for a permit for work that has been done without
a required permit must pay an investigation fee, in addition to the permit fee, shall be. The
investigation fee is equal to the amount of the permit fee required by this code. The minimum
fee shall be the same as the minimum permit fee set forth in a resolution duly adopted by the
City Council. The payment of suchPayment of the investigation fee shalldoes not exempt an
applicant from compliance with all otherapplicable provisions of either this code orand the
technical codes notor from any penalty prescribed by law.
Section R108.7 FEE REFUNDS.
The building official may authorize refunding of a fee paid hereunder which wasrefund
100% of any fee erroneously paid or collected.
The building official may authorize refunding of notrefund no more thatthan 80 percent
of thea permit fee paid when no work has been done under a permit issued in accordance with
this code.
The building official may authorize refunding of notrefund no more than 80 percent of
the plan review fee paid when anthe application for a permit for which a plan review fee has
been paid has beenis withdrawn or cancelled before any examination has been expendedthe city
undertakes any work.
The building official shall not authorize the refunding of any fee paid except upon
written application filed bymay not refund any fee unless the original permittee not later
thansubmits a written refund application within 180 days after paying the date of fee payment.
Section R108.8 PERMIT HISTORY SURVEY FEE. The fee for conducting a
permit history survey for an existing structure or facility shall be asis set forth in a resolution
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duly adopted by City Council.
Section R108.9 DEMOLITION PERMIT FEE. The fee for a permit to demolish a
building shall be asis set forth in a resolution duly adopted by the City Council.
Section R108.10 FEE EXCEPTIONS: The government of the United States of
America, the State of California, local school districts proposing work exempt from building
permits, the County of San Diego, and the City shallare not be required to pay for filing an
application for a building permit pursuant to this code unless City plan review and inspection
services are requested. If so requested, the fee schedules adopted in a resolution by City
Council shall apply.
E.

Section R110 of the California Building Code is amended to read as follows:

Section R110.1 CERTIFICATE ISSUED. After final inspection where The building
official has inspected theis authorized to inspect buildings and structures for compliance with
this code and issue a certificate of occupancy. When the building official inspects a building or
structure and has foundfinds no violations of the provisions of this code or other applicable
laws which are enforced by the building division, the building official shallwill indicate approval
on thecompliance on an Inspection RecordReport Card, and. The completed and signed
Inspection RecordReport Card shall serveserves as the Certificate of Occupancy.
F.

Section R112.1 of the California Residential Code is added to read as follows:

Section R112.1 General is amended to read as follows: In order to hear and decide
appeals or orders. The city council serves as the appeal board for determinations, decisions, or
determinations made byand orders of the building official relative to the application
andregarding interpretation of the technical codes, the City Council shall serve as the appeals
board. The. An applicant may appeal the order, decision, or determination of the building
official by filing a written appeal with the city clerk a written appeal within ten days after the
date of the written decision in accordance with chapter 1.14.
G.
to read:

Section R113.4 of the California Residential Code shall beis replaced

as follows

Section R113.4 Violations. Any person, firm or corporation violating who violates any
provision of this code or the technical codes shall be deemedis guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction thereof, shallwill be fined an amount not to exceed five hundred dollars, or
imprisoned for a period of not more than six months in the county jail, or both fine and
imprisonment.
H.

Section R113.5 of the California Residential Code shall beis added as follows to

read:
Section R113.5 Public Nuisance. Any building or structure erected, constructed,
enlarged, altered, repaired, moved, improved, removed, converted, or demolished, equipped,
used, occupied, or maintained contrary to the provisions of this code shall be and the same is
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herebyis declared to be unlawful and a public nuisance. The enforcement official and city
attorney shall, upon order of the City Council, commence necessary proceedings for the
abatement, removal and/or enjoinment of anyare authorized to undertake any enforcement
action authorized in Title 1 to abate, remove, enjoin, or remedy such public nuisance in the
manner provided by law. Any failure, refusal of neglect to obtain a permit as required by this
chapter one (1) of this code shall beis prima facie evidence of the fact that the public nuisance
has been committed in connection with the erection, construction, enlargement, alteration,
repair, movement, improvement, removal, conversion or demolition, equipment, use,
occupation, or maintenance of a building or structure erected, constructed, enlarged, altered,
repaired, moved, improved, removed, converted or demolished, used, occupied, or maintained
contrary to the provisions of this code or the technical codes..
I.
follows:

Section R902.1.3 of the California Residential Code is altered to

read as

Section R902.1.3 Roof Coverings in all other areas. Alter the class of roof coverings
in R902.1.3 at the end of the paragraph from “Class C” to “Class B.”
(Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 15.0811.08 CALIFORNIA ELECTRICAL CODE
15.08.01011.08.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Electrical Code, Part 3, Title 24 of
the California Code of Regulations.
There is adopted and incorporated by reference herein as the city electrical code for the
purpose of prescribing regulations in the City of Santee for the installation, alteration or repair
of electrical systems and permit requirements and inspection thereofThe city adopts and
incorporates by reference, as the city’s electrical code, the 2016 California Electrical Code, Part
3, Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations, a portion of the California Building
Standards Code based on the National Electrical Code, 2014., and any rules and regulations
promulgated pursuant thereto, together with all amendments set forth in this chapter.
Except as otherwise provided byin this chapter and chapter 15.02 of the City of Santee
Municipal Code, all11.02, the installation, alteration orand repair of electrical systems within
the city of Santee shall be in conformance with 2016 Californiamust conform to the city’s
electrical code published by the California Building Standards Commission. (Ord. 545 § 4,
2016)
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CHAPTER 15.1011.10 CALIFORNIA MECHANICAL CODE
15.10.01011.10.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Mechanical Code, Part 4, Title 24 of
the California Code of Regulations.
There is adopted and incorporated by reference herein as the city mechanical code for the
purpose of prescribing regulations in the City of Santee for the erection, installation, alteration,
repair, relocation, replacement, addition to, use or maintenance of any heating, ventilating,
cooling, refrigeration systems, incinerators or other miscellaneous heat-producing appliancesThe
city adopts and incorporates by reference, as the city’s mechanical code, the 2016 California
Mechanical Code, Part 4, Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations, a portion of the
California Building Standards Code, as defined in the California Health and Safety Code,
Section 18901 et seq. based on the Uniform Mechanical Code, 2015 Edition., and any rules
and regulations promulgated pursuant thereto.
Except as otherwise provided by this chapter and chapter 15.02 of the City of Santee
Municipal Code, all11.02, the erection, installation, alteration, repair, relocation, replacement,
addition to, use or maintenance of any heating, ventilating, cooling, refrigeration systems,
incinerators or other miscellaneous heat-producing appliances shall be in conformance with
2016 Californiamust conform to the city’s mechanical code and any rules and regulations
promulgated pursuant thereto, published by the California Building Standards Commission.
(Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 15.1211.12 CALIFORNIA PLUMBING CODE
15.12.01011.12.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Plumbing Code, Part 5, Title 24 of
the California Code of Regulations.
There is adopted and incorporated by reference herein as the City Plumbing Code for the
purpose of prescribing regulations in the City of Santee for the construction, alteration,
moving, demolition, repair and use of all plumbing, gas or drainage piping and systems or
water heating or treating equipment in or on any building or structure or outdoors on any
premises or propertyThe city adopts and incorporates by reference, as the city’s plumbing code,
the 2016 California Plumbing Code, Part 5, Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations, a
portion of the California Building Standards Code, as defined in the California Health and
Safety Code, Section 18901 et seq. based on the Uniform Plumbing Code 2015 Edition. , and
any rules and regulations promulgated pursuant thereto, together with all amendments set forth
in this chapter
Except as otherwise provided by this chapter andor chapter 15.02 of the City of Santee
Municipal Code11.02, all construction, alteration, moving, demolition, repair and use of all
plumbing, gas or drainage piping and systems or water heating or treating equipment within the
city of Santee shall be in conformance with 2016 Californiamust comply with the city’s
plumbing code, published by the California Building Standards Commission. (Ord. 545 § 4,
2016)
15.12.02011.12.020 Deletions and Additions to the 2016 California Plumbing Code and
the Uniform Plumbing Code, 2015 Edition.
Deletions and additions to the 2016 California Plumbing Code, shall be as are set forth in
sections 15.12.02011.12.020 and 15.12.03011.12.030.
A.

Section 104.1.1 of the California Plumbing Code is added as follows to read,

Section 104.1.1 SOLAR WATER HEATERS PRE-PLUMBING AND STORAGE
TANK SPACE REQUIREMENT.
1.

Any otherNotwithstanding any provisions onin this chapter to the contrary
notwithstanding, no permit shall be issued by the administrative authority for a
new residential building unless said may be issued on an application submitted
after the effective date of the ordinance adding this section 104.1.1 unless all of
the following occur:
(a)

the building includes plumbing and adequate space for installation of a
solar storage tank specifically designed to allow the later installation of a
system which utilizes solar energy as the primary means of heating
domestic potable water. No building permit shall be issued unless;
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(b)

the plumbing required pursuant to this section is indicated in the building
plans.;

(a)

pre-plumbing and storage tank configuration shall beare designed and
installed to the satisfaction of the administrative authority. This section
shall apply only to those new residential buildings for which a building
permit was applied for after the effective date of the ordinance amending
this section.

2.

The administrative authority is hereby authorized to exempt those applications
from the provisions of this section which the administrative authority determines
do not have feasible solar access due to shading, building orientation,
construction constraints, or configuration of the subdivision parcel.

B.

Section 104.1.2 of the California Plumbing Code is added as follows to read,

Section 104.1.2 SWIMMING POOL HEATERS.
1.

Any otherNotwithstanding any provisions of this chapter to the contrary
notwithstanding, no permit shallmay be issued for a new or replacement fossil
fuel swimming pool heater unless a solar system with a collector area a
minimum of fifty percent of the surface area of the swimming pool being heated
is also installed as the primary heat source for the swimming pool.

2.

A fossil fuel swimming pool heater is defined as one which uses nonrenewable
fuel, including but not limited to natural gas, propane, diesel and electricity.

3.

As used in this section a swimming pool means any confined body of water
exceeding two feet in depth, greater than one hundred fifty square feet in
surface area, and located either above or below the existing finished grade of the
site, designed, used or intended to be used for swimming, bathing or therapeutic
purposes.

EXCEPTION: A separate spa and a spa built in conjunction with a swimming pool may
be heated by fossil fuels, provided the heating source cannot be used to heat the swimming
pool.
4.

Notwithstanding other provisions of this section notwithstanding, the owner of a
swimming pool may request of the administrative authority a waiver of all, or a
portion, of the requirements contained in this section when topographic
conditions, development, or existing trees on or surrounding the swimming pool
or probable location of the solar collection system preclude effective use of the
solar energy system due to shading; or the swimming pool is located in a
permanent, enclosed structure.

5.

An applicant dissatisfied with a decision of the administrative authority relating
to modification or waiver under this section may appeal saidthe decision to the
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city council by filing a written appeal with the City Clerk within ten days of the
issuance of the written decision in accordance with chapter 1.14. The decision of
the City Council in the case of any such appeal shall beis final.
(Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
15.12.03011.12.030 Appendices A, B, D, G and I adopted.
Appendix Chapters A, B, D, G and I of the 2016 California Plumbing Code, are adopted.
(Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 15.1411.14 CALIFORNIA ENERGY CODE
15.14.01011.14.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Energy Code, Part 6, Title 24 of the
California Code of Regulations.
There is adopted and incorporated by reference herein as The city adopts and incorporates by
reference, as the city’s energy code for the purpose of prescribing regulations in the City of
Santee for the conservation of energy, the 2016 California Energy Code, Part 6, Title 24 of the
California Code of Regulations, a portion of the California Building Standards Code, as defined
in the California Health and Safety Code, Section 18901 et seq. and the California Energy
Code, 2016 Edition., and any rules and regulations promulgated pursuant thereto.
Except as otherwise provided by this chapter and Chapter 15.02 of the City of Santee
Municipal Code11.02, all construction of buildings where energy will be utilized shall be in
conformance with California Energy Code and any rules and regulations promulgated pursuant
thereto, including the California Energy Code, 2016 Edition, published by the California Energy
Commissionused must conform to the city’s energy code. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 15.1811.16 HISTORICAL BUILDING CODE
15.18.01011.16.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Historical Building Code, Part 8,
Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations.
The city adopts and incorporates by reference the California Historic Building Code, 2016
edition, Chapter 15.18 is adopted by reference without change to Buildings and Construction
Title 15. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 15.2011.18 CALIFORNIA FIRE CODE
15.20.01011.18.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Fire Code, Part 9, Title 24 of the
California Code of Regulations, which incorporates and amends the International Fire
Code 2015 Edition with certain local amendments.
There is adopted and incorporated by reference herein as the City Fire Code for the purpose of
enhancing the design and construction of buildings through the use of building concepts having
a reduced negative impact or positive environmental impact and encourage sustainable
construction practicesThe city adopts and incorporates by reference, as the city’s fire code, the
2016 California Fire Code, Part 9, Title 24 California Code of Regulations, a portion of the
California Building Standards Code. Except as otherwise provided by this Chapter and Chapter
15.02 of the City of Santee Municipal Code, planning, design, operation, construction, use and
occupancy of every newly constructed building or structure shall conform with the 2016
California Green Building Code, published by the California Building Standards Commission.
A. and any rules and There is hereby adopted by the City Council of the City of Santee
for the purpose of prescribing regulations governing conditions hazardous to life and property
from fire or explosion, that certain Code known asregulations promulgated pursuant thereto,
and the International Fire Code, including Appendix Chapters 4, B, BB, C, CC, E, F, G, H, I
and J.
B. , published by the International Code Council, being particularly the 2015 Edition thereof,
and the California Amendments thereto, as incorporated into California law under Title 24 of
the California Code of Regulations, save and except such portions as are hereinafter deleted,
modified or amended by Section 15.20.040 of this Ordinancetogether with all amendments set
forth in this chapter.
Except as otherwise provided by this chapter and chapter 11.02, the planning, design,
operation, construction, use and occupancy of every newly constructed building or structure
must conform with the city’s fire code.
C. No lessfewer than three copies of these codes and standards have been, and are now
filed in the office of the City Fire Department with one copy on file in the office of the City
Clerk per Government Code section 50022.6, and the same are adopted and incorporated as
fully as if set out at length in this Chapter. From the date on which this Chapter shall take
effect, the provisions thereof shall be controlling within the boundaries of the City.
. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
15.20.04011.18.020 Amendments made to the California Fire Code.
The following Section repeals and replaces Section 15.20.040 of the Santee
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Municipal Code.

Section 15.20.040 The California Fire Code, 2016 Edition, is amended and changed in the
following respects:
A.

CHAPTER 3 AMENDED - GENERAL PRECAUTIONS AGAINST FIRE

1.

Section 307.4.3 is hereby amended to read as follows:

307.4.3 Portable outdoor fireplaces. Portable outdoor fireplaces shallmust comply with all the
following restrictions:
307.4.3.1 Portable outdoor fireplaces shallmust be used in accordance with the
manufacturer’s instructions. The use of washing machine tub fireplaces and other similar
devices as outdoor fireplaces is prohibited within Santee City limits.
307.4.3.2 Portable outdoor fireplaces shallmust be constructed of steel or other
approved non-combustible materials.
307.4.3.3 During operation, thea portable outdoor fireplace shallmust be covered with a
metal screen or welded or woven wire mesh spark arrestor with openings no larger than 1/4″ to
reduce airborne embers.
307.4.3.4 Portable outdoor fireplaces shall onlymust be used only on a non-combustible
surface or bare ground, void of all vegetation.
307.4.3.5 Portable outdoor fireplaces shallmust be operated at least 15 feet away from
all combustible materials or structures and shallmust not be used under eaves, patio covers or
other shade structures.
307.4.3.6 Portable outdoor fireplaces shallmust be supervised at all times when in use
and extinguished when no longer being used.
307.4.3.7 A garden hose or 4A fire extinguisher shallmust be readily available at all
times when the outdoor portable fireplace is in operation.
307.4.3.8 The burning of trash, rubbish or paper products is strictly prohibited.
307.4.3.9 The Fire Code Official or other Fire Department representative is authorized
to order extinguishment at any time because of misuse, objectionable situation, hazardous
weather, or any other safety concern.
B.

CHAPTER 5 AMENDED - FIRE SERVICE FEATURES

1.

Section 503.2.1 is hereby amended by replacing language to read

as follows:

503.2.1 Dimensions (Fire Apparatus Access Roads). Fire apparatus access roads
shallmust have an unobstructed width of not less than 26 feet and an unobstructed vertical
clearance of not less than 13 feet 6 inches.
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EXCEPTION: A fire apparatus access road may be reduced to an unobstructed width
of not less than 16 feet (or other approved width) when in the opinion of the Fire Chief the
number of vehicles using the roadway will not limit or impair adequate emergency fire
department access.
2.

Section 503.2.3 is hereby amended to read as follows:

503.2.3 Surface. Fire apparatus access roads shallmust be designed and maintained to
support the imposed loads of fire apparatus and shallmust be provided with an approved paved
surface. In new development, all underground utilities, hydrants, water mains, curbs, gutters
and sidewalks must be installed and the drive surface shallmust be approved prior to
combustibles being brought on site.
3.

Section 503 is hereby amended by adding subsections 503.7 and 503.8 to read
as follows:

503.7 Gates across fire apparatus access roads. All gates orand other structures or
devices which could obstruct fire access roadways or otherwise hinder emergency operations
are prohibited unless they meet standards approved by the Fire Chief/Fire Code Official, and
receive specific plan approval. Written plans shallmust be submitted for approval and approved
prior to the installation of any gate or other similar obstruction. Gates shallmust be equipped
with approved emergency locks or locking devices.
503.8 Automatic gates. All automatic gates across fire apparatus access roads
shallmust be equipped with approved emergency key switches. Gates serving more than four
residential dwellings or gates serving projects that, in the opinion of the Fire Chief/Fire Code
Official, require a more rapid emergency response, shall alsomust be equipped with an
approved strobe activating sensor(s) to open the gate upon approach of emergency apparatus.
All gates shallmust have a manual release device to open the gate upon power failure.
4.

Section 505 is hereby amended by adding subsection 505.3 to read as follows:

505.3 Map/Directory. A lighted directory map meeting current Santee Fire Department
standards maymust be installed at each driveway entrance or other approved location(s) to
multiple unit residential projects 15 units or more and other occupancies when in the opinion of
the Fire Chief the directory will enhance emergency response to the project.
C.

CHAPTER 9 AMENDED – FIRE PROTECTION SYSTEMS

1.

Section 903.2 is hereby amended adding subsections 903.2(a) and 903.2(b) to
read as follows:

903.2(a) Automatic fire sprinkler system required. The installation of an approved
automatic fire sprinkler system shall beis required in all buildings, regardless of size or,
occupancy, and irrespective of any occupancy or area separation. Sprinklers shall also beare
required in all additions made to existing buildings equipped with automatic fire sprinkler
system. “Fire walls” and “Area or Occupancy Separation Walls” regardless of construction
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rating shalldo not constitute separate buildings for purposes of determining fire sprinkler
requirements. An approved fire sprinkler system shall beis required in an existing nonsprinklered building when a change of occupancy classification occurs.
EXCEPTION: Kiosks, sheds, out-buildings, small temporary buildings and other small
buildings may not need an automatic fire sprinkler system if in the opinion of the Fire Chief,
the site, and the use, does not pose a significant hazard.
903.2(b) Automatic fire sprinkler system required additions. An approved automatic
fire sprinkler system shallmust be installed in any existing non-sprinklered buildings where
structural additions are made greater than 5,000 square feet or resulting in a 50% increase in
the size of the building. In this situation the entire building is required to be equipped with an
approved automatic fire sprinkler system.
EXCEPTION: Group R, Division 3 occupancies.
2.

Section 903.4.2 is hereby amended by replacing language to read

as follows:

903.4.2 Alarms. One or more exterior approved audio/visual device(s) shallmust be
connected to every automatic sprinkler system in an approved location. Such sprinkler waterflow alarm devices shallmust be activated by water flow equivalent to the flow of a single
sprinkler of the smallest orifice size installed in the system. Where a building fire alarm system
is installed, actuation of the automatic sprinkler system shallmust actuate the building fire alarm
system.
3.

Section 905 is hereby amended by adding Subsection 905.3(a) to read as
follows:

905.3(a) Required installations. A wet standpipe system shallmust be installed in all
levels of any parking structures below or above grade.
D.
CHAPTER 23 AMENDED - MOTOR VEHICLE FUEL-DISPENSING
FACILITIES AND REPAIR GARAGES
1.

Section 2306.2.3 is hereby amended by replacing language for exception 3 to
read as follows:

2306.2.3 Above-ground tanks located outside, above grade, exception 3.
(a)3.

Tanks containing fuels shallmust not exceed 1,500 gallons of Class I
liquids, 12,000 gallons of Class II liquids in individual capacity and
26,000 gallons in aggregate capacity. Installations with the maximum
allowable capacity shallmust be separated from other installations by not
less than 100 feet.

E.
CHAPTER 49 AMENDED – REQUIREMENTS FOR WILDLANDURBAN INTERFACE (WUI) AREAS
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1.

Section 4903 is hereby amended to read as follows:

4903 Fire Protection Plan. A Fire Protection Plan (FPP), approved by the Fire Chief,
shall beis required for all new development within declared Fire Hazard Severity Zones and/or
Wildland-Urban Interface (WUI) areas.
The FPP shallmust include mitigation measures consistent with the unique problems
resulting from the location, topography, geology, flammable vegetation, and climate of the
proposed site.
The FPP shallmust address access, water supply, building ignition fire resistance, fire
protection systems and equipment, defensible space and vegetation management.
2.

Section 4905.2 is hereby amended to read as follows:

4905.2 Construction methods and requirements within established limits. Within
the limits established by law, construction methods intended to mitigate wildfire exposure
shallmust comply with the wildfire protection building construction requirements contained in
the California Building Standards Code including the following:

(d)

(a)

1. California Building Code Chapter 7A,

(b)

2. California Residential Code Section R327,

(c)

3. California Reference Standards Code Chapter 12-7A

(e)Santee Local Amendments
(f) and applicable amendments

3.

Section 4905.2 is hereby amended adding subsections 4905.2.1 through
4905.2.74905.2.3.

4905.2.1 Construction materials within Fire Hazard Severity Zones and/or
Wildland Urban Interface areas. Prior to combustible materials being brought on site,
utilities shallmust be in place, fire hydrants operational, an approved all-weather roadway must
be in place, and the fuel modified defensible space must be established and approved by the fire
code official.
4.

Section 4907 is hereby amended by adding subsections 4907.2, 4907.2.1,
4907.2.2 and 4907.2.3.

4907.2 Fuel Modified Defensible Space. All new developments, subdivisions orand
tracts that are planned in Fire Hazard Severity Zones and/or Wildland Urban Interface Areas
shallmust have a minimum of 100 horizontal feet of “fuel modified” defensible space between
structures and wildland areas. Depending on the percentage of slope and other wildland area
characteristics, the Fuel Modified Defensible Space may be increased beyond 100 feet. Fuel
Modified Defensible Space shallmust be comprised of two distinct brush management areas
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referred to as, “Zone One” and “Zone Two.”
4907.2.1 Fuel Modified Defensible Space, Zone One. “Zone One” is the first 50 feet
measured from the structure toward the wildland. This area is the least flammable, and consists
of pavement, walkways, turf and permanently landscaped, irrigated and maintained ornamental
planting. This vegetation should be kept in a well-irrigated condition and cleared of dead
material. This area requires year-round maintenance. Fire resistive trees are allowed if placed or
trimmed so that crowns are maintained more than 10 feet from the structure. Highly flammable
trees such as, but not limited to conifers, eucalyptus, cypress, junipers and pepper trees are not
allowed in WUI areas. This area shallmust be maintained by the property owner or applicable
homeowners association(s).
4907.2.2 Fuel Modified Defensible Space, Zone Two. “Zone Two” is the second 50
feet of the 100 total feet of defensible space and is measured 50 feet from the structure to a
total of 100 feet toward the wildland. Zone Two shall consistconsists of low-growing, fireresistant shrubs and ground covers. Average height of new plants for re-vegetation should be
less than 24 inches. In this Zone, no more than 30% of the native, non-irrigated vegetation
shallmay be retained. This area requires inspection and periodic maintenance. This area
shallmust be maintained by the property owner or applicable homeowners association(s).
4907.2.3 Defensible space adjacent to roadways. An area of 50 feet from each side
of fire apparatus access roads and driveways shallmust be improved to “Zone One” standards
and maintained clear of all but fire-resistive vegetation. This area shallmust be maintained by
the property owner or homeowners associations as with other defensible space areas.
Defensible space adjacent to roadways may be increased to more than 50 feet on each side of a
fire apparatus access road. This distance is to be determined by the approved Fire Protection
Plan.
5.

Chapter 49 is hereby amended by adding section 4908 to read as follows:

4908 Special Fire Protection Requirements.
4908.1 Combustible fencing. Fencing within Fire Hazard Severity Zones and/or
Wildland Urban Interface Areas shallmust consist of noncombustible or approved materials.
The closest five (5) feet of fencing to any structure shallmust be approved noncombustible.
4908.2 Outdoor fireplaces, barbecues and grills. Outdoor fireplaces, barbecues and
grills shallmust not be built, or installed in Fire Hazard Severity Zones and/or Wildland Urban
Interface Areas without plan approval by the Fire Code Official. Portable outdoor fireplaces
orand other wood burning appliances shall beare strictly prohibited within Fire Hazard Severity
Zones and/or Wildland Urban Interface Areas.
4908.3 Spark arresters. Chimneys serving fireplaces, barbecues, incinerators or
decorative heating appliances in which solid or liquid fuel are used, shallmust be provided with
a spark arrester of woven or welded wire screening of 12-gauge standard wire having openings
not exceeding 1/4 inch.
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4908.4 Storage of firewood and combustible materials. Firewood and combustible
materials shallmust not be stored in unenclosed spaces beneath buildings or structures, or on
decks, under eaves, canopies or other projections or overhangs and shallmust be stored at least
20 feet from structures and separated from the crown of trees by a minimum horizontal
distance of 15 feet.
4908.5 Water supply. All water systems, specifically fire hydrants and storage tanks,
must be approved by the Fire Department. Fire hydrants within Fire Hazard Severity Zones or
Wildland Urban Interface Areas shallmust be spaced every 300 feet and shallmust have a fire
flow of 2500 gallons per minute or a fire flow approved by the Fire Chief. Developments that
require new or “stand alone” water storage facilities may also be required to provide secondary
or back-up systems, such as independently powered pumps that will ensure adequate water
supply for firefighting emergencies.
4908.6 Wildland access. To adequately deploy resources to protect structures
threatened by wildfires, emergency access to wildland areas may be required. Access may
include but is not limited to, gated vehicle access points and/or personnel corridors between
homes or structures. The need, number, and location of wildland access points will be
determined by the Fire Code Official.
F.

CHAPTER 56 AMENDED - EXPLOSIVES AND FIREWORKS

Chapter 56 is hereby amended by adding section 5607 to read as follows:
5607 Blasting
5607.1 Scope. Section 5609 is intended to regulateregulates blasting operations within
the City of Santee.
5607.2 Grading permit required. Section 5609 shall applyapplies to any project or
construction operation where a grading permit is required. A grading permit must be approved
and issued by the Engineering Department of the City of Santee prior to the issuance of a
blasting permit issued by the Fire Department for blasting at construction sites.
5607.3 Definitions. For the purpose of this Division the following definitions shall
apply:
Approved Blaster is a blaster who has been approved by the Fire Chief to conduct
blasting operations in the City of Santee and who has been placed on the list of approved
blasters.
Blaster is any person, corporation, contractor or other entity who uses, ignites, or sets
off an explosive device or material.
Inspector is any person who has been approved by the Fire Chief to conduct pre and
post blast inspections in the City of Santee.
Blasting Operations shall meanmeans the use of an explosive device or explosive
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materials to destroy, modify, obliterate, or remove any obstruction of any kind from a piece of
property.
Minor Blasting is any blasting operation associated with trenching operations, digging
holes for utility poles, and other single shot operations.
Major Blasting is any other type of blasting operation.
Permit for Blasting is a written document issued by the Santee Fire Department wherein
the blaster is given permission to blast within the City of Santee under specific terms and
conditions for the operation.
Certificate of Insurance is a written document issued by an insurance company
authorized to do business in the State of California stating that the insurance company has
issued a policy of liability insurance covering property damage and bodily injuries resulting
from blasting operations occurring in the City of Santee.
Explosive Permit is a written document issued by the San Diego County Sheriff’s
Department pursuant to Section 12000, et seq. of the California Health and Safety Code
wherein the Sheriff’s Department allows blasting with explosives to be done by the permittee
under the conditions specified therein.
5607.4 Permit to Blast: All blasting operations within the City of Santee are prohibited
unless permitted by the Santee Fire Department.
5607.4.1 Prerequisites. No Permit to Blast shallwill be granted or obtained unless the
prerequisite conditions listed below are complied with and proof provided to the satisfaction of
the Fire Department.
5607.4.2 Explosives permit. The blaster shallmust obtain an explosives permit from the
San Diego County Sheriff’s Department and a copy thereof shallmust be placed on file with the
Santee Fire Department.
5607.4.3 Santee business license. The blaster shallmust obtain a business license from
and issued by the Finance Department of the City of Santee and place a copy thereof placed on
file with the Santee Fire Department.
5607.4.4 Liability insurance. The property owner/developer or general contractor
shallmust obtain liability insurance covering the blaster’s activities in the minimum amount of
$2,000,000with the coverages acceptable to the city, but in no case in an amount less than
$4,000,000 for property damage and $1,000,000 for bodily injury aggregate and $2,000,000
per occurrence. The property owner/developer or general contractor shallmust file a copy of
the Certificate of Insurance with the Santee Fire Department. The blaster shallmust have
liability insurance, property insurance, and bodily injury insurance in the minimum amount of
$500,000 eachwith the coverages acceptable to the city, but in no case in an amount less of
$4,000,000 aggregate and $2,000,000 per occurrence. A copy of the Certificate of Insurance of
the blaster shall alsomust be filed with the Santee Fire Department by the property
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owner/developer or general contractor. The City of Santee shall be named as Co-Insuredmust
be endorsed as an Additional Insured on the blaster’s liability insurance.
5607.4.5 Blaster’s qualifications. The blaster’s qualifications shallwill be reviewed by
the Fire Chief. Approval and placement on the list of approved blasters shallwill be based upon
a review of the blaster’s qualifications, past safety record, and history of complaints of job
performance. Failure on the part of the blaster to comply with the terms and conditions under
which approval is granted may result in suspension from the list of approved blasters for a
period not exceeding one year.
5607.5 Permit to Blast - repository and renewal.
5607.5.1 Permit to Blast filing. A copy of the Permit to Blast shallmust be kept on
file with the Santee Fire Department at 10601 Magnolia Ave., Santee, California 92071. A
copy of the Permit to Blast shallmust be retained by the general contractor or property
owner/developer and by the blaster and shallmust be available at the job site for public or
official inspection at all times during blasting operations.
5607.5.2 Permit to Blast cancellation. A Permit to Blast is required to be cancelled
with the Fire Department when a blaster completes or discontinues, for thirty (30) days,
blasting operations at a construction site.
5607.5.3 Permit to Blast - renewal. A Permit to Blast must be renewed with the Fire
Department before any blasting operations are continued or resumed.
5607.6 Blasting operation procedures. After the Permit to Blast has been issued, the
blaster shallmust comply with the following procedures.
5607.6.1 Notification of blasting operation. The contractor or property
owner/developer shallmust give reasonable notice in writing at the time of issuance of building
permit, grading permit or encroachment license to all residences or businesses within 600 feet
of any potential blast location. The notice shallmust be in a form approved by the Fire Chief.
Any resident or business receiving such notice may request of the Fire Department that
the blaster give a 12 hours advance notice of impending blast. The general contractor or
property owner/developer shallmust obtain the advanced notification list of residents and
businesses from the Fire Department, and shallmust make every reasonable effort to contact
any and all parties requesting the second advanced notice.
5607.6.2 Inspections. Inspections of all structures within 300 feet of the blast site
shallmust be made before blasting operations. The person(s) inspecting shallmust obtain the
permission of the building owner prior to conducting the inspection. The inspections shallmust
be performed by a qualified person(s) approved by the Fire Chief, and employed by the blaster
or project contractor. The inspection shallmay be only for the purpose of determining the
existence of any visible or reasonably recognizable pre-existing defects or damages in any
structure. Waiver of such inspection shallmust be in writing by owner(s), and persons who have
vested interest, control, custody, lease or rental responsibility of said property or their legally
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recognized agent. Post blast inspections shall beare required upon receipt of a complaint of
property damage by the person in charge of the property. Damage must be reported to the Fire
Department within one year of the completion of blasting operations.
5607.6.3 Inspection report. Complete inspection reports identifying all findings or
inspection waivers shallmust be signed by the inspector and property owners or owner’s agent.
Such inspection reports shallmust be retained by the inspecting agency, but shallmust be
immediately available to the Fire Department and individuals directly involved in alleged
damage complaints.
5607.6.4 Inspection waiver report. The inspector shallmust file with the Fire
Department a summary report identifying the address, occupant/owner’s name, time and date of
inspections, and any inspection waiver signed by property owner or owner’s agent, with an
explanation as to why an inspection of a specific structure was not made. This summary and
waiver report shallmust be signed by the inspector.
5607.6.5 Blasting hours. Blasting shallis only be permitted between the hours of 9:00
am and 4:00 pm during any weekday, Monday through Friday, unless special circumstances
warrant another time of day and special approval is granted by the Fire Chief.
5607.6.6 Fire Department inspections. The blaster shallmust permit Fire Department
personnel to inspect the blast site and blast materials or explosives at any reasonable time.
5607.6.7 Fire Department witness of blasting. If a Fire Department witness is desired
by the general contractor, and or blaster, arrangements shallmust be made at least 12 hours
prior to the blast. Confirmation shallmust be made to the Fire Department no less than one
hour prior to the blast. The Fire Department may assign a Department member to be present
and observe the blast at their discretion.
5607.6.8 Blast notification to Fire Department. The blasting companies are required
to notify the Fire Department on the day of a tentative blasting operation, between the hours of
8:00 am and 8:30 am.
5607.6.9 Seismograph monitoring. All blasting operations shallmust be monitored by
an approved seismograph located at the nearest constructed structure. All daily seismograph
reports shallmust be forwarded to the Fire Department by the end of the blast week.
EXCEPTION: Public Utility Companies are not required to seismographically monitor
minor blasting operations.
5607.6.10 Confiscation. Any explosives which are illegally manufactured, sold, given
away, delivered, stored, used, possessed, or transported shall beare subject to immediate
seizure by the Fire Chief, issuing authority, or peace officer. When a permit has been revoked
or has expired and is not immediately renewed, any explosive is subject to immediate seizure.
5607.7 Complaints regarding blasting operations. Post-blast inspections shall beare
required on all structures for which complaints, alleging blast damage, have been received.
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Such inspections shallmust be written within thirty (30) days ofafter receipt of complaint.
5607.8 Fee for Permit to Blast. The blaster shallmust pay a fee for the Permit to Blast
designated within the Fire Department Schedule of Fees. Unless otherwise designated within
the approved Schedule of Fees, a Permit to Blast shall beis site specific and a separate fee shall
be charged tomust be paid for each Blast operation or for each Permit to Blast issued.
5607.9 Fire Department conditions. The Santee Fire Department may impose such
additional conditions and procedures as it deems are reasonably necessary to protect the public
health and safety based upon the peculiar and individual facts and circumstances of a particular
blasting operation. The Fire Department shallwill provide the blaster with the additional
conditions or procedures in writing and the blaster shallmust comply with those requirements
until such time as the Fire Department is satisfied they are no longer required and cancels the
additional requirements.
(Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
15.20.05011.18.030 Special regulations.
A.
Establishment of geographic limits in which the storage of Class I and
Class II liquids in above-ground tanks outside of buildings is prohibited. The limits
referred to in Section 5704.2.9.6.1 of the International Fire Code in which the storage of
flammable or combustible liquids in above-ground tanks outside of buildings is prohibited are
hereby established as the jurisdictional limits of the City.
The storage of Class I and Class II liquids in above ground tanks outside of buildings is
prohibited in all residential zones within the City of Santee. The storage of Class I and Class II
liquids in above ground tanks for motor vehicle fuel-dispensing may be allowed in commercial
or industrial zones within the City, providingprovided that applicable provisions of Chapters 23
and 57 are met, and if in the opinion of the Fire Chief, the site, and the use, does not pose a
significant hazard.
B.
Establishment of geographic limits in which the storage of Class I and
Class II liquids in above-ground tanks is prohibited. The limits referred to in Section
5706.2.4.4 of the International Fire Code in which the storage of flammable or combustible
liquids in above-ground tanks is prohibited are hereby established as the jurisdictional limits of
the City.
The storage of Class I and Class II liquids in above ground tanks is prohibited in all
residential zones within the City of Santee. The storage of Class I and Class II liquids in above
ground tanks for motor vehicle fuel-dispensing may be allowed in commercial or industrial
zones within the City, providingprovided that applicable provisions of Chapters 23 and 57 are
met, and if in the opinion of the Fire Chief, the site, and the use, does not pose a significant
hazard.
C.
Establishment of geographic limits in which the storage of liquefied
petroleum gases is restricted for the protection of heavily populated or congested areas.
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The limits referred to in Section 6104.2 of the International Fire Code, in which the storage of
liquefied petroleum gas is restricted, are hereby established as the jurisdictional limits of the
City.
The storage of liquefied petroleum gases are prohibited within residential zones within
the City of Santee. The storage of liquefied petroleum gases are allowed within commercial or
industrial zones within the City of Santee to a maximum quantity of 2,000-gallon water
capacity, providingprovided all applicable provisions of Chapter 61 are met, and in the opinion
of the Fire Chief, the site, and the use, does not pose a significant hazard.
EXCEPTION: Liquefied Petroleum Gas may be allowed for residential use where no
other gas service is provided and the quantity, location and use do not pose a significant
problem.
D.
Establishment of limits of districts in which storage of explosives and
blasting agents is prohibited. Limits in which storage of explosives and blasting agents is
prohibited, are hereby established as the jurisdictional limits of the City.
Permanent storage of explosives and/or blasting agents shall beis strictly prohibited
within the City of Santee. Temporary storage may be allowed during set-up for excavation,
demonstration, or other use, when proper permits have been obtained, all applicable provisions
of Chapter 56 have been met, and when in the opinion of the Fire Chief, there are no
significant hazards.
EXCEPTION: Small quantities of black powder and explosive materials may be stored
and used when they are permitted by the applicable law enforcement agency and permitted by
the Fire Department.
E.
Establishment of geographic limits in which the storage of flammable
cryogenic fluids in stationary containers is prohibited. The limits referred to in Section
3506.2 of the International Fire Code, in which the storage of flammable cryogenic fluids in
stationary containers is prohibited are hereby established as follows:
The storage of flammable cryogenic fluids is prohibited within the City of Santee. (Ord.
545 § 4, 2016)
15.20.06011.18.040 Appeals.
Whenever the Chief disapproves an application or refuses to grant a permit applied for, or
when it is claimed that the provisions of the code do not apply, or that the true intent and
meaning of the code have been misconstrued or wrongly interpreted, the applicant may appeal
the decision of the Fire Chief to the City Council. but submitting a letter of appeal shall be
submitted to the City Clerk within 30 days from the date of the decision being appealed. The
appeal shall be heard by the City Council at the next available meetingin accordance with
chapter 1.14. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
15.20.07011.18.050 New materials, processes or permits.
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The City Manager, the Fire Chief and the Fire Marshal shall act as a committee to determine
and specify, after giving affected person an opportunity to be heard, any new materials,
processes or occupancies for which permits are required in addition to those now enumerated
in the California Fire Code and International Fire Code. The Fire Marshal shallwill post such
list in a conspicuous place in the office of the City Clerk, at the bureau of fire prevention and
distribute copies thereof to interested persons. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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15.20.080 Penalties.
A. Any person who violates any provision of this Ordinance or of the code or standards
adopted by reference in this Ordinance, is guilty of a misdemeanor. The imposition of one
penalty for any violation shall not excuse the violation or permit it to continue; and all such
persons shall be required to correct or remedy such violations or defects within a reasonable
time; and when not otherwise specified, each ten (10) days that prohibited conditions are
maintained shall constitute a separate offense.
B. The application of the above penalties shall not prevent the enforced removal of
prohibited conditions. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
CHAPTER 15.2211.20 CALIFORNIA EXISTING BUILDING CODE
15.22.01011.20.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Existing Building Code, Part 10,
Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations.
The California Existing Building Code, 2016 Edition, Chapter 15.22 is adopted by reference
without change to Buildings and Construction Title 15. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 15.2311.22 CALIFORNIA GREEN BUILDING STANDARDS CODE
15.23.01011.22.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Green Building Code, Part 11, Title
24 of the California Code of Regulations.
There is adopted and incorporated by reference herein as The city adopts and incorporates by
reference, as the city’s green building code for the purpose of enhancing the design and
construction of buildings through the use of building concepts having a reduced negative
impact or positive environ-mental impact and encourage sustainable construction practices, the
2016 California Green Building Code, Part 11, Title 24 California Code of Regulations, a
portion of the California Building Standards Code.
Except as otherwise provided by this chapter and chapter 15.02 of the City of Santee
Municipal Code11.02, planning, design, operation, construction, use and occupancy of every
newly constructed building or structure shallmust conform with the 2016 Californiacity’s green
building code, published by the California Building Standards Commission. (Ord. 545 § 4,
2016)
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CHAPTER 15.2411.24 CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENT STANDARDS
15.24.01011.24.010 Intent.
It is the intent of this chapter that, before a building permit is issued for the construction or
enlargement of buildings or a change in the footprint of a building on parcels of land in the city
for which no zoning permit or other approval is required, the person applying for such permit
shall be required tomust assure that the standard of adequacy for the easements and dedications
for streets or highways abutting the parcels, or drainage, or utilities, or other public needs, has
been complied with. (Ord. 309 § 2, 1993; Ord. 251 § 1, 1991: prior code § 51.501)
15.24.02011.24.020 Definitions.
As used in this chapter:
“Centerline of street” means the centerline of a street shall be as shown on final maps,
final parcel maps, official route surveys, record of surveys, or other bases as determined by the
city engineer.
“General plan highway” means any street identified as a collector, parkway, major, or
prime arterial highway on the circulation element of the city general plan as amended or
hereafter amended, the centerlines of which are established as provided in Section 15.24.020(a).
“Street” means a city road, state highway, public road, street, or alley, or a private
thoroughfare not less than ten feet in width connecting with a city road, state highway, public
road, street or alley which affords primary access to an abutting lot. (Ord. 309 § 2, 1993; Ord.
251, 1991: amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 51.502)
15.24.03011.24.030 Public right-of-way—Dedication required.
A.
Except for the exemptions in section 15.24.06011.24.060, no building or
structure shallmay be erected or enlarged and no building permit shallmay be issued therefor,
unless one half of the street, which is located on the same side of the centerline of the street of
the subject lot, has dedicated right-of-way for the full length of saidthe lot along all street
frontages so as to meet the street designation as indicated in the general plan of the city or in
any adopted specific plan. If right-of-way dedication is required, the applicant shallmust furnish
to the city a current preliminary title report and copy of the deed or other documents
acceptable to the city engineer for use in preparing necessary right-of-way documents.
B.
In addition to required dedication for street purposes, dedication for storm drain,
sewer, water, or other utility purposes may also be required in connection with building permits
where such dedication is necessary to prevent the flooding of adjacent or nearby properties or
to permit connection to required utilities.
C.
In the event construction of full frontage improvements is not immediately
planned by the city, the applicant shall be required tomust make an irrevocable offer to
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dedicate property, executed by all parties having an interest in the property, including
beneficiaries and trustees of deeds of trust, as shown by a current preliminary title report
prepared by a title company approved by the city engineer. The city engineer may at his/her
discretion, waive the requirements of signatures for beneficiaries and trustees of deeds of trust,
as well as the requirement for a current preliminary title report, provided sufficient information
is presented to indicate all current interests in the property to the city engineers’ satisfaction.
SuchThe offer of dedication shallmust be prepared by the city and shall continue in effect in
perpetuity, regardless of whether the city council accepts or rejects such offer.
D.
No fee shall beis required for the processing of the dedication documents.
309 § 2, 1993; Ord. 251, 1991: prior code § 51.503)

(Ord.

15.24.04011.24.040 Construction of public improvements.
A.
Except for Section 15.24.050 and Section 15.24.060sections 11.24.050 and
11.24.060 of this chapter, a person, owner, lessee, or agent constructing or causing to be
constructed any building, or building addition, on any legal parcel within the city shallmust
provide for the construction or installation, to city standards, as shown on the circulation
element of the general plan, public works standards, or an adopted specific plan, of street
improvements, including, but not limited to, sidewalks, curbs, gutters, landscaping, street lights,
paving, and drainage facilities, unless adequate improvements already exist to serve saidthe lot
on which the building is to be constructed or enlarged.
B.
Upon receipt of notification by the city engineer, the building official shallmust
deny issuance of a building permit, or deny approval of occupancy, or deny final approval and
acceptance for public utility connections to any such building until satisfactory provisions have
been made to ensure that the required full frontage improvements are constructed to the
satisfaction of the city engineer. The improvements shallmust be constructed as soon as
practical unless deferral of their construction, pursuant to section 15.24.11011.24.110, is
approved by the city engineer. (Ord. 251, 1991: amended during 1989 supplement; prior code
§§ 51.504, 51.505)
15.24.05011.24.050 Limitations.
The approval authority may limit the cost of required public improvements may be limited by
the approval authority for small projects for enlargement of a building, or addition of a new
building on a lot having existing development.
A.

Single-Family Residences or Duplex.

1.

In situations where the value of the proposed expansion work, as determined by
the director of planning and community development, does not exceed one-half
of the current market value of anyan existing single-family residence or duplex,
the cost of public improvements may be limited by the approval authority to
twenty-five percent of the estimated cost of the proposed work, or ten thousand
dollars, whichever is lesser.
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2.

The provisions of this section shalldo not apply where public improvements are
needed which in the opinion of the city engineer are necessary for safe and
orderly development of the area, except as indicated in section
15.24.06011.24.060 of this chapter.

B.

Existing Commercial or Industrial Buildings.

1.

In situations where the value of the proposed expansion work, as determined by
the director of planning and community development, does not exceed twentyfive percent of the current market value of any existing commercial or industrial
buildings, the cost of public improvements may be limited by the approval
authority to twenty-five percent of the estimated cost of the proposed work, or
twenty-five thousand dollars, whichever is lesser.

2.

The provisions of this section shalldo not apply where public improvements are
needed which in the opinion of the city engineer are necessary for safe and
orderly development of the area. (Ord. 251, 1991: prior code 51.509)

15.24.06011.24.060 Exemptions.
The right-of-way standards of this chapter shalldo not apply to the following:
A.
The use, alteration or enlargement of an existing building or structure or the
erection of one or more buildings or structures accessory thereto, or both, on the same lot or
parcel of land zoned for single-family use.
B.
The construction of auxiliary structures, private garages, carports, children’s
playhouses, patio covers or covers constructed to protect materials stored outside the principal
use.
C.
Agricultural buildings. (Ord. 309 § 2, 1993; Ord. 251, 1991; Ord. 99, 1983:
prior code § 51.507)
TABLE 15.24.06011.24.060
Local or Cul-de-Sac Street
Zone

Industrial Street Collector
Street

Major Road

Prime
Arterial

All zones
except
commercial and
manufacturing

50

56

62

71

83

Commercial

35

41

47

56

68

Manufacturing

35

41

47

56

68
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15.24.07011.24.070 Street lights—Required.
A.
The applicant shallmust install a street lighting system that provides the level of
illumination recommended in the then current American National Standard Practice for
Roadway Lighting published by the American National Standards Institute. Installation
shallmust be in accordance with plans and specifications that meet the approval ofapproved by
the city engineer.
B.
The property under development shall be annexed, without notice and hearing,
to the existingowner of any property subject to an application for development that is subject
to the requirements of this chapter must agree to annexation of that property into a lighting
district or lighting maintenance district. The applicant shallmust pay all costs of annexation and
energizing as outlined in the city public works standards. (Ord. 251, 1991: prior code §
51.508)
15.24.08011.24.080 Improvements—Connection required.
The right-of-way and improvement of any street or general plan highway required by this
chapter shallwill not be considered adequate unless saidthe right-of-way and improvement
connect to an improved publicly maintained road system. SaidThe road system shallmust have
dedicated right-of-way and street improvements in accordance with city public works standards.
Where an off-site connection is necessary to provide access to a publicly maintained street, the
applicant shallmust acquire the right-of-way and construct the required improvements. (Ord.
224 § 1, 1989)
15.24.09011.24.090 Condemnation proceedings—Off-site acquisition.
The applicant shall notify the city prior to the approval of any improvement plans if off-site
right-of-way or easement(s) cannot be obtained as required by conditions of approval. After
said notification, the applicant shall:
If an applicant is unable to obtain off-site right-of-way or easement(s) required by conditions of
approval, the applicant must notify the city prior to the approval of any improvement plans.
After notification, the applicant must:
A.
Enter into an agreement to complete off-site improvements and pay the full cost
of acquiring off-site right-of-way or easements required. The applicant shallmust agree to
secure and complete saidthe off-site improvements at such time as the city acquires an interest
in land which will permit the improvements to be made. SaidThe surety willmust be in
accordance with city requirements;
B.
Deposit with the city the estimated costs of acquiring the off-site right-of-way or
easements. Said estimate to be approved by The city engineer will approve the estimated cost;
C.
Have all right-of-way and/or easements documents and plats prepared and
appraisals complete which are necessary to commence condemnation proceedings.
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The requirements of subsections A, B and C of this section shallmust be accomplished prior to
issuance of a building permit. (Ord. 224 § 1, 1989)
15.24.10011.24.100 Undergrounding of utilities—Required.
All new and all existing overhead utilities within the boundaries of the project and within the
half street abutting the project shallmust be placed underground except as indicated below.
Undergrounding of electrical lines of sixty-nine kv or greater will not be required.
A.
Limitations. At the discretion of the approval authority, undergrounding
requirements may be limited to placement of conduit for future undergrounding of utilities in
the following situations:
1.

Where the value of the building improvement is less than twenty-five percent of
the current market value of all buildings on the lot in consideration; and

2.

Where the length of frontage to be under-grounded is less than two hundred feet
but more than fifty feet.

B.
Exemptions. The following shall beare exempt from undergrounding utilities in
the adjacent right-of-way:
1.

Single-family dwellings in an area where most utilities have been undergrounded,
but the value of the building improvement is less than fifty percent of the current
market value of all buildings on the lot;

2.

Single-family dwellings in a built-out area where overhead utilities have not been
undergrounded in the neighborhood, and there are no plans for undergrounding
these utilities;

3.

Any unit or development which has fifty feet or less frontage that includes
overhead utilities;

4.

Single-family dwelling replacements when the existing residential unit has been
completely removed from the lot in a built-out neighborhood, and there are no
plans for overhead facilities to be undergrounded in the foreseeable future.

C.
Exemption. Utilities which serve properties outside the project boundaries and
which are not adjacent to the street frontage.
D.
In-Lieu Cash Deposits. Where the city engineer determines that undergrounding
the utilities is impractical, the undergrounding improvements may be deferred and an in-lieu
cash deposit collected by the city in the amount equal to the estimated cost of undergrounding
of such utilities.
E.
Deferment/Waivers. In exceptional circumstances the property owner may
request that the city defer/waive the requirement to underground utilities. The city council will
conduct a public hearing shall be conducted by the city council toand allow the applicant to
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present evidence supporting deferment/waiver. The owner/applicant shallmust provide the
following with the application for a public hearing:
1.

Pay A two hundred fifty dollar feefee in the amount established by resolution of
the city council to cover the cost of the public hearing;

2.

Provide A letter detailing the extenuating circumstances supporting a
deferment/waiver;

3.

Provide Written, itemized cost estimates for undergrounding from the
appropriate utility companies or an undergrounding consultant;

4.

A plat map, prepared on eleven inch by seventeen inch paper, showing size and
location of all utility lines and facilities on-site and adjacent to the site;

5.

Provide thirty-five mm prints (with negatives)Electronic images of all utility lines
involved in the request for deferment/waiver.

If the council elects to defer the undergrounding requirement, the applicant shallmust
enter into an agreement with the city to accept the establishment of an undergrounding district
at a future date and waiving the right to protest against such a district. The agreement
shallmust be binding uponon the heirs, successors, and assigns of the property owner, and
shallmust be recorded byagainst the city clerkproperty. (Ord. 251, 1991: amended during 1989
supplement; prior code § 51.511.7)
15.24.11011.24.110 Improvements—Secured agreement.
A.
If the city engineer determines that construction of the public improvements
prior to the issuance of a building permit would cause undue hardship on the applicant, the
applicant shallmust enter into a secured agreement to construct the road improvements prior to
occupancy of any building or within twenty-four months, whichever is earlier. Security
shallmust be in a form acceptable to the city attorney, and may include cash, bond, or
instrument of credit.
B.
The secured agreement shallmust be executed and become effective on the date
of the deposit of security and shallmust expire upon the date of completion of the public
improvements to the satisfaction of the city engineer. The city is authorized in the event of any
default, to use any or all of the deposit money to cause and pay for all of the required work to
be done or completed, and for payment of all costs and expenses therefor. Any money
remaining shallwill be refunded to the owner of record of the property.
C.
The amount of the security deposit of security shallmust be in the amount of not
less than one hundred percent of the approved cost estimate for faithful performance and, in
addition, for payment of furnishing materials, labor or equipment in an amount of not less than
fifty percent of the approved cost estimate.
D.
Upon completion of the improvements and their acceptance by the city, the
owner shallmust provide a warranty bond or other security satisfactory to the city for a period
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of one year. The bond or other security shallmust be in an amount not less than ten percent of
the approved cost estimate. After the acceptance of the warranty security, any deposit of
security for faithful performance and materials, labor, or equipment shallwill be released to the
owner. (Ord. 251, 1991: prior code § 51.511.4)
15.24.12011.24.120 Requirement for construction permit.
If public improvements are required in existing public rights-of-way, the applicant shallmust
obtain a construction permit from the city engineer to construct the necessary improvements.
The applicant shallmust furnish the following to the city engineer prior to applying for a
construction permit:
A.

Requirements (Major Improvements).

1.

A street improvement plan prepared in ink on mylar base, standard size city
improvement plan sheet by a civil engineer registered in the state of California;

2.

Fees required by the master fee schedule adopted by the

3.

Security in a form acceptable to the city attorney in an amount equal to one
hundred percent of the construction cost estimate for faithful performance and
fifty percent of the construction cost estimate for material and labor;

4.

Liability insurance for contractor working in public right-of-way;

B.

Requirements (Minor Improvements).

city council;

Where the required work constitutes minor revision or repair to existing improvements
as determined by the city engineer the applicant shallmust do the following:
1.

Revise existing plans to indicate improvements constructed. Include on the plans
the name of the firm, person and registration number associated with the
revision if revisions are not by the original engineer of work;

2.

Payment of plan check and inspection fees equal to the amount outlined in the
current master fee schedule adopted by city council;

3.

Place a cash security deposit adequate to cover clean up or damage to existing
public streets as determined by the city engineer not to exceed five thousand
dollars or be less than five hundred dollars. (Ord. 251, 1991: prior code §
51.511.5)

15.24.13011.24.130 Appeal.
Any person who has been affected by any decision of the city engineer pursuant to any
provisions of this chapter may appeal the decision to the city council. The appeal may be filed
in writing with the official making the decision. Upon the filing of such appeal, the official shall
forthwith transfer to the city council the papers and documents applicable to such decision. The
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written appeal shall set forth the grounds upon which applicant asserts the decision of the
official was in error. The city council shall hold a hearing on the appeal after giving due notice
thereof to the appellant. Following such hearing, the city council may either affirm the decision
of the official or render such decision as it considers appropriatein accordance with the appeal
provisions in chapter 1.14. (Ord. 309 § 2, 1993; Ord. 251, 1991: amended during 1989
supplement; prior code § 51.511.6)
15.24.200 Effective date.
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This chapter shall be in effect from October 8, 1993. No building permit shall be issued after
this date unless the applicant complies with the provisions of this chapter. This chapter will
apply to such building permits even if the application was made, plans approved, or fees paid
prior to the effective date of the chapter. (Ord. 309 § 2, 1993; Ord. 251, 1991: prior code §
51.512)
CHAPTER 15.2611.26 REFERENCED STANDARDS CODE
15.26.01011.26.010 Adoption of the 2016 California Referenced Standards Code, Part 11,
Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations.
The city adopts and incorporates by reference, the California Referenced Standards Code, 2016
Edition, Chapter 15.26 is adopted by reference without change to Buildings and Construction
Title 15. (Ord. 545 § 4, 2016)
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CHAPTER 15.2811.28 HOUSING REGULATIONS
15.28.01011.28.010 Authority.
The department of public works shall have anddevelopment services has and is authorized to
exercise the power and authority granted the building department by Section 17951 of the
Health and Safety Code. (Prior code § 57.103)
15.28.02011.28.020 Adoption of state regulations.
Any rules and regulations adopted by the department of housing and community development
pursuant to the State Housing Law whichthat impose restrictions greater than those imposed
by Chapters 15.04, 15.12, 15.16, 15.24 and 15.48 of this code are adopted and shall beare
applicable to the city of Santee and shall be enforced by the departments, officers, employees
and agents ofand enforceable within the city in the same manner as city ordinances regulating
the erection, construction, alteration, maintenance, sanitation, occupancy or ventilation of
buildings; provided, however, no fees prescribed by such rules or regulations shall beare
applicable excepting so far asunless they are greater than the fees prescribed by this title. (Prior
code § 57.104)
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CHAPTER 15.2911.30 ABANDONED RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY REGISTRATION
15.29.01011.30.010 Purpose—Scope.
It is the purpose and intent of the Santee city council, through the adoption of the ordinance
codified in this chapter, to establish an abandoned residential property registration program as a
mechanism to protect residential neighborhoods from becoming blighted through the lack of
adequate maintenance and security of abandoned residential properties. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
15.29.02011.30.020 Definitions.
For the purposes of this chapter, certain words and phrases are defined as follows:
“Abandoned” means any residential property in the city that is vacant or shows
evidence of vacancy and: (1) is under a current notice of default and/or notice of trustee’s sale,
pending tax assessor’s lien sale; and/ or (2) was the subject of a foreclosure sale where the title
was retained by the beneficiary or trustee of a deed of trust involved in the foreclosure who is
the current owner of the property; and/or (3) was transferred to the current owner under a
deed in lieu of foreclosure/sale.
“Assignment of rents” means an instrument that transfers the beneficial interest under a
deed of trust from one lender/entity to another.
“Beneficiary” means a lender under a note secured by a deed of trust.
“Dangerous building” means any building structure that is in violation of any condition
referenced in Santee Municipal Code chapter 15.2211.04.
“Days” means consecutive calendar days.
“Deed of trust” means an instrument by which title to real estate is transferred to a
third party trustee as security for a real estate loan, used in California instead of a mortgage.
This definition applies to any and all subsequent deeds of trust (i.e., second trust deed, third
trust deed, etc.).
“Deed in lieu of foreclosure/sale” means a recorded document that transfers ownership
of a property from the trustor to the holder of a deed of trust upon consent of the beneficiary
of the deed of trust.
“Default” means the failure to fulfill a contractual obligation, monetary or conditional.
“Evidence of vacancy” means any condition that on its own or combined with other
conditions present leads any person authorized to enforce this code, in his or her reasonable
discretion, or would lead any other reasonable person to believe that the property is vacant.
Such conditions include but are not limited to: overgrown and/or dead vegetation,
accumulation of newspapers, circulars, flyers, and/or mail, past due utility notices and/or
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disconnected utilities, accumulation of trash, junk and/or debris, the absence of window
coverings such as curtains, blinds and/or shutters, the absence of furnishings and/or personal
items consistent with residential habitation, statements by neighbors, passersby, delivery agents
or government employees that the property is vacant.
“Foreclosure” means the process by which a property, placed as security for a real
estate loan, is sold at auction to satisfy the debt if the trustor (borrower) defaults.
“Local” means within forty road/driving miles distance of the subject

property.

“Notice of default” means a recorded notice that a default has occurred under a deed of
trust and that the beneficiary intends to proceed with a trustee’s sale.
“Notice of trustee’s sale” means a document prepared and recorded by the trustee that
sets forth the day, date and time of the trustee’s sale, describes the property to be sold, and
gives an estimate of the unpaid debt on the deed of trust secured by the property.
“Out of area” means in excess of forty road/driving miles distance of the subject
property.
“Owner” means any person, co-partnership, association, corporation, or fiduciary having
legal or equitable title or any interest in any real property subject to this chapter.
“Owner of record” means the person having recorded title to a parcel of property at the
time the record is provided by the San Diego County recorder’s office.
“Residential property” means any improved real property, or portion thereof, situated in
the city, designed or permitted to be used for dwelling purposes, and shall includeincludes the
buildings and structures located on such improved real property. This includes any real
property being offered for sale, trade, transfer, or exchange as “residential” whether or not it is
legally permitted and/or zoned for such use.
“Tax assessor’s lien sale” means the sale, conducted by the assessor of the county in
which real property is located, of tax liens for delinquent taxes on the property.
“Trustee” means the person, firm, or corporation holding a deed of trust on a property.
“Trustor” means a borrower under a deed of trust, who deeds property to a trustee as
security for the payment of a debt.
“Vacant” means a building/structure that is not legally occupied. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
15.29.03011.30.030 Recordation of transfer of loan or deed of trust—Assignment of rents.
Within ten days ofafter the purchase and/or transfer of a loan or deed of trust secured
by residential property in the city, the new beneficiary or trustee shallmust record, with the
office of the recorder of San Diego County, an assignment of rents, or similar document that
lists the name (whether a corporation, individual, or other entity), the mailing address, and the
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contact phone number of the new beneficiary or trustee responsible for receiving payments
associated with the loan or deed of trust. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
15.29.04011.30.040 Registration.
A. Any beneficiary or trustee who holds a deed of trust on a residential property
located within the city shall perform an inspection of the property that is the security for the
deed of trust upon default by the trustor prior to recording a notice of default. In addition, the
owner of residential real property that: (1) was the subject of a foreclosure sale where the title
was retained by the beneficiary or trustee of a deed of trust involved in the foreclosure who is
the current owner of the property; and/or (2) was transferred to the current owner under a
deed in lieu of foreclosure/sale, shall perform an inspection of the property within ten days of
the effective date of the ordinance codified in this chapter.
B. If such inspection shows that the property is abandoned, the owner, beneficiary or
trustee shall, within ten days of the inspection, register the property with the director of
development services or his or her designee on forms provided by the city.
A.
C. If a property that is the security for a deed of trust in default is not
abandoned, but the deed of trust remains in default, the beneficiary or trustee shallmust inspect
the property monthly until: (1) the trustor or other party remedies the default; or (2) the
property is found to be abandoned, at which time the beneficiary or trustee shallmust, within
ten days of that inspection, register the property with the director of development services or
his or her designee on forms provided by the city.
B.
D. The registration form shallmust contain the name of the owner, beneficiary or
trustee (whether a corporation, individual, or other entity), the direct street/office mailing
address of the owner, beneficiary, or trustee (no P.O. boxes), and a direct contact name and
phone number for the owner, beneficiary, or trustee or its designee. If the owner, beneficiary or
trustee is a corporation or is located out of area, the registration shallmust also identify the
local property management company responsible for the security, maintenance and/or marketing
of the property.
C.
E. The registration fee shallmust accompany the registration form. The fee and
registration shallwill be valid for the calendar year, or remaining portion of the calendar year, in
which the registration was initially required. Registration fees shallwill not be prorated. The
beneficiary or trustee shallmust register an abandoned residential property annually for so long
as the property continues to be abandoned and the registered owner, beneficiary or trustee
either: (1) continues to hold a deed of trust which is secured by the property and remains in
default; or (2) is the owner of record of such property. Subsequent registrations and fees are
due January 1st of each year and must be received no later than January 31st of the year due.
D.
F. Any corporation, individual, or other entity that has registered a property
under this chapter must report any change of information contained in the registration within
ten days of the change. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
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15.29.05011.30.050 Maintenance requirements.
The beneficiary or trustee of a registered abandoned residential properties shall be subject to
the following maintenance requirementsproperty must maintain the property as follows:
A.
Any condition causing the property to constitute a dangerous building
be immediately remedied.

shallmust

B.
Excessive trash accumulation and/or accumulation of materials constituting a fire
hazard shallmust be cleared from the property.
C.
The property shallmust be maintained free of graffiti, tagging or similar markings
by removal or painting over with an exterior grade paint that matches the color of the exterior
of the structure.
D.
Visible front and side yards shallmust be mowed or otherwise maintained to
satisfaction of the director of development services or his or her designee(s).

the

E.
Pools and spas shallmust be kept in working order so the water remains clear
and free of pollutants and debris, or shallmust be drained and kept dry. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
15.29.06011.30.060 Security requirements.
The beneficiary or trustee of a registered abandoned residential properties shall be
securedproperty must secure the property as follows:
A.
All windows, doors (walk-through, sliding and garage,) gates and any other
opening of such size that it may allow a child to access the interior of the property and or
structure(s) shallmust be secured so as to prevent access by any unauthorized person. In the
case of broken windows, securing means the reglazingre-glazing or boarding of the window.
B.
Pools and spas shallmust be fenced or otherwise secured to prevent access
use by any unauthorized person.

or

C.
The property shallmust be posted with name and twenty-four-hour contact
phone number of the local property management company. The posting shallmust be visible
from the centerline of the street on which the property is located, or a distance of forty-five
feet, whichever is less, and shallmust contain the words “THIS PROPERTY MANAGED BY”
and “TO REPORT PROBLEMS OR CONCERNS CALL.” (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
15.29.07011.30.070 Inspection.
The owner, trustee, beneficiary or local property management company shallmust inspect the
property on a monthly basis, or more frequently if required by the director of development
services or his or her designee, to ensure that the property is in compliance with the
requirements of this chapter. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
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15.29.08011.30.080 Additional authority.
The director of development services or his or her designee(s) shall have the authorityis
authorized but not required to require the beneficiary/trustee/owner and/or owner of record of
any registered abandoned residential property to implement additional maintenance and/or
security measures including but not limited to: securing any/all door, window or other
openings, installing additional security lighting, increasing on-site inspection frequency,
employment of an on-site security guard or other measures as may be reasonably required to
arrest the decline of the property and prevent the maintenance of an attractive nuisance. In
addition, nothing in this chapter shall preventprevents the application of provisions of the
Santee Municipal Code, including but not limited to Chapters 8.48 and 8.60,chapter providing
for the abatement of nuisances by the city at the expense of the owner, trustee, or beneficiary.
(Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
15.29.09011.30.090 Fees.
The annual fee for registering an abandoned residential property is one hundred ninety dollars
or such other amount as may be setthe amount established by resolution of the city council.
(Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
15.29.10011.30.100 Enforcement.
Violations of this chapter may be enforced in any combination as allowed in Chapters 1.01,
1.08 and 1.14means provided in title 1. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
15.29.11011.30.110 Appeals.
Any person aggrieved by any of the requirements of this section may appeal insofar as such
appeal is allowed under any applicable provision of this codechapter may file a written appeal
with the city manager pursuant to chapter 1.14. (Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
15.29.12011.30.120 Violation—PenaltyStrict liability.
Violations of this chapter shall be treated as aare strict liability offenseoffenses regardless of
intent. Any person, firm and/, or corporation that violates any portion of this section shallmay
be subject to prosecution and/or administrative enforcement under Chapters 1.08 and 1.14.
(Ord. 472 § 1, 2007)
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CHAPTER 15.32 PROCEDURE FOR INSPECTION OF BUILDINGS
15.32.010 Right of entry—Authority.
Whenever any officer or employee of the city is authorized to enter any building or premises
for the purpose of making an inspection to enforce any ordinance, such officer or employee
may enter such building or premises at all reasonable times to inspect the same; provided, that
such officer or employee shall effect entry in the manner provided in Section 15.32.020, except
in emergency situations, or when consent of the person having charge or control of such
building or premises has been otherwise obtained. (Amended during 1989 supplement; Ord. 75
§ 1, 1983)
15.32.020 Right of entry—Procedure.
If the building or premises to be inspected is occupied, the authorized officer or employee shall
first present proper credentials and demand entry; and if such building or premises is
unoccupied, such officer or employee shall first make a reasonable effort to locate the owner
or other person having charge or control of the building or premises and demand entry. If
consent to such entry is not given, the authorized officer or employee shall have recourse to
every remedy provided by law to secure entry, and may apply to any court of competent
jurisdiction for such remedy. (Amended during 1989 supplement; Ord. 75 § 2, 1983)
15.32.030 Scope.
This chapter shall be controlling over any ordinance or part of an ordinance on the same
subject, whether heretofore or hereafter adopted, unless such ordinance or part of an ordinance
provides differently by an express reference to this chapter. Notwithstanding any ordinance of
this city, whether heretofore or hereafter adopted, it is not a violation of this chapter to refuse
or fail to consent to an entry for inspection for which a warrant is required to be obtained.
(Ord. 75 § 3, 1983)
CHAPTER 15.3611.32 SWIMMING POOLS
11.32.010 Definitions.
In this chapter:
“Above-ground/on-ground pool” means the same as “swimming pool” defined in this
section.
“Barrier” means a fence, wall, building wall or a combination thereof, which completely
surrounds the swimming pool and obstructs access to the swimming pool.
“Director” means director of development services.
“Grade” means the underlying surface such as earth or a walking surface.
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“Hot tub” means the same as ‘swimming pool’ defined in this section.
“Health officer” means the designated representative of the San Diego County
department of environmental health.
“Public swimming pool” public has the same meaning as that term is defined in Article
5, Chapter 5, Part 10, Division 104 of the Health and Safety Code.
“Spa” means the same as “swimming pool” defined in this section.
“Swimming pool” means any structure intended for swimming or recreational bathing
that contains water over 24 inches deep. This includes in-ground, above-ground and on-ground
swimming pools, hot tubs and spas.
“Swimming pool, indoor” means a swimming pool which is totally contained within a
residential structure and surrounded on all four sides by walls of said structure.
“Swimming pool, outdoor” means any swimming pool which is not an indoor pool.
(Ord. 349, 1996)
15.36.01011.32.020 Review of plans for public swimming pools.
Any person desiringwanting the review and approval of plans and specifications for a public
swimming pool by the director of public health pursuant to Section 7780 of Title 17 of the
California Administrative Code shallmust submit plans to the director, accompanied by a fee as
set forth in Section 5.26.020(B)(10) of this codea resolution adopted by city council to cover
the cost of the review. As soon after the plans and specifications are submitted as practical, the
director shall review or cause to be reviewed the plans and specifications and determine
whether they are in accordance for compliance with the requirements of Sections 7780 et seq.
of Title 17for public swimming pools in Article 5, Chapter 5, Part 10, Division 104 of the
Health and Safety Code and with the applicable provisions of Chapter 20, Division 4, Title 22
of the California Administrative Code of Regulations. In the event that the plans and
specifications do not comply with the Administrative Code provisionsthese requirements,
amended plans and specifications may be submitted to the director for re-review and approval,
andtogether with the fee for each such re-review shall be as set forth in Section
5.26.020(B)(10) of this code, payable to the director in advancethe fee schedule adopted by
resolution of the city council. (Ord. 349, 1996)
15.36.02011.32.030 Permit—Required.
No person shallmay maintain or operate any pool, except a private pool, unless an annual
operating permit is issued therefor by the health officer. A pool shall beis considered a private
pool if it is maintained by an individual for the use of his family and friends and for swimming
instruction programs of short duration which are conducted by or sponsored by the American
Red Cross. An annual operating permit issued by the health officer is required for operation of
any public pool including, but not limited to, all commercial pools, real estate and community
pools, pools at hotels, motels, resorts, auto and trailer parks, auto courts, apartment houses,
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clubs, public or private schools and gymnasia, and health establishments. Every person applying
for a permit as required by this section shallmust, at the time of making applicationapplying for
such permit, pay an annual inspection fee for the first pool under one ownership and on the
same property as set forth in Section 5.26.020 (B)(10) of this code, and a fee for each
additional pool on the same property and under the same ownership asin the amount set forth
in Section 5.26.020(B)(10)the fee schedule adopted by the city council. The annual operating
permit shall beis effective for a twelve-month period from the date of issuance. The required
permit shallmust be applied for and issued as prescribed in Chapter 5.26 of this codetitle 4.
(Ord. 349, 1996)
15.36.03011.32.040 Permit—Nontransferable.
A. A permit is not transferable from one person or one place to another, and shall beis deemed
voided if removed from the place or location specified in the written application and in the
permit. (Ord. 349, 1996)
15.36.040 Enforcement.
The provisions of this chapter, article I, shall be enforced by the director of health services.
(Ord. 349, 1996)
15.36.050 Violation—Penalty.
A. Any person violating the provisions of this chapter shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be fined in an amount not to exceed one-thousand
dollars, or by imprisonment for a period of not more than six months in the county jail, or by
both fine and imprisonment. (Ord. 349, 1996)
15.36.06011.32.050 Adoption of swimming pool, spa and hot tub fencing

regulations.

A. There is hereby adoptedThe city adopts the following as the city swimming pool, spa and
hot tub fencing coderegulations for the purpose of prescribing regulations in the city
forregulating the construction, alteration, moving, demolition, repair and use of all swimming
pool, spa and hot tub fencing, the following regulations as set forth in Sections 15.36.070,
15.36.080 and 15.36.090.: (Ord. 349, 1996)
15.36.070 Definitions.
A. For the purpose of this section, certain terms, words and phrases are defined as
follows: “Above-ground/on-ground pool” means the same as “swimming pool” defined in this
section.
“Barrier” means a fence, wall, building wall or a combination thereof, which completely
surrounds the swimming pool and obstructs access to the swimming pool.
“Grade” means the underlying surface such as earth or a walking surface.
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“Hot tub” means the same as ‘swimming pool’ defined in this section.
“Spa” means the same as “swimming pool” defined in this section.
“Swimming pool” means any structure intended for swimming or recreational bathing
that contains water over 24 inches deep. This includes in-ground, above-ground and on-ground
swimming pools, hot tubs and spas.
“Swimming pool, indoor” means a swimming pool which is totally contained within a
residential structure and surrounded on all four sides by walls of said structure.
“Swimming pool, outdoor” means any swimming pool which is not an indoor pool.
(Ord. 349, 1996)
15.36.80 Requirements.
A.
Outdoor Swimming Pool. An outdoor swimming pool, including an in-ground,
above-ground or on-ground pool, hot tub or spa shallmust be provided with a barrier which
shall complycomplying with the following:
1.

The top of the barrier shallmust be at least 60 inches above grade measured on
the side of the barrier which faces away from the swimming pool and shallmust
be constructed to withstand the forces outlined in the Uniform Building Code.
The maximum vertical clearance between grade and the bottom of the barrier
shallmust be 4 inches measured to a hard surface, such as concrete, or 2 inches
to earth. This measurement shallmust be taken on the side of the barrier which
faces away from the swimming pool. Where the top of the pool structure is
above grade, such as an above-ground pool, the barrier may be at ground level,
such as the pool structure, or mounted on top of the pool structure. Where the
barrier is mounted on top of the pool structure, the maximum vertical clearance
between the top of the pool structure and bottom of the barrier shallmust be 4
inches.

2.

Openings in the barrier shallmust not allow passage of a 4-inch diameter sphere.

3.

Solid barriers whichthat do not have openings, such as masonry or stone walls,
shallmust not contain indentations or protrusions, except for tooled masonry
joints.

4.

Where the barrier is composed of horizontal and vertical members and the
distance between the tops of the horizontal members is less than 45 inches, the
horizontal members shallmust be located on the swimming pool side of the
barrier. Spacing between vertical members shallmust not exceed 2 inches in
width. Where there are decorative cutouts within vertical members, spacing
within the cutouts shallmust not exceed 2 inches in width.

5.

Where the barrier is composed of horizontal and vertical members and the
distance between the tops of the horizontal members is 45 inches or more,
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spacing between vertical members shallmust not exceed 4 inches. Where there
are decorative cutouts within vertical members, spacing within the cutouts
shallmust not exceed 2 inches in width.
6.

Maximum mesh size for chain link fences shall beis a 2 inch square. The wire
shallmust not be less than 11 1/2 gauge.

7.

Where the barrier is composed of diagonal members, such as a lattice fence, the
maximum opening formed by the diagonal members shallmust be no more than 2
inches square.

8.

Access gates shallmust comply with the requirements of items 1 through 7 and
shallmust be equipped to accommodate a locking device no less than 54 inches
above grade. Pedestrian-access gates shallmust open outward away from the
pool and shall, be self-closing, and have a self-latching device. Gates other than
pedestrian-access gates shallmust comply with the requirements of items 1
through 7 and shallmust be equipped with a locking device.

9.

Where an above-ground pool structure is used as a barrier or where the barrier
is mounted on top of the pool structure, and the means of access is a ladder or
steps, then (1) the ladder or steps shallmust be capable of being secured, locked
or removed to prevent access or (2) the ladder or steps shallmust be surrounded
with a barrier which meets the requirements of items 1 through 8. When the
ladder or steps are secured, locked or removed, any opening created shallmust
not allow the passage of a 4-inch diameter sphere.

10.

Hot tubs and spas located outdoors and not exceeding 64 square feet may have
rigid pool covers equipped with a permanent locking and latching device in lieu
of the barrier required by this section.

11.

Where unusual circumstances exist that make strict enforcement of this section
impractical, the director of development services may grant modifications for
individual cases as allowed for in Section 106 of the Uniform Administrative
Code, 1994 Edition, as adopted by chapter 15.02 of the city municipal
code11.02. (Ord. 349, 1996)
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15.36.090 Enforcement.
The provisions of this chapter shall be enforced by the director of development services or
his/her designated representative. (Ord. 349, 1996)
CHAPTER 15.4011.34 MOVING AND TEMPORARY STORAGE OF BUILDINGS
AND STRUCTURES
ARTICLE 1 GENERAL
11.34.010 Scope.
This chapter applies to the moving and temporary storage of buildings and structures. (Prior
code § 71.201)
11.34.020 Definitions.
In this chapter:
“Director” means the director of development services.
ARTICLE 2 MOVING
15.40.010 Moving—11.34.100 Permits required.
No person shallmay move any building or structure which is to be placed, stored or temporarily
located uponon any property within the city until there has been firstthat person has obtained a
permit issued pursuant to chapter 15.04 of this code authorizing the moving and placement of
the building or structure on property within the city11.04 or a permit issued pursuant to this
chapter authorizing the moving of such building or structure to a storage yard or temporary
location approved by the city council pursuant to Section 15.04.040 or approved by the
planning commission or city council pursuant to the zoning ordinance. (Prior code § 54.101)
15.40.020 Permit to move on city highway required.
Nothing in this article shall be construed to modify the requirements of Article II of this
chapter requiring the issuance of a permit to move buildings and structures over or along city
highways. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 54.102)
15.40.030 Storage—Site approval.
No building or structure shall be stored on any property or placed temporarily on any property
in the city unless such property has been approved by the city council as a site for such storage
or temporary location pursuant to Section 15.40.040 or has been approved by the planning
commission or city council as a site for such storage or temporary location pursuant to the
zoning ordinance. (Prior code § 54.201)
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15.40.040 Storage—Site approval requirements.
A. Application for approval of a site for use as a storage yard or temporary location
shall be made to the city council. Before approving a site for use as a storage yard or
temporary location the city council shall determine:
1. That the storage of unused and unoccupied structures upon such site will not create
a fire hazard;
2. That the character of the area or neighborhood within the site is located is such that
the storage of unused and unoccupied structures on the site will not constitute
an attractive nuisance to children in the area;
3. That the storage of unused and unoccupied structures on the site will not create such
a breeding space for vermin as would be injurious to the public health;
4. That the storage of unused and unoccupied structures on the site will not be
dangerous to public morals by creating a shelter for criminal or immoral acts.
B. In approving a site for use as a storage yard or temporary location, the city council
may impose such reasonable conditions as may be necessary to insure that the use of the
property will not create any of the hazards to health, safety or welfare referred to above in
subsection A of this section. (Prior code § 54.202)
15.40.050 Storage—Permit issuance—Bond required.
Upon approval by the city council pursuant to Section 15.40.040 or upon approval of the
planning commission or city council pursuant to the zoning ordinance of a site for use as a
storage yard or temporary location for moved buildings or structures, the building inspector
may issue a permit authorizing the moving to such storage yard or temporary location of one
or more buildings or structures; provided, that there is filed with the building inspector a bond
in the sum of five thousand dollars for each such storage yard or temporary location. The bond
shall be executed by the person, firm, partnership, or corporation applying for the permit
pursuant to this section and by a surety company authorized to do business in the state of
California, shall be joint and several as to liability, shall inure to the benefit of the city, and
shall be conditioned upon the removal from the storage yard or temporary location within a
period of one year from the date of issuance of the permit of all such buildings and structures
so moved on to the storage yard or temporary location. The bond shall be filed with the
building inspector prior to the time the permit is issued. No such building or structure moved
onto such storage yard or temporary location shall be used or occupied at such storage yard or
temporary location. (Prior code § 54.203)
15.40.060 Public housing—Permit required.
No person shall sell, offer to sell, deliver or offer to deliver within the city any residential
structure or structures heretofore a part of or used in connection with any public housing
project if such structure or structures do not meet the minimum requirements of this code and
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the ordinances of the city, unless and until such person shall first have applied for and been
granted a permit by the building inspector to engage in such an operation or operations. (Prior
code § 54.301)
15.40.070 Public housing—Permit issuance—Bond required.
A. Before a permit is issued, the applicant shall first have filed with the building
inspector a surety bond issued by a surety company authorized to do business in the state of
California, in a form approved by the city attorney and in the minimum amount of one
thousand dollars for each single-family dwelling or single-family unit in a multiple-family
dwelling to be sold, offered for sale, delivered or offered to be delivered within the city.
B. The bond required by subsection A of this section shall be joint and several as to
liability, shall inure to the benefit of any person or his successors or assigns to whom any such
structure is sold, offered for sale, delivered or offered to be delivered, and to the city; and the
bond shall be conditioned upon the completion within ninety days following the sale or delivery
of such a structure of all work necessary to bring the structure into compliance with the
minimum standards required by this code and the ordinances of the city and shall provide that,
for failure so to do, the city or its authorized agents or contractor may enter upon the premises
where any such structure shall be as the result of such sale or delivery, make and complete
such work, and recover the cost thereof from the principal and/or surety on such bond.
C. Such person may deposit, in lieu of a surety bond, one thousand dollars cash or a
cashier’s or certified check in the amount of one thousand dollars. (Prior code §§ 54.302—
54.304)
15.40.080 Storage of structures—Bond.
Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 15.40.060, in the event that more than one
residential structure, but not to exceed two hundred in the aggregate, is to be removed by the
same person from their original location to a storage yard or temporary location for the
purpose of sale only, a single permit for such removal to each storage yard or temporary
location may be granted by the building inspector; provided the storage yard or temporary
location is first approved by the city council as provided in Section 15.40.040; and provided
further, that there is filed with the building inspector a bond in the sum of five thousand dollars
for each such storage yard or temporary location. The bond shall be executed by the person
applying for the permit and by a surety company authorized to do business in the state of
California, shall be joint and several as to liability, shall inure to the benefit of the city, and
shall be conditioned upon the removal from the storage yard or temporary location pursuant to
the provisions of this chapter and within a period of one year from the date of issuance of such
permit of all such structures so moved onto the storage yard or temporary location. The bond
shall be filed with the building inspector prior to the time the permit is issued. No such
structure moved onto such storage yard or temporary location shall be used or occupied at
such storage yard or temporary location (Prior code § 54.305)
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15.40.090 Removal of structures from temporary storage.
On October 1, 1959, or upon the date of expiration of the term of any permit for removal and
temporary storage of residential structures on a storage yard or temporary location issued
pursuant to this chapter, whichever is the later, the permittee shall forthwith remove all such
structures from such yard or location. Any person who acquires ownership or right to
possession either of the land upon which residential structures are temporarily stored pursuant
to a permit issued under the provisions of this chapter, or of the residential structures
themselves which are temporarily stored pursuant to a permit issued under the provisions of
this chapter, shall be equally responsible with the permittee for the removal of such structures
from such land following the expiration of the term of any such permit. (Prior code § 54.401)
15.40.100 Violation—Penalty.
Any person violating any of the provisions of this chapter, including any person who as
permittee of a permit for removal and temporary storage of residential structures on a storage
yard or temporary location, fails to remove such structures from such yard or location upon
the expiration of the term of such permit, shall be guilty of an infraction. (Prior code § 54.402)
15.40.110 Nuisance.
A. Any building or structure erected, constructed, altered, maintained or temporarily
stored contrary to the provisions of this chapter is declared to be unlawful and a public
nuisance, and any failure, refusal or neglect to obtain a permit as required by the terms of this
chapter shall be prima facie evidence of the fact that a nuisance has been committed in
connection with the erection, construction, alteration, maintenance or temporary storage of any
building or structure erected, constructed, altered, maintained or temporarily stored contrary to
the provisions of this chapter. The city attorney shall, upon order of the city council,
immediately commence necessary proceedings for the abatement, removal and/or enjoinment
thereof in the manner provided by law.
B. All of the remedies provided for in this chapter shall be cumulative and not
exclusive. (Prior code § 54.403)
15.40.120 Scope.
The provisions of this chapter apply only to the moving of buildings and structures. (Prior code
§ 71.201)
15.40.130 Permit—Required.
No person shall move or cause to be moved along any highway any building or structure
without first obtaining from the director of public works a permit to do so. (Amended during
1989 supplement; prior code § 71.202)
15.40.14011.34.110 Permit—Application.
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A.
An application for a permit required by this chapter shall be made in duplicate
and in accordance with Article I of this chapter. The application shallmust specify the
following:
1.

the kind of building or structure to be moved,

2.

the approximate weight thereofof the building, as nearly as may be ascertained,
the location of the same,

3.

the location of the building or structure,

4.

the location to which and the route over or along which such building or
structure and each section or portion of suchthe building or structure is to be
moved,

5.

the number of sections in which the building or structure will be moved,

6.

the type and number of conveyances upon which the samebuilding or structure is
to be moved,

7.

the total number of tire inches thereof for each separate section to be moved,
and

8.

the time when such building, structure, or portion thereof, is proposed to be
moved and within which such removal will be completed.

A.
The applicant shallmust attach to the application a copy of a valid building
permit for the building or structure at its destination point, or in the case of intended storage, a
copy of an appropriate conditional use permit or other evidence that storage at the destination
point is not in violation ofcompliance with the zoning ordinance. (Amended during 1989
supplement; prior code § 71.203)
15.40.15011.34.120 Permit—Application—Changes by director of public works.
The director of public works may make such changes in any application formay include any
conditions in a permit as in his or her opinion are issued pursuant to this chapter as the
director considers necessary for the protection of the highways along or over which it is
proposed to be used to move the building or structure or to prevent undue interference with
traffic or to avoid jeopardizing the safety of any persons using such highways. (Amended
during 1992 supplement; amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 71.204)
15.40.16011.34.130 Permit—Fee.
EveryAny person applying for a permit required by this chapter shallmust, at the time of
making application for this permit, pay an issuance fee of seventy dollars for an annual or
repetitive permit and fifteen dollars for a single trip permitin an amount established by
resolution of the city council. (Ord. 245 § 1, 1990: prior code § 71.204.1)
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15.40.17011.34.140 Permit—Posting on structure.
The moving contractor shallmust affix and maintain at all times while it is on the
highway,permit in a conspicuous place on the building or structure to be moved, the permit for
such moving at all times while the building or structure is on the highway. (Prior code §
71.205)
15.40.18011.34.150 Permit—Need for copies.
If a building or structure is moved in more than one section, and more than one of such
sectionssection is moved at the same time, the moving contractor shallmust affix and maintain
at all times while they are on the highwaya permit or a true copy of the permit in a
conspicuous place on each section on which the original permit is not affixed,at all times while
on the highway. True copies of sucha permit. Such true copies shall must be issued by the
director of public works uponon payment to him or her by the applicant of an issuancea fee of
twenty-five cents for each additional copy in an amount established by resolution of the city
council. (Amended during 1992 supplement; amended during 1989 supplement; prior code §
71.206)
15.40.19011.34.160 Permit—Extension.
Each permit issued shall becomebecomes null and void upon theon expiration of the time
specified in the applicationpermit unless the director of public works extends the time, which
he or she may do if in his or her opinion thepermit term. The director may extend the validity
of any permit if the director determines that moving of the building or structure, or any portion
thereof, is impracticable because of inclement weather, act of God, strikes, or other causes not
within the control of the permittee. (Amended during 1992 supplement; amended during 1989
supplement; prior code § 71.207)
15.40.20011.34.170 Classification of buildings.
All buildings and structures are classified as follows:
A.
Class A is any building or structure or any portion thereof, which is moved on a
motor truck or other vehicle propelled by its own power;
B.
Class B is any building or structure or any portion thereof, not of Class A which
is not more than sixteen feet in widthwide;
C.
Class C is any building or structure or any portion thereof, not of Class A which
is more than sixteen feet and not more than twenty-two feet in widthwide.
D.
Class D is any building or structure or any portion thereof, not of Class A which
is more than twenty-two feet and not more than twenty-eight feet in widthwide;
E.
Class E is any building or structure or any portion thereof, not of Class A which
is more than twenty-two feet and not more than twenty-eight feet in width;
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F.
Class F is any building or structure or any portion thereof, not of Class A which
is more than forty feet in width. (Prior code § 71.208)
15.40.21011.34.180 Deposits according to classification.
Every applicant for a permit from whom an issuance fee is required, who does not maintain a
sufficient general deposit with the director of public works, shall deposit with the director of
public works:must pay a fee or deposit in an amount established by resolution of the city
council.
A. Ten dollars for a Class ‘A’ permit;
B. Twenty-five dollars for a Class ‘B’ permit;
C. Fifty dollars for a Class ‘C’ permit;
D. One hundred dollars for a Class ‘D’ permit;
E. Two hundred fifty dollars for a Class ‘E’ permit;
F. Three hundred dollars for a Class ‘F’ permit. (Amended during 1989 supplement;
prior code § 71.209)
15.40.22011.34.190 General deposit in lieu of special deposits.
In lieuInstead of making the special deposits required by sections 15.40.210 and
15.40.30011.34.180 and 11.34.235.A, the moving contractor may make and maintain with the
director of public works, a general deposit in a sumthe amount equal to the amount of the
special deposit for the highest class of building or structure which he or she desires, expects or
intends to move. Thisproposed to be moved. The general deposit shallwill be held and used for
the same purpose as said special deposits. While suchA moving contractor who maintains a
general deposit is maintained in an amount sufficient to cover the amount of thea deposit
required for the removal of any building or structure sought to be moved, the moving
contractor needis not required to make anya special deposit. (Amended during 1992
supplement; amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 71.212)
15.40.23011.34.200 Additional deposit.
If, in the opinion of the director of public works,determines any special or general deposit is
not sufficient for the proper protection of the public interest in the highwaysto protect the
rights of way, including any trees thereon, over which it is sought to movewhere a building or
structure will be moved, the director of public works may require an additional deposit in
suchthe amount as he or she determines will be sufficient to protect such public interest.
(Amended during 1992 supplement; amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 71.213)
15.40.24011.34.205 Increase in deposit for higher classification.
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Before any permittee moves any building, structure, or portion thereof, ofwhich is in a class
higher than the class for which he or she hasthe moving contract made any general or special
deposit, he or she shallthe moving contractor must increase suchthe deposit in an amount
sufficient to cover the class sought to be moved. (Amended during 1992 supplement; prior
code § 71.214)
15.40.25011.34.210 Deductions from deposit.
The city shallwill deduct the following from the deposit made or maintained by each permittee:
A.

The permit issuance fee if that has not otherwise

been paid;

B.
The cost of the services and transportation of any inspector appointed pursuant
to section 15.40.36011.34.265;
C.
The cost of any repairs made necessary because of therequired by moving of the
building or structure;
D.
The total cost of all tree trimming done or caused to be done by the director of
public workswhich is made necessary in order to move the building or structure as specified in
the permit, including all such trimming after the moving of the building or structure to correct
trimming done when the structure was moved. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code
§ 71.215)
15.40.26011.34.215 Refund or deficiency deposit.
A.
The remainder of any such special deposit, if there is any remainder, shall, will
be refunded to the person making suchthe deposit, or to his or herthat person’s assigns. In case
B.
If the deposit made pursuant to this article shall not beis not sufficient to pay all
fees and deductions provided for in this article, the person to whom such permit is issued,
shallchapter, the permittee must, upon demand, pay to the director of public works a sufficient
suman amount sufficient to fully cover the same. Upon failure to pay such sum, the same may
be recovered by the city in any court of competent jurisdiction, and until paid, no further such
permit shall be issued to such moving contractordeficiency. If the permittee fails to pay any
amount required by this chapter, the city refuse to issue any further permits under this chapter
and may recover all amounts due by any means legally available. (Amended during 1992
supplement; amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 71.216)
15.40.27011.34.220 Billing in lieu of deductions.
If a moving contractor makes and maintains a general deposit with the director of public
workspursuant to this chapter, the deductions provided for in section 15.40.25011.34.210 need
not be made. In lieu of such deductionsInstead, the director of public works may bill the
moving contractor for the amount due from the contractor to the city under the provisions of
this articlechapter. If, fifteen days after suchany bill has been sent, the moving contractor does
not pay the same in full, then suchthe director may deduct the amount may be deducteddue
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from the contractor’s general deposit and sections 15.40.250 and 15.40.260 shall11.34.210 and
11.34.215 apply. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 71.217)
15.40.28011.34.225 Permit limitations.
A permit granted under this articlechapter does not permitauthorize, license, or allow any
person, except the surveyor, to trim, prune, cut or deface in any manner any tree upon any
grounds or property belonging to the city or upon any road, street or highway. (Prior code §
71.222)
15.40.29011.34.230 Required equipment.
When so required by the director of public works, a moving contractor shallmust place under
each dolly or wheel used in moving the building or structure, boards or planks, of adequate
width and strength to carry the load without being broken, to under each dolly or wheel used
to move the building or structure. The boards or planks must serve as a runway for suchthe
dolly or wheel during suchwhile moving a building or structure along any portion of anya
highway which has a surface other than natural soil. The moving contractor shallmust prevent
suchthe dolly or wheel from ever revolving on or resting on such surface, except uponon such
board, plank, or runway. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 71.219)
15.40.30011.34.235 Tree trimming requirements.
A.
Before any permit is issued, in addition to any deposit made as required by
section 15.40.21011.34.180, the moving contractor shall alsomust deposit with the director of
public works an amount equal to that estimated by the contractor that covers the cost of
necessary tree trimming, pursuant to subsection B of this section, to cover the cost of
necessary tree trimming.
B.
If examination of the application and/or route to be traversed discloses that the
moving will require the trimming of trees on city property or right of way, the city shallwill
estimate the cost of such trimming of trees growing upon any grounds or property belonging
to the city or upon any highway, as is necessary, as follows:
1.

At the time the structure is moved to facilitate the moving thereof;

2.

Subsequent to the moving of the structure to correct previous trimming done
when the structure was moved.

C.
At the request of a moving contractor holdingwho has an unrevoked permit
granted pursuant to the provisions of this articlechapter, the director of public works within a
reasonable time after such request, shallwill trim such trees under the director of public work’s
supervision as it is necessary to trim, and where it will not harm the trees, to the extent
required to move the structure to the location specified in the permit. (Amended during 1989
supplement; prior code §§ 71.210, 71.211, 71.223)
15.40.31011.34.240 Warning lights.
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A.
When a building or structure, while being moved, is located on any highway,The
moving contractor must display red warning lights at all times between sunset and sunrise the
moving contractor shall keep burning a red warning light on any building or structure located
on a highway pursuant to the chapter. The warning lights must be displayed as follows:
1.

Not overmore than six feet (6’) above the surface of such highwayroad at each
corner of suchthe building or structure,; and unless the director of public works
otherwise directs,

2.

On all sides and projections thereofof the building or structure at intervals of not
more thanexceeding five feet. (5’).

(Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code 71.221)
15.40.32011.34.245 Permit for structures exceeding permissible weights.
A.
The director of public works shall not issue aExcept as otherwise provided in
this section, no permit may be issued to move any building or structure whenif the weight of
such building or structure, plus the weight of the vehicle or other equipment, exceeds the
weight permitted by the Vehicle Code.
B.
, except that if it appears toNotwithstanding subsection A, if the director of
public works that determines that it is impossible or impracticable to keep within such weight
limits due to the size, shape or physical characteristics of the building or structure or portion
thereof to be moved, or of the highway over which such building or structure is to be moved,
makes it impossible or impracticable to keep within such weight limits, the director of public
works may issue a permit as follows:
1.

A. To move a building or structure on a vehicle where every wheel of which is
equipped with rubber tires whereand the total weight of boththe building or
structure and vehicle does not exceed sixty thousand pounds;

2.

B. To move a building or structure on a vehicle where every wheel of which is
equipped with pneumatic tires. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code §
71.224)

15.40.33011.34.250 Permit for specific equipment.
A.
The director of public works may in his or her discretion, if good cause
appears,may issue a permit authorizing thean applicant to operate or move over and along
highways specific pieces of mobile mechanical equipment, or specific vehicles or specific pieces
of mechanical equipment on specific vehicles, or emergency public utility equipment on specific
vehiclesfor good cause. Any such permit shall be subject tomust be include the following
conditions:
1.

The permit shall Be limited to specified highways or a specified area of the city
and shall specifically describe the highways or the area of the city to which it is
limited. This limitation shall be fixed by the director of public works so as to
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afford protection to highwaysthat the directors determines will protect the
highways and the traveling public;;
2.

Specifically describe the highways or the area of the city to which it is limited.

3.

2. The granting of the permit shall in no way relieveNot release the permittee
from liability for damage to the highways or to person or property;

4.

3. The permit shall Be issued for a specific period of time designated by the
director of public works and set forth for the permit, which period shall not
exceed, not exceeding one year;

5.

4. The permit may Be issued subject to such other conditions as the director of
public works deems necessary for the protection ofto protect the highways and
the traveling public.

B.
The application for a permit pursuant to this section shallmust be made on a
form furnished by the director of public works and shall contain the information required by
Section 710 of the Vehicle Code and such other information as may be requiredprovided by the
director. The application shallmust be accompanied by a payment of a fee in accordance with
Section 15.40.160 which shall be in lieu of any other fee prescribed by this chapterestablished
by resolution of the city council. (Ord. 245 § 2, 1990; amended during 1989 supplement; prior
code § 71.225)
15.40.34011.34.255 Insurance in lieu of bond.
In lieu of the surety bond specified in section 15.40.33011.34.250, the director of public works
may accept a certificate of insurance certifying that the applicant for the permit has an
insurance policy in the amount specified bysatisfactory to the director of public works, but not
less than five thousand dollars property damage, to which there has been attached and executed
an, which includes a signed endorsement for oversize-overweight vehicle permit endorsement on
a form approved bysatisfactory to the director of public works. (Amended during 1989
supplement; prior code § 71.226)
15.40.35011.34.260 Charge for damage to highway.
The director of public works may restore, or cause to be restored, every highway damaged by
the moving of any building or structure thereon, to a condition equivalent to that prior to such
damage. The moving contractor who caused such damage shallmust pay the costs of the repair
thereof to the director of public worksor restoration. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior
code § 71.220)
15.40.36011.34.265 Supervision by inspector.
The director of public works may supervise or cause or require thatsupervision of the moving
of any building or structure be under the supervision of an inspector to be appointed by the
director of public works. The permittee shallmust pay to the director of public works an
amount equal to the compensation and cost of transportation of such inspector during the time
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the inspector is assigned to such inspectionthe city all costs the city incurs to supervise or
provide supervision pursuant to this section. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code §
71.218)
ARTICLE 3 STORAGE
11.34.300 Storage—Site approval.
It is unlawful for any person to permanently or temporarily store any building or structure on
any property in the city unless the property has been approved by the city council as a site for
such storage pursuant to the zoning code or this chapter. (Prior code § 54.201)
11.34.310 Storage—Site approval requirements.
A.
A person seeking to permanently or temporarily store a building or structure on
property not zoned for such storage must submit an application to the city council. Before
approving a site for use as a storage yard for any building or structure, the city council must
determine:
1.

That the storage of unused and unoccupied structures on such site will not
create a fire hazard;

2.

That the character of the area or neighborhood within the site is such that the
storage of unused and unoccupied structures on the site will not constitute an
attractive nuisance to children in the area;

3.

That the storage of unused and unoccupied structures on the site will not create
a breeding space for vermin that would be injurious to the public health;

4.

That the storage of unused and unoccupied structures on the site will create a
shelter for criminal or immoral acts.

B.
In approving a site for use as a temporary or permanent storage yard, the city
council may impose such reasonable conditions as may be necessary to insure that the use of
the property will not create any of the hazards to public health, safety or welfare. (Prior code §
54.202)
11.34.320 Storage—Permit issuance—Bond required.
A.
After a property is approved by the city council or in the zoning code for
permanent or temporary storage of a structure or building, the director may issue a permit
authorizing a building or structure to be moved to such property; but only after the person
applying for the permit provides the city with a bond in the amount established by resolution of
the city council, and in no case less than five thousand dollars, for each such storage yard or
temporary location.
B.
The bond required by this section must be executed by the person applying for
the permit pursuant to this section and by a surety company authorized to do business in the
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state of California. The bond must be joint and several as to liability, inure to the benefit of the
city, and be conditioned upon the removal of all such buildings and structures from the storage
yard or temporary location within a period of one year after the date of issuance of the permit.
The bond must be filed with the director before the permit is issued. No building or structure
moved onto a storage yard or temporary location may be used or occupied at such storage
yard or temporary location. (Prior code § 54.203)
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CHAPTER 15.5211.36 FLOOD DAMAGE PREVENTION
15.52.01011.36.010 Statutory authorization.
The legislature of the state of California has in California Government Code sections 65302,
65560, 65800 delegated the responsibility to local governmental units to adopt regulations
designed to promote the public health, safety, and general welfare of its citizenry. (Ord. 307 §
2, 1993)
15.52.02011.36.020 Findings of fact.
A.
The flood areas of the city are subject to periodic inundation which results in
loss of life and property, health and safety hazards, disruption of commerce and governmental
services, extraordinary public expenditures for flood protection and relief, and impairment of
the tax base, all of which adversely affect the public health, safety and general welfare.
B.
These flood losses are caused by the cumulative effect of obstructions in areas
of special flood hazards which increase flood heights and velocities, and when inadequately
anchored, damage uses in other areas. Uses that are inadequately floodproofed, elevated or
otherwise protected from flood damage also contribute to the flood loss.
C.
The base flood discharge used for the San Diego River should be at least fortyfive thousand cubic feet per second because of the following:
1.

Two peak discharges have already occurred which are substantially in excess of
thirty-three thousand cubic feet per second, which is the base flood discharge for
the most recently published flood insurance rate map, dated June 19, 1997;

2.

The county recognizes the one-hundred-year discharge should currently be in the
order of at least forty thousand cubic feet per second;

3.

The California Department of Transportation (CALTRANS) has for several
years used the maximum discharge of record as the basis for the hydraulic
design of its bridges;

4.

The Corps of Engineers has estimated that the base flood discharge would be
approximately forty-five thousand cubic feet per second under so called ultimate
conditions of development. (Ord. 411, 2000; Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)

15.52.03011.36.030 Statement of purpose.
It is the purpose of this chapter to promote the public health, safety, and general welfare, and
to minimize the public and private losses due to flood conditions in specific areas by provisions
designed:
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A.

To protect human life and health;

B.

To minimize expenditure of public money for costly flood control projects;

C.
To minimize the need for rescue and relief efforts associated with flooding and
generally undertaken at the expense of the general public;
D.

To minimize prolonged business interruptions;

E.
To minimize damage to public facilities and utilities such as water and gas
mains, electric, telephone and sewer lines, streets and bridges located in areas of special flood
hazard;
F.
To help maintain a stable tax base by providing for the second use and
development of areas of special flood hazard so as to minimize future blight areas;
G.
To ensure that potential buyers are notified that property is an area of special
flood hazard; and
H.
To ensure that those who occupy the areas of special flood hazard
responsibility for their actions. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)

assume

15.52.04011.36.040 Methods of reducing flood losses.
In order to accomplish its purposes, this chapter includes methods and provisions for:
A.
Restricting or prohibiting uses which are dangerous to health, safety, and
property due to water or erosion hazards, or which result in damaging increases in erosion or
in flood heights or velocities;
B.
Requiring that uses vulnerable to floods, including facilities which serve such
uses, be protected against flood damage at the time of initial construction;
C.
Controlling the alteration of natural floodplains, stream channels, and natural
protective barriers, which help accommodate or channel flood waters;
D.
Controlling, filling, grading, dredging, and other development which may
increase flood damage; and
E.
Preventing or regulating the construction of flood barriers which will unnaturally
divert flood waters or which may increase flood hazards in other areas. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
15.52.05011.36.050 Definitions.
Unless specifically defined in this section, words or phrases used in this chapter shallwill be
interpreted so as to give them the meaning they have in common usage and to give this chapter
its most reasonable application.
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“Appeal” means a request for a review of the floodplain administrator’s interpretation of
any provision of this chapter or a request for a variance.
“Area of Special Flood Hazard.” See “special flood hazard area.”
“Base flood” means the flood having a one percent chance of being equaled or exceed
any given year. Also called the “one-hundred-year flood.”
“Basement” means any area of the building having its floor subgrade (below ground
level) on all sides.
“Breakaway walls” means any type of walls whether solid or lattice, and whether
constructed of concrete, masonry, wood, metal, plastic or any other suitable building material
which is not part of the structural support of the building and which is so designed as to break
away under abnormally high tides or wave action without damage to the structural integrity of
the building on which they are used or any buildings to which they might be carried by flood
waters. A breakaway wall shall have a safe design loading resistance of not less than ten and
no more than twenty pounds per square foot. Use of breakaway walls must be certified by a
registered engineer or architect and shall meet the following conditions:
A. Breakaway wall collapse shall result from a water load less than that which would
occur during the base flood; and
B. The elevated portion of the building shall not incur any structural damage due to the
effects of wind and water loads acting simultaneously in the event of the base flood.
“City” means the city of Santee.
“County” means the county of San Diego.
“Development” means any constructed change to improved or unimproved real estate,
including but not limited to mining, dredging, filling, grading, paving, excavation or drilling
operations located within the area of special flood hazard.
“Flood” or “flooding” means a general temporary condition of partial or complete
inundation of normally dry land areas from:
A.

The overflow of floodwaters;

B.
The unusual and rapid accumulation of runoff of surface waters from any
source; and/or
C.
The collapse or subsidence of land along the shore of a lake or other body of
water as a result of erosion or undermining caused by waves or currents of water exceeding
anticipated cyclical levels or suddenly caused by an unusually high water level in a natural body
of water, accompanied by a severe storm, or by an unanticipated force of nature, such as flash
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flood or an abnormal tidal surge, or by some similarly unusual and unforeseeable event which
results in flooding as defined in this definition.
“Flood boundary and floodway map (FHFM)” means the official map on which the
Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administration has delineated both the areas of flood hazard
and the floodway.
“Flood insurance rate map (FIRM)” means the official map on which the Federal
Emergency Management Agency or Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administration has
delineated both the areas of special flood hazards and the risk premium zones applicable to the
community.
“Flood insurance study” means the official report provided by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency that includes flood profiles, the flood insurance rate map (FIRM), the
flood boundary floodway map and the water surface elevation of the base flood.
“Floodplain” or “flood-prone area” means any land area susceptible to being inundated
by water from any source. (See definition of “flooding.”)
“Floodplain management” means the operation of an overall program of corrective and
preventive measures for reducing flood damage, including, but not limited to, emergency
preparedness plans, flood control works and floodplain management regulations.
“Floodplain management regulations” means zoning ordinances, subdivision regulations,
building codes, health regulations, special purpose ordinances (such as floodplain ordinances,
grading ordinances and erosion control ordinances) and other applications of police power. The
term describes such state or local regulations in any combination thereof, which provide
standards for the purpose of flood damage prevention and reduction.
“Floodproofing” means any combination of structural and nonstructural additions,
changes, or adjustments to structures which reduce and eliminate flood damage to real estate
or improved real estate, water and sanitary facilities, structures and their contents.
“Floodway” means the channel of a river or other watercourse and the adjacent land
area that must be reserved in order to discharge the base flood without cumulatively increasing
the water surface elevation more than one foot. The floodway is delineated on the flood
boundary floodway map.
“Functionally dependent use” means a use which cannot perform its intended purpose
unless it is located or carried out in close proximity to water. The term includes only docking
facilities, port facilities that are necessary for the loading and unloading of cargo or passengers,
and ship building and ship repair facilities, but does not include long-term storage or related
manufacturing facilities.
“Hazard mitigation plan” means a plan that incorporates a process, whereby the
potential of future loss due to flooding can be minimized by planning and implementing
alternatives to floodplain management community-wide.
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“Highest adjacent grade” means the highest natural elevation of the ground surface prior
to construction next to the proposed walls of a structure.
“Lowest floor” means the lowest floor of the lowest enclosed area (including
basement). An unfinished or flood resistant enclosure, usable solely for parking of vehicles,
building access or storage, in an area other than a basement area, is not considered a building’s
lowest floor, provided that such enclosure is not built so as to render the structure in violation
of the applicable non-elevation design requirements of this chapter.
“Manufactured home” means a structure, transportable in one or more sections, which
is built on a permanent chassis and is designed for use with or without a permanent foundation
when connected to the required utilities. For floodplain management purposes, the term
“manufactured home” also includes park trailers, travel trailers, and other similar vehicles
placed on a site for greater than one hundred eighty consecutive days. For insurance purposes,
the term ‘manufactured home’ does not include park trailers, travel trailers, and other similar
vehicles.
“Manufactured home park or subdivision” means a parcel or contiguous parcels of land
divided into two or more manufactured home lots for rent or for sale.
“Mean sea level” means for purposes of the National Flood Insurance Program, the
National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) of 1929 or other datum, to which base flood
elevations shown on a community’s flood insurance rate map are referenced.
“New construction” means structures for which the start of construction commenced on
or after the effective date of the ordinance codified in this chapter.
“One hundred-year flood” or “100-year flood” means a flood which has a one percent
annual probability of being equaled or exceeded. It is identical to the ‘base flood,’ which will
be the term used throughout this chapter.
“Person” means an individual or agent, firm, partnership, association or corporation, or
agent of the aforementioned groups, or this state or its agencies or political subdivisions.
“Remedy a violation” means to bring the structure or other development into
compliance with state or local floodplain management regulations, or, if this is not possible, to
reduce the impacts of its noncompliance. Ways that impacts may be reduced include protecting
the structure or other affected development from flood damages, implementing the enforcement
provisions of this chapter, or otherwise deterring future similar violations, or reducing federal
financial exposure with regard to the structure or other development.
“Riverine” means relating to, formed by, or resembling a river, (including tributaries),
stream, brook, etc.
“Special flood hazard area (SFHA)” means an area having special flood or flood-related
erosion hazards, and shown on an FHBM or FIRM as ZONE A, A0 Al-30, AE, A99, YE, V
or AH.
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“Start of construction” includes substantial improvement, and means the date the
building permit was issued, provided the actual start of construction, repair, reconstruction,
placement, or other improvement was within one hundred eighty days of the permit date. The
actual start shall meanmeans either the first placement of permanent construction of a structure
on a site, such as the pouring of slab or footings, the installation of piles, the construction of
columns, or any work beyond the stage of excavation; or the placement of a manufactured
home on a foundation. Permanent construction does not include land preparation, such as
clearing, grading and filling; nor does it include the installation of streets and/or walkways; nor
does it include excavation for a basement, footings, piers, or foundations or the erection of
temporary forms; nor does it include the installation on the property of accessory buildings,
such as garages or sheds not occupied as dwellings or not part of the main structure.
“State” means the state of California.
“Structure” means a walled and roofed building or manufactured home that is
principally above-ground.
“Substantial improvement” means any repair, reconstruction, or improvement to a
structure, the cost of which equals or exceeds fifty percent of the market value of the structure
either:
A.
B.
occurred.

Before the improvement or repair is started; or
If the structure has been damaged and is being restored,

before the damage

For the purposes of this definition, ‘substantial improvement’ is considered to occur
when the first alteration of any walls, ceiling, floor, or other structural part of the building
commences, whether or not that alteration affects the external dimensions of the structure.
This term does not, however, include either:
A.
Any project for improvement of a structure to comply with existing state or
local health, sanitary, or safety code specifications which are solely necessary to assure safe
living conditions; or
B.
Any alteration of a structure listed on the National Register of Historic Places
a state inventory of historic places.
“Variance” means a grant of relief from the requirements of this chapter which permits
construction in a manner that would otherwise be prohibited by this chapter.
“Violation” means the failure of a structure or other development to be fully compliant
with the community’s floodplain management regulations. A structure or other development
without the elevation certificate, other certifications, or other evidence of compliance required
in this chapter is presumed to be in violation until such time as that documentation is provided.
(Ord. 411, 2000; Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
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or

15.52.06011.36.060 Lands to which this chapter applies.
This chapter shall applyapplies to all areas of special flood hazards within the jurisdiction of the
city. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
15.52.07011.36.070 Basis for establishing areas of special flood hazard.
The engineering analysis entitled ‘San Diego River Flood Study,’ dated July 8, 1992, by BSI
Consultants, Inc., based on Table 15.52.07011.36.070A, is adopted by reference and declared
to be a part of this chapter. The flood study is on file at the city engineer’s office. This flood
study is the minimum area of applicability of this chapter and may be supplemented by studies
for other areas which allow implementation of this chapter and which are recommended to the
city council by the floodplain administrator.
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TABLE 15.52.07011.36.070(A)
City of Santee
Flood Insurance Study
Amended 100-Year Peak Discharge
TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF DISCHARGES
Flooding Source and
Location

Drainage Area
(Square Miles)

Peak Discharges
(Cubic Feet per
Second): 10-Year*

San Diego River Mission
Dam

1

5,500

19,000

50,000

112,000

0.7 Mile Downstream from
Sycamore Creek

1

5,000

17,000

49,000

112,000

At Confluence with Forester
Creek

369.0

4,500

16,000

48,000

112,000

0.2 Mile Upstream of
Cuyamaca Street

1

3,800

15,000

46,000

108,000

At Cottonwood Avenue
Forester Creek—Carlton Hills

1

3,500

14,000

45,000

105,000

N/A

N/A

2,400

3,900**

10,000

Boulevard Overflow At
Mission Gorge Road
¹
*
**

Peak Discharges
(Cubic Feet per
Second): 50-Year*

Data Not Available
Revisions under study for 10, 50 and 500-year peak discharges
Revisions under study for 100-year peak discharge

(Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
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Peak Discharges
(Cubic Feet per
Second): 100-Year

Peak Discharges
(Cubic Feet per
Second): 500-Year*

15.52.08011.36.080 Compliance.
No structure or land shallmay hereafter be constructed, located, extended, converted, or altered
without full compliance with the terms of this chapter and other applicable regulations.
Violations of the provisions of this chapter by failure to comply with any of its requirements
including violations of conditions and safeguards established in connection with conditions,
shall constituteconstitutes a misdemeanor. Nothing in this chapter shall preventprevents the city
council from taking such lawful action as necessary to prevent or remedy any violation. (Ord.
307 § 2, 1993)
15.52.09011.36.090 Abrogation and greater restrictions.
This chapter is not intended to repeal, abrogate, or impair any existing easements, covenants,
or deed restrictions. However, where this chapter and any other ordinance, easement, covenant,
or deed restriction conflict or overlap, whichever imposes the more stringent restrictions shall
prevailprevails. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
15.52.10011.36.100 Interpretation.
In the interpretation and application of this chapter, all provisions shall beare:
A.

Considered as minimum requirements;

B.

Liberally construed in favor of the governing body; and

C.
Deemed neither to
(Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)

limit or repeal any other powers granted under state statutes.

15.52.11011.36.110 Warning and disclaimer of liability.
The degree of flood protection required by this chapter is considered reasonable for regulatory
purposes and is based on scientific and engineering considerations. Larger floods can and will
occur on rare occasions. Flood heights may be increased by constructed or natural causes. This
chapter does not imply that land outside the areas of special flood hazards or uses permitted
within such areas will be free from flooding or flood damages. This chapter shalldoes not
create liability on the part of the city, any officer or employee thereof, or the Federal Insurance
and Mitigation Administration, for any flood damages that result reliant on this chapter or any
administrative decision lawfully made thereunder. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
15.52.12011.36.120 Establishment of development permit.
A development permit shallmust be obtained before construction or development begins within
any area of special flood hazard established in section 15.52.07011.36.070. Application for a
development permit shallmust be made on forms furnished by the floodplain administrator and
may include, but not be limited to: plans in duplicate scale showing the nature, location,
dimensions, and elevation of the area in question; existing or proposed structures, fill, storage
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of materials drainage facilities; and the location of the foregoing. Specifically, the following
information is required:
A.
Proposed elevation in relation to mean sea level, of the lowest
(including basement) of all structures;

habitable floor

B.
Proposed elevation in relation to mean sea level to which any structure will be
floodproofed;
C.

All appropriate certifications listed in section 15.52.14011.36.140(C);

D.
Developer must file statement with the county recorder’s office that the
development which has occurred within existing areas of special flood hazard, as identified in
section 15.52.07011.36.070, will have significantly higher rates for flood insurance, for future
property owners within the development, than the rates for developments outside the special
flood hazard zone;
E.
Description of the extent to which any watercourse will be altered or
as a result of proposed development. (Ord. 411, 2000; Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)

relocated

15.52.13011.36.130 Designation of floodplain administrator.
The director of development services is appointed to administer and implement this chapter by
granting or denying development permit applications in accordance with its provisions. (Ord.
411, 2000; Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
15.52.14011.36.140 Duties and responsibilities of the administrator.
The duties and responsibilities of the administrator shall include, but are not be limited to:
A.

UPermit Review.

1.

Review of all development permits to determine that the permit requirements of
this chapter have been satisfied;

2.

Review of all permits to determine that the site is reasonably safe from flooding;

3.

All other required state and federal permits have been obtained.;

4.

The proposed development does not adversely affect the carrying capacity of
areas where base flood elevations have been determined but a floodway has not
been designated. This means that the cumulative effect of the proposed
development when combined with all other existing and anticipated development
will not increase the water surface elevation of the base flood more than 1 foot
at any point within the city; and

5.

All Letters of Map Revision (LOMR’s) for flood control projects are approved
prior to the issuance of building permits. Building Permits must not be issued
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based on Conditional Letters of Map Revision (CLOMR’s). Approved
CLOMR’s allow construction of the proposed flood control project and land
preparation as specified in the “start of construction” definition.
B.
Use of Other Base Flood Data. When base flood elevation data has not been
provided in accordance with section 15.52.07011.36.070, the director of public works shallis
authorized to obtain, review, and reasonably utilize the best base flood data available from any
legally authorized source: federal, state, or other; such as high water mark(s), floods of record,
or private engineering reports, in order to administer section 15.52.15011.36.150 and provide
the developer with an estimated base flood elevation. Any such information shallmust be
submitted to the city for adoption.
1.

Single parcels will be required to elevate the lowest floor of any residential
structure to no less than two feet above natural grade when base flood data
does not exist. Nonresidential structures may elevate or floodproof to meet this
standard.

2.

Multiple parcels (five or more) will be required to have all proposals establish
the one-hundred-year base flood elevation before consideration of the
preliminary plan for development. The director of public works may, at his/her
discretion, require standards exceeding those identified in section
15.52.18011.36.180.

C.
Information to be Obtained and Maintained. The administrator shallis directed to
obtain and maintain for public inspection and make available as needed for flood insurance
policies:
1.

The certification required in sections 15.52.15011.36.150(C)(1), (2) and (3),
15.52.18011.36.180(B), 15.52.18011.36.180(E) and 15.52.19011.36.190(A); and

2.

Certification of the elevation of the lowest floor, floodproofed elevation, or the
elevation of the structure’s lowest horizontal member is required at the point
where the footings are set and slab poured. Failure to submit elevation
certification shall beconstitutes cause to issue a stop-work order for the project.
As-built plans certifying the elevation of the lowest adjacent grade area also
required.

3.

If fill is used to elevate a structure above the base flood elevation, the permit
holder may wish to apply for a letter of map amendment (LOMA), as set forth
in section 15.52.23011.36.230.

D.

Alteration of Watercourses. It is the responsibility of the floodplain administrator

to:
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1.

Notify adjacent communities and the State Department of Water Resources prior
to any alteration or relocation of a watercourse, and submit evidence of such
notification to the Federal Emergency Management Agency;

2.

It is required that the flood-carrying capacity of the altered or relocated portion
of such watercourse be maintained by the community.

E.
Determinations. The administrator will provide interpretations, where needed, as
to the exact location of the boundaries of the areas of special flood hazards (for example,
where there appears to be a conflict between a mapped boundary and actual field conditions).
The person contesting the location of the boundary shallmust be given a reasonable opportunity
to appeal the interpretation as provided in sections 15.52.21011.36.210 and
15.52.22011.36.220.
F.
Maintenance of Flood Protection Measures. The maintenance of any and all
flood protection measures (levees, dikes, dams or reservoirs) will be required of the jurisdiction
where such measures provide protection. If these measures are privately owned, an operation
or maintenance plan will be required of the owner to be on file with the director of public
works. The community is required to acknowledge all maintenance plans by the adoption of
such plans by ordinance.
G.
Hazard Mitigation Plan. The local agency or board responsible for reviewing all
proposals for new development shallmust weigh all requests for future floodplain development
against the community’s general plan. Consideration of the following elements is required
before approval:
1.

Determination of whether or not a proposed development is in or affects a
known floodplain;

2.

Inform the public of the proposed activity;

3.

Determine if there is a practicable alternative or site for the proposed activity;

4.

Identify impact of the activity of the floodplain;

5.

Provide a plan to mitigate the impact of the activity with provisions in
subsection (A)(4) of this section.

H.
Violation. Take action to remedy violations of this chapter as specified
section 15.52.08011.36.080. (Ord. 411, 2001; Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
15.52.15011.36.150 Standards of construction.
In all areas of special flood hazard, the following standards are required:
A.

Anchoring.
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in

1.

All new construction and substantial improvements shallmust be anchored to
prevent flotation, collapse or lateral movement of the structure;

2.

All manufactured homes shallmust meet the anchoring standards of section
15.52.19011.36.190(A).

B.

Construction Materials and Methods.

1.

All new construction and substantial improvements shallmust be constructed
with materials and utility equipment resistant to flood damage;

2.

All new construction and substantial improvements shallmust use methods and
practices that minimize flood damage;

3.

All elements that function as a part of the structure, such as furnace, hot water
heater, air conditioner, etc., shallmust be elevated to or above the base flood
elevation;

4.

All new construction and substantial improvements shallmust be constructed
with electrical, heating, ventilation, plumbing and air conditioning equipment and
other service facilities that are designed and/or located so as to prevent water
from entering or accumulating within the components during conditions of
flooding.

5.

Within Zones AH or AO there must be adequate drainage paths around
structures on slopes to guide flood waters around and away from proposed
structures.

C.

Elevation and Floodproofing.

1.

New construction and substantial improvement of any structure shall have the
lowest floor or basement floor elevated to at least one foot above the base flood
elevation. Nonresidential structures will meet the standards in subdivision 3 of
this subsection. Upon completion of the structure the elevation ofmust have the
lowest floor, including the basement, shall be certified by a registered
professional engineer or surveyor or verified by the local building inspector that
the elevation requirements have been met.basement floor elevated as follows:
(a)

In AE, AH, A1-30 Zones, to or above the base flood

(b)

In an AO Zone, above the highest adjacent grade to a height equal to or
exceeding the depth number specified in feet on the FIRM, or elevated at
least 2 feet above the highest adjacent grade if no depth number is
specified;

(c)

In an A Zone, without BFE’s specified on the FIRM, to or above the
base flood elevation as determined by the floodplain administrator.
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elevation;

(d)
2.

Notification of compliance shallmust be recorded as set forth in section
15.52.14011.36.140(C).

Nonresidential construction shallmust either be elevated in conformance with
subdivision 1 or 2 of this subsection or:
(a)

Together with attendant utility and sanitary facilities, be floodproofed to
the base flood elevation. so that the structure is watertight with walls
substantially impermeable to the passage of water; and

(b)

Have structural components capable of resisting hydrostatic and
hydrodynamic loads and effects of buoyancy; and

(c)

Be certified by a registered professional engineer or architect that the
standards of this subsection are satisfied. Such certification must be
provided to the official set forth in section 11.36.140(C)(1).

Examples of floodproofing include, but are not limited to:
(a)

Installation of watertight doors, bulkheads, and shutters;

(b)

Reinforcement of walls to resist water pressure;

(c)

Use of paints, membranes, or mortars to reduce seepage through

(d)

Addition of mass or weight to structure to resist flotation;

(e)

Armour protection of all fill materials from scour and/or erosion;

walls;

1. Certification by a registered professional engineer or architect that the standards of
this subsection are satisfied. Such certification shall be provided to the official
set forth in Section 15.52.140(C)(1).
3.

Manufactured homes shallmust meet the above standards and also the standards
in this section 11.36.190.

4.

Require, for all new construction and substantial improvements, that fully
enclosed areas below the lowest floor that are subject to flooding shallmust be
designed to automatically equalize hydrostatic flood forces on exterior walls by
allowing for the entry and exit of floodwaters. Designs for meeting this
requirement must either be certified by a registered professional engineer or
architect or exceed the following minimum criteria:
(a)
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screens, louvers, valves or other coverings or devices provided that they
permit the automatic entry and exit of floodwaters; or
(b)

Be certified to comply with a local floodproofing standard approved by
the Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administration. (Ord. 307 § 2,
1993)

15.52.16011.36.160 Standards for storage of materials and equipment.
A.
The storage or processing of materials that are, in time of flooding, buoyant,
flammable, explosive, or could be injurious to human, animal, or plant life is prohibited.
B.
Storage of other material or equipment may be allowed if not subject to major
damage by floods and firmly anchored to prevent flotation or if readily removable from the
area within the time available after flood warning. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
15.52.17011.36.170 Standards for utilities.
A.
All new and replacement water supply and sanitary sewage systems shallmust
designed to minimize or eliminate infiltration of flood waters into the system and discharge
from systems into floodwaters.

be

B.
On-site waste disposal systems shallmust be located to avoid impairment to them
or contamination from them during flooding. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
15.52.18011.36.180 Standards for subdivisions.
A.
All preliminary subdivision proposals shallmust identify the flood hazard area and
the elevation of the base flood.
B.
All final subdivision plans will provide the elevation of proposed structure(s),
pads, and adjacent grade. if the site is filled above the base flood, the final pad and first floor
elevation shallmust be certified by a registered professional engineer or surveyor and provided
to the official as set forth in section 15.5211.36.l40(C)(l).
C.
All subdivision proposals shallmust be consistent with the need to minimize
flood damage.
D.
All subdivision proposals shallmust have public utilities and facilities such as
sewer, gas, electrical, and water systems located and constructed to minimize flood damage.
E.
All subdivision proposals shallmust have adequate drainage provided to reduce
exposure to flood damage as set forth in section 15.5211.36.l40(A)(l). The developer must
provide a certification of compliance shall be required of the developer. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
15.52.19011.36.190 Standards for mobile manufactured homes and manufactured home
parks and subdivisions.
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A.
All new manufactured homes and, additions to manufactured homes shall, and
manufactured homes that are substantially improved must be set on permanent foundation by
anchoring the unit so that the lowest floor is elevated to or above the base flood elevation and
securely anchored to a permanent foundation to resist flotation collapse, or lateral movement
by one of the following methods:
1.

By providing an anchoring system designed to withstand horizontal forces of
fifteen pounds per square foot and uplift forces of nine pounds per square foot;
or

2.

By the anchoring of the unit’s system, designed to be in compliance with the
Department of Housing and Urban Development Mobile Home Construction and
Safety Standards; or

3.

By bolting the frame or undercarriage to a reinforced, permanent foundation
such as a retaining wall or storm wall.

As set forth in section l5.52.140(C)(l), certification meeting the standards above is required of
the installer or state agency responsible for regulating the placement, installation, and anchoring
of individual manufactured home units.
B.

The following standards are required for:

1.

Manufactured homes not placed in manufactured home parks or subdivisions;

2.

New manufactured home parks or subdivisions;

3.

Expansions to existing manufactured home parks or subdivisions; and,

4.

Repair, reconstruction, or improvements to existing manufactured home parks or
subdivisions that equals or exceeds fifty percent of the value of the streets,
utilities, and pads before the repair, reconstruction or improvement commenced.
(a)

Adequate surface drainage and access for a hauler shallmust be provided.

(b)

All manufactured homes shallmust be placed on pads or lots elevated on
compacted fill or on pilings so that the lowest floor of the manufactured
home is at least one foot above the base flood level. If elevated on
pilings:
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C.
No manufactured home shallmay be placed in a floodway, except in an existing
manufactured home park or existing manufactured home subdivision.
D.
No manufactured home shallmay be placed in a coastal high hazard area, except
in an existing manufactured home park or an existing manufactured home subdivision.
E.
Certification of compliance is required of the developer responsible for the plan
or state agency responsible for regulating manufactured home placement. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
11.36.195 Recreational vehicles.
A.
Any recreational vehicle placed on sites within Zones A1–30, AH, and AE on
the city’s FIRM must either:
1.

Be on the site for fewer than 180 consecutive days,

2.

Be fully licensed and ready for highway use, or

3.

Meet the permit requirements of section 11.36.120 and the elevation and
anchoring requirements for “manufactured homes” in section 11.36.190.

15.52.20011.36.200 Floodways.
Located within areas of special flood hazard established in section 15.52.07011.36.070, are
areas designated as floodways. Since the floodway is an extremely hazardous area due to the
velocity of flood waters which carry debris, potential projectiles, and erosion potential, the
following provisions shall apply:
A.
Prohibit encroachments, including fill, new construction, substantial
improvements, and other development unless certification by a registered professional engineer
is provided which demonstrates that encroachments shallmust not result in any increase in flood
elevation during the occurrence of the base flood discharge;
B.
If no floodway is identified, the permit holder shallmust provide an engineering
study for the project area that establishes a setback where no encroachment of any new
development will be allowed that would increase the water surface elevation of the base flood
plus one foot or establish a setback from the stream bank equal to five times the width of the
stream at the top of the bank, whichever is greater. (Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
15.52.21011.36.210 Variance procedures—Appeal board.
A.
The city council, acting as the appeal board shall hearhears and decidedecides
appeals and requests for variances from the requirements of this chapter.
B.
The city council shall hearhears and decidedecides appeals when it is alleged
there is an error in any requirement, decision or determination made by the floodplain
administrator regarding this chapter.
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C.
Those aggrieved by the decision of the city council, or any taxpayer,
such decision to the appropriate judiciary body.

may appeal

D.
In passing upon such applications, the city council shall considerconsiders all
technical evaluations, all relevant factors, standards, etc., specified in other sections of this
chapter, and:
1.

The danger that materials may be swept onto other lands to the injury of others;

2.

The danger to life and property due to

3.

The susceptibility of the proposed facility and its contents to flood damage and
the effect of such damage on the individual owner;

4.

The importance of the services provided by the proposed uses that are not
subject to flooding or erosion damage;

5.

The necessity to the facility of a waterfront location, where applicable;

6.

The availability of alternative locations, for the proposed uses that are not
subject to flooding or erosion damage;

7.

The compatibility of the proposed use with existing and anticipated
development;

8.

The relationship of the proposed use to the comprehensive plan and floodplain
management program for that area;

9.

The safety of access to the property in times of flood for ordinary and
emergency vehicles;

10.

The expected heights, velocity, duration, rate of rise, and sediment transport of
the flood waters and the effects of wave action, if applicable, expected at the
site;

11.

The costs of providing governmental services during and after flood conditions,
including maintenance and repair of public utilities and facilities such as sewer,
gas, electrical, and water system, and streets and bridges.

flooding or erosion damage;

E.
Generally, variances may be issued for new construction and substantial
improvements to be erected on a lot of one-half acre or less in size contiguous to and
surrounded by lots with existing structures constructed below the base flood level, providing
subdivisions 1 through 11 of subsection D of this section have been fully considered. As the lot
size increases beyond the one-half acre, the technical justification required for issuing the
variance increases.
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F.
Upon consideration of the factors of subsection D of this section and the
purpose of this chapter, the city council may attach such conditions to the granting of variances
as it deems necessary to further the purpose of this chapter.
G.
The floodplain administrator will maintain a record of all variance actions,
including justification for their issuance, and report such variances issued in its biennial report
submitted to the Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administration, Federal Emergency
Management Agency. (Ord. 411, 2000; Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
15.52.22011.36.220 Conditions for variances.
A.
Variances may be issued for the reconstruction, rehabilitation or restoration of
structures listed on the National Register of Historic Places or the State Inventory of Historic
Places, without regard to the procedures set forth in the remainder of this section.
B.
Variances shallmay not be issued within any designated floodway if any increase
in flood levels during the base flood discharge would result.
C.
Variances shallmay only be issued upon a determination that the variance is the
minimum necessary, considering the flood hazard, to afford relief.
D.

Variances shallmay only be issued upon:

1.

A showing of good and sufficient cause such as renovation, rehabilitation, or
reconstruction. Variances requested for economic considerations, aesthetics, or
because variances have been used in the past, are not good and sufficient cause;

2.

A determination that failure to grant the variance would result in exceptional
hardship to the applicant;

3.

A determination that the granting of a variance will not result in increased flood
heights, additional threats to public safety, extraordinary public expense, create
nuisances, cause fraud on or victimization to the public, or conflict with existing
local laws or ordinances.

E.
Any applicant to whom a variance is granted shallmust be given written notice
over the signature of a community official that the issuance of a variance to construct a
structure below the base flood level will result in increased premium rates for flood insurance
up to amounts as high as twenty-five dollars for one hundred dollars of insurance coverage,
and such construction below the base flood level increases risks to life and property. A copy of
the notice shallmust be recorded by the floodplain administrator in the office of the San Diego
county recorder and shallmust be recorded in a manner so that it appears in the chain of title of
the affected parcel of land. (Ord. 411, 2000; Ord. 307 § 2, 1993)
15.52.23011.36.230 Letter of map amendment.
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There are two methods of appeal that exempt a structure from the purchase of flood insurance;
both must be supported by the items listed in this action:
A.

Appeal to Elevation Requirements.

1.

An actual stamped copy of the recorded plat map of the property showing
official recordation and proper citation, or a photocopy of property’s legal
description (e.g., lot, block and plot number, etc.);

2.

A copy of the flood hazard boundary map (FHBM) and/or flood insurance rate
map (FIRM). Both must identify the location of the property;

3.

A certification by a registered professional engineer or land surveyor or
verification by the community building official stating:
(a)

The type of structure,

(b)

The elevation of the lowest finished grade adjacent to the

(c)

The elevation of the bottom of the lowest floor beam.

structure,

B.

Appeal of Location.

1.

An actual stamped copy of the recorded plat map of the property showing
official recordation and proper citation, or a photocopy of property’s legal
description (e.g., lot, block, and plot number, etc.);

2.

A copy of the flood hazard boundary map (FHBM) and/or flood insurance rate
map (FIRM). Both must identify the location of the property as not within Zone
A or V;

3.

Verification by local building official as to the property’s location. (Ord. 307 §
2, 1993)
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CHAPTER 15.5411.38 DRAINAGE AND WATERCOURSES
15.54.01011.38.010 Purpose of provisions.
The purpose of this chapter is to protect persons and property against flood hazards by
augmenting the regulations imposed by Division 7 of Title 8Chapter 11.36 of this code. In case
of conflict between the regulations imposed by this Divisionchapter and any other provision of
law or of this code, the more stringent regulation shall applyapplies. (Prior code § 88.100)
15.54.02011.38.020 Definitions.
Whenever the following words are used In this chapter, they shall have the meaning ascribed to
them in this section:
“Board” means the board of supervisors of the county.
“Council” means the city council of the city of Santee.
“Director” means the director of public worksdevelopment services of the

city of

Santee.
“Emergency” means a sudden, unexpected occurrence, involving a clear and imminent
danger, demanding immediate action to prevent or mitigate loss of or damage to life, health,
property or essential public services. “Emergency” includes such occurrences as fire, flood,
earthquake or other soil or geologic movements, as well as such occurrences as riot, accident
or sabotage (See Section 15025, Title 14 of the California Administrative Code), or projects
undertaken, carried out or approved by a public agency to maintain, repair, restore, demolish
or replace property or facilities damaged or destroyed as a result of a disaster in a disasterstricken area in which a state of emergency has been proclaimed pursuant to Chapter 7 of
Division 1, Title 2 of the Government Code (See Section 15071, Title 14 of the California
Administrative Code).
A.
“Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administrator” means that administrator
designated by the Secretary of the United States Department of Housing and Urban
Development.
B.
“Floodplain” means a land area in and adjoining a river, stream, watercourse,
ocean, bay or lake, which is likely to be flooded.
C.
“Floodplain fringe” means all that land lying within the one-hundred-year
floodplain that is not within a floodway, where a floodway has been defined.
D.
“Floodway” means the channel of a river or other watercourse and the adjacent
land areas required to carry and discharge a flood. The selection of the floodway shallmust be
based on the principle that the area chosen for the floodway must be designed to carry the
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waters of the one-hundred-year flood, without increasing the water surface elevation of that
flood more than one foot at any one point.
E.
“Maintenance” means cleaning, removing obstructions, and repair of existing
facilities. Obstructions shall include vegetation, shrubs, trees, tree stumps, limbs and foliage,
debris, trash, rubbish, waste matter, deposits of dirt, silt, sand or rock, walls, structures,
building materials, or any other material which may impede, impair, restrict or divert the flow
of water from its natural course.
F.
“One-hundred-year flood” means a flood estimated to occur on an average of
once in one hundred years (one percent probability of occurrence each year) which is
determined from an analysis of historical flood and rainfall records, and computed in
accordance with the San Diego County Flood Control District Design and Procedure manual
approved by the county board of supervisors on May 19, 1970, and filed with the clerk of the
board of supervisors as Document Number 427201 and as amended by the board of
supervisors on July 8, 1975, and filed with the clerk of the board of supervisors as Document
Number 506917..
G.
“Stream improvements” means a complete system of approved drainage or flood
control facilities constructed in accordance with the San Diego County Flood Control District
Design Procedure Manual approved by the county board of supervisors on May 19, 1970, and
filed with the clerk of the board of supervisors as Document Number 427201 and as amended
by the board of supervisors on July 8, 1975 and filed with the clerk of the board of supervisors
as Document Number 506917, and constructed in accordance with San Diego County
Standards adopted by the board of supervisors April 1, 1960, and filed with the clerk of the
board of supervisors as Document Number 357917, and any update or revision to these
standards.
H.
“Substantial improvement” means any repair, reconstruction or improvement of a
structure, the cost of which equals or exceeds fifty percent of the market value of the
structure, either (1) before the improvement is started, or (2) if the structure has been
damaged, and is being restored, before the damage occurred. For the purposes of this
definition, “substantial improvement” is considered to occur when the first alteration of any
wall, ceiling, floor or other structural part of the building commences, whether or not that
alteration affects the external dimensions of the structure. The term does not, however, include
either (1) any alteration to comply with existing state or local health, sanitary, building or
safety codes or regulations, or (2) any alteration of a structure listed on the National Register
of Historic Places or a State Inventory of Historic Places.
I.
“Watercourse” means any watercourse, stream, river, creek, ditch, channel,
canal, conduit, culvert, drain, waterway, gully, ravine, arroyo or wash in which waters flow in
a definite direction or course, either continuously or intermittently, and any area adjacent
thereto subject to inundation from a one-hundred-year flood. (Amended during 1989
supplement; prior code § 88.101)
15.54.03011.38.030 Unlawful activities designated.
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NoIt is unlawful for any person shall do or commit or cause to be done or committed, any of
the following described acts:
A.
Deposit any material of any kind in a watercourse which may impair or impede
the flow of water therein, so as to adversely affect adjoining property;
B.
Plant any vegetation (other than grasses or annual crops) within a watercourse
which may impair, impede or divert the flow of water in such watercourse;
C.
Commit any act or in any easement dedicated, granted or reserved for flood
control or drainage purposes which will impair the use of such easement for such purposes;
D.
Within a floodplain where a floodplain designator or a flood channel designator
has, under the zoning ordinance, been applied by the board, or within a floodplain as delineated
on approved maps issued by the Federal Insurance and Mitigation Administrator:
1.

Construct new or substantial improvements of residential structures unless the
lowest floor (including basement) is elevated to or above the level of the onehundred-year flood;

2.

Construct new or substantial improvements of nonresidential structures, unless
the lowest floor (including basement) is elevated to or above the level of the onehundred-year flood, or the structure including attendant utility and sanitary
facilities, is floodproofed up to the level of the one-hundred-year flood. (Prior
code § 88.102)

15.54.04011.38.040 Permit—Required for certain activities.
No person shallmay do or commit, or cause to be done or committed, any of the following
described acts without first obtaining a written permit from the director:
A.

Impair, impede or accelerate the flow of water

in a watercourse;

B.
Alter the surface of the land, by construction, excavation, embankment or
otherwise, so as to reduce the capacity of a watercourse;
C.
Construct, alter or remove any flood control or stormwater drainage structure,
facility or channel of or in a watercourse;
D.

Construct or place any structure in, upon or across a watercourse;

or

E.
Within a floodway, as shown on San Diego County Flood Plain Maps, place fill
or encroachments that would increase the flood level or impair its ability to carry and discharge
the waters resulting from the one-hundred-year flood. Permits may be issued where the effect
of the fill or encroachment on flood heights is fully offset by stream improvements. (Prior code
§ 88.103)
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15.54.05011.38.050 Acts not regulated.
Section 15.54.030 and 15.54.040Sections 11.38.030 and 11.38.040 do not prohibit any act
lawfully done pursuant to Chapter 12.12, Excavations, Fills and Obstructions, or Chapter 12.20
of this code on Protection of Highways;
A.
Section 15.54.030 and Section 15.54.040Sections 11.38.030 and 11.38.040 do
not prohibit any act lawfully done pursuant to Division 7 of Title 8, Excavation and Grading,
of the county code. Compliance with Division 7 constitutes compliance with chapter
15.5411.38 of the city code, and permits, fees or inspections are required by this chapter only
to the extent that the particular activity is not fully regulated by said Division 7.
B.
Section 15.54.030 and 15.54.040Sections 11.38.030 and 11.38.040 do not apply
where the drainage area above the point of act is less than one square mile, unless one of the
following conditions exists:
1.

The watercourse within such drainage area has been improved and is operated
and maintained by a public agency; or

2.

Development in the area upstream has concentrated or channeled the flow so as
to create flood hazard to downstream property.

C.
Section 15.54.030 and Section 15.54.040Sections 11.38.030 and 11.38.040 do
not apply to work performed by organization components of the federal government, the state
of California, or their contractors. Sections 15.54.030 and 15.54.04011.38.030 and 11.38.040
do apply to the county of San Diego.
D.
Section 15.54.030 and Section 15.54.040Sections 11.38.030 and 11.38.040 do
not apply to acts of the owner or the watercourse in the routine maintenance thereof, provided
such acts do not impair, impede or divert the flow of water in such watercourse.
E.
Section 15.54.030 and 15.54.040Sections 11.38.030 and 11.38.040 do not apply
to acts of persons engaged in farming, ranching or other agricultural pursuits, or natural
resource extraction operations performed pursuant to a special use permit, provided such acts
are normally and routinely associated with such pursuits, and provided, further, that such acts
do not substantially impair, impede or divert the flow of water in the watercourse.
F.
Section 15.54.03011.38.030 does not prohibit repair, reconstruction or
improvement to existing residential and nonresidential structures within the floodplain, provided
such repair, reconstruction or improvement:
1.

Is not a substantial improvement;

2.

Is designed (modified) and anchored to prevent flotation, collapse or lateral
movement of the structure;
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3.

Uses construction materials and utility equipment that are resistant to flood
damage; and

4.

Uses construction methods and practices that will minimize flood damage.

G.
Section 15.54.030 and 15.54.040Sections 11.38.030 and 11.38.040 do not
prohibit the construction of parking facilities within the floodplain fringe area below the onehundred-year flood level, provided:
1.

The parking facility will service a nonresidential building;

2.

The structure is open and will not impede the flow of floodwaters. (Prior code §
88.104)

15.54.06011.38.060 Permit—Application—Information required.
When an application for a watercourse permit is referred to the city council pursuant to
Section 15.54.130 or Section 15.54.180Sections 11.38.130 or 11.38.180 of this chapter, the
city clerk shallmust not place the matter on the council agenda for consideration until the
applicant has furnished to the clerk a written statement disclosing the following information:
A.
The names of all persons having an interest in the application, as well as the
names of all persons having any ownership interest in the property involved;
B.
If any person identified pursuant to subsection A of this section is a corporation
or partnership, the names of all persons owning more than ten percent of the shares in the
corporation, or owning any partnership interest in the partnership;
C.
If any person identified pursuant to subsection A of this section is a nonprofit
organization or a trust, the names of any person serving as director of the nonprofit
organization, or a trustee or beneficiary or trustor of the trust. (Prior code § 88.112)
15.54.07011.38.070 Permit—Application—Separate required when—Plans and data.
A.
A separate application for a permit shallmust be made for each act listed in
section 15.54.03011.38.030, except that only one application need be made for two or more
such acts which are done on the same or contiguous parcels or lots and which are part of a
unified plan of development or improvement.
B.
Plans and specifications and estimated value of work shallmust be submitted
with each such application, unless waived by the director for small and unimportant work. Such
plans and specifications shallmust be prepared or approved, and signed, by a civil engineer,
unless (1) waived by the director; or (2) the plans are prepared and/or approved by an agency
of the federal or state government. The plans shallmust show the following:
(a) all Everything listed in subsections A through J of Section 87.203 of the
county code; and
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(b) Such other information or data as may be required by the director, including but not
limited to a soil investigation report prepared in the manner required by Division 7 of Title 8 of
the county code. (Prior code § 88.202)
15.54.08011.38.080 Permit—Filing fee and deposit.
Before a permit is issued, an applicant shallmust pay the director the fee and deposit
established by this section unless the plans have been prepared and/or approved by an agency
of the federal or state or city government, in which case the fee and deposit are waived if
installation is supervised by an agency of the federal or state or city government.
A.
Filing Fee. A filing fee in the amount of twenty-five dollars shallestablished by
resolution of the city council must be paid at the time application is made for a permit.
B.
Deposit. A deposit shallmust be made in addition to the filing fee, to cover plan
checking, environmental review, processing of easement documents, administration, and
inspection of the work. This deposit is to cover the actual cost incurred by the city, as
estimated by the director of public works. If the actual cost of checking, review, processing,
administration and inspection is less than the deposit, the unused balance of the deposit
shallmust be refunded in the same manner as provided by law for the repayment of trust
moneys. If any deposit is insufficient to pay all the actual costs of checking, review, processing,
administration and inspection, the permittee, upon demand of the director of public works,
shall, must pay to such director an amount deemed sufficient by the director to complete the
work in process. If the permittee fails or refuses to pay such amount upon demand, the
director may refuse issuance of a watercourse permit until the amount is paid in full, or, if a
permit is already issued, the work shallwill be considered incomplete and the permit revoked in
accordance with the procedures set forth in section 15.54.21011.38.210. (Amended during
1989 supplement; prior code § 88.203)
15.54.09011.38.090 Permit—Bond requirements.
A.
A permit shallmust not be issued where the value of the work is estimated to
three thousand dollars or more, unless the permittee first posts with the director a bond
executed by the permittee and a corporate surety authorized to do business in this state as a
surety. The bond shallmust be in a form approved by the city attorney and in an amount of
thirty percent of the estimated value of the work authorized by the permit, except that the
director may waive all or part of the amount to the extent that he determines that the hazard
or danger created by the work does not justify the full amount. The bond shallmust include
penalty provisions for failure to complete the work on schedule.

be

B.
In lieu of a surety bond, the applicant may file with the city a cash bond or an
instrument of credit approved by the city attorney in an amount equal to that which would be
required for the surety bond. Every bond and instrument of credit shallmust include, and every
cash deposit shallmust be made on, the conditions that the permittee shallmust:
1.

Comply with all applicable laws, ordinances and provisions of this code;
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2.

Comply with all terms and conditions of the permit, to the satisfaction of the
director; and

3.

Complete all work contemplated under the permit within the time limit therein
specified or, if no time limit is therein specified, then within the time limit
specified in this chapter.

C.
Each bond, instrument of credit and cash deposit shallmust be made on and
subject to the condition that no change, extension of time, alteration or addition to the terms of
the permit or to the work contemplated thereunder, or the plans and specifications submitted in
connection with the same, shallmay in any way affect the obligation of the surety on the bond,
instrument of credit or cash deposit and, further, that the surety waives notice on any such
change, extension of time, alteration or addition.
D.
Each bond and instrument of credit shallmust remain in effect until the
completion of the work to the satisfaction of the director.
E.
In the event of failure to complete the work or failure to comply with all terms
and conditions of the permit, the director may order such work as in his or her opinion is
necessary to eliminate any dangerous condition, and to leave the site in a safe condition, or
may order that the work authorized by the permit be completed to a safe condition, to the
director’s satisfaction. The permittee, and the surety on the bond or the person issuing the
instrument of credit or making the cash deposit, shallmust continue to be firmly bound under a
continuing obligation for the payment of all necessary costs and expenses that may be incurred
or expended by the city in causing any and all such work to be done. In case of a cash deposit,
any unused portion thereof shallmust be refunded to the person posting the same following
completion of the work.
F.
If the permit so provides, there may be a partial acceptance of the work by the
director from time to time, and a concomitant partial release of the surety. (Amended during
1989 supplement; prior code § 88.306)
15.54.10011.38.100 Permit—Application—Referral for review.
Prior to the issuance of any watercourse permit for construction of any drainage or flood
control structure, the director shall refermust cause the application for such permit to the
director of planning and community development for review and determination whether the
proposed work is consistentto be reviewed for consistency with the city’s general plan;
provided, however, such application need not be referred to the director of planning and
community developmentreviewed if any of the following conditions are met:
A.
A city board, commission or officer having final authority for project approval
has determined that the project, which included the proposed work, is consistent with the
general plan; or
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B.
The proposed work is pursuant to a tentative map of subdivision which has been
approved or conditionally approved. (Prior code § 88.109)
15.54.11011.38.110 Permit—Application—Environmental review.
Prior to the issuance of any watercourse permit, the director shall refermust ensure the
application for such permit to the director of planning and community development for review
and determination whether the proposed work could have a significantis reviewed for its effect
upon the environment; provided, however, such application need not be referred to the director
of planning and community development if any of the following conditions are met:
A. reviewed if A city board, commission or officer having final authority for project
approval has certified that the environmental impact report which analyzed the proposed work
has been completed in compliance with the California Environmental Quality Act and the state
guidelines, and has considered the information in the report, or has determined that the project,
which included the proposed work, would not have a significant effect upon the environment;
or
B. the proposed work is pursuant to a tentative map of subdivision which has been approved
or conditionally approved on or before April 4, 1973. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior
code § 88.106)
15.54.12011.38.120 Permit issuance—Projects determined to have no significant effect.
If the director of planning and community development determines that the proposed work
wouldwill not have a significant effect upon the environment, it shall sothe director will inform
the applicant and the director. Upon receipt of notification of such determination by the
director of planning and community development, the director may issue the watercourse
permit without requiring an environmental impact report pursuant to the California
Environmental Quality Act or the National Environmental Policy Act. (Amended during 1989
supplement; prior code § 88.107)
15.54.13011.38.130 Permit issuance—Projects determined to have significant effect.
If the director of planning and community development determines that the proposed work
could have a significant effect upon the environment, the watercourse permit shallmust not be
issued unless and until the city council authorizes such issuance following the adoption of an
environmental impact report prepared pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act of
1970 and city rules and procedures adopted pursuant thereto. (Amended during 1989
supplement; prior code § 88.108)
15.54.14011.38.140 Permit issuance—Work consistent with general plan.
If the director of planning and community development determines that the proposed work is
consistent with the city’s general plan, he or she shall sothe director will inform the applicant
and the director of public works. Upon receipt of notification of such determination by the
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director of planning and community development, the director may issue the watercourse
permit. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 88.110)
15.54.15011.38.150 Permit—Issuance conditions and liability limitations.
Permits required by this chapter shall be issued by The director subject to suchis authorized to
include any conditions as may be imposedon a permits issued pursuant to this chapter or as
may be required byin order to ensure compliance with this chapter and any other law. In case
of conflict between the regulations imposed by this chapter and any other provision of law or
of this code, the more stringent regulation will govern. Neither the issuance of a permit nor
compliance with the conditions thereof or with the provisions ofin the permit or this chapter
shall relieve any person from any responsibility otherwise imposed by law for damage to person
or property. (Prior code § 88.201)
15.54.16011.38.160 Permit—Issuance—Additional conditions.
After the applicant has paid the required fees and complied with all conditions precedent, the
director shallmust issue the permit unless it appears to him that the work proposed would
significantly restrict the carrying capacity of a watercourse or would create an unreasonable
hazard of flood or inundation to persons or property; provided, however, that the director
shallmust issue the permit, subject to conditions, which shall be specifically set forth in the
permit, if the director determines that by doing so there would be created no such restriction of
carrying capacity or unreasonable hazard will be created. (Prior code § 88.300)
15.54.17011.38.170 Other permits may be required.
A permit issued pursuant to this chapter does not relieve the permittee of the responsibility for
securing the required permits for work to be done which is regulated by any other provision of
this code, any city ordinance, or federal or state law. (Prior code § 88.204)
15.54.18011.38.180 Permit—Denial conditions.
If the director of planning and community development determines that the proposed work is
not consistent with the general plan, he or she shall sothe director must inform the applicant,
the director and the city council. The watercourse permit shallmust not be issued unless and
until the council authorizes such issuance following a review of the permit application and
making a finding that the proposed drainage or flood control structure is consistent with the
general plan. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 88.111)
15.54.19011.38.190 Permit—Period of validity—Extensions—Completion of work.
A.
The permittee shallmust complete the work authorized by the permit within the
time specified in the permit; provided, that if he is unable to do so he may or make written
request to the director for an extension of time. The director shallmust grant an extension of
time to complete the work if, in histhe director’s opinion, such extension is warranted and
would not create an unreasonable hazard of flood or inundation to persons or property.
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B.
The permittee shallmust notify the director in writing of completion of the work
authorized, and no work shall be deemed to have beenwill be considered completed until
approved in writing by the director following such written notification. The director may cause
inspections of the work to be made periodically during the course thereof, and may make a
final inspection following the completion of the work; the permittee shallmust cooperate with
the director in making such inspections. (Prior code § 88.303)
15.54.20011.38.200 Permit—Not transferable.
A permit issued pursuant to this chapter is not transferable from property to property for any
reason or in any manner whatsoever. (Prior code § 88.305)
15.54.21011.38.210 Permit—Revocation authority and procedure.
A.
The city council shall have the power tomay revoke any permit granted under
the provisions of this chapter if the city council determines thatany of the following conditions
exist:
1.

the permit was obtained by fraud, or that one or more of the conditions upon
which the permit was granted have been violated, or that;

2.

the permittee fails or refuses to correct a deficiency or a hazard upon the receipt
of written notice and within the time specified in such notices, or that;

3.

the permittee fails or refuses to perform any of the work required or fails or
refuses to conform with any of the standards established by a special use permit.

A request that the council revoke such watercourse permit may be made by any city
officer; the request for revocation shallmust be in writing, and shallmust set forth the
grounds upon which revocation is sought.
B.
If a permit is revoked, no further work shallmay be done upon that site except
the correction of hazards, and the completion of any work required by the permittee’s
agreement. Every agreement and every security required by this chapter shallmust remain in full
force and effect notwithstanding any such revocation.
C.
Any hearing held pursuant to this chapter shallmust be a public hearing. A
request for revocation shallmust be directed to the city clerk, who shallwill fix a time and place
for the hearing to be published once in a newspaper of general circulation published in the city.
The city clerk shallmust also notify the permittee of the time and place set for the hearing. Any
interested person may appear at the hearing and present evidence. At the conclusion of a
hearing on a request for revocation, the city council may deny the request for revocation, grant
the request for revocation, or modify existing conditions of or add new conditions to such
permit. The decision of the city council shall beis final. (Prior code § 88.205)
15.54.22011.38.220 Permit—Modifications by city council.
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A.
The city council shall have the power tomay modify any permit granted under
the provisions of this chapter if the council determines that the modification is in the interest of
public health, safety or welfare. A request that the city council modify a watercourse permit
may be made by any city officer; the request for modification shallmust be in writing, and
shallmust set forth the grounds upon which modification is sought.
B.
If the permit is modified by the city council, all further work done upon that site
shallmust be consistent with the modified permit. Every agreement shall remainremains in full
force and effect, notwithstanding any such modification.
C.
Any hearing held pursuant to this chapter shallmust be a public hearing. A
request for modification shallmust be directed to the city clerk, who shallmust fix a time and
place for the hearing, to be published once in a newspaper of general circulation published in
the city of Santee. The city clerk shallmust also notify the permittee of the time and place set
for the hearing. Any interested person may appear at the hearing and present evidence. At the
conclusion of a hearing on a request for modification, the council may deny the request for
modification or grant the request for modification by modifying existing conditions or adding
new conditions to the permit. The decision of the city council shall beis final. (Prior code §
88.206)
15.54.23011.38.230 Emergency permit—Grant by director of public works.
Notwithstanding any provision of any city ordinance, the director of public works may grant an
emergency watercourse permit for the removal of up to two thousand cubic yards of silt, sand
and debris. A permit shallmay be granted for such periods of time as the director shall
deemdeems to be reasonable and necessary or advisable under the circumstances. Such permit
for emergency work, as defined in section 15.54.020, shall be11.38.020, may be granted to the
owner of private property or the authorized agent of the owner. (Prior code § 88.105)
15.54.24011.38.240 Emergency permit—Grant by city council.
Notwithstanding any provision of any city ordinance, the city council, after first finding that an
emergency exists on public or private property, may grant an emergency watercourse permit
for the removal of silt, sand and debris in excess of two thousand cubic yards when the
applicant has fulfilled all the conditions which, in the opinion of the director of public works,
are required to insure the health, safety and welfare of the affected persons or the protection of
the affected properties, and the work shown is in accordance with the city plans and
specifications. (Prior code § 88.105.1)
15.54.25011.38.250 Commencement of work—Extensions of time.
The permittee shallmust begin the work authorized by the permit within sixty days fromafter
the date of issuance, unless a different date for commencement of work is set forth in the
permit. The city engineer or permittee shallmust notify the director at least twenty-four hours
prior to the commencement of work. ShouldIf the work is not be commenced as specified
hereinrequired, then the permit shall becomebecomes void; provided, however, that if prior to
or within thirty days after the date established for commencement of work the permittee makes
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written request to the director for an extension of time, setting forth the reasons for the
required extension, the director may grant additional time if, in histhe director’s opinion, such
an extension is warranted. (Prior code § 88.301)
15.54.26011.38.260 Supervision of work.
All work under the provisions ofauthorized pursuant to this chapter shallmust be performed
under the general supervision and coordination of a civil engineer, unless waived by the
director for small projects (or minor work), or the work is supervised by an agency of the
federal or state government. (Prior code § 88.302)
15.54.27011.38.270 Changes to work—Restrictions.
No changes may be made in the location, dimensions, materials or character of the work
authorized in a permit, except upon written authorization of the director, unless such change
relates to work being performed pursuant to plans prepared or approved by an agency of the
federal or state government, and such change has been approved by such agency. (Prior code §
88.304)
15.54.28011.38.280 Watercourse maintenance duties—Work performed by city when.
The property owner is responsible for the timely maintenance of any watercourse on the
owner’s property. Failure to maintain a watercourse in a safe and unobstructed condition is
hereby declared to be a violation of this section and a public nuisance. The director may serve
a written notice of violation on the property owner personally or by mail. If served by mail, the
notice shall be sufficient if sent to the address of the owner as it appears on the last equalized
assessment roll or, alternatively, as it appears from such other records of the assessor or the
tax collector that contain more recent addresses, in the opinion ofabate such nuisance in
accordance with the nuisance abatement procedures in Title 1; provided, however, that the
director. The notice shall may require the property owner to abate the conditions constituting
the violation within sixty days of the date of the notice, except that in case of an emergency,
the property owner may be required to abate the nuisance in such shorter time asany timeframe
the director requires. If the property owner fails to abate the nuisance within the time specified,
the director may cause the abatement to be done with city forces or by contract, in which
event the property owner shall be liable for all costs of such abatement. (Prior code § 88.113)
15.54.29011.38.290 Appeals—From permit denial or conditions.
Any person aggrieved by the refusaldenial of the director to grant a permit pursuant to this
chapter, or by the imposition of a condition on such permit, may appeal to the city council.
(Prior code § 88.400)
15.54.30011.38.300 Appeal—Conditions for approval.
A.
The city council shallwill not grant thea permit or modify or delete thea permit
condition, as sought for by the appeal, only if it findsunless the appellant demonstrates all of
the following to be true:
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1.

That the applicant would suffer substantial injury or detriment by the refusal to
grant the permit or modify or delete the conditions;

2.

That no other method of obtaining the desired results is more reasonable or less
likely to be dangerous than that proposed by the applicant; and

3.

That the granting of the permit or the modifying or deleting of conditions would
not be materially detrimental to the public interest, safety, health and welfare,
would not significantly restrict the carrying capacity of a watercourse, and
would not create an unreasonable hazard of flood or inundation to persons or
property.

B.
The permit shall alsomay be granted, or the condition complained of deleted or
modified, if the requirements of subsections (A)(1), (A)(2) and (A)(3) of this section can be
satisfied by the imposition of reasonable conditions. (Prior code § 88.401)
15.54.31011.38.310 Public nuisance—Activities designated.
A violation of section 15.54.030 or 15.54.04011.38.030 or 11.38.040 is hereby declared to be
a public nuisance subject to the nuisance abatement procedures in title 1. (Prior code § 88.500)
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15.54.320 Public nuisance—Notice—Performance of abatement.
A. Notice of Violation. In addition to any other procedures or penalties established by
law, in the event of a violation of Section 15.54.030 or 15.54.040, the director may serve a
written notice on the violator personally, or mail such notice, postage prepaid and return
receipt requested, to the address at which, in the opinion of the director, such notice is most
likely to be received by the violator, which notice states the nature of the violation, that the
violator is required to abate the condition constituting the violation within ten days after the
notice is received, and that if the violator fails so to abate the violation the director may do so,
in which event the violator shall be liable for all costs of such abatement including but not
limited to reasonable attorney’s fees. If the owner of the property on which the violation
occurred is the violator, the notice shall be sent to the address of the owner as it appears on
the last equalized assessment roll or, alternatively, as it appears from such other records of the
assessor or tax collector that contain more recent addresses in the opinion of the director.
B. Abatement by City. If the condition is not abated by the violator in accordance with
the notice, the director shall so report to the city council and, if it so directs, abate the
conditions; the violator shall be liable to the city for all costs incurred in such abatement,
including but not limited to reasonable attorney’s fees. (Prior code § 88.501)
15.54.330 Emergency abatement.
If it appears to the director that an emergency exists because of a violation of Section
15.54.030 or 15.54.040 then, without following the procedure established by Section
15.54.320, the director may order all work done necessary to remove, abate or mitigate the
condition creating such emergency. The director may do the work with his or her own
employees, or may contract to have the work done; in either event, the director shall keep a
record of the cost of the work and charge the cost of the work to the violator, who shall repay
the city for the cost thereof. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 88.502)
15.54.340 Abatement by city—Cost payment—Lien conditions.
The cost of any work done by the city pursuant to Sections 15.54.280, 15.54.320 and
15.54.330 shall be repaid to the city by the person required to do so by the terms of the
respective section. If the owner of the property on which the work is done is responsible for
such costs, the sums expended by the city in doing the work may be made a lien upon such
property in the manner prescribed in Section 15.54.350. (Prior code § 88.503)
15.54.350 Abatement by city—Assessment of costs.
The cost of abating a nuisance within the meaning of this chapter shall be a special assessment
against the land on which such abatement was done. The procedure established for the
abatement of abandoned excavations by Sections 50244 through 50256, both inclusive, of the
Government Code, is hereby incorporated herein as though fully set forth at this point and,
pursuant to Government Code Section 25845, is hereby adopted as the procedure for making
the cost of the abatement of such nuisances a special assessment against the land involved;
provided, that for the purposes of Sections 50244 through 50256, the director is the
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“superintendent,” the city council is the “legislative body,” and the city is the “local agency”;
and further provided that, at the hearing on the superintendent’s report, the property owner
may raise, and the city council shall consider, as a complete or partial defense to the imposition
of the assessment, questions as to the necessity of the abatement and the manner in which it
was accomplished. (Prior code § 88.504)
CHAPTER 15.5811.40 EXCAVATION AND GRADING
ARTICLE I.1 GENERAL PROVISIONS
15.58.01011.40.010 Title.
The ordinance codified in This chapter shall beis known as the “city’s grading ordinance of the
city of Santee.”. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.02011.40.020 Purpose.
This chapter:
A.
establishes minimum requirements for grading, excavating and filling of land. It
also provides for the issuance of permits, and;
B.

provides for the issuance of permits for grading, excavating and filling

of land;

C.
provides for the enforcement of the chapterits provisions. These provisions are
supplementary and additional to the subdivision and zoning regulations of the city and shall;
D.

supplements the subdivision and zoning code of the city; and

E.
must be read and construed as an integral part of saidthe subdivision and zoning
codes regulations and the land development patterns and controls established thereby. (Ord.
234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.03011.40.030 Intent.
A.
The intent of the city council in adopting the grading code is to protect life and
property, promote the general welfare, enhance and improve the physical environment of the
community, and preserve and protect the natural scenic character of the city. In administering
these provisions, the following goals should be respectedare established:
1.

Ensure that future development of landsland occurs in the manner most
compatible with surrounding natural areas to have the least adverse effect upon
other persons, land, or the general public;

2.

Ensure that soil will not be stripped and removed from lands leaving barren,
unsightly, unproductive land subject to erosion, subsidence and faulty drainage;
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3.

Encourage design and development of building sites to provide the maximum in
safety and human enjoyment, while adapting development to and taking
advantage of the natural terrain; and minimizing adverse visual impacts caused
by major land form modifications;

4.

Encourage and direct special attention toward retaining natural plantings and
maximum number of existing trees;

5.

Ensure that the objectives and policies of the adopted general plan for the city
are met and that the grading guidelines expressed therein are maintained. (Ord.
234 § 1, 1989)

15.58.04011.40.040 Provisions separate from other requirements.
A.
Nothing in this chapter shall precludeprecludes the inclusion of any condition,
provision or requirement concerning the grading of land in any zoning permit, subdivision
approval, waiver, review or other approval issued or approved pursuant to city ordinances of
any condition, provision or requirement concerning the grading of land..
B.
Nothing in this chapter shall precludeprecludes the requirement for the owner or
applicant to obtain any other permit or approval required by the city engineer or by law from
any public or private party or agency.
C.
B. Nothing in this chapter shall not affectchanges the requirements of any other
provision of this code requiring permits, fees or other charges, or affect any provisions
concerning the granting of franchises by any other person, body or agency. (Ord. 234 § 1,
1989)
15.58.05011.40.050 Definitions.
The following words and phrases, when used in this chapter shall be construed as defined in
this section:
A.

In this chapter:

1.

“Approval” means a written professional opinion by the responsible principal of
record concerning the satisfactory progress and completion of the work under
his or her purview unless it specifically refers to the city engineer.

2.

“Approved plans” means the most current grading plans which bear the
signature or stamp of approval of the city engineer.

3. “Approved testing agency” means a testing agency approved by the city engineer.
4. “Appurtenant structures” means constructed structures related to and necessitated by
the proposed grading and includes paved drainage ditches, inlet structures, lined
channels, culverts, outlet structures and retaining walls.
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3.

5. “Archaeologist” means a person who does scientific study of material remains
of past human life and activity.

4.

6. “As-graded” means the surface and subsurface conditions and configuration
upon completion of grading.

5.

7. “Bedrock” means in-place solid rock.

6.

8. “Bench” means a relatively level step excavated into earth material on which
fill is to be placed.

7.

9. “Borrow” means earth material acquired from an off-site location for use in
grading on a site.

8.

10. “Borrow pit” means premises from which soil, sand, gravel, decomposed
granite or rock are removed for any purpose.

9.

11. “Borrow pitting” means excavation created by the surface mining of rock,
unconsolidated geological deposits, or soil to provide material (borrow) for fill
elsewhere.

10.

12. “Building pad” means that portion of an embankment and/or excavation
contained within an area bounded by a line five feet outside the foundation
footing for a building.

11.

13. “Building site” means that portion of an embankment and/or excavation
containing the building pad(s) and lying within an area bounded by the top of
slopes and/or toe of slopes within the lot or parcel.

12.

14. “Certify” or “certification” means a signed written statement that the specific
inspections and tests required have been performed and that the works comply
with the applicable requirements of this chapter, the plans and the permit.

15. “City” means the city of Santee.
13.

16. “City engineer” means the city engineer or the director of public
worksdevelopment services for the city or his or her duly authorized
representatives.

14.

17. “Civil engineer” means a professional engineer registered in the state to
practice in the field of civil engineering.

15.

18. “Civil engineering” means the application of the knowledge of the forces of
nature, principles of mechanics, and the properties of materials for evaluation,
design and construction of civil works for the beneficial uses of the population.
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16.

19. “Clearing” and “brushing” means the removal of vegetation (grass, brush,
trees and similar plant types) above the natural surface of the ground.

17.

20. “Compaction” means densification of a soil or rock fill by mechanical or
other acceptable procedures.

18.

21. “Contour grading” means grading which creates, or results in, land surfaces
which reflect the pre-graded natural terrain or that simulates natural terrain, i.e.,
rounded non-planar surfaces and rounded, non-angular intersections between
surfaces.

19.

22. “Contractor” means a contractor licensed by the state to do work under this
chapter. A contractor may be authorized to act for a property owner in doing
such work.

20.

“Design and development standards” means the standards published by the city
for land development activities, which standards may be published in a single
document, or a combination of documents, and may be updated as needed to
comply with industry practice or changes in the law.

21.

“Director” means the director of development services.

23. Contract, Private. “Private contract” means an agreement between a property owner
and a qualified contractor to do land development work.
24. “Crib wall” means a crib-type retaining wall as described in the most recent
publication of “Standard Plans,” Department of Transportation, state of
California.
22.

25. “Earth material” means any rock, natural soil, or fill and/or any combination
thereof.

23.

26. “Embankment” or “fill” is any act by which earth, land, gravel, rock, or any
other material is deposited, placed, pushed, dumped, pulled, transported or
moved to a new location and the condition resulting therefrom.

24.

27. Engineer, Private. “Private engineer” means a civil engineer registered by the
state. A private engineer may be authorized to act for a property owner in doing
work covered by this chapter.

25.

28. “Engineering geologic report” means a report prepared under the supervision
of an engineering geologist providing a geological map of a site, information on
geologic measurements and exploration performed on the site and surrounding
area and, providing recommendations for remedial measures necessary to
provide a geologically stable site for its intended use.
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26.

29. “Engineering geologist” means a certified engineering geologist, registered
by the state to practice engineering geology.

27.

30. “Engineering geology” means the application of geologic knowledge and
principles in the investigation and evaluation of naturally occurring rock and soil
for use in the design of civil work.

28.

31. “Erosion” means the process by which the ground surface is worn away by
the action of water or wind.

29.

32. “Erosion control system” means any combination of desilting facilities,
retarding basins, and erosion protection, including effective planting and the
maintenance thereof, to protect adjacent private property, watercourses, public
facilities and receiving waters from the deposition of sediment or dust.

30.

33. “Expansive soil” means any soil with an expansion index greater than
twenty, as determined by the Expansive Soil Index Tests (UBC Std. 29-32).

31.

34. “Exploration” or “prospecting” means the search for minerals by geological,
geophysical, geochemical or other techniques, including, but not limited to,
sampling, assaying, drilling, or any surface or underground works needed to
determine the type, extent or quantity of minerals present.

32.

35. “Excavation” or “cut” means any earth, sand, gravel, rock or other similar
material which is cut into, dug, quarried, uncovered, removed, displaced,
relocated, or bulldozed by people and the conditions resulting therefrom.

33.

36. “Fault” means a fracture in the earth’s crust along which movement has
occurred. An active fault is one that exhibits separation in historic time or along
which separation of Holocene deposits can be demonstrated. If Holocene
deposits are not offset, but numerous epicenters have been recorded on or in
close proximity to the fault, a classification of active may be used.

34.

37. Fill, Nonstructural. “Nonstructural fill” means any embankment on which no
soil testing was performed or no compaction reports or other soil reports were
prepared or submitted.

38. “Final soil engineering report” means a report prepared under the responsible
supervision of a soil engineer which includes information on site preparation,
slope heights and gradients, compaction of fills placed, placement of rock,
treatment of expansive soils, providing recommendations for structural design
and approving the site for its intended use.
35.

39. “Geologic hazard” means any geologic feature capable of producing
structural damage or physical injury. Geologic hazards include:
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(a)

Landslides and potential slope instabilities resulting from bedding faults,
weak claystone beds, and oversteepened slopes;

(b)

Deposits potentially subject to liquefaction, seismically-induced
settlement, severe ground shaking, surface rupture, debris flows, or rock
falls resulting from fault activity;

(c)

Deposits subject to seepage conditions or high groundwater table.

36.

40. “Geotechnical report” means a report which contains all appropriate soil
engineering, geologic, geohydrologic, and seismic information, evaluation,
recommendations and findings. This type of report combines both engineering
geology and soil engineering reports.

37.

41. “Grade” means the elevation and cross-sections established for the finished
surface. All grades shallmust be based upon the official datum of the city.

38.

42. “Grading” means any excavating or filling or combination thereof.

39.

43. “Grading permit” means a permit issued pursuant to

40.

44. “Grubbing” means the removal of roots and stumps.

41.

45. “Key” means a designed compacted fill placed in a trench excavated in earth
material beneath the toe of a proposed fill slope.

this chapter.

46. “Keyway” means an excavated trench beneath the toe of the proposed fill slope into
which is placed compacted earth material.
42.

47. “Land development” means the making of excavations and embankments on
private property and the construction of slopes, drainage structures, fences and
other facilities incidental thereto.

43.

48. “Landscape architect” means a landscape architect, registered by the state,
who performs professional work in physical land planning and integrated land
development, including the design of landscape planting programs.

44.

49. “Landslide” means the downward and outward movement of soil, sand,
gravel, rock or fill or a combination thereof.

45.

50. “Mined lands” includes the surface, subsurface and groundwater of an area
in which surface mining operations will be, are being or have been conducted,
including private ways and roads appurtenant to any such area, land excavations,
workings, mining waste, and areas in which structures, facilities, equipment,
machines, tools, or other materials or property which result from, or are used in,
surface mining operations are located.
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46.

51. “Minerals” are any naturally occurring chemical element or compound, or
groups of elements and compounds, formed from inorganic processes and
organic substances, including, but not limited to aggregate, coal, peat, and
bituminous rock, but excluding geothermal resources, natural gas and petroleum.

47.

52. “Mining waste” includes the residuals of soil, rock, mineral, liquid,
vegetation, equipment, machines, tools or other material or property directly
resulting from or displaced by, surface mining operations.

48.

53. “Natural terrain” means the lay of the land prior to

49.

54. “On-site construction” means those earth material moving activities (such as
excavation, grading, compaction, and the creation of fills and embankments)
which are required to prepare a site for construction of structures, landscaping,
or other land improvements if resultant excavations, fills, grades, or
embankments are beneficially modified by such construction of structures,
landscaping or other land improvements. Excavations, fills, grades or
embankments that of themselves constitute engineered works such as dams, road
cuts, fills, catchment basins, or levees are not considered to be surface mining
operations. Earth material moving activities in areas either on or off-site where
the results are modified by construction of structures, landscaping or other land
improvements, and that do not of themselves consist of land improvements, and
that do not of themselves consist of engineered works are deemed to be surface
mining operations unless exempted under Section 2714b of the Surface Mining
and Reclamation Act.

50.

55. “Operator” means any person who is engaged in grading operations him or
herself, or who contracts with others to conduct operations on his or her behalf.

51.

56. “Overburden” means soil, rock or other materials that lie above a natural
deposit or in between deposits, before or after their removal.

52.

57. “Owner” means any person, agency, firm or corporation having a legal,
possessory or equitable interest in a given piece of real property.

53.

58. “Paleontologist” means a person who holds an advanced degree, who is
affiliated with a recognized institution such as a museum or university and who
is actively engaged in the research of prehistoric life through the study of plant
and animal fossils.

54.

59. “Permittee” means any person to whom a permit is issued pursuant to this
chapter.

any grading.

60. “Person” means any individual, firm, association, corporation, organization or
partnership, or any city, county, district or the state or any department or
agency thereof.
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55.

61. “Planning director” means the director of planning and community
development services or a duly authorized representative.

56.

62. “Preliminary soil engineering report,” also referred to as “preliminary
geotechnical investigation report” means a report prepared under the responsible
supervision of a soil engineer which includes preliminary information concerning
engineering properties of soil and rock on a site prior to grading, describing
locations of these materials and providing recommendations for preparation of
the site for its intended use.

57.

63. “Premises” means contiguous property in the same ownership.

58.

64. “Property owner” means the owner, subdivider or developer of real property
which will be benefited by the proposed land development work.

59.

65. Property, Public. “Public property” means property owned in fee by the city,
or dedicated for public use.

60.

66. “Public interest slope” means any manufactured slope which meets any one
of the following criteria:
(a)

A vertical height in excess of fifteen feet;

(b)

A vertical height in excess of five feet located on the exterior of a
subdivision and exposed to view from any point outside the subdivision;

(c)

A vertical height in excess of five feet which will be visible after
completion of the buildings to be placed on the subject graded area from
any circulation element road, from any existing or proposed public
buildings, public facility, or publicly used property, from any private
property two streets or more away from the slope in question or from
any private homes existing at the time of creation of the slope;

(d)

Any slope in the hillside overlay zone.

61.

67. “Public rights-of-way” means public easements or dedications for streets,
alleys, drainageways and/or other uses.

62.

68. “Publicly used property” means property that is used frequently by persons
other than the residents and/or owners.

63.

69. “Reclamation” means the process of land treatment that minimizes water
degradation, air pollution, damage to aquatic or wildlife habitat, flooding,
erosion and other adverse effects from surface mining operations, including
adverse surface effects incidental to underground mines, so that mined lands are
reclaimed to a usable condition which is readily adaptable for alternate land uses
and create no danger to public health and safety, and is consistent with the
general plan, zoning ordinance and applicable specific plans. The process may
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extend to affected land and surrounding mined lands, and may require
backfilling, grading, resoiling, revegetation, soil compaction, stabilization or
other measures.
64.

70. “Relative compaction” means the in-place dry density (determined by ASTM
D1556, or other city engineer approved equal) expressed as a percentage of the
maximum dry density (determined by ASTM D1557, or other city engineer
approved equal).

65.

71. “Retaining wall” means a wall designed to resist the lateral displacement of
soil or other materials.

66.

72. “Rough grading” means the condition where ground surface approximately
conforms to the design grade, generally within 0.1 feet, and all compaction of
fills and embankments have been performed to the specifications required by the
soil engineer.

67.

73. “Slope” means the inclined exposed surface of a fill, excavation of natural
terrain.

74. Slope, Natural. “Natural slope” means the predominant slope or slopes of land in its
original condition prior to any grading.
68.

75. “Soil” means earth material of whatever origin, overlying bedrock and may
include the decomposed zone of bedrock which can be readily excavated by
mechanical equipment.

69.

76. “Soil engineer” means a registered civil engineer who holds a valid
authorization to use the title “soil engineer” as provided in Section 6736.1 of the
California Business and Professions Code. The terms “geotechnical engineer,”
“soils engineer” and “soil and foundation engineer” are deemed to be
synonymous with the term “soil engineer.”

70.

77. “Soil engineering” means the application of the principles of soil mechanics
in the investigation, evaluation and design of civil works involving the use of
earth materials and the inspection and testing of the construction thereof.

71.

“Soil engineering report” means a report prepared under the responsible
supervision of a soil engineer which includes information on site preparation,
slope heights and gradients, compaction of fills placed, placement of rock,
treatment of expansive soils, providing recommendations for structural design
and approving the site for its intended use.

78. “State board” means the State Mining and Geology Board, in the Department of
Conservation, state of California.
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79. “State geologist” means an individual holding office as structured in Section 677 of
Article 3, Chapter 2 of Division 1 of the Public Resources Code.
72.

80. “Stockpile” means a temporary, uncompacted fill or embankment placed by
artificial means, which is designated or intended to be moved, or relocated at a
later date.

73.

81. “Subdivider” means a person, firm, corporation, partnership or association
who causes land to be divided into one or more lots or parcels for him or
herself or others as defined by those sections of the Government Code known as
the Subdivision Map Act.

74.

82. “Substantial conformance” means grading that conforms to section
15.58.46011.40.390 of this chapter.

75.

83. “Suitable material” means any soil or earth material which, under the criteria
of this chapter or under the criteria of an approved geotechnical report, is
suitable for use as fill or for other intended purposes.

76.

84. “Surface mining operations” means all or any part of the process involved in
the mining of minerals on mined lands by removing overburden and mining
directly from the mineral deposits, open-pit mining of minerals naturally exposed,
mining by the auger method, dredging and quarrying, or surface work incident
to an underground mine. Surface mining operations shall include, but are not be
limited to:
(a)

Borrow pitting, streambed skimming, segregation, and stockpiling of
mined materials;

(b)

In-place distillation, retorting or leaching;

(c)

The production and disposal of mining wastes;

(d)

Prospecting and exploratory activities.

77.

85. “Terrace” means a relatively level step constructed in the face of a graded
slope surface for drainage and maintenance purposes.

78.

86. “Unsuitable materials” means any soil or earth material having properties or
characteristics which, under the criteria of this chapter or under the criteria
contained in any approved geotechnical report, make it unsuitable for use as fill
or for any other intended use. These properties or characteristics include, but are
not limited to, organic content of the material exceeding three percent, rock
diameters exceeding eight inches, the presence of concrete or asphalt, or the
presence of expansive soils within three feet of finish grade of any area intended
or designed as a location for a building. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
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ARTICLE II2. PERMITS AND FEES
15.58.06011.40.100 Land development work—Permit required.
A.
Except as exempted in section 15.58.070, no11.40.105, it is unlawful for any
person shallto do any grading nor shall an owneror allow any grading on their property unless
the person or owner has a valid grading permit issued by the city engineer authorizing such
grading.
B.
An owner is presumed to have allowed grading which has been done on
property occupied by him/her or is under his or her dominion and control. This presumption is
a presumption affecting the burden of producing evidence.
C.
A separate grading permit shall beis required for each legal parcel, noncontiguous site, development, or each separate subdivision final map for which grading is to be
performed.
D.
A grading permit will beis required for all grading which is done for the growing
of agricultural plants, or the raising of agricultural animals. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.07011.40.105 Designated exceptions.
The following described grading isactivities are exempt from the requirement to obtain a
grading permit under the provisions of this chapter:
A.
the county;.

Depositing materials in any disposal area operated by or licensed by the city or

B.

Grading which meets all of the following limitations:

1.

Grading Is on a single legal lot or contiguous ownership,

2.

Involves the movement of not more than two hundred cubic yards of earth,

3.

The cut in the cut area and/or the fill in the fill area, at their deepest points, do
not exceed a depth of five feet in vertical depth measured from the original
ground,

4.

The fill is not intended to support structures,

5.

The finished cut and/or fill slopes are not steeper than two horizontal to one
vertical (2:1),

6.

The finished grading does not alter the drainage patterns either upstream or
downstream from the grading,
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7.

None of the fill is placed on existing ground having a slope steeper than five
horizontal to one vertical (5:1), which is a twenty percent slope,

8.

None of the grading is closer than five feet to the adjacent ownershipparcel, and

9.

The finished slopes are protected from erosion and the downstream properties
are protected from siltation resulting from the grading;.

C.
Excavation below finish grade for basements, for footings or foundations for
buildings, manufactured homes, retaining walls or other structures, for swimming pools, septic
tanks, leach lines, or other subsurface structures or facilities, allAny of the following, if
authorized by a valid building permit approved and issued by the planning director. and
provided that any embankment constructed with the excess material from the excavation
exempted by this section must either beis disposed of under an approved grading permit, or be
disposed of on-site without creating embankments more than five feet in unsupported height;:
1.

Excavation below finish grade for basements;

2.

Footings or foundations for buildings, manufactured homes, retaining walls or
other structures;

3.

Swimming pools, septic tanks, leach lines, or other subsurface structures or
facilities.

D.
Exploratory excavations under the direction of a soil engineer, archaeologist,
paleontologist or engineering geologist. Such excavations must be properly backfilled and
compacted or otherwise restored;.
E.
When approved by the city engineer, excavation for the sole purpose
recompaction as specified or recommended by an approved soils report;.

of

F.
Grading for which inspection is provided by the city and which is done by a
developer or contractor pursuant to city-approved improvement plans within public rights-ofway and adjacent slope rights areas independent of adjacent land development work, or grading
done pursuant to a permit for excavation in public streets;.
G.
Except as provided in the following subsections, clearing and brushing when
directed by the fire chief to mitigate a fire hazard, with the concurrence of the planning
director that such clearing and brushing will not cause significant damage to any rare,
endangered or protected species of plant or wildlife or cause any significant damage to any
habitat of any rare, endangered or protected species of wildlife.
Note: The above listed exemptions in this section do not apply to clearing, grubbing,
brushing or grading when:
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1.

Grading will occur in or physically impact designated or dedicated open space or
environmentally sensitive areas designated in the general plan or shown on any
approved specific plan,;

2.

Grading will occur in any waterway or wetland, stream, river, channel, pond,
lake, marsh, bog, lagoon, vernal pool or riparian habitat,;

3.

Grading will occur in any floodway or floodplain as shown on the San Diego
County flood plain maps or on city revised maps,;

4.

Grading will occur in any officially mapped area in high geologic risk zone
(Zone “C” and “D”) as defined by the geotechnical/seismic study for the general
plan,;

5.

Grading will occur in the hillside overlay district,; or

6.

Grading will occur in any other sensitive areas such as archaeological sites,
historical sites or burial grounds. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

15.58.08011.40.110 Permit applications.
A. Any person desiring to perform land development grading not exempted by Section
15.58.070 shall submit a grading permit application in a form approved by the city engineer.
A.
The owner, or owner’s authorized agent, of any property that requires a
permit under this chapter must sign and submit a grading permit application on a form
approved by the city engineer.

grading

B.
A separate grading permit application with plans, specifications and other
supplemental data, as specified in this chapter, the design and development manual and the
subdivision ordinance, shall beis required for each grading permit. The application form shall be
signed by the owner or authorized agent of the property to be graded.
C.
A complete grading permit application shall be submitted for city review and
approval with themust include following items, completed and signed by the applicant or
authorized agent, unless otherwise waived or specified by the city engineer, or this chapter:
1.

Grading plan pursuant to section 11.40.120;

2.

Separate plot plan pursuant to section 11.40.125;

3.

Preliminary soil engineering report pursuant to section 11.40.130;

4.

Landscape and irrigation plans (may be submitted with the second plan check
submittal) pursuant to section 11.40.135;

5.

Erosion control plans, if required by section 11.40.140;
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6.

5. Drainage study;

7.

6. Haul route, including source of borrow or disposal;

8.

7. Grading plan check fee pursuant to sections 11.40.215 and 11.40.220;

9.

8. Soil engineering report review fee pursuant to

10.

9. Deposit for independent third party review of soil report, if required, pursuant
to section 11.40.225;

11.

10. Inspection fees (may be paid at any time prior to issuance of permit)
pursuant to section 11.40.230;

12.

11. Proof of legal lot (may be waived by city engineer if grading is pursuant to
an approved tentative map or zoning permit);

13.

12. Computer graphics of existing and graded conditions, and/or other displays.;

14.

Plans, specifications and other supplemental data, as specified in this chapter, the
design and development manual and the subdivision ordinance.

section 11.40.225;

D.
The city engineer may, upon his/her determination and discretion, require
additional data or information, eliminate, or modify any of the above requirements, including
those items in section 15.58.09011.40.115.
E.
The plans,Any change in application requirements and necessary fees may be
altered or changed at any time between application submittal and permit issuance or applicable
fees that is effective before a grading permit is issued applies to any pending application for a
grading permit under the following conditions:
1.

A change of policy or direction by the city council;

2.

A change in the applicable laws, including the grading ordinance or fee schedule
approved by the city council;

3.

Discovery that the plans, application, or fees violate or do not meet existing
laws, ordinances, or policies or conform to the requirements of other permits or
approvals, such as zoning permits or subdivision maps;

4.

Discovery of any design defect, soil or geologic hazard, or any other fact or
item which, if left unchanged, could cause damage, harm or hazard to public or
private properties, or to life, limb or the general public’s safety or welfare.

If such, as a result of discoveries are made as described in subdivisions 3 and 4 of this
subsection, and changes are so directed, the applicant shall be granted an extension of the
application expiration date will be extended for thirty days, or for such other periodtime as the
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city engineer may grant to the applicant, to allow forgrants to accomplish all required changes
to reasonably be made and accomplished.
F.
The time limits set out in this section shall apply to all grading plans and
applications. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.09011.40.115 Additional information.
Other items which may be required byIn addition to the application requirements of section
11.40.110, the city engineer in order to complete the may require submission of any or all of
the following items as part of a grading permit application include:
A.
Special erosion control plans, including landscape and irrigation plans, erosion
and sediment control plans, and stormwater pollution prevention plans;
B.

Hydrology and hydraulic reports;

C.

Application for environmental initial study (AEIS);

D.

Geotechnical reports on seismicity and geology;

E.
Letters of permission from adjacent owners or easement holders to
or on easements;
F.

grade off-site

Right of entry;

G.
Waiver and release to divert or concentrate drainage affecting downstream offsite property;
H.

Easement and flowage rights documents.

Recommendations included in such reports and approvedplans accepted by the city engineer
shall bebecome part of and are incorporated ininto the grading plan, landscape and irrigation
plan and the land development specifications. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.10011.40.120 Grading plan requirements.
A.
Grading plans shallrequired by this chapter must be prepared and submitted with
the grading permit application in accordance with the city “design and development Manual.”
The developer should refer to the manual for plan requirementsstandards approved by the city
engineer and available from the department of development services.
B.
All grading plans shallmust be signed by a registered civil engineer and by the
soil engineer. The city engineer may waive this requirement when the proposed grading is on a
single lot or parcel not proposed for further subdivision and, in the opinion of the city
engineer, the proposed grading entails no hazard to any adjacent property, does not necessitate
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construction of extensive drainage structures or erosion control facilities, and does not interfere
in any way with existing natural or improved drainage courses or channels.
C.
In addition to any other grounds for stopping work provided by law or set forth
in this code, the city engineer may stop work and require amendment or change of approved
grading, erosion control or landscape and irrigation plans for any of the following reasons:
1.

Extension or renewal of the grading permits;

2.

Changes have been made in the actual work which are not reflected on the
approved plans;

3.

The scope or quantity of grading has been changed;

4.

Construction, traffic, drainage, soil, geologic, public safety or environmental
problems not considered, known, or evident at the time of permit issuance or
plan approval become evident. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

15.58.11011.40.125 Plot plans.
AEach separate plot plan showingrequired by this chapter must show the location of the land
development boundaries, lot lines, public and private rights-of-way lines, and precise grading
information as listed inrequired by the city’s design and development manual shall also be
submittedstandards. A print of the approved tentative map or tentative parcel map showing the
required information may be submitted in lieu of a plot plan. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.12011.40.130 Preliminary soil engineering and geology reports.
A.
Three copies of a preliminary soils engineering report shallrequired by this
chapter must be submitted with the application for a grading permit. Each soil engineering
report shallmust be prepared by a soil engineer and contain all information applicable to the
project in accordance with generally accepted geotechnical engineering practice. The
preliminary soil engineering report shallmust include, but not be limited to, the following, at a
minimum:
1.

Information and data regarding the nature, distribution, and the physical and
chemical properties of existing soils;

2.

Location of faults as defined by a registered geologist or certified engineering
geologist;

3.

Conclusions as to the adequacy of the site for the proposed

4.

Recommendations for general and corrective grading procedures;

5.

Foundation design criteria;
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grading;

6.

Slope gradient, height and benching, or terracing recommendations;

7.

The potential for groundwater and seepage conditions and procedures for
mitigation of the groundwater-related problems;

8.

For all slopes in the Friars Formation, regardless of the slope ratio, a slope
stability analyses and a written statement indicating acceptable slope stability;

9.

8. Other recommendations, as necessary, commensurate with the project grading
and development.

B.
The soil engineer and engineering geologist should refer to
“Geotechnical/Seismic Study forSafety Element of the Santee General Plan” and any
modification, amendment, or reissuance in preparing the reports required by this section.
C. Slope stability analyses shall accompany soil engineering reports for all slopes in the
Friars Formation, regardless of the slope ratio. The soil engineer shall provide a written
statement indicating acceptable slope stability.
C.
D. Recommendations contained in the approved reports shall bebecome part of
and are incorporated into the grading plans and specifications and shall become conditions of
the grading permit.
D.
E. Preliminary geological investigations and reports shall beare required for all
land development projects designated as Group I or Group II, except those Group II projects
located in Zone “A” as shown on Figure 208-3, Seismic Hazards and Study Areas Map, (for
which a geological reconnaissance will be required), as outlined in Table 218.1 of the city
general plan. This requirement may be extended to adjacent properties where known or
reasonably inferred instability may adversely affect the property. The preliminary geological
investigation report shallmust include, but not be limited to, the following at a minimum:
1.

A comprehensive description of the site topography and geology including,
where necessary, a geology map;

2.

A statement as to the adequacy of the proposed development from an
engineering geologic standpoint;

3.

A statement as to the extent that known or reasonably inferred stability on
adjacent properties may adversely affect the project;

4.

A description of the field investigation and findings;

5.

Conclusions regarding the effects geologic conditions will have on the proposed
development;

6.

Specific recommendations for plan modification, corrective grading and/or
special techniques and systems to facilitate a safe and stable development;
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7.

Provide other recommendations, as necessary, commensurate with the project
grading and development.

E.
F. The preliminary geological investigation report may be combined with the
preliminary soils engineering report.
F.
G. G. A seismicity study and report shall beis required for all land development
projects designated as Group I and for those designated as Group II and located in Zone “C”
shown on Figure 208-3, Seismic Hazards and Study Areas Map, of the city general plan. The
report shallmust be prepared by an engineering geologist or a soil engineer with expertise in
earthquake technology and its application to buildings and other civil engineering works. The
seismic report may be combined with the soil and geologic investigation reports. (Ord. 234 § 1,
1989)
15.58.13011.40.135 Landscape and irrigation plans.
A.
Landscaping and irrigation facilities shall beare required for, but not limited to,
all public interest slopes, all graded slopes higher than three feet, and all graded areas
determined by the city engineer to be susceptible to erosion within all residential, commercial
and industrial development, subdivisions, borrow areas, disposal areas, and other graded areas.
This requirement may be waived or amended by The city engineer may waive or amend this
requirement, if such waiver or amendment woulddoes not be in conflict with a subdivision or
zoning permit. A Landscape and irrigation plans and specifications must maximize the use of
drought resistant plants and provide for water conservation measures throughout the planting,
irrigation and maintenance plans and specifications.
B.
The landscape and irrigation plan shallrequired by this chapter must be prepared
and signed by a landscape architect, unless this requirement is waived by the city engineer, if
such waiver or amendment would not be in conflict with a subdivision or zoning permit. It
shallThe required landscape and irrigation plan must be submitted with the second check of the
grading plans and shall beis subject to the review and approval of the city engineer.
B. The plans shall conform to guidelines in the city “Design and Development Manual”
and shall be presented on a duplicate mylar of the grading plans. The plans shall include
specifications for the preparation of the existing soils or for the application of topsoil
amendments to the slopes to encourage vigorous growth. The permittee shall be responsible for
full compliance with the standards and procedures established by the city in this chapter or
other applicable ordinances, standards or manuals. Landscape and irrigation plans and
specifications shall maximize the use of drought resistant plants and shall provide for water
conservation measures throughout the planting, irrigation and maintenance plans and
specifications.
C.
The landscape and irrigation plan must conform to the city’s design and
development standards and be presented on a duplicate mylar of the grading plans and include
specifications for preparing existing soils or applying topsoil amendments to the slopes to
encourage vigorous growth.
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D.
C. Landscape and irrigation plans shallmust comply with chapter 17.36 of the
Santee Municipal Code. (Ord. 491 § 5, 2009; Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.14011.40.140 Erosion control plans.
When it is determined byrequired by chapter 9.06 or when the city engineer determines that an
erosion control system shall beis required on a site, an applicant for a grading permit must
submit plans for an erosion control system shall be prepared in accordance with the city’s
design and development manualstandards and submitted for the review and approval of the city
engineer. The approved erosion control plans shall be made abecome part of the grading plans
and a condition of issuance of the grading permit. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.15011.40.145 Application coordination—Multi-departmental cooperation.
When the nature of the work requested is such that it comesproposed in a grading permit
application falls within the requirements of, or affects the operation of, any other department of
the city, the city engineer shallmust obtain and consider the recommendations of applicable city
departments in determining the disposition of the application. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.16011.40.150 Grading for building construction.
A.
An owner of land desiring to performBefore a building permit can be issued for
land development work incidental to andor in connection with the construction of a building or
structure shall present an application, the property owner must complete the following:
1.

apply for and obtain a grading permit.;

2.

complete the grading phase of the land development work;

3.

submit a soils report, including, relative compaction of the pads and verification
of pad elevations;

4.

request, two working days prior to the inspection, and pass inspection of the
grading work, if required pursuant to subdivision B.

B.
The city engineer may require a field inspection of the completed grade with
representatives of the public works, planning and community developmentappropriate city
departments, the permittee, civil engineer, and soil engineer before the issuance of a building
permit. The permittee shall request the inspection of the work, if required, two working days
prior to the inspection
C.
. The grading phase of the land development work shall be completed and a
soils report, including, but not limited to, relative compaction of the pads and verification of
pad elevations shall be submitted prior to issuance of a building permit. The planning director
may direct the building official to suspend or revoke any building permit in accordance with
Section 303 of the Uniform Administrative Code where it is found that land development is
being done or has been done illegally without a grading permit, or is in violation of a permit,
until a grading permit is issued pursuant to the provisions of this chapter. The planning director
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will not certify to the completion of the building where land development work has been done
until a grading permit is obtained and certified as complete. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.17011.40.155 Early subdivision grading.
Grading of thea subdivision willis not be permitted prior to approval of the final map unless
specifically approved as a condition of the tentative map. If early subdivision grading is
approved as a condition of the tentative map, the subdivider may make application to do so
under a standardmust obtain a grading permit. This pursuant to the requirements of this
chapter; provided that the application shallfor a grading permit must be accompanied by
detailed plans and specifications based upon the approved tentative map in conformity with the
provisions of sections 15.58.08011.40.110 through 15.58.14011.40.140 of this chapter., and by
a schedule and estimate based upon the plans and specifications shall accompany the
application. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.18011.40.160 Environmental review.
A. Prior to the issuance of any grading permit, the city engineer shall refer the
application for such permit to the planning director for review and determination of whether
the proposed grading could have a significant effect upon the environment; provided, however,
such application need not be referred to the planning department if any of the following
conditions are met:
A.
Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, every application for a grading
permit is subject to environmental review by the planning director to determine whether the
grading, if carried out as proposed, could have a significant impact on the environment. If the
director determines that the grading may have a significant impact on the environment, the
director may require the applicant to prepare environmental studies or an initial study.
B.
The environmental review required by subdivision A is not required if any of the
following conditions are met:
1.

The city council, planning commission, or city officer having final authority for
project approval, has approved a negative declaration or certified an
environmental impact report which considered the proposed grading or has
determined that the project which included the proposed grading, would not
have a significant effect upon the environment; or

2.

The proposed grading is on land which at no point has a slope steeper than ten
percent, and the average cut in the cut area does not exceed five feet, and there
is no cut in excess of ten feet (for purposes of the ten foot requirement, the cut
or fill measurement must be taken vertically at the deepest point of the cut or fill
to the natural ground surface), unless the conditions identified in subsection B of
this section apply.

C.
B. Subdivisions 1 and 2 of subsection AB notwithstanding, if, in the opinion of
the city engineer andor the planning director, there are unusual conditions with respect to the
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property for which an application is filed which renders an environmental review desirable or
necessary, the city engineer shallwill refer the application to the planning director for the
determination. Such unusual conditions include, but are not limited to, grading activity on land
included in:
1.

Watercourses;

2.

Wetlands;

3.

Scenic corridor zones or other areas officially designated by the federal
government, state governments, or the city general plan as scenic areas;

4.

Areas of severe geologic hazard as identified in the general plan;

5.

Riparian habitats;

6.

Hillside areas as defined in the hillside overlay district shown on the city zoning
map;

7.

Areas with significant cultural resources as identified in the general plan;

8.

Areas containing significant biological resources as identified in the general plan.
(Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

C. The planning director shall review each application referred to him/her to determine
whether the grading, if carried out as proposed, could have a significant impact on the
environment. If the director determines that the grading may have a significant impact on the
environment, he/she shall return the application to the city engineer with appropriate scoping
guidance to be furnished to the applicant for preparation of necessary environmental studies, or
for the preparation of an application for environment initial study. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.19011.40.165 Right of entry—Indemnification of city.
As a prerequisite of issuance of anyPrior to receiving a grading permit, the owner of the site to
be graded, and the contractor, if any, shallmust grant to the city by letter of permission, a right
of entry into the site for inspection or correction ofto inspect and to correct grading not
performed in compliance with the terms and conditions of the permit. The owner and the
contractor shallmust also agree to indemnify the city for any claims or damages which may
result from the city’s entry onto the property including from any corrective action taken
pursuant to such right of entry. The right of entry and indemnification agreement form shall
berequired by this section must be in a form approved by the city attorney. (Ord. 234 § 1,
1989)
15.58.20011.40.170 Restriction on permit issuance—Excessive grades.
A.
Except as provided in subdivision B, it is unlawful, and no grading permit may
be issued, for any person to grade on natural grades or slopes that exceed twenty-five percent
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gradient through a vertical rise of more than twenty-five feet, unless specifically approved by
the city council.
B.

The following are exempt

from the prohibition in subdivision A of this section:

1.

Except for the movement of earth for small projects such as custom lots,
individual building foundations, and driveways as approved by the planning
director, or

2.

the movement of earth for local roads or trenches to mitigate a geologic hazard
to adjacent property, or as requiredand

3.

the movement of earth necessary for the construction of necessary access or fire
roads, as approved by the city engineer, no person shall grade upon nor shall
any permit be issued for grading upon natural grades or slopes which exceed
twenty-five percent gradient through a vertical rise of more than twenty-five
feet, unless specifically approved by the city council or planning commission.
(Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

15.58.21011.40.175 Nonstructural fills.
A.
Except for temporary stockpiles, nonstructural (uncompacted) fills are
prohibited, except for temporary stockpiles, unless specifically authorized by the city engineer
and planning director.
B.
Applications for grading permits involving nonstructural fills shallmust be
accompanied by an agreement signed by the property owner. The agreement for development
of nonstructural fills shall be prepared by the city engineer and shall contain the following
provisions and such other provisions as may in the opinion of the city attorney and of the city
engineer afford protection tosigned by the property owner and containing the cityfollowing
provisions:
1.

The development work shallmust be designated as nonstructural fill and
shallmust be constructed in accordance with grading plans approved by the city
engineer;

2.

The owner acknowledges that as a nonstructural fill, the site is not eligible for a
building permit until, subject to the review and approval of the city engineer, a
soils investigation report, additional geotechnical reports in accordance with
section 15.58.12011.40.130, and any other pertinent information as deemed
necessary by the city engineer, have been submitted and approved by the city;

3.

The land development work shallmust be done and maintained in a safe, sanitary
and non-nuisance condition at the sole cost, risk and responsibility of the owner
and his/herthe owner’s successors in interest, who shallmust hold the city
harmless with respect thereto.;
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4.

Other provisions that, in the opinion of the city attorney and the city engineer,
afford protection to the property owner and the city

C.
The agreement for nonstructural fills shallmust be presented to the city council
for approval, and if approved, shallthe agreement or notice of the agreement must be recorded
in the office of the county recorder. The notice shallmust remain in effect until release of the
agreement is filed by the city engineer. If the county recorder refuses to record notice of the
agreement against the property, such agreement becomes void. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.22011.40.180 Borrow pits—Zoning permit required—Exceptions.
A.
No grading permit shall be issued When borrow or waste material is to be
removed from or deposited on a land development site, no grading permit for the land
development site will be issued unless a zoning permit has been issued for the operation of a
borrow pit on the borrow pit site, a legally nonconforming borrow pit is being operated on the
borrow site, or the removal comes within one or more of the following exceptions:
1.

Where such removal is to complete, within one year from the commencement of
suchafter beginning such removal, the grading of land in accordance with a
grading plan for a subdivision of such land established by the filing of a final
subdivision map or a division of such land created pursuant to a parcel map filed
in accordance with Title 16 of this code, whichany of the following, provided
that the grading plan has been approved by the city engineer as being reasonably
necessary and incidental to the development and improvement of the premises in
accordance with such final map or parcel map; or, building or structure:

2. Where such removal is to complete, within one year from the commencement of such
removal, the grading of land in accordance with a grading plan for the
preparation of a site for a building or structure, for which plans have been
checked and approved by the planning director which grading plan has been
approved by the city engineer or planning director as being reasonably necessary
and incidental to the construction of such building or structure; or
3. Where such removal is incidental to the operation of a mine authorized pursuant to
Article VI of this chapter; or
(a)

for a subdivision of such land established by the filing of a final
subdivision map;

(b)

for the division of such land created pursuant to a parcel map filed in
accordance with Title 12 of this code;

(c)

for the preparation of a site for a building or

(d)

4. Where the removal is to complete, within one year from the
commencement of such removal, the grading of land in accordance with
aa grading plan approved by the planning director and city engineer as
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structure;

being reasonably necessary and incidental to the use of the premises in
accordance with a zoning permit issued pursuant to Title 17 of this code;
or
2.

Where such removal is incidental to the operation of a mine authorized pursuant
to Article VI of this chapter; or

3.

5. Where such removal does not exceed five hundred cubic

4.

6. Where the city engineer and planning director concur that the proposed
grading is reasonably necessary to provide material exclusively for a specific city
project authorized by the city council; or

5.

7. Where such removal is necessary to repair flood damage in accordance with
an emergency watercourse permit issued by the director of public works. (Ord.
234 § 1, 1989)

yards; or

15.58.23011.40.185 Drainage easements required.
A.
Prior to issuance of a grading permit for land development activities that involve
installation of improvements to public or private watercourses or otherwise impact such
watercourses, the applicant must satisfy the following:
1.

A. For all public watercourses, the applicant shallmust grant or cause to be
granted to the city a drainage easement in accordance with the design and
development manual prior to the issuance of the grading permit.standards;

2.

B. For all private watercourses where the continuous functioning of the
drainageway is essential to the protection and use of multiple properties, the
applicant must:
(a)

record or cause to be recorded a covenant, a maintenance agreement,
and/or deed restriction shall be recorded by the applicant, placing the
responsibility for thewhich establishes the owner of each lot as
responsible for maintenance of the drainageway(s) on the owners of;

(b)

acquire and record of each respective lot affected. permanent off-site
drainage easements, as required byto the satisfaction of the city engineer,
shall be acquired by the applicant. Such easements shall be subject to
approval by the city engineer and recorded.

Prior to issuance of thea grading permit.
B.
for all watercourses where noland development activities that do not involve
installation of improvements to public or private improvements are to be installedwatercourses,
but which must, in the opinion of the city engineer, must be kept open and clear for natural
storm water runoff, the applicant shall, prior to the issuance of a grading permit,must grant a
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flowage easement to the city. Flowage easements shall be granted on a form approved by the
city attorney. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.24011.40.190 Permit applications—Expiration and extension.
Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, any grading permit application for which a valid
grading permit has not been issued expires one hundred eighty days after the city receives the
application, at which time the application and plans, whether or not the grading plans have
been approved and signed by the city engineer, shall expire automatically, one hundred eighty
days after receipt of the application by the city, after which time the application and plans shall
be deemed as expired andare invalid. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.25011.40.195 Issuance of permits.
The city engineer shallis authorized to issue grading permits for land development work upon
approval of applications and plans; receipt of prescribed studies, reports and other required
documents, receipt of fees, and securities, receipt of the required originals, sepias and prints of
the approved grading plans signed by the city engineer, the soil engineer, the landscape
architect, the engineer geologist and others as required by the city engineer, who have been
retained by the permittee to perform the work. The permit shall include, or refer to,that
complies with the requirements of this chapter. A grading permit includes the conditions, plans
and specifications which shall govern the work authorizedset forth in any plans or other
documents required by this chapter. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.26011.40.200 Denial of permits.
The city engineer is not authorized to issue a grading permit in the following cases:
A.
Hazardous Grading. The city engineer shallis not authorized to issue a grading
permit in any case where he/shethe city engineer finds or where it may reasonably be
inferredinfers that the work as proposed by the applicant will:
1.

Damage any private or public property; or

2.

Expose any property to landslide or geologic hazard; or

3.

Adversely interfere with existing drainage courses or patterns; or

4.

Cause erosion which could result in the depositing of mud, silt or debris on any
public or private street or way; or

5.

Create any hazard to person or property.

B.
Geological Hazard. The city engineer is not authorized to issue a grading permit
if, in the opinion of the city engineer, the land area for which grading is proposed is subject to
geological hazard to the extent thatand no reasonable amount of corrective work can eliminate
or sufficiently reduce the hazard to person or property, the grading permit shall be denied.
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C.
Flood Hazard. The city engineer is not authorized to issue a grading permit if, in
the opinion of the city engineer, the proposed grading would adversely affect the flow of runoff
or would alter runoff to the detriment of upstream, downstream or adjacent properties, the
grading permit shall be denied.
D.
Subdivision or Zoning Permits. Under either of the following circumstances, a
grading permit shall not be issued The city engineer is not authorized to issue a grading permit
if the purpose of the proposed grading, as stated in the application or as determined by the city
engineer and planning director, is to prepare the land for subdivision or for some use for which
a zoning permit is required, unless and until a subdivision map or a zoning permit has been
approved or conditionally approved, and it has been determined by the city engineer and the
planning director that the subdivision map or zoning permit is not threatened with expiration:
E.
Other Reasons. The city engineer is not authorized to issue a grading permit in
the following cases:
1.

if the purpose of the proposedcity council prohibits issuance of a grading, as
stated in the application is to prepare the land for subdivision or for some use
for which a zoning permit is required; or

2. Notwithstanding the purpose of the proposed grading as stated in the application, if
the city engineer and planning director find that the purpose of the proposed
grading is to prepare the land for subdivision or other purpose for which a
zoning permit is required.
2.

E. Other Reasons. The city engineer shall deny issuance of a grading permit if
so directed by the city council; or if prohibited therefrom by a duly enacted
moratorium, court order, injunction, or other legal order; or

3.

if the applicant or owner has failed to comply with the provisions of this code;
or

4.

if the work proposed is not consistent with any element of the city general plan,
or any element thereof, or any specific plan, land use ordinance or regulation,
zoning ordinance regulation or permit, or subdivision map. The city engineer
shall deny applications which are not in the interest of the public health, safety,
or general welfare, or do;

5.

if the application proposes land development which is not in the interest of the
public health, safety, or general welfare, or

6.

if the application proposes land development which does not constitute a
reasonable use of land as indicated by the existing zoning or an approved land
use plan. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

15.58.27011.40.205 Appeals.
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An applicant may appeal the city engineer’s denial of, or the conditions of approval of, an
application for a grading permit to the city planning commission. The applicant or the permittee
may appeal a decision of the city engineer within ten working days after the decision is made.
Appeals shall be in writing and shall state the specific nature of the appeal. Appeals shall be
filed withcouncil in accordance with chapter 1.14. In addition, the planning director, who shall
set a hearing within thirty days, and shall must notify the owners of record, interested persons
signing the appeal in question, and owners of adjacent land identified by the city engineer as
being affected by the proposed grading. The decision of the planning commission may be
appealed to the city council. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.28011.40.210 Permit expiration, extension and cancellation.
A. Expiration. Every duly issued grading permit shall be valid for the time period
specified on the permit up to a maximum of one year from the date of issuance. All work
covered in said permit shall be completed within such a period, except as specified in this
section.
A.
Validity. Unless a grading permit is canceled or expires by limitations as set
forth in this section, a grading permit expires on the date specified on the permit, which date
may be a maximum of one year after the date of issuance. All work authorized in a grading
permit must be completed before the grading permit expires.
B.
Every permit issued shallExpiration by limitation. Grading permits expire by
limitation and become null and void if the work authorized by the permit is not commenced
and diligently pursued within one hundred eighty (180) days fromafter the date of permit
issuance, or if work authorized by the permit is stopped, suspended or abandoned for a period
of one hundred eighty (180) days.
C. If work is not commenced or diligently pursued, within the extension period
specified in this section, then the permit shall thereafter be deemed expired and null and void.
D. For purposes of this section, work authorized by a grading permit is “diligently
pursued” work shall be grading of suchwhen it is of a magnitude, frequency, or complexity as
to require the regular services of the permittee’s soil engineer and/or civil engineer or other
professionals, and which is inspected at regular intervals by the city.
C.
Extensions. A permittee may submit a written request, prior to expiration of a
grading permit, for an extension of the expiration date of a grading permit. On receipt of a
timely request, the city engineer is authorized to extend the expiration date of a grading permit,
as follows:
1.

the city engineer may extend the period in which the permittee must complete
the work authorized by the grading permit for up to one (1) year if the
authorized work is timely commenced and diligently pursued but is not
completed within the permit period;
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2.

E. Extensions. Upon written request from the permittee, submitted prior to the
expiration of the one hundred eighty day period in which work was to
commence, the city engineer may extend the period in which the permittee must
startcommence and diligently pursue work, for one hundred eighty (180) days,
provided the permittee demonstrates that circumstances beyond the permittee’s
control prevent commencement of the approved work.

F. If the work authorized by the grading permit is not completed within the permit
period, the city engineer, upon written request from the permittee, submitted prior to the
expiration of the permit, may extend the permit for a period of one year.
If work is not commenced, diligently pursued, or completed, within the extension period
specified in this section, then the permit expires and is null and void.
D.
G. Cancellation. The city engineer may cancel a permit or may require the plans
to be amended in the interest of public health, safety and welfare or under any of the following
conditions:
1.

Upon the request of the permittee;

2.

When the facts are not as presented by the permittee in the application;

3.

When work, as constructed or as proposed to be constructed, creates a hazard
to public health, safety and welfare;

4.

When facts are revealed during grading requiring modifications to achieve
desired results. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

15.58.290 Revocation of permits.
A. The city engineer may revoke any permit granted under the provisions of this
chapter if the city engineer determines that the permit was obtained by fraud, or that one or
more of the conditions upon which the permit was granted have been violated, or that the
permittee failed or refused to correct a deficiency or hazard upon the receipt of written notice
and within the time specified in such notices, or that the permittee fails or refuses to perform
any of the work required, or fails or refuses to conform with any of the conditions or standards
established for any subdivision, zoning permit or other approval granted by the city, or fails to
correct any hazard or condition as referred to in Section 15.58.570.
B. The permittee, owner or other party aggrieved or adversely affected by the
revocation of the grading permit may appeal such action to the city council. Any such appeal
shall be in writing, accompanied by a filing fee as shown in the master fee schedule and
submitted to the city clerk within ten working days after said decision is made by the city
engineer. The appeal shall cite reasons and contain other information as necessary to explain
why the city engineer’s action should be rescinded or modified. Upon receipt of any such
written appeal, the city clerk shall set the matter for public hearing. D. Any interested person
may appear at said hearing and present evidence. At the conclusion of deliberations on an
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appeal of a permit revocation, the council may deny the appeal, modify existing conditions of,
or add new conditions to said permit, or reinstate the permit.
C. If a permit is revoked, no further work shall be done upon that site except to correct
hazards and to complete any work required by the permittee’s agreement with the city engineer
or city council. Every agreement and every security required by this chapter shall remain in full
force and effect notwithstanding any revocation. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.30011.40.215 Fee schedule—Generally.
A. Fees required by this chapter shall be collected by the director of finance. Such fees
shall be as presently designed or as may in the future be amended, in the consolidated fee
schedule of the city.
A.
An applicant for a grading permit must pay all fees required by this chapter and
established by resolution of the city council to the director of finance. The city engineer is not
authorized to issue any permit authorizing land development until the director of finance
receives the fees required by this chapter.
B.
The city engineer may require the payment of additional fees for
following reasons:

any of the

1.

Extension or renewal of the grading permit;

2.

Enlargement of the scope or quantity of grading or any change which increases
the need for inspection or administration of the project;

3.

Additional soil or geotechnical review by a third party of any modified grading.

C. No permit shall be issued, and no land development shall be permitted until the fees
applicable under this chapter have been received by the director of finance. (Ord.
234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.31011.40.220 Plan check and permit fees.
A.
Before acceptingthe city engineer is authorized to accept an application and
grading and/or landscape and irrigation plans and specifications for checking, the director of
finance shall collect a plan checking fee. The amount of the plan checking fee for grading and
landscape and irrigation plans shall be as set forth by council resolution and contained in the
consolidated fee schedule.applicant must pay a plan check fee in the amount established by
resolution of the city council.
B.
Unless otherwise specified by resolution of the city council, the plan
checkingcheck fee for a grading permit authorizing additional work under a valid permit shall
beis the difference between the plan check fee paid for the original permit and the fee required
for the entire project. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
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15.58.32011.40.225 Preliminary soils engineering report review fee.
Before acceptingthe city engineer is authorized to accept a preliminary soils engineering report
for review, the director of finance shall collectapplicant must pay a report review fee. A fee
will be charged for each individual report submitted for review. The in an amount of the
review fee shall be as set forth by councilestablished by resolution as contained in the
consolidated fee schedule forof the city council. Additional deposits may be required for
independent review of the soil engineering report. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.33011.40.230 Inspection fees.
Prior to the issuance ofBefore the city engineer is authorized to issue a grading permit, a fee
shall be paid to the director of finance the applicant must pay in inspection fee in an amount
established by resolution of the city council to cover the city’s expenses, costs, and overhead
for field inspection, office engineering, and administration of the work performed, including
landscape and irrigation work. The amount of the fee shall be set forth in the consolidated fee
schedule of the city. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.34011.40.235 Work commenced before permit issuance—Fee.
A.
In addition to any penalty prescribed for violation of this code or for violation of
the provisions of this chapter, and in addition to the fees required in this chapter, a separate fee
of five hundred dollars shall be assessed for any work for which a permit is required by this
chapter,, in an amount established by resolution of the city council, but in no case less than
$500, is required for any work commenced prior to obtaining sucha permit. required by this
chapter.
B.
Payment of such fee shalldoes not relieve any person from any liability under the
provisions of this code or from fully complying with the requirements offor failing to comply
with this chapter. The fee prescribed in this section shallis not be construed as a penalty but is
added to defraydefrays the expense of enforcement of the provisions of this chapter and
shallmay be assessed for each violation cited. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.35011.40.240 Fee exemptions.
Permits forThe city engineer is authorized to issue grading whenpermits without collecting all
or part of the fees required by this chapter when the work is approved and inspected by a
county, state or federal agency, may be issued without all or part payment of any of the above
fees as approved by the city engineer. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.36011.40.245 Refunds.
A.
No feeThe director of finance is not authorized to refund fees collected pursuant
to this chapter shall be refunded, in whole or in part, except as provided in this section.
1.

Plan check fees. Plan check fees may be refunded, less any city expenses,
including overhead incurred, upon the applicant’s request, provided no plan
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checking has commenced. There shall be No refund of any plan check fees is
authorized after issuance of a permit.
2.

Report review fees. Prior to review of a report, any fees paid for report review
shall be fullyare refundable, less a handling charge, upon the applicant’s request,
providingprovided the permit has expired, or is withdrawn, or if the project does
not warrant preparation of a soil engineering report.

3.

Inspection fees. Grading inspection fees may be refunded in full, less a handling
charge and city expenses, at any time prior to the start of the work authorized
by the permit, upon the applicant’s request, provided the grading
applicationpermit has expired or has been withdrawn.

B.

Notwithstanding subdivision A, no refund is authorized

1.

No refund shall be made, however, if the applicant or permittee has any
outstanding debts owed to the city, or if corrective work remains to be done on
the grading work itself.

2.

C. No refund shall be made pursuant to this section if a request for refund is
submitted to the city more than one year fromafter the date of payment of the
fee as to which a refund is claimed; nor shall any refund be paidsought to be
refunded;

3.

if the total refundable amount, after deduction of city costs as provided in this
section, is less than twenty-five dollars. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
ARTICLE III.3 DESIGN STANDARDS

15.58.37011.40.300 Design responsibilities.
The applicant for a grading permit required by this chapter must comply with or cause
the following requirements to be met:
A.
Civil Engineer. It shall be the responsibility of The civil engineer who
the grading plans tomust:
1.

prepared

incorporate the applicable recommendations from the soil engineering and
geology reports and to incorporate any city engineer approved alternative
concept grading plan into the grading plan.;

B.
The civil engineer shall be responsible for establishingEstablish line and grade for
the grading and drainage improvements and shall;
C.
act as the coordinating agent in the event the need arises for liaison between the
other professionals, the contractor and the city engineer;
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D.
. The civil engineer shall also be responsible for the preparation ofprepare plan
revisions, and upon completion of the work, the submission of, when work is complete, submit
as-graded drawings incorporating all changes and/or additions made during construction.
E.
prior to the release of building permits for any given lot or lots, the civil
engineer shall submit a written statement as evidence that rough grading for land development
has been completed within standard tolerances in accordance with the approved plans and that
all embankments and cut slopes and pad sizes are as shown on the approved plans.
F.
Landscape Architect. The landscape architect who designed the landscape and
irrigation plans must:
1.

C. Landscape Architect. The designing landscape architect shall incorporate
applicable recommendations from the soils engineering reports along with
appropriate measures related to soil engineering into the landscape and irrigation
plans. The landscape architect shall also;

2.

prepare plan revisions, to includeincluding securing approval from the city
engineer prior to installation, and shall

3.

submit as-graded drawings incorporating all changes and/or additions made
during construction. The landscape architect shall,;

4.

if requested by the city engineer, prepare alternative concept contour grading
plans for review and approval by the city engineer.

5.

D. Design all ground cover shallto provide one hundred percent coverage within
nine months ofafter planting, or provide additional landscaping shall be required
in order to meet this standard.

G.
E. Soil Engineer. The soil engineer is responsible for performingwho
the soil engineering report(s) required by this chapter must

prepares

1.

perform the preliminary soils engineering investigation and preparing;

2.

prepare the preliminary soils engineering report, determining;

3.

determine the suitability of soils during grading, providing;

4.

provide compaction inspection and testing, and preparing;

5.

prepare the final soils engineering report. The soil engineer is also responsible
for reviewing and signing;

6.

sign the grading plan insuring and assuring that they complyto certify that the
grading plan complies with the soils and geotechnical recommendations of the
preliminary soils engineering report. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
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15.58.38011.40.310 Setbacks.
A.
Setbacks and other restrictions specified by this section are minimums and may
be increased by. The city engineer or by the recommendation ofmay increase the minimums.
The city engineer may consider any recommendations regarding these minimums from the civil
engineer, soil engineer or engineering geologist, ifand may consider whether modifications are
necessary for safety and stability, or to prevent damage to adjacent properties from deposition
or erosion, or to provide access for slope maintenance and drainage. Where zoning
requirements exceeda requirement elsewhere in this code conflicts with the minimums in this
section, the zoning setbacks shall governmore restrictive requirement governs.
B.

Minimum setback requirements:

1.

B. Retaining walls may be used to reduce the required setbacks when approved
by the city engineer.

2.

C. The tops and toes of slopes shallmust be set back from the outer boundaries
of the permit area, including from slope rights areas and easements, in
accordance with the appropriate setback diagram shown in the city’s design and
development manualstandards.

3.

D. Setbacks between graded slopes (cut or fill) and structures shallmust be
provided in accordance with the appropriate setback diagram shown in the city’s
design and development manualstandards.

4.

E. Lot lines between private lots shallmust be placed at the tops of slopes along
the line of vertical curvature between the building site and the slope rounding
whenever practicable. Lot lines between private lots and school sites, park sites
and other similar public facilities shallmust be placed so that the slopes remain in
private ownership, wherever possible and practicable.

5.

F. A usable side yard of at least five feet from any building wall shallmust be
provided to the toe and top of a slope, unless waived by the city engineer.

C.
G. No provision in this section shallmay be construed to allow less than the
required setback for berms and drainage, unless an approved drainage device is used to reduce
these requirements. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.39011.40.320 Cuts.
A.
Cut slopes shallmust be no steeper than two horizontal to one vertical (2:1),
unless the applicant can demonstratedemonstrates to the satisfaction of the city engineer and
planning director that the project would be substantially improved with steeper cut slopes, but
in no case will cut slopes be steeper than 1.5:1.
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B.
Requests for approval of cut slopes steeper than 2:1 must be accompanied by a
geotechnical report that establishes such slopes will be stable, and accompanied by a landscape
architect report that establishes such slopes can be adequately landscaped.
C.
The city engineer may require slopes flatter than 2:1 in order to achieve the
stated design and landscaping purposes of the city.
D.
Unless specifically approved by the city council or planning commission, noa cut
shallmust not exceed a vertical height of forty feet. In approving cut slopes higher than forty
feet, the city council considers the following shall be considered:
1.

The lack of feasible alternative grading designs which result in slopes of forty
feet or less; and the furtherance of general plan goals and objectives by the
proposed development; or

2.

Overriding benefits to the city from the development proposal.

E.
See Section 15.58.120(A) for provisions concerning Slopes in the Friars
Formation are governed by section 11.40.130(A). (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.40011.40.330 Fills.
A.
Fill slopes shallmust be no steeper than two horizontal to one vertical (2:1),
exclusive of benches and terraces. The city engineer may require slopes flatter than 2:1 in order
to achieve the stated design and landscaping purposes of the city.
B.
Unless specifically approved by the city council or planning commission, no fill
shallmust not exceed a vertical height of forty feet. In approving fill slopes higher than forty
feet, the city council considers the following shall be considered:
1.

The lack of feasible alternative grading designs which result in slopes of forty
feet or less; and the furtherance of general plan goals and objectives by the
proposed development; or

2.

Overriding benefits to the city from the development proposal.

C.
The soils engineer must provide a slope stability analyses shall accompanywith
the soil engineering reports for all fill slopes exceeding forty feet in height, where authorized by
the city council or planning commission, regardless of the slope ratio. The soil engineer
shallmust provide a written statement approving the slope stability. In addition, the soil
engineer shallmust recommend alternative methods of construction or compaction requirements
necessary for stability.
D.
See Section 15.58.120(A) for provisions concerning Slopes in the Friars
Formation are governed by section 11.40.130(A). (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989) 15.58.410
11.40.340 Terraces.
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All slopes exceeding forty feet in vertical height shall havemust establish drainage terraces at
least six feet in width establishedwide at not more than thirty foot vertical intervals on all cut
or fill slopes to control surface drainage and debris. Where only one terrace is required, it
shallmust be at mid-height. Suitable Access shallmust be provided to permit proper cleaning
and maintenance. Such Drainage terraces shallmust be improved with a paved swale or ditch at
least one foot deep, with a minimum grade of two percent and wide enough to carry the onehundred-year storm runoff arriving at the terrace. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.42011.40.350 Berms.
Unless waived by the city engineer, a compacted earthen berm shallmust be constructed at the
top, or along the line of vertical curvature, of all slopes steeper than 5:1. The berm shallmust
conform to the slope and shall be a minimum of one-half foot high and two feet wide. The city
engineer may require larger berms if necessary to achieve the stated design purposes of the
city. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.43011.40.360 Stormwater runoff.
Stormwater runoff from lots or adjacent properties shallmust not be carried over cut or fill
slopes steeper than 5:1. Such runoff shall be provided formust be addressed as required inby
the city’s design and development manualstandards. Surface runoff shallmust not be permitted
to flow from one residential lot to another without approval from the director. (Ord. 234 § 1,
1989)
15.58.44011.40.370 Subsurface drainage.
A.
Cut and fill slopes shall be provided withmust have subsurface drainage as
necessary for stability, and as recommended by the soil engineer and/or the engineering
geologist.
B.
All canyon fills and buttress fills shall be provided withmust have subdrains,
unless waived by the city engineer, based upon the information provided by the engineering
geologist and/or the soil engineer indicating that they are not necessary and recommending
against them. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.45011.40.380 Contour grading—Public interest slopes.
A.
All public interest slopes shallmust be rounded into existing terrain to produce a
contoured and smooth transition from cut or fill faces to natural ground and abutting cut or fill
surfaces and shall. All public interest slopes must be contour graded and landscaped pursuant
to a landscape plan prepared by a landscape architect and approved by the city engineer. The
contours of the finished slope shallmust either approximate the natural contours to the
satisfaction of the city engineer or the slope gradient shallmust vary from 2:1 to 2.5:1, moving
through one complete cycle (i.e. from 2:1 to 2.5:1 and back to 2:1) adjacent to each lot line,
or every one hundred feet of slope, whichever is greater. The brows or tops of slopes may be
straight to match the lot lines and facilitate placement of lot fences.
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B.
Criteria for Slope Rounding. Slope tops (brows) shallmust be rounded between
the building site and the slope surface to form a vertical parabolic curve with a length of
vertical curve.
C.

The following table shallmust be used as a guideline for slope rounding.
Vertical Height of Slope

Length of Vertical Curve

5′ to 10′

10′

10′ to 15′

14′

More than 15′

18′

D.
Slope rounding shallis not be required along property lines where fences,
or other separations may beare placed.

walls

E.
Intersections of graded surfaces shallmust be rounded in the horizontal plane
with a circular or elliptical curve using the following table for guidelines.
Deflection Angle Between Intersecting
Surfaces or Between Tangents of
Intersection Surfaces

Tangent Distance

External Distance

Less than 30°

14′

2′

30o to 60°

21′

5′

Deflection Angle Between Intersecting
Surfaces or Between Tangents of
Intersection Surfaces

Tangent Distance

More than 60º

29′

External Distance
8′

F.
The landscape architect may propose and the city engineer may approve
alternative concept contour grading schemes which are, in the opinion of the city engineer,
equal to or better than the above criteria. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.46011.40.390 Grading—Standards for substantial conformance.
A.
The Grading will be considered in substantial conformance if the pad elevations
and slope heights shown on the approved grading plan are within plus or minus one foot of the
elevations shown on the tentative map or approved conceptual grading plans.
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B.
The city engineer and the planning director have discretion to permit up to a
four foot variation if they determine that the change will not adversely affect views, drainage
and usable yard areas, and the change is needed to create a better design. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
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ARTICLE IV.4 PERFORMANCE SECURITY
15.58.47011.40.400 Required security.
A.
NoThe city engineer is not authorized to issue a grading permit shall be issued
for grading unless the applicant shall first post afor the grading permit posts security with the
city comprised of a cash deposit, surety bond, or a combination of cash deposit and corporate
surety bond of a surety authorized to do business in the state. An instrument of credit or other
security pledgingsatisfactory to the city attorney, which pledges the performance of the work,
may be submitted in lieu of the surety bond to insure installation of required structures, drains,
landscaping, irrigation and other improvements shown on the grading plans. Such funds are
trust funds for the purposes of satisfying the cost of correcting any deficiency, hazard or injury
created by the work or lack of maintenance thereof. . Surety bonds and other instruments of
credit must be issued by an entity authorized to do business in the state of California. An
irrevocable standby letter of credit issued by a financial institution subject to regulation by the
state or federal government may be posted in lieu of the surety bond, instrument of credit or
other security.
B.
The security required by this section must insure installation of required
structures, drains, landscaping, irrigation and other improvements shown on the grading plans.
Such funds are trust funds for the purposes of satisfying the cost of correcting any deficiency,
hazard or injury created by the work or lack of maintenance thereof.
C.
B. The security shallrequired by this section must be in the form approved by
the city attorney. The total amount of the security shallmust be equal to thirty percent of the
estimated cost of the grading work authorized by the permit plus an additional sum equal to
one hundred percent of the estimated cost for the construction of drainage structures or
facilities, including standard terrace drains, slope planting, irrigation system, erosion control
devices, retaining walls and similar facilities authorized by the grading permit.
D.
C. The estimatedcity engineer will estimate the cost of the work shall be
determined by the city engineer after reviewing the civil engineer’s estimates. If the city
engineer determines that the size, complexity and scope of the work does not justify the full
amount of the security, hethe city engineer may waive all or part of the amount to the extent
that there is no hazard or danger. If the scope of work increases, or new conditions are
discovered after grading commences, the city engineer may increase the amount of security
required. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.48011.40.410 Cash deposit requirements.
A cash deposit provided as security required by this chapter must meet the following
requirements:
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A.
The cash deposit shall be equal to twenty percent of the calculated security,
approved by the city engineer. Interest shallwill not be paid on cash deposits.;

as

B.
In no instance shall the cash depositnot be less than one thousand dollars or
more than twenty thousand dollars. In instances where twenty percent of the appraised
calculated security exceeds twenty thousand dollars, that remaining portion of the security in
excess of twenty thousand dollars shallmust be combined with the remaining eighty percent of
the approved security in the form of a corporate surety bond, or other security authorized by
section 15.58.470.11.40.400;
C.

be used to satisfy all of the following:

1.

C. The cash deposit shall be used to satisfy the cost of correcting any
deficiency, hazard or injury created by the work in violation of the terms and
conditions of the grading permit and in violation of the provisions of this chapter
or any other applicable law or ordinance; or

2.

for maintenance, cleanup or repair of any public or private street or easement, or
for the maintenance, upkeep or installation of debris basins, erosion control
devices, etc.

3.

use of the cash deposit or a portion thereof shall in no waydoes not limit or
release the obligation of the permittee or surety to satisfy the cost of correcting
any deficiency, hazard or injury created by the work or to maintain the same in
safe condition. If the amount of the cash deposit is insufficient to satisfy saidthe
cost in full, the surety shall beis liable to satisfy the remainder of the cost in
excess of the cash deposit to the extent that the remainder does not exceed the
full penalty amount of the bond. In addition, if suit is brought upon the surety
by the city and judgment is recovered, the surety shallmust pay all costs incurred
by the city in such suit, including a reasonable attorney’s fee to be fixed by the
court. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

15.58.49011.40.420 Erosion control security requirements.
When the city engineer determines, pursuant to Section 15.58.140 of this chapter, that plans
for an erosion control system be preparedare required as part of the grading permit pursuant to
section 11.40.140, the applicant shallmust furnish the city security in connection with an
agreement to perform erosion control work.
The amount of security shallmust be one hundred percent of the cost estimate for the work
shown on the erosion control plan, subject to the approval of the city engineer. Section
15.58.470 shall be applicable regarding11.40.400 governs the types of securities acceptable by
the city.
In addition to the required security for erosion control work, the applicant must provide a cash
deposit in the amount of five thousand dollars shall be required for emergency erosion control
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work and/or for emergency cleanup in the amount established by resolution of city council, but
in no case less than five thousand dollars. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.50011.40.430 Required terms and conditions of securities.
A.
Every surety bond and instrument of credit shallmust include and every cash
deposit and letter of credit shallmust be made on the conditions that the permittee shall:
1.

ComplyComplies with all provisions of this chapter, applicable laws and other
ordinances;

2.

ComplyComplies with all the terms and conditions of the grading permit to the
satisfaction of the city engineer;

3.

CompleteCompletes all of the work contemplated under the grading permit
within the time limit specified in the grading permit, or if no time limit is so
specified, the time limit specified in this chapter., or by any extension of time
authorized by the city engineer may, for sufficient cause, extend the time
specified in the permit, but no such. Any extension shall authorized by the city
engineer must not release the owner or the surety on the bond or person issuing
the instrument of credit;

4.

Each security shallmust remain in effect until the completion of the work to the
satisfaction of the city engineer. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

15.58.51011.40.440 Use of securities for work done by city.
A.
In the event of failureIf a permittee fails to complete the work or
failureauthorized in a grading permit or fails to comply with all conditions and terms of the
grading permit, the city engineer may order such work that in his/her opinion iscomplete or
cause the completion of any work necessary to correct any deficiencies or eliminate any
dangerous conditionconditions and leave the site in safe, stable and nuisance-free condition or
may order the work authorized by the permit to be completed to a safe, stable and nuisancefree condition to his/her satisfaction.. In such cases, the permittee and, the surety executing
sucha bond or, and the person issuing the instrument of credit, letter of credit or making thea
cash deposit shallrequired by this chapter continue to be firmly bound under a continuing
obligation for the payment ofto pay all necessary costs and expenses that may be incurred or
expended by the city in causing any and all such work to be done. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.52011.40.450 Release of securities.
A.
Cash deposits, bonds, or other security shallwill be released uponon request in
writing by the developerpermittee when work is complete and approved by the city engineer.
B.
No security under the provisions ofotherwise required by this chapter shall beis
required from the state, or any of its political subdivisions or any governmental agency.
However, a contractor working for the state or any of its political subdivisions or any
governmental agency shallmust present a security for performance unless proof is submitted,
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satisfactory to the city attorney, that the work is covered by a separate and similar security
inuring to the benefit of the state or agency. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
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ARTICLE V.5 GRADING OPERATIONS
15.58.53011.40.500 Work authorized by permit.
The issuance of A grading permit shall constitute an authorization to doauthorizes only thatthe
work which is described or illustrated on the application for the permit, or in the plans and
specifications approved by the city engineer. The authorized work shallmust be done in
accordance with anyall conditions imposed by the city engineer and in accordance with the
requirements of this articlechapter. Conditions imposed by the city engineer shallmust be shown
on the grading plans under the heading “General Notes.” (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.54011.40.505 Responsibility of permittee.
A.

The permittee must:

1.

It shall be the responsibility of the permittee to know the conditions and/or
restrictions placed on the grading permit and as outlined in applicable sections,
the requirements of this chapter, and as contained on the requirements in any
approved report (report(s) and to;

2.

insure that all contractors, subcontractors, employees, agents and consultants are
also knowledgeable of the same, and insure that they carry out the
proposedauthorized work in accordance with the approved plans and
specifications and with the requirements of the permit and this chapter. The
permittee shall also be responsible to;

3.

maintain in an obvious and accessible location on the site, a copy of the permit
and grading plans bearing the approval of the city engineer. (Ord. 234 § 1,
1989)

15.58.55011.40.510 Contractor qualifications.
A. Every person doing land development shallmust meet such qualifications as may be
determined by the city engineer to bedetermines are necessary to protect the public interest.
The city engineer may require an application for qualification which shallmust contain all
information necessary to determine the person’s qualifications to do the land development.
B. At a minimum, all land development work shallmust be performed by a contractor licensed
by the state to perform the types of work required by the permit. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.56011.40.515 Time of grading operations.
A. Specific guidelines have been established by the city regarding grading operations.
The developer should refer to the “Design and Development Manual” for operation guidelines.
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A.
The permittee must comply with the city’s design and development standard
regarding the conduct of grading operations. At a minimum, these standards include, but are
not limited to the following:
1.

B. All grading operations, including the warming up, repair, arrival, departure or
running of trucks, earthmoving equipment, construction equipment and any other
associated grading equipment shall be limited to the periodmust occur only
between seven a.m. and six p.m. each day, Monday through Friday. No
Earthmoving or grading operations shallmust not be conducted on Saturdays,
Sundays or holidays recognized by the city without the written permission of the
city engineer.

2.

C. No Grading shall be allowedis not permitted between October 1st and the
following April 1st on any site when the city engineer determines that erosion,
mudflow or sediment discharge from grading may adversely affect downstream
properties, drainage courses, storm drains, streets, easements, or public or
private facilities or improvements unless an erosion control system approved by
the city engineer has been implemented on the site to the satisfaction of the city
engineer. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

15.58.570 Temporary suspension of permit.
A. The city engineer has the authority to temporarily suspend all work on a grading
project and suspend the permit by issuing a written stop work order if he or she determines
that field conditions present an immediate hazard or danger to life or property; if the work
being done is contrary to the approved plans or conditions thereof; if the work being done
under a grading permit issued for a subdivision or zoning permit is contrary or conflicting with
any approved changes and/or modifications made to the originally approved or conditionally
approved tentative map or zoning permit subsequent to the issuance of the grading permit; if
there is lack of supervision of the grading operation, lack of engineering control, lack of soil
engineering control or lack of dust or air pollution control; if archaeological or paleontological
artifacts or resources are discovered; or for any other reason which in the city engineer’s
opinion, presents a threat to the public safety or welfare immediately, or in the future, or which
may cause unstable earth conditions. This temporary suspension shall continue in effect until
the hazard or condition is corrected to the satisfaction of the city engineer.
B. It shall be the responsibility of the owner to furnish any additional information,
investigations and reports necessary to resolve the stop work order conditions. The owner shall
pay for all work associated with furnishing these items, as well as any additional staff time in
resolving the stop work order conditions. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.58011.40.520 Transfer of responsibilities.
A.
If the civil engineer, soil engineer, engineering geologist, landscape architect, the
testing agency, or the grading contractor of record are changedchange during the course of the
work authorized by a grading permit, the work shall be stoppedmust stop until:
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1.

The owner submits a letter of notification verifying the change of the responsible
professional; and

2.

The new responsible professional submitscertifies in writing that he/shethe
professional has reviewed all prior reports and/or plans (specified by date and
title) and work performed by the prior responsible professional, and that the new
responsible professional concurs with the findings, conclusions and
recommendations and is satisfied with the work performed. The responsible
professional must state that he/she assumesprofessional’s certification include a
statement assuming all responsibility within his or herfor work in that
professional’s purview as of a specified date.

B.
AllExcept for subdivision C, any exceptions to subdivisions 1 and 2 of
subsection A of this section must be approved by the city engineer.
C.
Where clearly indicated that the firm, not the individual professional, is the
contracting party, the designated engineer, architect or geologist may be reassigned and another
individual of comparable professional accreditation within the firm may assume responsibility,
without complying with the requirements of subdivisions 1 and 2 of subsection A of this
section. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.59011.40.525 Construction of fills.
A.
Preparation of Ground. The ground surface shallof an area to be filled must be
prepared to receive fill byin accordance with the following:
1.

Removing vegetation, noncomplying fill, topsoil and other unsuitable materials,
and by;

2.

Scarifying to a depth of one foot to provide a bond with the new fill.;

3.

Where existing slopes exceed five feet in height and/or are steeper than 5:1, the
ground shall be prepared by benching into sound bedrock or other competent
material as determined by the soil engineer and approved by the city engineer.
The lowermost bench beneath the toe of a fill slope on natural ground shallmust
be a minimum ten feet in widthwide and at least three feet into dense
formational materials. The ground surface below the toe of the fill shallmust be
prepared for sheet flow runoff, or a paved drain shallmust be provided.

4.

B. Where fill is to be placed over an existing cut slope, the bench under the toe
of the new fill shallmust be at least fifteen feet wide and shall meet the approval
ofmust be approved by the soil engineer and/or engineering geologist as a
suitable foundation for fill.

B.
C. Expansive Soils. Whenever expansive soils are encountered within three feet
of the finish grade of any area intended or designed as a location for a building, the permittee
shall causemust ensure compliance with the following:
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1.

Remove expansive soil to be removed to a minimum depth of three feet below
finish grade and replacedreplace the expansive soil with properly compacted,
non-expansive soil.;

2.

D. In the event thatIf sufficient non-expansive material to replace expansive soil
is not readily available on-site, the city engineer, upon receipt of a
recommendation from the soil engineer, may waive or reduce the requirement
for removal and replacement of the expansive soils reported on the project. In
such event,, subject to the written recommendation from the soil engineer shall
make recommendations for the design of footings, foundations, slabs, and other
load bearing features, or for other special procedures which will alleviate any
problem created by the remaining expansive soils.

C.

Fill Material. Fill material must comply with the following:

1.

E. Fill Material. All Organic material shallmust not be permittedincluded

2.

F. Except as outlined in this subsection, no rock orand similar irreducible
materials with a maximum dimension greater than eight inches shallmust not be
buried or placed in fills.

3.

G. The city engineer may permit placement of larger rock with a dimension
greater than eight inches when the soil engineer properly devises a method of
placement, continuously inspects placement, and approves the soil stability and
competency., and the following conditions shallare also applymet:
(a)

1. Prior to issuance of the grading permit, potential rock disposal area(s)
shall beare delineated on the grading plan;

(b)

2. Rock sizes greater than eight inches in maximum dimension shall beare
at least six feet or more below grade, measured vertically, and ten feet
measured horizontally from slope faces, and shallmust be two feet or
more below the bottom of any utility pipeline.
(i)

(c)

4.

in fills.;

3. When the design of the development or covenants and
restrictions provide assurance that no structure or utilities will be
placed on a precisely definable area, these dimensions may be
reduced with the approval of the city engineer;

4. Rocks greater than eight inches shall be placed so as tomust be
completely surrounded by soils,. Nesting of rocks will not be permittedis
prohibited.

H. All fill slopes shallmust be overfilled to a distance from finished slope face
that will allow compaction equipment to operate freely within the zone of the
finished slope, and then cut back to the finish grade to expose the compacted
core. Alternate methods may be employed by the grading contractor subject to
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approvalrecommended by the soil engineer and approved by the city engineer. In
such instances, the grading contractor shallmust provide detailed specifications
for the method of placement and compaction of the soil within a distance of an
equipment width from the slope face.
D.
I. Buttress/Stabilization Fills. The must set forth any recommendations for
buttress fills or stabilization fills by the soil engineer shall be accompanied byin a report by the
soils engineer or certified engineering geologist setting. The report must set forth the soil or
geologic factors necessitating the buttress/stabilization fill, stability calculations based on both
static and pseudostatic conditions (pseudostatic loads need not normally be analyzed when
bedding planes are flatter than twelve degrees from the horizontal), laboratory test data uponon
which the calculations are based, the buttress/stabilization fill, a scaled section of the
buttress/stabilization fill, and recommendations with details of subdrain requirements.
E.
J. Utility Line Backfill. Backfills for on-site utility line trenches, such as water,
sewer, gas, and electrical services shallmust be compacted and tested in accordance with
section 15.58.910(D) of this chapter11.40.725. Alternate materials and methods may be used
for utility line backfills provided thatif the material specification and method of placement are
recommended by the soil engineer and approved by the city engineer prior to backfilling.
K. The final utility line backfill report shallmust include a statement of compliance by
the soil engineer that the tested backfill is suitable for the intended use. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.60011.40.530 Safety precautions.
A.
If, at any stage of work, the city engineer determines that authorized grading is
likely to endanger any public or private property or, result in the deposition of debris on any
public way, or interfere with any existing drainage course, the city engineer may specify and
require reasonable safety precautions to avoid the danger. Failure to comply with the city
engineer’s direction is a violation of this section.
B.
When directed by the city engineer pursuant to this section, the permittee will be
responsible for removingmust remove any soil and debris deposited uponon adjacent and
downstream public or private property, repair any damage resulting from his/herthat permittee’s
grading operations. Soil and debris shall be removed and damage to adjacent and downstream
property repaired as directed by the city engineer., and control erosion and siltation control
may requirethrough the use of temporary or permanent siltation basins, energy dissipators, or
other measures as field conditions warrant, whether or not such measures are a part of
approved plans. Costs associated with any work outlined in this section shall be incurred by the
permitteeare the permittee’s responsibility. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.61011.40.535 Public protection from hazards.
During grading operations, the permittee, contractor, and owner shallmust take all necessary
measures to eliminate any hazard resulting from the work to the public in its normal use of
public property or right-of-way. Any fences or barricades installed shall be approved by the city
engineer and shall be properly constructed and maintained. They shallmust separate the public
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from the hazard as long as the hazard exists, must be approved by the city engineer, and must
be properly constructed and maintained. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.62011.40.540 Public facilities within public rights-of-way.
A.
The following provisions of this section shall apply unless provision is made
byExcept as otherwise provided in a secured agreement pursuant tofor land development work
done in conjunction with the subdivision of property as set forth inpursuant to section
16.28.030 of Title 16 of this code:
1. , A property owner shall pay the city for all costs of placing, repairing, replacing or
maintaining a city-ownedthe following provisions apply when a city facility within a public
right-of-way when the city facilityright of way has been damaged or has failed as a result of
the construction or existence of the owner’s land development work during the progress of
such work;:
1.

The owner of property subject to this chapter must pay the city for all costs of
placing, repairing, replacing or maintaining the city-owned facility;

2.

The costs of placing, replacing or maintaining the city-owned facility shall
includeincludes the cost of obtaining an alternate easement if necessary;

3.

The city engineer shallmust notify the property owner of such damage or failure
as set forth in the provisions of thisin accordance with section. 1.08.030, after
which, the city may withhold certification of the completion of a building or
other permitted work where a notice has been issueduntil the damaged or failed
facility is restored. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)

15.58.63011.40.545 Protection of adjacent property.
A.
Each property owner is entitled to the lateral and adjacent support
property from the adjoining land.

of that

B.
A. Notwithstanding the minimum standards set forth in this chapter, the
permittee shall be responsible for the prevention of damage to adjacent property and no person
shallIt is unlawful to excavate on land so close to the property line as to endanger any
adjoining public street, sidewalk, alley or other public or private property without supporting
and protecting such property from settling, cracking orand other damage which might result.
B. In addition, each adjacent owner is entitled to the lateral and adjacent support which
his/her land receives from the adjoining land, subject to the right of the owner of the adjoining
land to make proper and usual excavations on the same for purposes of construction or
improvement, under the following conditions:
C.
Notwithstanding the minimum standards set forth in this chapter, each property
owner must prevent damage to adjacent property when making excavations by undertaking the
following:
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1.

Any owner of land or his/her lessee intending to permit or to makeBefore
making an excavation greater than ten feet in depthwide within ten feet of
his/hera property lines shallline, the property owner or lessee must give
reasonable notice to the owner or owners of land abutting the property lines
affected by suchthe excavation, stating. The notice must state the depth for
which suchof the proposed excavation is intended to be made and when the
excavation will begin;

2.

In making any excavation, use reasonable care and, skill shall be used and
reasonable precautions taken to ensure that the soil of adjoining property will
not cave in or settle to the detriment of any building or other structure which
may be thereon;

3.

NoEnsure that land development work shall be approved whichdoes not
physically preventsprevent the use of existing legal or physical and usable access
to any parcel (in the opinion of the city engineer) access to any parcel. (Ord.
234 § 1, 1989)

15.58.64011.40.550 Maintenance of protective devices.
The owner of any property on which a fill or excavation has been made pursuant to a grading
permit granted under the provisions of this chapter, or any other person or agent in control of
such property shallmust maintain the following in good condition and repair: all retaining walls,
cribbing, drainage structures or means and other, protective devices, and plantingplantings
shown in the approved plans and specifications or in the as-graded drawings or as required by
the grading permit. Facilities dedicated for use by the public and accepted for such use by a
public agency are excepted from this requirement. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.65011.40.555 Protection of utilities.
A.
During grading operations the permittee shall be responsible for the prevention
ofmust prevent damage to any public utilities or services.
B. This responsibility applies within the limits of grading and along any routes of travel
of equipment.
B.
C. Before starting any excavation work, the permittee shall be responsible
tomust contact Underground Service Alert, Incorporated and coordinate the proposed
excavation with all interested utility companies, districts and agencies. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.66011.40.560 Debris on public streets.
The California Vehicle Code and this chapter forbid the placing, dumping or depositing of soil
and rocks on the public streets or any portion of the public right-of-way. All vehicles engaged
in hauling materials under the permit provisions of this chapter shall refrain from
depositingpermittee must ensure that all grading operations comply with the Vehicle Code and
that no soil or debris is deposited on the public streets by any means, including, but not limited
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to, spillage from the bed of a truck or other vehicle and debris collected on the wheels of the
haul vehicle.spills from truck beds or tracking by haul vehicles. The permittee must remove any
materials spilled, dumped, or deposited on a public street as a result of permittee’s grading
operations.
In addition to any other remedies available for noncompliance with this requirement, the city
engineer may require a cash deposit or security to insure the cleanup of public streets. (Ord.
234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.67011.40.565 Dust control.
The contractor/permittee conducting any earth moving operation under this chapter shall be
responsible for controllingmust control dust created by its grading operations or activities at all
times. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.680 Cleanup.
The permittee conducting any earth moving operation under this chapter which requires
vehicles to haul earth materials on any public street shall be responsible for the complete
removal of such materials (soil, mud or other material) from the street, if spilled, dumped or
deposited on a public street. If the permittee fails to completely remove such spillage, the city
engineer may order the necessary removal work. The permittee and the surety shall be firmly
bound under a continuing obligation for payment of all costs incurred or expended by the city
pursuant to Sections 15.58.480 and 15.58.510. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.69011.40.570 Preservation of existing monuments.
The permittee must show all existing survey monuments shall be shown on the grading plan.
and submit evidence indicating that arrangements have been made for the preservation and/or
relocation ofto preserve or relocate existing monuments shall be submitted to the city engineer
prior to issuance of a grading permit. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.70011.40.575 Archaeological or paleontological resources.
If any archaeological or paleontological resources are discovered during grading operations,
such operations shall cease immediately and the permittee shallmust immediately cease all
grading operations and notify the city engineer of the discovery. Grading operations shallmust
not recommence until the permittee has received written authority from the city engineer to do
so. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
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ARTICLE VI.6 SURFACE MINING AND RECLAMATION
15.58.71011.40.600 Purpose and intent.
A.
This article is providedadopted pursuant to the California Surface Mining and
Reclamation Act of 1975, Chapter 9, of the Public Resources Code and amendments thereto.
B.
The City recognizes that the extraction of minerals is essential to the continued
economic well-being of the City and to the needs of society and that the reclamation of mined
lands is necessary to prevent or minimize adverse effects on the environment and to protect the
public health and safety.
C.
The City also recognizes that surface mining takes place in diverse areas where
the geologic, topographic, biological, and social conditions are significantly different and that
reclamation operations and the specifications therefore may vary accordingly.
D.
The purpose and intent of this article is to ensure the continued availability of
important mineral resources, while regulating surface mining operations as required by
California’s Surface Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975 (Public Resources Code sections
2710 et seq.), as amended, hereinafter referred to as “SMARA,” Public Resources Code (PRC)
section 2207 (relating to annual reporting requirements), and State Mining and Geology Board
regulations (hereinafter referred to as “state regulations”) for surface mining and reclamation
practice (California Code of Regulations [CCR], Title 14, Division 2, Chapter 8, Subchapter 1,
Sections 3500 et seq.), to ensure that:
1.

Adverse environmental effects are prevented or minimized and that mined lands
are reclaimed to a usable condition which is readily adaptable for alternative land
uses;

2.

The production and conservation of minerals are encouraged, while giving
consideration to values relating to recreation, watershed, wildlife, range and
forage, and aesthetic enjoyment;

3.

Residual hazards to the public health and safety are eliminated. (Ord. 390,

1999)

15.58.71511.40.605 Incorporation by reference.
The provisions of SMARA (PRC Section 2710 et seq.), PRC Section 2207, and state
regulations CCR Section 3500 et seq., as those provisions and regulations may be amended
from time to time, are made a part of this article by reference with the same force and effect as
if the provisions therein were specifically and fully set out herein, excepting that when the
provisions of this article are more restrictive than correlative state provisions, this article shall
prevailprevails. (Ord. 390, 1999)
15.58.72011.40.610 Scope.
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A.
Except as otherwise provided, the provisions of this article shall apply to all
lands within the City, public and private.
B.
Except as provided in this article, no person shallis authorized to conduct
surface mining operations unless the city approves a zoning permit, reclamation plan, and
financial assurances for reclamation have first been approved by the City.
C.
This article shalldoes not apply to the following activities, subject to the abovereferenced exceptions:
1.

Minor excavations or grading conducted for farming or on-site construction or
for the purpose of restoring land following a flood or natural disaster;

2.

On-site excavation and on-site earthmoving activities which are an integral and
necessary part of a construction project that are undertaken to prepare a site for
construction of structures, landscaping, or other land improvements, including
the related excavation, grading, compaction, or the creation of fills, road cuts,
and embankments, whether or not surplus materials are exported from the site,
subject to all of the following conditions:

3.

(a)

All required permits for the construction, landscaping, or related land
improvements have been approved by the City in accordance with
applicable provisions of state law and locally adopted plans and
ordinances, including, but not limited to, the California Environmental
Quality Act (“CEQA,” Public Resources Code, Division 13, Section
21000 et seq.);

(b)

The City’s approval of the construction project included consideration of
the on-site excavation and on-site earthmoving activities pursuant to
CEQA;

(c)

The approved construction project is consistent with the general plan,
applicable specific plan or zoning of the site;

(d)

Surplus materials shallmust not be exported from the site unless and until
actual construction work has commenced and shallmust cease if it is
determined that construction activities have terminated, have been
indefinitely suspended, or are no longer being actively pursued.

Operation of a plant site used for mineral processing, including associated onsite structures, equipment, machines, tools, or other materials, including the onsite stockpiling and on-site recovery of mined materials, subject to all of the
following conditions:
(a)
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(b)

None of the minerals being processed are being extracted on-site;

(c)

All reclamation work has been completed pursuant to the approved
reclamation plan for any mineral extraction activities that occurred onsite after January 1, 1976.

4.

Prospecting for, or the extraction of, minerals for commercial purposes and the
removal of overburden in total amounts of less than one thousand cubic yards in
any one location ofand the total surface area disturbed is less than one acre or
less.

5.

Surface mining operations that are required by federal law in order to protect a
mining claim, if those operations are conducted solely for that purpose.

6.

Emergency excavations or grading conducted by the Department of Water
Resources or the Reclamation Board for the purpose of averting, alleviating,
repairing, or restoring damage to property due to imminent or recent floods,
disasters, or other emergencies.

7.

The immediate excavation or grading of lands affected by a natural disaster for
the purpose of restoring those lands to their prior condition.

8.

The immediate removal of material deposited by a flood onto lands being farmed
for the purpose of restoring those lands to their prior condition.

D.
Any applicable exemption from this requirement does not automatically exempt a
project or activity from the application of other regulations, ordinances or policies of the City,
including but not limited to, the application of CEQA, the requirement of zoning permit
approvals or other permits, the payment of development impact fees, or the imposition of other
dedications and exactions as may be permitted under the law. (Ord. 390, 1999)
15.58.72511.40.615 Vested rights.
No person or corporation who obtained a vested right to conduct surface mining operations
prior to January 1, 1976, shall beis required to secure a zoning permit so long as the vested
right continues in accordance with section 17.04.110 of the Santee Municipal Code and as long
as no substantial changes have been made in the operation except in accordance with SMARA,
state regulations, and this Article. However, where a person or corporation with vested rights
has continued surface mining in the same area subsequent to January 1, 1976, they shallmust
obtain City approval of a reclamation plan covering the mined lands disturbed by such
subsequent surface mining. In those cases where an overlap exists (in the horizontal and/or
vertical sense) between pre-and post-Act mining, the reclamation plan shall call formust include
reclamation proportional to that disturbance caused by the mining after the effective date of the
Act (January 1, 1976). (Ord. 390, 1999)
15.58.73011.40.620 Applications and reviews.
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A.
Any person, except as provided in Section 2776 of the California Surface
Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975, who proposes to engage in surface mining operations as
defined in this chapter shallmust, prior to the commencement of such operations, obtain:
1.

A zoning permit;

2.

A permit to mine; and

3.

Approval of a reclamation plan, in accordance with the provisions set forth in
this article and as further provided in the California Surface Mining and
Reclamation Act of 1975. A fee, as established for the permitted uses in the
consolidated fee schedule, shallmust be paid to the City at the time of filing.

B.
Applications for a zoning permit or reclamation plan for surface mining or land
reclamation projects shallmust be made on forms provided by the department of development
services. Said application shallmust be filed in accordaccordance with this article and
procedures as established by the director of development services. The forms for reclamation
plan applications shall require, at a minimum, each of the elements required by SMARA
(Sections 2772-2773) and state regulations, and any other requirements deemed necessary to
facilitate an expeditious and fair evaluation of the proposed reclamation plan, as established at
the discretion of the director of development services. All applications for a zoning permit for
surface mining shallmust be made, considered and granted or denied pursuant to section
17.06.030 of Title 17 of this code. Such applications shallmust be accompanied by other data
or information required by the director of development services. All plans and specifications for
the grading of the property shallmust be prepared by a registered civil engineer, sealed and
signed in accordance with the Business and Professions Code.
C.
Application shallApplications must include all required environmental review
forms and information prescribed by the director of development services.
D.
Within thirty days ofafter acceptance of an application for a zoning permit for
surface mining operations and/or a reclamation plan as complete, the department of
development services shallmust notify the State Department of Conservation of the filing of the
application. Whenever mining operations are proposed in the one-hundred-year flood plain of
any stream, as shown in Zone A of the Flood Insurance Rate Maps issued by the Federal
Emergency Management Agency, and within one mile, upstream or downstream, of any state
highway bridge, the department of development services shallmust also notify the State
Department of Transportation that the application has been received.
E.
The department of development services shallwill process the application(s)
through environmental review pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act (Public
Resources Code Sections 21000 et seq.) and the City’s environmental review guidelines.
F.
Upon completion of the environmental review procedure and filing of all
documents required by the director of development services, consideration of the zoning permit
approval and reclamation plan for the proposed surface mine shallwill be scheduled for public
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hearing before the city council, and pursuant to Section 2774 of the Public Resources Codethe
requirements of SMARA.
G.
Prior to final approval of a reclamation plan, financial assurances (as provided in
this article), or any amendments to the reclamation plan or existing financial assurances, the
department of development services shallmust submit the plan, financial assurance, or
amendments to the State Department of Conservation for review. City council may
conceptually approve the reclamation plan and financial assurance before submittal to the State
Department of Conservation. If a zoning permit is being processed concurrently with the
reclamation plan, city council may also conceptually approve the zoning permit. However, city
council may defer action on the zoning permit until taking final action on the reclamation plan
and financial assurances. If necessary to comply with permit processing deadlines, the city
council may conditionally approve the zoning permit with the condition that the city council
shallwill not issue the zoning permit for the mining operations until cost estimates for financial
assurances have been reviewed by the State Department of Conservation and final action has
been taken on the reclamation plan and financial assurances. Pursuant to PRC Section 2774(d),
The State Department of Conservation shall be givenhas thirty days to review and comment on
the reclamation plan and forty-five days to review and comment on the financial assurance. The
department of development services shall evaluatemust prepare a written response to the state’s
comments received, if any, fromcontaining the following, and submit a proposed response to
the State Department of Conservation during the comment periods. Staff shall prepare a
written response describing the disposition of the major issues raised by the state for city
council’s approval. In particular, when the City’s position is at variance with the
recommendations and objections raised in the state’s comments, the written response shall
address, why specific comments and suggestions were not accepted. Copies of any written
comments received and responses prepared for the city council shall be forwarded to the
applicant.at least 30 days before approval of the reclamation plan, plan amendment, or financial
assurance:
1.

describing the disposition of the major issues raised by the state’s

comments;

2.

describing whether the city proposes to adopt the state’s comments to the
reclamation plan, plan amendment, or financial assurance,

3.

specifying, in detail, why the city proposes not to adopt the comments, if the
city proposes not to adopt the state’s comments;

4.

proving notice of the time, place, and date of the hearing or meeting at which
the reclamation plan, plan amendment, or financial assurance is scheduled to be
approved by the city.

The director of development services must send copies of any comments received and
response prepared to the applicant.
H.
The city council shallwill then take action to approve, conditionally approve, or
deny the zoning permit and/or reclamation plan, and to approve the financial assurances
pursuant to PRC Section 2770(d). The director of development services must send the State
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Department of Conservation the final response to the state’s comments within 30 days after
approval of the reclamation plan, plan amendment, or financial assurance.
I.
By July 1st of each year, the department of development services shall
forwardmust submit to the State Department of Conservation a copy of each newly approved
zoning permit approved during the previous fiscal year for mining operations and/orfor each
active or idle surface mining operation:
1.

a copy of the approved reclamation plan and approved financial assurances. The
department shall also include A copy of any zoning permit or reclamation plan
amendments, as applicable.;

2.

A statement that there have been no changes during the previous year, as
applicable;

3.

The date of each surface mining operation’s last inspection;

4.

The date of each surface mining operation’s last financial assurance review
pursuant to PRC 2773.1 for each operation.

J.
Where any requirement of the reclamation plan conflicts with any requirement of
the approved zoning permit, the director of development services and the city engineer shallwill
determine which requirement shall applyapplies. (Ord. 390, 1999)
15.58.73511.40.625 Standards for reclamation.
A.
All reclamation plans shallmust comply with the provisions of SMARA (Section
2772 and Section 2773) and state regulations (CCR Section 3500-3505). Reclamation plans
approved after January 15, 1993, reclamation plans for proposed new mining operations, and
any substantial amendments to previously approved reclamation plans, shallmust also comply
with the requirements for reclamation performance standards (CCR Section 3700-3713).
B.
The City may impose additional performance standards as developed either in
review of individual projects, as warranted, or through the formulation and adoption of City
performance standards.
C.
Reclamation activities shallmust be initiated at the earliest possible time on those
portions of the mined lands that will not be subject to further disturbance. Interim reclamation
may also be required for mined lands that have been disturbed and that may be disturbed again
in future operations. Reclamation may be done on an annual basis, in stages compatible with
continuing operations, or on completion of all excavation, removal, or fill, as approved by the
City. Each phase of reclamation shallmust be specifically described in the reclamation plan and
shall include:
1.

The beginning and expected ending dates for each phase;

2.

All reclamation activities required;
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3.

Criteria for measuring completion of specific reclamation activities; and

4.

Estimated costs for completion of each phase of reclamation. (Ord. 390,

1999)

15.58.74011.40.630 Financial assurances.
A.
To ensure reclamation will proceed in accordance with the approved reclamation
plan, the City requires as a condition of approval security for the faithful performance of the
reclamation. The applicant may pose security in the form of a surety bond, cash deposit,
irrevocable letter of credit from an accredited financial institution, or other method acceptable
to the city attorney and the State Mining and Geology Board as specified in state regulations,
and which the City reasonably determines is adequate to perform reclamation in accordance
with the surface mining operation’s approved reclamation plan. Financial assurances shallmust
be made payable to the City of Santee, the State Department of Conservation, and such other
regulatory agencies the City deems necessary.
B.
Financial assurances will beare required to ensure compliance with the
reclamation plan, including but not limited to, revegetation and landscaping requirements,
restoration of aquatic or wildlife habitat, restoration of water bodies and water quality, slope
stability, erosion and drainage control, disposal of hazardous materials, and other measures, if
necessary.
C.
Cost estimates for the financial assurance shallmust be submitted to the
department of development services for review and approval prior to the operator securing
financial assurances. The department of development services shallwill forward a copy of the
cost estimates, together with any documentation received supporting the amount of the cost
estimates, to the State Department of Conservation for review. If the State Department of
Conservation does not comment within forty-five days of receipt of these estimates, it shallwill
be assumed that the cost estimates are adequate. The City has the discretion to approve the
financial assurance if it meets the requirements of this article, SMARA, and state regulations.
D.
The amount of the financial assurance shallmust be based upon one hundred
percent of the estimated cost of reclamation plus a ten percent contingency for the actual
amount required to reclaim lands disturbed by surface mining activities since January 1, 1976,
all new lands to be disturbed by surface mining activities in the upcoming year and areas not
successfully reclaimed pursuant to the approved reclamation plan. The estimate shallmust also
include any maintenance of reclaimed areas as may be required. Cost estimates shallmust be
prepared by a California registered Professional Engineer and/or other similarly licensed and
qualified professionals retained by the operator and approved by the director of development
services. The estimated amount of the financial assurance shallmust be based on an analysis of
physical activities necessary to implement the approved reclamation plan, the unit costs for
each of these activities, the number of units of each of these activities, and the actual
administrative costs. Financial assurances to ensure compliance with establishing revegetation,
restoration of water bodies, restoration of aquatic or wildlife habitat, and any other applicable
element of the approved reclamation plan shallmust be based upon cost estimates that include
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but may not be limited to labor, equipment, materials, mobilization of equipment,
administration, and reasonable profit by a commercial operator other than the permittee.
E.
In addition to the amount specified in subsection D of this section, saidthe
security instrument shallmust provide that in the event suit is brought by the City and judgment
recovered, the surety or financial institution shallmust pay, in addition to the sum specified, all
costs incurred by the City in such suit including a reasonable attorney’s fee to be fixed by the
court.
F.
In projecting the costs of financial assurances, it shallmust be assumed without
prejudice or insinuation that the surface mining operation could be abandoned by the operator
and, consequently, the City or State Department of Conservation may need to contract with a
third party commercial company for reclamation of the site.
G.
The financial assurances shallmust remain in effect for the duration of the
surface mining operation and any additional period until reclamation is completed, including any
required maintenance and establishment period. Upon completion of the surface mining and
reclamation of mined lands in accordance with the approved reclamation plan, including
maintenance and establishment periods, all financial assurances shallwill be released, otherwise
they shallmust remain in full force and effect.
H.
The city will annually review amount of financial assurances required of a
surface mining operation for any one year shall be reviewed annually by the City to account for
new lands disturbed by surface mining operations, inflation, and reclamation of lands
accomplished in accordance with the approved reclamation plan. The financial assurances
shallmust include estimates to cover reclamation for existing conditions and anticipated
activities during the upcoming year, excepting that the permittee may not claim credit for
reclamation scheduled for completion during the coming year.
I.
When requested, revised estimates for the financial assurances shallmust be
submitted to the director of development services at the time of filing of the mine operator’ s
annual mining operation report. The estimate shallmust cover the cost of existing disturbance
and anticipated activities for the next calendar year, including any required interim reclamation.
(Ord. 390, 1999)
15.58.74511.40.635 Findings for approval.
A.
Zoning Permit Approvals. In addition to any other findings required by the city
code, zoning permit approvals for surface mining operations shallmust include a finding that the
project complies with the provisions of SMARA and state regulations.
B.
required:
1.

Reclamation Plans. For reclamation plans, the following findings

shall beare

That the reclamation plan complies with SMARA Sections 2772 and 2773, and
any other applicable provisions;
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2.

That the reclamation plan complies with applicable requirements of State
regulations (CCR Sections 3500-3505, and Sections 3700-3713).

3.

That the reclamation plan and potential use of reclaimed land pursuant to the
plan are consistent with the City’s general plan and any applicable specific plans,
resource plan or element.

4.

That the reclamation plan has been reviewed pursuant to CEQA and the City’s
environmental review guidelines, and all significant adverse impacts from
reclamation of the surface mining operations are mitigated to the maximum
extent feasible.

5.

That the reclamation plan will restore the mined lands to a usable condition
which is readily adaptable for alternative land uses consistent with the general
plan and applicable specific plan or resource plan. (Ord. 390, 1999)

15.58.75011.40.640 Modifications.
A.
An approved reclamation plan or any conditions thereof may be revised or
modified in the same manner provided for a new zoning permit including the requirement for
environmental impact review. All proposed modifications of an approved reclamation plan
shallmust be consistent with section 17.06.030 of Title 17 of this code.
B.
Minor amendments to the reclamation plan may be approved by the director of
development services pursuant to section 17.04.060 of Title 17 of this code where the director
determines that such approval will not result in a substantial change in the finished appearance
of the mining site land form, will not increase the impacts on adjacent property, and is
otherwise consistent with the intent of this chapter and the State Surface Mining and
Reclamation Act.
C.
Notwithstanding the provisions of section 17.06.030 of Title 17 of this code
relative to any modification or revocation of a zoning permit, the city engineer may modify or
add conditions relative to the conduct of grading for the same reasons as specified for grading
permits in Article V of this chapter. (Ord. 390, 1999)
15.58.75511.40.645 Agreements with city required—Borrow pits and quarries.
A.
No surface mining shallmay be conducted pursuant to a zoning permit or
pursuant to vested nonconforming rights unless prior to commencement of, before beginning
grading, an agreement has been entered into allowing city employees to enter the property to
correct any landscaping or irrigation system deficiencies, any unsafe conditions, or breach of
provisions of the zoning permit and/or reclamation plan. The agreement shallmust specifically
authorize the city employees or any person authorized by the agreement to enter the property
at any reasonable times for inspection or for the purpose of correcting any unsafe conditions
resulting from the breach of any provision of the zoning permit or reclamation plan. SaidThe
agreement shallmust be executed by the permittee, the owner of the property and by holders,
except government entities, of any lien upon the property which could ripen into a fee. The
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permittee shallmust provide acceptable evidence of title showing all existing legal and equitable
interests in the property. The city engineer is authorized to execute and accept the agreement
on behalf of the city. The agreement shallmust be recorded prior to the commencement
ofbefore grading begins pursuant to a zoning permit or reclamation plan.
B.
The agreement required by this section shallmust be secured pursuant to section
15.58.740 of this chapter11.40.630 to assure compliance with the agreement. (Ord. 390, 1999)
15.58.76011.40.650 Public records.
To the fullest extent authorized by law, reclamation plans, reports, applications and other
documents submitted pursuant to this article are public records unless it can be demonstrated
to the satisfaction of the City that the release of such information, or part thereof, would reveal
production, reserves, or rate of depletion entitled to protection as proprietary information. The
City shall identify such proprietary information as a separate part for each application. A copy
of all permits, reclamation plans, reports, applications and other documents submitted pursuant
to this article, including proprietary information, shall be furnished to the director of the
department of conservation by the city department of development services. An applicant for a
permit required by this article may identify information it considers proprietary information. The
city will notify the applicant of a request for any information which the applicant marks as
proprietary and provide the applicant an opportunity to agree to defend and indemnify the city
against any liability or claims, to the satisfaction of the city attorney, that may arise as a result
of withholding such information. The release of public records will be governed by the Public
Records Act. Proprietary information shallwill be made available to persons only when
authorized by the mine operator and by the mine owner in accordance with Section 2778 of
the California Surface Mining and Reclamation Act of 1975. (Ord. 390, 1999)
15.58.76511.40.655 Interim management plans.
A.
Within ninety days ofafter a surface mining operation becomingbecomes idle, the
operator shallmust submit to the department of development services a proposed interim
management plan (IMP). The proposed IMP shallmust fully comply with the requirements of
SMARA, including but not limited to all zoning permit conditions, and shallmust provide
measures the operator will implement to maintain the site in a stable condition, taking into
consideration public health and safety. The proposed IMP shallmust be submitted on forms
prescribed by the department of development services, and shallwill be processed as an
amendment to the reclamation plan. IMPs shallare not be considered a project for the purposes
of environmental review.
B.
Financial assurances for idle operations shallmust be maintained as though the
operation were active, or as otherwise approved through the idle mine’s IMP. All financial
assurances shallmust conform to section 15.58.740 herein11.40.630.
C.
Upon receipt of a complete proposed IMP, the City shallwill forward the IMP
to the State Department of Conservation for review. The IMP shall be submitted to the State
Department of Conservation at least thirty days prior to approval by the City.
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D.
Within sixty days ofafter receipt of the proposed IMP, or a longer period
mutually agreed upon by the director of development services and the operator, the City
shallwill review and approve or deny the IMP in accordance with this chapter. The operator
shall havehas thirty days, or a longer period mutually agreed upon by the operator and the
director of development services, to submit a revised IMP. The City shallwill approve or deny
the revised IMP within sixty days of receipt.
E.
The IMP may remain in effect for a period not to exceed five years, at which
time the City may renew the IMP for another period not to exceed five years and for another
five-year period at the expiration of the first 5-year renewal period if the city finds that the
surface mining operation has complied fully with the IMP, or require the surface mining
operator to commence reclamation in accordance with its approved reclamation plan. (Ord.
390, 1999)
15.58.77011.40.660 Inspections.
A.
As a condition of each zoning permit or reclamation plan, the departments of
development services will conduct an inspection of the surface mining operation and
reclamation activities shall be conducted by the departments of development services within six
months ofafter receipt of the mine operator’s annual report. Inspection shallwill be made by a
state-registered geologist, state-registered civil engineer, state-licensed landscape architect, or
state-registered forester, who is experienced in land reclamation and who has not been
employed by the mining operation in any capacity during the previous twelve months, or other
qualified specialists, as may be determined by the director of development services. All
inspections shallmust be conducted using a form approved and provided by the State Mining
and Geology Board. The department of development services shallwill notify the State
Department of Conservation within thirty days of completion of the inspection that said
inspection has been conducted, and shall forward a copy of said inspection notice and any
supporting documentation to the mining operator. The operator shall beis solely responsible for
the reasonable cost of such inspection.
B. If, after conducting the annual inspection or otherwise confirmed by an inspection,
the department finds the zoning permit or reclamation plan is not being followed and
completed as approved, the mining operator shall be so notified and be given a reasonable time
to comply, not to exceed ninety days. If, at the end of this period of time the zoning permit or
reclamation plan is still not being followed and completed as approved, the director of
development services shall notify the mining operator involved and set the matter for public
hearing in accordance with the procedures set out in Section 17.06.030 of Title 17 of this code
for modification or revocation of a zoning permit. Failure to correctly comply with the terms
or conditions of a reclamation plan shall be considered a violation of the application for zoning
permit and an unlawful and public nuisance.
C. At the hearing, it shall be determined whether or not the mining operator is
complying with the zoning or reclamation plan. If it is found that the operator is not in
compliance, the city council shall determine if the permit shall be revoked or merely suspended
until the operator either complies or obtains approval of a revised zoning permit or reclamation
plan. If the city council determines that the mining operator is making a reasonable effort to
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comply with the reclamation plan, an additional period of time, not to exceed one hundred
eighty days, may be allowed for full compliance. (Ord. 390, 1999)
15.58.80011.40.665 Successors in interest.
A.
The applicant submitting the reclamation plan and financial assurances shallmust
execute an agreement in a form acceptable to the city attorney accepting responsibility for
reclaiming the mined lands in accordance with the reclamation plan and conditions of their
zoning permit. SaidThe applicant must cause the agreement shallor a notice or memorandum of
the agreement to be recorded in the office of the county recorder and kept on file insubmit a
copy of the recorded document to the office of the city clerk.
B.
Whenever any surface mining operation or portion of an operation subject to
this chapter is sold, assigned, conveyed, exchanged or otherwise transferred, the applicant
shallwill not be relieved of their obligations under the agreement until such time as their
successor in interest shall executeexecutes a replacement agreement and postposts substitute
securities agreeing to be bound by the provisions of the reclamation plan and conditions of
their zoning permit. (Ord. 390, 1999)
15.58.81011.40.670 Liability and responsibilities of permittee.
Neither the issuance of a zoning permit or reclamation plan under the provisions of this article,
nor the compliance with any provisions or conditions thereof, shall relieve any person from any
liability or responsibility resulting from grading operations as specified elsewhere in this
chapter. (Ord. 390, 1999)
15.58.820 Violation—Misdemeanor.
Any person violating any provision of this article shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
upon conviction shall be fined an amount not to exceed one thousand dollars or by
imprisonment for a period not to exceed more than six months in the county jail or by both
such fine and imprisonment. (Ord. 390, 1999)
15.58.83011.40.675 Enforcement of provisions.
The provisions of this article shall be enforced by any authorized member of the department of
development services of the city or such other persons as may be designated by the city
council. (Ord. 390, 1999)
The director of the department of development services is authorized to enforce this article.
(Ord. 390, 1999)
15.58.840 Arrests and citations11.40.680 Violations.
If the director of development services and the city engineer, each agent or deputy thereof who
is assigned to duties which include the enforcement of this article and any peace officer shall
have the power to make arrests for violations of those provisions of this article and state law
which he/she has duty to enforce and to issue citations for such violations. Any person so
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arrested who does not demand to be taken before a magistrate may instead be cited in the
manner prescribed in Chapter 5c (commencing with Section 853.5) of Title 3 Part 2 of the
Penal Codedetermines that an operator is not complying the terms and conditions of this
chapter, the zoning permit or reclamation plan, the director is authorized to initiate
administrative remedies authorized by this code, and by SMARA, including but not limited to
PRC 2774.1. The director may notify the operator of any deficiency. The operator must
remedy all deficiencies in the notice within a reasonable time, not to exceed 30 days. If more
than 30 days is needed to remedy the noticed violation, the operator may enter into a
stipulated order to comply, pursuant to PRC 2774.1, with notice sent to the State Department
of Conservation. If, at the end of this period of time the zoning permit or reclamation plan is
still not being followed and completed as approved, the director of development services may
pursue any enforcement actions available, including but not limited to those actions specified in
PRC 2774.1 and in this code. Failure to comply with the terms or conditions of a reclamation
plan is a violation of the zoning permit and a public nuisance. (Ord. 390, 1999)
15.58.85011.40.685 Appeals.
Any person aggrieved by an act or determination of the city administrators in the exercise of
the authority granted in this article shall havehas the right to appeal to the city council. Any
appeal must be filed on city-provided forms within thirty days after the rendering of the
decision. (Ord. 390, 1999)that decision pursuant to chapter 1.14.
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ARTICLE VII.7 SUPERVISION, TESTING, INSPECTION AND ENFORCEMENT
15.58.86011.40.700 City engineer—ResponsibilitiesAuthority.
A.
The city engineer shall enforce the provisions of this chapteris authorized to
article, except as otherwise provided in this section.

this

B.
The city engineer may establish and implement special inspection requirements
and augment his/her resources or expertise as he/she deems necessary to properly inspect a
particular grading project. The cost ofpermittee who benefits from these special requirements
or augmentations shall be paid for by the benefiting permitteemust pay the cost of those
requirements or augmentations.
C.
Prior to the approval of Before approving any land development work requiring
grading plans and specifications, the city engineer may inspect the site to determine that the
plans and specifications are current and reflect existing conditions.
D.
After receiving a grading permit issuance, but prior tobefore any land
development work involving grading, brushing or clearing, there shall bethe permittee must
attend a pregrading meeting. Prior to pouring curbs and gutters or placement of base materials,
there shall bea permittee must attend a prepaving meeting held on the site. The permittee, or
his/her agent, shall must notify the city engineer at least two working days prior to the
meetings and shall be responsible for notifyingmust notify all principals responsible for grading
and paving related operations.
E.
The city engineer or his/her designee shallis authorized to inspect the land
development project at various stages of work requiring approval and at any more
frequentprojects at intervals necessary to determine that adequate inspection and testing is
being exercised.
F.
The city engineer shall haveis authorized to inspect all work done in connection
with land development inspected to insure compliance with the provisions of this chapter and
shall release the security when such work is properly completed.
G.
The city engineer shall causeis authorized to stop land development being done
without a permit to be stopped until a permit has been obtained. The city engineer may require
that such work done without a permit be removed or corrected at the expense of the
responsible person. Where land development work involves an embankment improperly
constructed or constructed without adequate testing, he or she shall cause such embankment to
be reconstructed or, in lieu thereof, order the work stopped and corrected as set forth in
Sections 15.58.590 and 15.58.910(D) of this chapter. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989), to impose
conditions on a permit issued for such work, to require the correction or removal of such
work, and to take any other enforcement action authorized by this code or law.
15.58.87011.40.705 Liability of city.
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A. Neither the issuance of a permit under the provisions ofpursuant to this chapter, nor the
compliance with the provisions of this chapter or with any conditions imposed by any city
official underpursuant to this chapter, shall relieve any person from any responsibility for
damage to persons or property otherwise imposed by law, nor impose any liability uponon the
city for damage to persons or property.
B. The city engineer or an employee charged with the enforcement of this chapter,
acting in good faith and without malice for the city in the discharge of these duties, shall not
render himself or herself liable personally and is relieved from all personal liability for any
damage that may accrue to persons or property as a result of any act required or by reason of
any act or omission in the discharge of his or her duties. Any suit brought against the city
engineer or employee, because of such act or omission performed by him or her in the
enforcement of any provisions of this chapter, shall be defended by the legal department of the
city until final determination of the proceedings. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.88011.40.710 Supervised or regular grading—Observation required.
A.
All grading, except grading for a borrow pit, in excess of five thousand cubic
yards shallmust be performed under the general observation of and coordination of the civil
engineer who prepared or signed the grading plans and shall beis designated “supervised
grading.”
B.
Grading not supervised in accordance with this section shall beis designated
“regular grading.”
C.
For grading of five thousand cubic yards or less, the permittee may elect to have
the grading performed as either supervised grading or regular grading. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.89011.40.715 Regular grading requirements.
A.
The city engineer shallis authorized to cause or require regular grading work to
be inspected to the extent he/she deemsdeemed necessary and shallis authorized to require
inspection of excavations and, fills, and compaction control by a soil engineer.
B.
The city engineer shallis authorized to require sufficient inspectioninspections by
the soil engineer to sufficient to assure the city engineer that the soil engineer has adequately
considered all geologic conditions.
C.
The soil engineer shallmust file a report with the city engineer assuring the
compaction and acceptability of all fills. Where potentially expansive soils are present at either
cut or fill grade, the soil engineer shallmust provide written recommendations regarding
treatment given or to be given to such soils. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.90011.40.720 Supervised grading requirements.
A.
For supervised grading it shall be the responsibility of, the permittee must ensure
that the civil engineer supervising the grading to supervise and coordinatealso supervises and
coordinates all field surveys, setting of grade stakes in conformance with the plans, and site
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inspection during grading operations to assure that the site is graded in accordance with the
permit.
B.
The city engineer is authorized to require a permittee to provide soils reports
shall be required and geology reports may also be required as specified in Sections 15.58.910,
15.58.920 and 15.58.970as part of an application for or conditions of a grading permit. In
addition to the copies filed with the city engineer, the permittee must send copies of such
reports shall be sent by the permittee to the civil engineer supervising the grading.
C.
The permittee must ensure that the soil engineer shall make suchconducts tests
and inspections as necessary to assure that the recommendations given in the preliminary soils
engineering report and incorporated in the grading plan, specifications, or the permit have
beenare followed, and complycomplies with the requirements of section 15.58.91011.40.725.
(Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.91011.40.725 Soil engineer—Observation and testing responsibilities.
A. General. The soil engineer’s area of responsibility shall include, but not be limited to,
the professional inspection and approval concerning the preparation of ground to receive fills,
testing for required compaction, stability of all finish slopes, design of buttress fills where
required and incorporating data supplied by the engineering geologist.
B. Preliminary and final soils reports shall be required as specified in this chapter.
During grading all necessary analyses, compaction data, soil engineering and engineering
geology recommendations and reports shall be submitted to the client for distribution as
required, and a copy of all said documents shall be provided to the city engineer.
A.

General. The soil engineer must ensure the following:

1.

the ground is properly prepared to receive fills,

2.

proper compaction,

3.

finish slopes are properly stabilized,

4.

buttress fills, where required, are properly designed,

5.

data supplied by the engineering geologist is incorporated into the soils

6.

during grading, submit to the permittee and city engineer copies of all analyses,
compaction data, soil engineering and engineering geology recommendations and
reports;

7.

the standards established in this section are met.

reports;

B.
C. When preliminary soils engineering reports are not required, the city engineer
may yet require inspection and approval by the soil engineer. The soil engineer’s responsibility
shall includein these cases includes, but is not be limited to, approval of cleared areas and
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benches to receive fill, the compaction and testing of fills and their inspection and approval.
The soil engineer willmust submit a statement that all embankments under his/her direction
have been compacted to a minimum of ninety percent relative compaction or an alternative
compaction percentage approved by the city engineer. Prior to the release of building permits
for any given lot or lots, the soil engineer shallmust submit a compaction report to the
satisfaction of the city engineer as evidence that rough grading has been compacted in
accordance with the approved preliminary soils engineering report.
C.
Density Testing. The soils engineer must ensure field density testing is
completed in accordance with the following:
1.

D. Density Testing. All fills shallmust be compacted to a minimum of ninety
percent relative compaction unless the city engineer approved a lesser density
has been specifically approved by the city engineer..

2.

Field density tests shallmust be performed in accordance with ASTM D1556, or
as revised (sand cone test), or equivalent, as approved by the city engineer.

3.

Notwithstanding any alternative field density test approved by the city engineer,
at least twenty-five percent of the total tests shallmust be by ASTM D1556 to
verify the accuracy of the equivalent method. All such tests shall

4.

The location of field density tests must comply with the following:
(a)

be reasonably and uniformlyField density tests must be distributed within
the fill or fill slope surface so that representative results are obtained.;

(b)

E. At least twenty percent of the required field density tests taken
shallmust be located within three feet of the final slope location and at
least one density test shallmust be taken within the outer twelve inches of
finished slope face for every five thousand square feet of slope area.;

F. Locations of field density tests shall be determined by the soil engineer or approved
testing agency, but shall be sufficient in both horizontal and vertical placement to provide
representative testing of all fill placed.
5.

G. Field density tests shallmust be performed on the basis of at least one test for
one thousand cubic yards of compacted fill and at least one test for each two
feet of fill thickness.

6.

H. Additional field density testing must occur in areas of critical nature or
special emphasis shall be in addition to a network of representative sampling.
Where lower density and very high potential expansion characteristics exist, as
determined by the soil engineer, lesser compaction may be granted by the city
engineer upon justification and recommendation by the soil engineer.
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D.
I. TestingThe soil engineer must test for expansive soils sufficient for each
building pad shall be performed on soils within three feet of the finish grade of any land
development intended or designed as a location for a building. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.92011.40.730 Engineering geologist—Responsibilities.
The engineering geologist’s area of responsibility shall include, but not be limited to,geologist
is responsible for professional inspection and approval of the stability of cut slopes with respect
to geological matters, and the need for subdrains or other groundwater drainage devices. The
engineering geologist shallmust report his/herall findings to the soil engineer for engineering
analysis. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.93011.40.735 Required inspections.
The following inspectionspermittee must request an inspection by the city shall be required of
the itemsengineer for each item of work listed, in this section at the stage or time or stage
indicated below. The permittee shall notify the city engineermust request the inspection at least
one working day ahead of the time the work will be readybefore the desired inspection is to
occur.
A.

Excavation and Fill.

1.

Canyon cleanout: after all brush and unsuitable material have been removed and
an acceptable base has been exposed, but before any fill is placed;

2.

Toe bench and key: after the natural ground or bedrock is exposed and prepared
to receive fill, but before fill is placed;

3.

Over-excavation: after the area has been excavated but before fill is placed;

4.

Excavation: after the excavation is started, but before the vertical depth of the
excavation exceeds ten feet, and every ten foot interval thereafter;

5.

Fill: after the fill has started, but before the vertical height of the fill exceeds ten
feet and every ten foot interval thereafter.

B.

Concrete or Gunite Drainage Devices.

1.

Cross gutter:

2.

(a)

Subgrade: after the subgrade is prepared and required reinforcement
placed,

(b)

Concrete: during concrete placement;

Curb and gutter (private property):
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3.

(a)

Subgrade: after subgrade is made, forms in place, with required
reinforcement,

(b)

Concrete: during concrete placement;

Terrace drains, down drains, brow ditches and all over-paved drainage devices:
(a)

Subgrade: after grade is made but prior to placement of welded wire
mesh or reinforcing steel,

(b)

Reinforcement: after thickness control wire and reinforcing steel or
welded wire are in place,

(c)

Concrete: during concrete or gunite placement.

C.

Drainage Devices other than Concrete or Gunite.

1.

Subdrains:

2.

3.

(a)

After excavation but prior to placement of filter material and pipe. The
subdrain pipe and filter material shallmust be on-site for inspection,

(b)

After filter material and subdrain have been placed but prior to covering
with backfill;

Storm Drains and Inlets:
(a)

After placement of storm drains, but prior to covering with

backfill,

(b)

After placement of inlet forms but prior to pouring concrete;

Earth swales: prior to rough grading approval.

D.
Rough Grading. An inspection willmust be made when all rough grading has
been completed. This inspection may be called for at the completion of rough gradingis
complete and after the city engineer has reviewed and approved the required reports and the
civil engineer has submitted the written report required by section 15.58.960(A)(1)(b)11.40.740
indicating substantial conformance to line and grade.
A building permit will not be issued until rough grading has been approved and receipt of the
final soils reportreports required by section 15.58.960(A)(2)(a) and the report required by
Section 15.58.960(A)(1)(b)11.40.740.
E.

Irrigation.

1.

Pipe Lines and Control Valves. During installation of main and lateral lines,
inspections shallmust be made to assure continuous support of all pipe, properly
assembled fittings and valve installation, as well as proper backfill procedures.
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2.

Coverage Test. When the irrigation system is completed, a coverage test
shallmust be performed in the presence of the city engineer or appointed
inspector.

F.

Planting.

1.

General Soil Preparation. After the finish grade has been established and
appropriate drainage is accomplished, incorporation of amendments shallmust be
inspected. Amendment material shallmust be approved prior to import. Material
invoices and/or licensed weighmaster’s certificates may be required.

2.

Plant Pit Preparation. During the preparation of all plant pits, inspections
shallmust confirm standard procedures are followed to maximize the promotion
of healthy root development. Material invoices may be required.

3.

Staking and/or Guying Procedures. UponAfter completion of planting, removal
of all nursery stakes directed to be removed, and proper staking and/or guying
practices shall be accomplished. Inspection of procedures will confirm
compliance.

G.

Erosion Control Facilities (Rainy season: October 1st through April 1st).

1.

After excavation of desilting basins but prior to fill placement, prefabricated
devices are to be available on-site for inspection;

2.

After fill placement for desilting basins but prior to placement of concrete or
other non-erosive materials;

3.

After completion of an erosion control system in accordance with an approved
erosion control plan and the requirements of the city engineer.

H.
Final Inspection. The permittee must request a final inspection by the city shall
be made when all work, including installation of all drainage structures, irrigation, slope
planting and other protective devices, has been completed and all written professional
approvals, certifications and the required reports and as-graded drawings have been submitted.
(Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.940 Notification of noncompliance.
If, in the course of fulfilling responsibility under this chapter, the city engineer, the soil
engineer, the engineering geologist, or the testing agency finds that the land development work
is not being performed in accordance with approved plans, specifications or this chapter, the
discrepancies shall be reported immediately in writing to the grading contractor, the owner, and
the city engineer. Recommendations for corrective measures shall be submitted for approval by
the city engineer. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.950 Stopping and correction of work.
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A. Whenever the city engineer determines that any work does not comply with the
terms of a permit, or this chapter, or that the soil or other conditions are not as stated on the
permit, or that work is being done improperly, or in a hazardous manner, he/she may order the
work stopped by notice in writing served on any persons engaged in doing or causing of such
work to be done, and any such persons shall forthwith stop such work until authorized by the
city engineer to proceed with the work. See also Section 15.58.580 of this chapter for related
provisions.
B. Whenever any work on which city inspections are required is covered or concealed
by additional work without first having been inspected, the city engineer may require, by
written notice, that such work be exposed for examination. The work of exposing and
recovering shall not entail or be subject to expense by the city.
C. If the city engineer finds the soil or other conditions not as stated in the approved
plans and geotechnical reports or in additional information which was required for issuance of
the grading permit, he/she may issue a stop work order until approval is obtained for a revised
grading plan which will conform to the conditions existing at the site.
D. Work may be resumed and the stop order shall be rescinded upon the city engineer’s
determination that conditions have changed, corrections have been made, or the cause or
actions which require a stop order have been acceptably remedied or alleviated to his/her
satisfaction. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.96011.40.740 Completion of work.
A.
Final Reports. UponAfter completion of the rough grading work or at the final
completion of thewhen land development work under the grading permit is completed, but
priorbefore to approval of the grading or land development work and prior to thebefore release
of grading securities or issuance of a notice of completion or certificate of use and occupancy:
1.

The permittee must cause the responsible civil engineer shallto submit to the city
engineer:
(a)
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An as-graded version of the grading plan (as-graded drawings) prepared,
signed and dated by the responsible civil engineer which shall. The asgraded drawings must include the following:
(i)

original and “as-graded” ground surface elevations, pad
elevations, slope ratios, and elevations and locations of all surface
and subsurface drainage facilities,;

(ii)

locations of all surface and subsurface drainage facilities;

(iii)

location and scaled sections of all buttress/stabilization fills,
subdrains; and
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(b)

2.

(iv)

general location and depth of all areas of removal of unsuitable
soil.;

(v)

The as-graded drawings submitted by the civil engineer shall
include the landscape and irrigation sheets of the grading plan
showing the as-built landscape and irrigation works. The civil
engineer shallmust work directly with the landscape architect to
complete these as-built drawingsdrawing sheets.

Prior to issuance of a building permit, a written statement (rough grading
report) signed by the civil engineer reporting that the site is rough graded
in conformance with the approved grading plan, as modified or amended
by any construction changes approved by the city engineer, and which
specifically states the following items were performed under his/herthe
civil engineer’s supervision, and are shown correctly on the as-graded
drawings:
(i)

Staking of line and grade for all engineered drainage devices and
retaining walls (rough and final grading),

(ii)

Staking of property corners for proper building and slope location
(rough grading),

(iii)

Location of permanent walls or structures on property corners or
property lines,

(iv)

Location and slope ratio of all manufactured slopes,

(v)

Construction of earthen berms and positive building pad drainage.

The permittee must cause the soil engineer shallto submit to the
(a)
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city engineer:

A final soils engineering report prepared by the soil engineer, including.
The final soils engineering report must include the following:
(i)

type of field testing performed, compaction reports,

(ii)

compaction reports,

(iii)

suitability of utility trench and retaining wall backfill,

(iv)

summaries of field and laboratory tests and other substantiating
data, and

(v)

comments on any changes made during grading and their effect
on the recommendations made in the preliminary soils engineering
report.,
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(vi)

identification of each field density test shall be identified,, located
on a plan or map, the elevation of the test, and the test method
of obtaining the in-place density described; (either ASTM D155678 or the approved equal shallmust be so noted);

(b)

Written approval as toof the adequacy of the site for the intended use as
affected by geologic factors, a statement of compliance to finish slope
heights and gradients, and when required by the city engineer, shall
submit an as-graded geologic map;

(c)

The utility line backfill report required by section 15.58.590(J)11.40.525;

(d)

(i) A final geological report or certification by a certified engineering
geologist indicating that all geologic problems identified in the
engineering geological report have been addressed.

B.
Notification of Completion. The permit holder or his/her agent shallpermittee
must notify the city engineer when the grading operation is ready for final inspection. The city
engineer is not authorized to provide final approval shall not be given until all work is
completed, including installation of all drainage facilities and their protective devices, required
irrigation system installed and required plantings established, andbut limited to the following:
1.

all drainage facilities and their protective devices are installed;

2.

irrigation systems are installed and required plantings are established,

3.

all erosion control measures have been completedare installed in accordance with
the final approved grading plan and the as-graded drawings,

4.

required reports and statements of compliance have beenare submitted. (Ord.
234 § 1, 1989)

15.58.970 Violation—Misdemeanor11.40.745 Notification of noncompliance.
Any person, firm or corporation violating any of the provisions of this chapter shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor. Each such person, firm or corporation shall be deemed guilty of a
separate offense for every day during any portion of which any violations of any provisions of
this chapter are permitted, continued or committed by such person, firm or corporation and
shall be punishable therefor as provided for in Chapter 1.08 of this code. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
If, in the course of fulfilling responsibility under this chapter, the city engineer, the soil
engineer, the engineering geologist, or the testing agency finds that the land development work
is not being performed in accordance with approved plans, specifications or this chapter, the
discrepancies must be reported immediately in writing to the grading contractor, the owner, the
permittee, and the city engineer recommendations for corrective measures must be submitted
for approval by the city engineer. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
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11.40.750 Stopping and correction of work.
A.
The city engineer is authorized to temporarily suspend all land development
grading work and to suspend a grading permit by issuing a written stop work order in
accordance with this chapter, which will remain in effect until the hazard or condition is
corrected to the satisfaction of the city engineer, whenever:

or

1.

field conditions present

an immediate hazard or danger to life or property;

2.

work is being done in a hazardous manner;

3.

land development or grading work does not comply with the terms of a grading
permit, the approved plans or conditions, or this code;

4.

the soil or other conditions are not as stated on the grading

5.

the work being done under a grading permit issued for a subdivision or zoning
permit is contrary or conflicting with any approved changes and/or modifications
made to the originally approved or conditionally approved tentative map or
zoning permit subsequent to the issuance of the grading permit;

6.

there is lack of supervision of the grading operation, lack of engineering control,
lack of soil engineering control or lack of dust or air pollution control;

7.

archaeological or paleontological artifacts or resources are discovered; or

8.

violations of the Storm Water Management Ordinance;

9.

for any other reason which in the city engineer’s opinion, presents a threat to
the public safety or welfare immediately, or in the future, or which may cause
unstable earth conditions.

permit;

B.
The owner must furnish any additional information, investigations and reports
necessary to resolve the stop work order conditions. The owner must pay for all work
associated with furnishing these items, as well as any additional staff time in resolving the stop
work order conditions. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
C.
The city engineer may authorize work subject to a stop work order to resume
when the city engineer determines that conditions which required the stop order are remedied
or alleviated. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.980 Violations—Public nuisance11.40.755 Revocation of permits.
Notwithstanding the provisions of this chapter, any grading done contrary to the provisions of
this chapter is also a public nuisance. Upon order of the city council, the city attorney is
authorized to commence necessary proceedings provided by local or state law to abate, remove
and/or enjoin such public nuisance. Any grading done without graders first having obtained a
grading permit thereof, regardless of whether such failure is due to neglect or refusal, shall be
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prima facie evidence that a public nuisance has been committed. To implement this section, the
city attorney may proceed as in a civil or criminal penalty procedure. The civil remedy may be
before a court within the local jurisdiction of the city or may be in adjudicatory hearing before
the city council. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
A.
In addition to any other grounds for revocation of a permit provided in this
code, the city engineer may revoke any permit granted under the provisions of this chapter
pursuant to the procedures set forth in chapters 1.08 and 1.14 if the city engineer determines
any of the following:
1.

that the permit was obtained by fraud,

2.

that one or more of the conditions upon which the permit was granted have
been violated,

3.

that the permittee failed or refused to correct a deficiency or hazard upon the
receipt of written notice and within the time specified in such notice, or

4.

that the permittee fails or refuses to perform any of the work required, or fails
or refuses to conform with any of the conditions or standards established for any
subdivision, zoning permit or other approval granted by the city, or

5.

that the permittee fails to correct any hazard or condition identified by the notice
of revocation.

B.
If a permit is revoked, no further work subject to the revoked permit may be
done except to correct hazards and to complete any work authorized by the city engineer or
city council. Every agreement and every security required by this chapter must remain in full
force and effect notwithstanding any revocation. (Ord. 234 § 1, 1989)
15.58.99011.40.760 Denial of further permits.
In addition to any other remedy available for noncompliance with the requirements of this
chapter, the city engineer is authorized to deny issuance of any further permits involving
development and use of the property where the violation occurred for up to three years.
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Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 15.58.970 and 15.58.980, any grading done
contrary to the provisions of this chapter shall result in denying issuance of any further permits
involving development and use of the property up to a maximum of three years. In addition,
depending on the time required to resolve the grading violation, the city may record with the
county recorder, notice of grading violation and denial of issuance of any further permits. (Ord.
234 § 1, 1989)
CHAPTER 15.5911.42 IMPROVEMENTS REIMBURSEMENT
15.59.01011.42.010 Purpose.
The purpose of this chapter is to provide a procedure for reimbursing a developer for off-site
improvements, public and private, off-site improvements to streets which are not on the
circulation element of the general plan, or and to drainage facilities which are not on the city
master drainage facilities fee map, when such improvements are made as a condition of
development, through payment by property owners who benefit from these improvements.
(Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)
15.59.02011.42.020 Definitions.
For purposes of this chapter the words and phrases defined in this section mean as follows:
In this chapter:
A.
“Administrative cost” means expenses and services provided by the
management of the reimbursement agreement.

city in the

B.
“Agreement” means an agreement to reimburse a developer for construction or
extension of improvements that benefit another’s property.
C.
“Benefit area” means the area of benefit approved by the city council that would
be assessed for the cost of the public and private improvement.
D. “City” means the city of Santee.
E. “Council” means the mayor and city council.
D.
F. “Developer” means an individual,
constructing buildings, or both.

a firm or any legal entity altering the land,

E.
G. “Engineering report” means the reimbursement report prepared by a state
licensed civil engineer selected by the city, outlining the benefited area and proposed
reimbursement payments.
F.
H. “Estimated construction cost” means the estimated cost of construction
outlined in the engineering report and approved by the city engineer.
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as

G.
I. “Improvements” means drainage systems and public and private streets and
related appurtenances constructed to city standards.
H.
J. “Property owner” means an individual, firm or any legal entity shown on the
assessor’s records as having control of the real property.
I.
K. “Reimbursement payment” means the payment to the developer who paid for
the initial construction of the improvement.
J.
L. “Trust fund” means an account established for the deposit of the
reimbursement funds during the life of the reimbursement agreement. (Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)
15.59.03011.42.030 Pre-construction requirements.
TheA developer shallrequired to construct improvements must provide to the city engineerwith
a completed and signed reimbursement agreement. The completed to the satisfaction of the city
attorney. The signed agreement shallmust be submitted at the same time as the standard
agreement and bonding for the construction of the improvements, along with a deposit to cover
the estimated city administrative costcity’s costs to review, process and approve the agreement.
(Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)
15.59.04011.42.040 Form and content of agreement.
The reimbursement agreement must satisfy the following
A.

Be prepared to the satisfaction of the city attorney;

B.
The form and content of the reimbursement agreement shall be prepared to the
satisfaction of the city engineer and city attorney. The agreement must Be prepared with the
assistance of a state licensed civil engineer and contain the following:
1.

A. a legal description of all benefiting properties. The area of benefit must
include all parcels of land, or parts thereof, within the city which may be served
by the improvements;

2.

B. a detailed plat drawn at an engineering scale on legal-size paper showing the
precise locations of all improvements and complete dimensions (including
frontage) of all benefiting property;

3.

C. a reimbursement schedule to includethat includes a list of all benefiting
properties with current tax assessor’s parcel number, owner’s name, property’s
street address, acreage of benefiting parcels and a benefit charge. The amount of
the benefit charge assigned to each benefiting parcel shall beis subject to the
approval of the city council. The benefit charge assigned to each parcel
shallmust bear a reasonable relationship to the benefit conferred upon that parcel
by the improvements and shallmust bear simple interest at the rate of five
percent per annum on the unpaid balance;
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4.

D. a detailed estimated cost of the design and

construction of the improvements;

5.

E. the terms, conditions, and covenants of reimbursement and a trust agreement
consistent with the requirements of this chapter. (Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)

C.

Be consistent with the requirements of this chapter;

15.59.05011.42.050 Notice and hearing.
Upon receipt of the agreement proposed by the developer, the same shall be referred to the
city engineer, together with a preliminary estimate of the total cost of such improvements.
Upon receipt of the application, the city engineer will review and recommend approval,
disapproval or modification thereof. The proposed area of benefit shall include all parcels of
land, or parts thereof, within the city which may be conveniently served by the improvements.
Not less than ten days prior to the hearing, the city clerk shall notify the owner, or owners, of
the land within the benefited area of a public hearing to be conducted by the city council on
the question of the feasibility and the necessity for the construction of the subject
improvements, and the approval, conditional approval or denial of the reimbursement
agreement. The developer shall provide address labels for all affected properties and shall pay
all fees necessary for notice of the hearing at which the repayment agreement is considered.
(Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)
After a reimbursement agreement is approved by the city attorney, it must be approved by city
council at a public hearing. At least ten days before the hearing, the city clerk must notify the
owner, or owners, of the land within the benefited area of the public hearing. The developer
must provide address labels for all benefitting properties and pay all fees necessary for notice
of the public hearing. (Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)
15.59.06011.42.060 Decision of city council.
A.
After the hearing provided for in section 15.59.05011.42.050, the city council
shallwill consider and determine in its sole judgment and discretionthe following:
1.

the feasibility and necessity of the improvements;

2.

whether or not the construction of saidthe improvements wouldwill be in the
best interest of the city and whether the proposed reimbursement agreement
shall be approved, conditionally approved or denied. In any case, the city council
will have the final determination as to;

3.

whether to approve, conditionally approve, or deny the reimbursement
agreement;

4.

the amount to be reimbursed through eachthe reimbursement agreement

5.

the allocation thereof amongstof reimbursement payments among the benefiting
parcels. (Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)
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and

15.59.07011.42.070 Payment for reimbursement.
The approvedreimbursement agreement shallmust provide that the city shall agree to
reimbursefor reimbursement to applicant the following sumsas follows:
A.

The benefit charge as follows:

1.

A. The amount received by the city as a benefit charge, if any, which is
collected by the city from the owners of benefiting parcels for the privilege of
using suchthe improvements, less the administrative costs set forth in section
15.59.08011.42.080. The benefit charge for a parcel shallwill be collected by the
city as a condition of approval of any development of the benefited parcel,
provided the imposition of such condition shall beis reasonably related to such
development.

2.

B. The benefit charge for each parcel of land within the benefited area will be
determined upon the director of public worksdevelopment services’ report using
standard assessment district formulas, as that report may be approved by the city
council.

3.

C. The city council retains the right to determine, in its sole discretion, both the
total cost of the improvements as well as the fixing ofand the benefit charge for
each parcel.

B.
D. The developer shall beis entitled to receive the reimbursement provided in
this section until all payments as specified in the reimbursement agreement shall have beenare
repaid to. When the applicant. Following has received full reimbursement to, the applicant as
provided in this chapter, applicant shallwill be entitled to no further reimbursements arising out
of benefit charges which might be charged bypaid to the city, and. All payments thereafter
accruing shall be and become the property of the city.
C.
E. All reimbursement funds shallwill be deposited to a trust fund. The right of
the developer to payments therefrom shall befrom the trust fund is personal and shalldo not run
with orand may not be assigned with, the lands owned by the developer.
D.
F. Payments shallwill be made at such times as are convenient to the city, but in
no event, less often than annually if the city has received any benefit charges.
E.
G. Payment to the developer shallwill include the interest collected from a
benefited owner assessed against the benefit charge at a rate of five percent per year in simple
interest. (Ord. 270 § 2, 1991; Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)
15.59.08011.42.080 Administrative costs—Assessment.
An administrative charge of five percent shallwill be assessed on all
reimbursementsreimbursement payments to cover administrative costs incurred by the city.
(Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)
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15.59.09011.42.090 Responsibility for required information.
The developer applying for reimbursement shall beis solely responsible for all information
needed to process the reimbursement agreement. Any errors or inaccuracies may constitute
grounds for the denial of the developersdeveloper’s application. (Ord. 214 § 3, 1988)
15.59.10011.42.100 Recordation of agreements.
The developer must file the agreement will be filed, or a notice or memorandum of agreement,
with the county recorder following full execution of the agreement by all parties. (Ord. 214 §
3, 1988)
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CHAPTER 15.60 11.44 HISTORICAL LANDMARKS
15.60.010 11.44.010 Purpose.
It is declared as a matter of public policy that the recognition, preservation, enhancement,
perpetuation and use of structures, natural features, sites and areas within the city having
historic, architectural, archaeological, cultural or aesthetic significance is required in the interest
of the health, economic prosperity, cultural enrichment and general welfare of the people. The
purpose of this chapter is to:
A. Safeguard the heritage of the city by providing for the protection of landmarks
representing significant elements of its history;
B. Enhance the visual character of the city by encouraging and regulating the
compatibility of architectural styles within landmark districts reflecting unique and established
architectural traditions;
C. Foster public appreciation of and civic pride in the beauty of the city and the
accomplishments of its past;
D. Strengthen the economy of the city by protecting and enhancing the city’s attractions
to residents, tourists and visitors;
E. Promote the private and public use of landmarks and landmark districts for the
education, prosperity and general welfare of the people;
F. Stabilize and improve property values within the city. (Ord. 135, § 22.22.010, 1984)
15.60.020 11.44.020 Definitions.
Unless the context requires a different meaning, words and phrases used in this chapter are
defined as follows:
A. “Adobe” means unburnt, sun-dried, clay brick; or a building made of adobe bricks.
B. “Alteration” means any exterior change or modification. For the purposes of this
chapter, alteration of any landmark or of any property located within a landmark district shall
include, but not be limited to, exterior changes to or modification of structure, architectural
details or visual characteristics such as paint color and surface texture, grading, surface paving,
new structures, cutting or removal of trees and other natural features, disturbance of
archaeological sites or areas, and the placement or removal of any exterior objects such as
signs, plaques, light fixtures, street furniture, walls, fences, steps, plantings and landscape
accessories affecting the exterior visual qualities of the property.
C. “Archaeological” means anything pertaining to the scientific study of the life and
culture of earlier peoples by excavation of sites and relics.
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D. “Architectural” means anything pertaining to the science, art or profession of
designing and constructing buildings.
E. “City” means the city of Santee.
F. “Committee” means the Santee Historical Society.
G. “County assessor” means the tax assessor of the county of San Diego.
H. “Cultural” means anything pertaining to the concepts, habits, skills, arts, instruments,
institutions, etc. of a given people in a given period.
I. “Elevations” means the flat scale orthographic projected drawings of all exterior
vertical surfaces of a building.
J. “Facade” means the front of a building or the part of a building facing a street,
courtyard, etc.
K. “Landmark” means any structures, natural feature, site or area having historic,
architectural, archaeological, cultural or aesthetic significance and designated as a landmark
under the provisions of this chapter.
L. “Landmark district” means any area of the city containing a number of structures,
natural features or sites having historic, architectural, archaeological, cultural or aesthetic
significance and designated as a landmark district under the provisions of this chapter.
M. “Natural feature” means any tree, plant life or geological element.
N. “Owner” means any person, association, partnership, firm, corporation or public
entity appearing as the holder of title to any property on the last assessment roll of the county
assessor.
O. “Preservation easement” means any interest held by the public in any structures,
natural feature, site or area not owned by the public and restricting its use, alteration,
relocation or demolition for the purpose of preservation.
P. “Site plan” means any flat scale drawing of the place where something is, is to be, or
was located.
Q. “Structure” means any building or any other manmade object affixed on or under the
ground.
R. “Structure of merit” means any structure not designated as a landmark but deserving
official recognition as having historic, architectural, archaeological, cultural or aesthetic
significance and designated as a structure of merit under the provisions of this chapter. (Ord.
135, § 22.22.020, 1984)
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15.60.030 11.44.030 Criteria for designation of landmarks.
In considering a proposal to recommend to the city council any structure, natural feature, site
or area for designation as a landmark, the committee shall apply any or all of the following
criteria:
A. Its character, interest or value as a significant part of the heritage of the city, the
state or the nation;
B. Its location as a site of a significant historic event;
C. Its identification with a person or persons who significantly contributed to the
culture and development of the city, the state or the nation;
D. Its exemplification of a particular architectural style or way of life important to the
city, the state or the nation;
E. Its exemplification of the best remaining architectural type in a neighborhood;
F. Its identification as the creation, design or work of a person or persons whose effort
has significantly influenced the heritage of the city, the state or the nation;
G. Its embodiment of elements demonstrating outstanding attention to architectural
design, detail, materials or craftsmanship;
H. Its relationship to any other landmark if its preservation is essential to the integrity
of that landmark;
I. Its unique location or singular physical characteristic representing an established and
familiar visual feature of a neighborhood;
J. Its potential of yielding significant information of archaeological interest;
K. Its integrity as a natural environment that strongly contributes to the well-being of
the people of the city, the state or the nation. (Ord. 135, § 22.22.040, 1984)
15.60.040 11.44.040 Procedure for designation of landmark.
Upon its own initiative or upon the application of any person or entity the committee may
recommend to the city council the designation as a landmark of any structure, natural feature,
site or area having historic, architectural, archaeological, cultural or aesthetic significance. The
procedure for designation of any landmark is as follows:
A. The city council may adopt a resolution of intention to consider recommendation of
the property for designation as a landmark.
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B. Thereafter, environmental assessment shall be completed as required by any
applicable federal, state or local laws or regulations.
C. No later than thirty-five days from the date of such resolution or completion of
environmental assessment, whichever is later, the city council shall conduct a public hearing on
the proposal, at which shall be provided a reasonable opportunity for any interested party to be
heard.
D. The city council shall adopt a resolution to recommend designation of the property
as a landmark, or to deny such recommendation, no later than the next regularly scheduled
meeting following the public hearing. The resolution shall be reduced to writing and shall
contain specific findings by the city council.
E. Upon designation of a landmark, the city clerk shall cause such designation to be
recorded in the office of the recorder of the county. (Ord. 135, § 22.22.050, 1984)
15.60.050 11.44.050 Existing landmarks.
Those parcels of the city hereinafter described by county assessor’s parcel number and by
common name have previously been designated by the city council as of special interest as
historic landmarks and shall not be demolished or relocated, except as provided for landmarks
under Section 15.60.070. Upon designation as landmarks under Section 15.60.040, said
properties shall then become subject to all of the provisions of this chapter pertaining to
landmarks. (Ord. 135, § 22.22.060, 1984)
15.60.060 11.44.060 Repair and maintenance of landmarks and structures of merit.
Every landmark shall be maintained in good repair by the owner thereof, or such other person
or persons who may have the legal custody and control thereof, in order to preserve it against
decay and deterioration. Nothing in this chapter shall be construed so as to prohibit ordinary
and necessary maintenance and repair of a landmark. (Ord. 135, § 22.22.070, 1984)
15.60.070 11.44.070 Demolition, relocation or alteration of landmark.
A. Prohibition—Exceptions. No landmark shall be altered on the exterior, relocated or
demolished except under the following conditions:
1. Exterior alterations to a landmark for the purpose of restoration to its original
appearance, or to substantially aid its preservation or enhancement, shall not be
made without the prior written approval of the city council.
2. If the relocation of a landmark will substantially aid its preservation or enhancement,
such a landmark may be relocated with the prior written approval of the city
council.
3. In the event that a landmark is damaged by earthquake, fire or act of God to such an
extent that it cannot with reasonable cost and with reasonable diligence be
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repaired and restored, such a landmark may be demolished with the prior written
approval of the city council.
B. Proposed Landmarks. No structure, natural feature, site or area proposed for
designation as a landmark shall be altered on the exterior, relocated or demolished after
adoption by the city council of a resolution of intention, as provided in Section 15.60.040,
unless and until such proposal is denied recommendation by the committee, or is denied
designation as a landmark by the city council.
C. Issuance of Permits. Any application to the city for a permit to alter on the exterior,
relocate or demolish any landmark, together with plans, elevations and site plans therefor, shall
be referred to the city council for consideration. No permit for the exterior alteration,
relocation or demolition of any such landmark shall be issued without the prior written
approval of the city council. (Ord. 135, § 15.60.080, 1984)
15.60.080 Map.
The areas described in Section 15.60.050 are shown on the map(s) labeled “Santee Landmark
District (Section 15.60.080 of the Municipal Code)”. All notations, references and other
information shown on said map(s) are incorporated by reference herein and made a part hereof.
In the event of variance between the map and the written description, the written description
shall prevail. (Amended during 1989 supplement; Ord. 135, § 22.22.090, 1984)
15.60.090 Santee Landmark District—Building permits.
Any application for a permit to construct or alter on the exterior any structure located within
the Santee landmark district, together with plans, elevations and site plans therefor, shall be
referred to the city council for review. A permit shall not be issued without the prior written
approval of the city council. The city council shall not approve issuance of such permit unless
the plans conform to the provisions of this chapter. Any application for a permit shall be
considered and either approved or disapproved by the city council at its next regularly
scheduled meeting for which an agenda has not been finalized after completion of any required
environmental assessment, but may be continued to the next regular meeting. In the absence of
timely oral or written objection by the applicant, the city council may continue consideration of
application to subsequent meetings. (Ord. 135, § 22.22.110, 1984)
15.60.100 11.44.080 Publicly owned property.
Any structure, natural feature, site or area owned or leased by any public entity and designated
as a landmark or structure of merit, located within any landmark district, shall not be subject to
the provisions of Sections 15.60.060, 15.60.070 and this section. However, alteration
construction or relocation of any structure, natural feature, site or area owned or leased by the
city and designated as a landmark or structure of merit or located within any landmark district,
shall be reviewed by the committee unless the city council deems that said review would be
unnecessary. (Ord. 135, § 22.22.120, 1984)
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15.60.110 11.44.090 Preservation easements.
Easements restricting the use, alteration, relocation or demolition for the purpose of
preservation of the facades or any other portions of designated landmarks or structures of merit
may be acquired by city through gift, devise or purchase. (Ord. 135, § 22.22.130, 1984)
15.60.120 11.44.110 Enforcement—Penalties.
The department of planning and community development, or such other agency of the city as
may later be designated by the city council, shall make all inspections of any property which
are reasonable and necessary for the enforcement of this chapter. Any person violating or
failing to comply with the provisions of this chapter shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon
conviction thereof, shall be punishable by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars, or by
imprisonment for a period of not more than six months, or by both such fine and
imprisonment. Each and every day such violation continues shall constitute a separate offense.
The city attorney is empowered to enforce this chapter by prosecuting violations thereof, by
seeking injunctive relief, or by taking any other action deemed appropriate and necessary. (Ord.
135, § 22.22.140, 1984)

CHAPTER 11.46 UNIFORM CODE FOR THE ABATEMENT OF DANGEROUS
BUILDINGS
11.46.010 Uniform Code for the Abatement of Dangerous Buildings adoption by
reference.
The city adopts as its dangerous building code the 1997 Edition of the Uniform Code for the
Abatement of Dangerous Buildings as published by the International Conference of Building
Officials.
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TITLE 12 SUBDIVISION OF LAND, DEVELOPMENT FEES, AND DEDICATIONS
DIVISION 1. SUBDIVISION OF LAND
CHAPTER 12.02 GENERAL PROVISIONS
12.02.010 Citation and authority.
This division is adopted to supplement the Subdivision Map Act (Title 7; Division 2,
California Government Code) and may be cited as the subdivision ordinance. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.02.020 Purpose.
A.

The purposes of this division are:

1.

to regulate and control the division of land in the city and to supplement the
provisions of the Subdivision Map Act and survey data of subdivisions;

2.

to regulate and control the form and content of subdivision maps and parcel
maps, and the procedures to be followed in securing the approval of the city
regarding such maps.

B.
To accomplish this purpose, the regulations outlined in this division are
determined to be necessary for the preservation of the public health, safety, and general
welfare.
C.
Any reference herein to the Subdivision Map Act, or a specific section thereof,
refers to the Subdivision Map Act, as most currently amended. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.02.030 Conformance with general plans, specific plans and other regulations.
No land may be divided or developed for any purpose except in conformity with this
division and with the general plan, any specific plan, and regulatory ordinance of the city. (Ord.
91, 1983)

CHAPTER 12.04 DEFINITIONS
12.04.010 Generally.
Words used in this division that are defined in the Subdivision Map Act and Civil Code
but not specifically defined in this chapter have the same meaning as is given to them in the
Subdivision Map Act and Civil Code. Whenever the following words are used in this division,
they will have the meaning ascribed to them in this chapter. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.04.020 Definitions.
A.
“Bicycle path” means any right-of-way designed with a hard surface, usually of
asphalt concrete or similar materials, and being of sufficient width to allow for safe bicycle
travel.
B.
“Certificate of compliance” means a document describing a unit of real property
and stating that the division thereof complies with applicable provisions of the Subdivision Map
Act and this division.
C.
“City engineer” means the person holding the title of City Engineer or the senior
registered civil engineer in the department of development services, or any subsequent title for
the department that reviews subdivision maps.
D.
“Common interest development” means any of the following: (a) a community
apartment project; (b) a condominium project; (c) a planned development; or (d) a stock
cooperative per Section 4100 of the California Civil Code.
E.
“Condominium project” means a means a real property development consisting
of condominiums as defined in Section 4125 of the California Civil Code.
F.

“Director” means the director of development services.

G.
“Division of land” means any parcel or contiguous parcels of land, improved or
unimproved, which are divided for the purpose of transfer of title, sale, lease, or financing,
whether immediate or future, into two or more parcels. Division of land includes a common
interest development.
H.
“Filing” means the submittal of all such documents, statements, maps, plans, or
other data deemed necessary by the city for the application for the tentative map, review of the
final maps or plans, or the appeal process. Acceptance of a tentative map is not complete until
all required documents deemed necessary have been received by the city.
I.
“Improvement” means such street work and utilities to be installed, or agreed to
be installed, by the subdivider on the land to be used for public or private streets, highways,
ways, and easements, as are necessary for the general use of the lot owners in the subdivision
and local neighborhood traffic and drainage needs as a condition precedent to the approval and
acceptance of the final map thereof. “Improvement” also refers to such other specific
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improvements or types of improvements, the installation of which either by the subdivider, by
public agencies, by private utilities, by any other entity approved by the local agency or by a
combination thereof, is necessary or convenient to insure conformity to or implementation of
the general plan required by the city code or any specific plan adopted pursuant to the city
code.
J.
“Merger” means the joining of two or more contiguous parcels of land under
one ownership into one parcel.
K.
“Owner” means the individual, firm, partnership, or corporation having
controlling interest in land sought to be divided, or an agent thereof, duly authorized to
commence proceedings.
L.
“Planned development” means a real property development other than a
community apartment project, a condominium project, or a stock cooperative, as defined by
Section 4175 of the California Civil Code.
M.
“Stock cooperative” means a real property development as defined in Section
4190 of California Civil Code.

N.
“Subdivider” means an individual, firm, association, syndicate, copartnership,
corporation, trust, or any other legal entity commencing proceedings under this division to
effect a division of land hereunder for such subdivider or for another, except that employees
and consultants of such individuals or legal entities, acting in such capacity, are not
“subdividers.”
O.
section).

“Subdivision” means the same as “division of land” (see subsection D of this

P.
“Subdivision committee” means the same as “subdivision review committee” and
consists of at least the following officers or their duly authorized representatives: director, city
engineer or senior civil engineer, and fire marshal.
Q.
“Tentative map” means a map made for the purpose of showing the design and
improvement of a proposed subdivision and the existing conditions in and around it, and need
not be based upon an accurate or detailed final survey of the property.
R.
“Vesting tentative map” means a map for a subdivision that has printed
conspicuously on its face the words “Vesting Tentative Map” at the time it is filed in
accordance with the proceedings established in Chapter 16.22. “Vesting tentative parcel map”
means a vesting tentative map prepared in conjunction with a parcel map. This definition
includes nonresidential subdivisions. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003; amended during 1989 supplement;
Ord. 168 § 3, 1986; Ord. 91, 1983)
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CHAPTER 12.06 REQUIRED MAPS
12.06.010 Generally.
This chapter governs when a tentative map and final map and a tentative parcel map
and parcel map are necessary. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003)
12.06.020 Final maps.
A.
A tentative and final map are required for all divisions of land when the director
determines that such land may be developed into five or more parcels, five or more
condominiums, a community apartment project containing five or more parcels, a stock
cooperative containing five or more dwelling units, or a planned development consisting of five
or more dwelling units or parcels, except where:
1.

The land before division contains fewer than five acres, each parcel created by
the division abuts upon a maintained public street or highway, and no
dedications or improvements are required;

2.

Each parcel created by the division has a gross area of twenty acres or more
and has an approved access to a maintained public street or highway;

3.

The land consists of a parcel or parcels of land having approved access to a
public street or highway which comprises part of a tract of land zoned for
industrial or commercial development and which has approval as to street
alignments and widths; or

4.

Each parcel created by the division has a gross area of not less than forty acres
or is not less than a quarter of a quarter section.

B.
If any of the above conditions are met, a parcel map is required as described in
Section 16.16.030. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003; Ord. 91, 1983)
12.06.030 Parcel maps.
A.
A tentative parcel map and a parcel map are required for all divisions of land as
described in subsections A(1) through (4) of Section 16.16.020 and for all divisions which
create four or fewer parcels and for which a final map is not required by the Subdivision Map
Act, except where:
1.

The Subdivision Map Act does not require a parcel map;

2.

The parcel map is waived by the director pursuant to this division; or

3.

An adjustment plat between two or more adjacent parcels is proposed pursuant
to Chapter 16.44.
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B.
Nothing precludes the director from requiring a final map where a parcel map is
required by this division or by the Subdivision Map Act. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003; Ord. 91, 1983)
12.06.040 Waiver of parcel map procedure.
A.
A subdivider may request waiver of the requirement that a parcel map be
prepared, by submitting to the director a written request for the waiver which complies with
following:
1.

Includes a tentative parcel map;

2.

Includes sufficient information to enable the director or on appeal by city council
to make required findings consistent with this title;

3.

Demonstrates that the proposed division of land complies with the requirements
of this title and the Subdivision Map Act as to area, improvement and design,
flood water drainage and stormwater control, sanitary disposal facilities, water
supply availability, appropriate improved public roads and environmental
protection.

B.
The requirement that a parcel map be prepared and recorded may be waived by
the director, or on appeal by the city council, if any of the following findings are made:
1.

The property to be divided consists of a division wherein each resulting parcel
contains a gross area of forty acres or more, or each of which is a quarterquarter section or larger; provided, however, that the requirement that each
resulting parcel contain a gross area of forty acres or more or be a quarterquarter section or larger may be modified to the extent that no such parcel is
smaller than twenty acres in gross area and the average gross area of all
resulting parcels equals forty acres or more; or

2.

The property is a division of real property or interests therein created by
probate, eminent domain procedures, partition, or other civil judgments or
decrees; or

3.

The property to be divided as a result of conveyance of land, or interest therein,
to a public agency for a public purpose, such as school sites, public building
sites, or rights-of-way for streets, sewers, utilities, drainage, etc.

C.
In any case where waiver of a parcel map is granted, the subdivider must file a
certificate of compliance with the county recorder’s office. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003; Ord. 186 § 3,
1987)
Section 12.06.050 Finding.
A.
A map required by this Division may only be approved if the city council makes
the following findings:
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1.

That the map is consistent with the City’s General Plan and any relevant specific
plan(s);

2.

Whether the site is identified as a Residential Inventory site in the current
Housing Element of the City’s General Plan and whether the density of the
proposed development is consistent with the projections of the Residential
Inventory;

3.

That the design or improvement of the proposed subdivision is consistent with
the City’s General Plan;

4.

That the site is physically suitable for the proposed type of development;

5.

That the site is physically suitable for the proposed density of development;

6.

That the design of the subdivision or the proposed improvements are not likely
to cause substantial environmental damage, or substantially and avoidably injure
fish or wildlife or their habitat;

7.

That the design of the subdivision or type of improvements are not likely to
cause serious public health problems;

8.

That the design of the subdivision or the type of improvements will not conflict
with easements, acquired by the public at large, for access through or use of,
property within the proposed subdivision or that alternate easements for access
or for use will be provided, and that these will be substantially equivalent to
ones previously acquired by the public;

9.

That the design of a subdivision provides, to the extent feasible, for future
passive or natural heating or cooling opportunities in the subdivision.
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CHAPTER 12.08 TENTATIVE MAPS—PROCEDURES
12.08.010 Form, content, and accompanying material.
A.

Each tentative map must show and contain the following information:

1.

Name, address, telephone number and signature of subdivider, owner or owners,
and registered civil engineer or licensed surveyor;

2.

Sufficient legal description of the land as to define the boundaries of the
proposed subdivision and assessor’s book, page and parcel number;

3.

North point, scale and a small scale location and vicinity map;

4.

Space for the tentative map number and name (to be assigned by the director);

5.

Name and number of any adjacent subdivisions and parcel maps must be
identified. When possible, the lot pattern of the adjacent subdivisions must be
shown where it is contiguous to the tentative map;

6.

The locations, names and existing widths of all highways, streets, or ways within
one hundred feet of the exterior boundary of the proposed subdivision;

7.

The widths, approximate grades and curve radii of all new highways, streets or
ways within the proposed subdivision with street names designated by letter (A,
B, C, etc.);

8.

The widths and approximate locations of all existing or proposed easements,
including rights-of-way, whether public or private, recorded or unrecorded;

9.

All buildings and traveled ways within the proposed subdivision or within one
hundred feet of the exterior boundaries thereof. Buildings and trees must be
identified and located approximately on the map and indicated whether to be
removed or remain;

10.

The proposed lot layout, approximate dimensions of each lot, minimum area of
each lot in square footage, area of each lot over one acre in size and the
approximate finish grade of the building site pads;

11.

All lots must be numbered in consecutive order. Each separate tentative map
should start with Lot No. 1;

12.

Statements of the total gross and net acreage as defined in the zoning ordinance,
minimum lot sizes, and the total number of lots proposed;
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13.

Lines of inundation of all one-hundred-year floodplains. Locations of all areas
subject to storm water overflow and the locations, widths and directions of flow
of all watercourses;

14.

Adequate topography with contour intervals of not more than two feet if the
general slope of the land is less than ten percent and five feet for all other areas
within the proposed subdivision and one hundred feet beyond the subdivision
boundaries, with the tentative map design superimposed, together with a note
indicating the source of the data used. If deemed appropriate, the director may
require different contour intervals;

15.

The improvements the subdivider proposes to construct and install, including
typical cross sections of street and drainage improvements;

16.

Existing and proposed zoning for the subject property and existing zoning on
the adjacent properties;

17.

Land use designation of the subject and adjacent property as shown on the city’s
general plan or applicable specific plan;

18.

The location of existing wells, cesspools, sewers, culverts, drain pipes,
underground structures, or sand, gravel, or other excavations within two
hundred feet of any portion of the subdivision noting thereon whether or not
they are to be abandoned, removed, or remain in operation;

19.

The location of all streets, existing or contained on adjacent approved tentative
maps, where such streets intersect the boundary of the subdivision or where
such streets intersect another street that forms a boundary or subdivision;

20.

A layout of adjoining unsubdivided property in sufficient detail to show the
effect of proposed streets that may intersect such property;

21.

The location of any previously filled areas within the subdivision;

22.

Proposed direction of flow and rate of grade of street drainage;

23.

Statement of the present use and the proposed use or uses of the property;

24.

The tentative map must clearly indicate the proposal for handling of
stormwaters. In the event that such information cannot satisfactorily be shown
on the tentative map, the map must be accompanied by whatever supplemental
maps or written reports are necessary to show the proposal;

25.

Grading must be shown on the tentative map for construction or installation of
all improvements to serve the subdivision and feasible grading for the creation of
building sites on each lot together with driveway access thereto. Both the
proposed grades and the existing topographic contours must be shown on the
map. If the subdivider does not intend to grade the building sites, a statement to
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that effect must be placed on the tentative map. However, feasible grading for
building sites must be shown on the tentative map unless the director determines
this to be unnecessary;
26.

If the tentative map is for a common interest development, one of the following
statements must be added to the first page of the map:
(a)

This is a map of a residential/ commercial/industrial condominium project
as defined in Section 4125 of the State of California Civil Code;

(b)

This is a map of a residential/commercial/industrial planned project as
defined in Section 4175 of the State of California Civil Code.

(c)

This is a map of a residential/commercial/industrial stock cooperative
project as defined in Section 4190 of the State of California Civil Code.

27.

The director may waive any of the foregoing tentative map requirements
whenever the division of land does not necessitate compliance with these
requirements or when other circumstances justify such waiver;

28.

The tentative map must clearly show the method of sewage disposal. In the
event this information cannot satisfactorily be shown on the tentative map, the
map must be accompanied by whatever supplemental maps or written reports are
necessary to show the proposal. Any existing subsurface septic systems must be
shown on the map with a note whether such septic system will remain.

B.
The following supplemental drawings, statements, and data must accompany the
tentative map:
1.

If the subdivider plans to develop the site in phases, then the proposed sequence
of construction must be provided;

2.

A statement consenting to the submission of the tentative map by the party
holding a proprietary interest in the parcel or parcels comprising the division of
land;

3.

A preliminary title report;

4.

A geologic and/or soils report, unless waived in writing by the city engineer.
Geologic and soils reports must be in accordance with data found in the
geotechnical/seismic study prepared for the city general plan update by Geocon,
Inc., dated October 31, 2002. Copies of this report are on file with the city
department of development services for review;

5.

A flood hazard report, prepared by a California registered civil engineer, if
required by the city engineer;
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6.

A statement as to the availability of water and sewer service. In specific areas
where sewer mains are not readily available, the city council may approve the
use of septic tanks that comply with San Diego County, Department of
Environmental Health’s Local Agency Management Plan for Onsite Wastewater
Treatment Systems. The use of septic tanks may only be approved following
receipt of a soils report stating that the specific soils are acceptable for such and
approval by the county health officer;

7.

An application for Environmental Initial Study (AEIS) must be submitted along
with the initial submittal of each tentative map unless one of the following
conditions applies:
(a)

The subdivision is part of an ongoing project for which an Environmental
Impact Report has already been approved and the director determines the
previous EIR adequately covers the tentative map, or

(b)

The subdivision is categorically exempt from the environmental review
procedures pursuant to Section 15101 Class I(k) of the State Guidelines
for Implementation of the California Environmental Quality Act because
it is a division of existing multiple-family units into condominiums;

8.

If the subdivision is located within a zone allowing residential development, the
subdivider must provide letters from both the elementary and high school
districts indicating the availability of schools for the future residents of the
subdivision;

9.

Any other data or reports as deemed necessary by the director or the city
engineer;

10.

The director may waive any of the foregoing when such is not necessitated by
the nature of the division of land.

C.
All tentative maps must further conform to any rules and regulations for
submittal of tentative maps as specified by the director. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003; Ord. 186 § 3,
1987; Ord. 98 § 1, 1983; Ord. 91, 1983)
12.08.020 Residential condominium conversion.
If the map is for conversion of existing residential development into condominiums,
community apartments, or a stock cooperative, the following apply:
A.
Application. The conversion of an existing residential development to a
condominium, community apartment, or stock cooperative, requires a tentative map for five or
more units or a tentative parcel map for four or fewer units. An existing residential
development is defined as a residential development that has received a certificate of final
occupancy. The tentative map or tentative parcel map must indicate all sublots including
commonly held sublots. The requirement for a tentative parcel map and a parcel map or a
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tentative and final map must apply to the conversion of a mobilehome park to a tenant owned
condominium ownership interest unless specifically waived pursuant to Section 16.20.025 of
this chapter. In addition, if a tentative and final map are not required for a mobilehome park
conversion to tenant owned condominium ownership pursuant to Section 66428.1 of the state
Government Code (Subdivision Map Act), or amendments thereto, the applicant may at the
applicant’s option file a tentative parcel map and parcel map or a tentative map and a final
map.
B.
Submittals. All tentative maps and tentative parcel maps involving conversion to
condominiums, community apartments, or a stock cooperative, including mobile home parks
unless specifically waived pursuant to the provisions of this chapter, must be accompanied by
the following:
1.

An application for a tentative map or tentative parcel map, along with the
information required for processing and application fees, must be filed with the
development services department;

2.

Evidence, satisfactory to the director, including a statement by the subdivider
and copies of letters, that each tenant or prospective tenant has been given
notice of the proposed conversion pursuant to Sections 66452.17 through
66452.19 of the state Government Code (Subdivision Map Act) or amendments
thereto;

3.

Name and address of each tenant or prospective tenant of each dwelling unit
within the project on mailing labels (two sets) and envelopes with postage
adequate to mail the staff report on the conversion to the tenants as required
pursuant to Section 66452.3 of the state Government Code (Subdivision Map
Act) or amendments thereto;

4.

A report prepared to the satisfaction of the director that indicates the effect the
conversion would have on the availability of existing multi-family rental housing
for lower income residents in the city;

5.

A physical inventory report prepared by a licensed mechanical or structural
engineer, a licensed architect, or a licensed general building contractor that
includes the estimated remaining useful life and replacement costs of roofs,
driveways, foundation, plumbing, electrical, heating, air conditioning, and other
mechanical and structural systems, and any current building code deficiencies;

6.

A copy of all CC&R’s on the project; and

7.

An application for a development review permit, along with the information
required for processing pursuant to Chapter 17.08 or revisions thereto, must be
filed with the development services department.
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C.
Standards for Conversion. All tentative maps and tentative parcel maps
involving conversion to condominiums of an existing residential development must be
conditioned to:
1.

Meet current zoning requirements contained in Title 17 of this code unless the
requirements are waived or modified pursuant to subsection F of this section. In
addition, the conversion of existing legal nonconforming multi-family residential
development to a condominium, community apartment, or stock cooperative is
exempt from compliance with setbacks, density, height, coverage, area of
landscaping, and building separation standards, provided no increase in density is
proposed and the underlying zone is residential. Improvements required as
conditions of approval for the conversion of such legal nonconforming structures
are not limited by the provisions of Section 17.04.110; and

2.

Provide at a minimum, the following with regard to building and fire codes
unless these standards are waived or modified pursuant to subsection F of this
section:
(a)

Any polybutylene plumbing piping must be replaced with copper piping
complying with the current edition of the California Plumbing Code or
equivalent model code as mandated by the state of California;

(b)

Guardrails must be added and/or modified to comply with the current
edition of the California Building Code as mandated by the state of
California. Both guardrail height and intermediate rails or ornamental
pattern of guardrails must be made to comply;

(c)

Stairway handrails must be added and/or modified to comply with the
current edition of the California Building Code as mandated by the state
of California; Exception: Handrails located between thirty inches and
thirty-four inches above the nosing of treads and landings installed in
accordance with the code in effect at the time of construction may be
allowed to remain.

(d)

Any dilapidated or unsafe stairways must be rebuilt to current California
Building Code requirements. Stairways that are in good condition may
remain provided they comply with the code in effect at the time of their
construction and they have a minimum run of nine inches and a
maximum rise of eight inches and a minimum width of thirty inches;

(e)

All separation walls and floor ceiling assemblies between units must
provide an airborne sound insulation equal to that required to meet a
sound transmission class (STC) of 50 (45 if field tested). All separation
floor-ceiling assemblies between separate units must provide impact
sound insulation equal to that required to meet an impact insulation class
(IIC) of 50 (45 if field tested). Buildings that have plans and permits on
file with the city showing compliance with the above requirements will
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not require field testing. All others will require field testing in accordance
with Title 24, California Building Code, Appendix Chapter 35 as
mandated by the state of California;

3.

(f)

All electrical wiring serving 15 ampere and 20 ampere circuits with No.
14 AWG or No. 12 AWG size wire must be of copper. Any existing
aluminum wiring in these sizes must be replaced with copper;

(g)

All 125-volt, single phase, 15- and 20-ampere receptacles installed in
bathrooms, within six feet of a kitchen sink or outdoors where there is
direct grade level access to a dwelling unit and to the receptacles must
have ground-fault circuit-interrupter protection;

(h)

Draftstops complying with the Uniform Building Code as mandated by
the state of California must be installed above and in line with the walls
separating individual dwelling units from each other and from other uses;

(i)

Any alterations or repairs (i.e., installation of sound attenuation materials)
to the walls separating individual units from each other and from other
uses that involve the replacement of wall surfacing materials (drywall,
plaster or wood paneling) must be made using only materials approved
for one-hour fire resistive construction;

(j)

Ultra low flow toilets and shower heads must be provided;

(k)

Smoke detectors and carbon monoxide detectors must be installed in
accordance with the California Building Code. Smoke detectors within
bedrooms must include a visual notification device to notify hearing
impaired occupants;

(l)

Each unit in the building or complex must be retrofitted for fire
sprinklers, unless the applicant for conversion demonstrates to the
satisfaction of the city council that the costs of retrofitting a specific
building or complex would be significantly higher than average costs of
retrofitting or would cause unusual structural defects or similar problems;

(m)

Basements and every bedroom must have at least one operable window
or door approved for emergency escape or rescue. Windows provided
for emergency escape or rescue must comply with minimum sill height
and opening size requirements in the prevailing building code.

(n)

Individual electric and/or gas meters must be provided for each unit; and

(o)

Additional health and safety upgrades determined necessary by the city.

The project must include interior and exterior improvements as may be required
by the city council for approval of the conversion. Required interior and exterior
improvements may include, but are not limited to: new paint, new roofs, new
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window treatments, added wainscot materials, trellises, added wall or window
articulation, and other similar improvements. The following building components
or systems must be replaced if they have been identified as having five years or
less of remaining life in the physical inventory report: roof coverings, exterior
wall and floor coverings and finishes, water systems, water heating systems,
metal drain piping systems, and cooling and heating mechanical systems.
4.

The project must provide adequate public and/or private facilities to serve the
development with respect to streets, lighting, fire protection, water, sewer,
drainage and flood protection unless waived or modified pursuant to subsection
F of this section;

5.

All tenant notification and information must be provided, as required by the
Subdivision Map Act;

6.

Each tenant of an apartment which the owner intends to convert to a
condominium who receives a notice of intent to convert pursuant to Section
66452.18 of the Subdivision Map Act, and who is still a tenant in the apartment
building at the time the city approves the conversion pursuant to this chapter
must be entitled to receive a sum equal to three months’ rent, based on the
current area “fair market rent” for apartment size based on the number of
bedrooms, as established by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development. The appropriate sum under this subsection must be paid by the
subdivider as defined by the apartment lease agreement no later than the date on
which the thirty- or sixty-day notice to vacate, as applicable under the
Subdivision Map Act, is served to the tenant. The subdivider must provide
notice to the tenant of his/ her right to receive assistance under this subsection
pursuant to the tenant notice requirements of this chapter and of the Subdivision
Map Act.

7.

The physical inventory report must reasonably ensure the city of the project’s
long term financial viability;

8.

The project must comply with current disability requirements to the satisfaction
of the director;

9.

A notice of conditions must be recorded which discloses the conditions of the
project and applicable zoning regulations. All waivers or modifications of
standards pursuant to subsection F of this section must be disclosed in the notice
of conditions. The form and the content of the notice must be to the satisfaction
of the director; and

10.

CC&R’s must be submitted to the director of the development services
department for approval by the city attorney and the director of the development
services department, and recorded prior to final map or parcel map. A recorded
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copy must be provided to the development services department. The provisions
of the CC&R’s must include the following:
(a)

The statement that the city has the right, but not the obligation, to
provide for the maintenance of all open space, recreational facilities and
improvements if the homeowners’ association fails to perform its
maintenance obligations. In such cases where maintenance is provided by
the city, cost for such services must be assessed to the homeowners’
association and will become a lien upon the property and/or each lot, as
appropriate;

(b)

Disclosure of assessment districts;

(c)

Disclosure of soil conditions as deemed appropriate by the director and
the city attorney;

(d)

Disclosure of waiver or modification of standards made pursuant to
subsection F of this section.

D.
Conditions of Approval. The city may, in the resolution granting approval,
impose such conditions as deemed necessary to make the findings contained in subsections E
and/or F of this section.
E.
Findings. In addition to the findings required pursuant to Section 66427.1 of the
State Government Code (Subdivision Map Act), or amendments thereto, the following findings
must be made in the approval of a conversion of an existing residential development to
condominiums, community apartments, planned developments, or a stock cooperative:
1.

That the conversion of the residential project is desirable and consistent with the
goals and objectives of the housing element of the general plan, in that approval
of the conversion will not result in the loss of lower income multifamily housing
stock in the city, and that it would not result in exceeding a limit on conversion
of existing apartment units to condominiums, where such limit is the number
equal to fifty percent of the yearly average of apartment units constructed in the
city in the previous two fiscal years;

2.

That the conversion is consistent with the goals and objectives of the general
plan;

3.

That the site and project are physically suitable for conversion and that the
project incorporates desirable features which create a pleasant, attractive
environment for ownership living;

4.

That the proposed development meets the intent and specific standards and
criteria prescribed in all applicable sections of the municipal code, the land
development manual, and the public works standards of the city unless the
requirements are waived or modified pursuant to subsection F of this section;
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5.

That the proposed development meets the intent and specific standards and
criteria of the Uniform Fire Code unless the requirements are waived or
modified pursuant to subsection F of this section.

F.
Waiver or Modification of Standards. Due to the nature of retrofitting existing
buildings to conform to all current zoning requirements and all current state and city laws and
regulations for new building construction, it may be impractical or undesirable to require
complete conformance to all of the conversion requirements contained in subsection C of this
section. A waiver or modification of the standards required for a conversion may be granted if
all of the following findings are made:
1.

That the waiver or modification does not compromise the health, safety or
welfare of the buyers of the project or the general public;

2.

That the waiver or modification is necessary because of special and unusual
circumstances applicable to the building(s) or property; and

3.

That the waiver or modification does not compromise the quality of the project
under consideration for home ownership. (Ord. 464 §§ 1—5, 2007; Ord. 438 §
2, 2003; Ord. 332 § 2, 1995; Ord 91, 1983)

12.08.030 Waiver of tentative and final map for mobilehome park conversions.
A.
Other provisions of this chapter notwithstanding, the city council may, by
resolution, waive the requirement for a tentative and final map for a single parcel subdivision
for the conversion of an existing mobilehome park to condominiums. Prior to granting such a
waiver, the city council must make the following findings:
1.

The proposed subdivision will not result in the displacement from the subject
mobilehome park of tenants and/or owners of mobilehomes then located within
the subject mobilehome park who do not purchase the condominium unit where
the mobilehome which they own or within which they reside is located;

2.

The subdivision complies with such requirements at the time of construction of
the mobilehome park in effect as may have been established by the Subdivision
Map Act or this chapter pertaining to area, improvement and design, flood water
drainage and storm water control, appropriate improved public roads, sanitary
disposal facilities, water supply availability, environmental protection and other
requirements of the Subdivision Map Act or this chapter.

B.
The city council, may in the resolution granting waiver hereunder, impose such
conditions as the city council deems necessary to enable the city council to make the
aforementioned findings. The subdivider requesting a waiver as provided for herein must make
application therefor (accompanied by all material the subdivider deems relevant to the findings
required under subsections (A)(1) and (2) of this section), to the director who will then
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schedule the request for hearing on the appropriate agenda for the next available city council
meeting.
C.
Upon the grant of a waiver as provided for under this section, the city engineer
must prepare a certificate of compliance or conditional certificate of compliance, as
appropriate, for recordation in the office of the county recorder for the purpose of
documenting the approval of the subdivision. The city engineer must not record or release for
recordation a conditional certificate of compliance prepared pursuant to this section unless and
until the owner or owners of the property to be subdivided have entered into an agreement
with the city to provide for the satisfactory completion of all conditions of the certificate of
compliance. (Ord. 290 § 1, 1992)
12.08.040 Submittal fees.
The tentative map and fee, along with the information required for processing, must be
filed with the department of development services. Filing fees are prescribed by resolution of
the city council. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003; Ord. 91, 1983)
12.08.050 Reports and recommendations.
The department of development services is authorized and directed to distribute copies
of the tentative map and where appropriate, required written statements to each department
and affected agency and to request a report regarding same. The director is directed to
assemble the comments from the various officials and agencies into the staff report for the
project. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003; Ord. 91, 1983)
12.08.060 Tentative parcel map waiver.
The director may waive the requirement for a tentative parcel map for non-residential
subdivisions. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003)
12.08.070 Tentative map and tentative parcel map review and approval.
A.
The processing of a tentative map or a tentative parcel map is subject to all the
provisions of this chapter, except those specifically waived by the director. Tentative maps and
tentative parcel maps for all residential subdivisions and for all nonresidential subdivisions
which do not have prior discretionary approval must be scheduled for a public hearing before
city council within the time limits provided by law, unless an extension of time is mutually
agreed upon by the subdivider and the director. Notice of the hearing must be given pursuant
to Section 66451.3 of the Subdivision Map Act, and ten days’ mailed notice of the hearing
must be given to the subdivider and to all property owners within three hundred feet of said
subdivision. City council will approve, conditionally approve or disapprove the map. The
decision of the city council is final.
B.
The processing of a tentative map or a tentative parcel map for an existing
nonresidential development which has prior discretionary approval of a development review
permit or a conditional use permit may be administratively approved by the director. The
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tentative map and tentative parcel map approval must be scheduled for an administrative public
hearing within the time limits provided by law, unless an extension of time is mutually agreed
upon by the subdivider and the director. Notice of the hearing must be given pursuant to
Section 66451.3 of the Subdivision Map Act, and ten days’ mailed notice of the hearing must
be given to the subdivider and to all property owners within three hundred feet of said
subdivision. The director may approve, conditionally approve, or disapprove a tentative map or
tentative parcel map and state the same in a written report provided to the subdivider following
the administrative public hearing.
C.
The processing of a tentative parcel map that does not create additional lots may
be administratively approved by the director. The tentative parcel map approval must be
scheduled for an administrative public hearing within the time limits provided by law, unless an
extension of time is mutually agreed upon by the subdivider and the director. Notice of the
hearing must be given pursuant to Section 66451.3 of the Subdivision Map Act, and ten days’
mailed notice of the hearing must be given to the subdivider and to all property owners within
three hundred feet of said subdivision. The director may approve, conditionally approve, or
disapprove the tentative parcel map and state the same in a written report provided to the
subdivider following the public hearing.
D.
The decision of the director with regard to subsections B and C of this section
is final unless appealed to the city council within ten days after the director’s decision. Nothing
in this section precludes the director from referring a tentative map or tentative parcel map
directly to city council for approval when in the opinion of the director such action is
warranted.
E.
Upon the filing of an appeal of the director’s decision and processing fee, as
prescribed by resolution of the city council, unless such fee is waived by the director, the
director will schedule a hearing on the matter at the next regular meeting of the city council,
except that such a hearing need not be scheduled sooner than fifteen days following the filing
of the appeal. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003)
12.08.080 Time limits.
The time limits for acting and reporting on tentative maps may be extended by mutual
consent of the subdivider and the director. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003; Ord. 91, 1983)
12.08.090 Expirations.
A.
Approved or conditionally approved tentative maps and tentative parcel maps
expire thirty-six months after the date of approval or conditional approval unless a time
extension is granted by the director.
B.
A subdivider may request a time extension by application to the department of
development services. Such application must be filed within ninety days prior to the expiration
date of the tentative map or tentative parcel map. All requests for a time extension must be
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accompanied by a processing fee as prescribed by resolution by the city council. (Ord. 438 § 2,
2003)
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CHAPTER 12.10 VESTING TENTATIVE MAPS
12.10.010 Citation and authority.
This chapter is enacted pursuant to the authority granted by Chapter 4.5 (commencing
with Section 66498.1) of Division 2 of Title 7 of the Government Code of the state of
California (hereinafter referred to as the “Vesting Tentative Map Statute”), and may be cited as
the “Vesting Tentative Map Ordinance.” (Ord. 168 § 2, 1986)
12.10.020 Purpose and intent.
It is the purpose of this chapter to establish procedures necessary for the
implementation of the Vesting Tentative Map Statute, and to supplement the provisions of the
Subdivision Ordinance. Except as otherwise set forth in the provisions of this chapter, the
provisions of the Subdivision Ordinance apply to the Vesting Tentative Map Ordinance. (Ord.
168 § 2, 1986)
12.10.030 Consistency with general plan required.
No land may be subdivided pursuant to a vesting tentative map for any purpose which
is inconsistent with the general plan or any applicable specific plan, or not permitted by the
Zoning Ordinance or other applicable provisions of the Municipal Code. (Ord. 168 § 2, 1986)
12.10.040 Applicability.
A.
Whenever a provision of the Subdivision Map Act, as implemented and
supplemented by the Subdivision Ordinance, requires the filing of a tentative map or tentative
parcel map, a vesting tentative map or vesting tentative parcel map may instead be filed, in
accordance with the provisions of this chapter.
B.
If a subdivider does not seek the rights conferred by the Vesting Tentative Map
Statute, the filing of a vesting tentative map or vesting tentative parcel map will not be
prerequisite to any approval for any proposed subdivision, permit for construction, or work
preparatory to construction. (Ord. 168 § 2, 1986)
12.10.050 Filing and processing.
A.
Except as provided in subsection B of this section, a vesting tentative map or
vesting tentative parcel map must be filed in the same form and have the same contents,
accompanying data and reports, and must be processed in the same manner as set forth in
Chapter 16.20 for a tentative map or Chapter 16.16 for a tentative parcel map except, at the
time a vesting tentative map or vesting tentative parcel map is filed, it must have printed
conspicuously on its face the words “Vesting Tentative Map” or “Vesting Tentative Parcel
Map.”
B.
In addition to the other information required by this chapter to be shown on or
provided with a tentative map or tentative parcel map, a vesting tentative map or vesting
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tentative parcel map must show or be accompanied by the following information in a form
satisfactory to the director:
1.

The height, bulk, location, occupancy, class and construction type of proposed
building;

2.

The design and specifications for all public facilities including, but not limited to,
on-site and off-site sewer, water, drainage, roads, and other improvements. The
subdivider must submit detailed geological, drainage, flood control, storm water
management, soils, traffic, or other reports deemed necessary by the director of
public works or director to permit a complete review of the design and
improvements for the subdivision;

3.

Grading plans as required by the director;

4.

Information on the uses to which the buildings will be put and architectural
renderings of the buildings;

5.

Detailed landscape plans;

6.

Environmental assessment or environmental impact report;

7.

All local, state and federal permits or approvals required for development of the
proposed project, except those requiring a final map as a prerequisite;

8.

A plan showing proposed phasing of final maps, and phasing for construction.
(Amended during 1989 supplement; Ord. 168 § 2, 1986)

12.10.060 Fees.
Upon filing a vesting tentative map or vesting tentative parcel map, an additional fee as
established by city council resolution must be paid for processing a vesting tentative map or
vesting tentative parcel map. (Ord. 168 § 2, 1986)
12.10.070 Expiration.
The approval or conditional approval of a vesting tentative map or vesting tentative
parcel map expires at the end of the same time period, and is subject to the same extensions,
established by the Subdivision Ordinance for the expiration of the approval or conditional
approval of a tentative parcel map or tentative map. (Ord. 168 § 2, 1986)
12.10.080 Vesting on approval of vesting tentative map.
A.
The approval or conditional approval of a vesting tentative map or vesting
tentative parcel map confers a right to proceed with development in substantial compliance
with the ordinances, policies and standards in effect at the date the city has determined that the
application is complete as described in Section 66474.2 of the Government Code. However, if
Section 66474.2 of the Government Code is repealed, the approval or conditional approval of a
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vesting tentative map or vesting tentative parcel map confers a vested right to proceed with
development in substantial compliance with the ordinances, policies and standards in effect at
the time the application for the vesting tentative map or vesting tentative parcel map was
deemed complete. The city council resolves any disputes regarding whether a development
substantially complies with the approved or conditionally approved map, or with the
ordinances, policies or standards described in this subsection.
B.
Notwithstanding subsection A of this section, a permit, approval, extension, or
entitlement may be made conditional or denied if any of the following are determined:
1.

A failure to do so would place the residents of the subdivision or the immediate
community, or both, in a condition dangerous to their health or safety, or both;

2.

The condition or denial is required, in order to comply with state or federal law.

C.
The rights conferred by a vesting tentative map or vesting tentative parcel map
expire if a final map or parcel map is not approved and recorded prior to the expiration of the
vesting tentative map or the vesting tentative parcel map, as provided in Section 16.22.070.
D.
Upon the filing of a final map or parcel map for a vesting tentative map or
vesting tentative parcel map, the rights conferred by subsection A of this section continue for
one year. Where several final maps or parcel maps are recorded on various phases of a project
covered by a single vesting tentative map or vesting tentative parcel map, this period begins for
each phase when the final map or parcel map for that phase is recorded.
E.
The time period set forth in subsection D of this section may be automatically
extended by any time used for processing a complete application for a grading permit or
development review permit if such processing exceeds thirty days from the date a complete
application is accepted.
F.
A subdivider may apply to the city council for a one-year extension of the rights
conferred by subsection D at any time before the time period set forth in subsection D expires.
An extension may be granted only if the council finds that the map still complies with the
requirements of this chapter. The city council may approve, conditionally approve, or deny an
extension in its sole discretion.
G.
If the subdivider submits a complete application for a building permit during the
periods of time set forth in subsections D through F, the rights referred to therein continue
until the expiration of that building permit or any extension of that permit.
H.
Upon the expiration of the time limits specified in subsections A, D, E, F or G,
all rights conferred by this section cease and the project will be considered as the same as any
subdivision which was not processed pursuant to this chapter.
I.
Notwithstanding subsection A of this section, the amount of any fees which are
required to be paid either as a condition of the map approval or by operation of any law will
be determined by the application of the law or policy in effect at the time the fee is paid. The
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amounts of the fees are not vested upon approval of the vesting tentative map or vesting
tentative parcel map. (Ord. 168 § 2, 1986)
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CHAPTER 12.12 FINAL MAPS—PROCEDURES
12.12.010 Generally.
After a tentative map or tentative parcel map is approved as provided for within the
subdivision ordinance, the subdivider may cause a final map or parcel map to be prepared by a
registered California civil engineer or a licensed California land surveyor in accordance with a
completed survey of the subdivision and in full compliance with the Subdivision Map Act and
all ordinances of the city. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003; Ord. 186 § 3, 1987)
12.12.020 Form, content, and accompanying material.
A.
following:

Each final map or parcel map must be prepared in accordance with the

1.

It must be legibly drawn, printed, or reproduced by a process guaranteeing a
permanent record in black on polyester base film or in a format acceptable to
the director. Certificates, affidavits, and acknowledgements may be legibly
stamped or printed upon the map with opaque ink. The ink surface must be
coated with a suitable substance to assure permanent legibility;

2.

The size of each sheet must be eighteen inches by twenty-six inches;

3.

A marginal line must be drawn completely around each sheet, leaving an entirely
blank margin of one inch;

4.

The scale of the map must be large enough to show all details clearly and not
less than one hundred feet to the inch;

5.

Each sheet must be numbered, the relation of one sheet to another clearly
shown, and the number of sheets used must be set forth on each sheet;

6.

The final map or parcel map number and name, scale, north point, and sheet
number must be shown on each sheet of the map;

7.

The exterior boundary line of the land included within the subdivision must be
indicated by a distinctive symbol;

8.

The title sheet of each final map or parcel map must contain a title satisfactory
to the city engineer consisting of the number, name or other designation of the
subdivision together with the words: “In the City of Santee” or “Partly within
the City of Santee and partly in another City or the County.” Below the title
must be a subtitle consisting of a general description of all property being
subdivided, by reference to subdivisions or to section surveys. Referenced
subdivision must be spelled out and worded identically with original records,
with complete references to proper recording information or map numbers. The
title sheet must show, in addition, the basis of bearings, the number of lots, and
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the acreage of the subdivision, a soils report note, and monument notes or
alternately this information may be shown on the Procedure of Survey at the
discretion of the city engineer. Maps filed for the purpose of reverting
subdivided land to acreage must be conspicuously marked “The Purpose of this
Map is Reversion to Acreage.” Maps filed for the purpose of a condominium
must be conspicuously marked “For Condominium Purposes.”
9.

Each parcel must be numbered in consecutive order;

10.

Sufficient linear, angular and radial data must be shown to determine the
bearings and lengths of monument lines, street centerlines, and boundary lines of
the subdivision and of the boundary lines of every lot and parcel which is a part
thereof. Length, radius, and total central angle or radial bearings on all curves
must be shown;

11.

The location and description of all existing and proposed monuments must be
shown;

12.

Whenever the city engineer has established the centerline of a street or alley,
such data must be considered in making the surveys and in preparing the final
subdivision or parcel map, and all monuments found must be indicated and
proper references made to field books or maps of public record relating to the
monuments. If the points were reset by ties, that fact must be stated;

13.

The final map or parcel map must show city boundaries crossing or adjoining
the subdivision. The boundaries must be clearly designated and tied in to the
subdivision boundary;

14.

The final map or parcel map must show the centerline data, width and side lines
of all easements to which the lots are subject. Easements must be clearly labeled
and identified with respect to the use for which intended and if already of
record, proper reference to the records must be shown. Public easements must
be dedicated and so indicated in the certificate of dedication. When the
subdivider presents the map to the city, the subdivider must also present
certificates executed by public utility companies authorized to serve in the area
of the subdivision, certifying that satisfactory provisions have been executed and
delivered to the certifying companies for recording. Easements for public utility
companies must be designated on the final map or parcel map as “Easements for
Public Utilities” or other language satisfactory to the director and city attorney
and must be reserved for the use and benefit of, and the conveyance to the
several public utility companies which are authorized to serve in the subdivision;

15.

The following certificates and acknowledgements must appear on the title sheet
of the final map or parcel map:
(a)

Owner’s certificate signed and acknowledged by all parties having record
title interest thereof in the completed subdivision exceptions as provided
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by the Subdivision Map Act, including dedications and offers of
dedication, if any, which must by their terms, not be revocable without
city consent in the event the final map or parcel map is approved;

16.

(b)

Engineer’s or surveyor’s certificate;

(c)

City engineer’s certificate of approval;

(d)

City clerk’s certificate of approval by city council and acceptance of offer
of dedication;

(e)

Such other affidavits, certificates, acknowledgements, endorsements, and
notary seals as required;

The following statement, documents, and other data must be filed with the final
map or parcel map:
(a)

A guarantee of title certifying that the signature of all persons whose
consent is necessary to pass a clear title to the land being subdivided and
all acknowledgements thereto, appear and are correctly shown on the
proper certificates, and are properly shown on the map; both as to
consents for the making thereof and the affidavit of dedication,

(b)

The plans, profiles, cross-sections, specifications, and applicable permits
to the satisfaction of the city engineer for the construction and
installation of all required improvements,

(c)

All protective covenants, conditions, restrictions, or affirmative
obligations in the form in which the same are to be recorded, as
approved by the city attorney and in the case of private maintenance
agreements this must allow the city the authority but not the obligation
to assume maintenance of the property and assess the full cost including
overhead costs, therefor as a lien against the property, if the property is
not adequately maintained per the agreement,

(d)

A nonrefundable filing fee as prescribed by resolution of the city council,

(e)

Deeds for easements of rights-of-way or other dedications that have not
been dedicated on the final map or parcel map. Written evidence
acceptable to the city attorney in the form of rights-of-entry or
permanent easements across private property outside the subdivision,
permitting or granting access to perform necessary construction work
and permitting maintenance of the facility,

(f)

If the map is for the creation of a subdivision by conversion of residential
real property into condominiums, community apartments, or a stock
cooperative, including mobile home parks, the subdivider must file such
documents with the department of development services that assure
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compliance with conversion of residential property requirements of the
Subdivision Map Act and all applicable city codes and ordinances,
(g)

17.

All other data required by law or by the conditions of approval of the
tentative subdivision or parcel map, including plans, reports, agreements,
permits, fees, securities, or other requirements;

If as a condition of approval of the tentative parcel map, the subdivider has been
required to construct or install certain improvements, which have not been
completed at the time of approval of the final parcel map, a certificate indicating
the improvement requirements must be affixed to the map. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003;
Ord. 98 §§ 2, 3, 4, 1983; Ord. 91, 1983)

12.12.030 Review submittal.
For purposes of filing a final map or parcel map, the subdivider must submit three, or
more if required by the city engineer, prints of the map to the city engineer for reviewing. The
city engineer will review the map and one print will be returned to the subdivider or his or her
engineer showing modifications thereon, if any. The remaining prints will be retained for
departmental purposes. The city engineer will request additional prints for each review
submittal. When the map is found to be complete, an original with copies will be requested by
the city engineer. The final map or parcel map will be certified by the city engineer. (Ord. 438
§ 2, 2003; Ord. 91, 1983)
12.12.040 Filing of maps.
Pursuant to Section 66457 of the Subdivision Map Act the effective date for filing a
final map or parcel map conforming to the approved or conditionally approved tentative map, if
any, is the date the map has been found to be technically correct, in compliance with the
Subdivision Map Act and local ordinances and all required certificates or statements on the
map have been signed and where necessary, acknowledged. All maps must be filed with the
director for processing for approval. (Ord. 438 § 2, 2003)
12.12.050 Approval.
After receipt of the final map or parcel map, the city council, or city engineer for parcel
maps, must act upon the map within the time and in the manner prescribed by Sections 66457,
66458 and 66463 of the Subdivision Map Act, as it currently exists or may be amended. The
city council, or city engineer for parcel maps, may accept, conditionally accept subject to
improvement, or reject any dedications or offers of dedication that are made by certificate on
the map. (Ord. 186 § 3, 1987)
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CHAPTER 12.14 ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS
12.14.010 Soils report.
A.
Every subdivision for which a final subdivision or parcel map is required must
submit to the city engineer a soils report, prepared by a California registered civil engineer,
based on adequate test borings. The city engineer may waive the soils report requirement if the
city engineer finds that sufficient knowledge exists as to the soils qualities of the subdivision.
B.
If the soils report indicates the presence of expansive soils or other soils
problems which, if not corrected would lead to structural defects, the city engineer may require
a soils investigation of each lot or parcel in the subdivision to be performed by a civil engineer,
registered in the state of California. The soils investigation report must recommend the
corrective action which is likely to prevent structural damage to each structure proposed to be
constructed in the area where such soils problem exists.
C.
The subdivision or any portion thereof where such problems exist may be
approved if the city engineer determines that the recommended corrective action is likely to
prevent structural damage to each structure to be constructed and that the issuance of any
building permit will be conditioned to include this recommended corrective action prior to the
construction of each structure involved. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.14.020 Monuments.
At the time of making the survey for all final subdivision or parcel maps, a registered
civil engineer or licensed surveyor must set sufficient durable monuments to conform with the
standards of the Subdivision Map Act and requirements established by the city engineer, as
follows:
A.
Boundary Monuments. The exterior boundary of the subdivision must be
monumented with permanent monuments not smaller than two inch iron pipes at least twentyfour inches long set at each corner, at intermediate points along the boundary not more than
one thousand feet apart, and at the beginning and end points of all curves; provided, if any
existing record and identified monument meeting the foregoing requirements is found at any
such corner or point, such monument may be used in lieu of a new monument.
B.
Lot Corner Monuments. All lot corners, except when coincident with exterior
boundary corner, must be monumented with permanent monuments of one of the following
types: (i) Three-fourth inch diameter iron pipe at least eighteen inches long, (ii) One-half inch
diameter steel rod at least eighteen inches long, (iii) Lead plug and copper identification disks
set in concrete sidewalk or curbs.
C.
Such additional monuments to mark the limiting lines of streets as the city
engineer may require.
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D.

All other monuments set or proposed to be set must be as indicated on the final

E.

All monuments and their installation must conform to the city standards.

map.

F.
Where monument setting is deferred after a final subdivision or parcel map is
filed, such monuments must be set within thirty days after the completion of the required
improvements. The engineer must notify the city engineer that all monuments have been
exposed and are available for inspection. The monuments must be inspected and found to be
satisfactory by the city engineer before the improvements are accepted. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.14.030 Energy conservation.
The design of a subdivision must provide, to the extent feasible, for future passive or
natural heating or cooling opportunities in the subdivision as required by Section 66473.1 of
the Subdivision Map Act. In the design of a subdivision, consideration must be given to
climate, contour, and configuration of the parcel to be divided. Examples of passive or natural
heating opportunities in subdivision design, include design of lot size and configuration to
permit orientation of a structure in an east-west alignment for southern exposure or orientation
to take advantage of shade or prevailing breezes. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.14.040 Standards of design.
The city engineer is authorized and directed to prepare a manual setting forth the
standards of design for public improvements within the city. This manual must set forth the
detail of design and design criteria such that engineers providing services for subdividers may
readily incorporate such standards by reference to the standards or the standards of other
agencies; however, where such references are used, the city engineer must maintain in his or
her office at least three copies of the reference for the inspection by the subdivider’s engineer.
These standards must be reviewed by the city council. (Ord. 91, 1983)
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CHAPTER 12.16 BONDING AND IMPROVEMENT SECURITY
12.16.010 Improvement agreement.
Before the city council approves a final subdivision or parcel map, the subdivider must
enter into an agreement with the city to complete all improvement work to the satisfaction of
the city engineer within a specified time and that if the subdivider fails to complete such work,
the city may complete the same and recover the full cost and expense for the work from the
subdivider. The agreement must also allow the city to inspect all improvements. The subdivider
must pay a fee set by resolution of the city council the cost of such inspection. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.16.020 Subdivision improvement security.
To guarantee the performance of any action or agreement with regard to the proposed
subdivision, the subdivider must provide security as follows:
A.
A faithful performance security for the purpose of subdivision improvement set
at an amount determined by the city engineer equal to one hundred percent of the total
estimated cost of the improvement or of the act to be performed, conditioned upon the faithful
performance of the act or agreement.
B.
A labor and materials security furnished as an additional amount determined by
the city engineer equal to fifty percent of the total estimated cost of the improvement, or the
performance of the required act, securing payment to the contractor, such contractor’s
subcontractors, and to persons furnishing labor, materials, or equipment to them for the
improvement or the performance of the required act;
C.
The monumentation agreements must be accomplished by a faithful performance
security in a sum equal to the cost of setting such monuments, guaranteeing the faithful
performance of all such work of setting monuments and furnishing notes. (Amended during
1989 supplement; Ord. 91, 1983)
12.16.030 Improvement security release.
A.
The city engineer is authorized and directed to release ninety percent (90%) of
the faithful performance subdivision improvement security after the subdivider completes and
the city accepts the work required under the agreement. The remaining ten percent of the
faithful performance subdivision improvement security must continue in effect for a period of
one year after completion and acceptance of said work, at which time, the city engineer will
release the remaining security.
B.
Before releasing the faithful performance subdivision improvement security, the
city engineer must ensure that all actions or improvements affecting other departments or
agencies have been properly completed to the satisfactions of such departments or agencies,
including, but not limited to the director of planning and community development, and agencies
handling water, sewer, electricity, gas, and street lighting. The city engineer must then
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recommend release of the security to the city clerk. The city clerk then provides a written
communication to the subdivider and the maker of the bond or holder of the surety.
12.16.040 Forms of security.
A.
Every bond required by this chapter must be furnished by a surety company
authorized to conduct business in the state of California and must be in a form acceptable to
the city attorney, and for bonds larger than $100,000, reviewed and accepted by the city
council.
B.
In lieu of any faithful performance bond required by this division, the subdivider
may deposit with the city cash or acceptable equivalent equal to the required amount of such
bond or security for the faithful performance. No separate labor and material bond is required
when cash surety is used; however, an amount equal to the required labor and material bond
will not be released until six months after completion and acceptance of the improvements and
then such release will be less any unsettled claims.
C.
Other forms of security will be permitted when approved by the city attorney.
These may include letters of credit, assignment bank or savings and loan pass book accounts,
and completion of proceedings under one of the state assessment district acts. (Ord. 91, 1983)
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CHAPTER 12.18 MERGER OF PARCELS
12.18.010 Merger of contiguous parcels.
Whenever two or more contiguous parcels or units of land which have been legally
created under the provisions of this division or code are held by the same owner, such parcels,
or units must be merged where any of the following conditions exist:
A.
One of the parcels or units of land does not conform to the current standards
for minimum parcel size to permit development under the city zoning ordinance and at least
one of the parcels is not occupied by a building; provided, however, that merger must occur
only to the extent necessary to establish lots conforming to the current standards for minimum
parcel area and dimensions and after a public hearing has been held pursuant to Section
16.40.040; or
B.
The owner constructs structures or buildings on, over, or across existing parcel
lines between contiguous parcels or units of land and develops such parcels or units as a single
unit; provided, however, that merger must occur only to those parcels, or units which are
developed as a single unit. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.18.020 Treatment of lots after merger.
After merger has occurred with respect to any contiguous parcels or units of land under
this chapter, such parcels, or units of land will be treated as a single parcel under the
provisions of this code. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.18.030 Contiguity.
Property is considered as contiguous parcels or units of land only if such parcels or
units of land are adjoining, even if such parcels, or units of land are separated by roads, streets,
alleys, railroad rights-of-way, or other features deemed to be similar by the director. (Ord. 91,
1983)
12.18.040 Opportunity for hearing.
A.
Whenever the director believes that real property should be merged pursuant to
this division, or that real property has merged pursuant to the Subdivision Map Act, the
director must prepare a notice of merger for recordation subject to the following conditions:
1.

At least thirty days before recording the notice of merger, the director must
provide the owner of the parcels to be affected by the merger with written
notice of the intention to record the notice of merger;

2.

The notification of the intention to record the notice of merger must specify a
time, date, and place at which the owner may present evidence to the director of
why such notice should not be recorded;
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3.

The director must also provide the owner with a copy of the notice of merger;

4.

The notice of merger must describe the real property, specify the names of the
record owners, certify that the property has merged pursuant to the Subdivision
Map Act, and specify the reasons for merger.

B.
This section is not applicable to lots for which a certificate of compliance has
been issued or which were created by a recorded map or a map filed with the county according
to procedures in effect at the time the lots were created. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.18.050 Notice to the county recorder.
Whenever the director determines that real property has merged pursuant to this
chapter, the director is authorized and directed to cause a notice of merger, specifying the
name(s) of the record owner(s) and particularly describing the real property affected by the
merger, to be filed with the county recorder. (Ord. 91, 1983)
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CHAPTER 12.20 BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENT
12.20.010 Submittal.
A.
Any person(s) desiring to adjust the boundaries between two or more existing
parcels by taking land from one parcel and adding it to an adjacent parcel without creating any
new parcel must submit an application for a boundary adjustment with the department of
development services. The application must include information required by the director and a
fee established by resolution of the city council.
B.

The application must be accompanied by the following:

1.

a reproducible adjustment plat on polyester base film, eight and one-half inches
by eleven inches or eleven inches by seventeen inches in size, and in a form
prescribed by the director,

2.

the signature of the owner(s) of the property involved, and

3.

a title report.

C.
The director must refer a copy of the proposed adjustment plat to the city
engineer and may refer copies of such plat to the other departments and public agencies for
review and comment thereon. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.20.020 Approval.
A.
Within thirty days after the director accepts an application for a boundary
adjustment plat as complete, the director is authorized and directed to approve or conditionally
approve such plat if the boundary adjustment plat does not result in any of the following:
1.

Create any new parcels;

2.

Include any parcels created illegally;

3.

Impair any existing access or create a need for new access to any adjacent
parcels;

4.

Impair any existing easements or create a need for any new easements serving
adjacent parcels;

5.

Require substantial alteration of any existing improvements or create a need for
any new improvements;

6.

Adjust the boundary between lots or parcels for which a covenant of
improvement requirements has been recorded and all required improvements
stated therein have not been completed unless the director determines the
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proposed boundary adjustment will not significantly affect said covenant of
improvement requirements;
7.

Cause the revised parcels to violate provisions of the general plan, zoning
ordinance or building code;

8.

Impair the ability of each revised parcel to be served by a sewer or septic
system as determined by the city engineer.

B.
The director may impose such conditions of approval to be satisfied prior to
recording the adjustment plat as the director finds necessary to insure that the boundary
adjustments involved are in full compliance with this code.
C.
In any case, where an adjustment plat is approved, the director must file a
certificate of compliance with the county recorder’s office. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.20.030 Appeal.
If the applicant is dissatisfied with any action taken by the director, the decision may be
appealed to the city council by filing such an appeal and fee as established by resolution of the
city council within fifteen days after the date of mailing the notice of the action taken by the
director. (Ord. 91, 1983)
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CHAPTER 12.22 ENFORCEMENT
12.22.010 Generally.
It is unlawful for any person, principal, agent or otherwise to sell, lease, finance, or
transfer title to any portion of any subdivision or parcel of land in the city, for which a final
parcel map, a final subdivision map or a certificate of compliance is required pursuant to the
Subdivision Map Act or this division, unless a final parcel map, final subdivision map or
certificate of compliance in full compliance with the Subdivision Map Act and this division has
been filed with the county recorder’s office. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.22.020 Notice of violations.
A.
Notice of intention to record notice of violation. Whenever the director has
knowledge that real property has been divided, or has resulted from a division, in violation of
the provisions of the Subdivision Map Act or this division, as they existed at the time of the
division, the director must send, by certified mail, a notice of intention to record a notice of
violation to the then current owner of record of the property. The notice of intentional must
describe the real property in detail, name the owners of the real property, and state that the
owner will be given an opportunity to present evidence to the director regarding why the
notice should not be recorded. The notice must specify a time, date, and place for the meeting.
The notice must also contain a description of the violations and an explanation as to why the
subject parcel is not lawful under subdivision (a) or (b) of Section 66412.6 of the Subdivision
Map Act.
B.
Hearing on notice of intention. The hearing on the notice of intention to record
a notice of violation must take place no sooner than 30 days and no later than 60 days from
date of mailing. If, within 15 days after receipt of the notice, the owner of the real property
fails to inform the local agency of his or her objection to recording the notice of violation, the
director may record the notice of violation with the county recorder.
1.

If, after the owner has presented evidence, the director determines that there has
been no violation, the director must mail a clearance letter to the then current
owner of record.

2.

If, after the owner has presented evidence, the director determines that the
property has been illegally divided, the director must record the notice of
violation with the county recorder. The notice of violation, when recorded, is
deemed to be constructive notice of the violation to all successors in interest in
such property. (Ord. 91, 1983)

12.22.030 Development approvals.
No agency or city department may issue any permit or grant any approval necessary to
develop any real property if that property has been divided or has resulted from a division in
violation of the Subdivision Map Act or this division as they existed at the time of the division,
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unless the director finds that the development of the property is not contrary to the public
health or safety and a certificate of compliance is issued pursuant to the provisions of Section
16.48.040. The authority to deny such a permit or such approval applies whether the applicant
was the owner of record of the property at the time of the violation, or whether the applicant
is either the current owner of record or a vendee of the current owner of record pursuant to a
contract of sale of the property with or without actual or constructive knowledge of the
violation at the time of acquisition of interest in the property. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.22.040 Certificate of compliance.
A.
Any person owning real property may request the issuance of a certificate of
compliance stating that such real property (or any division thereof) complies with the
provisions of the Subdivision Map Act and this division. Such request must be filed with the
director and be accompanied by a fee, as adopted by resolution of the city council, and such
information as may be prescribed by the director.
B.
The director must, within fifty days after receipt of a complete, written request,
make a determination that such real property complies with the applicable provisions of the
Subdivision Map Act and this division or that such real property does not comply with such
provisions, and must so notify the owner thereof setting forth the particulars of such
compliance or noncompliance.
C.
If the subject real property is found to be in compliance with the Subdivision
Map Act and this division enacted pursuant thereto, the director must cause a certificate of
compliance relative to such real property to be filed for record with the county recorder. If,
however, the subject real property is found not to be in compliance with the provisions, the
director may impose such conditions as would have been applicable to the division of the
property at the time the applicant acquired the interest in the property as a condition to
granting a certificate of compliance. Upon satisfaction of the conditions necessary to fulfill
compliance, the director must then cause a certificate of compliance relative to such real
property to be filed for record with the county recorder. (Amended during 1989 supplement;
Ord. 91, 1983)
12.22.050 Appeals.
Any person dissatisfied with any action of the director pursuant to this division may
appeal to the city council by filing such an appeal and fee, as established by resolution of the
city council, within fifteen days after the mailing of the notice of action. (Ord. 91, 1983)
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DIVISION 2. DEVELOPMENT FEES AND DEDICATIONS
CHAPTER 12.30 DEVELOPMENT IMPACT FEES
12.30.010 Title.
This chapter is known as the “Development Impact Fees and Dedication Ordinance”
and may be cited as such. (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.020 Purpose and findings.
The city council finds that:
A.
The purpose of this chapter is to establish provisions for assessing and collecting
fees as a condition of approval of a final map or as a condition of issuing a building permit.
B.
The purpose of the fees established by this chapter is to impose upon new
development the costs of constructing public facilities which are reasonably related to the
impacts of the new development. New development in Santee will require the construction of
new public facilities, including, without limitation, drainage improvements, traffic
improvements, traffic signals, public park facilities, community facilities and other public
improvements, public services and community amenities. The city council finds that it is in the
interest of the public’s health, safety and welfare for new development to pay the costs of
constructing the public facilities reasonably related to the impacts of the new development.
C.
The fees established by this chapter must be used for those purposes identified
in Section 16.26.040 of this chapter.
D.
The city council finds that there is a reasonable relationship between the use of
the fees established by this chapter and the types of development on which the fees are
imposed. The public facilities, drainage improvements, traffic improvements, and traffic signals
for which the fees are collected are reasonably related to the types of development to which
they apply.
E.
The city council finds that there is a reasonable relationship between the need
for the public facilities and the type of development projects to which the fees apply. The
public facilities, drainage improvements, traffic improvements and traffic signals that the fees
are to be used for, are needed because of the impacts caused by the type of development
projects to which they apply.
F.
The city council finds that there is a reasonable relationship between the amount
of the fees and the costs of the public facility or portions of the public facility attributable to
the development on which the fees are imposed. (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.030 Definitions.
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For the purpose of this chapter, the following words have the following meaning:
“Area of benefit” means, for each individual fee, all land lying within the boundaries of
the city. A metes and bounds description of the Santee special drainage area is contained in the
description of the Santee Incorporation boundaries as described in Document Nos. 81-052979
and 1991-0133708, Official Records of the San Diego County Recorder, and incorporated by
reference. Any area annexed to the city after the effective date of the ordinance codified in this
chapter will automatically become a part of the area of benefit for development impact fees.
“Building permit” means a permit required by and issued pursuant to the Uniform
Building Code as adopted by the city.
“Developer” means a person, agency or entity that constructs or is required to construct
all or any part of a public facility as part of the approval of a development permit or building
permit.
“Development permit” means a tentative map, tentative parcel map, development review
permit or conditional use permit.
“Dwelling unit” means a single unit providing complete, independent living facilities for
one or more persons.
“Installation” means design, administration of construction contracts and actual
construction.
“Multifamily residential property” means property which, under the current city land use
plan or any specific plan, is designated as R-7, R-14, R-22 or R-30 or equivalent.
“Off-site facility” means a public facility improvement located outside the property limits
of any parcel which is being considered for development.
“On-site facility” means a public facility improvement located inside the property limits
of any parcel which is being considered for development.
“Property limits” means the parcel or parcels that are being considered for development,
including the centerline of any adjacent public right-of-way.
“Public facility” means drainage, traffic signal, circulation element street, or building
public improvements constructed by the city with city funds.
“RTCIP” means the Regional Transportation Congestion Improvement Program as
established by the San Diego Association of Governments.
“Regional Arterial System” (RAS) means the network of arterials that provide critical
links for the region as defined in San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) latest
adopted Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).
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“Residential property” means property which, under the current city land use plan or
any specific plan, is designated as residential use.
“Single-family residential property” means property which, under the current city land
use plan or any specific plan, is designated as HL, R-1, R-1A or R-2 or equivalent.
“Underdeveloped property” means property within the Santee special drainage area that
will experience significant increases in impermeable surface when developed to the full potential
allowed by the zoning ordinance.
“Undeveloped property” means property within the Santee special drainage area with no
appreciable existing constructed impermeable surface. (Ord. 495 § 6, 2010; Ord. 479 § 2,
2008; Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.040 Development impact fees.
A.
“Public facilities benefit fee” is for installation of passive and active park
facilities and sixty-five thousand square feet of community buildings.
B.
“Drainage fee” is for the installation of needed drainage improvements identified
from the city’s latest master drainage facility study.
C.
“Traffic signal fee” is for the installation of needed traffic signals identified from
the city’s traffic signal needs list.
D.
“Traffic mitigation fee” is for the installation of needed improvements identified
from the city’s general plan circulation element.
E.
“RTCIP mitigation fee” is for improvements to the Regional Arterial System.
(Ord. 479 § 2, 2008; Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.050 Fee rates.
A.
The city council, by resolution, establishes each development impact fee rate,
based upon the estimated or actual cost at the time of the adoption of the resolution, for public
facilities.
B.
Pursuant to city council resolution establishing each development impact fee
rate, the director of development services must calculate the total fees to be paid by any
applicant or developer. The director’s decision is subject to the appeal process set forth in
Section 16.26.090 of this chapter.
C.
The development impact fees, exclusive of the RTCIP mitigation fee, are
automatically adjusted for inflation on July 1 of each year. The inflation adjustment is two
percent or based on the previous calendar years increase in the San Diego Consumer Price
Index (CPI-U: All Items) as published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, whichever is higher.
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D.
Pursuant to the TransNet Extension Ordinance, RTCIP mitigation fees are
automatically adjusted for inflation on July 1 of each year. The inflation adjustment will be two
percent or based on the Caltrans highway construction cost index, whichever is higher. (Ord.
479 § 2, 2008; Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.060 Payment of fees.
A.
All developers must pay the applicable development impact fees to the city prior
to issuance of the building permit for the purpose of defraying the actual or estimated cost of
the installation of any public facilities.
B.
The applicable development impact fees may be reduced by an amount equal to
the outstanding balance of any reimbursement agreement entered into prior to the time that the
fees become due and payable pursuant to Sections 16.26.100 and 16.26.110 of this chapter. If
the outstanding balance of the reimbursement agreement exceeds the applicable fees, the
agreement is automatically reduced by the amount of the fees and the fees will be waived. If
the fees exceed the outstanding balance of the agreement, the reduced fees must be paid prior
to the issuance of a permit.
C.
A credit may be given to all developers who have, as a condition of project
approval, constructed public facilities in lieu of the payment of development impact fees. The
credit will be the cost of the facilities constructed. For purposes of this chapter, the installation
cost is the actual cost of constructing the improvements as determined from certified invoices
from the contractor except that this cost must not exceed the estimated price as established by
the director. No facility construction for which a reimbursement agreement has been issued is
eligible for credit. (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.070 Use of fees.
A.
All public facility benefit fees, drainage fees, RTCIP mitigation fees, traffic signal
fees and traffic mitigation fees collected pursuant to this chapter must be placed into separate
accounts for each fee type. All such revenue must be expended solely for land acquisition,
construction or engineering necessary for the installation of the public facility, or
reimbursement for land acquisition, construction or engineering of the public facility.
B.
For each fee account, a special revolving fund must be established for the
purpose of making reimbursements (see Section 16.26.110 of this chapter) for improvements to
off-site facilities. Each revolving fund must be established by depositing twenty-five percent of
the total fees collected each year with a maximum accumulation of one hundred thousand
dollars.
C.
The city council may from time to time change by resolution the percentage of
the development impact fees collected that is to be deposited in each public facilities revolving
fund.
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D.
All revenue for the RTCIP mitigation fees must be expended solely on
improvements to the Regional Arterial System. (Ord. 479 § 2, 2008; Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.080 Exceptions.
Notwithstanding the provisions of this chapter, payment of development impact fees are
not required for:
A.
The use, alteration or enlargement of an existing nonresidential building or
structure on the same lot or parcel of land, provided the total useable building floor area, as
determined by the director, of all such alteration, enlargement or construction completed within
any consecutive three-year period does not exceed one thousand square feet;
B.
The use, alteration or enlargement of the building is not such as to change its
classification of occupancy as defined by the Uniform Building Code;
C.
The following accessory buildings and structures: private garages, children’s
playhouses, radio and television receiving antennas, shops and other buildings which are
accessory to one-family or two-family dwellings;
D.
The alteration or enlargement on an existing multifamily structure or the erection
of one or more buildings or structures accessory thereto, or both, on the same lot or parcel of
land, provided the additional number of dwelling units, as determined by the director, is not
increased;
E.
The amount of development which has occurred on a site if it has been
previously developed. (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.090 Appeal.
A.
Notwithstanding any other provision of this chapter, any person responsible for
payment of development impact fees or dedications has the right, upon payment of an
appropriate fee established by resolution of the city council, to appeal to the city council the
director’s determination of the amount of development impact fees to be paid or the type of
facility to be constructed.
B.
An appeal may only be heard if filed with the city within ninety days after
imposition of the development impact fees.
C.

The city council has the authority to:

1.

Change the amount of development impact fees when it finds that the amount so
established is incorrect or inequitable in the specific case; and/or

2.

Change the size and/or location of a facility or portion thereof.
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D.
Any such changes must be in conformity with the spirit and intent of the
development impact fee and dedication ordinance adopted by council.
E.
The appellant has the burden of establishing the basis for the appeal and facts to
support the appellant’s appeal. The director makes a recommendation to the city council. Any
decision by the city council is final. (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.100 Construction credits.
Where, as a requirement of the project, the developer constructs all or a portion of an
off-site public facility, the construction cost for that portion beyond local benefit will be
credited against the development impact fee to be paid for that type of facility. For purposes of
this chapter, the construction cost is the actual cost of constructing the improvements as
determined from certified invoices from the contractor, except that this cost must not exceed
the estimated price as established by the city engineer. (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.110 Reimbursement.
A.
If a developer constructs an off-site public facility or a portion thereof, the
developer may be eligible for reimbursement from the revolving fund of that type of facility.
Reimbursement for construction of all off-site public facilities is the full amount allowed by
Section 16.26.120 of this chapter.
B.
If a public facility is improved off-site on undeveloped or underdeveloped
property, the developer may pursue private reimbursement in accordance with Chapter 15.59
Improvements Reimbursement.
C.
Off-site facilities that are not part of the respective development impact fee
programs are not eligible for reimbursement by those respective fees.
D.
No reimbursement is allowed for the construction of any on-site facilities, with
the exception of public park facilities and community buildings.
E.
If the amount in a specific public facility’s revolving fund is insufficient to fully
reimburse eligible developers, the city will enter into a reimbursement agreement with the
developer. The reimbursement agreement will be entered into when the city has determined that
the developer has made a complete submittal of all invoices necessary to substantiate costs to
be reimbursed. Reimbursement will be made only as fees are collected with the development of
property within the city. Although the revolving fund of each facility type will have a limit of
one hundred thousand dollars, up to twenty-five percent of any fees collected following the
operative date of the reimbursement agreement will be available for reimbursement. No
developer may receive reimbursement until all developers who have previously executed
reimbursement agreements are fully reimbursed (except for credit against fees as allowed in
Section 16.26.060(C) of this chapter). (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.120 Cost allowance for reimbursement agreements.
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For the purpose of reimbursement pursuant to Section 16.26.110 of this chapter, the
cost of construction for public facilities or any portion of these facilities is the actual cost as
certified by the developer and verified by the city, or the estimated cost computed in
accordance with the schedule of construction allowances as approved by the city, whichever is
less. The estimated cost will be based upon the length, size and type of facility actually
constructed. (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.130 Scheduling installation.
This chapter must not be construed to mean that public facilities, for which a fee(s) has
been paid, will be installed immediately. Installation will be programmed when conditions
warrant and balance of funding is available. (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.140 Compliance with state law.
In carrying out the provisions of this chapter, the city complies with the terms and
requirements of California Government Code Sections 66000 through 66022. (Ord. 449 § 1,
2005)
12.30.150 Determination of fees—Public facilities.
A.
The public facilities benefit fee for single-family residential property is the
product of the actual number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for
the respective land uses of HL, R-1, R-1A and R-2.
B.
The public facilities benefit fee for multifamily residential property is the product
of the actual number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the
respective land uses of R-7, R-14, R-22 and R-30. (Ord. 495 § 6, 2010; Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.160 Determination of fees—Drainage.
A.
The drainage fee for single-family residential property is the product of the
actual number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the respective
land uses of HL, R-1, R-1A and R-2 in the Santee area of benefit.
B.
The drainage fee for multifamily residential property is the product of the actual
number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the respective land
uses of R-7, R-14, R-22 and R-30 in the Santee area of benefit.
C.
The drainage fee for property with land uses other than single-family or
multfamily residential property in the Santee area of benefit is the product of the total square
footage, divided by one thousand, of impermeable surface to be constructed, including, but not
limited to, roof area of structures, parking lots, driveways, patios, streets, and sidewalks, and
the fee rate (dollars per one thousand square foot unit) for the respective land uses.
D.
In the case of modification, expansion, or reconstruction of an existing structure,
except for single-family residential property, the number of acres of impermeable surface is
equal to the acreage of new impermeable surface to be constructed. If the total aggregate
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amount of new impermeable surface during any three-year period is less than one thousand
square feet, then the fee is zero. No fee will be charged for modifications to single-family
residential properties. (Ord. 495 § 6, 2010; Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.170 Land use changes.
Differences in drainage facility requirements that are a result of a change in the city
general plan are reviewed by the city council. If determined by the city council that the total
facilities cost and the basis of cost allocation have been significantly altered, the city council
may make revisions in accordance with the changes in the general plan. (Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.180 Determination of fees—Traffic signal.
A.
The traffic signal fee for single-family residential property is the product of the
actual number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the respective
land uses of HL, R-1, R-1A and R-2 in the Santee area of benefit.
B.
The traffic signal fee for multifamily residential property is the product of the
actual number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the respective
land uses of R-7, R-14, R-22 and R-30 in the Santee area of benefit.
C.
The traffic signal fee for property with land uses other than single-family of
multifamily residential property in the Santee area of benefit is the product of the total square
footage of structures, divided by one thousand, and the fee rate (dollars per one thousand
square foot unit) for the respective land uses. (Ord. 495 § 6, 2010; Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.190 Determination of fees—Traffic mitigation.
A.
The traffic mitigation fee for single-family residential property is the product of
the actual number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the
respective land uses of HL, R-1, R-1A and R-2 in the Santee area of benefit.
B.
The traffic mitigation fee for multifamily residential property is the product of
the actual number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the
respective land uses of R-7, R-14, R-22 and R-30 in the Santee area of benefit.
C.
The traffic mitigation fee for property with land uses other than single-family or
multifamily residential property in the Santee area of benefit is the product of the total square
footage of structures, divided by one thousand, and the fee rate (dollars per one thousand
square foot unit) for the respective land uses. (Ord. 495 § 6, 2010; Ord. 449 § 1, 2005)
12.30.200 Determination of fees.
A.
The RTCIP mitigation fee for single-family residential property the product of
the actual number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the
respective land uses of HL, R-1, R-1-A and R-2 in the Santee area of benefit.
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B.
The RTCIP mitigation fee for multifamily residential property is the product of
the actual number of dwelling units and the fee rate (dollars per dwelling unit) for the
respective land uses of R-7, R-14, R-22, and R-30 zones in the Santee area of benefit. (Ord.
479 § 2, 2008)
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CHAPTER 12.32 DEDICATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS
12.32.010 General requirements.
The standards and requirements in this division and as adopted by resolution of the city
council, apply to all final, subdivision and parcel maps unless otherwise indicated by this
division, or unless expressly waived by the city council. Additional requirements may be
recommended to the city council by the director or the city engineer as prescribed in Chapter
16.32. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.32.020 Dedications.
The subdivider must make an irrevocable offer of dedication for public use:
A.
All streets, highways, alleys, ways, easements, rights-of-way, and parcels of land
shown on the final subdivision or parcel map and intended for public use by appropriate
certificate on the title page. All irrevocable offers of dedication must also be shown by
appropriate certificate on the title page.
B.
Vehicular access rights from any parcel to any highway or street when required
by the conditions of approval of the tentative subdivision or parcel map. Such rights must be
offered for dedication by appropriate certificate on the title sheet, and a note stating:
“Vehicular Access Rights Dedicated to the City of Santee” or other language acceptable to the
director and city attorney must be lettered along the highway or street adjacent to the parcels
affected on the final map.
C.
All streets, highways, alleys, ways, easements, rights-of-way, and other public
improvements offered for dedication must be designed, developed, and improved according to
the standards of the city and to the satisfaction of the city engineer.
D.
Any public and private utility easements required by the various utilities or the
city must be shown on the final subdivision or parcel map and dedicated to the appropriate
agency by separate document.
E.

All drainage easements when:

1.

Storm drains are necessary for the general use of lot or parcel owners in the
subdivision and such storm drains are not to be installed in the streets, alleys, or
ways of such subdivision. In such cases, the subdivider must offer to dedicate
upon the final subdivision or parcel map the necessary rights-of-way for such
facility plus access thereto;

2.

Property being subdivided, or any portion thereof, is situated in the path of the
natural drainage from adjoining property and no street, alley, or way within the
subdivision is planned to provide for the drainage of such adjoining property. In
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such cases, the subdivider must offer to dedicate drainage and access easements
adequate to provide for the ultimate future drainage of the adjoining property.
F.
Land for local transit facilities such as bus turnouts, benches, shelters, loading
pads which benefit the residents of the subdivision if the subdivision will contain a minimum of
two hundred dwelling units or will be at least one hundred acres in size. This requirement does
not apply to condominium projects, community apartment projects, or stock cooperatives
which are conversions of an existing apartment building.
G.
Land for bicycle / pedestrian paths for the use and safety of residents of the
subdivision, if the subdivision will contain a minimum of fifty (50) dwelling units.
H.
Land for the construction of schools necessary to assure residents of the
subdivision have adequate public school service, pursuant to Section 66478 of the Subdivision
Map Act and Division 1 of this Title. Such dedication must be to the applicable school district.
I.
Reservation of land for parks, recreational facilities, fire stations, libraries, or
other public uses subject to the provisions of Section 66479 through Section 66482 of the
Subdivision Map Act. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.32.030 Improvements.
A.
The city may require the construction of reasonable on and off-site
improvements for the parcels being created pursuant to the provisions of Section 66411.1 of
the Subdivision Map Act.
B.
The subdivider, prior to approval of the final subdivision or parcel map by the
city council, must make or enter into an agreement with the city to make all improvements
prescribed on the approved tentative subdivision or parcel map and as a condition of approval
of the tentative subdivision or parcel map. The agreement to make the subdivision
improvements must be guaranteed by the posting of appropriate security. Plans, profiles and
specifications of proposed improvements must be submitted to the city engineer for review,
accompanied by a checking fee as set by resolution of the city council. The improvement plans
must be approved by the city engineer prior to the approval of the final subdivision or parcel
map by the city council.
C.
The minimum improvements required of the subdivider for final subdivision and
parcel maps are as follows:
1.

Grading and improvement of public and private streets and alleys including
surfacing, curbs, gutters, cross gutters, sidewalks, ornamental street lighting,
street name signs and necessary barricades and safety devices;

2.

Storm drainage and flood control facilities within and outside of the subdivision
sufficient to carry storm runoff both tributary to and originating within the
subdivision;
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3.

A public sewage system serving each lot of the subdivision, except a private
sewer system may be designed and constructed to public sewer system standards
for planned residential developments and condominiums subject to approval of
the city engineer, unless this requirement is waived by the director or city
council;

4.

A water supply system providing an adequate supply of potable water to each
lot and fire hydrant within the subdivision. The water supply system must be of
the size and design prescribed by the water district subject to the approval of the
city engineer;

5.

Fire hydrants and connections must be of the type and at locations specified by
the fire chief;

6.

Survey monuments;

7.

Public utility distribution facilities including gas, electric, telephone and cable
television necessary to serve each lot in the subdivision. All new and existing
utility distribution facilities within the boundaries of the subdivision and within
the half street abutting any new subdivision must be placed underground. Where
the city council, by resolution in the case of final subdivision maps or the city
engineer in the case of final parcel maps, determines this requirement to be
impractical, the undergrounding improvement may be deferred and an in-lieu
cash deposit collected by the city in an amount equal to the estimated cost of
undergrounding of such utilities;

8.

The subdivider may designate a portion of any unit or units of improved or
unimproved land which is not divided for the purpose of sale, lease, or financing
as a remainder parcel. The fulfillment of construction requirements or
improvements for a designated remainder parcel may not be required
immediately as provided in a written agreement between the subdivider and the
city. Such agreement must specify the timing and extent of improvements
through the remainder parcel.

9.

The city may require that improvements installed by the subdivider for the
benefit of the subdivision must contain supplemental size, capacity, or number
for the benefit of property not within the subdivision, and that such
improvements be dedicated to the public pursuant to Sections 66485 and 66486
of the Subdivision Map Act. (Ord. 186 § 3, 1987; Ord. 91, 1983)

12.32.040 Improvement standards and plans.
A.
The design and improvements of subdivisions must be in accordance with the
applicable sections of the zoning ordinance, the general plan, any specific plans adopted by the
city and the requirements established by the city engineer.
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B.
Improvement plans must be prepared by a California registered civil engineer
and must be completed to the satisfaction of the city engineer prior to acceptance of the final
subdivision or parcel map. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.32.050 Parks and recreation facilities.
Requirements. Pursuant to Division 2 of this Title and as a condition of approval of a
final subdivision or a final parcel map for a residential subdivision, a subdivider must dedicate
land for parks and recreation purposes, pay a fee in lieu thereof, or a combination of both, at
the option of the city, as determined at the time of approval of the tentative map. The land
dedication, or fee in lieu thereof, must be used for developing new or rehabilitating existing
park and recreational purposes.
12.32.060 Private streets, alleys or ways.
A.
Private streets, alleys, or ways will be permitted only when the welfare of the
occupants of the subdivision will be better served and the public’s welfare will not be impaired
through such use or the improvements thereon. Such private street, alley, or way must not be
offered for dedication and must be shown on the final subdivision or parcel map as parcels
lettered alphabetically. All private streets, alleys, or ways must be designed, developed, and
improved to the standards of the city and to the satisfaction of the city engineer.
B.
All such access ways must be governed by maintenance agreements or similar
mechanism guaranteeing proper maintenance in perpetuity and must be approved by the city
and be made a part of the property deed or other recorded document. (Ord. 91, 1983)
12.32.070 Exceptions.
A.
The city council may grant exceptions to the requirements or standards imposed
by these regulations where consistent with, or not specifically prohibited by, the provisions of
the Subdivision Map Act. In granting such exceptions or modifications, the city council must
make all of the following findings:
1.

The property to be divided is of such size, shape, or is affected by such
topographic conditions that it is impossible or impracticable in the particular
case to conform fully to the subdivision requirements; and

2.

The exception will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, or welfare, or
be detrimental to the use of other properties in the vicinity; and

3.

Granting of the exception is in accordance with the intent and purposes of this
title, and is consistent with the general plan and with all applicable specific plans
or other plans of the city.

B.
The city council must not base any of its decision on the basis of cost to the
subdivider of strict or literal compliance with the regulations as a reason for granting an
exception.
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C.
In granting any exceptions, the city council must impose such conditions as are
necessary to protect the public health, safety, or welfare and assure compliance with the
general plan, all applicable specific plans, and with the intent and purpose of this title. (Ord.
186 § 3, 1987)
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DIVISION 3 PARK LANDS AND SPORTS FIELDS
Chapter 12.40 PARK LANDS DEDICATION
12.40.010 Title.
This chapter is known as the park lands dedication ordinance and may be cited as such.
(Ord. 26 § 1, 1981)
12.40.020 Definitions.
In this chapter:
A.
“Development” means a subdivision, mobile home park or construction or
installation of a dwelling. Development does not include:
1.

Subdivisions created for industrial or commercial purposes;

2.

Resort and recreational facilities for which occupancy is limited to ninety days
for any person in any twelve-month period, or cabin or motel units which are
not to be used as primary residences and which are to be constructed within and
primarily to serve federal, state or county parks or forests;

3.

Recreational trailer parks, temporary trailer parks, or travel trailer parks as those
terms are defined in the Mobilehome Parks Act.

B.

“Director” means the director of development services for the city of Santee.

C.
“Dwelling” means a building or portion thereof used exclusively for residential
purposes, including one-family, two-family, and multiple dwellings, and also means mobile
home, and mobile home sites or spaces in mobile home parks.
D.
“Dwelling unit” means a single unit providing complete, independent living
facilities for one or more persons, and includes an accessory dwelling as defined in Title 17.
E.

“Family” has the same meaning set forth in the zoning code.

12.40.030 Applicability.
A.
Except as otherwise provided, this chapter applies to all tentative maps of
subdivision, all applications for special use permits filed with the director, and all building
permits or other permits for development filed with the director. For major subdivisions to
which this chapter applies, the required amount of land, or fees in lieu of land, is the amount
prescribed by this chapter on the date on which the environmental impact initial study or draft
environmental impact report was filed, together with required maps and fees for the
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subdivision; provided, that the tentative subdivision map is approved within two years after the
date.
B.

This chapter does not apply to the following:

1.

any subdivisions containing fewer than five parcels; provided, however, that a
condition may be placed on the approval of such a parcel map, that if a building
permit is requested for construction of a residential structure or structures on
one or more of the parcels within four years, the fee may be required to be paid
by the owner of each parcel as a condition of the issuance of the permit;

2.

commercial, industrial, or other nonresidential subdivision;

3.

condominium stock cooperative projects consisting of the subdivision of airspace
in an existing apartment building which is more than five years old and when no
new dwelling units are added;

4.

the replacement on the same parcel by the owner of a dwelling or dwelling
destroyed by fire or other calamity, provided that the application for a building
permit to replace such dwelling is filed with the director within six months after
destruction of the dwelling.

(Ord. 73 § 1, 1983; Ord. 26 § 12, 1981)
12.40.040 Dedication or payment of fee required.
A.
Except as otherwise provided in this chapter, the applicant for any development
must, as a condition of approval of the development, dedicate land, pay fees in lieu of land, or
a combination of both, pursuant to this chapter for the purpose of providing park or recreation
facilities to serve future residents of such development:
B.
Before receiving any building permit or other permit for development under the
jurisdiction of the director, the applicant must pay fees prescribed in Section 16.04.070 or
present a written statement from the director certifying that the requirements of this chapter
have otherwise been satisfied with respect to the development for which permits are sought
C.
In the event that subsequent development occurs with respect to property for
which fees have been paid or land dedicated, additional fees or dedication are required only for
additional lots or dwelling units which were not included in computing the prior fee or
dedication requirements.
(Ord. 181 § 1, 1987; Ord. 26 § 3, 1981)
12.40.050 Filing procedures.
A.
An applicant for a tentative subdivision map or other application for
development approval, must, as a part of such filing, indicate a preference to either dedicate
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land for park or recreation purposes, pay a fee in lieu of land, or both. If the applicant prefers
to dedicate land, the applicant must specify the land proposed to be dedicated.
B.
To facilitate decisions regarding dedication of land, the developer must furnish a
tabulation showing the number of dwelling units proposed to be constructed in each portion of
the development. The director may waive the tabulation requirement at the director’s sole
discretion. (Ord. 26 § 4, 1981)
12.40.060 Dedication or payment—Criteria for determination.
A.

Developments containing fifty or fewer parcels.

1.

Except as otherwise provided in this section, only the payment of fees is
required for developments containing fifty or fewer parcels, except that when a
condominium project, stock cooperative, or community apartment project, as
those terms are defined in Sections 4105, 4125, and 4190 of the Civil Code,
exceed 50 dwelling units, dedication of land may be required, even though the
number of parcels may be less than 50.

2.

An applicant for a development containing fifty or fewer parcels may offer to
dedicate land in lieu of paying fees, in which event the city council may elect to
accept the land or require the payment of fees, or a combination of both, and in
making such election will consider the factors set forth in this section.

B.
Developments containing more than fifty parcels. The city council determines
whether to require dedication of land, payment of a fee in lieu of land, or a combination of
both, for developments containing more than fifty parcels. In making this determination, the
city council considers the following factors:
1.

Conformity of lands offered for dedication with the recreation element of the
general plan;

2.

The topography, soils, soil stability, drainage, access, location and general utility
of land in the development available for dedication;

3.

The size and shape of the development and land available for dedication;

4.

The amount, usability, and location of publicly owned property available for
combination with dedicated lands in the formation of local park and recreation
facilities;

5.

The recreation facilities to be privately owned and maintained by future residents
of the development. (Ord. 109, 1983; Ord. 26 § 5, 1981)

12.40.070 Dedication or payment—Amount.
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A.
The amount of land to be dedicated pursuant to this chapter must be based on
the average occupancy rate per dwelling type and the ratio of dedication equivalent to five
acres per one thousand population according to the following table:
Dwelling Type
Single-family

Square Feet to be Dedicated
Per Unit
740.5

Multi-family

675.2

Mobilehome

370.3

B.
The amount of a fee in lieu of land to be paid pursuant to this chapter is set by
resolution of the city council and is based on the city wide average of land available for park
purposes within the urbanized area of the city, plus the estimated cost for developing said land
into usable parks. The fee is automatically adjusted for inflation on July 1 of each year. The
inflation adjustment is two percent or based on the previous calendar years increase in the San
Diego Consumer Price Index (CPI-U: All Items) as published by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, whichever is higher. The fees received under this chapter are deposited in the park in
lieu fund and must be used for the purchase, development and/or rehabilitation of park and
recreational facilities. (Ord. 222, 1989; Ord. 109, 1983; Ord. 26 § 6, 1981)
12.40.080 Dedication or payment—Time.
A.
If the development in question is a subdivision and land is to be dedicated,
approval of the tentative map will be conditioned on offering the land for dedication prior to
approval of the final map.
B.
If the development in question is a subdivision and fees alone are to be paid or
fees are to be paid in combination with the dedication of land, approval of the tentative map
will be conditioned on a requirement that the subdivider must deposit the fees with the city
before receiving any building permits.
C.
If the development in question is other than a subdivision, the land must be
offered for dedication or the fee in lieu of land must be deposited with the director before
issuance of a building permit, permit to construct a mobile home park, or if neither permit is
required, prior to the issuance of any other permit that may be required to authorize the
replacement, construction, or installation of a dwelling.
12.40.090 Refunds.
Any fee paid pursuant to the provisions of this chapter will not be refunded except
under either of the following circumstances:
A.
Timely withdrawal of application. On written application for a refund, after the
application for approval of the development is timely withdrawn as follows:
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1.

for a subdivision, the withdrawal must occur prior to recording the final map,
except as otherwise provided in subdivision B of this section;

2.

for all other developments, the withdrawal must occur prior to the
commencement of actual construction.

B.
Credit or land dedication. An applicant for a building permit to construct a
dwelling within a planned residential development or other subdivision for which a tentative
map has been filed, and for which fees required by this chapter have been paid, may submit a
written request for a refund of the amount deposited and the director is authorized to issue
refund, in the following circumstances:
1.

If the director determines to allow a credit to the applicant for private parks
pursuant to section 16.04.100, the director is authorized to refund the amount
set forth in a verified copy of the action taken by the director authorizing such
credit;

2.

If the city council elects to accept land in lieu of fees pursuant to section
16.04.060, the director is authorized to refund the amount set forth in a verified
copy of the action taken by the city council accepting such land.

(Ord. 26 § 7.1, 1981)
12.40.100 Credit for private parks.
Where a development provides a private area for park and recreational purposes and
such area is to be privately owned and maintained by the future owner(s) of the development,
such area may be credited against up to fifty percent of the requirement of land dedication or
fees payment, if the director determines that it is in the public interest to do so, and that all of
the following standards either have been or will be met prior to approval of the final
subdivision map:
A.
That yards, court areas, setbacks, and other open areas, required to be
maintained by the zoning and building ordinances and other regulations, will not be included in
the computation of such private areas;
B.
That the private ownership and maintenance of the area will be adequately
provided for by recorded written agreement, covenants or restrictions;
C.
That the use of the private area is restricted for park and recreational purposes
by an open space easement or other instrument approved by the city attorney;
D.
That the proposed private area is reasonably adaptable for use for park or
recreational purposes, taking into consideration such factors as size, shape, topography,
geology, access, and location;
E.

That the facilities proposed:
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1.

Are in substantial accordance with the provisions of the recreation element of
the general plan, or adopted community or specific plans,

2.

Are appropriate to the recreation needs of the future residents of the
development, and

3.

Will substitute for the park lands otherwise required to be dedicated in meeting
the recreation needs of the residents. (Ord. 109, 1983; Ord. 26 § 8, 1981)

12.40.110 Credit for public parks.
A.
When an applicant has dedicated a park to the public to serve a subdivision for
which a tentative map was filed, the city council may, pursuant to Sections 16.04.060 and
16.04.070, allow the following credits for such park:
1.

A credit against up to one hundred percent of the requirement for land
dedication;

2.

A credit against up to one hundred percent of fee payment required by this
chapter for building permits to construct dwellings on the subdivision lots served
by the dedicated public park; or

3.

A credit against fees required for such building permits for the value of
improvements to such park installed or constructed by the applicant; provided
that such credit must not exceed the value of improvements normally authorized
by the city for similar parks. (Ord. 26 § 8.1, 1981)

12.40.120 Limitations on use.
The land and fees required pursuant to this chapter must be used only for the purpose
of providing park or recreation facilities which are in accordance with the principles and
standards contained in the recreation element of the general plan, and which will serve residents
of a local park planning area as delineated in the recreation element which includes the
development from which the fees were derived. (Ord. 26 § 9, 1981)
12.40.130 Commencement of park development.
Development of park or recreational facilities for which land has been dedicated or for
which fees have been paid in lieu thereof will begin when the city council determines that
sufficient residential development has occurred so as to render the park or recreational facilities
reasonably necessary. (Ord. 26 § 10, 1981)
12.40.140 Regulations.
The city council may from time to time approve such regulations as it deems necessary
to implement the provisions of this chapter. (Ord. 26 § 11, 1981)
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CHAPTER 12.42 DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS—DISPLACEMENT OF SPORTS
FIELDS
12.42.010 Sports fields defined.
“Sports fields,” as used in this chapter, means and includes any and all property used,
as of the date of the ordinance codified in this chapter, for baseball, softball, or soccer by one
or more identifiable groups. “Sports fields” also includes those structures or improvements
constructed or installed to facilitate use of the property for sports activities, such as lights,
buildings or bleachers. (Ord. 175 § 1, 1986)
12.42.020 Public hearing required.
A.
An applicant for a development project that displaces a sports field must, if
feasible, provide for the relocation of the displaced sports field.
B.
Prior to approving a development project that displaces a sports field, the city
council of the city must conduct a public hearing to determine arrangements for relocation of
those facilities. (Ord. 175 § 2, 1986)
12.42.030 Notice of hearing.
A.
The director must provide notice of the hearing by mail to the property owner,
the proponent of the development project, and all organizations known to the city that have,
within the twelve months prior to the hearing, used the sports facilities. Notice must also be
posted at the site of the sports facilities.
B.
Notice of the hearing must be mailed, posted and published in a newspaper of
general circulation no less than ten days prior to the hearing. (Ord. 175 § 3, 1986)
12.42.040 Findings required.
At the close of the hearing and before approving a development project that displaces a
sports field, the council must either:
A.
Find that relocation of the sports fields is feasible and direct the appropriate
actions be taken to accomplish such relocation; or
B.

Find that relocation of the sports facilities is not feasible. (Ord. 175 § 4, 1986)

12.42.050 Criteria to determine feasibility.
In making its finding that relocation is feasible or infeasible, the council considers the
following:
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A.
charters;

The geographical requirements placed on past users by their respective athletic

B.
The cost to relocate facilities should be borne by the developer, the property
owner, and then, if necessary, by the city;
C.
Improvements at relocated facilities should be equal to or better than facilities
displaced. (Ord. 175 § 5, 1986)
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[PLACEHOLDER FOR TITLE 16, SCHEME LIKE SAMPLE]
DIVISION 4 SCHOOLS
CHAPTER 3.3612.50 DEDICATIONS OF LAND AND FEES FOR SCHOOL
DISTRICTS
IARTICLE 1. GENERAL PROVISIONS
3.36.01012.50.100 Citation.
This chapter is known and may be cited as the “school facilities dedication and fee ordinance.”
(Prior code § 82.101)
3.36.02012.50.110 Authority.
This chapter is adopted pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 4.7, commencing with § 65970,
of Division 1 of Title 7 of the Government Code. (Prior code § 82.102)
3.36.03012.50.120 Purpose and intent.
This chapter is intended to implement the school facilities dedication and fees legislation in the
city of Santee and to provide authority whereby the city, affected school districts and
applicants for land development approvals may undertake such reasonable steps as are
necessary to alleviate the overcrowding of school facilities. (Amended during 1989 supplement;
prior code § 82.104)
3.36.04012.50.130 Regulations.
The city council may from time to time, by resolution, issue regulations to provide for the
administration of this chapter. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 82.105)
3.36.05012.50.140 Findings.
The city council finds and declares as follows:
A.
Adequate school facilities should be available for children residing in new
residential developments.
B.
Public and private residential developments may require the expansion of
existing public schools or the construction of new school facilities.
C.
In many areas of the city, the funds for the construction of new classroom
facilities are not available when new development occurs, resulting in the overcrowding of
existing schools.
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D.
New housing developments frequently cause conditions of overcrowding in
existing school facilities which cannot be alleviated in a reasonable period of time without city
involvement as provided for under existing state law.
E.
That, for the above reasons, new and improved methods of financing for interim
school facilities necessitated by new development are needed in the city of Santee. (Amended
during 1989 supplement; prior code § 82.106)
3.36.06012.50.150 City of Santee general plan.
The city of Santee general plan provides for the location of public schools. Interim school
facilities, whether temporary or permanent, to be constructed from fees paid or land required to
be dedicated hereunder, or both, must be consistent with the city general plan. (Amended
during 1989 supplement; prior code § 82.107)
3.36.07012.50.160 Prior agreements.
Each decision-making body of the city will recognize any agreement existing prior to the
operative date of this chapter between an applicant for a residential development and a school
district and pertaining to the dedication of land and/or payment of fees for school facilities to
serve the property which is the subject of the application, or any portion thereof, will be
recognized by a decision-making body hereunder and be considered by itand consider that
agreement as satisfying the requirements of this chapter. (Prior code § 82.108)
II.12.50.170 Definitions
3.36.100 Conditions of overcrowding.
In this chapter:
“Conditions of overcrowding” means that the total enrollment of a school, including enrollment
from proposed development, exceeds the capacity of such school as determined by the
governing body of the school district. (Prior code § 82.201)
3.36.110 Decision-making body.
“Decision-making body” means the city council, planning commission, or the director of
development services. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 82.202)
3.36.120 Director.
“Director” means the director of development services of the city. (Amended during 1989
supplement; prior code § 82.202.5)
3.36.130 Dwelling unit.
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“Dwelling unit” means a single unit providing complete, independent living facilities for one or
more persons.
(Prior code § 82.203)
3.36.140 Interim facilities.
“Interim facilities” are limited to the followingmeans:
A.
Temporary classrooms not constructed with permanent foundation and defined
as a structure containing one or more rooms, each of which is designed, intended and equipped
for use as a place for formal instruction of pupils by a teacher in a school.
B.
foundations.

Temporary classroom toilet facilities not constructed with permanent

C.
§ 82.203.5)

Reasonable site preparation and installation of temporary classrooms. (Prior code

3.36.150 Reasonable methods for mitigating conditions of overcrowding.
“Reasonable methods for mitigating conditions of overcrowding” include, but are not limited
to, agreements between a subdivider or builder and the affected school district whereby
temporary use buildings will be leased to or for the benefit of the school district or temporary
use buildings owned by the school district will be used and agreements between the affected
school district and other school districts whereby the affected school district agrees to lease or
purchase surplus or underutilized school facilities from other school districts. (Prior code §
82.204)
3.36.160“Residential development.” means
A.
“Residential development” means A project containing residential dwellings,
including mobilehomes, of one or more units or a subdivision of land for the purpose of
constructing one or more residential dwelling units. Residential development includes, but is
not limited to:
1.

A privately proposed amendment to the city of Santee general plan which would
allow an increase in authorized residential density and where no further
discretionary action for residential development need be taken by a decisionmaking body prior to application for a building permit;

2.

A privately proposed specific plan or amendment to a specific plan which would
allow an increase in authorized residential density;

3.

A tentative or final subdivision map or parcel map or a time extension on such a
tentative map;

4.

A conditional use permit;
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5.

An ordinance rezoning property to a residential use or to a more intense
residential use;

6.

A building permit;

7.

Any other discretionary permit for residential use.

B.
Exemptions. A residential development is exempt from the requirements of this
chapter when it consists only of any of the following:
1.

Any modification or remodel of an existing legally-established dwelling unit
where no additional dwelling units are created;

2.

A condominium project converting an existing apartment building into a
condominium where no new dwelling units are created;

3.

Any rebuilding of a legally-established dwelling unit destroyed or damaged by
fire, flood, explosion, act of God or other accident or catastrophe;

4.

Any rebuilding of an historical building recognized, acknowledged and
designated as such by the city;

5.

The installation, siting or relocation of mobilehomes in then existing mobilehome
parks;

6.

Any dwelling constructed to replace a dwelling taken in an eminent domain
proceeding, if both dwelling sites lie within the same school district. (Amended
during 1989 supplement; prior code §§ 82.205, 82.206)

IIIARTICLE 2. FINDINGS OF OVERCROWDED ATTENDANCE AREAS
3.36.17012.50.200 School district findings.
The provisions of Section 3.36.190 are applicable to official actions taken on residential
development applications by a decision-making body, if the governing body of a school district
which has jurisdiction within the city of Santee makes a finding supported by clear and
convincing evidence, and the city council concurs in such finding, that:
A.
Conditions of overcrowding exist in one or more attendance areas within the
district which will impair the normal functioning of educational programs, including the reasons
for the existence of such conditions; and
That All reasonable methods, within established school district policies, of
B.
mitigating conditions of overcrowding have been evaluated and no feasible method, as
determined by the school district, for reducing such conditions exist, the governing body of the
school district must notify the city council. The notice of findings sent to the city must specify
the mitigation measures considered by the school district. If the city council concurs in such
findings, the provisions of Section 3.36.190 are applicable to official actions taken on
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residential development applications by a decision-making body. (Amended during 1989
supplement; prior code § 82.301)
3.36.18012.50.210 Notice of findings requirements.
Any notice of findings sent by a school district to the city council must specify:
A.

The findings listed in Section 3.36.170;

B.
The mitigation measures and methods, including those listed in Section 3.36.150,
considered by the school district and any determination made concerning them by the district.
Other mitigation measures may include, but are not limited to:
1.

Any other agreements entered into by the affected school district which would
alleviate conditions of overcrowding caused by new residential development,

2.

The use of relocatable structures, student transportation and/or school boundary
realignments,

3.

The use of available bond or state loan revenues, to the extent authorized by
law,

4.

The use of funds which could be available from the sale of surplus school
district real property and funds available from other appropriate sources, as
determined by the respective governing bodies of affected school districts;

C.

The precise geographic boundaries of the overcrowded attendance area or areas;

D.
Such other information as may be required by city council regulation. (Amended
during 1989 supplement; prior code § 82.302)
3.36.19012.50.220 Restriction on approval of residential development city council
findings.
Within any attendance area of a school district where it has been determined pursuant to
Section 3.36.170 that conditions of overcrowding exist, no decision-making body may approve
an application for a residential development within such area, unless such decision-making body
makes one of the following findings:
A.
That action will be taken pursuant to this chapter to provide dedications of land
and/or fees to mitigate the conditions of overcrowding within that attendance area; or
B.
That there are specific overriding fiscal, economic, social or environmental
factors which in the judgment of the decision-making body would benefit the city, thereby
justifying the approval of a residential development otherwise subject to the provision of this
chapter. An agreement between the applicant for a residential development and the school
district to mitigate conditions of overcrowding within that attendance area may be considered
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by a decision-making body as such an overriding factor. (Amended during 1989 supplement;
prior code § 82.303)
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IVARTICLE 3. REQUIREMENTS, STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES
3.36.20012.50.300 Requirement of fees and/or dedications.
For the purpose of establishing an interim method of providing classroom facilities where
overcrowding conditions exist as determined pursuant to Section 3.36.170, the city may
require, as a condition to the approval of a residential development, the dedication of land, the
payment of fees in lieu thereof, or a combination of both, as determined by a decision-making
body during the hearings and other proceedings on specific residential development applications
falling within its jurisdiction. Prior to imposition of the fees and/imposing fees or dedications of
land, it is necessary for athe decision-making body acting on the application tomust make the
following findings:
A.

The city of Santee general plan provides for the location of public schools;

B.
The land or fees, or both, transferred to a school district may be used only for
the purpose of providing interim elementary, junior high, or high school classroom and related
facilities as defined by the governing body of the district;
C.
The location and amount of land to be dedicated or the amount of fees to be
paid, or both, must bear a reasonable relationship and will be limited to the needs of the
community for interim elementary, junior high, or high school facilities and be reasonably
related and limited to the need for schools caused by the development.
D.
The facilities to be constructed, purchased, leased, or rented from such fees or
the land to be dedicated or both isare consistent with the city of Santee general plan.
(Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 82.401)
3.36.21012.50.305 Necessity for establishment of fee standard.
Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 3.36.200, the issuance of a building permit may not
be conditioned upon the payment of a fee pursuant to this division until a fee standard for the
school district within which the property for the proposed building lies has been established and
concurred in pursuant to Section 3.36.230. (Prior code § 82.401.5)
3.36.22012.50.310 Payment of fees in smaller subdivisions.
Only the payment of fees is required in subdivisions containing fifty parcels or lessfewer. (Prior
code § 82.402)
3.36.23012.50.315 Standards for land dedication and fees.
The standards for the amount of dedicated land or fees to be required must be established by
the governing board of each school district Where a determination has been made pursuant to
Section 3.36.170 that conditions of overcrowding exist. Such , the governing board of each
school district establishes the standards for the amount of dedicated land or fees to be required
and provides the relevant standards and facts supporting them must be transmitted to the city
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council. If the city council concurs in such standards, theyeach decision-making body must use
those standards, until revised, be used by decision-making bodies in situations where
dedications of land and/or fees are required as a condition to the approval of a residential
development. Nothing hereinin this chapter prevents the city council from establishing and
using standards other than those established by the school district in the event the city council
is unable to concur in those transmitted by the district. (Amended during 1989 supplement;
prior code § 82.403)
3.36.24012.50.320 Fees and land for interim facilities.
The fees for interim facilities and value of land to be dedicated must not exceed the amount
necessary to pay five annual lease payments for the interim facilities. (Prior code § 82.403.5)
3.36.25012.50.325 Filing application for residential development.
At the time of filingWhen an applicant submits an application for approval of a residential
development located within an attendance area where the findings required by Section 3.36.170
have been made, the applicant must, as part of such filing, indicate whether it prefers to
dedicate land for school facilities, to pay a fee in lieu thereof, or do a combination of these. If
the applicant prefers to dedicate land, it must suggest the specific land. (Prior code § 82.404)
3.36.26012.50.330 Notification of school districts.
A.
Upon receipt of The director is authorized and directed to notify the affected
school districts whenever the city receives an application for a residential development within
an attendance area where the findings required by Section 3.36.170 have been made, the
director must notify the affected school districts thereof. With the exception of applications for
building permits, such notification must be made no later than thirty days prior to consideration
of the application by a decision-making body.
B.
For the purpose of advising school districts within the city of Santee of
proposed residential development which may affect them, the director mustis authorized and
directed to notify a school district of any application not governed by subsection A of this
section submitted to the city for approval of any residential development within the jurisdiction
of that district. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 82.405)
3.36.27012.50.335 Decision factors.
A.
Upon receipt of the notification required by Section 3.36.260(A), the governing
board of the affected school district must determine whether to require a dedication of land
within the development, payment of a fee in lieu thereof, or a combination of both. The school
district must then transmit the determination to the director for submission to the appropriate
decision-making body for concurrence. If the decision-making body concurs in such
determination it may at the time of its consideration of a residential development application
impose such requirements. In their respective actions regarding this determination, the school
district and the decision-making body must consider the following factors:
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1.

Whether lands offered for dedication will be consistent with the city of Santee
general plan;

2.

Whether the lands offered for dedication meet the criteria established at
Education Code Section 39000, et seq.;

3.

The topography, soils, soil stability, drainage, access, location and general utility
of land in the development available for dedication;

4.

Whether the location and amount of lands proposed to be dedicated or the
amount of fees to be paid, or both, will bear a reasonable relationship and will
be limited to the needs of the community for interim elementary or high school
facilities and will be reasonably related and limited to the need for schools
caused by the development;

5.

If only a subdivision is proposed, whether it will contain fifty parcels or less.

B.
Nothing hereinin this chapter prevents a decision-making body from imposing
requirements other than those transmitted by the school district in the event that a decisionmaking body is unable to concur in the district’s determination hereunder. (Amended during
1989 supplement; prior code § 82.406 (a))
3.36.27112.50.340 Mitigation agreement.
IfWhen the governing board of a school district has entered into an receives a notification
required by subsection A of Section 3.36.260, the governing board must notify the director,
and provide a copy, of any agreement with the applicant for the residential development to
mitigate conditions of overcrowding within the attendance area covered by the application, the
governing board must, upon receipt of the notification required by subsection A of Section
3.36.260, so advise the director, and transmit a copy thereof for submission to the appropriate
decision-making body for consideration under subsection B of Section 3.36.190. (Prior code §
82.406 (b))
3.36.27212.50.345 Use of land or fees—School district schedule required.
Following the action byAfter a decision-making body to requirerequires the dedication of land
or the payment of fees, or both, the director must notify each school district affected thereby.
The governing body of the school district must then submit a schedule specifying how it will
use the land or fees, or both, to solve the conditions of overcrowding. The schedule must
include the school sites to be used, the classroom facilities to be made available, and the times
when such facilities will be available. In the event the governing body of the school district
cannot meet the schedule, it must submit modifications to the city council, and the reasons for
the modifications. (Prior code § 82.407)
3.36.27312.50.350 Land dedication procedures.
When land is to be dedicated, it must be offered for dedication to the affected school district in
substantially the same manner as prescribed in the subdivision code in Title 16 of this code (the
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subdivision ordinance) for streets and public easements. Dedicated land which subsequently is
determined by the school district to be unsuitable for school purposes may be sold at the
option of the school district. The funds derived therefrom must be used in accordance with this
chapter. (Prior code § 82.408)
3.36.27412.50.355 Fee payment procedures.
A.
If the payment of a fee is required, such payment or the pro rata amount thereof
must be made to the director at the time a building permit within the residential development is
approved and issued.
B.
The amount of such fee will be determined by the fee standard in effect on the
date of the payment of fees for an unexpired plan check or review pursuant to Section 303(c)
of the Uniform Building Code.
C.
When application is made for a new building permit following expiration of a
previously issued building permit, the fee payment will not be required. (Prior code § 82.409)
3.36.27512.50.360 Fees held in trust.
Fees paid under this chapter will be held in trust by the city. Such fees plus accrued interest
less a reasonable service and handling charge of no more than the accrued interest must be
transferred within thirty days of payment to the school districts operating schools within the
attendance area from which the fees were collected. (Prior code § 82.410)
3.36.27612.50.365 Refund of paid fees.
If a residential development approval is vacated or voided, and if the city or the affected school
district still retains the land and/or fees collected therefor, and if the applicant so requests, the
city council or the governing board of the school district must order the land and/or fees
returned to the applicant. (Prior code § 82.411)
3.36.27712.50.370 Interim facilities in lieu of fees—Conditions.
In lieu of the payment of fees for interim facilities, the builder of a residential development
may, at his or her option and at his or her expense, provide interim facilities, owned or
controlled by such builder, at the place designated by the school district, and at the conclusion
of the fifth school year the builder must, at the builder’s expense, remove the interim facilities
from such place. (Prior code § 82.412)
3.36.27812.50.375 Exceptions to fee payment or land dedication.
One year after receipt of an apportionment pursuant to the Leroy F. Greene State School
Building Lease-Purchase Law of 1976 (commencing with Section 1770017000 of the
Education Code), for the construction of a school, the city will not, pursuant to this chapter or
pursuant to any other school facilities financing arrangement such district may have with
builders of residential development, levy any fee or require the dedication of any land within
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the attendance area of the district. However, any time after receipt of the apportionment there
may be a determination of overcrowding, if there is the further finding that:
A.
During the period of construction additional overcrowding would occur from
continued residential development; and
That any fee levied and any required dedication of land levied after the receipt
B.
of the construction apportionment can be used to avoid the additional overcrowding prior to
the school being available for use by the school district. (Prior code § 82.413 (part))
3.36.27912.50.380 Return of unused fees or land.
Any amounts of fees collected or land dedicated after the receipt of the construction
apportionment and not used to avoid overcrowding will be returned to the person who paid the
fee or made the land dedication. Any school district so receiving fees or dedications of land
willmust advise the city immediately upon receipt of such apportionment. (Prior code § 82.413
(part))
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VARTICLE 4. USES AND LIMITATIONS OF USES OF LAND AND FEES
3.36.28012.50.400 Use of land and fees.
All land or fees, or both, collected pursuant to this chapter and transferred to a school district
may be used only by the district for the purpose of providing interim elementary, junior high or
high school classroom and related facilities, whether temporary or permanent. (Prior code §
82.501)
3.36.29012.50.410 Agreement for fee distribution.
If two separate school districts operate schools in an attendance area which includes the city of
Santee where the city council has concurred that overcrowding conditions exist for both school
districts, the city council will enter into an agreement with the governing body of each school
district for the purpose of determining the distribution of revenues from the fees levied
pursuant to this chapter. Such agreements must be based upon the standards established
pursuant to Section 3.36.230. (Amended during 1989 supplement; prior code § 82.502)
3.36.30012.50.420 Fee fund records and reports.
Any school district receiving funds pursuant to this chapter must maintain a separate account
for any fees paid and file a report with the city council on the balance in the account at the end
of the previous fiscal year and the facilities leased, purchased, or constructed during the
previous fiscal year. In addition, the report must specify which attendance areas, which include
the city of Santee, will continue to be overcrowded when the fall term begins and where
conditions of overcrowding will no longer exist. Such report must be filed by August 1st of
each year and be filed more frequently at the request of the city council. (Amended during
1989 supplement; prior code § 82.503)
3.36.31012.50.430 Termination of dedication and fee requirements.
When it is determined by the city council determines that conditions of overcrowding no longer
exist in an attendance area which includes the city of Santee, decision-making bodies must
cease levying any fee or requiring the dedication of any land for that area pursuant to this
chapter. Action under this section does not affect the validity of conditions already imposed for
levy of fees and dedications of land and such conditions remain binding. (Amended during
1989 supplement; prior code § 82.504)
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